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PLAN OF THE WORK.

The cultivation of Music has been carried to such adegreeufper-

fection in I his country, it haabecomc bo universally necessary among

the acquirements of education, it occupies so considerable a portion

of (lie lime, thoughts, and engagements ofyoulh,ma!urity, and age,

the English public is indebted to the science for so much of elegant

amusement and private life for so much of individual solace and de-

light, that it is rather matter of wonder we have no periodical work

exclusively devoted to the subject, than of apology for the intro-

duction of our present publication. Perhaps it may have appeared

on a distant and casual contemplation of the purposes and powers

of music, that butalimited foundation and slender materials could

be found whereon (o build an useful superstructure ofsuch a kind.

The principles of the art might be thought to lie within a small

compass, and to be illustrated better by musical than by verbal

composition. The essays we already possess have added little or

nothing to the stock ofmusical knowledge, if ire except a few (and

they are a very few) regular treatises on themore abstruse branches.

Practical musicians very much disregard such attempts. It should

almost seem that the symbols by which we express the objects of

our other faculties are considered to be inapplicable to our appre-

hension of sounds, and that words in their combinations could do

nothing, either to improve the practice or to increase the enjoy-

ment of the art. It cannot be that literature and this delightful

occupation are seldom united ; they are both the consistent and

dignified pursuits of leisure, affluence, and elegance ofmind. It is

not indeed a necessary property of intellect to combine the perfec-

tions of the scholar and the musician; butin this our refined age

such accomplishment is by no means uncommon, and perhaps it

is the attribute of a stern cast of thought, or ofa still more stern
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abstraction, to reject the beauties nnil the blandishment ofa syren

tvho solicits the heart wilhsiich grace, such tenderness, such sweet*

ness, who promises a relaxation ho voluptuously innocent, who

steeps the senses in such enchanting forgctfulness, who at her plea-

sure elevates the soul to the rapture ofadoration or sinks it to the

thrilling languor of a delicious and touching- sensibility. But,

however this may be, literature has done less for music than for

any other branch ofuseful or ornamental acquirement ; and we are

not without hope, that by opening a receptacle for the contribu-

tions of those, who rich in such attainments, have felt and may be

inclined to divide the happiness they confer, we may be the

founders of an establishment which, in our very humblest aspira-

tioss, we are convinced may be rendered an useful and agreeable

depository of much that is worth collecting or recording relative

to the progress of music and the transactions ofthe musical world.

At the outset we do no more than erect a mere mortal fabric ;

bill we have given it the dimensions, and we hope it may come to

enjoy the privileges of a sacred edifice—to be consecrated by the

gifted hand ofgenius, to be endowed by the benevolences of taste.

The happiest distinction ofany plan which at the commencement

ofsuch an undertaking could belaid down is, that it should be suffi-

ciently comprehensive to embrace whatever may seem to contribute

to amusement or to instruction. Our work is not addressed to any

particular class or denomination of amateurs or of performers, but

to the whole. Guided by this simple oullinc, we hope to provide a

variety that may gratify where it fails short ofthe higher and better

aim of eliciting or of conveying something not before known. If

any justification for such a design be wanting, we should seek it

in the dispositions of Nature herself. It appears to be a part of

her law, that sound' should excite highly-pleasurable sensations,

even in persons who are totally ignorant of the science ofharmony.

There is an original aptitude for music that has no parallel in the

enjoyment of the sister arts. The most animated productions of

the poet and the most exquisite works of the painter would fail to

produce the same delight that even the simplest melodies awake

in persons ofuntaught musical feelings. "We speak ofthe operation

of the arts upon unsophisticated nature. There are some who are

through life entirely destitute of the smallest perception of the

pleasures of sound; and we have it on the personal authority ofthe
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PL*N OF THE WOHK.

greatest lawyer in the realm, that [hero art others who would not

give five shillings to hear Catalani sing for a quarter ofa year; but

we should be disposed to class such instances among the effects of

a continual devotion to graver pursuits and of a loftier ambition,

rather than with the common constitution of the faculties of man-

kind. The deep, the poignant, and intense delight which some

experience is doubtless the offspring ofa peculiar organization, and

the enjoyment imparted to many by the power of music appears to

be owing to something like an additional sense. Such examples

are not rare. We adduce them only to prove that too scientific a

design would ill comport with the several gradations ofnatural and

acquired perception to which our publication, in order to be gene-

ral, must be levelled. Wesay levelled, not lowered, for we cannot

consider that our usefulness will be at all abridged by the endea-

vour to contribute to the desires of every rank and degree of the

lovers of the art. We expect to derive strength from combination,

as much as from individual power.

Governed then by such views, we purpose to include the follow-

ing subjects :

—

1. Original correspondonce upon all the branches of the science,

theoretical and practical.

% Critical and impartial accounts of musical performers,

3. Reviews of musical publications.

4. Accountsoflhc metropolitan and provincial establishments for

Ike cultivation of music.

5. Anecdotes of music and musical men.

6. Poetry, original or selected, that may appear calculated for

musical adaptation.

7. A register or chronicle of musical transactions.

Bysuch an arrangement we conceive that we shall embrace every

topic of interest, personal and general, vocal and instrumental,

throughout all the bearings of living talent and written composi-

tion; and we anticipate that by bringing into one circle of action

as many of the connected family of musical genius an we can

attract, an emulation may be excited and a standard ofcomparison

erected which will lead to beneficial results, not only to the indivi-

dual but to the public. In the superior department ofthe conduct

of public amusements, the zeal,the taste, the liberality ofdirectors,

may be assimilated and brought together. The management and
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the patronage of Foreign and English amusements maybe weighed

nnd balanced against each other. The eminent novelties ofevery

country communicated, not only to thoHt most immediately con-

cerned, but to their supporters. To what extent information may

be obtained in the incipient stage of our enterprise, we will not

presume to promise ; our arrangements for foreign correspondence

will depend upon the reception our work experiences ; but by a

clear exposition of our objects we shew the scope and range of our

intentions, and while we entreat the voluntary aid of those who
may possess the opportunities we covet, we at the same time engage

to omit no effort of our own to establish a correspondence that

may ultimately complete the perfection of this compartment ofour

miscellany.

A portion, and not an inconsiderable portion of our pages, will

be devoted to criticism. We are led to such an expectation from

the accumulating productions of composers, from the increasing

ardour ofprofessional enterprise, from the wide-spreadingdemand

for novelty, and from the continual accession both of native and

exotic personal talent.

The mass of the public is at all times either partially directed

by the remarks ofindividuals, (privileged, as it were, by the sanc-

tion oftheir known acquaintance with the principles of taste) con-

veyed orally from one to another, or generally by the criticisms of

the daily and periodical prints. And hereagain we have to deplore

the want ofthe requisite characteristics in many ofthose who, under

the semblance of discharging a trust, indifferent to themselves but

vitally important toothers, are but too often weak in judgment

though fluent in objection, destitute of the real faculty of discri-

mination, but fully convergent with the murderous art of dealing

out keen and cutting dispraise.* We know not how it happens

—

but so it is, that while every species of publication throughout the

amazing range of English and Foreign literature is most ably and

most completely dissected, demonstrated, and prepared for the

guidance of general observation—while the sister art of painting

has been illustrated by every expence ofjudgment and travel and

• There arc sometimes in the Times and Mousing Ciihohicle, and
1,iti:h.iuy Gazette, articles which oro the exceptions to this rule, but
generally speaking the criticisms, even in these highly-esteemed Journals,

are loo vague and loose.
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design and execution, employing the highest efforts both graphic

and descriptive, music and musicians are almost entirely aban-

doned to the meagre, hasty, crude, and but too often partial and

personal effusions of the journals of the day. Let not our de-

scription be thought invidious. It cannot be more accurate ; we
appeal to the feelings of the profession and to the discernment of

persons of taste. However irritable or warped by resentment or

injustice the first may be, there is yet a testimony to be drawn from

the universal sentiment which cannot err. No prejudices can

pervert such a body of evidence, no attachments can influence such

ajury, neither hopes nor fears can shake the impartial justice of a

court ofsuch authority. Placing ourselves then in the enlightened

presence of the assembled ability which is employed either profes-

sionally or judicially, and about to become in our own produc-

tions the object ofa similar examination, we arraign the existing' cri-

ticism directed to musical transactions. We arraign it as sometimes

unjust and oppressively injurious, as commonly insipid, and as al-

most always uncertain, indiscriminate, or venal. The degrees of

merit are confounded and lost in merenewspaperjargon. Itshallbc

our part to mitigate, as far as in us lies, the flippant asperity which

wounds in mere haste and wantonness, or rather perhaps because it

is necessary to say something. We shall endeavour to modify the

too enormous power of prescription, whilst avoiding every sort of

detraction, we give to exalted genius its own elevated place of

honor. We shall hope to encourage the hesitating and slow ad-

vances ofmodest merit ; we shall most carefully abstain from every

thing that borders upon personality ; and at the same time that we
areexertingacalm vigilance for the interests ofthescience (in which

we consider the interests of the public absolutely vested), we shall

solicitously bear in mind that the private happiness ofan arduous,

and as we esteem it a most meritorious profession, is involved in the

honourable or dishonourable exercise of public criticism. We do

not enter upon our duties with lev ity, neither shall we publish our

thoughts hastily or unadvisedly. We hope to "do some good, and

we invite the assistance of all who can appreciate oar motives,

enlarge our sphere of intelligence, or in any way confirm our

purpose.

Thus have we fully described the disposition which will attemper

the most delicate, and yet perhaps to the curiosity of our readers,
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ihc most pleasureable discharge ofour voluntary office. There is

yet a large and important division to be spoken of in the purposed

review of musical compositions. Every nation had originally, and

even up to this day retains leading characteristics of its own style,

almost as distinct and peculiar as its proper tongue, and in spite of

the incursions offoreign powers, invited by novelty and conducted

by genius—in spite of the commanding superiority with which the

enchanting language, the exquisite attainments, and finished taste

of Italy, the mistressof the world, have tilted her missionaries for

the task ofconversion, there are yet in everycountry predominating

principles, derived from this national and perhaps natural inch'

nation, that ore found to bias very materially, though they do not

wholly govern the public judgment. With these however all the

improvements and inventions of other countries are so commixed

and blended in ourown, that varieties the mostanomalous are every

wherediscoverable. We shouldbe led to conjecture thatthe objects

of musical taste are no where so diversified as in England, Nor
does it appear very difficult to account for. The reasons are inter-

woven with manners, and will strike us at once on comparing the

institutions and habitsofthe continent with thoseofourown island.

Id catholic countries the church service is in a great degree musical,

and the performance is frequently excellent. Hence it arises, not

only that thejudgment ofthe people from their mere constant at-

tendance at the hours ofdevotion, grows daily more polished, but

that multitudes ofnative musicians are trained up in one uniform sys-

tem ofdiscipline. The religions establishments have verygenerally

a coniervatorio attached to their foundations, which is the school

wherein these musicians are educated. Thus there is an universal

diffusion of the same vernacular principles and practice. Music is

to be heard from morning till night, in the church and in the streets

gratuitously, and in the theatres for a very small expence. Even
comedy and tragedy are musical.—Such an eternal application of

the artcannot fail to stamp its characteristics deeply upon the whole

people, while among professors it ensures the attainment of the

utmost possible skill, by unity of design, by incessant repetition, by

the mental excitement produced, and by the facility and acquaint-

ance attendant on these advantages. In point of fact they havebut

one school, and their school is a school of national foundation.

France is certainly to be exempted from our description ; for whe-
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thet it be that the French language places an insuperable barrier,

or whether there is a levity and mobility in the constitution of

Frenchmen that unlit (hem for musical excellence, we pretend not

to decide, but that there exists some positive impediment which

has hitherto precluded their progress towards the point of cultiva-

tion which most oftheir neighbours have reached, is incorrtestible

The instances ofany native ofFrance becoming eminent as a vocal

performer in any other country than his own are exceedingly rare,

end the instrumentalists are comparatively so very very few, that

they are scarcely known or remembered. French compositions,

except for romances and dances, are equally scarce. France has

however given birth to theorists ofconsiderable note.

In England we partake, we enjoy the fruits ofevery other region,

and we engraft them upon our own strong and hardy stocks. We
have still somewhat ofaprevailingnationaltaate,though it is almost

expiring. Indeedthc want ofa school necessarily contributes to the

classification ofopinion according to thedistribut ion ofwealth. To
go to the fountain head, we must quote the personal example ofour

venerable Sovehbigh himself, who has done ranch to perpetuate

by his own partiality the love of Handel among his subjects, and

all that yet remains ofthe nervous, sound, noble, and majestic style

of performance which is acquired by the study of that composer.

Descendingasingle step in society,we shall immediatelybe brought

within the attraction of the opera and Italian music. The cost and

rules of dress and of admission, and the want ofacquaintance with

the language, render the King's Theatre not commonly accessible

except to the wealthy and the well educated ; bat no oncofmusical

feeling who Bets foot upon this charmed ground departs without

having tasted " the orient liquor in a chrystal glass" that enchants

and fixes him for ever the delighted subject of the power of the

place. Theairis filled withspclls. It is impossible to escape them.

He who has heard the best music of (he theatre and oratorio, forgets

the gay as well as all the solemn sentiments (hey may have inspired,

in the transporting and delicious tenderness which the " foreign

wonder" breathes as it were into the very soul. Hht sensations are

new and penetrating. They are never after obliterated, for they

mingle with thefinest affections ofour nature. From so captivating

and so copious a spring, it is no wonder that the waters should

permeate far and wide. They are in truth the thousand Heliconian
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rills, to which almost the whole collected assemblage of high rank

and splendid fortune and elegant accomplishment comes,

" A thirst to prore

The genuine influence of the stream they lore."

Separate and distinct as these two currents of taste must be said

to be in their nature and origin, they are nevertheless united iu

their progress, and at no great distance from the source The
oratorios and miscellaneous concerts of a higher order are all sup-

ported nearly by the same performers, and patronized by the same

audiences ; and the selections are made from Italian and English

music of genuine excellence. There happens, however, a more

general commixture ofranks when the theatres are used us conceit

rooms ; and it is upon these occasions that the slender portion of

good taste is infused among the million of hearers which incites

the desire for better things, and which shows itself in the curious

modern Mosaic of English-Italian-German compositions for the

theatre and the chamber, and in the momentary alternations from

good to bad taste with which our ears are assailed in the perform-

ance ofmany of the half-bred, half-taught singers of the English

theatres. Some we have known who find it necessary to yield to

the prejudice they despise. It is this intermixture that originates a

third description oftaste, which being a compound of all styles, is

ofall the most alloyed, dull, and deteriorated. In the midst or the

confusion, some national airs have been reanimated for a time,

rather by the reputation of the poets who have written words for

them than from any other cause. But they have small influence

upon the formation oftaste, because they ore cast into the heap and

devoured and forgotten amidst the profusion of good, had, and in-

different with which the unnatural hungering after novelty is to be

hourly indulged and satiated.

Front this slight outline of the divisions of the public appetite,

it may be seen how difficult and how various a duty awaits the re-

viewer ofcompositions intended Tor the English nation, and more

especially ofthose by some ofour native authors. The easiest, the

plainest, and most honest way of discharging our trust, will be

found in our endeavour to follow rather than lead the judgment,

by allotting to whatever may be selected for our remark its legiti-

mate distinction in the academic groves ofscience, or in the humble
walk of national predilection. We shall consider to what height
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its aims are directed, and we shall allot it such a precedence, the

primai-j consideration being settled, as the composition may appear

to merit in its province. We do not imagine that there is not in

each of these departments some merit strictly classical. Far from

it. We know that genius is neither io be confined nor allured to

one region. It is a spirit too volatile. To find it under the obscu-

rations with which poverty and envy too often cover it, will be our

first part, and in so doing we may perhaps, by the gradual force of

accumulated instances, extract something like a system, and at

last arrive at the elements which are inherent and essential.

By the last division ofour plan, we hope in time to have gone

far towards the collection of a complete history of the progress of

music in our own country ; and as fashion and example exert a

powerful influence even over those pursuits that in their proper

nature do not seem to require aid so adventitious, we anticipate

the further diffusion of (he science by the force of that emulation

among towns and cities and provinces, which prevails among indi-

viduals, and to which natural impulse the world owes its most

rapid advancement towards the ultimate limit of human virtue, as

well an towards human gratification. We especially invite the

attention of those professors and amateurs who have interested

themselves in forming permanent establishments upon a public

scale for the practice of limbic, to lt;tid their assistance to the illus-

tration of this topic. We think they will agree with us, that it

may come to afford a moat useful and agreeable means of reference

and comparison. There is scarcely any thing which contributes

more to facilitate that friendly intercourse which ought to subsist

amongst men of science, than a previous acquaintance with each

others particular pursuits, and the degree of excellence to which

they have attained. From such a general law we think it is a

legitimate deduction that the correspondence ofthe lovers ofmusic
will be promoted and enlarged by the knowledge to he extended

through such a medium. Men are anxious (o be made acquainted

with the features of persons for whom they are interested either by

a similarity of taste or by a pre-eminent reputation. The hand-

writing even has been said to convey ideas of character. The
histories we hope to collect will present the features of intellect

and of knowledge, and while they mark the direction oftalent and
the gradations ofscientific acquirement,they mayservc todepicture
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and convey from mind to mind the activity, the devotion, the

power, ami tlic enthusiasm of genius in one of its most favourite

occupations.

\Yf h:ive lliii* i!i-;io-eii ill' I lie jiri iieijji: I ]]i'(>[mit mus nt'our work.

For what remains, we hope rather to be indebted to the generous

contributions of scientific ability than to oar own labours. To
furnish out a continual supply lor the banquet to which we have

given invitation, is beyond (he means of a smalt circle of indivi-

duals. We have been content therefore (o associate such assist-

ance a. may enable us to present the musical world with a fair

specimen of what our own ordinary strength can effect, and we are

not without sanguine expectation, that with every succeeding pub-

lication we shall find our correspondence extended and increased,

and our on ii consequent usefulness appreciated and enlarged. For

uur earli essays, however, we must entreat n liberal allowance of

indulgent admission. The first specimen of our work must be re-

garded rather us the liml wliirli I'oriliiius ilm flutters of promise

add of hope, than as the full, mature, and expanded perfection of

the entire plant, under the meridian sunshine of public favour.

We have stated our views, we have been minutely particular in

reciting the obligations under which we shall consider ourselves to

lie, in order that our readers may at the outset be aware of the

motives which direct us, and the responsibility which those motives

impose upon us. We neither intend to " support our dignity by

ill humour," nor to degrade ourselves to the "fautores inepli," the

foolish flatterers ofan idol or a party. We conclude therefore with

;i solemn promise, that our abilities, such as they are, shall be ex-

erted to their utmost, in the service of the public, in the support of

the profession, and in the propagation of all that may appear to ua

to illustrate or exalt the science.



CORRESPONDENCE.

Mr. Editor,

Some of my friends, as well as myself, are by no mean*

satisfied with the definition given in print by writers, and delivered

verbally by teachers, as to the nature of the minor key in music.

For their satisfaction, and my own, I have been led to enquire

into the subject, by an examination of facta ; and, as the result has

proved highly convincing and decisive to my own mind, I here

send you the particulars in hopes they may prove of equal benefit

to your readers.

I shall here, to render the subject more clear and intelligible,

insert the several passages to which i object, following them imme-

diately with an c nilmeration of the particular objections, to winch

each .seems liable
; anil a^ignin^ my reasons, found, 'd on the fucts,

and evidence, which I shall at the same time produce.

The Rev. Mr. Jones, formerly ofNeyland, in Suffolk, but since

dead, in bis anonymous treatise on the art ofmusic, printed in folio,

at Colchester, in 1784, speaks page 2 of the musical octave, as con-

sisting " of two tetinchords or systems of the fourth ;" or, in other

words, as comprising two Bets of four notes each. " In the major

key," he notices, thnt in (' to F inclusive, which i~ the first tctra-

" chord, we have two tones and a semitone ; and from O to C to

" complete the octaves are two tones and a semitone t" and he then

vses the following words. " In the minor, or flat key, the degrees
" of tone and semitone are differently situated ; and their situation

" produces a very different effect in the harmony and melodies,

" which are composed of them. From A to B is a whole tone
;

" from B to C (as before) a semitone ; from C to D a whole tone,

" These are the intervals of the first tclrachord. Then, omitting

" the interval of the whole tone between the fourth and fifth, wo
" begin the other tetrachord at E which is not similar to the

" former, as in the major key ; for from E fo F is a semitone from

"PtoGa whole tone ; and from G to A another whole tone."

Nothing can create greater confusion in the study ofany science,

than the inaccurate and indefinite use of the terms intended to con-

vey information. Nor can any thing be more in opposition to the

acquisition ofcorrect knowledge, than that the same term should be
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applied in (wo different significations. This is, however, the case

in music, as at present erroneously taught, where tone is sometimes

used to Bignify, hi it may correctly do, the sound of a note, and at

others, to express the distance or space between two notes, which

in reason and justice it never can. No one, adequately conversant

with the correct signification of words, needs to be told, that tone

means tune or sound. It is impossible, therefore, that it can imply

space or distance. And it is negligence only, that has occasioned

it ever to be thus used. For, instead of characterizing the spaces

or distances, as lying between one whole tone and another, or be-

tween a whole tone and a semitone, which appellations are really

the names or values of the notes themselves, when compared with

eachother,the distance itselfhas been said to be either a whole tone

or a semitone, according to the notes themselves, which occurred.

This is manifestly wrong ; and cannot be defended. In the fore-

going description, therefore, of (lie major key, Mr. Jones ought to

have said, that it consists of two tetrachords, or systems of tour

notes each ; and tliat each of those tetrachords comprehends three

notes, which are whole tones ; and one which is a semitone. The
natural hey of C major (the model of all the other major keys)

consists of the following succession of notes, in which F and C are

the semitones, and the rest whole tones

:

C D E-F G A B-C.

In like manner the minor key also consists of two tetrachords,

which do not, as in the major key, correspond with each other.

For, although each of these comprises three whole tones and a

semitone, yet the place of the semitone differs ; as in the first

tetrachord it is the third note, in the second it is the second.

This plainly appears from the succession of the notes in the

natural key ofA minor, in which, as in the natural major key of C,

C and F are the semitones.

A B-C D E-F G A.

The same author, p. 3, says, " Ifwe take any other notes of the
11 scale, besides C and A, for key notes, then wc are obliged to

" change some of the degrees, and introduce sharps and flats, to

'* reduce those keys to the type of the natural keys ofC and A."
Clcmenti, in his introduction to the art ofplaying the piano forte,

p. 2, speaking of the natural or diatonic scale, says, it is called

« natural from the facility with which it is sung ; but this is not a
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correct definition. A natural key is tbat in which the notes, con-

tained in it, are naturally placed at that distance front each other,

which ia requisite to constitute the model of a major or minor key,

without the necessity ofemploying sharp or flat notes, instead of(he

natural ones. And, for that reason, the natural keys ofC major

andA minor have neither flats nor sharps, as is plainly discoverable

from the formulas or models of them already given. But it is mani-

fest, that this cannot be the case in any other keys than those ofC
major and A minor, because, us the distances and relations of each

note, when compared with each other, are immutable, it is evident,

(hat, if any other note than C be made the key note in a major key,

or any other than A in a minor, the other notes will not agree with

thenccessarysituationsofthenotesforforroinga major or minor key.

Again, in p. S, he says, "When we take D, instead of C, as the

" key note of a major key, we must rectify the degrees of the first

« tetrachord, by taking P half a note higher, which we call FJ|

" sharp s and to rectify the degrees of the second tetrachord, we
" must take CH sharp. Then will there be a semitone in the right

" place, between Ftf and G, and between CS and D, as before be-

" tween E and F natural, and E and C."

This passage is also liable to the objection of describing the

spaces, and not the notes, by the appellations of tone arid semitone.

Instead, therefore, of the manner in which he has expressed him-

self, Mr. Jones ought to have used some such as thb : When we
take D, instead of C, as the key note of a major key, we must, to

make the rules correspond with the situations of the notes of ths

first tetrachord, employ F sharp, instead ofF natural. And, for

the same purpose, in the second, we must use C sharp, instead of

C natural
;
and, by this method, the fourth and eighth notes of the

key will bo, as they ought, semitones to the whole tones, which

precede them, as thus

:

D E FK-G A B Cfi-D.

As F sharp is half a note higher than F natural, it is consequently

half a note nearer to G. F sharp is, therefore, compared with E,

an whole tone; and G, as compared with F sharp, is only a semi-

tone. The same may be said of C sharp and D ; and thus the

succession of three tones and a semitone, in each tetrachord, is

preserved, in the sane manner as it exists in the natural key of

C major.
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In the same page 3 this author also says, " When D is taken as a

" minor key, and we would reduce it lo the form of A, we must

" take B half a note lower, called B molle or fiat : then will the

" interval, between A and B, be a semitone, as it is in the key of

" A, between E and P ; the 6fth and sixth to the key note.!'

This passage is equally liable to the objection already men-

tioned, ofapplying to the distances, and not the notes, the appel-

lation of semitones. But it is further remarkable, as giving the

true model of a. minor key, which, if D be the key, as above sup-

posed, will be as follows :

D E-F Q A-Bb C D.

In this, it is plain that the semitones, which are V and lib, are the

third and sixth notes ; and that the sixth and seventh are not sharps,

as some persona have erroneously taught. In further support of

this, as the correct model of a minor key, and, in contradiction to

the erroneous principlejust mentioned, it is to be observed, that in

Handel's Overture to Orestes, which is inA minor, and consequently

has not at the cli ffany marks fur flats or sharps, are several instances

of ascending bass, in which G is the natural, and not the sharp

note. So it is also in the Overture toFloridant, which is also in the

key ofA minor ; and therefore the key must necessarily be this

:

A B-C D E-F G A.

In Corelli's Sonatas, Op. 3, Sonata 10, and Op. 4, Sonata 5, and

the first movement of Sonata 8, all of which arc also in A minor,

the case is exactly the same. In Handel's Overture to Alexander

Severus, which is in the key ofG minor, and is therefore marked

at the cliff with two flats, B and F, several ascending passages

occur, in which F is the natural, and not the sharp note. And,

indeed, in the whole of this last overture, but even instances are to

be found, in which the sharp F is taken, which, as will appear

hereafter, is only done for the purpose ofpassing into the key ofG
major, in which F is the only sharp note. In Corelli's Sonatas,

Op.4, Sonata 8, the first movement, not one of the notes G is sharp.

The movement is in the key ofA minor.

The key, therefore, ofG minor, as exhibited in the above over-

ture, will consist of the following tones and semitones :

G A-Bfc C D-E F G,

which is exactly the same arrangement, as (hat in the natural key

ofA minor.
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In the Overture of OresteB, nnd in Corelli's Sonatas, Op. 4,

Sonata 10, it is also deserving ofnotice, (hat there are instances of

descending passages, in whichF andG, eithertogetherorseparately,

are Ihc sharp, and not the! natural nates, although il is asserted by

Mr. Jones, p. 37, that " when we descend in the minor key from A
" to A the degrees are all natural," or in other words the scales

require neither flats nor sharps, to place them at the necessary

distance from each other.

In another part of the same page 3 this very author says,

" Though all the keys in the scale, with accidental sharps and
" flats, have the same order of degrees as the natural keys," &c.

Of this there can be no doubt : and, as C is the natural major

key and A the natural minor, it follows ofcourse, that, in all major

keys the semitones must be the fourth and eighth notes, as they are

in the key of C major ; and that, in the minor keys, the semitones

must be the third and sixth notes, as they are in the natural minor

key ofA. The above admission by Mr. Jones is of importance, be-

cause it completely contradicts what is afterwards said, in another

passage, p. 37, which will presently be here inserted, as well as

being in direct opposition to the erroneous principles which have

sometimes been taught.

And, lastly, Mr. Jones, p. 37, speaking of the chromatic system,

says, " The degrees, on which the legitimate semitones are taken,

" are those, in which the minor key varies occasionally from itself,

" When we descend, in the minor key, from A to A, the degrees

" are all natural ; but, when we ascend, the tetrachord from E toA
" is the same as in the major key, to make Ihc seventh sharp, and
" thereby to decide the key." In p. 24, however, speaking of

modulation in the minor key, he uses these words : " The funda-

" mental harmony has the same relation, as in the major key ; and
" the accompaniment of the degrees, in descending, is furnished

" nearly in the same manner, except that the seventh must always
" be sharpened before the close, without which the key would
" remain undecided."

Now these passages are, in my opinion, perfectly at variance with

each other; and the instances, already referred to, in Handel and

Corelli, have decidedly proved, that the seventh in the minor key

is not in ascending sharp, but natural. Neither is the seventh in

the minor key in descending sharp; for, in the minuet in Handel's
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Overture to Alexander Severus, wFich is in the key ofG minor,

there are several descending passages, and in no one instance is F

the seventh sharp.

It is certainly true, as asserted in the first passage above, that,

"when we descend, in the minor key, from A to A, the degrees are

"all natural; because, at no time, does the natural minor key ofA
receive flats or sharps. If it did, it would immediately cease to be a

natural key ; and it will be decidedly seen, that descending does

not show or make the key minor, but major ; for the third note, in

that progression, is not a semitone, but a whole tone. This will be

evident from a bare inspection of the notes, of which the key of A
minor consists, when taken descending, as is here directed, thus i

A G F-E D C-B—-A.
E and B would here plainly be the semitones, when compared with

the preceding notes, F and C. But the key, thus pieced, exhibits,

in its latter part, a model of no key whatever; for it is neither

major nor minor.

It is not, however, the fact, as is asserted above by Mr. Jones,

that, " when we ascend in a minor key, the tetnchord from E toA
" it the same as in the major key, Id make the seventh sharp and

" thereby to decide the key." The instances in Handel andCorellr,

already referred to, completely contradict any such supposition.

Were this rule true, it would follow of course, that there could be

no such thing aa a natural minor key ; because, in no succession of

the notes, can the semitones naturally fall on the third and seventh

notes. Nor is the seventh note, in the natural key of A minor, a

semitone, but a whole tone ; as the formula of the key of A minor

will completely show, where C and F are the semitones :

A B-C—-D E-F G A.

It would also follow, as another consequence, that, in compositions

in minor keys, the seventh should always be marked with a sharp

;

andso must the sixth. Or, ifthey were ever to be used as natural

notes, they ought always on those occasions, to be accompanied

with the marks of naturals, as being deviations from the key. But

the instances in Handel and Corelli, already referred to, are suffi-

cient to show, that neither the sixth norseventh are really sharp in

the minor key. It is not to be denied, that in Handel's Overture to

Orestes, which is in the key ofA minor, the second bar is an ascend-

ing passage, consisting of the notes AB CDEFG, in which the F
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sharp and G sharp are inserted, instead of the natural notes. But

this can only be for the purpose of passing, either into the major key

of A, or the minor ofF ; in both of which C F and G are sharp, as

is evident from the following succession of notes, which are the for-

mulus of each :

F minor FB—Gtt-A B O-D E— »F.

Besides this, it ii a remarkable circumstance, that, taking the se-

venth note ofthe minor, as a sharp, instead of a natural note, will

unavoidably lead, either into the major key ofthe same name, or the

minor, one third below the original minor, a* will uppear from the

following table i

A minor A B-C D E-F G A.

A major A B Cs-D E FB GB-A.

F minor thei

3d below

..or BfcC-Db Ek F-Gb Ab B[,.

,jor Bb C D-Eb F G A-Bl,.
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When the minor key is produced by flats, taking the natural se-

venth nolo, instead of the flat, is exactly equivalent to using the

sharp seventh, in other casesy instead of the natural note; as both

methods equally advance that seventh note halfn note higher.

The foregoing lads are incontrovertible ; and the only difference

seems to be, 1h-.<t in passing into a major key, by this mode, the na-

tural seventh of the minor key becomes the sharp seventh of the

major. Rut in passing from a minor into another minor, the na-

tural seventh of the original key becomes uniformly the sharp se-

cond ofthe minor key, into which the original minor key passes.

—

Or, in case the seventh in (he original minor hey be a flat note, that

seventh will be the natural second of the key into which that origi-

nal passes, without either a Sat or a sharp to it. It is also worthy of

observation, that the seventh is the seventh note reckoning forwards

from the key note, and that the second is the seventh note, reckon-

ing backwards, or from the octave: so that, in either case, it should

seem, that the seventh is to he considered as the lending note. That

the distances and relations of the notes themselves (o each other are

frequently so computed, is evident from the structure of many of the

chords in thorough bass, particularly that of the second, fourth, and

sixth ; in which the sixth is a third to the octave, the fourth a fifth

to the octave likewise, and the second a seventh to the octave, all

reckoning backwards. So that this chord exactly follows the form

of the discordant chord, or that of the seventh, and consists of

notes, related to the octave in the proportions of 3, a, and 7. This

mode of compulation is also recognized by Mr. Jones himself, who,

p. 24, estimating the relations in which the sharp seventh of a

key may be introduced, for the purpose of passing into another key,

says, that it may be introduced, "1 as a major third to D ; 2 as a

"sharp sixth to A ; 3 as a sharp fourth to C below it i 4 as a false"

(or minor) "fifth to C above it." In this, it is evident, he restores

both upwards and downwards, or ascending and descending in the

scale, or, in other words, forwards and backwards, a sufficient justi-

fication ofthe mode here contended for.

But further, this practice ofmaking the seventh of the minor key

sharp, would introduce another inevitable absurdity. Mr. Jones,

p. 25, has said truly, that " the minor key is denominated from the

" third ; but in this key the sixth is minor, as well as the third."—

Now, if this is the case, and that it is so no one can deny, it is im-
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possible that the seventh can be sharp, as that would be to intro-

duce, between the sixth and seventh, a space, equal to that between

three semitones. For supposing, as is the fact in the key of A
minor, that the sixth is the natural F; ifG the seventh were sharp,

there would, in fact, be the two semitones, F sharp and G natural,

between them, which is contrary to all rule : besides that it would

introduce three semitones, instead of two, into the scale. This is

evident from the scale thus regulated,

A B-C D E-F GB-A.

Here C F and A would be semitones
;
and, to use the common and

erroneous mode of terming distances tones, it would be a tone and

an half from F natural to G sharp.

From what source this erroneous idea, that the seventh of the

minor key is sharp, and not natural, was originally derived, it has

been found on the present occasion impossible to trace. That it is

ill-founded there can be no doubt ; arid were any additional argu-

ments necessary after what has been and will be stated in the course

of this inquiry, it is a circumstance of no small weight, that it is

completely contradicted by the system of the ancients.

Pythagoras, in his system or scale, extending from A to a a, (and

which is evidently the scale of the minor key of A) gives the succes-

sion of notes and intervals thus :

A A.

semitone, or as he terms it, hemitone, which means just the
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——semitone

tone

D

A.»
Mersennus, in exhibiting the three genera of the ancients, "the

diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic scale, gives, as a specimen of

the diatonic genus, the scale ofA minor, in the characters of modern

notation, applying the cliff ofG to the third space above the bottom

line of the stave : The intervals he gives are exactly those of Pytha-

goras
;
and, so far as regards the first octave, which is amply suffi-

cient for the present purpose, from A to A are thus

:

A
tone

G

A.t
Bontcmpi has also given an exhibitinQofthe ancient diatonic system

.as applied to the key ofA minor, exactly corresponding with that

* H«rkuis'S Hi!toryofMusjs,vo!.l )
p.«. t Ibid, vol. 1, p. 07.
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of Pythagoras.* And there is nothing in the ee«le, as reformed by

Guido, which can in the leant degree contradict the assertion, that

the seventh is not sharp but natural. From all these circumstances,

it is evident that the semitones, or hemitones, as they are called by

Pythagoras, are the notes C and F, acid that the seventh of the key,

vis. the note G. is the natural note, and not the sharp note ; as it is

but the distance ofan whole tone above F, and F is but the space of

an halftone above E, and consequently cannot be F sharp. So that

the distance from F to G abarp, the sharp seventh thus erroneously

contended for would be a tone and an half, as before noticed.

Dr. Miller, in his Institutes of Music, p. 18, says, " In minor or flat

" keys, which must be examined only in the descending scale, the

"semitones are always the next note below the sixth, and the next
" note below the third ; and all the other degrees are whole tones."

It is not the fact, that the minor keys must be examined only in

the descending scale. The mode of ascertaining the major scale is

by computing it ascending, and not descending; and there surely

can be no reason why the major key should be ascertained and

computed in one way, and the minor key in another, the direct

contrary method. Besides, if tbo minor key is to be computed

descending, the whole must be taken backwards, anil the octave note

.must be taken as the key ; in which case the whole would exhibit,

in the former part, the model not of a minor, but a major key : for

the third would ho a whole tone, and not a semitone, as is evident

from the natural key ofA minor, thus reversed

:

Here F is a whole tone, compared with G; and E is the semitone,

compared with F. As it stands, the octave or scale is not a model

of either the major or minor mode ; and to make it a major key, B
flat must be taken, instead of B natural. Or if a minor key is

wasted, instead ofF it must be G sharp ; and instead of C natural,

C sharp. For, in taking the scale of A forward, it will be found,

that the third is minor ; and that the third and sixth notes are, with-

out any effort, or the introduction of flats or sharps, the semitones.

The very passage in which Dr. M. says, that in the minor or

flat keys, when examined in descending, the semitones arc always
" the next note below the sixth, and the next note below the third,"

• Hawkins's History of Music, vol. 1, p. W.
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plainly demonstrates, that it is not the third, but the fourth note,

that is the semitone ; and shows, for the reason above assigned, that

the minor key, as well as the major, must only be examined in

ascending; for that either of them, in descending, preserves the

necessary form or characteristic.

A little above the former passage, Dr. Miller says, that " the

<< natural sharp key is C; and the natural flat key is A :" andofthis

last he gives the scale ascending and descending. In (he former, he

makes the sixth aod seventh sharp, by the introduction of P sharp

and Q sharp. In the latter, he, by the introduction of a natural,

reduces those notes to their natural state.

By the sharp and flat keys, it is evident Dr. M. understands the

major and minor keys ; but the term is extremely inaccurate, be-

cause it is necessary to preserve in each of those keys a certain re-

lative distance between each of the notes, and this may be produced,

according to the natural situations of the notes, either by flats or

sharps. It is very well known, that a key is not necessarily flat or

minor, because the relative <li»lanrrs Lire preserved by the introduc-

tion of flats ; for that they arc frequently used to produce the major

key. For instance, Handel's Overture to Berenice has three flats,

A B and E marked at the cliff; and yet it is in the major key ofE
flat, because (i (lie third is natural, and consequently a whole tone,

when compared with F ; and the semitone is the fourth note A,

which is flat, and consequently only a semitone to G.

Clementi, in his introduction to the art ofplaying the Piano Forte,

p, 12, speaking of themajorandminor keys,says, "The first differ-

11 ence which strikes the eye is, that in the major key, the semitone

" lies between the third and fourth, and between the seventh and

" eighth, both ascending and descending ; whereas, in the minor

" key, it lies between the second and third, and between the seventh

" and eighth, ascending ; but in descending, between the second and

" third, and between the fifth and sixth. Authors vary, however,

" in regard to the sixth and seventh of the minor mode." And,

according to this idea, ho has also given the ascending and descend-

ing scale in the key ofA minor, in which, in the ascending scale, he

makes the sixth and seventh sharp, by the introduction ofF sharp and

G sharp, instead of the natural notes. But, in the descending, he,

by the introduction ofa natural to each of those notes, reduce* them

to their natural and original state.
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It is not the fact, that in (he major key, the semitones lie between

trie third and fourth, and the seventh and eighth ; bat it is the fourth

and eighth noted that are the semitones, as is evident from the major

scale ofC, thus :

C D E-F G——A B-C.

Every one knows that P and C, the octave, are the semitones. Nor
is it true, that, in the minor, the semitone lies between the second

and third, and between the filth and sixth. But it is the third and
sixth notes which arc the semitones, as plainly appears from the

key ofA minor, thus:

A B-C D E-F G A.

No one is ignorant, that here also C and F are the semitones. It is

not the distances or spaces that are the semitones, bnl the notes them-

selves. Tone, as has been before observed, means tune or sound;

and no sound can be produced by a space or distance.

There can, however, be no variation of aoy weight, between au-

thor", as to the sixth and seventh of the minor mode, any more than

in the major, if the facts, above stated, are duly attended to ; and

tbey merit th<' digest intention, as they are in their nature incon-

trovertible.
'

The result of all that has been said above, may here, for the

reader's benefit, be reduced into the following very plain conclusions

and rules.

The major key divides the octave into two tetrachords, in which

the semitone is always the fourth or last note ;
and, consequently,

the semitones are the fourth and eighth notes of the octave ; end all

the other notes are whole tones. The third note is, therefore, a

whole tone; and hence the key receives the denomination of major.

The minor key, in fact, divides the octave into three equal parts

;

for it consists of two whole tones, and a semitone; two whole tones

and a semitone ; and two whole tones, thus :

A B-C D E-F G A.

The semitones, therefore, are the third and the sixth notes ; and, as

the third is in this a semitone, instead of a whole tone as it is in the

major, it is from this circumstance, that the key receives its appel-

lation ofminor. But it is evident, that in both cases of major end

minor keys, the keys must be computed in the ascending scale only
;

for, in the descending, they neither of them retain their necessary

.form or exhibit (heir pcculier characteristic ofmajor or minor.
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That the above is the correct idea, as to the minor Ley, there can

surely be no doubt, after the evidence Ihua produced; amounting to

mathematical demonstration ; and it is evident it will most probably

produce a very great and necessary change in the system and rules

of modulation, as at present understood. Adequate endeavonrs

shall, therefore, here be used, to ascertain on what principles the

practice of passing from one key to another is founded, and to what

limitations it ought to be subject.

In the composition ofa melody in the major key ofC natural for

instance, an author may find it convenient to pass from the D to

the major third, F sharp; or from A to the sharp sixth, F sharp

;

or from C, below, to the sharp fourth, F sharp ; or from C above to

the minor fifth, below, F sharp. But this can only be done by

taking F sharp, instead of F natural, by which method he would

pass from the key ofC major, which has neither flats norsharps, to

tbat ofG major, in which there is one sharp, namely F ; as is evi-

dent from the following scale ofthe key ofG major t

G A B-C D E FB-G.

But it is necessary, that this practice of passing from one key to

another should, in order to prevent confusion, be limited to some

rales; and pains have, therefore, been taken, by an examination of

some of Handel's Overtures, to ascertain what those rules were.

In the Overture to Samson, which is in the key of G major, and
consequently has one note sharp, and that is F, the other notes, oc-

casionally marked with sharps, are C, G, and D. C sharp leads into

the major key of D, to which it is the seventh ; G sharp into the

major key of A, to which it is also the seventh ; and D sharp into

tbat of E major, in which it is also the seventh. Now the key note

D is a fifth to the forward original key note G ; A is the seventh, be-

low the octave, to the original key note G ; and E is the third,

below the octave, lo that original key. The relative pioportions,

therefore, to the original key note G, which these keys D A and E
exhibit, are 5, 7, 3 ;

or, if differently arranged, 3, 5, 7, which con-

stitute exactly the dissonant chord in thorough bass. The chords,

therefore, in thorough bass, must be the rules for ascertaining what

keys are admissible.

As a proof that the notes above mentioned lead into the keys

there ascribed to them, nothing more is necessary, than to give, as ia

here done, the formulas of the major keys ofD A and E.
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Key of D D E FfiG A B-

—

-C$—D.

A A B CSD E Fj UK—A

.

E E Ffl Gfl—A B Cfi Dfi— E.

In the Overture to Esther, which is in B flat major, and conse-

quently has B and E flat, the variations from the original key are A
flat, E natural, C sharp, and F sharp. Now A flat leads into B flat

minor ; E natural into F major, the fifth above ; C sharp into D
major, the third above the key note B flat ; and F sharp into G
major, the third below the octuve : miles* indeed it be conceived,

that as F sharp equally occurs in the major key of D, that key is still

referred to by F sharp.

These facts are evident from (he formulas of the keys of B flat

minor, F major, D major, and Q major, which are therefore here

given :

B flat minor... .Bt, C—Dt, E], F—Gfc Afc Bfc.

F major . . . .F G A—Bt C D E—F.

D major ....D E' Fit-G A B Cjl—D.

G major . . . ,G A B—C D E F{(—G.

The relative proportions here given are 3 and 5, and are conse-

quently those existing, both in the common chord, 3, 5,8, and the

discordant chord, 3, 5, 7, in thorough bass.

In the Overture to Alexander Severus, which is in G minor, and

consequently both B and E are flat, the variations from the origi-

nal key are B natural, E natural, C sharp, and F sharp.' Now B
natural would lead to C major, the fifth below the original key ; E
natural to F major, the seventh above ; C sharp to D major, the

fifth above ; F sharp to G major ; as is evident from the following

scales of those keys :

C D E—F G A B—D.

F G A—Bh C D E-F.
G- A B—C D E Ftt—G.

And consequently these keys exhibit the proportions of 5 and 7,

which are two of those in the discordant chord of 3, 5, 7. It will,

however, be found, on experiment, that perhaps all the notes in

the octavo may, if properly applied, and consistently with the

above rules and proportions, be used as transitions from one key

into another, provided the same proportions are observed, and that

the note, which is employed as the means of passing from the

former key, be considered as the seventh of the key, into which the
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melody is to pass. For, in the key of C major, to follow in the first

instance the proportions of the common chord 3, A, 8, if E the third

be taken as E sharp, and be made (lie seventh of the new key, it will

lead into F sharp major, thus :

IfG the tilth, it will lead into A major, thus

:

If C, the eighth, into D :

° E ^ GB~A-

D E Fa—G A B CB—D.

But ifthe chord, 3, 5, 7, he preferred as the rule, B the seventh will

lead into C sharp major :

Ca Db EB—F* Gb A" B»—C9.
D, the second, iiliich is also the seventh backward, into F. major :

E F» Gtt—A B C« DB—E.
F, the fourth, which is also the fifth backward, into G major

:

G A B—C D E Fb—G.
Or A,the sixth, which is also the third backward, into B major :

B CB DB—E FB GB — A»-B.
So that, in the key ofC major, ifa composer chose to modulate into

other keys, he must either determine to take the common chord,

3, b, 8, as his rule, and in that event pass into the keys of E and G ;

or, if he takes the discordant chord, S, A, 7, he may may pass into E,

G, B ; or reversing those numbers, by using 2,4, C, into D, F, A.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,

1 wish to call the attention of your scientific readers to n fact

which appears to me extraordinary, nmi which is, 1 believe, yet uiitw-

T plaitted. Every singer has experienced the advantage ov di-ndi-sii-

'tage bestowed upon the voice by the buildings in which he sings.

Tn one he will execute with ease, his power will appear to be

increased, his (one ameliorated and enriched, although he himself is

unconscious ofthe smallest difference in the manner of his perform-

ance. Nor is this all. The most curious part of the phenomenon

if, that in one room he will use every effort to produce such an ad-
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justmeut of his throat as will give a note at the very top of his voice

without being able to effect it; in an adjoining apartmeut he will

instantly attain not only the desired pitch with facility, but will reach

and sustain even a still higher note with more ease, than lie could

touch a third lower in the first room. He will experience something

of this in different parts of the same room, or by directing the voice

(as preachers are commonly known to do) to this or that side. Thus

it should Heem that there is actually sonic change that has all the

effect of an organic change. 1 have observed the fact for a series of

years, and under all circumstances. I am convinced it neither ap-

pertains to the height, the shape, materials, or dimensions of build-

ings. The difference of stuccoed, papered, or painted walls, (the

room being in an unfurnished statu) is so little as not lobe numbered

among Hie efficient causes. I have known all the excellences of a

good room to sing in, attend a little disproportioncd chamber shaped

like a harpsichord or an old-fashioned spinnet. Neither docs a flat

or curved ceil in jr produce such an effect as to be very important. 1

could never remark any considerable variations occasioned by tem-

perature, and with temperature is connected the quantity of mois-

ture suspended in the air : I have, I own, made no positive experi-

ment on this point ; but jn the same rooms, under the different def

grecs of the coldest weather, and when they were warmed by large

fires, there was no perceptible variation in respect to the potver of

singing higher, which is the singular phajnemenon, because we.

know that the pitch or altitude of the voice depends altogether

on the aperture of the throat being greater or less while the wind

is passing. This it is what I dwell upon. It is the resonance of

a building that seems to confer sweetness, power, and facility, that,

mellows and refines the tone, while the addition of furniture, espe-

cially carpets and curtains, the numbers of the audience (particun

larly females, who, in this instance, must pardon iny calling them

walking draperies) will alter, or almost totally destroy the resonance.

The difference must clearly be sought in the medium by which

sound is conveyed. The change therefore, which bestows this faculty

of singing higher, should appear to be either in the atmosphere,

which first receives the impulse, or otherwise its conducting power'is
increased by some undiscovered properties in the surrounding and
more dense objects. In the contrary instance where the singer can-

not get up, these unknown properties circumscribe the power.
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The real question then eeems to be, what is the nature of the impe-

diment which limits the conducting power of air in one building

more than in an another ? I will venture to add, that we observe all

bodies to vibrate on given notes. I have felt my hat during a con-

cert always vibrate when a particular chord was struck. The

wainscoting of rooms will exhibit the same fact. May not this

afford some clue to the solution of the difficulty.

Your'a, &c.

A SltfCEB.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sib,

.If the generality of persons who frequent the Italian Opera have

been sufficiently interested to enquire out the principle? upon which

this species of drama is constructed, there is yet a large portion of

the public who may not have sought or understood them. I was one

ofthe latter, and happening (about the same time the plan of your

work was communicated to me) to light upon a little book* pub-

lished nearly forty years ago, which appears to me to be written with

great taste and judgment, I have taken the pains to abstract its con-

tents, for the instruction of those casual visitors of the King's

Theatre, who, like myself, may have wished to acquire correct in-

formation without having had very extensive means of obtaining it.

The book, I believe, is in few hands.

The music of the Opera is divided into Recitative and Am, and

the Recitative is again classed under two denomination—simple

and accompanied.

The simple recitative is appropriated to passages of narra-

tion or ofdialogue that are devoid of passion or sentiment, and such

as by their own nature can never become the subject of musical

• Brown's Letters upon the 1'oelrr and Music of the Italian Opera.
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The accompanied RECITATIVE is on- the contrary entirely de-

voted to passion. It was very justly observed, that " passages in

which the mind of the speaker is agitated by a rapid succession of

various emotions, are incompatible with any particular strain of

length of melody ;* for that which constitutes such a particular

strain is the relation of several parts to one whole. Now it is this

whole which the Italians distinguish by the name of motive, which

may be translated strain or subject of the air, and which they con-

ceive to be inconsistent with the brevity and desultory sense of those

ejaculations which are the effect of a high degree of agitation. Air

they think even inadmissible in those passages, in which, though

the emotions be not various, yet the sentences are broken and inco-

herent. To give an instance : the following speech, though terror

• There are tome example), hot!) English and Italian, within (lie recol-

lection of the Editor, which may serve to explain more completely, [jy a
reference to musical in-tai^ei and lo living pnifpswr.-, i'ie inanition* of the

author. The firtt is of modulation, and is to be seen in ;i prodigiously fine

recitative by Grain, upon the subject of Hie ileath ol niir Saviiiar. it l.e-

gins "At cucc f/if long-suppressed pidii n::d gruj titttiti; Ids soul.'' Tl.c

enharmonic changes are eminently <lri ling; in their effect, and the whole

bass, end has never b,-eii -nil;; in :!iis country, (rscirpl. w c. belinic, by M:;.

the rudimenu of his musical education at Bath, under Rauzzinif has since

studied in Italy, and is a singer of pre-eminent merit.

The next instance is that of Handel's well known « Deeper ami deeper
itiil," the cliefd'teuvre of Ms. Bhaiiam's declamatory and pathetic luuii-

ner, and which describes Jrpthu in ilic agony uf bis rn-li m«v. N.nhin;;

can exceed the expression hoth of the composition and ot" the sir.;;or. In
the order of musical eflirtl*, it rat;!t«, uc think, with llie iinest efforts of
Mas. Siddons in the drama.

A third and most astonishing specimen of composition and performance
was heard in the execution ofSir.Noa Tb.1hezz.im, during the prison scene
of Sidagero. Such singular ami affecting tones, in imitation of rage nntl

Last and not least may he quoted the be nut i fill and energetic son" of
Purcelt, " Let the dreadfulengine, ifeternal sill,'- assungby Mr. LUh^ce-
HAM. The author of the letters baa very truly recited (in a passage not
quoted} the extraordinary beauties which appertain to a sudden or on im-
perceptible change from recitative lo air, preceded or not preceded by de-
scriptive symphonies ; Furccll's song is a powerful example of these com-
bined perfections, and exceeds in poinl of pathos, and indeed in passionate
enunciation of various kinds, every single composition (not excepting Mad
Ben) with which we are acquainted. Ma. BabtxehAn has the credit of

' ihis song from oblivion, and the still more exalted t
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be uniformly expressed by the whole of it, seems not at all a subject

fit to be comprehended under or expressed by one regular strain :

" Bring mo unto my trial when you Bill

—

Died he not in ilia bed J—Where should he die ?

Oh ! torture mc no more— I will confess,

—

Alive again !—then nhow me where lie is

;

I'll give a lliouiand pounds to look on him.—
He haih no eyes ;—the dud bath blinded them:—

Comb down his hair;—look! look! it "lands upright,

Give me Rome drink," Ac. Shakesjitare'i Hairy cult.

On such passages, however, (he composer bestows his strongest light.

Il is here that he shows the efleel of modulation, in order to charac-

terize the transitions from onri emotion fo another, and that he em-

ploys the "accompaniments to produce such sounds as serve to

iiwakf' in tlif audii'iico si'tissitiniw and amotions similar to (hose which

are supposed to agitate the speaker." Here again another fine dis-

tinction is made by the Italians, between the descriptive and the

pathetic powers of music. The last are proper to the voice, the

former to the orchestra alone. Thus the symphonies which accom-

pany this kind of recitative, besides the general analogy they must

have to the immediate sentiments, and even to the character of the

speaker, are often particularly descriptive of the place in which he

is, or of some other concomitant circumstance which may serve to

heighten the effect of the speech itself. Suppose, for example, the

scene to be a prison ; the symphonies, whilst they accord with the

general tenor of the words, will paint, if I may be allowed the ex-

pression, the horrors of the dungeon itself. Again, suppose the

scene by moon-light, and the general tone of the passion plaintive;

the sweetness, the serenity, and even the solitude, nay, the silence

of the scene, would make part of the ideas suggested by the sym-

phonies. In this kind of recitative, the singer is, in a more especial

manner, left to the dictates of bis own feelings and judgments with

respect to the measure : he must not indeed reverse the natural pro-

Body of the language, by making short what should be long, or vice

versa ; but he may not only proportionally lengthen the duration [of

each syllabic, but he may give to particular syllables what length

he pleases, and precipitate considerably the pronunciation ofothers,

just as he thinks the expression requires.
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Our author next proceeds to the classification of the different

kinds ofair marked by the Italians, and which he is inclined to con-

sider rather as technical in their eyes than as philosophical, although
founded on distinctions of the various affections of the mind. After
a few observations on the use of the symphony in preparing the audi-
ence by the enunciation of the subject or moiteo, to listen with more
intelligence and more interest to the song, and after pointing out the

beautiful and striking effect which may bo produced by the omis-
sion of it, where any suddeu or violent gust of passion is to be ex-
pressed, he gives the following account of the divisions ofthe aih.
AniA Cantamle, by pre-eminence so called, as if it alone

were song, and indeed it is tho only kind of song, which gives
the singer an opportunity of displaying at once, and in the highest
degree, all his powers, of whatever description they be. The proper
objects of this air are sentiments of tenderness. Though this be an
expression which always tends to sadness, yet the; sadneaB is of that
pleasing kind which the mind loves to indulge. Hence it arises that
the abia cama bile, whilst it is susceptible of great pathos, ad-
mits, without prejudice to the expression, of being highly orna-
mented, for this plain reason—that though the sentiments it ex-
presses are affecting, they are at the same time such as the mind
dwells on with pleasure ; and it is likewise for this reason, that the
subject of the canlabite must never border on deep distress, nor ap-
proach to violent agitation, both of which are evidently inconsist-

ent with ornament. The motion ofthis air, though not so solemn
as that which belongs to still graver subjects, is very slow, and its

constituent notes ot consequence proportionally long ; I say consti-

tuent notes, in order to distinguish those which the singer introduces

as ornamental from those which constitute the melody itself. These
last are in general very few, extremely simple in their march, and so
arranged as to allow great latitude to the skill of the singer. The
instrumental parts are, in this kind of song, restricted to almost no-
thing; for, though the accompaniment is of use to the singer, be-
cause it supports the voice, yet it ought to be kept so subordinate to
the vocal parts, as never, during the song, to become the object of
attention. In listening to an air of this description, though the

mind is all awake to feeling, yet arc the emotions it experiences of
that gentle kind which unfit it neither for the contemplation of
beauty nor the admiration of art ; on the contrary, they serve to dis-
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pose it more effectually for both. Thus many ofthe noblest faculties

of the miod are gratified at once ) we judge, we feelf we admire, at

the same instant of time.*

Aria di Portamento, a denomination expressive of the carriage

(as they call it) of the voice. This kind of air is chiefly composed

of long notes, such as the singer can dwell on, and hove thereby an

opportunity of more effectually displaying the beauties and calling

forth the powers of bis voice ; for the beauty of sound itself, and of

voice in particular, as being the finest of oil sounds, is held by the

Italians to be one ofthe chiefsources of the pleasure we derive from

music.+ The subjects proper for this air are sentiments of dignity,

but calm and undisturbed by passion. She subject of the porta-

HENTO-U of a nature (oo serious and important to admit of that de-

gree ofornament which is essential to the cantabile. To illustrate

the specific difference of these two classes, 1 might say, that were

Venus to sing, her mode of song would be the cantabile ; the

portamento} would be that of the queen ofgods and men.$

Aria di Mezzo Carattebe is a species ofair, which, though ex-

pressive neither of the dignity of this last, nor of the pathos of the

former, is, however, serious and pleasing. There may be an almost

infinite variety of sentiments, very pretty and very interesting, which

are not, nevertheless, of sufficient importance to be made the sub-

ject either of the cantabii^ or the portamento i the aria di

kbzzo carattbre comprehends all such. From the great va-

riety which this air, of consequence embraces, as well as from the

less emphatic nature of the sentiments to which it belongs, its ge-

• The late Ma. HabmmbI was the most finished singer of his age or

coantry, or perhaps of Europe, iu this particular style. Never «u there

my performance so beaiiliful, so chaste, 30 pure, 50 elegant, so refined, so

polished, so cantabilc, as his.—Editor.

+ All who have heard Mas. S.ilhon, and have analyzed her singing cri-

tically, will be most sensible of this truth. This Lilly's performance is

pre -eminently calculated to convey the force of the author1
! observation.

—

Erfrfor.

J This word we haTe lately heard used l)y great vocal authorities, to sig-

nify the glide from a high to u low, or a low to a high note. Dr. Burner

used it in the M'list! it is applied by Brown, and which we apprehend to be

the true meaning—namely, the production aad suiteDtaUon of pure tone.

—

Editor.
t) Of oil the stngeri we hare heard, we should quote Sionob T«»u-

zahi and Ma. Bahtlemah as the most illustrious Instances of success ia this

particular style.— Editor.
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neral expression is not so determined as lhat of the former classes ;

yet, with respect to each individual air, the expression is far from

being vague or dubious ; and though some greater latitude be here

granted to tbe fancy of the composer, nothing is given to bis ca-

price, the sense itself of the words clearly ascertaining, in point both

of degree and quality, the expression. The degree ought to be in

exact proportion to the placidity or warmth of the sentiment, and
its particular cast ought to be regulated by the nature of that pas-

sion to which tbe sentiment is allied, for sentiments are but gentler

degrees of passion. Thus this class of airs, whilst it retains its own
particular character, may by turns have some affinity with almost

all the other classes; but, whilst its latitude is great in respect of

variety, its limitations, with regard to degree, are obvious it may
be soothing, but not sad; it may be pleasing, but not elevated ; it

may be lively, but not gay. The motion of this air is by the Ita-

lians termed andante, which is the exact medium of musical time

between its extremes ofslow and quick.

As the vocal part is never supposed here to be so beautiful and

interesting as in the higher classes, the orchestra, though it ought

never to cover the voice, is not, however, kept in subordination to

it ; it is not only allowed to play louder, but may be more fre-

quently introduced by itself, and may on the whole contribute more

to the general effect of the air. This kind ofsong is admirably well

calculated to give repose and relief to (he mind, from tbe great de-

gree of attention and (with respect to myself, at least, J might say)

agitation excited by the higher and more pathetic parts of the

piece. They possess the true character which belongs to the subor-

dinate parts of a beautiful whole, as affording a repose, not the effect

of a total want of interest, but of an interest which (hey call forth of

a different and more placid kind, which the mind can attend to wit if

more ease, and can enjoy without being exhausted.

Aria VAHI.ANTE—speaking air, is that which, from the nature1

of its subject, admits neither of long notes in tbe composition, nor

of many ornaments in the execution. The rapidity of the motion

of this air is proportioned to the violence of the passion which is

expressed by it. This species of air goes sometimes by the name of

aria di nolo e parola, and likewise otariaagilate ; but these are rather

subdivisions of the species, and relate to the different degrees ofvio-

lence of the passion expressed, tt may be said to take up express
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sion just where the aria di mezzo caraltere leaves it. Some aire of

this last class, of the liveliest cast, may approach indeed so neat- to

some of t\w parliwte of the least agitated kind, that it might perhaps

be difficult to say to which class, they belonged
;
but, as soon as the

expression begins to be in any degree iaipetuous, the distinction is

evident ; as Ihe degree of passion to be expressed increases, the air

assumes the name of aria agitata, aria di strepito, aria injuriata.

Expressions offear, ofjoy, of grief, of rage, when at all impetuous,

to their highest and most frantic degrees, sire all comprehended under

the various subdivisions of the class. Their rhythm has its peculiar

province, the effect of this kind of aire depending, perhaps, chiefly

on its powers. The instrumental parts lire here likewise of great

efficacy, particularly in the expression of the more violent passions,

giving, by the addition of a great body of sound, and by the dis-

tinctness and rapidity of their execution, a force and energy to the

whole, which could never be the effect of the voice alone, however

flexible, however powerful. Rousseau, somewhere in his works,

makes a very ingenious observation, the truth of which the Italian

composers seem evidently to have felt, that, as violent passion has a

tendency to clioak the voice, so, in the expression of it by musical

sounds, a roulade, which is a regular succession of notes up or dowri,

or both, rapidly pronounced on one vowel, has often n more power-

ful effect than distinct articulation: such passages are sometimes

introduced into airs ofthis kind.

A ilia m dravdra—Aria m adilita, is that which is composed

chiefly, indeed too often, merely to indulge the singer in the display

nf certain powers in llip execution, particularly extraordinary agi-

lity or compass of voice. Though this kind ofair may be sometimes

introduced with some effect, and without any great violation of pro-

priety, vet, in yfiu ru], thi- means are here confounded with the end.

Dexterity (if I may he allowed the expression) stud artifice, instead

ofserving as the instruments, being made the object of the work.

—

- Such are the airs which with us we so frequently observe sung to

ears erect and gaping mouths, whilst the heart, in honest apathy, is

carrying on its mere animal function : and of this kind, indeed, are

all the attempts in the different arts, to substitute what is difficult or

novel for what is beautiful and natural. Where there has ever been

a genuine taste for any ofthe arts, this aptness to admire what is hew

and difficult, is one of the first symptoms of the decline ofthat taste."
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Thus it is, Sir, that this very elegant and judicious critic has ar-

ranged the several species of composition which we find in an opera.

He concludes his work however by the addition of a kind which he

says he ventures to cn.ll airs of imitation, by which he modestly indi-

cates that he considers the other distinctions to belong to the Ita-

lians, Inil thai [ills is Ms on n. Nothing however can be more jusl,

as your readers will admit, when they find that he quotes the air of

"JZusk ye pretty nurbling choir," in Handel's Acis and Galatea, as

the example. To introduce this description, he images the resem-

blances and analogies which a pregnant fancy suggests, between the

pott ers of music and the appearances of nature ; in the example, he

Bays, " there is no comparison made ; the imitative part is only sug-

gested by the sense, and the composer has taken the hint in adapting

the music to It, and has indeed dune it with the utmost propriety

as well as ingenuity. It is plain, in this air, that if the imitation

of any thing is to be at all attempted, it must he that ofthe narhling

choir; and it is a.i plain, that the passionate expression of lh»

speaker has not evrii the most distant relation to the singing of birds;

to have set the voice a -inging, in imitation of (he hinls, or, whilst

the voice sang the passionate part, to have made the birds sing cither

in unison or direct harmony v> itli the voice, would have been each

equally absurd. It would seem, indeed, at first sight, almost im-

possible to reconcile two things so different ; yet this great genius, by

confining each part to its proper province, has so artfully managed

the composition, that, whilst the vocal most feelingly speaks the pas-

sion, a little flageolet from the orchestra carries on, throughout, the

delightful warbling of the choir, and though perfectly different in

sound, melody, and rhythm, from the notes sung by the voice, instead

of distracting the attention from it or confounding the expression,

it serves to add new beauty and grace to the effect; just as we may
conceive a naked figure so veiled with some light and transparent

vestment floating to the wind, as at once completely to reveal the

figure, and by its undulating folds add new charms both tothemotiort

and the form." Such were the characteristic distinctions which

governed the poetry and the music of the last century, when persons

the most eminent in both scien-es maybe truly said to have flourished.

What additions the improvements of more modern art may have

brought to the slock of knowledge- some of your readers better

versed in such hi titters mov perhaps be induced to inform us. Mr.
' f 2
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Brown's lines of cr iticism seem to be drawn from nature as exempli.

Bed in the passions ami sentiments of men. So far as they go, they

are immutable, and are therefore applicable to all times and to all

countries. I shall be most happy if (his abstract should elicit any

relation of the further progress ofscience iu later days.

I am, Sir, jour's,

Un Dilettante,

TO THE EPITOB.
6m, .

JTn i> character of a nation has been thought to be influenced In no

small degree by its amusements. In the present age, when music

ranks next to literature itselfamong the national pursuits, and when
Ringing is so prominent a feature among the pleasures of domestic

life, it appears to be an object worthy of the science, to aim at the

conservation of ttie great foundations of our national taste, and to

establish, ifpracticable, upon something approaching to gbilosophi.

cal principles, a school of our own. For a long period English

music, properly so called, has almost disappeared. At this time it

jvould be difficult to describe the compositions of our countrymen.

—

For although the simple grandeur, the pure and nervous cast of

sentiment which appear to me to constitute the original characteristics

of English writing and of English execution, are not absolutely

obliterated, they are lapsing fast into the fascinating languor and

delightful facility <?t Itajian art. I cannot help thinking we are

arrived at a pilch of acquirement that enables us to compare and

plass the materials we have been so long amassing. We ought at

least to begin the work of arrangement, to support by our natural

strength Jbe delicacy of pur exotic elegance, and to diversify and

adorn with the collected graces of foreign study, the severer virtues

pf native growth. We have no other defence against the arts of

Jlaiy, who is now alluring our musicians into an alliance which can

hardly fail to terminate in the extinction of the name of English

mimic, and in our annexation to the musical conquests of that
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country, which enslaves, as her Capua did (he army of the Carthagi-

nian, by voluptuous insinuation. A friend or mine was convers-

ing upon the subject with a public singer of great emi-

nence, and he happened to say that he believed the philosophy of

singing was very little understood ; the phrase seemed bo perfectly

unintelligible and so perfectly ridiculous, thnt good breeding alone

restrained this really accomplished woman from laughing in his fece.

I have, however, Ung conceived that something like an essay to-

wards founding a school of English sinking might be successfully

made. The fact of tlie pleasure which singing affords being en-

tirely effected by means of lone, and a notion that language could

not possibly convey any distinct idea of tone, for a longtime deter-

red me from prosecuting the attempt. This, though a difficulty of

apparent magnitude, will not be found so important as it seems. It

is indeed true that the effects ofsinging depend much upon tone.

—

But it does not follow that tone is ofbut one kind. Nor is it necessary

to discuss the question further than to instruct the student to obtain

it pure, No other definition is required for a work of this kind.

Nature and the master (without whom let no one hope to become a

singer) and an attentive vvtnembranco and imitation of those tones

of every individual voice that produce good effects, must do the rest.

Amongst all the private singers I hove heard, I do not remember

one, who did not obviously study upon a model. Such a course in-

deed is to be expected. But commonly, the ear is seduced by the

striking and prominent parts of w hat we hear, and these are loo

often the defects of a public singer. A combination of nothing but

defects may sometimes be found in one imitator ifhe happens to pos-

sess the talent in a great degree. For errors of this description

there is at present no remedy, because there are no principles. The
art is purely mimetic. It may perhaps be asserted that there exist at

this moment an English school end an Italian school in this country.

There is I grant much talk about both ; but I have rarely heard or

conversed with a public singer or master who could do more than

produce an effect; the cause is always variously attributed. If this

be true there is no school ; the elements of instruction are incom-

plete and almost confined to the mechanical formation of the voice,

and the system ofprogression is uncertain. Consequently there is no

school. There is indeed ajargon of terms, a mixture of Italian and

English methods, but after all, these go little further than the tech-
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meat partsofthe art, " When you can do that" said a celebrated and

I believe a very honest teacher of public singers, as he presented a

single page ofSolfeggi, "I can teach you no more." But how, Sir,

will this teach me to sing songs ? " I tearing the beat singers must do

that lor you," was the answer.

I do not mean to assert, that a singer may be made by reading.

Every one who is acquainted with works of criticism and taste is

however sufficiently aware of their utility. They open the student's

eyes. They point out to him the sources of beauty, they are digests

of the principles of art. In a word, they teach us to think. I may
shelter myself under the weighty authority of Dr. Burney, when I

say that the class of persons to whom I allude are much in want of

such a stimulus. The members of the profession commonly speak-

ing are too intensely employed in the mechanical exercise of their

art, and not unfrequently too remissly educated to be able to draw

rules from observation, to extract a system from the works of artists,

or to distinguish and arrange the emotions and sentiments of the

mind that so greatly contribute to vocal excellence, and constitute

the immutable principles of the science. Amateurs are almost to a

man the followers ofa master. Hence a name is the customary apo-

logy for a defect, and it is sometimes no easy matter to outweigh

such an authority. Errors are stamped at the mint of prescription

and become current. And what can counterbalance the opinion of

Mr. A. or Mr. B. or Mr. C. "who has stood the test ofpublic appro-

bation as the first singer of the metropolis foryearsr" In two words,

establishedprinciples ,- what this " test of public approbation" really

is, an anecdote will, perhaps, help to elucidate. I was standing by a

friend in the aisle of a church where Bartleman was singing " ShallI
in Mamre'sfertileplains."—A gentleman upon whoiejudgment uni-

versal deference awaited, came up ;
—" ho sings very finely/' said wy

friend t " Ol Tear« such as lenderfathers shed," repliedthe critic with

authority, "nobody, Sir, can sing it like him," and on he passed to

enlighten the next circle he condescended tojoin. The truth is, that

the higher classes who very much support the public concerts in

London, may be said not to think at all upon tho subject. It is "all

divine or all execrable" as their musical connections (principally the

master by whom they are taught or who directs their private music)

may dictate. From this tribunal there, js now scarcely any chance

of successful appeal.
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Handel, though not strictly speaking an English composer* has

always been the first and most continual object of English admira-

tion, tt is impossible that his works should absolutely cease to be

performed in England. But his popularity is fast ebbing away and

the higher classes are almost universally devoted to Italian music.

—

The reasons appear intimately connected with Ihe subject of this

essay. Handel was a composer ofgreat majesty aud strength; even

his elegance partakes of sublimity. His style is the great, and is sim-

ple in the degree which contributes most to this end. From a singer

he requires more legitimate and genuine expression than any other

master. In the hands of a common performer Handel's beat pieces

are heavy and fatiguing ; when we hear them from one who is alive

to his subject and whose expression is at all equal to the task, they

awaken ihe noblest and best feelings of humanity. They produce

in us a referential awe for the power which they celebrate while

they elevate the soul into adoration and thanksgiving. Bnt, alas

!

these sensations are now hardly ever felt; that dignified simplicity

of manner and that pure elocution that "spoke so sweetly and bo

well," the finest accordance ofsentiment and ofsound are almost gone.

Let us endeavour to ascertain the causes. It is admitted universally

that one of the strongest impulses to pleasure is novelty. To this

feeling perhaps may be traced the mental preparation which is now

leading or has led to an entire change of musical opinion in this

country. The managers of public music used not to be sufficiently

attentive to variety in selection ; not content with confining the bill

of fare to Handel, they kept to particular songs, and I thrnk I am

warranted in Haying, that while ctTiuiii poni»ii'> of bin workw have

been performed night after night, much of very glorious composi-

tion is almost unknown. Satiety palled the appetite. Education

bas advanced hand-in-hand with the fine arts; the modern lan-

guages are now every where taught and understood. In every family

* He not only laid the found ill™ (.jiij a w filer about SO yea'! ago) hut

lived long enough to complete it. So that the English music may with just-

ness be called Handel's music, and every musician the son of Handel, fur

whatever delicacies or improvements hale been made by them, they are all

owing to and took their rise from a perusal of his works. What bad we to

'boast of before he settled in England and new modelled our music ? Nothing

but some good church music. He has joined the fullness and majesty of the

German mnsic, the delicacy and elegance of the Italian, to the solidity of

the English, constituting in the end a style of magnificence superior to any
other nation.—Poller on Static, tjc
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of tolerable breeding Italian is thought indispensible ; there is no

longer that bar to Italian music—the ignorance of the language.

Not to understand Italian and not to sing Italian music are now some-

thing allied to the disgrace of a defective education. Pride is there-

fore become a powerful advocate for the foreigner. The power of

escaping the nice observation of English critics upon pronunciation,

which the Italian language affords to professional singersj must not

be overlooked ; there is no judgment for them to dread in this res-

pect, since, even at the opera, llie performers are often known to use

a provincial dialect without censure and almost without discovery,

It also happens that the expression of Italian singing is not required

by the English themselves to be so precise and absolute as the ex-

pression of their own words. It may be very easily imagined that

the soco/expression of a passage may be agreeable in a language with

which we are not thoroughly conversant, although we do not per-

ceive that it is not the genuine and exact expression, whichweshould
not fail to do were it in our own tongue. Hence Italian singingdoes

not ask for an English audience, the same nice finish which in En-

glish singing we cannot dispense with. We are apt too to consider

whatu e do not entirely comprehend to bo idiomatieand peculiar. And
we are certainly much more easily satisfied with Italian than with

English expression. Though these causes may appear somewhat

subtle and remote, they have, I am persuaded, a very powerful

operation) I shall now proceed to others which arise more imme-

diately from the nature of the compositions of our English favorite

and of Italian music.

A certain portion of terror frequently mixes itselfwith emotions of

the sublime. In music this is principally effected by association

When we hear and feel " 1 knom that my Redeemer liveth," " the

trumpet shall sound," or any song of a like cast, the ideas of death,

resurrection and judgment fill ail the mind. We cannot dwell with-

out strong emotion upon such subjects ; the sensation produced is

too sublime and too awful, and when it is passed away, we are not so-

licitous to recal it, but at certain and solemn occasions. Such are

the genuine effects ofHandel ; I havealready remarked that even his

lighter compositions partake ofgrandeur. In his Acis and Galatea,

in despite of music so exquisitely beautiful, descriptive, original,

and impassioned, the mind is strained beyond its common piteh,

and we are not affected by the tenderness of the lovers, in the same
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manner, or in the same degree as we are hv the amatory composi-

tions ofthe Italian masters. In the story itself love is mingled with

apprehension, and pathoi with ideas of the bulk, the ferocity, the

strength, the hideous figure and the rage of Folypbeme. These
serve to give the mind a contrary determination and prevent it from

sinking into that delicious languor, which is the sovereign art of

the Italian school to produce.

The genius of the Italian language, of its poetry and its music, is

principally calculateJ to e\cilc the gentler passions. The frequent

recurrence of soft syllables, thti sweetness of the passages, and the

lubricity with which a true Italian singer glides through melody,

melt us at once into a dream of pity or of love." Thus-then We see

that the passions which most agreeably bias and affect the mind, are

all on the side of Italy. If it should be urged that only one master

is adduced against the whole Italian school, I reply that I have se-

lected the man to whom the English are most devoted, and in truth,

the only one, nationally speaking, who is extensively known to the

British public. The works of early English composers, Purcell,

Croft, Blow, Green, Boyce, and Arne, though high in the estima-

tion of sound taste, are now seldom heard. Their style, with an

exception perlmps in favour of the last master, is comidered obsolete.

It certainly lacks the improvements of modern art and modern taste,

while the reasons produced against Handel, bear still more strongly

upon these really English writers. It appears to me that so far as

appertains to composition, the Germans have already effected for

themselves what I propose to the English. They have blended and

incorporated with the happiest success the sweetness, the tenderness,

and thevariety of Italian melody, with the strong and natural cha-

racter of German music. Haydn and Mozart rank in the very

highest order of genius; and so truly do their notions of expression

accord with their own, that we may assert no composers have treated

• AH the pre-eminent singers, who of life jea« hafe appfared in I-oiidon,

of (tily, ant! m-rirrall) .pr-skin:;, liiiic imi'.i'. (lie Opi'iM-lif.i.f i fie scene of Ihuir

moil i'*<|ui*iir' pi'ilot manco. Nidi lun Ijfi'ii M:r fact ^itb regard In Stnracp,

ilruluin, ami llir most ;,ui feet am! astonisbiiis of all Knglisl, singers, The
Bu-LtxGTON herself. Far tlmugii tlx-) all have been engaged at flic theatres,

concerts, and oratorio* of (he kingdom, yet the molt malted demon bl rati on? of

then- powers bars been given at the opera, and for the best reason In the

world—because at no oilier place probably tould Ihey be so well sustained and

so ably judged.
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the expression of most peculiar subjects with such eminent propri-

ety. It is of little importance, [ think, whether they wrote to the

words or whether the words were written to their music in parti-

cular works. No iiliiglislmiaii emild desire or conceive a more

exquisite consent between sound and sense than is to be found in the

writings of both these composers. The Creation of 1 laydn contains

some most singular imitations, and although not comparable for

grandeur, simplicity, and solemnity, ami indeed not comparable at

all with The Messiah of Handel, which is addressed to a totally

different class of thoughts and perception-!, it u nevertheless full of

beauty, tenderness, and grace. I do not mean to draw a parellel be-

tween these great works of great men, but rather to contrast them,

because they are really of a totally opposite nature, and because

they ought never to bo considered together as objects of comparison.

Their beauties are as distinct and different as the poetry ofthe Para-

dise Lost, and of the Seasons, to which, in point of style, they bear

perhaps some analogy. The Creation of Haydn then, if it seldom

rises into magnificence, is full of elegance and invention, nor can I

point out a single weak or uninteresting melody. Joy, gratitude,

benevolence, and love, are expressed with as much purity and as

much exlacy by Haydn in The Creation, as are the sublime emotions

which inspire ail the hopes and the terrors of religion, all the

blessing and honor and glory and power we assign to the great

Creator and Preserver of mankind, in The Messiah by Handel.

The canzonettcs of Haydn, and the airs of Mozart, while they

do not aspire to the same elevated place, are nevertheless as perfect

in themselves, as beautiful, and in some instances they afford most

striking and peculiar examples of extraordinary felicity. I cannot

forbear to particularize some of them. From Mozart, the sweet and

persuasive melody set to the words " A prey to lender anguish," and

the still more exquisite " Qui sdegno" adapted to the lines be-

ginning " Dear shade ofbliss" will be sufficient, and we may surely

quote from Haydn those of " Fidelity," "My mother bids me bind

my hair," and " She never told her lore," as unrivalled models or

the finest possible adaptation of sound to sense.

I am convinced that the praise of the Italian over the English as

a musical language, is exaggerated. I would be understood only

to say, that it is exaggerated. The excellence of a language in this

respect lies in its general open pronunciation, in the assimilation of
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one sound to another, and in its being free from syllables which,

generate a guttural or nasal tone. This branch of Ihe subject has

been so ably discussed by Dr. Burncy, in the 1st chap, of his 4th vol.

ofthe History ofMusic, as almost to preclude further comment.* He
certainly proves that the Italian language does possess a local

superiority over our own ; but the distance is by no means sufficiently

remote to discourage us. The difference seemB principally to sub-

sist in the recurrence of our consonants and in the general hissing

cfl'ect. The Doctor seems not lo have given the excellencies of the

English, or the defects of the Italian, an adequate representation.

—

There is in almost all the Italian singing we ever heard, an apparent

lisp, which, together with the mode of diminishing the abrupt

effect ofdistant intervals, bestoivs an air ofeffeminacy, and very much

abates the magnificence to our ears. The sound dialect ofa metro-

politan would go fiir to reduce the value of the Italian open vowels

in the comparison ; but there is still the most importnnt circum-

stance behiud. If sinking be contrived for tlie wxpu-ss purpose nf

combining sentiment with sound; if (he power of imagination and
t

language and of the mind's association be considered—how infi-

nitely does our poetry exceed theirs; where shall we find the flow,

'

the strength, and the majesty of our own writers ? No ; the Italian

must be allowed to possess an advantage, but it is in sound only ;

and while singing is the union of the two principles, the noblest

attribute belongs to the poetry of our own country.

! 1)y li;reii;tiui=, on account nf Itirf

f H'cnl-i, iiinl ilir- greater number c
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Our first desideratum then is a Composer, who, (o the resources

of his proper science, may add a knowledge of the powers of our

language, and possess a genius able to recall and fix the national

taste. There are models enough, from which we need not despair

ofdrawing the true principles of execution.

1 can but consider that the genius of the? English is averse to

opera. Who is ever interested in the story of Italian dramas ? The

public require them merely as vehicles of music. The recitatives

arc heard with absolute disgust by three-fourths, or even a much

greater proportion of the audience. The true opera upon the En-

glishatogo may fairly be said to be no more. The great powers of

Dr. Arne were inadequate to support musical tragedy against the

The encouragements to an undertaking of the tiHturo I propose

arc not small, borne establishments in favour of English music areon

foot which have considerable weight. The public have of late been

attracted very much by glees, the works of English composers, and

Dr. Callcott has been the author ofsome songs which combine much

of the enchantment of Italian music, with the strength and dignity

of a genuine English expression.t Indeed these very songs 1 should

without altering the form of (he mouth, yet, as Dr. Holder has Hell ob-

served, it is one thins Id breathe and another thing to localize that breath.

M, n, and ng, likewise allow us to breathe ; but as it ii only nasal breath,

the sound we are able to emit is snuffling and impure. S and its substitute,

ait c, are hissing ; t and B afford only a jarring buzz, by the vibration of tbo

and under lip, like tkit of a Hasp or bee
;

th cannot be uttered without a

and (he Saxc-Norman syllables, hie, cle, Be, gie, pie, tie, are all unmusical

and of difficult utterance.

* We see in the present offspring of the illegitimate connexion between
music and comedy, » Sickly race, gifted with none of Hie faculties anil totally

deprived of the iulici il ancc of it! MugH^ll parrni. I L is so frripitnt to read

in criticisms upon operas, "that (lie dialogue "as a mere |)in tolling sonic

excellent music upon," that we are manifestly become indifferent to the story,

the incident, or the language of such compositions. This sort of entertainment

has of late years been oidy regarded in the light of a performance, something
above a pantomime. Indeed almost all the more recent operas have obtained

Hieir support from magnificent scenery, provisions, and di cnralioLis as much as

from their music. This seems to prove how completely they are against the

genius of our dramatic exhibitions.

T The change which seems to have taken place in the opinions of Com-
posers, with regord to what passages arc best adapted to bass voices, is re-

markable, Handel's bcs( songs, even when magnificent, are confined (o stiff

passages or mechanical divisions. Haydn has given to the bass the most

important character in the oratorio of the Creation. "The reci(a(ive and
songs of Raphael contain every thing that can display a singer's powers.^
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hold up as a model for our masters who may write to the English

nation. A General makes an army, and it would be my first object

to inspire a composer with just ideas of what U expected at his

hands. To command the feelings of his auditors, he must in some

degree go along with them. He must sacrificesomeofhis prejudices,

even though they should be founded upon science.* " To beguile

the time he muat look like the time."

If I seem to differ from myself in wishing to introduce a new style

of writing, while I profess to be anxious to preserve our old masters,

I must in my own defence say, that my distinct and definite object

is the preservation of the strength and majesty of our national musi-

cal character. As the basis of a school of our own, novelty is not

more necessary merely as novelty and as food for the delicate and

changeful appetite of the public, than for the introduction of new

passages and new modes of expression, which mark the progress of

invention and of taste. It is come to a plain and simple alternative.

We must either adopt the style and the manner of Italy and Ger-

many, both in composition and in execution, or wc must be governed

by laws of ourown. How much of feeling, purely national, there

may be in these remarks, (which 1 offer as preparatory only to a

detail of some of the Elements of Vocal Science,) and how far it is

practicable to collect and to unite the several pai ls of vocal insti-

tution which arc scattered abroad, and have now scarcely more than

a traditionary existence, the world of science may perhaps hereafter

have opportunity to determine.

The bumble hope of lending some aid towards a work which I

think (as far as art can be considered to be entitled to partake ofso

eminent a distinction,) may be held to be a national object, is the

apology I make to the public for thus obtruding upon their notice

the observations of Twothbtjs.

In this same path Dr. Cnllcott has very successfully walked, and his songs
for a bass and the bass parts of his glees ar« truly eli-gant and expressing.

Nor must Dr. Crotch be omitted ho has listened to his " itetliiaks I

hear thefall celestial choir," without admiration ?

—

Palestine can yet scarcely

be said to hare been heard at all. Why is this?

* Whoever would reform a nation, supposing a bad taste to prevail in it,

will not accomplish his purpose by going directly against the stream of their
prejudices. Man's minds must be formed to receire what is new lo them.
Reformation is a work of time. A national taste, however wrong it may he,

cannot be totally changed at once, we must yield a little to the prepossession
which has taken hold on the mind, and we may then bring people to adopt
what would offend then) if endeavoured to be introduced by violence. Sir
Joshua Reynolds.
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The critical examination (ifthe works ofM.uiro.Lo" that follow,

is the production of a Gentleman now no more, whose name would

al once stamp the impress of taste upon any observations he thought

worthy committing to paper. For (he opportunity afforded us of

giving it to the public we are under obligation to a friend of the

deceased.

Psalm 1. " Beaio Puom—Blessed is the Man—for two voices,

Alto o Basso—the first movement resembles in the beginning of its

subject, the canon of"Non Nobis Domine."

The Alto Solo" Egli sum qualarbore" is vm beautiful, in astjle

of the most elegant simplicity. " Ma la scrade de gli cmpi" with its

Canto Fermo in semibreves and descending running accompani-

ment, finely imagined, and the latter adapted with singular effect,

to the expression of the words, " Periscano dileguanti."

Psalm 2. " L'oade cotante fftmlla t"—"Why do the heathen so

furiously rage together?" for two voices, Altoe Basso. The first

movement is fine, the motion of the Bass is expressive of rage and

disturbance. The next, "Rompiamo dicenn, rompiamo ivincoli" is

composed with great spirit and effect. The largo movement " Ei

colli sparenfosa," is sublime, and the expression of " IA rendera qual

mi immobil pielra." admirable. The conclusion, " Quando, e in

breve" elegant, affecting, and pious.

Psalm S. " Dio perche" Lord how they are increased that trouble

me—for two voices, Canto e Alto. The Canto solo " Gia di miei

preci," is very elegant, and the following movement " Mi laseio"

happily and beautifully expressed, followed by a spirited, excellent

movt'iiii'iit, " •.i-.iifriin pur."

Psalm 4. " Net invocarti o mio Signor"—" Hear tnewhen J calf

• BineocttO Mahcello, a nithc nf Venice, was born in 1680, and de-

scended from the most illustrious families. Though a dilleltante, no con-

temporary professor was more referenced for musical science. On account

of the boldnem of his ideas, he has been called (he Pindar of Musicians. A
general enthusiastic admiration of liis compositions was eicited by (he Fifty

Fsalnis published by htm in ei^ht folio relumes. He died in 1739—Preface to

Latmlie's Selections, vol 1.
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for two voices, Canto e Alto. This is inferior to the preceding

Psalms. " Dormo lonni securi" is a beautiful movement, and the

following one which concludes the psalm, " Perche troppo ho net

cor" very good.

Psalm 5. " Le ion querule del labbro supplies"—" Ponder my
worth, O Lord"—tor two voices, Alto e Basso. The first movement

is composed in a pious and ecclesiastical style, the bass flowing on

with a regular and uninterrupted motion, and the voices holding out

iu long notes ofgrave counterpoint. The presto, " Chedellavindicc

tua gimta coltera" lias great spirit and effect. The presto likewise,

" Siani lor precipitio" is good.

Psalm C. " Siguier quando arde il foco del giutto too Jkror"—
" 0 Lord, rebuke me not in thine indignation,"—for two voices, Alto

e Basso. Almost the whole of this psalm in good, and parts very

fine. Thelargo, " Oh quel ctudclrimorto" is pathetic and beauti-

ful. The presto, " Non pua che preda falto di morte" very fine.

The following Andante, " Da! lungo sospirar" elegant and pathetic

at the same time ; and the last movement, " Dalto rottor di torbtdo t

miei nemici t'emptano" fine in all respects ! both for composition and

expression. Two subjects of very different kinds, but both well

adapted to the sentiment of defiance and scorn expressed by the

words, are regularly interchanged in a masterly style, without

pedantry, and with great spirit and effect.

Pbalm 7. " Or che m'assale da ogni lata"—" O Lord my God in

tkee have I put my trust"—for two voices, Canto e Basso. The first

movement is full of spirit, resolution, and confidence in God.—The
second, "Dektu mi laha" of pious supplication.—The third, " Se

m'abbandom" simple, elegant, and pathetic in the beginning, and of

the most forcible and spirited expression in the end. " Per un opra

at too name si glorioso" is truly and magnificently sublime. The idea

of the Almighty Judge seated on his throne of eternal justice, "ml
alto tribunal has never, to my knowledge, been so finely expressed

in music. After several other good movements, the psalm concludes

with a very beautiful one, piously festive—" Canierb salmi e cantici."

Psalm 8. " O di the todi"—" 0 Lord our governor",—Alto solo,

very beautiful ! It appears clearly by the prefaces ofMarcello, pre-

fixed to the psalms, that so great a master of harmony, and so pro-

foundly learned in the art of modulation, yet he preferred the effect

ofa single voice or many voices in unison accompanied by an instru-
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ment. This may be seen particularly in the preface to the first

volume, where he attributes the astonishing effects produced by vocal

music in ancient time*, chiefly to *i limine: i JI unfurl. E.t pec leru e can-

not hi; confr:iilii;W, hut al tin- same lime I riiiiuot lu-Ip considering

modulation as an agent, al lent! as powerful in the production of ex-

pression us melody, even if melody hath the advantage, which is

seldom the case, of a fine voice or instrument, great skill and feel-

ing. For my own part I experienced a very different effect from the

5000 children (I think that was the number) singing in unison

under the dome of St. Paul's, and the thousand performers vocal and

instrumental in Westminster Abbey, at the commemoration of

Handel, joining in his divine harmonics. Even moderate voices or

instruments, singing or playing in harmony, in time and in tune,

appear to me preferable, and to have more effect than much better

performing Solos.

The directions which Marccllo gives in that preface (which con-

tains much learning and good sense) for the execution ofhis psalms,

aredeservingottention. "Ma venendoal esecuzione del salmi, quests

dovraesaerepuniKnfe, e genxa ornamenti tTarbilrio particolatlnenle nel

cancertato, con riflesso che si cantano a Dio cose divine, le quali pin

che con nrtifizio di vagante voce, convengono esprimcrsi colla com-

punzionc, ed affetto di cuore rassegnato e divoto. Non se ricerca per

tanto se non che siano da virtuosi musici con giusta misura di tempo,

con aggiustato portamento di voce, e eon cktarcxta di pronuncia

ben arlicolarte leparole, ben intuonato la mustea (coll' accompagna-

mento nel rijjieiio piu che si possa numcroao, ma proporzionato di

varij bassi per supplire in un ccrto niodo agli antichi stromenti) per-

che ne possa indi dcrivare quel* affetto migliore per lo conseqni-

menti del quale fu travagliato." By this may be seen, what he ex-

presses more precisely in another place, that his intention was that in

the tutti, the parts, whatever they were, should be doubled. I

wish his directions for articulation were more generally, attended to,

without it llie principal part of the effect of vocal music is lost.

Our English singers are eminently deficient in this important requi-

site of their art, and besides alter the sound of the vowels to accom-

modate them to their bad intonation. Mrs. Bates was an illustrious

exception to this criticism, and had the finest and clearest articula-

tion, without pedantry or affectation, I ever heard ; it really might

be compared to that of the inimitable Garrick on the stage.
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It U now time to return In the 8th Psalm.—The first movement is

pious, simple, and very elegant. " Che cosa e Tuomo" is even supe-

rior. " AI sun piede" very fine, and in a different and bolder style

Psalm 9. " Quanta di spirito abbiam netpetto aeeolto"—! mill

give thanks unto thee O Lord"—This Psalm by the Jews, in the Sep-

tuagint, and in our version, is divided into two ; the tenth psalm,

" Why ttandest thou so far iff 0 Lord" beginning at the 21st verse.

For three voices, Alto, Tenorc c Basso. The first movement is

good—clear, pleasing harmony and a flowing, agreeable melody.

" Col grido sol del sun tremenda idegno" singular, truly original, and

expressed with great effect
;
particularly " Tu ton nei tempi an-

dati" hy flu' has* i i-iiig tlialonically in six semilireves, and " In sem-

•piterno oblio" the phrase in each part sinking into semibreves.

—

The following movement " / dardi 6 lor mancarono" is one of the

finest in the collection. The spirit of the whole, and the sublime

expression of—
" E tc lor tupcrbissimc,

Muraglic inespugnabili,

Data tua man lerribile,

Scosse si dirocearono,"

admirable and inimitable. The modulation at the beginning is

grand and simple. In " Scosse si dirocearono" it runs through

almost all the keys. The next movement " Rimembranza di loro"

forms a fine contrast. No expression can be juster nor of more ef-

fect, than" Eperila erestata etepolla." This is followed by " Ei
sul immobil base diso-crana ragionJbndn il suo froSo" of the grandest

sublimity 1 The Breves, Semibreves, and Minims which form this

" Base" have built it indeed on an eternal foundation. ° Eglie

rorifo" an elegant Alto Solo, as usual. " Grand Dio perisamo" is a

\rry good movement. Marcello says in his preface to the first Vol.

" Ne it e giadicalo in tutto disconuenirsi Cetprimere Penfasi misterio-

osodel quale USanti Profita si etailora scrvilopersignificaTegliimpeli

spaventenoti delta divina giustisia, con alcuni strani ricerati modi, e

madrigalcschc dialon-ckromaliche modulation* appogiate sopra 1'ac-

cordo eqilivico pero edimperfetto dc'noslri arlfficiali stromenli,Sfpar-

ticolarmentc de' cembali. There are to be found in this admirable

composer some abrupt modulations, which perhaps a rigorous contra-

puntist might not allow, but which may Burely be allowed to his ge-

nius. In this psalm there are instances of very harsh transitions to
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very remote harmonies ; particularly in the movements " E le nemi-

ehe a noi," and " O barca lot tipienn di bcstemmie." " Coil Sara"—

-

extremely fine ! Thesubject of" Cost mm" expressesabsolute power
and firm establishment.—It is exactly like that of Handel " The

Lord gave the word"—this is continued for twenty bars in the Alto

in breves, semi-breves, and minims. The Bass in the second bar

leads off a new subject, " Dio regnera in eterno," which is taken up

by thetenor in the fifth bar, but notcarried through. There is another

short Strain, rather than "object, begun by the buns at the twelfth bar

and imitated by the other parts. " Eterno regnera"—at the 2lal bar

the Tenor takes the first subject ." Cost sara" a third below the lead

of the Alto, after three bars the Has* lakes it, then the Tenor, and it

concludes, as it begun, with the Alto.

Psa lib 10, " Mature to tutta ripqnga

Iti Dio la tnia speranza."

In our version 11th " In the Lord put I my trust"—For four voices,

Canto, Alto, Tenorc, e Basso. The first movement, « Come augeC

is very pleasing.—In the recitative " Che resin a mi si chiide" a li-

berty is taken in the modulation, which 1 do not understand ; from

El. with «, the bass descends a whole tone to Cfi with f ; so that the

fundamental Bass moves from F natural with j to A with 3 sharps,

that is, from the key of Bt at once to that of A with a major third, or

at least to that ofD with a major third.

Psalh 11. " Signer tu dammi alia"—" Help me Lord''—for two

voices Due Alti. The air ofthe first movement is flowing and agree-

able. " Colfavor del tao soccorio" is in the same style.

Psalm 12. " Dek stni a quando O Dio" in our version 13th

" How long wilt thou forget me O Lord ?"—For two voices, Alto e

Tenorc. The last movement " E eon salmi e con cantici," is a fine

strain of festive piety, and atones in some measure for the dulnesB of

Psalh IS. " L'uomo cui circa passi on cstinse ,-" in our version

14 " Thejool hath laid in his heart"—¥ar two voices, a Due Bassi.

Psalm 14- " O Signor eM sara /*' in our version 15th " The Lord

shall dxell in thy tabernacle"—for one voice, Canto Solo.

Psalm 15. " Signor da fempia genie-"—in our version I6th—
" Presene me O God"—Alto Solo—v«ry beautiful, with an accom-

paniment for the violoncello; particularly the movement, " Peta

ogni lor memorir."
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Psalm 16. " Tit die sai quanta sia giista, O Signorla causa min ,-"

in our version 17th

—

u Hear the right, 0 Lard"—for two tenors

The second movement, " E quando vdito Signar, m'avrai," is very

pleading ; likewise " Dunque It degna guidar miei patti," in the

same style; and (here is merit in the last movement, " Che delta

gloria lua."

Psalm!?, "loiempre t'amero;" in our version 18th—" I will

love thee, O Lord"—for three voices, Aito, Tenore e Basso. The
sublimity ofthe imagery oF a great part of this Psalm has inspired

hoth tin; authur of the paraphrase and (he composer of the music.

The former has availed himself of the magnificent sonorousness of

his unrivalled language to a tremendous degree, and with an almost

inconceivable power of expression ; the latter has, if possible, ex.

cceded him.

" Untwisting all the chains that tie

The hidden soul of harmony."

Nothing can be more aflviiing in its simplicity than the first move-

ment, " It> sempre t'amero." The duet which follows for Alto and

Tenor is even better in the same style—" 11 Signor solo." The
presto, " E quel torrents rapido," is an excellent model of imita-

tive expression, produced rather by rtfthrn or motion than modula-

tion. The adagio, " Dovcioimlgesii h tgttarcT atlonilo" is stately

and su1>lime, and followed by an elegant Alto Soto, u Inmet»Oa
lanti guai io mi ri-colii a Dio." Then follows, after a short recita-

tive, a movement really tremendous, " sleccsso difuror, d'ira impla-

cttbilc." The tremulous motion of the accompanying base, to ex-

press the earthquake, has a fine effect, instead of being ridiculons,

as it might easily have been in inferior hands. The following

movement, " Ed i mantiche ingombmno," succeeds as well in the

same difficult and dangerous mode of imitative expression ; of the

failure of which the next movement, " Tremaro Jin dal fondo," is a

specimen. Here the expression is almost grotesque, certainly un-

couth. " Al trementto splendor di sua eamparsa" is" fine in all

respects, particularly fur expression, which modulation and motion

combine to produce n ilh the grandest and most solemn effect. The
repetition of " Fiamnte e fit/mini, grandinl e fulmine," in different

keys, with short rests, is happily imagined, to represent those ter-

rific instruments of the wrath of the Almighty, and something, I

think, in the manner of Handel's « Hailstone Chorus," with the re.
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petition ofFire—Fire ran along the ground. The following presto,

" Vibro mille saette" is equally line. The latter part of tha Psalm
is not of the same force and sublimity, but there are fine parts

throughout—of which " Viva Iddio" is one, repeated after the

beautiful movement, "Che sottopose serantene genti." The last

movement, " De phi lontant secoli," is singular, particularly the

expression of" lontani" by Breves in the tenor for the last thirteen

Psalm 18. " Icicliimmensi narrano

,

r"in our version 19th—" The
heavens declare theglory ofGod"—for four voices, Alto, due Tenori

e Basso. The first movement is beautiful ; the freedom aud flow

of its air, and clear and easy harmony, cannot fail to please, and are

well suited to the words. The next movement, " Al Di' chi natce,"

contains a very dull conversation between the nights and days,

during which Marcello himselfseems to have dosed. " Per mag-

tiifica tenda" is good, and the gradual setting ofthe sun, " Fin eke

OTtvei d petarsi al occato," represented by all the parts lengthening

their time by degrees, and at last absolutely railing asleep on Breves,

very singular.

Pbalu 19. " Quando O Re cinto sarai ;" in onr version 80th—
" The Lord hear thee in the day oftrouble"—for four voices, Alto,

Tenore, e due Bassi. There are several pleasing parts in this Psalm,

but the best movement is the allegro, " Ondc con giubilo." There

ie something singular in the expression and style of the preceding

movement, " B Palte ruote di lor carrifuro legati."

Psalm SO. " Net tuopolere alio Sigtiore ,-" in our version 81st™

"The king shall rejoice in thy strength, 0 Lord"—four voices, due

Alii, Tenure e Basso. It opens with a fine strain of triumph, ex-

pressed principally by the motion of the bass. " Rege imitto" is

very good, forming n sort of Cantofernin, with the other parts accom-

panying It. The next, " Quandofra che il vottro accesa moslri lor

fira iremenda $" is a line movement, of singular expression.

Psalm 21. " Volgimio Dio, dek voigi un de luoi guardi in our

version 8Ed—" My God, my God, look upon me"—Alto solo convio-

letta. Marcello, in the preface (o this volume, gives his reasons for

composing the music of this Peaim as a solo:—" Siccome concorda

le maggior parte dei sacri interpreti e spoiitori esser egli unaprqfeiia,

ad unafigura del Redentore del mondo spirante sopra la croce, coii non

tie givdiealodisconttenevole, anzieredula tieprecisa necetsita di com-
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perlo ad una sola zoce
t
ecolle manierepiuJlcbtii epiuadattate a tanto

tvgubre compassionccole autenimento," &c. I have no doubt that

this composition, sung by a fine alto voice, and accompanied with

expression by two excellent tenors (violette), would have the most

pathetic effect, particularly if the singer attended to the following

instructions of the composer :

—

• " Percio ben rifietta qualunque virtuoso cantore debba eseguire «sso

salmo ado ch' egli esprime e che rappresenta ; quinda piuttosto colla

pia tenereixa del cuore, eke col arlifiixioso vagar delta voce sehielta-

mente 'Ipronunxi, vhc non sarawi, chi V oda e pe' grazissimi dalorosi

semi, c per la melodia lamentecole ana" espresso ne viene, che interna-

mente non si contristi non poco, e non senta parte di quel necessario

compungimenlo che si richiede a con alio c dolorosa mittero" But

this must be in Italy; if performed here, it would probably have the

same fate as the famous Miserere ofJllegri, which, I am told, had no

effect j though 1 remember no such instance of the pathetic power of

music, as that Miserere, sung by fine voices at the Pope's chapel,

without instruments.

Piaui 22. « Sa il Sigrtore

Miopastore;"

In our version 23d—" The Lord is my shepherd"—tor two voices

Alto e Tenore. The first pastorale movement is very beautiful, but

pursued to rather too great a length.

Pialh 23. " lie la terra, e di quanta

In se contiene, alto Signore e Jddio ,-"

In our version S4th—" The earth is the Lord's"—for three voices,

Alto, Tenore, c Basso. Almost the whole of this is fine. The
first movement—the second, " Ei fuor dalP acque." " 0 sommi

prindpi," with a singular drumming murtial movement in (he bass.

Nothing can be finer than the concluding movement, " E il Signor

aV egli esericli," in part ofwhich (he same singular movement in the

bass is introduced.

Psalh24. "In mezzo ai tristi affanni ;" in our version 85th—
" Unto thee, O Lord, will I lift up my soul"—for two voices, Tenore

e Basso. This is certainly not one of the best. The movement
"A me Signor addita la via de' tuoi precetti" is extremely elegant

;

and the tenor solo, " It arvi alcun" spirited and good.

Psalm25. " Or che condannami falsa catunnia," inourversion

26th—" Be thou myjudge, O Lord"—for three voice*), Alto, Tenore,
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e Basso. The best movement in Ibis is, " Slandomi ognorafra gli

innocenli.

Psalm 26. "II Signer j* e la mia luce in our version S7th—
" The Lord is my Ught"—for three voices, Canto, Tenore, e Basso.

The first movement is one ,of those beautiful, flowing strains which

please universally. Thesolofor the tenor voice, " Non pero o" am-
pi lesori," very elegant and pleasing. " Sol io bramo," a repetition

of the, first strain to other words. " Dtmqttc mio Dio le calde j/reci,"

very good. It concludes with a fine, spirited fugue, " Se fe
mantien.

Psalm 97. " A tcSignor che mio tottegno jei ,-'* in our version

98th—" Unto thee will I cry, O Lord"—for two voices, Canto e Alto.
" Mentre ti prego, a pleasing movement, with a sort of pious

simplicity. The presto, " Giusto sia grande Iddio," spirited and

expressive.

PsalmSS. " O prole nobile ," in our version S9tb—" Bring unto

the T.ortl, O j/r mighty"—for three voices, Alto, Tenore, e Basso.

—

This is one of Marcello'a finest compositions. The first movement
with the descending bass, imitated afterwards by (he other parts,

forms a grand opening. I can conceive nothing finer than the se-

cond movement, " Tuoita suir acque.'" The voices holding out in

notes of great length, solemnly majestic, accompanied by a bass,

never at rest, which thunders indeed I
" Tal quests, voce forte e

tremenda" is almost as fine as " Tuona syff acque," and on the same

plan, the motion being in the bass accompaniment, which leaves

liiulUlurljcil the solemn ex predion of the voices. " Questa tremenda

voce possente" vies with the two movements just mentioned, in sub-

limity of expression, produced by the motion of the bass, and divine

power of modulation. The movement, " Or mentre che odeti tal

voce tremano i monti," which follows (with the interval only ofa very

pleasing one, " Ele cervelte ,"} is very fine. Then, with the inter-

val of a very short movement, a tenor solo follows, a grand fugue

with two subjects, " Efm che sieda sopra il suo trono," worthy of

the rest. This admirable composition concludes with a fine fugue

with three subjects, " Mai non turbar."

" Siveggono nelfinale del salmo 28, lessuti con ammirnbile maeslria

Ire sogetti che saggiamente sano continuati e terminati col riteeicie e

col cantofermo del principale."—Lei(era del Signer Steffano Andrea

Fuorc a Marccllo.
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Psalm 29. " Signer poi cfti;" in our version " I will magnify

thee 0 Lord,"— for two voices, Tenor and Bass. The second

movement allegro, " Givsto e ben che il mio labbro la sciolga al

canto" is spirited and good. The third also largo " Almealservigio

suinedi Signorsi potente." " Forsc an etnenefreddo potro lodartif"

ci.-)ressed with great effect. This is followed by a beautiful short

adagio solo for the Tenor, " M'udi il Signor." This like the laat

concludes with a fine fugue, " F, sullero la tuapieta,"

Psalm SO. " Signor sefosli ognora" in our version 31st "In thee

O Lord have Iput nil/trust"—for three voices, Alto, Tenore,e Basso.

The first movement is good. The Alto solo" Onde io che semprc in

te sola tperai very good. likewise " O quntilo e grande." This

on the whole will not rank among the finest of" the psalms.

Psalm 31. "O beati color cut Popre inique Ponipossentt Dio
tulle pcrdona" in our version 52d—" Jllessvd is he whose unrighteous-

ness, isforgiven"—for three voices, Alto, Tenore,e Basso. The duet

for Alto and Tenor, " Ma chi sua viva spemc" is pleasing, and the-

roncliidiiig? movement " F. sn!lnle di gfoja" fine.

Psalm 32. " Alutt giuste, atme innocenti—in our version " Re
joice in the Lord O i/e righteous"—for three voices, Alto, Tenore, e

Basso. The second movement "Per roi risuonino" is of the most

happy gaiety, and elegant at the same time. Tbe next, a solemn

fugue, well suited to the expression ofthe words " Ogni voce, e ogni

cenno" very good. The next " Piace la lui" a very fine fugue with

a pleasing subject. The next movement " Sola una voce delgrande

Iddio" much liner, from the sublimity of the expression. This is

foUowed by another not inferior. " El (ten raccolte in seno al mar.

Immediately after follows a grave movement of very solemn effect,

" Tema dunque il Signer la terra" the expression ofwhich is pro-

duced principally by a very extraordinary and repeated use of the ex-

retne sharp sixth in a variety of keys. " Non e il potere, non son gli

eierri/e" is one ofthe finest movementsin this distinguished psalm ; the

spirited subject led offby the Alto, is taken up by the Tenorand Bass,

whilst the Alto enforces the expression by the well imagined repeti-

tion of"No,No" with pauses. The movements that follow are good,

and it concludes with a beautiful fugue " Si ripieni di cottanxa with

two subjects; that in semibreves " Femiiamo in te Signer" has an ad-

mirable effect holding on as a foundation of stedfastness and confi-

dence, while the other parts are moving in beautiful harmonies.
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Psalm 33. "Al Signore in ogni tempo"—in our version 34th " I

wi/Iateays give thanks unto the Lord"—for two voices, Aito e Basso.

The character of this psalm is not grand tike that of the last, but

pleasing throughout. The first flowing and devout movement is con-

tinued perhaps rather too long, and may have too much uniformity,

for which it in some measure atones by its extreme elegance. The
second " Awicinatevi" is in the same style. Then follows a short,

spirited, and pleasing fugue allacapclla " Choier che serbano ,-" solos

interchanged between the Alto and Basso ofconsiderable merit. The

Solo afterwards for the Alto " Sono scmpre soprail giustcifiui igunrdi

del Signore" is a most beautiful and elegant air. Another good

fugue alia capella " Ma con lorbido ciglio" repeated afterwards with

other words. It concludes with another fugue alia capella " Ripone

del sua cor."

PsAi.it 34. " Sopra i nemlci mini" in our version 35tb—" Plead
thou my cause O Lord"— for three voices, Alto, Tenore, e Basso.

The two first movements are good, particularly the latter part ofthe

second " Sorgi e Caffretla". There is great beauty and pathetic

expression in the Alto solo "Signor chiea te simile," and still more
in another Alto solo which follows " Quand mai ver me Signore."

Psalm 35. "L'uomo colP opre sue in our version 36th

—

"My
heart skeweth me the wickedness ofthe ungodly"—for two voices, Te-
nore e Basso. This is, I think, one ofthe least interesting. The
last fugue alia capella "Cadranno si gli inique is good.

Psalm 36. " Nonti contritti" in our version 37tb—« Fret not thy-

selfbecause ofthe ungodly"—for four voices Canto, Alto, Tenore, e

Basso. It begins with a good grave movement of Church Music,

without much other character. The next movement with a ground
Bass " PeriicaHo gli inique" is fine for expression as well as harmo-

ny. Then follows a fugue with two subjects " Ma i giusli ognorpos-

sederan la terra. In the next movement the former ground Bass ia

resumed. On the whole this is not one of the most distinguished of

Marcello'a compositions.

Pbalm 37. " Signor quando lafiamma" in our version 38th « Put
me not to rebuke Lord in thine anger—tor two voices, Canto e Alto.

The first a very pleasing movement, the second likewise, " Lotto

oeggi'o"

Psalm 38. " In meixo alle misere" in our version 39th—" / said

I will take heed to my Knyj"—Canto solo.
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Psai.m 39. " Qunndo cTngni pin grow r dura nffaimo," in our ver-

sion 40tb—« / waited patiently for the Lord"—far two voices, Alio

e Basso. The Allegro movement " E di sauto pinrer" is heautiful.

The Largo, " Sta ncl sacro volume," with solemn expression suited

to theiubject and majestic character. " Dutir/ue O Signor" flow-

ing and elegant.

Psalm 40. " 0 bealoehipieloio," in our veraion41st—" Biased is

the man that considerelh the poor and needy"—for three voices, Alto,

Tenore c Basso. The first movement very- pleasing, the second " /

miei uemici grtdando iniorno" very good, with a spirited Arpeggio

Bass repeated after a grave intermediate movement. Next a very

good fugue " Benedicasiper tulti i sccoli" with n hich it concludes.

Psalm 41. " QuaV anelante cervo," in our version 48d—" Like

at the hart desirelh the &>ater b> ooks"~-Cor two voices, a Due C'anti.

The first movement a flowing, elegant strain of melody, and sim-

ple clear harmony. The second 11 AM die an abisso di miserie"

of a stronger and grander character. The third " Ma insino a

tanto che .tereni giorniV very pleasing, and followed by a spirilcd

and beautiful Allegro " lo canlero." Next the Allegro ' Spcra net

tuo Signor" very good, and with this, this psalm full of beauties

concludes.

Psai.m 42. " Dal tribunal augustn," in our version 43d—" Give

sentence with me, O God,"—Bass Solo.

Psalm 43. " Udir le orecchie tiastre, in our version 44th—" We
have heard with our ears"— fine harmony and solemn effect through-

out, without any sinking part ; for four voices, Canto, Alto, Tenore

Psalm 44. " Dal cor ripieno di celesteJutmrna," in onr version

45th—" My heart is inditing of a good matter"—for three voices,

Alto, Tenore e Basso. This, I (hink, U not one of the best. The
most pleasing movement is a duet between the Alto and Tenor,
" O'l piu leggiadro di quanti torn figti degli nomini " and the last

Allegro, " 77 loderan," has a flowing and agreeable melody.

Psalm 4a. " 2'ra t' aspne e rie miserie," in our version 46tli—

" God is our hope and strength."— for two voices, Alton Basso. This

is good throughout. The second movement, " Del corascoto mare

laforza scuote t'onda," very line ; us in likewise- .the following move-

ment, " Vnjiunie dipace." " Amhe net tempt auiati" very good.

The prestu, "" Si sconvolsero i regui."
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Psami 16. " O Genii tuttefestose e liele," in our version 47th—
" Oh clap your hands together, nil ye people"—Canlo Solo.

Psami 47. " Qaeita ehe at del j' inalza augusla mole," in our

Version 48th—" Great is the Lord"—for three voice, Canto, Tenore

e Basso. The best movement ia, " O di atisericordia e di clemenza

jintr iircsnitstti."

Psat.m 48. " O Genii tulte," in our version 49th—" O hear ye

this, all ye people"—for three voices, Alto, Tenore e Basso ; uni-

formly dull throughout.

Psalh 49. " II grande Iddio chc 1' univrrsa reggc" in our ver-

sion 60th—" The Lord, even the most mighty God hath ipoken"—
for three voices, Canto, Alto e Basso. There is something; majestic

and solemn in (he first movement, and good expression. " E te

pracellc c i turbini" is finer; " O voi che presidicti" flowing and

pleasing.

Psalm 50. " O d* immensa pielaJbntc inesauslo," in our version

5Ut—" Hate mercy upon me, O God"—tor three voices, Alto,

Tenore e Basso. The first movement in a fine strain of pious sup-

plication. The second, " Di tua miiericordia," much liner, in the

same style ; a model indeed of humble penitential devotion. No-
thing can convey a juster nor more affecting expression of contri-

tion than tbe urgent repetition of that simple subject " Lc eolpe

tulte mie loci e eancelli," " Che tra le iniquiladi lo fui formalo,"

very beautiful.

THE CONCERT OP ANTIENT MUSIC, OR KING'n
CONCERT.

In bringing under the view of the public those musical establish-

ments wliich constitute tlif prominent and stable sources of amuse-

ment, as well as the superior incentives to excellence in the art, wc
shall find that we have a long arrear of information to recover,

because »ve consider that it will best contribute to the end we propose

to have a due regard to future reference as well at present satis-

faction. We shall therefore labour to make our work, in sueb

respects, a brief but authentic chronicle of musical events, and with
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-such a record, the past history of the permanent depositories of

principles, whether national or scientific, has much to do. We
commence this department with a short sketch of the foundation

of the Concert of Antibnt Music, (called also the King's Con-
cert,) which has obtained the highest celebrity on account of its

having engaged Hie patron;!!;.; of the Sovbbigm himselfand of the

Nobility of the land, on account of the exalted rank of the Di hec-

tors, and on account of the care used to select the moat pre-eminent

ability for the performance. The generation must be said to have

just passed away that could remember the time, when the talents of

musicians were a subject of the warm, if not of the vary highest

interest to persons of condition in this country, Hnd who were eager

lo enrol themselves among the partisans of composers and ofsingers,

to advance large sum* of money for the support of public theatres,

and to lend their personal aid and interposition to the management.

From the earlier years of the Inst century nearly lo its close,

forming perhaps the better half of that long period, such and so

extraordinary was the influence of music upon the state of metropo-

litan society. In the short space of seven years, from 1720" to

1727, no leas a sam than fifty thousand pounds, besides the money

produced by the sale of tickets and the admission of non-subscribers

at the door, was sunk to found and to rear an Italian Opera. It

was towards the end of these musical contentions, when the town

was worn out with fighting the battles of Handel and Baanoncini, of

Faustina and Custom, thnt the real lovers of music began to fear the

neglect, and perhaps, the ultimate loss of those compositions which

had been the subjects ofsuch deep interest. To preserve them from a

fate so unmerited, lo consecrate a shrine lo genius ns it were, and to

keep alive the fervors which inspire its votaries, it was proposed by

the Eaue, ofSandwich, a nobleman on whose taste and spirit con.

* In 1 7'20 :i [iljn v.-,i; fariiiftf for ii:i!'[i:imn
fl

I'.ili.m Operas, unit i fiind

of ,i0,000(. raised, His Majesty, Grouge tue FmsT, subscribed 1,O00(.

The establish""! ut was called the lluya! Amdi-my of Music, c-iiisWini; of

a gotemor, deputy goTernor, and-, twenty directors. The first year the

Dutc of Nrwcastlr "ill gturnior. I.nnl lliiijjlcy deputy governor; the

(iirf'rjors -l.-iv tin' Duk.s of I'nrtliiml anil lJ_ur, „,l),T.y ;
(:„' Karl's of ll„r-

liiietnti, Stair, and Walili-uinVL-. Lords C'tis'twvml and Stanhtipv, General*
Dormer, Wade, and Hunter, Sir -I. Va,ibrucb, Colonels lilathwait and
O'Hara, with James Bruce, Thomas dike, of Norfolk, Conyers D'Arcy,
Bryan Fairfax, George Harrison, William Pultency, and Francis Whit,
worth, Esquires.

1 2
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siderable deference awaited, to establish an institution for the per-

formance ofAnt lent Music only, in 1776, and the Concert of Antient

Music was begun ; like the Royal Academy it was undertaken by a

committee of noblemen and gentlemen who were called the directors.

Among the first nomination were Earls Sandwich and Exeter, Lords

Dudley and Ward, the Bishop of Durham, the Hon. Humphrey

Morrice, SirWatkin WilliamsWynne, and Sir Richard Jebbe, Bart.

They were afterwards joined by Viscount Filzwilliam and Lord

Paget, (the late Earl of Uxbridge ;) Joab Bates, Esq. was the con-

ductor. The band was led by Mr. Hay ; Mr. Nofree was principal

second ; the violoncellos Messrs. Crosdill and Paxton ; the vocal

performers Miss Hnrrop, (afterwards the wife ofJoah Bates, Esq.*

who planned and conducted the commemoration of Handel at

Westminster Abbey,) Miss Abrams, and Miss Thcodosia Abrams,

master Harrison, (who became so eminent as a tenor singer,) the

Rev. Mr. Clark, the tenor, Mr. Dyne, the counter-tenor, and Mr.

CDampness, the bass singer. The fundamental rule of tho concert

was, that no composition of less than twenty years standing should

be performed, and the selection of the music devolled on each ofthe

directors hi rotation. The subscription was five guineas for twelve

weekly concerts, and the room in Tottenham Court-road was fixed

upon as
1

the place ofmeeting.

Under these regulations the concert continued till the year 17S5.

Mr. Bates yielded his seat at the expiration ofa or (i years to Dr.

Arnold, for one year, and again resumed it. Mr. Knyvett was also

bis representative for one season i with these exceptions the concert

was conducted by him for 21 years. Mr. Cramer succeeded Mr.

Hay after the first five years, and at his decease Mr. Francois

Cramer became and has since continued the leader.

In tbe year 1785 a new impulse was given to the concert by theih

Majesties and the Pbincbsses, who regularly honored the per-

" Mr*, liali's," sayi n |irnWov of greal reputation, who knew her

to which was tultlrd uiltimiion. She studied Handel wilh i hat great
judge and entl.n-ia-ii j lulniirur nf hi* compositions, the late Mr. Bales her
husband, ami the Italian school wilh Sarchmi. Her voice was full anil

rich, her shake brilliant itnd equal, unci her expression, especially of

Handel's pathetic airs, matchless. She was not confined to the Soprano,
for she sung the Contralto songs " He aaa dnpued," and " Return O
r.'od nf Itisd," wiili siitli !'.!<'!ina ;i«<i <'i|irr--,inn thi;v h:u! not received

nnce the days of Mrs. Cibber. In lie " Ro/p boners," and " Mad ftw."
ol'I'urt-tll, she was inimitable," *
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formonce with their pretence, till the lamented indisposition of the

Sovereign. From this time it received the appellation of " The
King's Concbbt," His Majesty's band, and the boys of the Chapel

Royal who assisted in the chorusses, wore their full dress livery.

The private band have, however, discontinued to appear with this

distinction since the King's illness. It was in this year that the sub-

scription was raised to six guineas ; and it is rendered most remark-

able, by the introduction of two such astonishing performers as

Mauaiil Mara, the most expressive singer tliat ever appeared, and

Mrs. B] lli ncton. Madame Mara was engaged for the beginning

of the season, but Mrs. Billington did not make her debut till the

eighth concert, when she sung "Conic rather Goddess, sage and holy,"

from Handel's t,'Allegro erf it Peitstroso, and " Done Set," from

Rodelinda, now better known by the English words to which it has

been adapted—" Holy, Holy, Lord." We suspect that Lord

Sandwich, the most gallant nobleman of his day, must have been

the director who selected the music on the second night of her ap-

pearance, for the words of her song almost indicates that they were

expressly chosen to mark out for admiration her exquisite beauty,

which was not, however, then more conspicuously fascinating than

her surpassing accomplishments remain to Ibis hour. The words

were, Myself I shall adore

If I persist in gazing

;

No object sure before

Was ever half so pleasing.

They were prophetic of the expectation, the wonder and the trans-

porting delight with which she has been since followed and regarded,

not only by her own countrymen, but by the nicer eyes and ears of

all Italy. We find also Mr. Harrison amoug the performers. He
had sung at the concert as a boy. The subscription this year

amounted to 339, besides the Royal family.

In 1787 Rubinelli was engaged and sung Pergolesi's " Slabat

mater" with Mrs. Billington. Sigkora Storage appeared at the

dose ofthe year.

In 178S Mahchesi* made his debut, and sung Handel's "Ah ! no
Hon noler mio ben" and " Menjedete e men eonslunti."

* RubiaeHi had a fine contralto voice, but little science. Marches! was alio
a contralto with no Rrra( compass, and his intonation not «ery perfect} but he was
considered to be a good musician.
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1792 was marked by (he accession of the Prince of Wales and the

Duke of York, to the subscription list. Miss Parke and Miss

Poole (now Mrs. Dickons) enrae out; Master Welsh also sting

a. song for the first lime. In 1794 Signor Roselm, the last in-

stance of degraded nature that has visited this country, sung one

song, though his name does not appear in the list of performers.

—

Mr, Fischer, Masters Knyvett, Danby, and Sale, were also intro-

duced. The year 1795 was a year of considerable change. The
concert was removed from Tottenham Court-road to the concert

room in the opera house, and a large accession of new singers was

brought to the list of performers. Madame Banti, Mr. and Mrs.

Harrison, and for the first time, among the principal aingera, Mr.

Baqtlrman. Hitherto Mr. Nield hitd been the tenor, and Messrs.

Champness and Sale the basses, with the occasional assistance ofIta-

lian professors. Banti sung " Done lei," Bartleman " The Lord

teorketh aonders," & Mr. W. Knyvett "Jehovak crowned." The sub-

scribers had gradually increased and were now 410. The direction

had continued nearly unchanged, except by the addition ofthe Duke

of Leeds and the Earl of Chesterfield. In 1797 Signor Vigaiconi

sung a duet with Banti and " False imagine" from Handel's Otho.

In 1800 two of the most esteemed, most excellent, and most sound

singers of the present day (Mrs. Bi anchi Lacy and Mrs. Vaughan)

appeared as Miss Jackson and Miss Tennant. The pure and chaste

style, the fine intonation, and above all, the beautiful articulation of

the former lady has justly entitled her to a pre-eminent place among

the professors of this country, while the latter adds every season to

the reputation and respect which hns attended her since her earliest

entrance into public life. In 1802 Mrs. Billington returned from the

continent to these concerts in the full meridian of her prodigious

powers. Master Kellner was also brought forward. The subscrip-

tion had now reached 685 names.

The year 1804 saw the concert again removed to a bouse which

was hired by the directors of SirJohn Gallini, at the corner of Han-

over-street, Hanover-square, and fitted up in the most splendid

manner for the performances. The change in the situation of the

orchestra to the opposite end of the room however may be lamented,

as it is said to have injured the effect ofthe music. Before this took

place, the Hanover-square room was considered to be the best in

London fur sound.
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The succeeding season, 1805, seems to have been more numerously

attended than had been known before, or lias been since experienced,

the subscribers were 735 in number, although the subscription was

raised to seven guineas. There was, however, no novelty, except in

the person ofMaoahe Grasbini, who came out in " Verdi prati,"

the song which is related to have been written by Handel, Tor the

celebrated Cuzzoni, and which occasioned so severe a dispute be-

tween them, on account of her refusing; to sing it, that he threatened

to throw the refractory Signora out ofthe window, and, as it is said,

actually seized her and lifted up the Bash for the purpose. Alarmed

at this fearful process, Cuzzoni consented, and by the exquisite grace,

pathos, not less than by the beautiful ornaments with which she exe-

cuted and diversified the few sweet and simple notes that compose

the air,she added more to herreputation than by any other perform-

ance. In 1806 the subscription was raised to eight guineas. The
season of 1807 added Mrs. Ashe, Mrs. Mountain, and Mr. Bel-

lamy, to the list of vocal performers.

In 1810 Madame Catai.ani succeeded Mrs. Billington, and

perhaps never did so much talent arise in such rapid succession.

Wo will institute no comparisons between such exalted degrees

of merit, particularly as our partiality for the ornament of our own
country, speaking our own language, and prepossessed of our early

musical predilections through a vast range of various composition,

might be thought to disable our judgment. We cannot, however,

bid adieu to the fascinations of. the one or welcome the enchantment

of the other, without offering our faint tiibute ofeulogy, and without

thus placing upon record our feeble testimony to the merits of the

most illustrious instances ofnatural and acquired powers, in ourown

The direction appears to have undergone an important alteration

in 1811. We find in that year it consisted oftheir Royal Highnesses

the Prince ofWales, the Dukes of Cumberland and Cambridge, the

Arcbbishop of York, the Earls of Uxbridge, Fortescue, Darnley,

and Grey de Wilton. Among the vocalists, Mr. Bartleman, from

indisposition, was represented by Mr. Bellamy.

During the succeeding year Madame Catalan: had a dispute with

the directors, and seceded after the sixth concert. Mrs. Bianchi

Lacy was then introduced into the orchestra, but that lady also
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retired at the expiration of three nights, and Mrs. Dickons con-

cluded the season. Mr. fiartleman was restored.

In the year 1813 both the Catalan! add Mrs. Bianchi Lacy re-

turned, and Me, Vauoban, a tenor singer, who has inherited the

place of Mr. Harrison, together with much of his sweetness and

refinement, was for the first time engaged.

In 1814 the Prince ofWales's name was withdrawn from the direc-

tion, and that of the Duke of Devonshire's appears. Madame Cata-

lan! finally retired, and the other performers were the same, with

the exception of the introduction of Mils Stephens.

The year 1815 was marked by the engagement of Mrs. Salmon

andMm D. Thavis.

During 1816 Signora Sebsi sung three nights, and Ma. Dobu-

sett was added to the tenor singers. For the last ten years the

umber of subscribers had fluctuated between 650 end 700 names.

At the concerts of 1817 the performers were Madame Cahporsib,

Madame Fodob, (on alternate nights) Mrs, Vaughan, Miss Stephens,

Miss Travis, and Miss S. Travis, Messrs. Vaughan, Bradbury,

Durusett, Hawes, Win. Knyvctt, Goss, Gore, Bellamy, and Bartle-

man. The band was led by Mb. Cramer, and Mb. Creators*
was the conductor. The instrumental performers consisted of

16 Violins

6 Tenors

4 Violoncellos

4 Double Basses

5 Oboes and Flutes

4 Bassoons

2 Trumpets

3 Trombones
— Kettle Drums.

Such have been the changes and such are the present arrangements

ofan institution, which in all that relates to classical selection ofthe

music, to the perfection of performance, and to those distinctions

attending an amusement prepared expressly for the very highest

ranks ofsociety, is elevated above every other similar entertainment

in the United Kingdom. The standing rule of the concert, namely,

that all the music shall have been composed twenty years, has never

been relaxed except in the instance of harmonized airs. Some of

the latter compositions ofthis kind have been admitted into thebill of
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fore, hut nevertheless coming under the regulation in lite principal

point of the melody. If the subject has not been written twenty-

years, the glee is considered inadmissible. .

It has been thought that there is a general heaviness hanging

over these performances. If we are unable entirely to dissent from

such an opinion, we are notwithstanding free to acknowledge that

we think the objection of no force as applied to this cdncert in par-

ticular, and for the reason*, we shall alledgc. In the first place, all

performances in this country, of whatever nature, are too long- for the

continued engagement of the audience. They commence at an hour

when the mind, if it has not undergone much positive fatigue, has

yet sustained and borne through the larger portion of its daily busi-

ness. A patient and almost uninterrupted attention of four hours is

exacted from persons who in the ordinary intercourse of the world

are 'accustomed to ho themselves the speakers and the actors in tln>

drama of life, and not only to be listened to, but to be regarded, fol-

lowed, and admired ; though habitually instructed to such a mastery

ofthe passions and the feelings ;is is essential to good breeding, they

are nevertheless more easily and more quickly a prey to ennui then

those of any other condition. Nothing can be more strict than the

order and decorum preserved at the King's concert. From these

circumstances alone therefore we should consider that every one who
is not a real lover of the art would sonn be sensible of an uneasiness

which belongs to himselfand to his habits, rather than to the music.

If we regard the general tone of the selections, they must ofneces-

sity be of a sublime and grand description. The English composi-

tions ofan antient character (we include those of Handel) are al-

most all set to sacred words. The services ofMarcalio and Jomelli

are of a smilar construction. Their import is conveyed to and em-

bodied in the melody. The distinctions of those early ages of the

science which this concert is most particularly interested to pre-

serve, are grandeur of design, purity ofexpression and learned style.

We may consider the ancient concert as a sort of collegiate founda-

tion, which retains in its pristine and reverend authority, the sound,

classical erudition (we might almost say the musical religion) ofthe

country, unpolluted and unmixed with the fopperies of these or any

other limes ; as a school where professors may iix their taste upon the

grounds of solid learning, and upon that excellence which has re-

ceived in the acknowledgment and adoption of more than one ge-
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neralinn of mankind, the stamp of a living and an immortal fame.—

It is not from selections of such a character that a light and soon \o

be forgotten species of amusement can be derived. To be felt at all

they must be felt deeply, and deep feeling was never yet numbered

among the brief and casual entertainments of fashionable levity.

But while such are and such must ever be the noble and dignified

features of the institution, no want of variety con be charged upon

the concert. In the bills of last season which are now lying before

us we find as- much, quite as much of change and relief as is

consistent, or wo may say as is requisite. We are to consider the

professed intentions -of the audience together with the character of

the selections. In the very first under the direction of the Archbi-

shop of York, wo have the names of Handel, Kent, Martini, Croft,

Gluck, Jomelli, Waelrenl, Gemintani, and Purctll. 'We very much

doubt whether any bill of fare can exhibit more variety in the same

number of pieces. Their superior excellence will not be disputed.

We regard then the King's concert as the ark wherein is preserved,

amidst the deluge of heterogeneous music which threatens to flow in

upon us from all corners of the earth, the principles that are chiefly

valuable, and out of which, if at all, the regeneration of good taste

is to be expected.

It will seem a necessary consequence from what we have said that

the same spirit should prevail in the performance as in the selection

;

the singers having the same chaste and severe judgment to appre-

hend, there must be a sort of traditionary government with relation

to the execution of the music, that forbids the introduction of the in-

substantial ornaments of the day ; the composition is addressed

to all times; the manner of the performance must also partake of

the same elements of science, which have their foundations in the

sentiments, emotions, and passions of the human heart : the per-

formers are students in the great school of principles. Hence it

follows that nothing can be more strictly excellent than the whole

conduct of the orchestra. It is precision itself. They who have

never been at the antient music can be said to have no practical

notion of a chorus. In all other places a chorus is the united voci-

feration of fifty singers, hardly one ofwhom" could be endured alone.

Here however it is the delightful consonance of a band of the best

performers, so regulated and modified by their own proper feeling

and by the presiding judgment of a great master, that every rise and
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fall, every minute gradation of the light and simile of sound k pre-

served in the richest variety and in the utmost possible delicacy.

Such is the true portraiture of this National Depository op1

Scientific Prikcipi.es, and we cannot close our sketch more

faithfully than by assuring our readers, that the Kino's Concert

presents a combined example of direction anil execution worthy to

be considered a? the offspring of dignified leisure, and "as the chosen

object of Regal patronage and protection.

To the twelve Concerts of Anticnt Music is appended a thirteenth,

on which occa^ie^ is invariably performed the sacred Oratorio of the

Messiah, for the benefit of The Fundfor the support ofdecayed musi-

cians and theirfamilies. To assist at this oratorio makes a part ofthe

engagement to the antient music. This society took its rise in the year

1758, from the following occurrence: Mr. Michael Chbhtian
Festing, a German professor then resident in London, being ouo

day seated at the window of the Orange coffee-house, at the corner

of the Haymarket, observed a very intelligent looking boy driving

an ass and selling brick-dust. He was in rags, and on enquiry

was found to be the son of an unfortunate musician. Struck with

grief and mortification that the object before him should be the child

of a brother professor, Mr. Festing determined to attempt something,

with the assistance of Dr. Morrice Green. These worthy men im-

mediately established a fund toward the support of decayed musi-

cians and their families.

It may appear somewhat singular that the engagement to perform

gratis at the rehearsal and Oratorio, should be linked with the en-

gagements for the Antient Concert ; but the cause is to he traced to

the Abbey performances, the last ofwhich was in 1790. His Majesty

at that time suggested that one on a smaller scale should take place

annually, at St. Margaret's Church, adjoining Westminster Abbey,

for the benefit of the fund. The performance continued during four

successive years. It was then removed to Whitehall chapel, and

lasted thero two years more, but the sums netted were miserably

small, and his Majesty, with that benevolence so truly his character-

istic, expressing his surprise, when the accounts were (as was cus-

tomary) laid before him, that there was no more than five pounds

clear, enquired "How is all this, &c. &c." upon which M. Nicholai,

«ne of the pages, explained that the enormous expence attending the
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ihr protit'. The Kmc k "" ,l y and bumuiii'ly drsir-d to know

bow li>- could assiM llu-m with betivr prospect lo the fund. The
Committee then look Ihc liberty to reqnesl, that it' his .Majesty

would condescend to hmmur a:i t\-tui«g performance, ut a public

Coi..Ftt .0011., it would iildi.putalilyaiL-.wer. The liuiK immedi-

ate!) assented, and proposed making the performance on the scale

<if ihe Anlii'nt Concert, and promised to attend opou condition,

Handd'a music alone was performed. The Messiah was then d.osen,

and had coulili icd to be (he perlormance over wince.

The annual subscriber* lo this Concert pa, otic guinea, and uic

entitled 10 a lirket for tile Concert, and our- for the rehearsal. A
subscriber often guineas to 1 lit 1 lutes a governor lor life.

Abstract or the Laws and Resolutions of the Fund for the support -of

n.-. :. v ,-,l Musicians Bin! their Families .May fi, 1738.

Whereas, a subscription was set oil font tlm t.egmuir.g of the kit month', for

cttidiliihmg a fund for the support of decaved musician, or dieir families;

which subscription having met widi ntreinnmou success, 1)111 suh.cribcrs have
hud two general meeting*, in oi'der to form themselves into a regular society,

by the name of the society of musician*, urn I have elected twelve governor*
for the present year, ami also agree to the following resolutions :

—

1. Thai every subscriber to this charity Ho pay at h-a.t hull' a crown a

quarter; the first niLvmeiil In be mnili or before T\ I r rl 1 1 1 n ; :nir da V lit",!.*

That (here tic annually, on the Sunday [i.diov Midsummer day, 11 gein-

ral meeting of the said subscribers, to inspect the accounts, ami to elect twelve

governors by ballot, and tbut the said guveruors, or any five of them, shall

have power of receiving all monies collected (bp this charity, paving the

same, as soon as possible, inlo the handt of Mr. Andrew DnimmoJid,
banker, upon account, and for die use uf this -oriety, there to remain until

arise to nsum capable of being put out at interest', in some fund secured
by parliament.

3. That the said Governors, or any five of them, shall have power of draw-
ing upon Mr. A. D. for Mich sums as shall be wanted for the use of this cha-

rity, and (under such restrictions as shall he judged rieue-arv liv die society),

lo dispose of the same, keeping an exact account ready to be produced to any
subscriber, when required.

4. That no person ur his family shall receive any benefit from this fund who

one year; and^hat such person'ihull produce n certificate, signed by ten

subscribers, who are not governors, of his being a proper object, before he
shall be entitled to any relief from the said fend.

;,. That no man who has inn a family shall receive of this fund more than

10 shillings a week, except in caw of sickness an allowance for advice and
j. at the discretion of the governors for the time being.
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8. That n weekly allowance, not exceeding 7.. be made lo the widows, of
suell musicians (" tic fliiH' been sub-i-riliers lo (his fund,) as arc really found

to he in want : lint ihe said allonarii'f In i'ea=c if !/!,-•/ warn/ n«ain.

7. That care thall be taken of tbo children of «uch musicians (who have
In-™ subscribers Id llii.- fuml,) iim are left dc.-lilnte ul'iilbi" support.

8. That an allowance, m.t exceeding hi. be made f'.ir (lit! funeral of every

such musician (who lias be™ a subscriber M (his fund,) as -hall die without

leaving effect* sufficient to defray the expense* of it decent interment; con.

diliormllv, that such person eommued a wbacriber to (bis charity until the

y That hi order to moke a regular distribution of thin charity, (here be n
meeting of the [roveman the flnrt Sundnv in every monih, at the Cardigan

Head Tavern, near Charing Oos*, or any other place that shall be agreed
upon by the governors tor the lime being ; at which meetings the governors

shall liavr a power of aduiiding sul'Ii persiiris. In seb.ciiliL! Id lliis fond as (hey

shall judge not likely lo become soon a charge to it ; and that no person bo

admilledit subscriber but such as shall be approved of by the said governors,

or a msjority of them.

10. That no allowance whatever be made lo the guvornors for ihcir said

monthly meetings, but llial all such meetings lit! al their own expenco.

I I. Thai rill such subscribers as are professor- of music, shall pay (heir

u ascriptions, or cause them lo be paid Inlo (he hands til' (ho governors al some

oflhe said monthly meetings, and that a person be appointed (with a salary

of 5f. a year,)* to collect the subscriptions of those persons who arc not

11. That ifany subscriber neglect to pay bis subscription for tbrcc quar-

ters, he and his family shall be for ever excluded any benefit arising from this

13. That the governors slinll be obliged lo call a general meeting oflhe

societv, whenever it is repaired hv any Iwenlv of the subscribers.

14. That meases no! provided i;,r bv Ihe u[bre«nid articles the rrovcrnnrs,

for the time being, shall have power of"acting by such resolutions of their own

report~,dl mich resolutions to the next general meeting, itt order to have ilium

In I7SB a compact was formed wilh the corporation of the ,o,„ of the clergy,

by which ihe society engaged lo furnish a band, selected from ihuir sub-

scribing members, for ihe b™ an ! performances in Si. 1' an I's Cathedral, m
consideration of Ihe sum of 50*. which the corporation agreed to allow each

year lo the society ; and ibis sum has been cou-'aiiily ihrown into Ihe fiuu!,

and appropriated lo charitable purposes, llesides (be casual and fluctuating

income arising from subscriptions and benefit), the society has hern Immured

with a few benefactions in the way of legacies, of which ihe follow ing is an

rj.in n-il. tTMmindiicd lo SSI. uennnnm.
.cutliinn »*s slu.iiiuel, lU-ic-s.irv tlti.1il

fl
I lie in

:r inibrnl anil cnnlrnrlfH Ihi-T maj
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In 1758, Mr. Claudius Rojere, a professional subscriber to) pJ0Q
the fund, bequeathed lo id DM the nun of S

L

In 1760, Mr. Boys Waldron, ditto SO

In 1789, Mr. Jamei Mothias, merchant, an honorary subscriber 50

This worthy dilettante, who was a constant benefactor to tbe fund, from the .

lime of its institution lo his death, exclusive of his annual subscription, ax in

honorary member, frequently made presents to the charily, in money, at the

time of the benefit; The admirably full, mellow, and extensive bane voice of

Mr. James Mnlhins will be long' deplored by his friends, but particularly by

the members and frequenters of the Crown and Anchor Concert, who wcro

• v \nnir aurl mi liigMy (Suligtilcd by its effects.

But the moit considerable bequest which the society has ever received from

individual benevolence, has been from its great benefactor, George Frederic

Handel, who left to it the sum of lOOOi. concerning which legacy the follow-

ing account lias been procured from the minutes of the society :

—

June 17th, 1759.

" Dr. Buirwell, late g-cnllemnn of the Chapel Royal, and one of the com-

mittee of the society's accounts, reported, that 1254/. slock, of the reduced

bank annuities, now standing in the names of Mr. Thomas Wood, Mr. Peler

Gillicr, and Mr. Christian Reich, in the books of the company of the bank of

England, has been transferred lo them by George Amyand, Esq. one of the

executors of the last will and testament of George Frederic Handel, Esq, de-

ceased, in full satisfaction and discharge of the legacy of 1000/. given and be-

queathed by the said George Frederic Handel, in and by one of the codicils to

his last will, to tbe society, fay the name of the Society for the Support of De-

cayed Musicians and their Families, lo be disposed of in the most beneficial

manner for the support of that charity." By these donations, by the quarterly

contributions of the members of the society daring the first yean of the insti-

tution, and afterwards when double that sum was required, by their annual

payments, by honorary subscribers, and by benefits from June 17th, 1739, to

June 20th, 1781, exclusive of the 6000/. from the directors of the comme-

moration of Handel, it appears, that in ilie course of 45 years, the society has

not only accumulated a sum sufficient for the purchase of 12,000/. in south

sea annuities and three per cents, lint has paid lo their infirm and indigent

brethren and their families 24,814/. 14s. Ojd.

And it does appear that these sums have been distributed in the most

upright and intelligent manner, allowing lo each claiming member

£. «. D. -

For his subsistence per month 2 2 0
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For schooling', from 5 years old lo 8, per quarter 0 10 0

From 8 to U 0 15 0

For the funeral of deceased pensioner , 5 0 0

The society, ever since its first institution, has not only been well supported

by its principal members, bat by the public in general; for it appears, that

the lowest annual sum received in tile course of so many yean, by subscrip-

tions and benefits, has exceeded 400f. except in 1769, when it only amounted

to 1341. and the highest sum, as in 1782 and 1783, has exceeded 1 100/. Of

these sums the money annually expended, except the two or three first years

ofthe institution, has been from 120/. to 886 1, which was disbursed in 17GB.

£•
The society's present pensioners are 7 infirm ) "\

and decayed brethren, at S
2 2

°f Each

Twenty-eight widows, at I 10 4( per month.

Eleven children, at (I !0 o)
Other children and widows at different allowances proportioned to their

situation and necessities ; for the whole of which, with an allowance for the

schooling of children of different ages, the society at present is at a certain

current expence of65/. lfls, 8d. per month, or 7501. per annum.

At their annua] benefits the principal professional subscribers lo the charity

who are not employed in the orchestra, are appointed to attend at the several

doors and offices of the theatre, the whole business heing transacted by them-

selves, as regulated and ordered by a committee for the concert. And it

seems us if no charitable institution could bu more out of the reach of abuse,

embezzlement^ or partiality, regulated with more care, integrity, and eco-

nomy, or have its income so immediately derived from the activity and talents

of its own members. Except a small salary to the secretary, and another to

the collector, there is not a lucrative employment belonging to the institution;

so that the whole produce of subscriptions and benefits is nclt, and clear of all

deduction or draw back. Mr. Michael Christian Fasting and Dr. Morrice

Green took the lead at the time of instituting this society, and for twelve or

fourteen yean afterwards. Since their decease, other Musicians, who were
high in the profession, and of whose probity and honour their brethren had a

good opinion, were placed alternately in the chair ; and now, by the great

accession to (he fund from the profits ofthe late commemoration, its capllul

becomes a serious and weighty concern, amounting to upwards of 22,000/.

in south sea annuities and three per cents, which realizes and ascertains nn

income offl78i. a year, exclnsive of benefits or subscription*.

The path, therefore, which the governors and court of assistants have now
ta pursue, is perfectly plain and pleasant ; the power of alleviating distress
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lid misery, n I' leolin^- tin' luirr^ry, cLdnn; llio naked. Hurl administering

In age and infirmities, it placed in their hands without the iroublo of pro-

\idi:i£ the. means.

FIRST LINES OF VOCAL CRITICISM.

Before we enter upon I lie merits of individuals whose success in

an arduous profession in the suhjeet of investigation, and may lie

effected by opinion, it appears to lie necessary li> iliicusa in a brief

compass, a few of the first principles of criticism as applied to tocbI

science. It is to be remembered (and the fact will account for moat

of the discrepancies between persons of sound judgment) that there

is no absolute standard of comparison in any one of the constituents

of excellence ; that there is a difference at different times both in the

faculty of performing and the faculty of judging—that there is a

variety belonging to place, spirits, and temper, both in the critic and

the performer; and that there is a very wide distinction indeed,

growing out ofand nurtured by association. It is therefore a fun-

damental rule in our estimation, that no accurate knowledge of a

musican's powers can be obtained, except from a patient and con-

tinued regard at sundry times and places of the various qualities

that constitute the degrees of the scale ofexcellence. Nor does this

opinion arise so much from the i ircutuslances that affect the execu-

tion of the singer, as from those which bias the judgment of the

hearer. " Taste," says Mr. Dugald Slewart, « is not an original fa-

cility, but a power gradual I j funned by experience and observation.

It implies indeed as its ground-work a certain degree of sensibility,

but it implies also the exercise of the judgment, and is the slow re-

sult of an attentive examination and comparison of the agreeable

and disagreeable effects produced in the mind by external objects."

This simple definition appears to concentrate all that has been

written on the often disputed question of taste. But it will be ob-

viously inferred, that the powers oi discernment in the Critic will

vary as much or even more than the excellence of the performer.

—

The nearer to eminence the object of criticism approaches, the

more difficult a nice decision becomes. We would therefore warn

our readers against any expectation they may form, of the pos-
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sibility of an accurals delineation in words, of qualities it is so difll-

cult to class in idea. No two persons set out upon the same original

perception?, and at every step thfiy aiiviiure, they diverge, ami their

course is liable to take even an opposite direction. %
The better to enable our readers to go along with us in our prin-

ciples ofjudging, we have reduced the elements of singing to the

following scale.

1. Intonation.

2. Conception.

3. Tone.

4. Elocution.

J. Science,

B. Execution.

To these It- iv simple (>li<[iu;nl:iry divisions, we coniine the whole ex-

ercise of the art, and we consider the arrangement sufficient for lliu

purpose of explanation.. All others that we know of are compounds

of these. For instance, Taste, we say, is regulated conception,

ornament, the combined production of conception and execution, anil

expression comprehends the whole scope and excellence of the art,

every intellectual power, and every practical grace. These few

terms are indeed to be subdivided in themselves; as for instance,

tone, which is of various kinds, and those kinds of various beauty.—

Power is a modification of tone. They are generally also combi-

nations both of natural and mechanical talents. But neverthe-

less we consider the elements to be those we have enumerated, and

to be essential, according to the order we have laid dow n. They

are the genera, the rest are species. In this slight outline, we en-

deavour to do no more than establish an understanding with our

readers, to institute a scale of progression to which we may in com-

mon refer. For all these several elements there is a standard of per-

fection formed in the mind of the person judging, either from some

real or known example, or from some imagined possibility."" The

dignified expression of Mara, the power and execution of Catnlani

or of Billington, or the tone of Harrison, have perhaps impressed

his mind with a rule of perfection, by which he measures the object

of criticism. Agiiin he may believe, that their several perfections

might be united, and thus create to himself an image of ideal beauty

* Such an image dm been more aptly perhaps defined hv Minium- de Staci to

be, " La urate idee de timpoisiblc."
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not to be realized. The family of disrrimi nation then, requires not

only knowledge mid imagination, hm ;i certain temperance and so-

briety, as it were, in commixing these ingredients. Wo must have

the good sense (o determine what can be done, as well as the me-

mory to i fcii! what has been done, w ith exactitude enough to he

jiut. Nice criticism demands nice allowances for ourselves as well

tor the object of remark. We heard Mara will) unhacknicd ears,

and with all the freshness of new delight in the morning of youth,

in the unabated warmth of enthusiasm. Our judgment of Catalani

wan taken after n Ion:; interval, which had been passed in a pro-

tracted .series of attention, by which our sense itself bud been w orn

and indurated, while it took w hatever of polish it may have attained.

Had these eminent singers been reversed in the order of time, our

estimation of them might, nay must have been, different. We point

out these sources of disagreement in the exercise of taste, because

we would make in our own minds, and procure from our readers,

a due compensation for all the various accidents of temper and

knowledge, that are so liable to warp the faculties and disturb the

judgment.

We assign to Intonation the first place, because, although it is

notequally obvious in terms to the unskilled and to the learned, it

is, notwithstanding, always perceptible to the practised and the

unpractised car. The accuracy of our apprehension in this respect

determines our physical aptitude, and is our first guide. We have

indeed known even professors who have had a difficulty in deciding

whether a note has been too flat or too sharp, when the variation

from the pilch has been very minute ; but we may venture to aver,

that every one is sensible to the sour effect which is the result of

imperfect intonation. The fact is curiously exemplified io the per-

formance of persons accustomed only to the accompaniment of a

piano forte. Their tune is never so exactly perfect, never so ring-

ing, as that of others who are in the habit of singing to a band. We
do not speak of the dull and leathery influence upon the tone which

is acquired by the continual accompaniment of the piano forte, hut

of a deadness in the intonation (we use the word in opposition to

ringing tune) which close observers never fail to perceive, and

which, we think, will account for the contempt in which professors

hold the tune of amateurs, as much as the want of a regular system

of vocal practice in the beginning of their education. Let it not
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however be forgotten that all singers do ;iL times fail in their gene-

ral intonation. The ear is not so much in fault as the organs of

the throat. Most singers have also one note that is rarely, if ever,

in tune, and is thence called the famie note. These are extenua-

tions. But the rule remains the same ; and we think we may safely

aver that nothing detracts so considerably from vocal excellence as

imperfect intonation.

Conception, by which we intend to signify the power that ima-

gines the full force of every passage, and the best possible mode of

applying the faculties that express it, must necessarily have prece-

dence of those it assumes to direct. Conception is to the rest what

the mind is to the body: it is the power to which art is indebted

for its last polish as well as its first effect: every embellishment

that a composition can receive spniigs i'miu it* exercise. The song

itselfmay be compared to an outline, to which the conception of the

singer gives all the light and shadow, all the richness, nil the bril-

liancy, alt the grace and effect.

Of the remaining heads it is unnecessary to speak further ;
they

arc explanatory of their own nature.

Upon these elements we form our judgment of singing, and we

make our estimate according to the attainments which we have wit-

nessed and which we know to exist. Lt can but have been constantly

observed that different performers possess those elements in va-

rious gradations. The intonation of one man shall be very fine,

and he will fail in the declamatory part of his profession—another

will want power, yet will have superior quality of tone. We shall

not think it fair to consider any singer otherwise than as a whole ;

and if we point out tho weak parts, we shall always do so with a

reservation in favour of general merits and abilities. Thus we hope

to make peace between criticism and personal leeliir^, by (lie medi-

ation of truth.

As wt! profess to found our work on the basis of permanent utility,

and as we hope to give our criticisms some claim to durability, we
have judged it most conducive to these ends to retrograde a little in

the order of time, and to commence our review of the vocal per-

formers of our own age, by an analysis of the powers and pretensions

of the four tenor singers, Messrs. Incledon, IIauuibon, BnAHAM,
and Vauguan, who may he said to have formed the public taste in
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their department, during Ihe years of our remembrance. It is emi-

nently true that the public taste does little more than reflect the taste

of the performer. Original genius and original perfection first

attract the approbation and afterwards sink into the affections and

govern the judgment of an audience. The instances we are about

to produce, the natural endowments and the scientific acquirements

we are about to analyse, afford abundant proof of the truth of the

remark.

In the early part of Ihe period under our review, Mr. Habhisos

became the object of admiration in the orchestra, Mr. Incledon in

the theatre. They had scarcely gained their nenith, when Mr.

Braham appeared. The dazzling qualities of this astonishing

singer effected a complete revolution in the sentiments and feelings

of the lovers of theatrical music ; and if Mr. Harrison's ascen-

dancy remained unbroken among those who attended the concert

rooms of the metropolis, it was because his excellencies were of a

totally different class, and better accorded, if we may so express it,

with the regular classical habits of thinking among the order of

persons wha constituted his principal hearers. The Kino Himself,

the Noble Directors of the antient music, and the world of

fashion, who attended the antient conceit and the vocal concert

established by Mr. H. in conjunction with Messrs. Bartleman and

Knyvett, had associations both in manners and in music, which

suffered some degree of disturbance at the bold innovations, the

extraordinary force, and the extravagant ornaments of Mr. Brabam's

declamatory and florid style. The enthusiastic spirit of the many
acknowledges little of those restraints which manners highly culti-

vated nnd habits strictly regulated impose upon those of superior

rank, education, and deportment. Persons so circumstanced are

removed from all sorts of violence, as far as the stars of the firma-

ment from the inhabitants of the earth. From this cause, not less

than their own perfection, the pure, chaste, and classical beauties of

Mr. Harrison's singing prevailed over the strong and energetic, but

wild luxuriance, and even over the admirable pathos and expression

of Mr. Braham. He could carry away the natural adoptions of the

multitude, but he failed in a degree to excite, because his theatrical

vehemence shocked the sympathy of the polished concert audiences,

as we may term-them. It is a curious proof of our hypothesis that

he satisfied these very personages at the Opera. But there he was
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upon the stage. There they were prepared for the manner of the

theatre. In the concert-room ii was the reverse. So (rue it is, that

judgment even in the fine arts, depends upon association ; for it is

not to be doubted, that in certain parts of his orchestra singing,

("Deeper and deeper still" for instance,) Mr. Braham did far outgo
any of his characters at the Italian theatre.

Of Mr. Vadghan, the successor of Mr. Harrison, we shall here-

after apeak at large. He has pursued most successfully the way
trodden out for him, and he has certainly extended and improved it .

We are inclined to think that a new £ra is commencing, or rather,

that it has already commenced. The florid style really and gene-

rally so called, will decay, and a manner of singing approaching

somewhat to the Italian school, more varied, elocutory, and orna-

mented than the English, but still retaining its mild beauty and

original strength, purity, and grace as characterized in the compo-
sitions atPurcell, Handel, anAArne will succeed. If Mr. Vaughan
lives, he will do much towards so desirable a change. But a soli-

tary instance woold not extend very far. Mr. Harrison was power-

fully assisted in the propagation of his particular style, by the ac-

companying excellence of his friend, Mr. IIahti.eman, running in the

same current, and indeed there was a manifest consent of principles

in the persons of all the professors connected with those leaders of

science in several schools of art. Messrs. Kuweit, Mr. Nillb,

and Mr. Goes were all pretty much of the same order. Such a coin-

cidence must always subsist under similar circumstances, ami these

singers form as it were a train associated together by the same

opinions upon the theory, and the same manner in the practice of

their art. It is to this concentration that they owed and still retain

mnch of their strength and dominion over the judgment of others.

The public at their concerts not only had an opportunity of ex-

amining their individual merits, but was led to perceive the unity

and beauty of the conjoint performance upon one principle, heigh-

tened and polished to its utmost degree of perfection by constant

associated practice. We shall presently shew in what manner and

to what degree Mr, Vaughan has exalted himself above the rank of

his companions. Nor is he alone. A change of a similar kind will

we apprehend be found in the probable successor to Mr. Harde-
man's honors. We think the future efforts of Mr. Lacy, who as a

bass singer, blends the science and perfections of the English and
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Italian styles very happily, will assist in forwarding among bass

singers, the improvements which we anticipate in common with

many, who desire the establishment of something that may really

claim the title ofAh English School of Singing.

9111. INCLEDON

Received the early rudiments of a musical education in the Cathe-

dral of Exeter, where he was one of the choristers, as we learn from

a contemporary of the same choir. While he was yet very young,

he was inveigled away, and carried on board ship to preclude the

possibility ofhis giving evidence on a trial of great pergonal import-

ance to a relative of one of his superiors. He remained at sea for

Home years, and on his return appeared at a provincial theatre, from

whence he was translated to London.

These circumstances are related with a view to account for the

peculiar direction of Mr. Inclcdon's natural talent towards that spe-

cies of performance which obtained fur him a reputation as gene-

rally emended during many yearn as (bat of any singer who has

ever appeared, though link derived from the helps of wience or

front the patronage of scientific men. With scarcely any other

guide than Nature, and scarcely any other aids than voice, ear,

confidence, and an infell dcligbt in the practice of singing, the

name of Inclcdon spread itself among the great body of the public.

—His natural endowments were certainly considerable : he had a

voice of uncommon power, both in the natural and falsctle. The
former was from A to G, a compass of about fourteen notes: the

latter hecould use from D to E or F, or about ten notes. His na-

tural voice was full, open, neither partaking of the reed nor Ihe

siring, and sent forth without the smallest artifice ; and such was

its ductility, that when he sung pianissimo, it retained its original

quality. His fulscttc wns rich, sweet, and brilliant, but totally un-

like the other, He took it without preparation, according to cir-

cumstances, cither about D, E, or F, or ascending an octave, which

was his most frequent custom; he could use it with facility, unci

execute ornaments of a certain class with volubility and sweet-

ness. His shake was good and his intonation much more correct
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than is common to singers so imperfectly educated. His pronun-

ciation of words, however, whs coarse, thick, and vulgar. With

such qualifications Mr. Incledon came before the public, and he

speedily obtained a great share of favour by singing the genuine

English ballad, principally sea songB, to which his nautical life

especially fitted him. He had a bold and manly manner ofsinging,

mixed however with considerable feeling, that went to the hearts

ofhis countrymen. He sung like a true Englishman. He had all

the courage and the confidence of nature and his country. His

talent was employed upon what Englishmen understood and felt

and loved; it was completely ad homiaem. lie disdained any thing

like artifice, and giving unlimited play to his fancy nnd to his powers,

he followed wherever they led him. He appeared to be himself

sensible of the delight ; he sung like one gratified to excess with his

own tones and his own expression; he stopped where he was most

pleased and prolonged (he passage nnd the sensation exactly accor-

ding to the scale of his' own satisfaction. He acknowledged few

other rules j and it fortunately happened that he proceeded upon a

law of nature and common sympathy, which however to learned ears

it might bave been out of all plumb and square of art, bore along

with him the full tide of public approbation and applause. The

subjects of his songs also contributed in a high degree to his popula-

rity. His Jbrtt, we have said, was ballad, and ballad not of the

modern cast of whining or wanton sentiment—but tfte original,

manly, energetic strain of an earlier and better age of English poesy

and English song-w riting, such as lilack-ei/cd Susan and the Stoftnt

the bold and cheering hunting song, or the love song of Shield,

breathing the chaste and simple grace of genuine English melody.

These (except the hunting song, which is now very rarely heard, if

at all) have lived, and they will live ; they gave and received lustre

When sung by Incledon, and we consider it no less a triumph of good

taste than of his merits, that these pure specimens of English compo-

sition still continue to be preferred in the theatre past all dispute, to

the glittering, tinkling, hybrid novelties of a more modern fashion.

We hope we are able to comprehend and to feel all the value and

enchantment of good Italian music and true Italian singing, but we
do absolutely nauseate the effeminacy of an English ballad, tricked

out in a tumtawdry, tarnished, laced suit of thread-bare Italian

finery; and we nauseate it still more if its naturally wholesome
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beauty is trans fanned into the worn-out and emaciated image of

foreign voluptuousness.

Incledon owtd something to the sweetness and compass of his fal-

setto, but more to declamatory force. There was a lire in his manner

that never failed to animate and raise the spirits of his hearers.

—

Thus he took captivating hold on the million, while so fearless an

appeal to nature, aided by the charm and brilliancy of his upper

• notes, dissuaded the judgment from severity. He appeared to scorn

artifice, and to solicit none of the honours of high musical pre-

eminence. If he pleased those who could not fail to be pleased with

bis manly English elocution, and pure, powerful, and sweet tone, and
a manner of singing not absolutely divested of the graces of execu-

tion, he seemed to labour for no higher end, and to this degree of

eminence, which carried with it an almost unusual popularity, be

may be said to have completely attained. Although not entirely

excluded from the orchestra, he can be said to have had but small

share in the concerts of bis time. He sung occasionally at the

oratorios, and at some provincial meetings, in the early part of his

career.—-But his sphere was Vaushall and the theatre. He had

lately adopted the addition (if "The Wandering Melodist " since

his place in the metropolis had been occupied by others, and under

this appellation he for some short time gave an evening's amuse-

ment in various places. Every singer is perhaps in strict speaking,

entitled to the name with Mr. Incledon ; but nevertheless, bad it

occurred to ourselves, we should never have thought of applying it

to any other public singer. It was felicitously chosfii to convey, as

it seems to us, his unarlifirial style, his sweet and powerful tone,

together with the particular and native pleasure which the character

of the airs be lias been accustomed to sing, both as to musical and as

to verbal expression, more especially impart.

In the year 1S17 Incledon, much impaired by age and labour,

but more perhaps by free living, left this country for America,

where he sung with great applause.
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Ofali the gingers we have ever heard, Mr. Harbison is the most

difficult to describe, and for the very same reason which rendered it

impossible for any imitator, however acute his ear, however nice his

perception, however retentive his memory, and however various his

execution, to convey more than a faint notion of the perfections of

the most eminent master of his time. His singing was limited, but

all that he did was absolutely perfect in its kind. Nevertheless it

was tempered with so felicitous a grace, that it presented no promi-

nences either for description or imitation. It was one uniform

stream of mellifluous sweetness. If, as has been observed by a tra-

veller, Madame Catalani has been able to astonish and enchant

all Europe by the possession of a dozen songs, Mr. HAnmsoM held

his countrymen by a still shorter, though not less durable chain.

This celebrated man was trained from his earliest years among

the choristers at the Chapel Royal of England. In this school and

its adjuncts, the King's Concert and those meetings which were sup-

ported by the gentlemen of the Chapel—he continued till his death.

His voice was a legitimate tenor of no extensive compass (about two

octaves, from A to A) of very limited power, but of a tone of which

defies even imagination to conceive the exquisite delight itconveyed.

It was at once enchantingly rich, sweet even to lusciousness, and as

brilliant as the finest falsctte. He was slow in forming it, and a con-

siderable portion of management was perceptible to the observing

auditor. It must yet be admitted to have been pure in the most com-

plete sense of the term, for though we are quite sure it was modified,*

• We wish to gianl students most especially against the ilangT of artifi-

cial eipedients in regard to taw:. Those whn are f™ri nf captions exceptions

may say, that every tiling which relates to the formation of Mm roice is artificial.

True—and so are almost all the habits of life. But there is cjactly the same
difference in our tie (tuition and (heirs, as there is between art, when used in a
good sense, and artifice, when employed in a hail one. For instance, soinr'

lingers haie commonly recourse to singing in the thro.it to increase power—of
such a nature are what we would call artificial Mpi:rlifnls. It results from our
own obserTation and experience, that power is never (o be increased but by
practice—nerer suddenly, but often, nay always by regular and constant exercise

of the voice. The nme rule, we think, applies to all modification! of tone

—

Correct and certain habits must be formed by slow degree! ;
untiling in art ran

with the randiest possibility of success be accomplished suddenly or in baste, or
committed, ti chance.
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and considerably modified in its passage from tin; rhesl, in the

mouth and by the action of the lips, it was jet wholly free from

the smallest defect, and was so entirely satisfactory to the ear, that

for the first time any one heard Mr. II. it would he impossible to

attend to any other of bis many excellencies. If we may be per-

mitted to compare the human voice fo any known instrument, we

should certainly Bay, that Mr. Harrison's in some measure resem-

bled the richest and deepest sounds of the musical glasses, well

played, in a good room, and [he analogy is brought nearer by

the way in whiuh the touc was produced. The perfomtcr on the

glasses gives birth to his melody by a touch that apportions the

.gradations from soft to loud and from loud to soft again, in the

finest possible manner. No passion ruffles, no violence disturbs

tho smooth and delightful flow. It falls upon the car like the

light or a summer's moon upon the eye, soft and soothing, while

the balm of the air through which it glides, seems but a part of the

sensation itself awakens. So was It with Mr. Harrison's perform-

_
ance. He breathed his notes with so gradual a sweep, they swelled

and died away so dcliciously, that the beauty, the exquisite beauty

of his voice appeared to absorb into ils proper elleds all the other

component parts of his singing. It was for a time impracticable to

separate or analyse them, and it was not till frequency had dulled

the sense of his inimitable perfection in this respect, that tho miad

was left at leisure to examine the oilier <'uniliun.-r.ls. We need

scarcely add, that Ilia intunntian was perfectly accurate : had it not

been so, no perfection of tone could have produced the effect we

have endeavoured to describe.

Mr. Harrison's conception was chastity itself, and it is probable,

that he owed the peculiar superiority he enjoyed over alt others in

this respect, and the infinitely minute finish of wliat he did, to the

limited power of voice we have already spoken of. lint thin natu-

ral disqualification for the bolder flights of imagination ought not lo

impeach the character of his judgment. In all that he voluntarily

attempted, it was scarcely possible to conceive any thing more pure.

We say in what he voluntarily attempted, because it is a necessary

reservation against tin: general cast of songs which provincial meet-

ings, where Oratorios are done entire, entail upon the profession.—

Mr. Harrison's choice we should estimate by the songs which

he adopted in concerts of selection. They were commonly Dr.
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i*epiisch's cantata of" Alexis," Handel's " Lord remember David"
and " Ptrnsure 1111/ jhrmi r v.-ny? resigning;" Dr. Hoyco's 1: Softh/

rise," Zingarelli's " Ombra adorata," Webbe's "Arose from her

bosom hud strayed" and in later days', A ttwood's " Soldier's dream,"

and Horsley's " Gentle lye" We will not say that be cannot be

exceeded in these songs, for we honestly think that in some of them,

while Mr. Vaughan is perhaps somewhat below him in tone, he is

very nearly, if not qtiitehis equal in finish, and bis superior in pathos,

energy, and ornament. Mr. Harrison's style of singing these songs

would now n days be esteemed plain, and perhaps somewhat ton

tame and chastised. But if he was below the absolute standard of

possible expression, (which we think he was) we are much farther

from yielding our assent to the unqualified licence of the florid

manner in use at present. Seme years »gn ornaments had meaning,

Such things are now but too commonly a jargon of rapid inex-

pressive passages. Whatever he added was strictly graceful and

severely just. Not a note was appended to any song, but was of

the exact character of the part of the air in which it was placed,

while the execution was delicate, articulate, and appropriate ill the

most extraordinary degree. We hold that ornament derives its dis-

tinction much more from execution than from composilinn. The

very same notes differently accented, produce effects diametrically

opposed to each other. An ornament umg slt.wly, or with cerla in

slight alterations in the time and tone (for lone has its shades as h elt

incut Mr. II. was truly sensible, and he manifested the nicest judg-

ment in the application of the principle, lie communicated even

to his shake somewhat of the effect we huvc described. It was not

of the hard rapid kind which is now in vogue among tenors, but mo-

derately fast in its ordinary rate, sometimes quickened or retarded

according to the sentiment, and always liquid and even to the same

precision thai regulated tins other pans of liis performance. And

here we cannot omit to bring to recollection the admirable ficnliv

of Madame M*nA in this particular. It was really among the most

wonderful, parts of her astonishing attainments. The shake, as she

used it, was an ornament of the most expressive hind. It was no

Nightingle juck, surprising but unmeaning. She made it always

the handmaid of her art. She animated by its rapidity and spirit

the liveliest air that she sung, or she swelled, softened and .protracted.
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its turns to give the lust and moat touching pathos to tenderness and

grief. la this qualification Mr. Harrison partook, and we can
scarcely call to mind any other singers who have acquired thin rare

the same degree. It is well worthy of remark and

n for the genuine application of this grace upon which the

old teachers of singing" value themselves so much, seems to be fad-

ing fart from memory, and losing its rank and dignity.

The eiocutary part of Mr. Harrison's performance was in con-

formity with the general features of his mind and powers. Il was
easy, natural, and polished. Without nftectationj without provin-

cialism or vulgarity, very little removed from the common enuncia-

tion of educated persons, and not at all tinctured with any preju-

dices or defects engendered by the practice of his art ; his English

was conversational not vocal.+ The vowels preserved their charac-

ter and lone. He spoke with the dialect, if it may be so called, of

the metropolis and ofthe court, that is to say, his pronunciation was

more round and open that' that of the provinces, a circumstance

" See Tori on the florid song.

i With the musician, tlie human voire is regarded as an itilrumeiit, hut
of all instruments il has the mo*! powerful effect upon our minds and
feelings.

Tn assist in explaining the nature of this curious ami delicate organ, it may be

said that every person two <!is.iiurt u.ii i -, <'.;* 'in^hi;- Liuil tin- iptaking toire,

between the ojierations of which there is little or no analogy.

Ia singing, the sounds are formed In the larynx, which is situated immediately
above the windpipe ; and liic miti s of the mu'iial mmIi' art produced by the

combination of the muscle; uprai m-l.dn nvtnliuiu'' in (lie interior of the Imynx,
which form an aperture called the rima glottblis.

In the higher notes of the scale this aperture is proportionally contracted,

and in the deeper intonations the membranes are relaxed, and the aperture

enlarged. In speaking, the glottis acts unronsciously, and the tones coruscate

through all the intervals of the key of tlic person's voice. They play with
incredible quickness between the key note, through its third to the fifth aboTe,
and in forcible expressions, will flash from the lower octave to that of the

The office of the glottis in singing is the same with that of the rcid la

musical instruments, and the muscles arc made to act upon it with such pre.

cisfoo and agility, that it surpasses the most expressive instruments ia rapidity

and neatness of elocution. The desideratum of the art is to use both these

voices at once, and go to blend one with the other as that neither shall be in.

jnred. This is a rare facility which has perhaps not yet been attained in

our language. When we listen to vocal music in n language we do not under-

stand, we cart Ihcn readily .perrei re the ctfort which is made to bring these

voices together, and it then becomes apparent how liable words are to

injure the beautiful sounds which feeling and sentiment induce

—

Lives of Slai/ihi

andihtart.
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which our renders will find (o be tbe subject of a judicious observa-

tion upon the approximation of (ho English to the Italian language,

in a letter from a correspondent in another page of this number.

—

He could never be Mid to be highly impassioned or deeply pathetic.

It was in these respects that he was defective. When chance led

him to songs of energy (such as Sound an alarm, Jva. Mac. Love

lounds the alarm, Acis and Gal. and even in the spirited passages

of Horsj-by's Gentle lt/re> he certainly railed. There was no lack

ofsuavity or grace, but there was no fire ; the form was perfect, but

it was lifeless—(he spark from heaven was wauling. A conscious-

ness of his inability to express words with force endnotes with velo-

city and spirit, directed his judgment to the selection of caatabtle

airs aa his propor style. Nor does the resolution he appears to have

taken to confine himself to such a line at all detract from his merit.

Far otherwise do we esteem the exercise ofsuch a judicious dominion

over those desires which too frequently impel professional reputa-

tion towards disgrace. Wo will venture to assert that power linn

universally its limit in art, and that no professor, however gifted,

has yet attained to real 'unsullied excellence, or rather perhaps to

that height which talent is able to reach, except by devoting himself

constantly, unremittingly, sedulously, to the cultivation of a parti-

cular department, and that the one best suited to his natural faculties.

It is true in science and more true in art. Let its be clearly under-

stood. We mean to say that he who devotes himself to one branch

of art, although he searches every other to the bottom, if be uses

knowledge wisely, will bring to the illustration of his own whatever

ofbeauty or science can be drawn from the rest, and can be engrafted

upon it with force and elegance by the natural requisites he possesses.

This is the very top and finish of art, and this was the distinguishing

characteristic of Mr. Harrison.

From the picture we have drawn we may indulge a hope that a

not inaccurate acquaintance with the real attributes of this master

may be preserved. He laid and he has left behind him the founda-

tions of a school, ofwhich very extensive remains may yet be traced.

They are, however, already so built upon by others, so adorned

and so defaced, that tbe original dimensions might otherwise soun

be lost. Mr. Harmon died in 181%, at the early age of 52, and the

reputation he obtained may be truly appreciated by the minute,

and we trust, tbe faithful register we have made of bis great quali-

fications and acquirements.
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MR. BRAHAM.

If »e say that Ma. Graham is gifted will) the most extraordinary

genius and aptitude for (lie exercise of his profession that was ever

implanted in a human being, we shall not, according to our concep-

tion of his voice, science, and imagination, in the slightest degree

transgress the bounds of truth. His throat is an organ of more

varied power, more extensive compass, and more astonishing flexi-

bility, than was ever before possessed by any singer, if we may

determine by the songs written for the performers of the several

ages of the musical world, by the masters of the times in which they

lived. His mind is rich with the stores of science—his imagination

bold and vivid. The invention _of Stephen Storage, who wrote

the opera of Mahmoad expressly to give the town the first-specimen

of Mr. Bra ban's ability, was exhausted in the search after such com-

binations of notes as should bring together all possible difficulties.

Still, however, the fancy und the execution of the performer com-

pletely distanced the labour, research, and contrivance of the com-

poser, great as they were acknowledged to he, and stimulated as

they must be supposed to have been by the merits of the person for

whom he was at work. Mr. B. not only went through Storace's

elaborate passages with a degree of force and facility surpassing

every thing that had been before heard, but he superadded notes

and embellishments which at once established him in a rank pre-

eminent to all that contemporary judges bad been accustomed to

regard as greatest and best in the florid style, which the opera of

Mahmoud was principally composed to display.

We repeat, in order to impress our readers most completely with

our opinion, that taken as a mhole, we consider Mr. Braham to be

the most accomplished singer it has fallen to the lot of the present

or perhaps of any generation of men to hear. We would impress

this opinion, because, greatest as he is, he might, we think, have

been much greater, and because, as it happens in his performance

that he seldom continues for any considerable succession of notes or

of time to satisfy the ear, the heart, and the understanding, soil

will necessarily follow in our criticism, that the allowance of his

merits will he continually broken and interrupted by notices of

defects. We puipose to examine his faculties and acquirement!! as
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minutely as possible ;
first, hrraitsc there is no instance that com-

prise such various powers and such singular splendid faults ; nnii,

secondly, because we feel that ii is not in the reach of criticism to

diminish the amazing reputation among all ranks of hearers that

Mr. Braham has by incessant study and the most laborious exercise

of his talents in the service of the public continued so long to de-

serve. His honours will wear well, for they have been dearly

earned.

To begin according to the scale we have laid down—Mr. Bra-

hain's intonation is astonishingly perfect when the various quan-

tity and quality of the tone which he uses in made, as it ought to be,

a part ofthe consideration. All singers are taught, among the very

first elements of their instruction, the art of singing the scale in

tune according to a certain limitation of power and a certain modi-

fication of natural voicing; and this process is continued from the

bottom to the top of the voice throughout all its compass. Conti-

nual repetition is supposed to fix and confirm the intonation of the

scholar. Wedo not mean to derogate at all from the excellence of

the practice.—It is the only way, we may affirm, to begin to make

a singer; but, nevertheless, the faculty of singing in tunc must be

carried much further and to objects very remote from this early pro-

cess of vocal institution. It is when a greater or less quantity of

tone is emitted that the excellence ofthe training becomes manifest.

It is in the infinite diversification of tone, according to the senti-

ment or passion to be expressed, that the mechanical preparation

is proved to have been conducted upon principles commensurate

with the voice, the imagination, and the science of the performer.

If the intonation fails under any of the gradations of power or

quality of tone suggested by the conception in order to aid the

expression, in so much the education and the practice of the singer

has been imperfectly conducted. We know no particular in the

multifarious detail of acquirement necessary to constitute a great

singer that indicates excellence more strikingly than the complete

possession of this rare attainment. Mr. Braham has it unquestion-

ably, and in as much perfection probably as it is given to human
nature to reach. When the prodigious volume of his voice is fully

estimated—when the heart-rending pathos, to produce which he

sometimes assimilates the shuddering tremulous tones almost to

the actual expression of the most natural grief—when the loud,
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glory, are remembered—when tho inspired, pure, consoling words

of adoration or thanksgiving united in his melody—when the ten-

derness of his amatory airs and the volant lubricity of his astonish-

ing execution be brought to recollection—our readers will at once

acknowledge the superiority of his intonation. Whan the ear

and the judgment are liable to such immoderate disturbance, not

only from the stress applied to the functions merely physical,

but also from the workings of the imagination and of the pas-

sions, to preserve the tnne so generally correct as Mr. Braham

does, bespeaks an original strength of organ, and an acquired faci-

lity of using such organ, that cannot but be truly wonderful to every

observer who has attended to the facta we have enumerated in their

extent, and to the habits and powers of others in this particular.—

Most singers have one note which, in spite of the most sedulous

exertion of care and practice, remains almost uniformly defective.

Perhaps the rule applies more completely to females. Ofthfe/inttM

note, however, there is no trace in Mr. Braham, that we have been

able to discover. Ho may, he must, occasionally sing ont of tune

;

all singers do so at times—but no one whose execution is of such

and so complicated a nature can, we think, be more free from the

defect which is of all others the least to bo endured.

. There is.no attribute of a singer.so difficult, we might almost say

impossible, to describe as tone, for the analogy between the human

voice and instruments is so slight as to convey scarcely any idea at

all of resemblance. To such objects of comparison, however, we

are reduced, when we seek for a permanent similitude, and it is

fortunate, as far as concerns the present at least, that there arc very

few of our readers who have not heard Mr. Braham. There are

many remarkable circumstances about the tune of Mr. Braham. To
them our representation will be intelligible, if it should fail to be

absolutely descriptive. The oboe, clarinet, or bassoon, are the

instruments of whose quality it partakes, though certainly it has

far more richness, brilliancy, and refinement, than any of them.

—

At its sweetest it rarely loses a slight approximation to reediness,

and at all times it retains its peculiar properties. The whole com-

pass of Mr. B.'s voice is nineteen notes, and if not all of equal

strength, they yet differ so little in power perceptibly to the

auditor, that it seems as if the singer could at pleasure produce any
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given quantity of tone, from pianissimo to fortissimo, upon any one

of (hem. Mr. li. can take his falsa tie upon any note from D to A
at pleasure, and the junction is so nicely managed, that in an expe-

riment lo which this gentleman had the kindness to submit of as-

cending and descending hy semitones, it was impossible to distin-

guish at what point ho substituted the falsette for the natural note
There is, nevertheless, an obvious departure from the enact natu-

ral tone as be rises in the highest notes (A, B, C, or D,) to the

peculiar quality which distinguishes the falsette. But Mr. B. has

assimilated the two in their general colour and bearing with much

more success than any other performer ire ever heard who made

such extensive use of both ; and his voicing may be pronounced to

be lui generis, of its own proper cast, from the lowest lo the highest

note ill' his I'.ompasi. VV'e now speak of this power a* naturally

exerted, and have no hesitation in saying, from having witnessed

the experiment alluded to above, that no voice can be in this respect

Whoever has heard Mr. Braham sing the first line of " Waft her,

angels, thro' the skies " (from Jephtha), and recollects such first line

separately and apart from the rest of the fiong, nil! have heard the

perfection of bis tone, and will probabl) admit that he can produre

sounds (if nol as rich, sweet, and brilliant as Mr. Harrison'*),

breathing hope, adoration, and fertenl piety, sounds most lunching

and foil ot beaut). Whocier has heard him in ihe recitative pre-

ceding this air, as generally sung, " Deeper and deeper still," will

have listened to as extraordinary changes of tone, expressing re-

morse, hesitation, the deepest anguish and despair, awe, heart-

rending yet firm and resolute obedience to Divine power and justice,

bitter thoughts urging to the very confines of madness, and finally,

the shuddering horror of pronouncing a sentence which fulfils an

oath to heaven and sacrifices all earthly hope of happiness. We
can select no single specimen which assembles so considerable a

portion of the light and shadow, of the colouring of tone (ifwe may

borrow such a terni) m this admirable recitative and air. In the

order of musical effects it ranks (as we have said before), we think,

with the finest efforts of Mrs. Siddons in the drama.

Descending In Ihe next degree of expression depending upon tone,

we arrivu al the declamatory or etocutory parts of Mr. Brsham'i

style. And here WO-raay quote such songs as " Sound an alarm" in



the orehestra, or " The death nfXe/son" upon the stage, as affording

the highest examples of force and volume of voice connected with

powerful and urtfcutate *peaking.

From hi* amatory airs we should select " From siadet of night,"

in the opera of Mahmoud, now almost forgotten
;
among the most

agreeable of his longs, in this department, are also, " The beautiful

maid," and Shield's delightfully simple ballad " The thorn."

Mr. Braham's tone in divisions is perhaps more pure and unvaried

than that which he employs in any other part of his singing. It is

the vice ofcommon performers, nor is it absolutely confined to that

rank, to change the tone in passages of agility by closing or opening

the throat or the mouth, in ordpr to evade difficulties, or to increase

or diminish the degrees of loudness.—Not unfrequently we hears

division which begins upon one vowel carried through two or three

others, in order to facilitate the performance of the passage. Mr.

Rrahara ib generally free from all these deformities, because nothing

within the province of rapid execution presents any difficulty to

him. His errors in the substitution of one tone for another are

errors ofjudgment or of feeling, caught probably from some early

and peculiar association. We may close these remarks by stating

that he gives both divisions and ornaments with considerable adap-

tation of expression, and generally speaking perhaps with less force

than the other parts.

There is yet a large department of art to be spoken of, in which

be so completely transmutes tlie manner of voicing, by adopting

the style of the school, that the tone, if it still retains its grand ori-

ginal characteristics, is nevertheless perceptibly altered throughout;

we mean his Italian singing. Whoever has remarked the Italian

method of producing tone, has observed that it differs most essen*

ttally in the first principles of its formation from the English.—

Neither is the Italian expression of tone of the same cast as the

English, even when applied to the same sentiments or passions. It

departs as essentially as the action of the Italian from the gesture of

the English stage. Mr. Braham at the opera, or in an Italian

scana, is a totally different man from Mr. Braham at Covent Gar-

den, or in the orchestra of an oratorio or a concert. We need

make no other attempt at description than to say, that he assumes

the national distinctions according to the place in which he exer-

cises his talents. Our readers will determine how much is due to.
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the verisimilitude which Mr. B. attains, under such very opposite

circumstances.

We have conceded to this astonishing performer the possession

-ofall the attributes of tone, power, awuetnests, brilliancy, and adap-

tation to all the degrees of sentiment and passion, and even to

11utfoaal mannerism. Our opinion then, that the principal defect

—

the defect which most alloys and deteriorates Mr. Brabant's singing,

is to be classed under this head, will be received with some sur-

prize. The variety of which he is capable, however infects his

whole performance, renders the pleasure bis audience derives uncer-

tain and unstable, frequently disappointing the ear nt the very mo*

went of its most intense and fervent expectation, and too commonly

by disturbing the sympathy, it destroys the whole effect. The

mechanical operation by which Mr. B. increases his power, is a

very peculiar alteration in the parts adjacent to the upper region

of the throat and the back of the month, bo that the voice proceds

more from the head than the chest, by which the tone is swelled in

its passage, but at the same lime it becomes very disagreeably reedy

and takes a near resemblance to the clarinet, or to that known effect

which in trumpet playing U called uvertiroke. So insensible are we

made to /defects by repetition, that every habk has.a tendency to

become stronger and stronger, and such has been the gradual and

unconsidered growth of this unfortunate error id Mr. B. that it has

gone on till his whole performance is absolutely corrupted by its

frequency. Nor is tbisall. He is very apt to quit notes in an ah-

rttft«nd unfinished state by sudden slops and instant terminations

of words and of the tone, which are most disgusting to the ear. For

the last error we need be nt no loss to account ; it proceeds from a

mistaken idea of the expression of sentiment or passion, for we may

well call that jdea of expression mistaken, which fails to carry with

it the sympathy of the auditors, tie is too much deadened to the

revulsion of feeling produced by violence. In consonance with

both these, are to be joined defects of pronunciation, which shall be

noticed in the proper place. Hence it appears, that the whole

effect of Mr. Braham's singing is at least unsure, and hence it is, that

we are rather astonished than gratified and frequently as much dis-

gusted -as pleased ; hence it is, that we never enjoy from bearing

Mr. Brabam the fine flow of tranquil delight that attended the per-

formance of Mr. Hmikos, nor that uninterrupted satisfaction,
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which imniM upon llic more declamatory and pathetic, yet not

li'ta finished ringing of Mr. Vauohan in the particular style of

each.

Mr, lirnham'B cunckption is rich and luxuriantly fertile.

—

When ive speak of conception, we mean to describe that power of

mind which apprehends the full intentions of the poet and the coro-

poser, as well as the power of invention displayed in the combina-

tion of ornamental passages. And in treating of this faculty, ive

would unite the science which dictates the right application of the

other qualities of the singer they display. In this respect singing

is analogous to acting, but with one especial difference. The actor

is at complete liberty to compose and regulate the melody and

pauses of his speech—(he singer, on the contrary, is limited, and

his expression is almost as much directed to the melody, as by it.

—

Inasmuch as singing departs from the natural language of passion,

the effect is weakened, inasmuch as the feelings are excited by music,

it is strengthened. Mr. Bi-aham enters into every composition with

u glow ofsensibility (hat gives the strongest colouring to it, and calls

into full activity all his own natural qualifications. He is always un-

der the influence of enthusiasm ; we use the term in a good sense, for

upon the subject of energetic manner, iv e are at least as fervent as

himself. Whether the imagination be employed upon the senti-

ment or the passion, upon the melody, the expression, or the deco-

rative parts of a song, be has the fire of Anacreon, and the luxu-

rious exuberance of that poet, who has been his moat successful

translator. It is however in both these instances, that he transcends

the common understanding of the art and its attributes—it is here

that he surprizes rather than pleases—here that he shocks the tem-

perate and subduedjudgment ofsober criticism. We ere content in

this case to acknowledge no other rule than sympathy, from which

science must in matters of art collect its canons. Mr. Brahum

never, we may truly say, continues for any considerable duration of

time to satisfy, because he always outstrips the feelings and fancy of

auditors. It should seem as if there were an anxiety to introduce

too much for the space it is designed to fill. Hence to speak gene-

rally, the performance wants that simplicity of design and that

purity of execution which is the characteristic of fine taste, and to

descend to particulars, hence proceed those unaccountable and in-

dtscribable noises rather than tones, the sudden stops, the violences
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and superabundant combinations or notes, which distinguish while

they deform Mr. Braham's singing.

When we come to speak ofhb elocution and his execution, we

perceive tbat much of what we might have classed under these

heads, lias necessarily been anticipated by previous description,

for il is scarcely possible in such an analysis, to separate from each

other completely, parts so intimately connected. Elocution com-

prehends pronunciation. Mr. B. is eminently articulate ; not a

syllable is lost to the hearers. He is bold, nervous, and as emphatic

as consists with the fervour of his feeling. His recitative is particu-

larly masterly—but in this as in all other points he is unequal.

Quaint and peculiar ideas of tone and expression here also fre-

quently mislead Mm beyond the bounds of what is legitimate and

good. He refines too much, or he points too powerfully. Ease and

nature are violated. He appears to squeeze out sounds by pro-

tracting the vowels as the Italians are wont to do upon such syllables

as mio, Dio, &c.—These are the peculiarities which render his gene-

ral manner so easy of imitation, and at the same time so dangerous

to the public taste, as well as to those who make him their model,

for there is but one step from the sublime to the ridiculous.

Nothing can be finer than his execution* generally and most par-

ticularly when we consider it in relation to divisions. He flies

through the whole compass of Ms voice with the smoothness and

speed of light. The hearer feels no disturbance from the want of

facility or from the fear of failure. It is not at all to be wondered,

tbat a faculty which must afford such unbounded delight to its pos-

sessor, should be so freely (we may not say so lavishly) exerted.!

—

Some of the power which Mr. Braham exercises, is faithfully regis-

tered, and will be handed down to posterity in the songs composed

for him by Stephen Sto n ace. But the permanent notation will fall

far short ofthe truth. We said before that we have heard him by

way of experiment, and in private, run through the whole compass

of bis voice by semitones, ascending and descending with a degree

of velocity and precision which can only be known to those whom
be has indulged and gratified by similar proofs of his astonishing

facility- We must repeat that the exact point ofjunction between

• We Birrpl agnii^t iiis fluki? ai Inn ban!, clnjc, and rapid, and wanting tha>

liquidity which giwi it it) only latue in riprc*jioii. In point of fact, bis shake k
Utterly .nitbonl meanipg. :
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the natural and falsette was absolutely indiscernible, although as

he rose in the scale the difference of the tone became perceptible.

—

We think we inaj safely say, from an acquaintance with hit powers,

which commenced on the first night of his appearance at Drury-

lane, that there was no imaginable combination of notes, however

various or protracted—no sort of grace in use among singers, which

Mr. Braham could not (at a somewhat earlier period perhaps tba*

the present) have enpressed iu a lotoat any manner that was desired.

His knowledge of the science of music is scarcely less complete,

and his acquaintance with the works of composers in all stylos and

of all ages is as universal as that ofany other singer in existence.

Nothing remains to be said that occurs to our, observation,nrtfe-

membrance. Mr. Braham is a master of his aat, though, had hi)

natural endowments and scientific acquirements hoen less, it is per-

haps true that lie would have been greater, because less power of

variety would certainly have rendered him more perfect and more

pleasing. We refer all bis splendid faults to the influence which

so fervid au imagination, when it is ministered to by unlimited faci-

lity, necessarily possesses over thejudgment. Imagination is indeed

despotic in the mind, because it is rarely found unaccompanied by

fne sensibility, and the tenses all follow these their most potent

leaders. From a constant, and we hope, a not inaccurate observa-

tion of the progress ofexpression, we have found that original asso-

ciations are rarely changed, and that so far from being weakened

in our passage onward, they not only become stronger as to mental

impression, but acquire much more fixity and force in their me-
chanical symbols, from habit. It is by such .continual confirmation

that erroneous expression in articulation, and in tone more espe-

cially, first probably engendered by the commixture of the styles

of the English and Italian stages—of the table and (he orchestra

(for at each of these Mr. Braham has been alike demanded), has

been from day to day repented, till the singer himself has become

entirely unconscious of the deviation, wide as it now is from

the original comparative purity and beauty of his execution. If

any thing can open bis eyes, it must be found in the examination

of his delects at second hand. He.can.be at no loss fi>r examples,

since the whole kingdom resounds with the strains of bis imitators.

This is the most unfortunate consequence of bis -aberrations. A ge-

neration roust pass away before the had taste which bus been thus
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prupns;atetl, uni wtricb lion Gils every corner of the isle, can a*

obliterated. Mr. Bntham is much too sensible a man to derive Bay-

salts/actinn from the complimentary distraction of his followers,

however numerous they may be. He is, we repeat, master of every

stile. Not to admit this perfection in its fullest accept ation would

be to deprive him of a part of hia honours; aud if he has rendered

up himself to a luxuriance of ornament, to a degree of passionate

expression a little above the colouring of truth, or if he has vitiated

the purity of his taste and the uniformity of his manner by a general

camming! inn; of the style of the church, the Italian and the English

theatre, the orchestra and the chamber, it has been from a want of

recollecting that the public jadgment is formed by the study ofsuch

eminence ax his owi., and that, while it is his profession to administer

to the pleasure of the age, it was his duty to preserve, and with sweb.

talents it was certainty given him to exalt, the dignity of his art.

MB. VAUGHAN

Is a native of Norwich, where he received the first rudiments of his

musical instruction in the choir of the cathedral church. There

were at that time subscription concerts upon a good scale, where the

best secular music was performed under the direction of an amateur,

and al these young Vaughan sung with great applause. His voice,

his countenance, and his manners, were alike prepossessing, and

wbal adds an interest to the relation, his father died and left hhn an

orphan very young, at the very instant when the first notes of a con-

cert for his benefit.were performing. He was immediately befriended

and protected. Dr. Beckwitk, a very sound musician, then the

organist of the Cathedral and St. Peter's, and the most esteemed

teacher of his day, continued to instruct him ; but he was still more

fortunate in the friendship of a clergyman, deeply learned in the

science and enthusiastically fond of it, who used such exertions to

forward his promotion na belong only to warm di hinterested atfec.

lion. His merits, aided by such assistance, soon translated him to the

chapel of Windsor, and he has gradually gone on till he arrived at
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the eminent distinction of succeeding Mb. Ha Hut son* in thechoirt

and the concerts of the metropolis. We have devia'ed from our

track into private anecdote, because wo are desirous not to withhold

what is so honorable to all the parties.

We are now to consider Mr. Vaughan in the high professional

light be has placed himself. His intonation is mathematically

correct, and the clue to a precision so difficult to attain is to be

found in the accurate knowledge he possesses of the extent of his

powerand in the rigorous austerity with which he limits his efforts

to his faculties. The nice application of this rule of judgment is

seen at the very commencement of an analysis of his qualities.

—

It will be found to accompany us at every step of our progress,

and to predominate by its general bearing over every other element

of his excellence, natural or acquired. Nature, exercise and taste

are all employed in the formation, preservation, and practice of tunc,

although it is very common to attribute perfection or approach to

perfection in this particular to nature alone or lo ear as we familiarly

nay. But in truth ear is perhaps the least concerned at last. At
first we regulate the scale by this faculty, but it is exercise that in the

second stage confirms the organs of sound and fixes (beta to just

degrees by the force of habit; and finally it is the knowledge of

what stress these organs will bear, that teaches us to confine the

imagination within the bounds which nature has assigned to the

functions of the throat. It will therefore easily be estimated for

how considerable a portion of knowledge, observation, and ability,,

we give a singer credit when we grant to him that his intonation is

mathematically correct.

Now we are about to aim at the description of Mr. Vaughan's

tone, we feel all the difficulty which the want of precise terms, the

necessity for a technical language of sound, impose upon us. We
can call to mind neither voice nor instrument that bears any resem-

blance to his. It is perhaps neither so rich nor so sweet as Mr.

Harrison's, but we should describe it as naturally more pure, if its

being less modified may entitle it lo such a distinction, more free and

quickly formed, less brilliant though more penetrating and various,

not less ductile, certainly more powerful, less adapted to tenderness,

better fitted for the expression of passion, deep pathos, and declama-

• We do not mean in t!ic order of time, for (hpy were for wmc years con-
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tory passages n» well as for the rapid and forcible execution of divi-

sions, and equally suited to light and delicate ornament. Still we

find that we can convey no definite and precise idea of the voice. If

we say that we think it differs from other tenor voices it) the man-

ner that Mrs. Billington's differed from those of the generality offe-

male Bingers, or that it partakes neither of the reed nor the string in

any remarkable degree, we do not know whether we shall be mare

exact, though we think the description is susceptible of all these

distinctions. If adopting the fanciful illustrations ofSir Isaac New-
Ion's supposition by a modern writer* we should endeavour to as-

tign a particular colour as analogous in its effect: we should not

add a tittle to the likeness. Our readers must therefore t>e content to

perceive that we have not spared our pains in hunting for similitudes

and to discover that words will not convey any more precise idea of

tone. We have however established already a standard of compa-

rison, and we shall go on lo complete the graduation of the scale

by the notice ofparticular effects. The recitative and air " Oh ! tot*

pftight" and " Total telipte" from Samson, we consider to be the

finest of Mr. Vaughan's performauces, because the composition in

jtself is majestically simple though pathetic to the very depths of

pathos, and because there is nothing that requires so much elevated

dignity of tone as well as conception and execution as this una-

dorned simplicity. If we regard the words they are the plainest but

most natural and* therefore the most touching; description of the

mental suffering of the blind champion in servitude, and chains. This

dignified simplicity it is that constitutes at once the difficulty and

eye, [iroildcml liv > -. i. ?itml'in in tin v.v, lo [hill |irt>i !m-r-<t

upon the ear by sounds, the impression upon tint sunsurium or neat of sen-

sation in the brain, will probably be the same, or nearly, so thai the ideas

of the respective esternul ohjccls will he in«oeiatc;l in (fie mind. Accnnl-

jag to this theory, the different musical instruments may be characterised

by correspondent colours, so as to be fancifully classed in the following;

Trombone—>teep red
' Flute—sky blue

Trumpet—scarlet

Clarionet—orange
Oboe—yellow
B«.««on (alio)—deep yellow

Diapason—deeper blue

Double Dinpi™ 11—purple

Horn—violet.

Violin—pink
Viola—rose

STKIHQID msTBVME.fTS.
Violoncello—red

Double Bass—deepe Bass—deep crimson red.

Liret of Haydn and Mozart,
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the praise nfsingiiip; Handel. The shades of passionate enunciation

are so nicely and intimately blended, limy melt ' into darker and

darker hues from the iii-t si rain el'coniplaim ng stirrmt to I he clintai

of reproachful anguish aurl misery ill the exclamatory reflection,

" Why thug deprived thy prime decree f

Sun, moon, and stars are dark to me!"
that there is no song within our remembrance requiring more

peculiar, more gradual, more delicate, nor more passionate ex-

pression ofTtinr as well as general manner, than "Total eclipse."

Mr. Vaughan is here pre-eminently great over all his predeces-

sors and competitors. He exceeds Mr. Harrison in force and

pathos, Mr. Braham in dignity, temperance and delicacy. Mr:

Vaughan is not a singer that takes by storm. A3 a very fine female

singer" of the pr<went day and still liner judge of singing has been

heard to say of Madame Cahporese, " he steals upon you;" he

first possesses himself of your heart, and he afterwards satisfies

your understanding. This is much the work of towe. His is not

the rapid, bold, irresistible drawing of Mortimer, but the finely-

laid picture of e\t| u i>il e propriety, gnu-e, feeling, ;i mi lini.Ii, where

may be seen the true taste and talent of the artist subdued and tem-

pered by study and acquaintance with all the principles of the art.

The opening recitative of the Messiah " Comfortye my people," and

the succeeding air " Every valley shall be exalted," are entitled in our

esteem to equal praise, though dissimilar in (he class ofsentiments to

which they are addressed. The " Soldier's dream" and "Alexis"

are alike inimitable and inestimable in the chaste and beautiful

cantabiU style of tone, mixed however with sensibility, elegance,

and delightfully chosen ornament.

A name appears to be wanting for Handel'-; songs of division—we'

mean such as " H'liy does the Gad ofIsrael sleep t" from Samson, or

" Thoa shall dash l/iem" from the Messiah. The Italian term "airs

ofagility" fails its, because it does not imply the powerful expression

which we venture to call vocal declamation, and which forms the

characteristic ofthosecompositiona, for if lowered to mere execution,

they forfeit all their true and original design. Critics who deem

these divisions to be merely of mechanical construction, have never

heard Madame Mara in " Rejoice greatly," or Mr. Vaughan in

* Mm. Bi*Hcni Lac v.
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" Why does the God of Israel sleep." Mr. V. images throughout

every note of the most harrassing divisions, the rapid iinil im-

petuous thought which impel Samson to commune within himself,

to raise himself up before his Creator, almost to remonstrate, and

to point the vengeance which is to hurl his enemies to their destruc-

tion. We have heard both Mr. Brahum and Mr. Vaughaa in this

song, and there can be no diminution of the praises of these great

roasters of vocal art, from a comparison of their merits. Mr. Braham

was swift, powerful, and impassioned in a more vehement degree,

but Mr. Vaughan was more articulate, more natural, more ample,

more dignified, and therefore far more forcible. Mr, Brabam's

was the over stimulated enthusiasm of passion and the stugc. Mr.

Vanghan's was the concentrated energy of zeal, strength, and

feeling. Mr. Braham gives loose to his fury and boiling spirit.—

Mr. Vaughan attempers his imagination with the purity, which in

(his as much if not more than any other part or his performance

restrains, and by restraining, fortifies his manner. In this loo, as in

" Total eclipse," the effect is not instant, as the effect of Mr. Bra-

ham's singing, but it gran s upon as, and increases, and is fixed for

ever by reflection more than by impulse. We can neither separate

nor measure the precise quantity of effect produced by lone in any of

these several performances. We quote them under this head, to

prove the variety with which Mr. Vaughan is able to adorn his

manner. And when it is known that his voice is altogether a natu-

ral voice, for we do not recollect ever to have heard liiiu use a soli-

tary note of falselte, that its compass does not exceed Mr. Har-

rison's, and that it is a legitimate English tenor, it will be acknow-

ledged that there must be a superior and singular quality to com-

pensate for the iih-eme of (lie brilliancy and extent of the fnlselle,

to which lncledon was indebted for all the allurement of his lone,

and Braham ones very much of the attractive fascination of his exe-

cution. We consider Mr. Vaughan to be a genuine English

singer. His tone in Italian music is not transmuted to that of Ita-

lian formation, ami tlieiv-linv his sing-in;; maj be thought to want

the foundation of the style. We believe that as he is vastly above

affectation in any other part of his performance, so he does not affect

to sing Italian as a matter of preference. He is thoroughly acquaint-

ed with the difference of the two styles, and though he executes Ita-

lian music well in every other respect, we can but applaud the good,

o 2
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sense that confines him, whenever it is possible, to hi* proper

excellence.

A conviction attends his entire performance that Mr. Vaughan'a

conception is not over-fervid, jut we feel that his warmth and ex-

uberance are rather suppressed or chastened by the judgment of the

singer than wanting; to his perfection. It all that concerns Iheex-

pression of sentiment or passion, ire may trace the effect of his early-

education and his later course of study. There is nothing better

calculated to repress a tumid* theatrical cast of expression than a

diligent cultivation of church and oratorio music, and of Handel

more particularly. If we take as examples the Messiah, Acis and

Galatea, together with many of the parts of Jeptha, Hercules, Se-

mele, Samson, Judas Maccabajus, and indeed of all of this species

of the compositions of this great man, we slial i find nothing any

where else that embraces so completely the characteristics of subli-

mity. We know of nothing conceived in such majesty, nothing

that combines such exquisite simplicity—of nothing that so sud-

denly exalts the most delightful serenity to passages of the grandest

and most powerful declamation. In addition to these rare elements,

there is required from the singer, a degree of splendid execution

which demands purity, precision, agility, and strength, and a vast

comprehension of the uses of light and shade, of contrasted tone,

ornament, and expression. When, therefore, we say what we sted-

fastly believe, that, with the exception of Mrs. Blanchi Lacy, Mr.

Vaughan is the best singer of Handel's music now in existence, we
consider that we bestow upon him the highest rank that appertains

to the single though great genus of English vocal science. In this

description we have again blended qualities and styles ; but, never-

theless, we hope it reaches what is peculiar. To be more minute,

we may Bay that Mr. Vaughan has not alone caught the inspired

tone of Handel, but be has also studied the sympathy of his auditors.

He draws them gently along with him, and in whatever he sings we
think we discern his acute and progressive observation of the pulse

of public feeling. By this he regulates his march. It matters not

whether it be caught instinctively or whether it be the result ofdesign.

In this respect a public singer resembles the president ofa numerous

company; he lead;, but he must also follow the temper of bis guests,

if he would in reality enjoy the omnipotence with which courtesy

invests his situation. An orchestra singer is compassed in by nar.
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row limitations. The duration of his reign is *hurt, and he has none

of the assiwtances which the scenery and the dramatic interact ofa

theatre afford. We have already, in the portraiture of Mr. Braham,

exhibited the dangers of venturing beyond a classical expression.

Although adhering to it with the same strictness that directed Mr.

Harrison, Mr. Vaughan transcends him in sentiment and passion

and perhaps in ornament. Mr.V.'s pronunciation of vowels is some-

what more vocal, his declamation is certainly a little more vehement,

his tone more free and powerful, his execution more extended, and

in all kinds of divisions he is'very neat and articulate. In the choice

or composition of graces he is exceedingly happy, and he is never

violent or redundant. His shake is of the true fashion, liquid

smooth and open, rapid or slow according to the sentiment of (he air.

Mr. Vaughan is well skilled in science—a praise which indeed

belongs to most of the high professors of tbe present day. It is not

necessary for a singerto be versed in the abstruser learning ofmusic.

The powers of instruments, tbe nature and practice of accompani-

ment, the arrangements of an orchestra, and the construction of

harmonies be ought to be thoroughly acquainted with, and he ought

also to be able to read music with the readiest facility. In all these

Mr. Vanghan Li a proficient, theoretically and practically.

And lastly, lei us say that Mr. Vaughan realizes an image of per-

fection in vocal art which we bad begun to think was visionary and

not to be found but in the hopeless contemplation of ideal possibi-

lity. His singing assures us that the chastity of English taste, tbe

manly eloquence of English elocution and the genuine pathos of En-

glish expression may be combined with the purity and sweetness of

Italian tone and the grace of Italian execution. We desire nothing

in the orchestra that we do not hear in Mr. Vaughan, and though

we cannot place him by the side of Mr. Braham, in the execution,

force, extent, and variety, with which that accomplished performer

continually surprizes his audiences, we remember perhaps even with

higher gratification, the simple grace, the uniform polish, and the

sublimity of Mr. Vaughan.
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We have thus brought to a conclusion our contrast of the four

leading tenor singers of the last thirty years. They exhibit a mani-

fest alteration and a striking improvement in taste, though it must

be admitted that the change is principally in the mass of the pub-

lic, operating over numbers more than rank. The educated classes

are indeed least susceptible of improvement, for their models must be

always nearly the same. It is not to be questioned that in the lapse

ofa century the higher departments of English vocal art have under-

gone very considerable changes. The differences between Mr. Har-

rison and Mr. Vaughan, who carry us back nearly a third of that

period, are rather personal than scientific, bnt we apprehend that

both theatre and concert singing become considerably less polished

as we go back beyond that date. We question whether the man-

ner of the opera be much varied from the days of Nicolini, through

those ofSenesino and Fariuclli, up to the present time, except in as

much ns appertains to the laudable banishment of the artificial so-

prano. The substitution of natural voices can scarcely be said to

touch the manner of singing, and if any doubt remained upon our

minds of the fact being as we state it, we need only refer to the es-

tablishments for tuition, the traditionary descent as it were of the

elements ofinstruction, and the national practice of Italy, to assure

ourselves that the manner of voicing and indeed that all the consti-

tuents ofexpression remain nearly the same.

What is principally remarkable in this country is the diffusion of

the science among all ranks. At present we have no national school,

no conservatorio except the very very poor establishments connected

with the celebration of devotion in the cathedrals of England, and

which we believe we are warranted in saying are not generally very

creditably supported. The time will come when the universal cul-

tivation and enjoyment of music will lead to more complete and

practical institutions. A musical public will created.*' In. the

• A description of the constitutional and habitual distinctions between
the Italian and French characters ns displayed in their judgment of music, in

so amusingly given in lln- livclv. enlertiiiiiiiig. ;mil i:rilic:il woi'l »i: have !>[-

fore quoted, that we cannot forbear to introduce the passage to the particu-

lar notice ofour countrymen who are but too much like the Parisian critic.

"It -Hifi;nifiefl iiotbin^ •fivirjjr Chiyei,i.i thirty thousand francs at Paris
;
you

must purchase also « public fitted to hear him, and to cherish the love which
he hm for his art. He gives a simple and sublime trait ;—it passes unno-
ticed, lie gives n common and easily di-rin^m-licl nnlii-Hi-liiTii'iit, and

forthwith every one, delighted to shew that he it a connoisseur, deafens his
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mean while superior knowledge will be spread by the increased

number of concerts, and the more frequent resort to the theatres and

oratorios of London, by the provincial periodical meetings at which

eminent performers are engaged, by professional and private per-

formances, by education and by the press. The united force ofthese

will, we are persuaded, before many years occasion a striking revo-

lution in the enjoyments, the manners, and even in the affections of

the people of England, for sensibility and the fine arte are reciprocal

softeners and the refined agents of good.

neighbour by clapping as if he were mad. But these applauses are without

any real warmth ; ha feelings are unmoved ; it is only his judgment
which approves. An Italian gives himself up without fear to the enjoy-

ment of an air, the first time he hears it; a Frenchman applauds with a

sort of anxiety. He i* afraid of having approved of what is but indifferent

;

it is not till after (he 'third or fourth representation, when it is determined

that the airis delicious, that he will dare to cry bravo! accenting strongly

the first syllable to shoiv that he understands Italian. Observe how ha

nays to his friend, whom he meet* in the ^recn mum at the first represen-

tation; " Uoa dtaitie thai ill" He affirms with hia lips, but with his eye he

interrogates. If his friend does not reply with another superlative, lie is

ready to dethrone hi* divinity. The uni-itul <-;i']in^a-iii of 1'ar'n admits of

no discussion
;
every 'hitv' U either delicious nr execrable. On the other side

of the Alps, every man is sure of what lie feels, and the discussions about

music are endless."

—

Lists of Haydn and Motart.
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J. B, Cbaiieb's complete Instructions for the Piano Forte, in which

thefirst rudiments are clearly explained, and the principal rule* on

the art offingering illustrated, with numerous examples offingered

Lessons, with a prelude to each Key. London.

We are anxious to notice the above work, because we arc con-

vinced that good and sound elementary works on science are abso-

lutely necessary to its advancement, and we therefore feel grateful

to those eminent men who furnish us with them. Piano-forte play-

ing hag certainly taken rapid strides towards perfection in a veryfew

years; but that we have in England an immense number of fine per-

formers is, we think, to be attributed to oral instruction, rather than

to that which has been obtained from published treatises. Not that

we complain of the paucity of such publications, the press teems

with them every day, but the major part of them are evidently made
" to sail," and are calculated to answer no other good purpose,

Mr. Cramer's work has already reached a third edition, and the

merits of it, we have no doubt, are very generally known in the me-

tropolis, but the remote parts of the kingdom are probably not so

well acquainted-wJth them, and we therefore think we are aiding the

cause of music, and at the same time decreasing the labour of its pro-

fessors in giving general circulation to the plan and merits of the

work.

The first seventeen pages are occupied with elementary instruc-

tions, general rules, and examples oflingering, giving in the form of

scales and difficult passages, very judiciously arranged, and emi-

nently useful in training the hand to an intimate acquaintance with

manual difficulties. We are then introduced to the lessons, which

are arranged according to the major and relative minor keys. The
adoption of this plan has necessarily made some lessons much more

difficult than those which immediately precede them, but this could

not be well avoided ; something must be left to the discretion of the

teacher, and his opinion of the intellect of bis scholar.

The fingering of the lessons is, as might be expected from this

author, very systematic and excellent. The old and baneful prac-
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tice ofmarking the fingers to be used to each note has been rcjccied,

and they are put only where a change ofposition occurs.

We must now display our critical sagacity in making objections.

We are told in the title page to llie third edition that it has received

many " additions and improvements," and we may add, it lias un-

dergone many pruninga also, and we are sorry to say, we cannot

give unqualified approbation to them. For even if Mr. Cramer'*

hand have been employed in them, they bear evident marks of haste,

and want thai nice discrimination, both in the arrangement and the

lingering, with which we were so much pleased in the first edition.

The omission of the inner parts ofmany of the airs has injured them

considerably, and though we plainly see the object is to render them

much easier, (which has been fully gained) we think this may be and

has been carried too far ; for the continuity of design has been in

some measure destroyed by thealtcrations as they now stand ; besides,

we arc not absolutely convinced of the necessity for making the said

alterations, as we believe the comprehension of the majority of those

who learn to play to be under-rated, if it be supposed they cannot,

with care and attention, fully understand Mr. Cramer's first edition ;

and we also believe the rage for simplifying instruction to bo car-

ried to a hurtful excess, as in too many instances 1 1 brings on apathy

and listle.ssiiesfl, and depresses the genius of the pupil, 'The strength

of this opinion is not at all impaired by the book before us. We
should be very glad to see the blemishes removed which we have

noticed, in future editions, for we conceive that Ihey arc unpleasing

to the eye ofa good musician, even though they may not be thought

to injure the value orthe work as a book of instruction.

We are sure no need make no apology for.saying so much respect-

ing this publication. There is an old adage, " that ifa thing is to he

done at ail, it should he well done," we are therefore inclined to re-

turn Mr. Cramer our best thanks for undertaking what we conceive

to be an useful and necessary work, though one which, upon a su-

perficial view, might seem to be beneath his great abilities. The

business of education has moved w ith infinitely greater rapidity since

superior minds have condescended (o engage in it ; and if it be as-

serted that Mr. Cramer has lowered his talent in writing a first book

for children, it can be answered, that the eminent Dr. Watts did the

same thing, and was praised for it by no less a man than Johnson.

The great moralist says in his eulogy upon that excellent writer, who
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was at one time combating with Locke and at another writing books

Tor children of four years of age, " that a voluntary descent from the

dignity of science, is perhaps the hardest lesson which humility can

A Collection of Canons, by Wm. florsley, M. B. London.

The present age is certainly very prolific in musical productions

ofa frivolous cast—but let us he just : it has also produced musical

men who will be the light of succeeding ages, especially in that

department of the science, which, from early associations, we are

inclined to regard with peculiar fondness and favour. We allude

to our glee writers.

It has been often said, that the English possess no peculiar style

of national melody. We will not now contest the point, and we

willingly concede it, if in return it be allowed we have a peculiar

style ofa higher order ;—we mean a national harmony. And we do

not see how the admission of the fuel c:in be denied us, when the

splendid works of Danby, Cooke, Webbe, Calcott, Stevens, Hors-

ley, &c. are referred to.—The perusal of these must excite emotions

of pleasure in those who are proud of the pre-eminence of our coun-

trymen in this delightful species of vocal composition ; they have

infused into it a beauty and richness of melody and harmony which

till of late years were never interwoven into pieces ofa similar kind,

and apparently were deemed incompatible with ingenious contriv-

ance and complexity ofdesign.

Some of those eminent men whose names we have enumerated are

" gone to that place where only their harmony can be exceeded j"

but the race is not extinct ; others remain, who are daily adding

to the classical productions of the age, amongst whom Mr. Horsley

occupies a prominent situation, and we conceive that the present

publication must increase this composer's reputation ; it is a work

of no ordinary or every-dny kind.

We freely confess ourselves to be so old-fashioned in our notions,

as to be exceedingly delighted with writings of this nature in these

days ; for the wonder in which our senses were wrapt, in our early

years, when poring over canons, " recte et retro" and " per
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Arsin et Thesin," has not fully subsided ; and we feared the sage

art was declining, we felt a proportionate degree of pleasure in wit-

nessing its revival under Mr. Horsley's protection, especially with a

modernized air, and in such melodious shapes.

Mr. Horsley's predilection for beautiful melody and a flowing

chaste style has made him reject all extraneous and abrupt modula-

tion in his compositions, and in those now before us, there is a

smoothness and a polish not usually seen in exercises of a similar

construction. And now it has been shewn bow very attractive such

pieces can be made, we hope it will remove the repugnance which

young students too often feel in undertaking the useful labour of

habituating; themselves to tbe intricacies of this style of writing, and

that they will follow the excellent example which has been set them

hy Mr. Horsley.

We point out to attention, being worthy of high commendation,

" Sanctus Dominus," " Hosanna in excelsis," and " Gloria Patri."

These are more elaborate than the rest, and may be considered

classical models for imitation.*

If we could find any fault with this work, wo think we should

look for it in its want of modulation and variety. But perhaps we
ought not to urge this as an objection, for the author tells us in his

preface that " uncommon contrivance seldom entered into his mind.

—His aim has generally been to vanquish difficulties of a higher

order, by giving to each piece, although written in conformity to

certain strict rules, the effect and character of a free composition j"

and it is truly within tbe line of justice to say, he has accomplished

his purpose.

We anticipate that tbe reception this work will meet with from

the public will induce the author to empty his port-folio, and favour

us with a second set ; and as he has shewn that the fetters which a

rigid attention to the laws of canon-writing ore calculated to impose

upon the mind, do not repress the freedom of his genius, we wish

him to give the reins to it, and by that means furnish us with speci-

mens of greater length and variety. We are fully sensible of Mr.

Horsley's merits; we think him one of the best writers of vocal

music of the present day in tbe style he has adopted, and we also

hope to see him one of the most voluminous.

• (n the fir-l ciinn:i, Tili^i-il urn iW d.-rnl," Mr. If. has, consciously or
unconsciomly, caught hold of the gubjact of « Nod nohb Domine."

J
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Thirty Hounds for the Piano Forte, intended us on Introduction to

playing from Score, and reading tltcntrious Cliffs ; composed by
Wm. Crotch, Mas. Doc. Professor of Music in the University of
Oxford. London, 1817.

We are not prepared to maintain, with the worthy Professor in

Molierc, that " II n'y a rien qui soit si utile dans un Etat que la

musique," nor can we bring ourselves firmly to believe with him,

that " tons les desordres, toutes les guerres qu'on voit dans le

monde, n'arrivent que pour n'appemlre la musique ;" but, consider-

ing it as an art which has a most powerful tendency to enlarge the

sphere of our innocent enjoyments, we sincerely rejoice at every in-

dication of its advancement. Now there is nothing, we conceive,

which more clearly indicates thi-j advance among us, than the asto-

nishing progress which our countrywomen have made in instrumen-

tal performance. There are persons yet alive who can remember

the time when to play Handel's gavot in Otho, or the minuet in

Samson, was thought a grand achievement ; and we ourselves can

call to mind the days when the execution of pieces which are now

commonly taught, was considered as the highest proof of skill.

But at present it is easy to find numheis of British ludies who
can perform the most difficult compositions of the greatest masters,

with a spirit, a grace, and a facility that have often delighted and

astonished the authors themselves. It is not to be supposed (he

efforts of our countrywomen would rest at this point. Accordingly

we find that many of them are directing their studies and attention

to harmony and the principles of classical composition. They also

go to Handel, as their great grandmothers did ; but it is not to con-

tent themselves with the slightest or most puerile of his works, hut

to grasp his scores and to make themselves familiar with the noblest

flights of his exalted imagination.

The work of which we are about to give some account is designed

to facilitate the improvement of all who are desirous of acquiring

the power of reading music in parts, and we feel no hesitation

in assuring our readers thai it is admirably well adapted for the pur-

pore. To tliosu who have never attempted if
,
score-reading seems

to present most formidable, nay almost insurmountable difficulties.
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It appears hardly possible that the eye of any performer should

seize aod combine at a glance the various instrumental and vocal

parts of an elaborate composition ; but such is the effect of long con-

tinued practice, that this is done, not only by professors, among
whom any inability in ibis respeet would be thought discreditable,

but also by many amateurs, and even by those ofthe female sex. We
have said that the ability to read from score, is the consequence of

long continued practice. No musical machinery, however pom-

pously or speciously set forth, can be brought to bear on this point.

Much however may be done by a judicious method of arrangement,

and it is on this account that we so highly approve of the work

under consideration.

By a novel and ingenious adaptation, the worthy professor fur-

nishes us with a series of compositions from three to eight parts,

which come readily under the hands, though some of them exhibit,

all the complexity and diversity of an extended score. The form

chosen for this purpose is that of the Round ; a species of Canon, so

designated in this country, in which the second part does not begin

till the first is terminated ; of course, the principal effect of these

compositions (to use the author's words) depends upon the gradual

accumulation of the parts. In page 1 of the work to which we refer

our readers, ample directions are given for the performance of the

whole, and an example of the Sfilh Round, reduced to two staves,

is added for the sake of further elucidation. Among pieces, whose

chief object is utility, and which arc written in conformity to certain

strict rules, it would be neither candid nor reasonable lo expect

much of that interest which arises from melody and modulation. In

these respects however, Dr. Crotch is not deficient, for many of the

Rounds appear to us to contain very pleasing traits of both, espe-

cially Nos. 1, 8, 4, 7, 9, U, 18, See. The execution of the work

is correct on the whole ; but we have observed some inaccuracies,

which by virtue of ourCritical Authority, we shall now proceed to

point out.

In number 6, by an unfortunate arrangement ofthe parts, our ears

are assailed by consecutive fifths.

The Doctor, by his alternate omission of the seventh, and retard-

ation ofthe third by the fourth, has here managed matters so unhap-

pily that, for the space of two bars and a half, the upper parts

exhibit this forbidden progression, unaccompanied in any way
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which can diminish its unpleasant effects. In No. 10, the bass in

the firnt bar moves in octaves with the second treble, and in the third

bar with the first treble.

A faulty instance of counterpoint occurs in No. 17, where, on the

resolution of 6-4-2, the base (No. 4) and the upper part (No. 1) de-

Mend together from Ff, and E to D$.

The harmonica! construction of No. 28 does not satisfy us, but the

descent of the bass (No. 1) which bears the discord of 64-2, before

its proper resolution, in the second and third bars, is particularly

displeasing;, more especially in the second instance. To this may

he added, that the same Bass in the third bar moves in octaves with

the treble (No. 5.)

In No. 29 we find fifths in the fifth bar, between the bass (No. 1

)

and the treble (No. 3). The bass also moves in octaves, at the end

of the same bar, with the treble (No. 6.) A false relation h found

in the third bar ofNo. 30, between the boss (No. 1) and the alto

(No. 3). Octaves also are found in the fifth bar, between the tenor

(No. 2) and the treble (No. 5). All these errors are very trifling-,

especially when put into comparison with the excellency and use-

fulness of the work itself; which, while it is highly creditable to the

skill and ingenuity of Dr. Crotch, affords strung and pleasing evi-

dence that in this country music is improved and is improving.



Mtt. LOGIER'S NEW SYSTEM OF MUSICAL
INSTUCTION.

Art. 1. A Companion to the Royal Patent Chiroplaslt By the in-

ventor, J. B. Logicr, Professor of Music, of Dublin.

5. Strictures on Mr. Leper's System ofMusical Education. By H.

De Monti, Master of Music. Glasgow.

8. General Observations upon Music, # Remarks upon Mr.Logier's

System ofMusical Education. Anonymous. Edinburgh.

i. An authentic Account of tlie Examination ofPupils instructcdiu

the new System of Musical Education before certain Gentlemen oj

the Philharmonic Society, and others. By J. B. Logier, inventor

of the System. London, 1818.

5 An Exposition of the Musical System ofMr. Logier, withStrie~

lures on his Chiroplast, Sec #c. By a Committee of Professors in

London. London, 1818. '

6. A Refutation ofthe Fallacies .V Misrepresentations contained in a

Pamphlet, entitled " An Exposition ofthe New System ofMusical

Education" published by a Committee of Professors in London.

By J. B. Logicr, Inventor of the System. London, 1818.

There is scarcely a single phenomenon that more strikingly distin-

guishes the present age, than the prodigious acquirements now consi-

dered to be indispensable to female education, and common to a vast

proportion of the society in which we live. Language, Science,

Art are appended and apparently with ease to the more necessary

tuition even of ordinary schools, and ifwe stop short of granting that

solid and deep learning is actually obtained, we are nevertheless

compelled to allow that the attainments almost universally made in

all the branches of study or accomplishment, are such as not to ad-

mit the generation that is just gone even to the most distant chance

of comparison with that which now occupies its place, ami that

which is rising up to succeed its own improved parent. Much of

the advancement we witness, is owing to a conviction of the superi-

ority of intellectual pleasures leading to a more ardent pursuit of

knowledge, but much is also undoubtedly derived from the helps

which talent and experience have given to education both in the
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theory and practice, by philosophical arrangement and mechanical

assistance. We heard therefore without surprise of the invention of

a system of musical instruction which embraced both these aids, and

from the first notices which reached us of the facts, we were in-

clined to hope for an useful abridgement of the labours of the

master and of the scholar, from the ability and science of Mr,

Mr. L. first introduced his system of instruction at Dublin, about

three years ago, where it appears from his own account to have

been universally ndopted. Scotland, and lastly England heard,

admired, and accepted the new faith—but Mr. Logier will better

speak for himself.

" It is upward* of two years and a half since I -first opened an academy in

Dublin uii a new mode of" instruction, in tlio practice mid science of music.

The success which attended my exertions in tins inslituiinn, I may venture lo

say, without fear of contradiction, can scarcely be paralleled in the annals of
muiie. The high approbation bc-tuwed on me by persons of [he first impor-
tance in Dublin, manifested by entrusting their children lo my care, aoon ren-

dered the professors of music eager lo adopt my plan of instruction
;
and, at

length, there teas taireetg to be found in the city of Dublin, a pupil -aha

aoalii be taught on any otherplan. The unusual and rapid progress rnadu
in the practice and science of music by scholars thus educated, excited so

much enthusiasm jn all who witnessed il, that in a short time, the reputation

ofmy system became widely spread ; it was then anxiously sought after and.

practised with unexampled success, by inoHi/nr-pcciiitjIe professors in ibe prin-

cipal cities of Ireland and Scotland, and In several i.l'lhe great provincial towns

of England ;* and was ultimately introduced into the metropolis by Mr.
Wcbbe, (a gentleman of too great celebrity in the musical world to need any
encomium from me) who h:ul visited nte in Dublin, in order to form his own
judgment upon die various reports thai bad reached him.

" The result of his investigation was so satisfactory to Mr. Welihe, that

upon his return lo London, he proceeded without delay, lo open an academy."

—

Authentic Account, page 1.

Before we enter into an examination of the system itself, it will

he necessary to enquire a little into the accuracy of this representa-

tion, since the truth or falsehood of particular parts of so general a

statement, which we can see, investigate, and decide upon, will be

evidence that cannot fail lo influence us materially, in regard to

our reception of those which we are required to take upon the

credit of the inventor and his supporters. The value of the appli-

cation of these discoveries can only be determined by the fruits,

and years must elapse before any fair comparison between these

• There are now established upon my system of instruction, twenly-eight

academies.
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novelties and the plan now iii use can be made
; during this

interval a number of children may Buffer the loss of much valu-

able time by employing (he old, or may be doomed to irretrievable

injury by adopting the new system. It therefore behoves the

guardians of the public taste, scarcely ten than parents themselves,

to leave uothing unsought that can elucidate the true nature of the

proposal. We are quite willing to give Mr. Logier the fullest

allowance for the necessity which every man now feels ofposhing

the introduction of his invention. It is highly laudable so to do,

both in the case of the public and of the individual. But we must

still contend, that much is to be learnt from the manner in which

discoveries are promulgated and diffused. In the instance before

ua, we can but be struck with the variance and contradiction which

.are visible upon the face of the testimony, not as to scientific

differences of opinion, but as to positive transactions. The public

ought, therefore, to be put in possession of the evidence fairly on

both sides, and to weigh carefully the degree of credit that is due

to the several witnesses. Mr. Logier, it will be found, profeaseslo

come forward ia the manliest and most open manner, and publicly

challenges the moat complete and searching investigation ; whilst bis

adversaries do not stop short of charging him home, even in these

very offers, with subterfuge and evasion, and in the practice of his

system, with empiricism and ignorance. Mr. L. has found fol-

lowers, and amongst them some of eminent ability. To these,

however, is opposed a vast majority of professional talent and un-

blemished character. We shall endeavour, by large extracts from

the pamphlets on both sides to enable the reader to elucidate the

transactions as fully as possible, for the subject is in our view

momentous to Mr, Logier and those who have incurred heavy ex-

pences in adopting his plan, but infinitely more so to the cause of

music and to the children who are now just susceptible of the evils

or the benefits held out to the choice of their parents and protectors.

Mr. L. in the" Refutation," furnishes us with a list of forty-eight

music masters who have adopted his system. Of these eight only

reside in Dublin, the metropolis where there "was scarcely to bo

found a pupil who would be taught on any other plan." In Edin-

burgh, the second city that was visited by Mr. L. his secret still

remains with Messrs. Robertson and Pensou—no new convert having

been made. In Glasgow we find Mr. Donaldson aud two ladies.
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We are left in doubt whether any partnership exists between these

parties. Indeed wc more than suspect that such is the Tact, Tor the

Edinburgh newspaper and pamphlet speak of the pupils of Messrs.

Penson and Robertson, Mr. De Monti, of Messrs. Donaldson audCo.

and we have seen an advertisement coupling the names of Messrs.

Bellamy and Clifton, in the London newspapers. They are all

placed separately in Mr. Logier's list, which, if our suspicions be

founded, is disingenuous. At the lime Mr. Logier wrote his ac-

count, and said his system was adopted by m»*y professors in the

principal cities of Ireland and Scotland, and in several great pro-

vincial towns of England, it stands on the face or his own narrative

that Jour places in Ireland only had accepted the system, (Areein

Scotland, and Jour in all England. We leave to our readers to

decide whether Mr. Logier was borne out in his swelling represen-

tation, and proceed to join him in Scotland. His first coup d'eisai

was at Edinburgh ; but we shall invert his exhibitions at this city

and at Glasgow, because it best suits the arrangement of the matter

before us. At Glasgow Mr. L. immediately encountered an ad-

versary in the person of Mr. H. De Monti, a master of long and

established reputation, who thus assigns his reasons for engaging

in the controversy.

—

" Nothing bularense of duty and honour can induce any person to expose
an innovation, by the adoption of which lie might pro-mole his private interest.

On silting down with the intent™ of exhibiting the absurdity and the errors
of Mr. Logier's New System of Mu.icid Education, I i,m w.ilfaware, that, for

very obvious reasons, 1 muni displease many. I nlw know, that were I, instead

of condemning, In adopt this system, (winch nobody will doubt I could easily

do.) 1 would increase luv lrieome and diminish niv labour.

" These considerations, were gain my only object, would undoubtedly have
h powerful tnlluenee on my conduct, and prompt me to emulate, at least,

Messrs. Donaldson and Co. But I wish to preserve the character of an ho.

nest man ; I
[ 5 ons id Brat ions.

sloop to that dissimulation to which I must necessarily descend, were I to

teach hy this New System of M.-sical Quackery, persuaded as I un. of its

radical errors and imperfections."

—

Stricturtt, page 3.

Mr. Donaldson was Mr. Logier's first convert at Glasgow, and

this teacher had so complete a confidence in the faith he had adopted,

that he was induced to publish a prospectus, in which he ventured

to asiert, that

" The system of Mr. Logier lint removed ihe trcmendout barriers w hich

have hitherto stood in the way of general pupils procuring a ncientifirjinow-

ledge of music. That Mr. Logier alone lias succeeded hi rendering the cum-

plctc pottemon of a skill in music an advantage to which almost any one may
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aspire. Arid 10 crown the whole, thai pupil- at urdiimrif aipacUg, and ordr-

narg intluttiy, are, by this system, tn be rendered capable uf emulating Co-
reth, Uandel, Haydn, and Mozart!!!"

He went further. He invited Mr. De Monti moit prcssingly to a

public examination. Mr. De M. is a foreigner, and if we may trust

our tact of character, which haa been sharpened by very long ac-

quaintance with persons of similar birth and employment, lie is not

absolutely devoid of the sensibility and irritability which belong so

peculiarly to foreign teachers. He is however an acute observer,

and, we have no doubt, an honest and a sensible man. His account

of his attendance and of the part he bore in this examination is very

important, because it is a link in the chain of evidence as to the

musical knowledge and personal conduct of the inventor of the sys-

tem, which identifies his demeanour and his course of instruction at

Glasgow, Edinburgh, and at London, as well as bis very name.

We extract the passage.

" On entering1 the room, I must confess I DM "track with astonishment, at

seeing one grand ami ten i^miri- piano-furies, willi their tups nil', {prohahlv to

ensure the best effect.) 10 disposed, (hat the backs of the performers were of

" The exhibition began.—The yawag Ladies were examined about the in-

tervals hetwecn each note in the Diatonic Scale. They proved to admiration,

(drawing curves from one tone to another, « ith chalk upon a board,) that

from C to D there was an interval of a whole tone, and from R to F only that

of semitone. Mr. Logier was delighted with the young Ladies' readiness in

answering his questions, Willi 11 triumphant joy in his eves. In; invited me to

examine the voimg Ladies myself. I pnl 11 very simple iprestion to one of
them, viz. What interval there was from G sharp to a flat f The young
I.aiiy did not semii (0 nmli-r.li- n,i 111.', and Mr. I.ngiei- changed the subject of
the examination. Availing myself still ofthe permission granted to me, [ re-

peatedly [«it some
1
11 c^tinjis In the young I,mho. ; bat uniformly received

either no answer at all, or a malignant grin from the great Founder of the

New System. This kind of (.'lamination continued for a while ; after which,

tin; prnttical improvements in music were exhibited with the greatest eclat

imaginable. Eleven piimn-forles were struck at once bv about thirty young
Lathes ; and the horrible discords of the wretchedly-inued instruments over-

whelmed my poor auditory nerve* lo such a degree, that f did not know what
to do or what to say. There I stood, ideot-like, and confounded. Probably,

Mr. Logier mistook my evident nstonj.-hment tor silent approbation ; for he

routed me out of mv reverie bv the very modestqoeMion, ' Wkatdoyouthink

ofthai Sir T Luckily, he ditfno! wail' for my answer, which perhaps wouM
not have pleased him, Iml proceeiled immediately to another part of the stage.

- On lifting up my eves, I beheld a great number of the spectators, nodding to

(he young Ladies and their Teachers an unqualified applause ; and at the mme
time, I mustered up resolution enough to look at those pretty hands, which
were taught, hj si Timlin neons exertion, to produce such a thundering rroise, as

might have silenced even old Jove's artillery. One wonder succeeded ano-
ther, I observed, and whilst one young Lady made use ofboth her hands, iwu

0 2
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others, one on ench side of tier, played on the pinno-forte with one hand only.

J oWrv«J also, thai ike young Ladies who played with both hands, had
been, with scarcely a single e*e[;pti,in,.fof mtr/i; iHi/^Ar on /As Old System;
nniilhut all Iht.ir tuh.nl kmr.:U-d«? nj'inu.'ic lut<l!n:t:n matured jireuious to Ihtir

entering Mr. UoKuULons Academy. On,; thing, however, demonstrated to

me, will] the greatest evideiicio thai the \ omig Pupil* were much neglesled,
and left to play in the beat manner they could; as whurever an F slurp oc-

curred, it was always omitted ; which certainly could not be imputed to the
young Performers. Imitotluor Teacher*, anil to the irisuHicienev of this admi-
rable System, as will hereafter appear.
" Thin discordaM overture hring Lit last ended, another class was called for-

ward. It was certainly very gratifying to witness the alacrity with which
(hose yniiii!; Ladies answi'ri;d" inns! oi the r| nest ions that were a.siietl. and per-

formed the silly lisssuns contained in The Companion lo the Chiroplast and Hi
Setjia:/, Ji is unly in lamooit'd, (Imt their intelligence and docility were
mil directed In some better and less exceptionable purpose. The amiable
Children little suspected that what they spoke of, ami seemed to demonstrate
so clearly, was totally u»elc==, and the eTi'atesl part uf it erroneous. They
were not aware, thai what they were dirceled to perform on the piano-forte,

was an abominable tissue of the worst errors, calculated only lo mislead their

Understanding, and deprave their natural good taste and musical ear. I regret-

led exceedingly that no much time should be thus squandered away upon
worse than trifles; and which, should they ever.afterwards wishlo become
truly learned in mimic, must inevitably be iiulearned and forgotten. If, in-

stead of being thus led on from error lo error, these young Ladies had em-
. ployed the same diligent and praise-worthy application in learning music of

any conscientious, intelligent, mid experienced Master, guided by sound doc-

trine, as they have thrown away upon error anil jionienic, they would certainly

have soon become what they but dream lo be, and what probably their

Teachcrs persuade them they are

—

good iauricto»f.

" But now, attention ! J. IS. Logier, the rounder of the New System, is

about lo convince you of the in unite knowledge of Musical Science he pet-

tents .""—He desired me to write a few notes on the hoard, to which the

Kong Ladies were to find the fundamental basses. This, in the New System,

ing merely a mechanical operation, like the seventh and lis resolution, (a, 1

hall uliow elsewhere), was well performed.
" I do not know, whether, by this lime, Mr. Logier wished to get rid of

me, or whether he really supposed me to be such apaliontand ignorant ani-

mal as he could have wished, hut he absolutely had the assurance lo write be-

fore my eyes, seven flats at the beginning ofthe line, and lo put the firs! oflhe

tone C flat instead of B ! To my regret, I iuu-t ctml'en, thai the eflrontery of

such a stimulation put me out oftemper. J expostulated ; i protested against

such a barbarous abuse of ir.usical signs
;
against such a w anton perversion of

every good theory of the elements ol music ; by which learners would be most

chievous tendency of the trick, by observing that B five sharps bears no more
. thstWtro in its minor mode, whilst 1! perverted inlo C flat would be subjected

to (en flats in its minor mode
;

that, though now and then a flat, by enhar-

mony, may, nay ought to be, changed into a sharp, and vice versa, yet a whole

piece of music thus deformed, never appeared, never will, and never can ap-

pear in any good musical composition. Three discordant voices were raised

against me. All the three cited tha authority of Beethoven, Clementi, &t.

• Donaldson.
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which authority, however, does nol exist ; so thai, hrowbealcn by the most
impudent vulgarity, both in manner* and words, 1 taw myself obliged to
retire. I retired ; but openly end candidly declaring it to be my opinion,
that The New System of Maikul Education, introduced into this kingdom by
Logier, Donaldson, and others, is, from beginning toend, radically erroneous
antfabiurd.

"This is a faithful narrative ofthe occurrences of that day, inthe Glasgow
Assembly Rooms ; and I now proceed to make good my assertion^,"-—

Strictures, page 8 to 13.

So much for Glasgow. We shall now proceed with Mr. Logier

to the enlightened metropolis ofthe North, front whence has issued

by far the moat acute, solid, and satisfactory essay upon his proceed-

ings and his system, (which forms the third article at the head of our

review) that has yet appeared. A public examination of the pupils

ofMessrs. Robertson and Penson was announced, and after the ex-

amination a temperate and well-written criticism appeared in the

Edinburgh Weekly Chronicle. The writer says,

" Among the examples which we did see exhibited upon the board, we per-

ceived some thing* of which we would gladly receive explanations, as they

appear to us totally anomalous, and inconsistent not only with the best theo-

ries established in Europe, hut also with the practice of the moat eminent
Composer*, both ancient ami modern. In the first place, it is and has been
long acknowledged by all enlightened musicians, thai direct octaves and
fifths in consecution (especially in diatonic succession) ure not admissible into

composition. All the bWtheo rials ami composers, dead or living, havobecn,
or are, unanimous on this point. These taulla in harmony are among the

Very first which a tyro is taught to avoid. In the second place, the diatonic

scale is not fundamentally reducible to n regular aeries of common chord,,

but to a series of common chords and chords of the seventh intermingled."

Observations—Appendix,page 1.

But he does not withhold a degree of praise from parts ofHhe plan,

and it is obvious, from the style of the whole article, that he was

more anxious lo praise than lo condemn, could he conscientiously

have done so. He says,

" Having now finished our censures, we turn with pleasure to the com-
mendable part of the system under raview. After reading the highly res-

pectable letters affixed (o the syllabus, it would he presumptuous to us to

withhold from the thiroplatt, or hand-director, that praise which it merits,

and which we have been always most willing lo bestow. Although it is, we
believe, not altogether a new invention, Mr. Logier has great merit in hav-
ing brooght it into Kb present form, and introduced it to the notice of piano-
forte players.

" His teaching the children in classes, after the manner of Dr. Bell and Mr.
Lancaster,* is doubtless an improvement upon that method of instruction by

• Since the publication of (his letter we have found, upon more minute
bmn'ry, that the methods of Dr. Bell and Mr. Lancaster are not those prac-

tised by Mr. Logier ; and thai in met, he merely tenches lo a number of chil-
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which so many yearn are pawed in solitary theoretical nnd practical labours,

removed from that close contact and irollixion of uiimU which engender emu-
lation and ensure advancement, tn (hi*, however, we hum! be understood to

confine our approbation of tike method to the proper instruction of beginners;
protesting, of course, against all errors in the theory and practice of music.
Those who wish to become elegant or finished performers or composers, will

never attain their object under such a mode of instruction as Mr. Logier
employs."

—

Observations—Appendix, page 4.

Mr. Logier had gone to Glasgow when this attack upon his system

was published, and he immediately circulated " that he thought it

his duty to return" to Edinburgh for the purpose of publicly an-

swering objections. Against the mode of exhibition, as a mode of

reply, the Scotch critic then urged, as the Loudon professors it will

be seen have done since, its manifest inutility and impropriety. He

" As Mr. Logier has not thought fit to reply to our criticisms by means of

the press, which is the most fair and least pervertible channel of discussion,

we conclude that he proposes to reply to them verbally in the Assembly
Rooms. For ua to enter into an oral controversy with Mr. Logier in a pub-
lic room, would, in every point ofview, he so exceedingly improper, that we
cannot for a moment entertain such an intention. Indeed, the subject ;;ilt

not admit ofsuch a mode of discussion. We shall be very happy to find our
objections obviated by the same channel which we have employed to convey
them to the public."

We deem this part of the correspondence to be very material, for

connected with what took place at Glasgow previously, and what

has since happened in London, it goes a great way towards proving

a decided and systematic determination on the part ofMr. Logier,

to evade all distinct and clear explanation, and to perplex the un-

derstandings of a mixed audience by a jargon of precept and prac-

tice, which it is not in the nature of things for such an assembly to

comprehend. We are quite ready however to grant, that as the sys-

tem can only be supported by other proofs, such a line of conduct

ia foolish enough, but still the system might stand; coupled how-

ever as it is with the arguments against the invention itself, it seems

to heighten the air of quackery and deception, which we fear is but

with too much reason attributable to the whole scheme. Never-

dren logetner, what was formerly (in most ernes) t aught privately to each

individual. Teachers of music in England and Scotland had taught their

pupils in classes, but upon a better plan than Mr. i^gier'a, before that

musician's system was heard of. We may mention Mr. William Clarke, of

Edinburgh, as one of those leuchers, and we will not, and caunol pan over his

name without expressing for it that respect which his musical knowledge and
professional abilities so pariieulurly deserve.
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thcless in spile of the judicious objection we have quoted, a public

examination again followed, and as must have been expected, it pro-

duced no satisfactory results. The opponents declined to enter into

any public discussion. "Mr, Logier intimates," says the writer

—

" That we should have ' pointed out to him any errors of the ptipib.'

—

What his ideas of good feeling and politeness may he, we cannot xo well di-

vine; but we acknowledge that we are utterly incapable of insulting the feel-

ings of a nil miter of innocent children, and their parents, by involving them

in nnv discussion in a public assembly room. This ee ' should' nor ' have

considered liberal and honourable conduct.' But opinions may differ as

much upon these subjects as upon matters of scientific inquiry. Mr. I.ogier

gives his reason for supposing why we did not follow such a course of'onducl,

and truly we give him credit for his ingenious conception. Bui, uiifortunalely,

we learn from good nulhority, thai he is not so willing to give explanations as

he would have us to imagine."*

Mr. Logier triumphantly proceeded with his examination and an

account (written by a correspondent) appeared in the Caledonian

Mercury, in which is to be found a very loose vindication of Mr. L.'s

errors in harmony, Hud what is more essential, a palpable misrepre-

sentation of professional and amateur opinions which was afterwards

detected. The account says Mr. L.

" Ilail entered into conversation with some oftlie professors and amaleurs

then present, some of the former, particularly Mr. Elouis, Mr. Iliudmarsh,

and Mr. Monro (of Newcastle) had the manliness to slate their opinions, and

ask questions and explanations, which were immediately given to their satis-

faction.

" On Ihe evening of the day on which the examination took place, he had

* We beg the attention of the public to the following circumstances. Mr.

quiries respecting1

his system. He called loudlv for investigation, trusting thai,

among the uncuuivated and ignorant natives ofihe hyperborean region of Edin-
burgh, not one could be found bold enough, or knowing enough, to interrogate

Mr. J. B. Logier, fresh from ihe intellectual city of Dublin, and still elated

Scotland.
P
Had he contented 'himself with giving a challenge to the public—

thus calling for the scrutiny of evert/body and nobody—hii gasconade might
have passed away like a puff of wind from the East, and have been as soon

forgotten ; but, in llie pride of his heart, he was so imprudent as to demand of
an inrfiru/ualaiiiiili'ur ni'llii- city, In put questions to him respecting his system,

promising to answer them all explicitly and satisfactorily. Accordingly, on
28lh April, 1817, three written questions were put to Mr. Logier By that

gentleman ; to alt, and every one of which Mr. Logier refused to return an
answer ! alleging ' want of time and inclination,' besides some ' contract' or
other of secrecy, with Heaven knows whom! This is an incontrovertible

fact. We hove been favoured with a copy of the correspondence, which now
lies on the table before as. Ten days were given to answer these three ques-
tions—but they remain unanswered al this moment."

—

Observations—Apjien-

dix, pagt 9.
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been introduced to a number of amateurs end professors, at the house of
Messrs. Pension and Robertson, among other* to a Mr. Graham, ofwhose love

of the science of music Messrs. Pennon and Robertson had spoken highly.

He bad entered into conversation with that gentleman, mid distinctly offered

any explanation which he thought necessary regarding the system, and parti-

cularly the examination which hud that day taken place."

—

Appendix,page 34.

These assertions are Uius refuted:

" We were present, and iln not remember to have heard Mr. nindmnrsh
ask questions, or receive explanations. But, jwssing over this, we look upon
these three musicians as parties concerned iti the support of Mr. Logier's sys-

tem, inasmuch as we nnderstand that two of them are to adopt that system,
and to receive Mr. Logicr's assistance in its practice and promulgation, while

the third is to remove from this city to Dublin, and to teach in classes under
Mr. Logier's auspices.

" Thefilh paragraph contains a statement which would have been, ondou^Af
to have been materially modified, by subjoining the correction which it re-

ceived in the Assembly Roams, from a gentleman to whom Mr, Logier re-

ferred for the truth of what he said, viz. that Mr. L. had expressed hts regret
' (hat he whs obliged to go to Glasgow immediately, otieneise be would bare
been happy to explain his system.' "—Jppendix,page 15. ,

Such subterfuges will have their own weight upon dispassionate

enquirers. The critic was not to be silenced by the partial clamour

and applauses of public examinations. He wiii be found by all who
may be sufficiently interested in the question to turn to the pam-

phlet, to have pursued the proofs of what he had asserted to com-

plete and irresistible conviction.

We now depart from Edinburgh and accompany the system 1o

London, where we find it still exposed to the name spirit of envy in

those of the profession ; and if in the North Mr. L, complained that

" an attempt had been made to injure his system of musical educa-

tion," which was only " part of a plan of attack for some time ex-

tensively carried on in private;"* his coadjutor, Mr. Webbe, had no

sooner imported the system into the South than Mr. L. discovers

"that meetings of certain members of the Philharmonic Society, in

conjunction with others, were continua% assembled in order to devise

means to crush a system of which they knew nothing."* This was

certainly hard measure for " a man who had spent the best part ofhis

life in honest endeavours to bring an art, in which he himself de-

lighted, better within the reach of mankind in general."*.

" That a body of men should so degrade themselves whs lamentable, and a

tolerably strong proof of the little hold they believed themselves to pos-ess

on public opinion. Notwithstanding the reports which reached roe, from alt

" Mr. Logicr's leftcr in the Caledonian Mercury.
+ Authentic account.
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sides, of there !ii"h-niindod assemblies, I hud too much confidence in the

hmouruwl dignity .if tin- professors of lli<- o.olropnlis lo^elhem full crcdil,

linlil the strength of evidence proM:ul.-d (u me, nduiiiu-d no lunger of doubt

;

1 Found, thererbre.lbnl in justice to nw-.i-H", sum,: (loaded sfj -'11 In l>i: i. n -

mediately token, to cnunirrnct this iin'iii;.!.,h!i- enn-pirncy. Tin- most natural

course lu a mind couth leu! ..!' lis nun iuleirrily, w a- ill once to met-1 Illy op-

ponents personally; and liud they been multiplied tenfold, I should not

i,i,vo shnmlf from' the encounter. 1 accord m:; I v net not for London, with the

intention of inviting the members of tin I 'luinaniiomc Scr-i-iy, to attend mi

examination of pupil- laujrht upon my system, and thus allow their jndgn I

lo he impartially ri-^uinied l>y tin- o' Eh i « =
. L « pi ihei. sivi'i-s, and the employ-

ment of their uridersliiiidm:;-. Soon lifter niv arrival in London, conformably

to thia inlention, I addressed the following letter to the members of the Phil-

liarmonic Society.

« To Mr , tfc. cVc.

"Sib—As I conceive any improvement in lite mode of communicating real

knowledge in tho art of music, mu-l interest you, mil only us :i professor, I ml

as a member of a society (the rhilharmonic), whose. I bible purpose is I..

encourage, and to promote legitimate art, ubow ine to request ttic honour of

your company, at tin examination of Mr. We-blic'- [jtipils—taught during the

Just four months, on niv ]>liin of musical cduculioi.—al the Ar;:vli- lion n is, mi

Thursday, 6th November, at 12 o'clock.

" Permit me to add, that I am 'the more solicitous for the fnyour of your ni-

perso tw either utterly l^uoruut of its principles, or intent upon perverting any
information they may ha'.'e obtained in some sinisl.'r purpose. It i- my sin.

cere wish lo snlmiil tile result- of n system, « llir.li has been matured by much
reflection tinri imlusn-y—unJ which bit- iu-i-n honoured with the nio,i wi'-ipd-

vocal appro bat inn, in those places where it has been adopted —to men of ho-

nour and integrity, of professional experience and discernment, and on wbo-e
candour I may with safely rely :— as I cattnul doubt, Sir, of enjoying these

advantages in your attendance, I beg once more to express my hope that I

shall have the pleasure of seeing- von as above.

am, tr, your o tent -

(

e™«£. L0GIER

" It hi proper to observe, that several -entleiiicn adilre-od as above, were
hl'tho country ,>r inn of the kmo-dnm ill that (line ; a few others ;;ave for

answer adircel refusal, accompanied :>y s.uuc miii-racious animadversion- :

and the rest excused tin m-elvcs upon it,,.. plea of ordinary business ; a p[e:t

which appeared to he very iundcijimto, whim put in competition with the im-

portant question of whether a now mode of musical instruction, (hen to he
xubmitled to their impartial observation, was, or was not worthy to supersede
the mo.lc which had been in practice tor ll immemorial : Out of the whole
body, therefore, of ihe Philharmonic members, consisting at thai time of

forty-three in number, I obtained the attendance, upon this occasion, of mil v

fit;-, vil. Me- r-. Hihop, Horsley, Brid-elower. roller, and Naldi. Thus
these gentlemen who could deem the .noble object of t:i>nikniitnlit»l izitkmtt

inquiry, of sufficient interest and importance, upon which to bestuw/rcuui'Mr

meetings, could find no adequate interest or importance on which to bestow
even a tingle meeting, ahen tke object am la erantnaf, whetherthe thing jotre

aorlhg to be apfiravtd or coniirmncd *
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"Tim five gentlemen above'named, in lbs eonrso of this examination,

freely bring them lo life

1

severest lest in the dillicuU art of moilulmio'r. his

]iii:lr; cii;iM -iiiif.f In hi a!— In- (lid sa
; niul Iii. CfituiTjiictil .; il i-l ii.i i— I may

venture, I believe, to Bay—surprire, S9 well as that of some other musical

gentlemen preierit, were too obvkraa lo be doubted;—if I nm mistaken, it

rest* with them to say no."

—

Authentic Account.

We must now explain, for the satisfaction of those readers who

may not understand precisely of whom the Philharmonic Society

consists, or what are its objects, that near filly professors of London,

of the highest eminence, arc miileil in the performance of a.concert, .

for the express drsign of giving 1 he I"'-' possible ollVct to instrumen-

tal compositions. These pro lessors lend, conduct, and direct, on

alternate nights, and yield the post of honour to each other by rota-

tation, each in his turn accepting the highest or the lowest situations

of the orchestra. A body of musicians more deeply versed or more

vitally interested in the science of music cannot be found. But as it

appears that Mr. Logier's opponents did not comprise the whole of

the Philharmonic, and that they were also combined with some pro-

fessors, not members of that society, we preface our quotations from

their work, with a list of (ha gentlemen who arc the actual parlies

to the publication.

.

« Messrs. AtlWoM],Ayrton,J.Beale
f
F.Cramer, Dr. Cro(ch,Dance, Ferrari,

(;,-,lli ;i,n ( ,r.:,-v,C.K, lv'v,.|l.i„r.. 1 mr. Ua/./ir^lii.N.'ate., Nove1t,>.Uie-,Sh

lI.Miiiurt, Ljimwr-a, Di-.tanuil.v.Cr-^uur.^. Ha-ars. Haiia.^.!.-
, ¥.im -(!.

Poller, Sherrington, Dr.Smitli, Mieencr, Walmi.lcy, T. WcMi, William,."
'

These names are all known lo the public, and the list unquestion-

ably comprehends a very large proportion of the reputation, inte-

grity, and ability employed oil he t in I iii' practice of the science or in

the business or musical instruction. Two (Messrs. Horsley and Pot-

ter) of (he live professors inontloned b; Mr. L. abovn as having

manifested, together with Mr. Uishop, satisfaction and surprise "too '

obvious to be mistaken, 1 ' are included among them. We may now

extract the reply of the professors to Mr. Logier's charge.

•- AUIiuugh reports of Mr. I..,, r i.a\ Sj-leiH ul' ala-.i,'nl ]•:,! ucfi tioi; hail rxva-

sionolly reached the metropolis, they were of a nature so extraordinary anil

i-i.lii-iihm-, d:ul lli-y -;i.iv,l .id allvi.dni?. i".! il iti. ninlerhlood that Mr.

" This circumstance created in several professors a desire to make soinn
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enquiry into nswriis of this novel method ; and while they \v L rf rli-lihe-

rnliug on llie proper courso lo lie pursued, ihoy were informed lliwl a Mr.
Clilion, jn-l l^-Pn i tu i I from In ! I, dm il h lii-i power to communicate much
information on llie subject, lie was therefore invili il In nil uml a consulla-

tion, wbicll wn« held ul the lerjninaliun of n neeia::,' com ened on business re-

lative lo llie Philharmonic Kneieiv, when he- enteral into cermin slate meiili,

but ill a maimer so ambiguous anil unsatisfactory, that it was agreed by .ill

from such an siullioritv. Another mccliiii; look p!:icr n.ai after, which was
joined by several other strangers, whose names we have forgotten. No coni-

was Ihe general opinion of all those who w' , e inclim illo o> [iiule an enquiry,
'

mT^umtoat^ in

'

( l, 1'.'N«.

1

1, Sy.tetn of MuticuL lOduca!

(ion, before certain Member, of ihe t'lnllnirmnnic Society and others.'"—

Every candid mind can hut observe with pain tin1 exaggeration

which marks Mr. Logier's statement of " the meetings continually

assembled," which is thus put down by a plain and brief statement.

One ofthe strongest characteristics, and one that is Ihe most common

to the discoveries of real science, i~ (he simple and unaffected milli-

ner in which they have been promulgated and diffused. We are

brought nl every step to lament that so much of a contrary nature

should rise to bins the judgment against " the New System of Mu-
sical Education." In proof of our remark, we quote a few lints

mure oTthe K \ posit inn, which though they refer in Ihe ineeliiitr no

are about to ilesenhc, a- they add to [be c:>t ;i 1 1 >^n c of it ili'nl inisrt'-

presentations charged upon Mr. L. will be most appropriately in-

troduced in this place.
" linl »c inuat tail ijiiii

I In' r-'shiliillfii-. (if din 17th of November, without

noticing a Idler which Ml. I .cider -Inn l!\ id'iorwnrds ndd ic.-n I In llie Il i-l.

public. This le.tlci i, dated llidiiin, Decc'uilicr Jlli, 1817, end l,y a wrillen

memorandum ou our copy, we find thai il wa- inserted in the Freeman's Join -

nal oo the following- day. ' After U llinj; hi* readers of a com In nation formed !.,

London nijaoi-d him. h'c sai>, llial he imik'd his oppurn'riK tu nn cvamii, alien

ofpUpUslaughtonhUBy»lemhyMr. Wc!d>e; alter which lie add..: •
I chal-

lenged scrutiny and enquiry from them i:i every way. / tltargnd themicitli the

umiiaiih) mtturcujtheii- fundi in (if,'(.;; ,n:d t:i- :i-ju-,lifc tif tl ciV united <-cm.(i.m/u;i,

and I left my case then to the public.' When Mr. Logier allowed this. letter

to be printed, he must surely have hoped that it wooid never lind its way m

his Exhibition, he recti I

| |

ehccrfidnc", and never relaxed io either uf li.ee dxriii". the whole ni..ii:ii!::

,

except uionieiilarily, when an hidel'm-dhle error io hi- bonk was poiolcil ool lo

B 9
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most remote manner, either ol'llic charged so specifically atntcd'ia ihe Free*

We pause upon Ulis point of the narration to direct the attention

of all who are interested in the matter towards this passage of the

Exposition ; and we recall to their recollection that the statement of

Mr. Logier was not published in London, in the place where the

transaction alluded to happened, hut in the sister island,* and that

it involves a charge of one of the most heinous offences thatcan be

committed by any body of men, viz. a combination for the purpose

of putting down and discrediting a system that has for its object the

welfare not only of the present hut uf future generations. The per-

sons thus charged are considered of good repute, and against his

single assertion stands the direct positive testimony of them all—of

sixteen men most eminent in their profession ! Is it possible that Mr.

Li. can expect to obtain credence for so Bobad il-like a story of his

prowess r If he does, " he is certainly planet struck." Nor do we
perceive that his case is at all mended by the allegations contained

in « lite liefutation," wherein he shifts the meetings « continually

held to their priiutc houses," tuid i id pules to them a charge of ori-

ginal intention " to shield their attack under the name of the Phil-

harmonic Society." There is no force ai all in the reason he assigns

as giving rise to such change, namely, their " perceiving the disre-

pute they must fall into by prostituting a publie institution to party

purposes." The converse ofthe reasoning is true ; individuals have

been frequently found to shelter themselves under n corporate capa-

city from the imputation that lies against tnin.-met ions of which none

of them in their individual character would dare to take the rcspon-

* Mr. Logier ki3 L-flrisii!«r;it>!« dexterilv in i-hiunin^ proper site for hi*

aeveral statements. The professors of London atta.-k him for publishing tlic

Iriniiiplis til" (lis viclory hi Duhliji ; but Llir jiroli'ssors of DliUin liJLvr imudi

miiri! reason to complain of Ms s1a(i!;ner,i i:i Lmdiin, that •' scarcely a pupil

is lii tie Jmiii/I that -ill liu taught mi any othur than his system," in the metro-

polis, of Ireland. We have now before lis a letter from thai city, which, after

enumerating the eight praie.--.-urs who lm~i: ^dop'.rd Mr. hmitrV ;ihm of

tuition, recites the names of fifty-five who have not. And our friend says,

" I have put down all the niuiicn I can think uf'
;
though I dare say there niay

lie lis muuy more that I know notliing of." Amonst those he sends us arc

the following eminent pnit'rwoi^ Sir .1. Si'.eveiiMisi. Dr. Logan, Dr. Jones,

Mr. Duncan, Mr. Bunting, Mr. Warren, Mr. Dav. Mr. M:>thovs. Mr. T.

Mathews, Mr. It. G. Walsh, Mr. Horn, Mr. Alday, Mr. Q.heurue, Mrs.Wil-

)h*, Misa Bennett, Madam Omoran, Mrs, CuUibert, Miss Churl, Miss Back-
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aibility. But the whole is overdrawn. There is no adequate motive

whatever lit induce such men so to forgel honour, reputation, and

interest, and go over in a body to falsehood, deception, and villainy.

For ve beg our readers to remember that this is not a difference of

opinion upon matters of science, but a question of veracity in the

relation of facts. If however there could remain any doubt, Mr.

Logier fairly thrusts it out by the shoulders in page 5 ofthe Refuta-

tion, wherein he manfully asserts that " never was approbation and

applause more decided (ban (hat which they (tfte Committee) exhi-

bited, in spite oftheir previous determination I" the contrary." Such

a sentence far transcends the bounds of common effrontery. We
hardly know which to admire most, Mr. Logier's courage or his

capacity in argument.

We have already made such extended extracts that we must con-

tent ourselves with stating the result of the correspondence between

Mr. L. and the Philharmonic, which, after mutual objections,

ended in an examination; as Mr. L. calls it, or an exhibition, as

the Committee entitle it, of Messrs. Logier and Webbe's pupils.

Upon what passed at (his meeting the parties arc directly at issue;

and as their assertions are frequently diametrically opposite to

each other, we are driven to rely principally on the weight and

numbers of the evidence. Exclusively, however, of the prepon-

derance in these respects in favour of the Committee, we cannot

escape from the impression of evasion and subterfuge which the

previous insinuations and the whole of the controversy bears on the

part ofMr. !_.. We adduce the following as proofs:

" On the 17lh of November, after the Overture to Esther had been played,
Mr. Horsley requested that Mr. Logier would allow him to enter inlu an
analysis of it with one of tin; young Ladies

; witli this request Mr. Login- np-
jieared to comply, lie only desired thai she might first perform in a DocI,
which some l.aihes were waiting to hear. At the conclusion of the Duet
the same young I,:u!y and another were desired to play a Fugue of Scar-
latti together. When lids was over, Mr. Horsley renewed his application io
Mr. Logier, who. pulling out his watch, said, th:i( it was too I li t l- , ami his pupil,
were tired. Sevens! other sul.jrcls of discussion proposed by different Pro-
fessors were deferred by Mr. logier to the end of iho inhibition, which was
concluded in the way just described. He hinted, it is [rue, that we were at

liberty to attend on the sollowing day ; hut at the same time lie was well aware-
thai the Public were then invited, Slid thai any thing in the way ofrealexami-
nation would be impracticable."— Eipusitiim, page 57.

" The above passages, taken from lesson* in which he hail to contend with
no difficulties of subject or design, prove lo a certainly (he

1 degree of Mr.
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Iter's lulenl as a Harmonist. The btanders they contain could not escape

observation iluriii;; I he peiTomiaiU'o of the 17(ll of November
; some i]L" tlli-ui

were pointed oul to him, mid now wo have to mention a pari of his System
which we must allow (o be entirely new. It was not to lie supposed that he

could venture to defend such progressions or harmony
;
therefore, after tol-

ling us l!i;U tin- ' Companion' and ' Sct(iii'l' uitv printed for the use of his

Academy only,* and .urn; r.ol intended for general circulation, tin turned

boldly round, and declared, that ' he knew they contained errors, but be con-

ceived it necessary that his pupil? should practise and become familiar with

such errors, in order that they liihrhl avoid them!'
" Since the above parage was written, wo have seen n new edition of 'The

First Companion to the Cliiroplnat,' wherein the various errors in harmony,
noon which wo have amaiadverieil. aiming others, ore pointed out by the

author himself, willi an annotation for (ho pnrpu,,: of avowing the violations,

and atknow ledping Ihem asmieh ;
but. hi a cerinm do<'reo. defending Ihcm us

appertaining to his system. We are happy to find lliat we have at least opened

the eyes oF Mr. Logicr la those blunders, and that he now discovers tlieni to

l„. worthy of some notice. Let il however he e.^refulW remarked, that IhU

edition, and the mholc nf the Author's milieu on the siilijett, Ittrre appeared

Wbacouettilti In our attendance at hk exhibition !"— liijunUhn. page <>.;.

And yet agaiu-r

" Oh the 17lh of November Mr. Logicr was several times requested to lot

(In; yoniiM; ladii.'s put Iheir evorcises ill.) seure, lint this lie avoided, on several

pretexts. A I our- lion hi. viid, '
I lie iinnr.] was mil lurj;.' i-iiuif. Ii"— tlii- n;n

tint tin: case. At another, tliut ' so much li-jhL fell upon it. it was very diliitoll

to — lint we did 11(11 observe that llm pupils had loo [until [ir^liL' on ; I L I

V

other occasion; and we most firmly believe thai they could not have put their

exercises into score. An attempt to do so, would have deranged the whole
principle on which they had boon taught, ami would have displayed their

real ignorance of harmony."— Exposition, page 64.

Mr. Login- invited to a public exhibition the mistresses or the

boarding schools, and to this be attributes the overture Tram tin:

meeting which was made by the Philharmonic. If it be true,

" that a man seldom prophecies what he docs not wish," il is an

observation not less consistent with the whole tenor of hitman con- -

duct, that one man rarely imputes to another motives which have

not their origin in his own sentiments or feelings, except, which

cannot apply to the present instance, except he bo directed by long

experience of the actions and character of the individual. Such an

insinuation, therefore, we would say, makes against its author.

—

Indeed, wo discover nothing on the part of the Committee but a

desire ofscrupulous and careful examination, prudentially guarded

by the very proper and just resolution not to hazard a hasty decision.

• There seems to have been a slight inaccuracy in lid-- us- eel ion, for we
believe it will be found, on enquiry, that hulh the above work, were long sold

by Clement! mid Co. like any oilier common elementary publications.
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I ii our judgment of Mr. Logier's conduct, we cdn but he guided br

his previous deportment at Glasgow and Edinburgh. In nil three

-places lie has done the name thing; he hes contrived to convert

a private examination into a public exhibition. In all three he has

brought the same charges of conspiracy against his opponents.

—

In all three he has been mot.by the same plain, scientific, determined,

and severe refutation, augmented at every step by fresh, accumu-

lated, and stronger testimony.

Of the inducements to the meeting of the 17th of November,

Mr. L. thus speaks—
" Previous to the uxaminnlion, Mr. Dance informed me, on the part of the

Committee, that thty hud agreed not tci sfivp iv.iy opinion until nl'li-r tta

thnt lliey might sec mid judgmfor themselves, am?afterwards spfak'ofme are!

my System as they found just. 1 tuok itijs rwcnsimi tu siy furdn-r, tluit .'rr-

cumstances hod determiaed mo to remain in London, in order to establish

my System, and that my dependence was solely on the public."

—

Authentic

This passage, compared with Mr. L.*s letter, exhibits a curious

contradiction. Here " he is not at all anxious about the Committee's

opinion." But his letter in the Authentic Account, extracted above,

shews him sincerely wishing to submit the results ofhis system '? lo

men ofhonour and integrity, of professional experience and discern-

ment, and on whose candour he may safely rely, and not doubting of

enjoying these advantages in the attendance " of the Committee.

—

What can Mr. L. advance to palliate these sell'-tonviclimis ? and,

after such a declaration, what reason can Mr. Logier hnve to

complain of any statement of their opinions the Philharmonic may

have thought right to make ? He selected them to examine and to

pronounce. They have done so. He prei'ious/j/ knew that they

had prudently decided to reserve their opinion, and he hadprevioiuli/

determined to " remain in London in order to establish his system "

upon the conviction of the public. In truth, to attempt thus to dis-

able their judgment or disallow their testimony, is neither more nor

less than to tell the world that they are a set ofknaves—a point upon
which we imagine Mr. Logier's evidence will be received with consi-

derable hesitation, not to say with absolute disbelief. For the public
ii ill naturally enquire what passion or wWl interest thoro is to make
these professors so inveterate against "the system." The professors
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both at Glasgow and in London have given tlieir answer. First

hear Mr. I)e Monti and then tlic Committee.

" Some good-natured aud gcneron-ly unthinking people affirm, that, in tin;

School of (he New System, n knowledge of music may he acquired at a much
cheaper rale lli;ui !iy in^ ii tndii iilunlly laa^ht nl Imnio in (lie usual iinv.

Ail pKjuiricnff.'il Teacher (-ay they) will csata i;hoi:t three ixuinea-ffor twelve

hours' instruction; whereas, liy sending our children to 1 j«- laughl molasses, each
<>f tlit-in will l-L l iiivi; I'nrly-eiglil hour-' teaching for I'uui ^uiiu'ii.. '['Ii,. col ranee

mnniiy is lint fi (ride
;
ami, bring; once paid, deserves no farther consideration.

" tirst, let us see how much each I'upil receives, ami then wc shall stale,

e contra, what she pays. Each class consists of from twenty to thirty scholar*,

who are actually playing on the several piano- for las, either with 'one hand
only, or with bold. There are several others at the same time, Tor whom,
probably, there is no room at tin; instruments, hut who, no doubt, musljxi!/ as

well as the real. These, whom I may very properly call theorists, arc placed

studiously employed in solving soon' of the mo-l iinpin-liiiil musical problems,
liy ilemomlriitton no doubt, w hilst, their companions al the piauo-furle, offi-

ciously render them every inspiring a-si~faure vhich is lu tin; power of the

har-hcsl dis-oaaares m be.tow !

" The number oftheoriiU may amount t<>. bat 1 scarcely suppose will ex-
ceed (en, ami these. lojrclhcr with (lie thirty pupils employed at the piauo-

forte, would give us in all, turfy young I.adic.. eagerly panting after musical

knowledge, a; c Casta] run

waters, euiiinnl ing from 1 die iiijlnilr knowledge of musical science, possessed

by Mr.Logier!' Itut, as it in not my wish lu I'sajr^i. ,„(,.', in.(end of Curly, I

shall admit that there arc only twenty pupils in each class. livery chua re-

ceives a lesson oftwo hours, and having divided two hours amongst twenty
pupils, we shall liuil that bis minute* of intltriilunl instruction m the entire

share ofearh. Rut ofthese s v minutes, one, at least, must be deducted, for the

necessary time required in nulling otf and on the bi.nni t, gloves, pelisse, in-

quiries after health, Ac. and the best pert of another minute will be lost m tul-

jii-litig the Clnroplast, and other necessary movement-, nropnraloij- to sitting

down. Allcr these ouhtraclions the remaining share or each 1'upil's u..ti ur-

lion will amount lo tittle more then four mounts, in the time u'.iottcl to a riot-;

eight miiiuie< in a week ; thiriy-two minute- in o!ie mouth j one hojr uml
|liirtv-"ii minutes in a quarter ; nod. during ihe whole «casn-i of .is months,
she will receive no more thai, ihrre hoars arid twelve annates' leaching ! This,

too, is only with the assumption, that the lime which is spent in talking alioul

seventh*, dissonances, resolution*, inversions, and such like mysterious g-ab-

Mitig, is not wasted—that iro inlerrupriuii is given to the lessons, that noTioli-
ilays are allowed, either at Christmas, or any other time

;
for, should 1 take

into consideration the usual and frequent interruptions which Itite place in some
schools, w here instruction is paid by the quart or, and not liy the number oHes-
son«, it would be no difficult matter to prove, (lint the whole time allot!, ,1 lo

each pupil of a Ln^i en- mystic class, amounts Id very lutie inure than/;™ Wi>
incix months'. For this teaching, however, Pupilsnre required to pay,

Entrance Money
,

First Quarter
Second l^iartcr

Music, Slate, itr

Tonus for Sis Mouths, or, properly si

' for Throe Hours and Twelve J

Teaching

£ i " 6'

4 4 0.440
0 10 0
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j plense, the
]

popih then change |J.)Co».* « !: I
' in h .

.'- I.- - sn-w l>(- »u>t!-. win-i

Botwhnl such a method oRnituei i- word, ti. Mr. l-~«icr n i-l lut tn.»*.

nny be irmamly tlu-wii. Tiveiily jrnineas per luinunt -jrc tlisir™<-ii :.ir cadi
ptpi!

; anil »f frnie j:i»1 wit; tlul Mi ilv lire Inu^li! l:i IMii linnr.. At ;!m

rule, i«n hundred und furly ch kirn; l.f taught in we .1, tiv i!i-mi n
: j

eight hour* in each <!oy In tln-m. a-id ifie sum tor the ir in.lruciiim muu'J mnuuni
1o free 'i'houianrl unit laity t'l/amtf.

"W,- im.-l odd to tl..-, lli.-Muvcnl.,,;,-. Mr. (.-.jjirr in:,} ,1,r,„- !>.,...

1«o vacant"", one gninrn and ;i hn!f which are |>"i-! on if it- i iitr.md uf , ncli

pupil, the profits ari»iiig from Oie taie or inpu if C"Wofi!ti i l».f»r At an. 1 1 n

•r tiinv nufrly aHifiu, llifll they «-hn reject -uch « •y-lf>iti <i!" ni.i-in 1 cine-
linn, mu«i lie i.ifiu<—c*d liy toc:ie o'.li. r motive liun thai of ielCiiucreH."—

While surh art the pecuniary advantages nnd t lie persnitul ea-e In

be derived fioni Ihc adoption of ihi* »yt(r-m, il U wholly at voi i.inre

nilh the common experience of mankind In brlii-te for a moment

that such a number of eminent men 3hould iombincto delude the

public and injure themselves, when the tempting alternative lies

absolutely within their grasp. Credo quia impossibile est, is (he

only possible reason that our faculties will furnish for giving credit

to such an instance of impenetrable folly.

We have quoted little from Mr. Logicr's last work, " the ftrfti-

talton." He may possibly regret that be hits been betrayed into such

a publication, for we see not a sentence in Ihe whole pamphlet that

entitles it to the name it bears. The vulgar raillery and sarcasm

levelled at the members of the Committee, sets upon it the stamp

and impress ofa disregard of truth, temper, and gentlemanly feeling,

for which there is nothing to atone. Nor can we suffer so indecent

an attempt to lower these eminent professors in the estimation of per-

sona who are not acquainted with their several merits, to pass with-
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out reply. Sir G. Smart is a conductor and a master of tbe first

character. Mr. Nentc is t Ire finest piano-forte player and the most

scientific and systematic instructor in the kingdom, or perhaps in

Europe, Dr. Crotch is a man every way distinguished by talents

of un extraordinary kind, and indeed the list does not comprehend

u single name that is not entitled to great professionaTrespoct.

Under this division of the subject wo shall extract two passages

;

the one relates to the statement made by the Committee as to

the errors in composition and 1 heir subsequent correction—the other

to tin' expences of tuition. The errors in question had been objected

against at Edinburgh and at Glasgow, and it is somewhat singular,

that Mr. L. should postpone for twelve months the statement of

his reasons (strange as they appear to us to be) for ingrafting such

blunders upon his plan of instruction without any pointed cautionary

reference to his pupils, until called upon by the explanation of the

Committee. The passages objected to, he appears to havcabsolutely

defended at his explanatory lecture in Edinburgh, for tli<raccount in

the Caledonian Mercury of May 1, 1817, paints him as describing

such consecutions to be "occasionally admissible," and quoting

passages from Beethoven in their support. And it is further remark-

able, that not a syllable of leaving them "purposely for pupils to

detect," is there said. Why give one interpretation twelve mouths

ago and another now? Is this consistent?

" When Mr. Horsley ami Mr. Bishop attended my first exami notion, I spe-
cifically explainedw thorn my custom ofstrongly impressing; consecutive fifths

capable ofdetecting and avoiding them afterwards. This also 1 did when the
C<i mmil! cc attended my elimination ; am! yet atier all ibis they have hud the

deittigcmiousness I" hring I'unianl a-. "\arini; i.-xniuples of my want of know-
ledge of harmony, errors It'll pu.rpni.rrv in my hoots of instruction for pupils

to detect in analyzing the lessons which it is part of my plan to call upon them
to do.

" 1 had been several limes ieijiH'stcd hv my fiinids to suppress those exam-
ples of error altogether, or transfer them to the end of the books, by way of
appendix

;
the rt-iisun iliev assigned, and » 1 1 n il Inn since proved well founded,

was, thai n.y eiuTiiies woutd lake adi nutate of lliem. In consequence of
these eirfiinii«;iiiieL's, and a! their ri quest. 1 changed !..mie of these passages

;

this the Committee wished to have understood proceeded from their having
opened my eyes.""

—

Refitlalion, p. 45.

With respect to the charges for tuition, Mr. h. makes the observa-

tions which follow and we must say that what they prove is favour-

able to the Committee, inasmuch as exclusive of entrance money,

* See our extract from the Exposition, al page 125.
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and Chiroplasts and extras of all descriptions, the Logierisinisl will

receive, according to Mr. L.'a computation, 48 shillings per hour,

in parties of 12 or 24, for his instructions—twelve being taught at

double the sum per hour, viz. two shillings, which Mr. L. calculates

to be the actual amount in his division of five guineas into hours,

and thus each pupil of the twenty-four, allowing no moment to be

lost, but the whole two hours to be actually employed in teaching,

obtains a lesson of two minutes and a half, allowing also, that every

pupil (which never can be) enjoys an equal share of the master's at-

tention. A lesson of 20 minutes where the master is seated by the

side of the scholar, is worth little enough in ail conscience, but it

must be worth at least eiglil limes; as much as a lesson of two minutes

and a half diminished and broken by the discordant effects of (he

ten or twelve piano fortes, and the journeying from one to another:

It is the fault of all Mr. L.'s statements that they provo too much,

as our readers will perceive by the; calculation which follows.

" Aral now, gontL -ii. since you have indulged yuursflves in money cal-

culations, allow me to follow your example, !>y which meiun il will lie rlcai'lv

seen which ofus are in the habit of receiving i mist for our labour*. My charge

you have already^tated to ho^twenty^gtiini.™ a yuar, for^hicli^ prolific-

I will average at ten. T^us then you receive tor two quarters, or one half

hour in the week, ten guineas pre annum fur iMrh scholar ; which being only

one-fourth pert of i lie lime which wo give, must, I In-rtfore, according to

Cocker, be multiplied by four ; and this make." forty guineas
;

just double the

sum which wo receive. And at the end ofthe year, notwithstanding the

facility with which you get over all Incipient obstacles, jrour little begi irs

will he found to possess not one-fourlli ol (tie knowledge in music or practical

;
i hi lily, v. Iiitli ours "III In: liiunii In liave acquired ; an. I upon this point 1 am
reaily to come to proof with you in any way you shall prupust . Si ill ('uiiliii-

to let the public see with how little skill the" Cumniillee have lunched upon
these matters, let il be for a moment examined into, and it will be found that

for every hour's lesson we receive hut Inn shillings pur scholar- Thus, lour

hours per '.tccl;, ami ihirkrn weeU to ihu
< ^i.'ivti- r, niaki: fifty-tivo h.-^m . fur

five guineas. So much for money calcnlatiuns, which t think, would hove been

on your part mucli more wisely left out of the question ; fir ir you wish to

make it appear that I am making a harvesl of thu pulilie, ynu have given a

rule by which il Is clear you do it in a lour-fold degree."— ifcfiUalion, p. 33.

In almost all that relates to what passed at the examination of

the 17th November, Mr. L, and the Committee directly contradict

each other. The weight and respectability of the testimony greatly

preponderates against him ; but of this the public will form their

own judgment. Here, therefore, we shall <jttit this branch of the

subject, and we shall proceed to the advantages and the objections

s 2
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which more particularly belong to the system and its mechanical

adjuncts.

In the first place its novelty is disputed, and indeed disproved.

But we do not mean to deprive Mr. L. of one tittle of the claim

which he really has to the perseverance, and arrangement which

entitles the plan to the name and character of a system. If, as Mr.

De Monti has averred, he saw the Chiroplast forty years ago in

Bohemia, and Mr. Kozeluc was in the habit of using it at Prague;

if weights have been attached to the wrists by Dr. Forkel, of Got-

tingen; if Mr. W. Clarke, of Edinburgh, taught pupils in classes,

as well as other teachers; if Guido's Harmonic Hand be a part

of the contrivances Mr. L. uses—it is nevertheless due to him to

admit, that the merit of combining .ill these several scattered mem-
bers into one digested plan of instruction belongs entirely to himself.

In the order of Mr. Logier's inventions or adaptations, the gamut

board first presents itself. This, as the Committee states, is neither

more nor less than the representation of* the keys of the instrument,

which has been given in all books of instruction since the earliest

days of the spinctt and harpsichord. But they have omitted to re-

mark that the merit (if there be any) is in transferring the picture

to a situation parallel to the keys which it represents, and in extend-

ing its magnitude to the dimensions of the piano forte; thus bring*

ing at once before the.eye of the scholar the relative position of the

different octaves and notes, and conveying the idea visually, and in

a way not to be mistaken. It is, however, a matter ofdoubt with us,

whether such a plan affords any real assistance, for we regard the

notes and their situations in the light of those grammar rules which

must be committed to memory; and it still remains a question

whether artificial helps of such a kind do eventually promote the

progress of the pupil.* The soundest masters both in music and

language, prefer the labour and attention necessary to u different

mode ofacquirement, for the same reasons that translations are re-

* Since die above was written, we learn from a profevor, not one cf Mr.
Louier'.i opponents, who has tjmirht two pupil.-, previois-lv under his instruc-

tion, thut the use of 1 lie gamut board hud been obviously on obstruction to the

progress of one of them. Her id. 'as tifilii- notes the fjauiut hoard, and die

leys were so strongly associated, lltal lliere is a- exceed in i; difficulty in fixing

her eyes upon the book—ihey lajiiliieiallv sliiiycd lo the keys, and in search

ofher old assistant, the board', and she was awkward and embarrassed. Such

j. precisely the effect we should have anticipated.
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jccted in the study of the classics. Fesliua lenle is, we are persuaded,

one of the most wholesome maxims among the canons of teaching. '

We come next to the Chiroplast, upon which opinion seems to

be more divided than upon any other part of the system. We are

disposed to think that the une of this machine does convey the idea

of a just position more rapidly and more certainly than mere pre-

cept and imitation. But we confine the advantage entirely to the

communication of the first notion, and we should perhaps be dis-

posed to limit our concession to the use of it among children who
begin very young. Much of the difficulty which masters expe-

rience, much of the expense that parents incur, most of the bad

habits which embarrass and sometimes even preclude the progress

of players, we are persuaded is to be traced to the beginning at an

immature age.* The docility of live or six years of age is no com-

pensation for tbe want of the power of understanding the precepts

of the master, for although it cannot be denied that io learning the

rudiments of all sciences, much is and must be committed to me-
mory, before it is clearly comprehended, the relianre upon this

principle is carried loo far. When wr go beyond the communica-

tion of the first idea of position, we full at once into the long dis-

puted efficacy ofassisting the voluntary motions of the human body

by mechanical aids—a practice often tried but now we believe wholly

laid aside in every instance that relates to healthy children and

their habits. For the early discontinuance of mechanism in I'iano

Forte playing, there is the additional reason that the player can ex-

ecute only in one position while confined by the finger guides, which

abridges their usefulness to a very inconsiderable period. However

we may reason the point, after all we must come to the practical

effects exhibited in Mr. Logier's pupils. Of these the Committee

speaks in the following decisive terms :

—

" Again, however, we distinctly deny the utility of this machine, and a
strong additional reason tor our ili-ap|>viil>iiii(>i] of it, jiri-ts from [lie obser-

vations which we made on (lie mammr of |il;iyiti<£ exhibited by those young
Ladies who were brought from Dublin by Sir. Logier, for tbe avowed pur-
pose of shewing I lie superior ;i,lvanl;i of bis system. Ji is surely mil un-

fair to suppose, that on mi occsmion of so much Importance to himself, Mr.
Logicr would select pupils who, In \ih estimation, would do him credit. We
remember that he was very anxious to make us believe that they were taken,

without any design, from the general mass of his scholars, mill indeed, that

* Professors are against us. upon ibis point—hat wecannot depart from our
opinion until the question be settled by more cuiiipkLc experiment.
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lie was glad to brine any whose parents would allow tliem to accompany
him no far. Our reader 1 will receive Ihesu -t^temeriLs as they think proper ;

liut we cannot admit that Mr. Logier would use leva discretion in tuck an
affair, than we ourselves should conceive necessary ; and therefore we think,

and shall continue lo think, that the performance of those young Indies was
a fair specimen ol'wliiit In-, by liii method of L v ;ic I j i r

i
, \- able la achieve — .

The mechnnk-nl part of those young ladies' playing- is now in question, and
without any circumlocution, we must fell Mr. Logier, that there was nothing

iu it. It is probable thai he may be o&ended by our plainness, but wc have

paid quite as much attention to fine action on the Piano Forte, as ho has

done: nt have made it the siilijcci. of our unremitting study for many
years, and we again declare, on the strength of our own experience, that in

the action of his pupils, we discovered nothing which may not be daily wit.

Dossed. He has told us that the fingers are to fall in ' graceful arches until

they touch their rc^pct-live Leys.' This doctrine is good—but his scholar

were unacquainted with il, or else neglected it ; for that which first struck

us when they began to play, was, that their fingers were much loo straight.

Another point on which we agree with our Author is, that 'the fingers aro

the only agenU by which u smooth, graceful, and brilliant execution can

ever be obtained ;
any additional force nr million thej/ may receive from

the hand or arm mutt be detrimental.' The pupils, however, seemed un-

conscious, of this salutary rule, for we observed (Lit they constantly moved,
not' merely their elbows, but their arms, even from the shoulder, whenever
a chord was street, or any tiling- like force was required. We will further

(ell Mr. Logier, that those young ladies are unacquainted with the true

method of touching the Piano Forte, which is hy prepare, am] not by the

violence which they often exhibiteei. ' This is harpsichord playinjr,' said a

professor to the most eminent performer in Europe, then standing in the

room. ' Exactly so,' replied be ; and this reply confirms us in the propriety

of the assertion we have just made."

—

Exposition, p. 31.

The rest of the chapter of the Exposition on the Chiroplast is

argumentative and forcible, but we cannot admit the concluding

dilemma.

" The Chiroplast compresses the hand, or it does not. If it do not com-
press the hand, il can give no form to it, and is therefore of no nlility; ifil

do compress the hand, it must impede and injure the action of Uic fingers,

and ii therefore highly prejudicial."

Here we think the committee has been drawn into an error by the

use of the term "compress." The instrument ia not of a kind to

admit ofso absolute a definition. It is wc apprehend, quite certain

that without any such pressure as would impede and injure the

action of the fingers, the Chiroplast may give and does give the

band its true position, and we repeat our belief that for a short in-

terval it may be beneficial. Bat in the present state of the contro-

versy, there is sufficient evidence lo throw the general and enlarged

utility that Mr. Logier ascribes to its powers, into total discredit.

In examining the lessons contained in The Companion lo Ihe Chi-

roplast, it is evident that lo reduce the terms of instruction to the
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simplest possible form, has been the author's capital object. In so

doing, he has omitted much that is necessary. We have express I y

compared these rudiments with those of Mr. J. B. Cramer, in his

iastructions, and the superiority ofthe latter is so palpable, that we

cannot hesitate for a moment to pronounce that the Companion to the

Chiroplast (except indeed inasmuch as it is indispensible to the pur-

pose it was written for) is, as an elementary book, not at all to be

recommended. But it would be unfair to consider it in any other

than the light Mr. L. intended, vis. as an integral port of bis sys-

tem. Regarding it then in this way, we say that it keeps the pupil

too long upon one species of practice (that of a fixed position), aud

that it conveys to our minds a very bald, unioteresting, and taste-

less specimen of initiatory lessons, though composed under the con-

straints of such a limitation. The plan of teaching piano forte

pitying m clastet, we cannot reprobate too highly. It is so com-

pletely contradictory to common sense, as well as to every principle

concerned in the formation of good taste and polished execution,

that although a volume might be written against it, we shall content

ourselves wilh doing little more than requoting the summary extract

from " theObservations" cited in "the Exposition" ofthe committee,

and with referring those who are anxious for a more diffuse refuta-

tion to the different pamphlets.

" Mr Logier's practice of teaching a number of children to play together is

attended with many serious disadvantages. Their ears are spoiled, and their

tastes corrupted, by the ioud and dissonantjargon to whicli they are every day
accustomed ; and they have not even the benefit of" the master's attention to

the style and manner in which they express what they are performing. Melody
and harmony—taste and expression—master and scholar—all are involved in

a hopeless confusion of jarring- elements, among which, distinct perception
nnd useful observation ore set at defiance."—Exposition, page 39.

Let our readers imagine ten piano fortes, which never coir be

nicely in tune, and never will be any where mar the same pitch,

played upon by twenty-four young ladies, more or less, at the

same time. Let tbem call to mind the mistakes, the boggling, and

repetition, which always attend the efforts of juvenile performers.

Let them recollect the difference of capacity in children, and

the indispensible concentration of the master's attention to those

individuate whose mistakes arc the most frequent, and we think

there cannot remain n doubt of the utter destruction of ear and

expression which cannot fail to be the consequence of such disso-

nance and distraction. Expression is attained by imperceptible
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gradations, by never-ceasing imitation, and we may aimoat assert,

by imitation alone. What thru will lir the uhjci-ls j>r(!seiiteil to this

faculty in such a concert of noises ? Mr. Logier may laugh at general

reasoning as much as he pleases—but he must have removed nature

from her known and constant laws if lie produces a finished scholar

by such a mode of instruction. Indeed the practical good he pro-

fesses to accomplish by leaching in classes, viz. steadiness in time,

is to be atchieved in much better ways. With regard to the moral,

the fortitude upon which he insists, we can but think the courage

thus acquired will be of the spurious kind which is the companion

of hardened ignorance. But the fact is, that no one could rely

upon the effects of such lessons for any considerable improvement

of the pupil, when it is considered thut two hours only in a week

are so employed. And we would especially point out, that our

observation leads to an important truth, not only in regard to Mr.

Logier, but in regard to general science. The benefit which a pupil

derivesfrom the instructions of a master are no more than very short

directions to industry. The progress made is principally in propor-

tion to private practice and attention. The superiority of one

master over another lies much in his knowledge, but more in the

power which he possesses of imparting such knowledge with per-

spicuity and precision. Teaching in classes, amidst the ceaseless

din of twenty-four (more or less) imperfect players, must abridge

(we should say annihilate) this power. Let our young friends then

be made sensible, that to their own ardour and industry they are

to owe the main portion oftheir advancement ; and let their parents

consider well how much of whatever their children may have

attained from this new course of instruction, is to be attributed to

the degree of attention which has heen excited by the novelty and

by making their children emulous of supporting their part in the

controversy. Be it recollected, that the duration of the experiment

has been yet insufficient to produce a scholar of any considerable

attainments in the higher branches of the art—the polish is yet to be

given—the last reward of the labourer is yet to come. Of course

the only fair comparison is between pupils of the same standing;

but though there may be a superiority of mechanicnl dexterity in

the lower purposes of the art, it is still a question to be decided,

whether, as an approach to the higher ornaments of execution is

made, there will not be much in the pupils of the new system to
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undo, nnd much thnt never can be undone. For ourselves we have

no hesitation in affirming with the Edinburgh Critic, thnt "they

who wish to become elegant and finished performers will never

attain their object under such a mode of instruction as Mr. Logic

r

employs."

We come at last to Mr. Logier's lessons in harmony, and here we

must observe that we can only judge from the examples quoted by

himself and his opponents, and from the exhibition of his pupils; for

of the means by which he imparts the degree of knowledge he justly

considers to be so vastly beyond the common acquirements of youth,

we know nothing. Nor indeed is it important that we should ; if

he produces the effect described, thnt is proof sufficient ; and flint

hts scholars ofeight years old, if they did luirmoiiize the airs lie sets

down for them in his Refutation, have attained a very uncommon
practical advancement, we think no candid man will dispute. We
are far from wishing to undcr-value any of Mr. Logier's discoveries,

or any new or more clear arrangement in the mode of conveying

instruction he may have instituted, when we say that we believe

few masters, if any, have ever thought of instructing pupils so early

in'the principles of composition. In doubting the utility of the

application of his plan, we repeat that we do not mean to depreciate

Mr.L.'ssystem ofinstruction in this point. But the surprize excited

by such examples must be suspended until ne can have ascertained

what belongs to the task of conveying similar knowledge. We were

led into this train of thinking by the observation of a professor

who roundly averred his disbelief of Mr. L.'s statement with regard

to the performance of the child eight years old. Such a mode of

replication was not to our taste. We remembered the anecdote in

Miss Edgewortb's Practical Education, of a child's invention as to

the steam engine, which no one note will venture to doubt ; yid her

illustration of a better course of'conveying information id certainly

far more astonishing than Mr. Logier's. We were therefore per-

fectly willing to give him full and complete credit for his assertion

in this particular. But the denial induced us to try an experiment.

We laid before a girl, thirteen years old, (who knew literally

nothing of the construction of harmonies) the rules for the accom-

paniment of the notes of the octave. We wrote down a bass, and

in less than ten minutes she produced the harmony without error.

We then gave her the rules of accompaniment for a figured bass
;
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we copied one line of die bass of one of the cliorunses ef Judat

Maccabteu.t, every note of which was figured, and in the same time

she put iu every chord. We do not Bay that our experiment goes

the length of plating our child of thirteen upon a footing with Mr.

J...*s pupil of eight, either in point of progress or of the difficulty

which attends the communication of ideas to one go young. But it

removes most of the wonder attached to these juvenile harmonists.

The Committee, we find, also express in a more extended manner

« Allowing Mr.^ljjgicr'i account of the whote process lobe quite correct, we

diieoiereil, that bciymil the limits if'lhi'ir sinlc hi-i pupils ronld i'o nothing.
" Till Mr. l/iyier eanfattet! t.U\; we were in mii t.nilit how f.tr his -i-lem

illicit he h-uelieul fur l!,n jiiiijiDM- of t-«.i]iiiu[ii!-;i(iii!T h.tr.iumiijl knowledge;
hut Hut avowal on his part ilis|ie[!cil alt our doubts', ajul the inel)icai-y "f the

whole contrivance burst mini us jt uiiir. Then indeed, hislt arl of uoiiilcrhiR at

the prafjesn those young ladies had made, our wonderm that tlity hail really

" Is il istOTiistiinj; that [iu;iik who have heen liiugiil fir dm yrnrs aini a half,

should perform nil those cuoici-cs "Mill Mr. I.o^'t h.i< ilesrritiert, on a juti!
Eiery real harmonist will acknowledge, tint much more than half the dilncully

attending such eMn-iises nui-t' arise finni their aimliemien to rnni'tiral use; awl

of that application Mr. lazier ha< inmril hi- Mihuiirs inup Mr. At tin' I'un-

elusion of Ilia exhibition, it was iuliin.it. il to hint, that wit Innl brought ^figured

banes with us for a trial of the young ladies' skill. His answer wan, that ' we
III it seen how fur they hail ami'", and tint th.'i I'ouUI not jiijv from li^ured

|„,s.esV_To this ]„ a.lJtd, 'Unit if .11,1 mil like il he iliil mil euro.-

11 Araiiiog ourselves of Mr. I.nti.-r's iu.lil]'erence to nur opinion, ur must de-

clare, in the same simplicity of language, thai we really ' did not like it,' and
we must also venture to tell liini, Hint we should tie

l( i!itr ii.haiiioi! [is l.iaeti.'I's, if,

at the end of one year, any of our scholars In haruVniy were, like hit, to shrink

(mm the inTluriiiatu'c of a'l li,;'iieil h.isses h htiteiev."— tV/wf iY/<ih,;i. ji.

We have long more than suspected, that " the tremendous bar-

Hen" are not tremendous at all ; that the mechanical elements of

harmony might be easily and rapidly conveyed; and we tin not

know (hat there is much novelty in the opinion nor much inculpa-

tion of musical teachers ; fur the fact is, that the art of reading and

analyzing a score is not coveted by the million of piano-forte

players, whose aim is amusement of a different kind, and fnlls very-

far short of that degree of devotion to musical learning, which a

denire to compose or even to understand the rules 'of composition

implies). When such an intention has been signified, masters have

jjenerally thought it safest and best to postpone the higher branch

of study, utilil the pupil i* made familiar with the first steps in the

practical purl of music. Mr. L. therefore cei luinlv stands alone iu
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tbe endeavour to initiate pupils sogoon into the mysteries ofscience,

and we sliall not seem very sceptical if we doubt the propriety of

inverting the old order of instruction, upon the plain ground that

the time of a student can be no more than employed, and that time

will be moat usefully employed upon those parts of a subject which

are most within the grasp of the intellect of the party. Such a dis-

position of study is exactly analogous in importance to u choice of

pursuits, and the propriety of loading the mind of an infant with

the rules of composition and with abtruse musical learning, must

entirely depend upon the objects the parent has in view. As a ge-

neral mode of instruction, we can but consider that it must rather

impede than promote the intention of judiciously employing the

time given to musical education. We put the question upon its

plain and proper basis of utility; and after the example we have

stated of one experiment, which we pledge ourselves is faithfully

related, we are neither inclined to attribute much of invention and

discovery to Mr. Logicr'a method, nor much of real and ultimate

practical benefit. We shall now leave it to all who may be inclined

to examine more deeply into the matter, whether Mr. L. be as igno-

rant as his adversaries had a fair right to suppose from the numerous

errors they quote in his publications and his practice, or whether

he be aa wonderful in his discoveries, and possessed of as " infinite

musical knowledge" as injudicious friends have given out. From
ilic mass of most respectable evidence adduced, and the premises

we have stated, we ourselves art; irresistibly brought to this conclu-

sion.—Mr. Logier is an ingenious man, and he has certainly added

some facilities to musical tuition, but his system, taken in all its

bearings, is likely to be far more prejudicial than useful, while the

arrogance and evasion displayed in the mode uf introducing his me-
thod of teaching, and the total want of good taste and gentlemanly

feeling evinced in his controversial publications, will cast a dark

shadow over all the parts of his design, even should they for a time

weigh with the vulgar and the credulous, amuse the speculative, or

supply his partisans with the wordy fuel that raises and supports

the flame and the smother in which lhi< worker of musical magic

appears to thrive.
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It is requested that Communications to the Editor may be addressed

to the House ofMessrs. Baldwin, Cradoek and Joy, Bodkieliers,

Paternoster-Row, London.
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TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,

I Have given some attention (o the remarks of your Correspon-

dent on the Minor Key, to which 1 necil make but one objection,

viz. that if the minor Gth and 7th are to be used in ascending as in

descending, it will necessarily preclude the possibility offorming a,

perfect cadence, the leading chord of which is always the major

common chord, with or without the minor 7tli on the 5th of the

key, whether the key itself be major or minor. The major Glh

is a natural gradation irnin the .J(li to (lie major or 7lh, or vice versa,

when the fundamental harmony of I lie 5th of the key is not changed,

or it is used as a part of a leading chnrd. Although the progres-

sion from the minor 6th to the major 7th is not frequent, it is some-

times introduced with good cfl'ccl, as also vice versa. The mistakes

ofyour Correspondent in the references he has made to Handel and

Corelli, must be evident to any one who understands the nature of

harmony, with which however your Correspondent docs not seem to

be thoroughly acquainted; for speaking of (he Overture to Samson,

he says, "Now the key note I) is a 5th to the former original key

note G, A is the 7th below the octave to the original key note G,

and E is the 3d below the oetave to (hat original key. The relative

proportions, therefore, to the original key noteG, which these keys,

D, A, anil E exhibit, are 5, 7, 3, or if differently arrranged 3, 5, 7,

which constitute exactly the dissonant chord in thorough bass.

Now it is evident thai no arrangement oi figures ean ever form a

chord ofthe 7th ofthe notes G, I), A, V, ; to which I may add that the

modulation of the first movement of the above Overture, to which of

Course he alludes, is from G to D, from Dtu E minor finishing in G,

the accidentals G*, F, and Bb causing no change of key. In

page It he says, "In Corelli's Sonatas, Op. 4 Sonata 8, I he .first

movement, not one of the notes G is sharp. The movement is in the

key of A minor."

This is another mistake, as that movement is not in A, but in D
minor.

Were I to make any farther observations on this subject, I should
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naturally anticipate what I may have to olfer at some future period

on Modulation, through the medium ofyour valuable compendium,

the first number of which has ufiorded me such gratification, as to

«iisnre my most cordial wi.-hr, for its successful continuance ; in

which sczitimcot I beg leave lo remain,

Mr. Editor,

Your most obedient Servant,

James Tayloii.
JVo. 58, Polttrgale Street, Norwich,

Sth June, 1818.

TO THE EDITOR,

SlRj

I Bog leave to resume the subject which I commenced in your first

number, and to continue my essay towards concent rating- some of

the elements of vocal science.

OF STYLE AND MANNER.

We are naturally affected by sounds, and various passions and

emotions are excited by means of our m'jim' of hcariiiiC, independently

of the association attached lo words. Mr. Burke lias observed that

great or sudden or tremulous sounds produce emotions of the sub-

lime, anil he quotes the effects of soft and sweet sounds in music, as

causes of the beautiful . [Burke on (he Sublime and Beautiful, Sec.25.

Part 3.] To unite these effects of sound with Ihe impressions con-

veyed by language, and by their conjoint infl icrice lo heighten those

impressions, is the primary objret of (lie art of singing. We find in

the works ofevery composer, often in the melody itself, but more fre-

quently in the accompaniments, imitations of natural sounds, which

are, however, in subservience lo certain laws by which the car seems

lo be governed, but which in truth have been formed by a long and

accurate observation of those sounds and changes which the ear has

been perceived to receive with pleasure. Hence arise the various de-

grees of loud and soft, of alow or rapid movements, and of sudden

breaks, which are supposed to indicate particular passions, affections,
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and emotions, and which come at lastby their associationwith words,

really to figure such images to (lie mind. 1 " There are in art fluc-

tuating as well as lixed principles." These are commonly among
the cliarac (eristics of national taste, and they also serve (o mark the

• A judicious author fays, " It may be proper to point out, on what foun-

dation a simple melody is more pathetic than a complex and ;n liiicial. ! I.

In the expression of the. passions. Nature d(,ih not offer musical sounds to the

human ear. For though the n<itur.il tones "I" ;;i iff and joy (the iu« pa. si wis

which are most effectually evpressetl by music',) approach nearer to iuu-ic.il

precision thun any other, yet still they air in a curtain degree inconcimtous

and unmusical, lid. As the tone of the passions are in some degree unmusical,

fective. The imagination has a power of imposing its impressions on reason in

a certain degree. This we find at a proper representation of a iragedy, where
(hough Ihe scenery, the persons, llie ilie-se., t cum portion, and of her ac-

companying olijffits, are riot ii prcci-c transcript from nature, though the imita.

tron lii.' deli cti ie. vet it if -til! IrL-lily allccting. Hut if the representation de-

parts from nature In?; dikI a ccrtahnh-gn-c, u-lure rlrerr revolts, and the atiec ring

power i- lost. And Urns musical imi'.aiion, ihmmh iin [ir'rfi-n in ii certain de-

gree, still boasts this (tower. If imperfect beyond a certain degree, i(s affect-

ing power is lost. But as it fotluws from the second remark, that the farther

musical founds depart from siniyilicity. the farther they depart from nature;

so the consequence is clear, that simple nnliuli
,
tlimrsli .111 imperfect imitation,

may In' pathetic, v, iiile n complex and arlilicial melody (by ilrpartiuo. from
nature beyond a certain degike) ivill enlirely lo-e its a lie-cling j inner. This na-

turally lead* to the confute rat ion "fa mWerious ciroumstanctwhich lies yet un-
accounted for at the very foundation ul' musical expression. The fact is this, that

musical sounds which are employed to express passion (as grief or joy) liy an
impel IVctiinitaiion lire more alieehiie. tliau the nalura! or pelfi i I mite of (lien;

passions when given without musical intonations." It wins not ea«v to assign

a clear and sufficient cause for tltese appearances. Let the following conjec-

tures have what weight they may. 1st. Have not musical sounds a mechani-

cal puiier fiver the human frame by which they anakcii it into a higher degree

of-cn-ibi'iity anil siuipalhv than ir pn-sesseth in irs more cool and rorpid stale ?

2d. Are ne nut generally so eon-titnled as (e si nipjlliiie nuirli in. ire Wrongly

with (hose in whom nr linil amiable nuaiities than their oppositcs ? Anil an

pity melts Ihe sonl to lore, so doth not love melt the soul to pity? 3d. Dotb,

riot a sweet voice, like n line countenanc, create a strung prejudice hi favour

of its piwscsinr. iltld indnc.' a lHief .if nniiab'.e in herein Lpialilie. • .|tll. May
not the voice and ligiu e. of ii di-tre-eil or joints ol eject lie so horrid or uncouth,

ridiculous or wily, as in a great measure in lessen it nut totally tct destroy (lie

sympathy of these who hear and see it : If these nbservations be true, then

by carrying the voices of expressions nf grief or joy into sweeter tones and
higlrcr degrees of melody than they possess in nature, yel still preserving the

resemblance so far as not to destroy probability, may we not on the principles

hire given create a higher degree, of atfectiou and sympathy than the natural

voice of the passions can gire?
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changes which time and the intercourse with other countries pro-

duce. To these combinations of nature and art, we may attribute

the rise, the progress, and (lie present state of singing.

It must not however be forgotten, that this art is less reconcile'

able to nature than others. Poetry and Painting are referable

only to nature, with an allowance which the mind readily gives

to the beau ideal, or to the standard of imaginary beauty. Out

admiration of the poet' or the painter is guided by the resemblance

which bis productions bear to nature ; of this every man is in a de-

gree a judge. In singing, art has departed so widely from the pri-

mitive expressions of natural passion, that there is little which affords

an object of comparison, in this department of musical science,

taste* therefore depends much more upon cultivation than io any

other art, since the graces of singing arc almost entirely factitious;

many of those most in esteem are valuable only for their difficulty in

execution, and the labour and practice thay consequently imply;

and many are such as an untaught ear would condemn as absurd :

but that singing is consonant to nature in the degree that it is really

good, I believe to be demonstrated by that universal testimony which

the general approbation of a numerous and mixed audience never

fails to bestow. The proximate causes of this almost unerring crite-

rion appear to be the articulate pronunciation, and (he pure tone

. which are constituents of excellence, and which every one is capa-

ble of distinguishing. This principle will be further established

when we come to treat separately of (he several parts of vocal per-

It appears then that singing hasuiso uniform object, viz. the excit-

ing various emotions by the union of sentiment and sound. To ac-

complish this, end, the art arranges itself into various divisions.

The most natural arrangement would appear to arise out ofthe class

ofemotions to which the song is addressed, and from hence it imme-

diately strikes us that the word "style" which is commonly used

as applicable to the singer, in point of fact is applicable only to the

composition, and that " manner" is the most accurate terra weean
adopt to signify the power of expression that belongs to the per-

former. The word "manner," however, has hitherto been common-

• Thai faculty nr those faculties nf the mind which form a judgment of the

"•Hi,, oi im.^iu.Ki,.!! the r^ia ails.

. llurke on the Sublime and BeauIiJuL
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1/ taken in a bad sense, and coimrrtrd (particularly in the drama

and in painting) with Hie person i lien! inn of the quality, in the term

" mannerist," by which has been sign i lied, one who too constantly

repeats hit own peculiar mode of imitation in the one art and of

handling in (he other. Tims by [lie adoption of Die term slylt we
are in danger ofconfounding principles, and ifwe rather choose the

word manner we incur the hazard of entailing a certain portion of

the contempt from (lie use which custom has id ready associated with

inch a distinction in art.

Sir Joshua Reynolds has divided the labours of the painter into

the study ofa great style and an ornamented si vie, and perhaps it is

not easy to find a classification (liat better suits the line arts in ge-

neral. Poetry and music are both not only susceptible of (lie same

arrangement but pcihaps no other can be considered as so plain

and inartificial. In poetry grandeur and simplicity ot ideas and

expression may be said to constitate the great style. The defini-

tion will hold likewise in painting and in music, vhile the some

loose arrangement and wandering flow of (bought and expression that

distinguishes the ornamented style, will alike apply to them all.

Led by this analogy, I shall then venture, notwithstanding the ob-

jections aliovc stated, to use theterms style and manner in singing in

(he acceptation they have obtained.

It is scarcely possible completely to describe in what the great

style consists. In a singer it asks a combination of all the faculties

ofthe mind and graces of execution which address themselves to

and command the higher fcolings of nature. The elements of this

style arc power, pure tone, and a varied expression, an entire com-

mand of manner, correct taste and perfect simplicity, or fn other

words that genuine sensibility and that intellectual dignity which

enables us to embody in their finest forms the conceptions of the

poet and the composer, and to employ in the best manner the

powers of nature and of the art.

Tbe difficulty of reaching this degree of eminence, combining

with other causes which have been enumerated in my former letter,

has originated a style intended to supply (lie place of the great style.

This we may term the ornamented style. It consists in the substitu-

tion of light, graceful, florid, and surprising passages of execution

for the pure, dignified, or impassionate notes which compose the
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melody of songs iu the great style* However improbable Hinny ap-

pear at the first glance, a close examination will convince us, that the

most difficult graces as they arc called are more easily acquired (ban

the chaste and auster* elements of tlie great style. Ornaments well

'performed one apt to seduce our senses by (tie seeming difficulty of

execution, and we are led away by novelty,+ by wander and sur-

priscj: at what perhaps we never conceived practicable: the emo-

tion rises with the rank of the performer, we give credit for more

value than there really is, and take it upon the trust of bis persona!

reputation. The judgment islhussilenced, while the ear is filled with

new, agreeable and unexpected sounds. But we are influenced only

by an emotion of surprize, the affections arc never engaged. To
satisfy ourselves that these ornaments are more easy of acquisition

than the great style; wc have only to recollect that they arc attairotd

by mere repetition, by a vast number of acts, and imply no mental

exertion whatever. The great style is therefore to the ornamented,

relatively what the productions of reason and the imagination arc to

ttie agile exertions of the body. That such is the principle is clearly

shown by the title which the Italians have given to this species of

performance

—

aria il'agttila. \

It follows then that the manner of a singer must very muck de-

« The most perfect instance nf the creal si vie is Handel's " I bioin that mif

Redeemer Oveth;" of the ornamented " <! rutins ngimus titii," une of Caialatir's

HUM fLnmirili--r.!!«< i)T :j-rij[lv.

+ Norelty wtiinever fouiiil. nln-tlier in a quality or action, is (lie cause of

wonih'r; admiral tun i- dinrtetl tu I in' pi'ismt who performs any thing aonii i~

ful.—lard Kaioi's Elementi vfCritidsm.

J The Rmpt mr Charles 6th tol.l Farinelli that he niilfier mere.! onr steed

still like any other mortal. Those gigantic strides, said he, those never ending

arc lun liiosh (if "the giiti uilti whirli nafnn i i Ml n ifjoii wish to

rearh the heart \ oli m u -I i Lb kn- a nnji i: jilain anil simple road. These feu 1 wordb

lwcimlit aisoiit an entire ilmnjc in hii manner.— liui-my's Siuti: of Musir vi

Italy. I'HgtWT.

k Mnstish music ran se.ire. ly he said lo po.-rss any rumic style. The Ita-

sjderable 'knowledge and facility ;\e have scarcely iiny^ thing of the kind

ihr :,ll:. .>! Sp.im. i- put. int.) !h- riiiiclll ..! [L -m>.[ of Ciller rituinb,

and the well known float in Sampson " Traitor to Lovu" is set to woriU be-

ginning " Get you to Hoil.'*
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pend upon the style which lie adopts, and his choice must neces-

sarily be guided by the talents with which nature has fitted him : but

since cultivation can do so much for the mere voice, perhaps the

range of a performer must fat: determined rather by the faculties (if

the mind than by any power or facility of execution; these being

but secondary considerations.* Experience shews us that scarce

any one singer, of whatever eminence, hits risen to the top of his art

in more than one style. Indeed there are causes which render the

possession of a diversity of talents almost impossible, like judgment

and wit, the powers which constitute the one destroy the other. Tin;

mind must be directed and confined to one pursuit, I would tlicre-

fore bare only recommend the student to fix his first attention on the

great style, to study principles, and to farm as correct and pure

a taste as possible, for if nature should have denied him those

powers which are necessary to mninlain the highest rank, he wtU

desaend to any subordinate station, with advantages not commonly

enjoyed by those with whom he is to contend ; while on the con-

trary, ff he be too much employed in the practice of the mechanical

parts of the art, he will become attached by habit lo inferior excel-

lencies, and can never elevate his mind to the contemplation of the

accomplishments that are the most truly desirable of attainment,

—

Certain qualities are requisite to the perfection ofevery style. Tlrese

will be detailed at large, when we speak of the naturaland acquired

• It must however be understood, that whenever the art it spoke of with

a view to the public exercise of latent, a gin n iniantit) of ability from nature

i* presupposed, since it -would be absurd for 11 [insmi nl con li nod yjiiio I n think

of ii-jriuiii.it. siiiifiut; a profo-siim. The icisliiurrs cif yoiini; people who are

mi. It'll by the partiality of frifwl. tu 'In- ai'onipt lire NuiulK'i-liss, and iifuii

evceedingly ridiculous. 1 remember the late br. A. liming been ensign!
in r, crjircspoiidence nit!i a lady in Inland, wlm wished lii iie ushered kito

the musical world under hi.s prolei-limi. unit, aecoriliiii! In ii.'r letter, MinLiii-.e

Mara could not lie expected to surpass her ;— she runld siui; every thing.—
The lady ocrnrdiiislv come to tin- 1 and

;
but, 141011 lu iiiieg her sing, the

Doctor, with Mi cu-.toninry honesty, .-m luinu ,!. " M adatn, you musf go back to

Ireland; fur, by God, onle-i \no ami 1 writ -tint 11-1 iii a hand-box together.

I could not hear you."

About the same tour. 1 person who hid Livi'iii'd an rnormmis turn in Italj-

npon the musical education of his siff, brought her to Dr. A. for lessons.

—

The Doctnr icry candidly (old him that tin- lady bail m> r-ar ; she sung too

sharp, and that untliim; could bo done. This was a severe stroke upon one
who aspired to become the Pbima Donna at the Opera. The Doctor's opinion

was however lerilied by tho public judgment, for I saw her advertised aftcr-

artk It Sadltr's Wells or the Circus, in the ensuing winter.
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powers which constitute a singer. In the division of this title, I

purpose not to enumerate, (lie particular faculties which iirf essential

to each, but lo lay down the principles of them all, which are

alike, and differ only in degree.

Mr. Brown, whose work on the structure of llic Italian opera was

the subject of a letter in your last Review, has endeavoured to class

the different parts of such a performance according to sentiments,

but without going into a too minute refutation of his opinion, I

must enter my dissent to his classification, as too general for prac-

tical purposes among English singers, mid not suited to the circum-

stances which accompany our concerts. In Italy the division of

musical labour is more complete than among ourselves, and the

duty which devolves upon public singers far less complicated. Out
English performers of eminence have sometimes been called upon to

sing in the church, the theatre, (he orchestra, and the chamber, and

it is their constant task to study and to execute in the concerts of

Loudon ami at provincial meetings, nun posit ions selected from an-

thems, from oratorios, and from operas, indeed from the writings of

all masters of all nations and in all styles. The serious singer of the

foreign opera is rarely culled upo'i to exert his talents in any other

place than upon i!m slajre, ami si ill more rarely In any other com-

position than an opera song. Hence there is nut only at present

agrcater command of style and of manner required in an English

singer, butalso a modification depending upon llic place in which

his powers are exercised. For this reason I shall first class the

style and maimer according lo (he place in which the performance

is held, ami which so considerably all'eds the mode of singing, that

I am u.il sure whether ihe adoption of such a clasnlicniion may not

be foil i-d more pcrfi i l than Ilia! aei oiding in setilniietil, for the in-

tensify of the expression of Ihe sriiiunenl ilrpcud>i much upon the

place. It is true that in an nrntnno we meet with light, und in

an opera grand compositions; but ncicrthelois they arc tinted, an

ilwrie, in Ihch expression, by Ibe place and the occasion. The

church is opened only for religions services; in Ihe theatre we are

excited to various emotions; the orchestra admits of a more univer-

sal *angc than either, yet reduced in fervency below the church, and

raised by dignity above the theatre.—All these derive from their

public nature a peculiar character, while the music of the chamber,

on the contrary, like the intercourses of private life, and like the
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finer charities of domestic affection, is most famiTiar, but most chas-
tened and most refined ; yet they all recur lo tfie same grand prin-
ciples. Considering then the gbkat and the ornamemteii styles
as the leading distinctions of tire art, and regarding manner as
something peculiar and proper to the individual performer in its

exercise, I shall in my next letter go on to discuss the modifications
Which arise from place, under (be tides of the Church, the Or-
chestra, the Theatre, and the Chamber.

T1MOTHEUS;

To THE EDITOR.
Si a ,

APPREHENDING it lobe a part of jour plan to insert notices

of any novelties in music that may seem worthy attention, I transmit

to you a slight account of a new instrument, called the (Edophonc;
invented and made by Charles Henry Vander Bcrgh, now exhibit-

ing in the metropolis.

The (Edophone has the appearance of a lady's work-table ; the
shape is a parallellogram, and it occupies about Tour feet by two. His
played on by keys like a harpsichord or pianoforte. Along the

back lies a solid block of metal of a peculiar composition, known
only to the inventor, and the exact proportions in which the several

metals are combined, he aver? U> l»- iadispensiWe to the production,

of the best possible tone. The side of the block thai lies next the

player, presents a sweep, into which are inserted cylindrical

bars of the same metal, varying in length from six inches and
n hnlf lo half ail inch, and smii lh ing more than a' quarter of
an inch in diameter. Upon each of these bars is a moveable!

ring of the same metal, closely lilted,- which is fixed by a screw

through tire top, and by changing the position or this ring (a very

simple operation, and similar in effect to the apportioning of the

water in musical glasses) the instrument is tuned. To the end of

the bar not inserted in Hie block, a spring is affixed at a right angle)

by a screw, and each of these springs is connected with the corres-

ponding key by a simple mechanical contrivance, so as to be pulled"

forward when the keys are pressed down by the player. Part of the

surface of the spring is corered with some kind of felt or plush.

Parallel to these Springs lies a roll ofa conical shape and of a peculiar"
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composition, but differing from (lie block and the bars, the former

being ofa colour between brass and copper, and the roll resembling

pewter. Tliis roll revolving upon ils axis, is put into motion by the

foot, like tbe woixl in a turning [atfie. T lie pressure of ihe ringer

upon the key brings tbe spring into contact with the roll while it m
in a stale of revolution, and thus tbe bar inserted in the block is

made to vibrate, and tbe tone produced* The sound ceases when tbe

spring is relaxed from contact with (he roll, which happens when

tbe pressure on the key h removed. A swell is produced by a dif-

erence in the touch, and a perfect crescendo and diminuendo can be

obtained at pleasure.

The compass of the instrument is five octaves and a hnlf, and it is

Singular that the several parts produce sounds essentially different.

—

The upper tones are precisely those of an octave flute—Ihe next notes

in succession those of an oboe, below these of the clarinet, and still

lower oft Lb bassoon. The resemblance is exceedingly close, so much

so indeed as to induce me lo consider that the best application of tbe

invention will be found to be in substituting of the (Edophone for

wind instruments at concerts where good players arc not to be had.

The lowest tones are rough and in my mind rather injure than im*

prove the general effect whenever they are employed.

The inventor describes this combination to be the result ofsixteen

ycajs of Irtbour and experiment , and be further says, that increasing

the sifceoftbe block and bars extends the quantity of tone in ft degree

far beyond if geometrical ratio. In the present shape and propor-

tion its tone is scarcely louder than a common square pianoforte.

You will of course have Conjectured thai its principal limitation

resides in the slew production of lone, which friction and vibration

communicated by such a means necessarily imply. To what exact

extent this limitation goes, perhaps remains yet to be discovered, for

ihe several degrees of rapidity demand a corresponding gradation of

velocity in turning the roll, and on the motion becoming quicker, it

seemed to me that greater skill and nicely in the player were required.

The (Edophone however is competent to the performance of an

eilegro, Imt I conceive, (for I was not permitted to make an experi-

ment) thai any degree beyond allegro is absolutely unattainable.

Of its use as an accompanying instrument to the Toice, everyone

may judge from my description of its several tones. They clearly

give aconstant variation as the composition rises or falls; and now the
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singer would seem to be accompanied by a Qutc, now by a clarinet or

bassoon obligato. The geueral effect, however, is that of a small

conceit of all tliese wind instrument!.

Of its construction I may say, the mechanism is ingenious and

simple. It certainly affords the long wished for perfection of an

instrument capable of standing ia perfect tune and unalterable by

climate, while the facility and precision with which its noles may be

elevated or depressed in the minutest degree, render it susceptible of

nay temperament, and of any combination of tones, or semitones, qr

even quarter-tones, in any order or succession required- At present

the invention is in its infancy, and those powers which alone can ren.

dcr it extensively useful, are not developed by the specimen exhibited

in Catharine Street. It is too small for any better purpose than a

model, and it remains to be proved, whether an fnslrumcnt upon a

larger scale would not bo materially different in tone as well as in

power. I hope however that the curiosity which has drawn a great

many visitors to it, will stimulate the inventor, and at the same time

enable him to prosecute his discovery farther.

I am, Sir, Your's,

A Loves of Music asd Mechanics,

TO THE EDITOR.

CONCERT-PITCH,

Sin,

3V(IaY 1 call upon yoa or some of your correspondents for a defi-

nition of the two words which I have affixed at the head of my let-

ter? I know scarcely any circumstance in music (hat more requires

to be fixed, for if we go on to pursue this air-formed phantom at the

rate we have done within the few last years, I know not where we

shall slop, since ;it every remove we are said to attain a higher re-

gion, and a more brilliant position in the language and opinion of

those who can fly, whilst I myself (of whom by the way it will be

s 2
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(hoiigbl very hart taste to be talking) and some others both of earth

and can fined to it,

« Toil after them in vain."

To descend to plain prose. Instrument-makers and instrumental

performers have discovered, that to raise the pitch bestows a bril-

liancy and splendour of tone upon their instruments and their airs

which contribute very much to the effect of concerted pieces. The

fact is not to be denied, but the consequence has been that the con-

cert-pilch is now got up in England at least half a tone. That this

is an innovation of our own I can experimentally assert, and I can

prove that we are so much above the concert-pitch of the continent.

1 have in my possession a tuning fork, which I carried with me
within the last 13 months through all the principal cities of Italy,

and I can aver that in Naples, Rome, Florence, Oenoa, Milan, Tu-

rin, Bologna, &.c. Sec. the pilch was uniformly half a note at least

below that adopted in the concerts of England ; I beg leave also to

mention that a clarinet player who some time since arrived here

from Germany, and brought with him the instrument he had used

for years, found himself unable; lo play upon it in concert in England.

I, Sir, am a singer, and I complain of this novelty ns one of many

upon whom it is particularly hard, and whose bread and re-

putation may be affected by it. The fashion of the present day is

Hot to write solids of contracted compass, but rather to extend the

display ofvocal power quite up to the ordinary height and depth of

the voice, if not somewhat beyond the notes of easy attainment. I

am mistaken if we do not in truth owe to the exultation of which I

complain, the substitution of barytones for basses. There has not

been, to my knowledge, a true bass voice since Mr. Bartleraan (who

is a genuine barytone) first appeared in public* Haydn's bass

songs mid afler him Callcott's, and indeed whatever has been written

for a bass during the last twenty or thirty years are so high as to

render the elevation of the pitch dreadlully distressing lo this class

of limits mure especially. ISuL iu point of fact it hints the per-

formance, anil injures [lie vu'irv of every singer. For although the

voice has a latent power ofyielding to effort in extent, and particu-

We org tit acquaint our C(irrfS|imi<]t:it tint Mr. Lacy is a legitimate hasJ

»ioeer,and his taU:- is »- Full, r.imid ami c\i':usire as any nn have evor heard.

IU lower (nitcs are particularly powerful. Mr. Tinney also lias a good and gen-
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Jarly under an increased flow or spirits, and under the circumstance

of singing iti n room oflarge dimensions, where the resonance is con-

siderable, there can lie nothing more unfavorable to vocal excellence

than altering anil disturbing the general habits of a singer as esta-

blished in practice. The minute mechanism of the throat accom-

modates itself almost miraculously to the impulse of the will. But*

it must be sufficiently obvious that in practice (if it be efficient) we
are constantly aiming at uniformity of nclion in the muscles en-

gaged—and we bring (hem at length by such practice to obey with

the utmost precision. They obtain a certain conformation, which

conformation only can give the exact, the entire effect that is the de-

sired result of incessant labour. We have therefore two things to

contend against in t lit- fluctuation of concert-pitch. First its varia-

tion, and next its gradual ascension. While such is the case the

singer practices to a diminished purpose and sings with doubtful

effsct j for be it known to all whom it may concern, the effect is ren-

dered very doubtful indeed both by the real and imaginary terrors

of a note which we arc always liable, according to existing cir-

cumstances, i. e. the caprice of the conductor or instrument tuner,

to find raised above our usual and definite powers.

The members of (he Philharmonic are a society of eminent musi-

cians, men equally capable oF approbating the value of my remarks

and of establishing a just principle between the Bulls and the Bears

upon our Musical Exchange—between the aspiring instrumentalists

and the more humble minded train of songsters. I should serious-

ly propose it to their consideration to fix a maximum, and to circu-

late on their authority a standard fork, of which minor leaders

and conductors might possess themselves, and to which we might all

If, however, Sir, you think here is too much of the fork, pray ap-

ply the knife to the petition of
Youj Friend,

Kegulato*.
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ROYAL PATRONAGE OF MUSIC.

No cirri)mata net' lias been more favorable to (he support ol" the prin-

ciples ofa sound taste and to the propagation ofa general love of Ike

science, than tlic early, constant, and long-enduring patronage which

our venerable Monarch extended to music, the zeal with which he

entered into all its purposes, (Ik- personal delight lie experienced

from its performance, and the accurate judgment lie displayed in

the great variety of musical arrangements which originated with or

were submitted to him. u The debt immense of endless gratitude
"

which the subjects or Great Britain owe for the religious, moral, and

political benefits the/ enjoy, to the personal character of their,

King, has been amongst the happiest themes of eloquent eulogy,

and is now universally admitted. Our obligations, as lovers of

music, arc amongst those derived to the nation 11 from the peace-

able, pure, and home delights" of the Sovereign, and as our public

2t'!;iio\i icil'^incnls may tend to increase the knowledge of the source

of these benefits, and to augment them by a still wider diffusion,

we presume on this account, as well as on the score of amusement,

to believe that a narrative somewhat iu detail of the manner which

music has been cultivated and enjoyed, and is still pursued by the

Royal Family, will be acceptable to our'readers wliumay and who may
not have been present nt the private concerts of Windsor, Bucking-

ham House, Carlton House, or other Royal residences, and who

rimy not be apprized of the establishments for music subsisting un-

der such patronage.

The Band which has constantly enjoyed the honor of performing

to their Majesties and the Royal Family iu private, began to be as-

sembled as early as the year 1777, and was at first composed of only

eight persons. It was designated' "The Quern's Band." The

original intention was to have made it wholly military, bat (he King

understanding that several of the persons selected played well on

stringed besides wind instruments, and perceiving considerable

indications of talent among them, his Majesty placed them under

masters of eminence at his own espence, and (be result was such as

to gratify his expectations. The family of Gniesascn formed the.

greater number of this small parly, G go kg b, the eldest, was put

under the senior Crameh for the violin, and Abel for the study-

of composition. He made a rapid proficiency, and was appointed
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(he leader; licit ry, Ihe second, became, under CirosoiM,, n sonnil

and excellent player on the violoncello.' Mr. H. G. has not tire tinml

of Lindlcy, nor does he play in the ornate style of that super-eminent

master, but intone, and steadiness in the orchestra, lif is not supassed.

Frederick GnrEsnAen and Kki.j.nt.r were for three years unilor

Fischer, the celebrated Oboe player, and the former ia now with-

out a rival. Mollbr ami E. Kellher were consigned to the

tuition of Ponto, the famous horn blower. From such a beginning

the Band was gradually increased to twenty performers, who were

in attendance every evening at Windsor. A striking alteration in

manners appears upon contrasting (he present hours of relaxation,

with those punctiliously observed by Iris Majesty. The Queen's

Band began to play at 7 o'clock, and the Concert ended at 10. It

Dow never happens that the music in the private parties of (he me*

tropolis commences before the hour when the Royal Concert con-

cluded. Not less regular ity was observed in flu: selections which

were divided into three nets. His Majesty made the bills. Our

readers will be gratified with the annexed fnc simile of one of the

hiHs. in the hand-writ ins* of our venerable Sovereign.

Such was the invariable tenor of the King's domestic musical

amusements, except that on Sundays a w hole oratorio was performed,

the melody of the songs being taken by the instrument within

whose compass it best lay. On court days it was their Majesties'

custom to have two concerts weekly at Buckingham House, when

Craher, Fischer, Abet., Nicmoi.ai, Papewdic, &c. &c.

Harbison, Ksy vett, and his sons were summoned. Madame
Le Bnu.v once sung, and Madame Mara frequently; Salomon
occasionally attended, and once Mas. Bim.ington, who received

as a present from the Queen a most beautiful pair of amethyst

bracelets. The Princess Augusta, who is a capital musician,

would sometimes play on the harpsichord, and the Prince Rb-

gext, then Prince of Wales, frequently joined his violoncello ta

the Dukes of Cambridge and Cumberland on the violin and

flute at the Windsor parties.

Crosuii.l, who was the Prixce Regent's musical instructor,

resided al Windsor and used almost always to play.

The uniform of the bund was a leaflet frock, while wnislcoat and

breeches, a cocked hat and sword. On Sundays they wore full drcsa

coals very much ornamented with gold lace.
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To this brief account we may subjoin an anccJole connected witft

these performances, illustrative ofthe King's upright disposition, anil

of his kind attention to the interests of his servants. The Queen's

hand is paid out of the King's privy purse, ami on the lamentable

occasion of his Majesty'!, first illness, their salaries fell into anarrear

of eight months. The good old monarch however, no sooner reco-

vered,- than he brought a pocket full of Bank-notes, and discharged

the several sums himself, with an assurance, that he would take mea-

sures to prevent the recurrence of a similar inconvenience to lb«

individuals. Her Majesty has fulfdlcd her Consort's desire, and the

salaries ofthe band, now augmented to a respectable allowance, are

punctually paid at the time.

Besides this establishment, there i* the St. James' band, at the

head of which is placed (he veteran musician Mn. Shield, am! .

which is enumerated in the Court Ciileiulnr.

The gentlemen of the Chapel Royal comprise some of the first

singers in the kingdom. They are sixteen in number, and take the

duly alternalely in certain pnrlies, Mn. Cohfe, of Salisbury, is the

senior of the Choir, and is in consequence excused all duty. They
arc as follow.

Messrs. Sale,

Gore,

J. S. Smith,

Mess- B a itrr, e» an,

W.KVVVETT,

Va ogham,

Messrs. J. Blake,
IIawes,

Beale,

W.Samok.
The nominal salary is 731. per milium, but after paying deputies

ami oilier charges, the net income does not exceed 567.

His Majesly's predilection for Handel's compositions amounting;

almost to a prejudice, is welt known. His general fondness for

music seems rather to have increased than diminished during the

later years which preceded his lamented secession from the world.*

In the year 1S05, no less than six concerts upon an extended scale

were commanded by their Majesties. The first was an Oratorio on

the first of January at Frogmorc, which the Queen gave (to use her

Majesty's expression) as a new year's gift to the King. dcisa*dGaIa-

* IV c do lint pretend tn have penrli-rtd-il hiln (Ik 1 sad rere-.sis of the Mo-

narch's present privarv ; I.m ii is, aid, rhnt cmi now Harpsichords, placed at

certiin intervals in the apartments, contribute in a great degree to the solace

of his hours.
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tea was selected. It has been generally understood, that t!ie cliquellc

of standing in the Royal presence baa not only been preserved, but

on some occasions instated upon with such severity as to occasion

some of the females who have been called upon to exhibit Ibeir

talents, to actual and immediate indisposition. We have reason to

believe that this rumour is unfounded. On the night we arc now
speaking of, the vocalists were permitted to sit during the whole

time, except when singing. Mas. Bianchi (now Lacy) was tlie

Galatea, Ma. Tayioe, Aim, and Mn. Bahtlemah, Polt/phemas,

The concert so delighted (lie King, thai he commanded another at

Buckingham House on the 18th, the public celebration of the

Queen's birth-day. It superseded (he customary Ccm rt Boll. The
music was aselection, and the King himself chose Handel's u Falsa

imagine" for Mas. Bianchi. The next was on (he 15th of March

at Windsor, wheu a superb fete was given. The orchestra was erect-

ed in St. George's Hall, while another party danced in a separata

room of the palace, some of tlic company being invited to the one,

and others to the other entertainment.

On the 19th and 201b. of May (he King bad music. On the first

evening in private in the Queen's apartment the Oratorio of Samson,

was performed, and it may afford some clue to the refinement of his

Majesty's taste (o relate, that on this occasion he condescended to con-

suit Mns. Bianchi upon the omission o( "Let the bright Seraphim'4

which the King snid, "was a vulgar noisy song." The songs,of

Acis and Galatea were principal favourites, ami chiefly among them,

" Heart the seat of soft delight" A (Italia, which was also high in

esteem, was done on the second night, when (o spare the fatigue of

the soprano, Miss Tbnnant was introduced. Mn. Vaughah
was the tenor, and Ma. Bin field the bass. The Orchestra was

erected in the chapel adjoining St. George's Hall, and was left under

the intention ofa renewal ot Ibe Oratorios, which alas I never took

place ; on this spot

" It was his blithest and his last."

The entertainment was in honor of the Queen's birth-day, and tho

supper was laid in St. George's Hall, and nothing more splendid in

point of decoration was ever seen at Windsor ; Ihe full dress of the

band on these occasions gave a rich and lively appearance to the or-

chestra, while the stale of the Royal Family, blcndEd with a noble

affability, the magnificent ornaments and sumptuous apparel of the
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g ues( a, and the exact order which prevailed gave a grandeur and

dignity to tbe whole that can only be felt by those who have been

present.

Hea Majesty played in a superior style on the harpsichord; the

Princesses used also to king in private, generally in tbe Princess

Augusta's apartments." The Duchess oi'G[,oucE9TEiibas on more

than one occasion condescended to join in glees at Carlton-house.

The DccHEse of York has a fine taste and very acute and accu-

rate discrimination. Her Ruyal Highness is also a vocal performer'

The Prince Regent is not only an amateur of the science gene'

rally, but his R. II. is also a practical musician. It is only of late

years, since his right arm was hurt by n sprain, that the Prince has

discontinued his performance on t lieVioloncello, to which instrument

be was exceedingly partial. His Royal Highness slill however sing?.

His voice is a bass of gfeat compass, and the lower tones are particu-

larly good. He has a very extensive knowledge and a very sound

taste. So strong is the Regent's memory of passages and authors,

that there is scarcely a note played by his band (for which music of

every species is most classically arranged by Ma. Kramer) that fail

Royal Highness is not able to anticipate. The baud consists of the

following effective wind instruments, and it is esteemed to be til*

finest in Europe.

—

Eight Clarionets (separate parts in different keys)

Two Oboes

Three Flutes (separate parts)

Four Bassoons do.

Otic Serpent Obligatot

Three do. do. Ripieno

Four Tromboni Soprano, alto, tenor, and bats

Four Horns (in different keys)

Four Trumpets do.

Kettle Drums.

* The late Sir Wm. Parsons was their master. The appointment of Mr.

Shield to succeed him as master of tin; St. James's (burl, vas a just and

proper tribute to the err.it talent i ;,nt] Inlmiinus nViciii.m nf a tiini; lit'- to ttn-

jiroiiinLiim of musical ui.iirr. It i- aliki; hoaoiahlr to ill" ilouru-, .Mr. Shield,

and lite art.

+ Mr. C. Kramer, who lias Hie so!.', dirrrlioi, of ilv, band and the arrange-

ment of the music for tin; inrlie-tra ( a task wliWi few wnuld amWtaJir, cmi
ifanother indiifflual could be found capable,) Is a (Jerniau by birth, and a
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The band is in attendance every evening at the Pavilion at

Brighton, and usually plays from 9 till IS when his Royal Highness

ii there. It is sometimes, though very rarely commanded to Carl-

ton House. Hitherto t lie want of a room sufficiently large has been

a considerable drawback to the pleasure of hearing such a number

of triad instruments. In the new Palace at Brighton, a concert

room is expressly prepared, and we have it in our potter to submit to

pur readers a sketch of its figure and dimensions. A roost capital

organ has been built by Lincoln, and will be placed in the recess.

musician oftherery first order, both thenrHically jinil praclicallv. Hi' otcels

on the flute and clarionet; Inn his kmmledi;e »f tin- r[)Wls n! initruments is

i^rfiiE nil ii universal. He is intimately and miriufjy anjuaiulcil with I In- works

of his couutrymcn, and he has adapted their music in such a manner as to

gratify, to the extent, all lover* of i u si rumental performances. From the most
delicate sons; to the magnificent symphonies of Haydn, Mozart, and Beet-

ho'en, and eren the grandest of I laudd'.- cliorusses, be lias preserved the'

bearing of each class throughout, in their pristine beauty and design, and with;

so nice an attention to the particular can of expression appertaining to each'

instrument, that he has left nothing to be desired. These arc the daily services,

rendered' In the Prince hi- master, and to music, by Mr. Kramer. Rut lie

has lately added a new application of his talent, and industry (o the science.

Mr. Kramer was struck with the error in the original construction of the Ser- :

peat. Hi; nli!Tr-,ril that the linerr-hiile : ve.re placed at improper intervals,

with a view only to the reach of the player ; that they were too small ; nnd
(

in short, lie saw all the defect, which are likely to all end early structure.—lie

has remedied them ivilh ureal iji^i'imiti . lie lias added both to the size and

number of the holes: ronstrurted keys with a double action, which lie conve-

niently under the hand, and enable tin) performer to slur through thei

chromatic scale. Some of (he apertures are now made two inches in diameter,!

in order to emit the column of air set in motion through an instrument of

such large dimensions, his serpent being 8 feet 8 inches long. By these me-
chanical emid-iviiiiccs, eu ry note i- equal in strength and roundness of tone.

Mr. K. has also improved the utnutli-picce, and the player is now enabled to

regulate his tone to the nicest distinctions of piano and forte. The compass

is three octarei from double C, and the scale is like a keyed German flute

T S
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Such is the establishment which the Prince constantly retains in

his service, and elicit is I he preparation making- for the future parti-

cipation of an enjoyment which of all others, when conducted upon
such a scale, attracts into its focus ami combines tlic largest share of

intellectual ;md sensible pltusurc we derive from the arts.

In order to convey to our readers, however, a more complete

notion of the manner in which music is conducted at Brighton and
Carlton House, we arc to state tliat it was a frequent amusement with

his Royal Highness to command vocal quintette parties, which were

honored by the presence of the Queen, the Princesses, and a few of

the nobility. These concerts in truth partook of the character of the

domestic hahils of the Royal Family, and pourtray the nature of

Iheirmh'nucrsaiid pursuits. The pianoforte \tas usually taken by Mr.

Asioi.i, and the performers summoned were, generally, Mrs. Bian-

chi Lacv, Messrs. Trammbzzani, Naldi, Ledesma, and Lacv,

with the occasional addition of the Chevalier le Cainea. On
these occasions it was usual for the Prince Regent to hand his Royal

Parent to an easy bat stately chair, near which were placed two or

three others, and at a short distance were dispersed 1 lie scats for the

rest of the Company. Her Majesty would send for one or two of

the ladies to «il near and converse with her in turn, during the inter-

vals of the music. Each retired after a short period, and thus

many of the nobility enjoyed the same distinction. The Prin-

cesses also conversed with thm accustomed affability. Her M.ij^iy

sometimes left the Music Room for lea or cards, an. I returned, Itul

generally the Urgent handed lire tea to the tjnecn, and attended on

his mother with that graceful manner and digmlied auction, for

which his Royal Highness has been celebrated by the inmates ol

Courts, beyond any man in Europe.

On particular occasions of ceremony, such as the first visit of I lie

Duchess of Oldenburg, and those of the Emperor Alexan-

der and the King op Prussia, Concerts upon the most cilcnd-

ed scale have been given, and nearly all the great vocal anil instru-

mental talents of the metropolis enlisted, with a degree of splendor

and magnificence worthy the exalted rank of the host and of his

guests. Salomon, to whom science is so much indebted for the

induccmentsby which he prevailed on Havdn lo visit this country,

and to compose his immortal symphonies, was generally the leader.

Ma. C. Kraher conducted, and Asioli was at the pianoforte.
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While CiiEnuBTNi was in England, the Prince, with (hat attention

to talent which he delights to pay, desired, lliat lie might be invited

to preside tit (ho performmice ofone of his own fine compositions.

The music selected is so various, that it may lie said to embrace

every style, for I In: Prince is really a judge of every description of

composition, from the comic opera lo the grandest writing of Handel's

inspired oratorios anil selections ; nil hove their turn, both in the

occasional concerts, and in the nightly performances of the private

band at the Pavilion, but no bill is ever prepared.

Tub Dvkb or Cumberland is a director of the Concert of

Anticnt Music, and loves the science ; but observation of his taste

lends us to suppose that lib Royal Highness is most attached to cun-

ccrted pieces, and his fondness tor fine instrumental performances

was last winter manifested by his very frequent attendance at the

PiiiMUBMONic Society, where the great attraction is the asto-

nishingly accurate and liuisheil execution uf [lie finest and most ela-

borate compositions for instruments.

The Duke of Sussex has enjoyed, through his long residence

in Italy, the ever fresh and living fountain of musical excellence, more

complete opportunities tor tin; ejilaigement and cultivation of hie

taste in music than any of his Royal Brothers. The Duke is a good

muBician,Can accompany himself on the pianoforte, and has a voice

of excellent tone and compass. It has been well formed under sevc>

ralmaslers.orwhom Crbicbhtisi stands forimost. Before a series

of ill heal 111 had iuipiirod the organ, his lioyal Highness was equal

to the execution both ofserious and comic music, in the best styles of

Jlulinn and English nl.islcrs. We an- Inpjiy lu understand, (hat the

asthmatic affection which was his tedious companion for so many

j ears, is at length eradicated, and that he now sings with his original

power, facility, and expression. Nothing can so well convey lo our

leaders the peculiar manner in which the Duke executes, as to inform

them tlt.tt < !n- elegant uu:l lunching airs pi i Wished hy foreseen tini were

composed cvpie-sly lor his lloyai Highness, and arc part icllarly

ndapled to the display of that natural sensibility and musical tact

which is inwoven with the constitution of the Duke of Sussex.—

At table there are few amateur singers capable of giving so much

elect to songs ofconvivial scntiuie at. Then' is scarcely anything mote

dillicull in art or manners than to call into life, and rouse the high

oudgeuuous fouling?, which it is the distinguishing excellence of
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this species of singing to produce, and at tlic same lime fa divest a

table song of its utmost universal tendency toward (lie gross and

coanc expression of the fire of Hie moment. The real object and (he

true delight is to raise and refine, not tower and degrade and defile

the imagination. This art the Duke possesses, and there are few cir-

cumstances that can add more to the How ofsoul, than a song from

his Royal Highness.*

The attainments made by the Dore of Cambiudre bespeak ft

more uniform attention, and a more solicitous practice of the science

however than lias been pursued by the other brunches of the Royal

Family. His voice is a tenor, and his instrument is the violin. His

Royal Highness is able to read any music at sight, with the accuracy

of a professor, and he was accustomed, when in England, both to

play and sing with the ablest performers. Music was a frequent

source of amusement in the Duke's apartments. Glee parties, at

which the Queen used to be present, were often given by his Royal

Highness. On these occasions, the singers were, Mb. Bailtlehan,

Mb. Vaughan, the Messrs. Kbytbtts, &c.—and perhaps bis

Royal Highness is attached more to the style of English vocal

music than Italian. Upon the whole, we might say, that the

Duke of Cambridge has proceeded further in practical science titan

his Royal Brothers, were it needful to compare acquirements, which

differing somewhat in kind and degree, arc equally honorable to

the taste of all the branches of a family, whose enjoyment and cul-

tivation of any art is almost certain to insure for it universal ac-

ceptance and support in British society, and for its professors, the

highest patronage and respect that their attainments and their con*

* The following song, jet (we bc)ieie)by Mr. Emdin, is one of the Duke's
faiourilL", wliich he ting* nith much livjcitj and foim:'

Gaily still my moments roll,

While I quiilf the Honing bowl;

Lire can never reach (he soul

That deeply drinks ofwine.

See the Lover, pale with grief,

HIeieIj his llniM Willi Miilnw h'.if

;

But his heart soon finds relief

From drinking deep ofwine.

Eyes of fire—lips of dew

—

Cheeks that shame the rose's hue

What are these to me or you

Who deeply drink of wine ?
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duct candcservc. Of such a nature is the support which the Royal
Family, in most of its members, as we have seen, extends to Music

and Musical Men.

MARA, BILLINGTON, AND CATALAN!.

While we were hesitating as to our selection of the fittest cha-

racter among vocal performers fur our present number, the intelli-

gence of the death of the most accomplished of native English

singers was transmitted to us from Venice,* and we have to lament

in common with the few, whom Mas. Billinoton's musical talents

have occasionally delighted since her retirement from public life,

that she is no longer sensible to the just pride and pleasure which are

derived from well-earned and not injudicious praises, and which are

the highest and purest rewards that ability con receive or enjoy.

The record we are now to make, can only lie addressed to the re-

collection of those of her colempnruries who remain, and to the re-

[HHiitiiMun' ofposd-rity
;
we may therefore bo pitrduned. if we should

ctilftriie our sphere of descriptive criticism by I In' addition of same

biographical particulars, which are related after a communication

made by herselfa very short time before she IjsI quitted England, the

country of her birth, to find a grave in a foreign land.

The paternal appellation ofMns. Billinotos was Weichsell,

and her mother, who was a singer of some eminence, died while her

offspring, Mr. C. Weicusbll, (he celebrated violinist, and Mas.

B. were young. These children were (rained to music at the earliest

possible age, and even performed on the pianoforte and violin for the

benefit of Mrs. W. at tbe Hay-market theatre, at six years old, a time

of life when they might h;ivi' been wi II thought im-ipnble of any ac-

quirements deserving public notice. Her first master wasScHBOETEiiit

an excellent teacher of the pianoforte, and her father superintended

her musical education «ifh a degree of severity, that could scarcely

be justified even by Hie proficiency of the pupil. Few persons have

attained the perfection that Miss Weichsell reached upon this

instrument. At fourteen she came before the public as a singer,

• Mrs. B. riled at her estate of St. Artien, near Venice.

+ He was also the tutor of Mr. John Cramer in early life.
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singer, at Oxford, and at sixteen married Mr. Bii,t.ingms, then a

performer on the double bass, who carried her im ;;\c ! lately to Dublin,

where she commenced her theatrical career in Ihe opera or Orpheits

nml Eurtfdice. Here, perhaps, for the nifty period ofher life^ she was

doomed to suffer mortification, in the greater applause and respect

obtained by Miss Wheeler, a singer muclr interior to herself; nml

such was the effect on the ardent mind of Mrs. Dillinqtoh, that it

had well nigh been the occasion uf her ([(lining tin; stiiirc in disgust.

The reputation of Miss Wueelkr procured her an engagement at

Covcnl Garden Theatre for three years; Mrs. Rillisgtoh follow-

ed lier to London, and nosouner bad she arrived than Mr. Hakims',

the proprietor, and Mr. Lewis, the manager, waited upon her with a

proposal for her to play three nights. So short a trial she positively

refused, expressing her desire to substitute twelve nights, under the

apprehension that her too anxious solicitude to please her country-

men might defeat her first efforts. Such, indeed, was her distrust

that site considered this as a final experiment, and she had deter-

mined in the event of any failure either in the ense of self possession

or of deficiency of powers and attainments to quit the profession of

an actress at once. They procccdcdtodiscnssthc terms of her engage-

ment, and she desired a salary of twelve pounds per week, to which

the managers objected as being the highest sum then given, and as

the remuneration assigned to Mm Wiieeleu, whose reputation was

so high and so established. The comparison was unfortunate, it irri-

tated Mrs. B. and she instantly declined to enter into any perma-

nent contract. She consented, however, to appear for the twelve

nights, and was advertised for the part of Jiotctta, in Arne's opera

of Lave in a Village. She was announced for I lie Wednesday uiirhl,

but the name of Mrs. Billinoton, late Miss Wbtciisell, having

caught the attention of The Kino, his Majesty commanded her

appearance to take place two days sooner, a circumstance highly

fettering, as it was a solitary instance and contrary to the custom

generally observed by the Sovereign-

it will readily be conceived, that Mrs. Bill in a tow, whose habits

of study and practice had been fixed by the severest exercise of pa-

rental authority, mnilti'd rn> preparatory c\i:i!:,m tn ensure her suc-

cess with the public, under such high auspices. Indeed she labour-

ed uight and day, and nothing could bemorc complete than her tri-

umph over the esteem of her audience aud the rivalry of her forme*

i
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favored competitor. Miss Wheeler was laid on the shelf ns the

theatrical phrase goes, and nt Lilt; expiration of the twelve nights the

managers again waited on Mrs. B. to renew her engagement on n

permanent fooling. They questioned her cautiously respecting her

expectations, find slie rather in jest than earnest demanded one thou-

sand pounds mid a benefit for the remainder of the season, with

which, to herutler aitonislnncnt, they immediately complied, and

they afterwards voluntarily gave her a second night in return for

(lie extraordinary emolument they had derived from the exercise of

her talents.

Daring this season, although Iter theatrical duties were unrein it-

ted, she never relaxed from the most sedulous general pursuit efthe

knowledge mid practice of her art. She laboured incessantly, and

received lessons of Mobibllahi, an Italian master of celebrity, nt

that time in England. The llicatre had no sooner closed than she

availed herself of the interval to fly to Paris, where she enjoyed the

instructions of the great Sacciiini, the composer. Thus, she conti-

nued from the first to fortify and enrich her natural gifts with the

strength and ornaments of high science,* an example lo be followed

by every student who aspires lo the cliuragier of a polished and ex-

pressive singer.

At this time Madams Mara arrived in England, unequalled in

the eminence she had attained. In 1785 the subject of our memoir

made her debut at the concert of antient music.t Mara herself is

said not tu have beheld her reception quite unmoved, and some dis-

putes even arose respecting pluce and pre-eminence in thescats of the

orchestra, a species of Contention very Unworthy the IrailScendant

abilities of these gifted individuals.

Mrs. Billington's fame continued to spread while her never-

ceasing ardour and assiduity were day by day enlarging her slock of

knowledge, acquirement, and facility. She was a constant performer

at the concerts of the meirupolU, and she stmg at the memorable

Garden till 1793, when she adopted a resolution to retire from

public life, which she vainly imagined she had firmness enough

* A common friend h.T. relaii d In it- tlui hr has known Mrt. Billiitg-

rtt.v, ii/Icf I'hv'"? "' t-'"--"< ('"it", Ii-avi: (.!])[' lo itsi ticc n itli r.i

r
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to adhere to. At the instigation of her husband and her brother alio

was induced to make a continental (out, witli a view solely to amuse-

ment, and to this intent she declined jil I letter* of introduction, in-

tending to traycl incogi/ilo. For some time they succeeded and
passed along without notice ; but at Naples, tlie English Ambassa.-

dor, Sir W. Hamilton, penetrated their secret and persuaded Mrs. U.

and Mr. W. to perform in private before ilie King and Queen, at

Caserto, a country residence. The gratification they received in-

duced their Majesties to ret] nest Mrs. Bi i.lingtqm to perform at

die Great Thcalre of St. Carlo, then thought to be the finest opera

establishment in the world. She accordingly jn May, 1791, made

her debut in Inez di Custro, which was composed expressly for her,

by the Maestro Fa.wcusco Bi.inchi, who wrote an opera worthy

the supcremineut ability of his prima donna, Her success was com-

plete, for indeed her celebrity had made Iter name known in Italy,

and previous lo her quilting England the Venetian Ambassador had,

been in treaty with her to accept an engagement which howevej;

she broke.

Her performance at Naples was interrupted by a sudden and afr

feeling event. On the second nighl as Mr. [{it.t.imqton was seeking

his hat, to accompany his wife to the theatre, he fell down in a fit of

apoplexy and died in (lie arms of Bianchi, at the residence of the

Bishop ofWinchester. Nor was this the only circumstance that im-

peded her progress. About this time an eruption of Mount Vesuvius

took place, and the superstitious bigotry ofthe Neapolitans attributed

the visitation to the permission granted lo a Heretic lo perform atSt.

Carlo. Serious apprehensions were entertained by Mrs. B.'a friends

for the consequences of such an impression. Her talents, how-

ever, triumphed, she renewed her performance, and no prima donna

was evermore rapturously received in (lie country where the oper^

is best cultivated and best understood. I'aesiello, Paeb, and

Himmet,, successively wrote for her after Bianchi.

In 179G she went to Venice, where, after the first performance, sho

was taken so ill that she could sing no more during the season ; and

il is amongst the records honorable lo human nature, that the Ma-

nager generously brought her the w hole ol her salary, which she

compensated by playing the succeeding season without any other

reward than the pleasure of reciprocating the liberality of her einT

ployer. Conceiving that the air of Venice did not agree with her,

z 8
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she quitted tlie place and returned. On her journey from Venice

to Rome, she was earnestly entreated to give a concert at Home,

which she at first declined, but a society of Cavalicri undertook

the whole of the arrangement, and slip and Mr. Wcichscll per-

formed to a very crowded audience.

Between this period and the year 1798, she visited all the prin-

cipal theatres in Italy. In this year she married Mr. Feltssent, and

Mihscquenlly appeared twice wily at Milan. In 1801, still retaining

the name of Biliii.gion, she returned to her native country.

No sooner was hct arrival known than all the conductors of tho

public aniiiscrin-rils wrir :it: ko ca-jer lo rsigngi.' !n;r. The Malingers

of Cove nt-Garden and Driiry-Lanc Theatres both made her otters,

and the disposal of her services was at length referred lo arbitrators,

who awarded that she should appear at the two theatres alternately.

Mahdake, in Ahne'b Autaxerxf.s, was the character selected

for her debut, mid the audience was struck with rapture and asto-

nishment nt her amazing powers. On this occasion she introduced

a song from BiAHCiu's'JfKX di Castro, to the English words, "Lost

* Faxsmca RiAwcni was born at Cremona. He coniposed either fifty-

sen ii or fifty-eight entur operas, beside a imn-iilrralili- Humility or church and
usher mil-ic. Hi' mote a great deal for I'.n i liii intri and Miirr.hr ai, ami some

of his n;n ras remain in piililic. i-MiiEini;™. mul ».n' pi rfuruici!, hotli in Ilnly

and in Knjilancl. at ka-t as ohm :> (lin-i- of miv other master. He composed
his Discrtor Franchese at Venice, in 17K.i, and it obtained in celebrity in tht

fiillmiins it liciilur manure. J'mvhicrotii performed the [iiift of the deserter,

anil in the prnprr costume of a Pirnrh sohlier. The dress of common life had
never before heen seen upon t h - npern st and so shocked »as tlie classical

taste of til'.- Venetian- hi this tiiimvalinn that tliej actually refused the piece

:i fail- liriirino lr happened, he." ei er. I lut '-'line royal personage . jmi-siriT

through Venice, nprpssrd n strong drun- 1" ~or thi* opera, and in deference to

him the mu*ic suffered nu interuplion—their rapture was equal to their first

unwarrantable disgust, and the poor discarded Discrtor became a reigning

fSianchi wrnlc tin- fir.t o]»:ra both for our Storare and our BUlington—Cas-

tore c i'ollurc Tor the former anil I nel di Castro for the latter. His forte lay

"m fine en
t
ircs'iou. Thnnsls his Mernpe (tin: lu st of his Murks,) displays how

thoroughly ho imdei«wl (lie use of in.'(rumen If, Ins arcmnpimimciits were
rather natural and < as) than rcrkcrdtc. lie ivcnl hand in hand with the stile

i,l' hi; rotemp'Tiiri.-.-. rarsii-ll,.. (

,

im;ii...a, ic. preferi-iiii- siinplieilj to the more
.i.inplicated.ln.Mntrnilueedhj ItieCenmin.. His S. niiramidf in remarkable

ns baring bren chosen by the Bants for Iter debut in this country, w hen it had

The fame ol hi; si ire=s indiicnd the managers to send for lilm to England,

„ where he remained tLII the end of fiis life, lie was engaged by the Court of

Yiceua, but his icsiiisnce in the c.Tvicc. of Die Kiaperor was presented bj- the
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m anxious donhli ;" which, being composed expressly for her, ex-

hibited at one view her prodigious qualities, heightened by tlic

delightful execution of her brother's obligate violin accompaniment.

Perhaps no other singer could have sung this song
;
very certain it

is, no one ha; ever attempted it.

Engagements now multiplied upon her.—She sung at the Italian

Opera in 1803, at the King's Concert, at the Hanorcr-square Vocal

Concerts, and at a round of provincial meetings, from this time

till 180% when she finally retired.

Two remarkable circumstances attended her during this period

of her public life. On her re-appearnnce at the Opera, the Banti,

then in (hn zenith of her e\cellcnce, played (he character of Poli-

funtc to Mrs. liiUingtou's Mcropr, in Nasolini's opera of that name.

Never was the house so crowded as on this occasion : the stage was

so covered with ladies arid gentlemen, that the performers had

scarcely roqm to move. The second occurrence was her perform-

.nice with Mara,* on the 3d of June, 1303, the last night of that

must distinguished singer's appearing in this country. They sung

a duct together, eninjjiiwd In display their mutual accomplishments,

and the contest excited both to the utmost pitch of scientific expres-

sion. Never, certainly, was such a transcendent exercise of ability.

At length Mrs. Billington, having gained a competency, and leel-

death of that great personage. The Emperor having desired liis presence at

some (own in Italy, where, after aiinrr-iiij; wilL Mm for near two hours with

iirriil familiarity, lit was at length u,uestioned as (o liis willingness to settle at

i'ii.-ima. liiauchi a-enled. um! an cniiiirciiLeiit Has formally made ont lie ibu

Austrian Minuter at Venice.. He bad ju-l read the paji.'i w licit ncivs mV llir-

death of (he ICwperor was brought him, and his good fortune died with the

Prince.

We may relate an aticrdntc which i-, jutIuw, the sirrmij'.l proof of fliii

eoinposcr's talent. White Haydn was in England, lie assured Bianchi that

whtm-ier the uei-iilrnts nf lii.' di-:inl>cd hi- temper, in- I-' [it tcie leaf of some

one of li.'s works turned (A>:;n for it (ernicc — ti> thin lie a! way.-: resorted, arid

this never failed to restore his serenity.

As a learned cinitrapunli-l lie ranked i;ijh, and in' Inn' under stood that his

jn.it work .ni lll<- theory ef nni-ii.i -till remains unpaid! 'lied in tin- liauils t>f in-

widow, new Mr p. Lacy. The manuscript was sent to J-' ranee- duiang t(n:piMi-e

if IH&l. and was subedited to tlm i^tperliuri hi' La i.'epedc, Guisnetie, and

Prosny, at the especial ile-iic of (he Minister <>f I En- Interior, i'uhlic events

alone preduded its abearance under the sic linn anil aatiiorily of the (''reach

Institute.

" On hoth occasions, at the especial request of cich, Haiiti li(cralli

brought her on her knees, and Mara w-cpt for jny at receiving her acquir
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mg her health very sensibly affected by her efforts in the service of

tlie public, she resolved lo retire from exertions which, wilh a

mind so keenly alive lo the approbation of her auditors, and so de-

voted In the strictest execution of her professional duties, could not

have failed to have shortened her prospects of repose, and even of

existence. No entreaties were spared on the part of the noble di-

rectors of the ancient music, and of every manager of every public

theatre or concert at which she had assisted; bul her resolution

was finally taken, and in 1809 she retired from all public perform-

ances, and was never afterwards induced to forego it, except on one

occasion When she sung for the benefit of a charity at Whitehall,

in the presence of the Queen, thp Prince Regent, and other branches

of the Royal Family.

She left England, with her husband, in 1817, and died after an

illness of a very few days at her estate of Si. Art it'll, near Venice.

In aformer part" of our work we endeavoured to convey to our

readers a connected relation of the progress of tenor singing in this

country, during the petiod more immediately within ourown remem-

brance mid observation, by a somewhat detailed criticism upon those

vocalists, who may be truly said to have formed the taste of the age

in their department of art. It then appeared to us lo be necessary

lo bring up die anenr of information, which is now due to the public

upon every topic of musical instruction, in order to form a solid sub-

stantial foundation upon which our future remarks may be built,

and it is our intention to adopt the same principle in all the articles

to which it applies. Pursuing the method or proceeding we have
_

laid down, we purpose lo enter upon o view of the characters of

the Mara, of the Billington, and the Catala.nj, all natives of

different countries, and educated in different schools, flourishing in

immediate succession, all performers of most astonishing attain-

ments, and all uniting at this particular point of time, to form arid

fix the taste of our country, more than any others who have lived

among us, or who are yet before us. Banti and Gr Assixi rum tnul-

lis uliis, are barely recollected, while the names of Mara, Billiugton,

nnd Catalan!, are never spoken of by persons of judgment and feel-

ing, bul in the language of veneration and enthusiasm.

• Articles SJ lO, 11, 13, 13, page 72. (No. I,)
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MADAME MARA, NEE SCHMEtLING

Ws* bom at Casseliu 1750, and it is slated on the authority of a

foreign correspondent of Dr. Burney, that her early years were

devoted to the study ofllic violin,which ua child she played* in Eng-

land, but quilted that instrument ami became a singer by the ad rice of

the English ladies who disliked a "female fiddler"* itmay be there-

fore have happened (hat to this prejudice % we oive the delight ex-

perienced from the various excellencies of the most sublime singer

the world ever saw. Nor was the objection of Ihe English ladies

the only prejudice Miss Schmei.linc. had to encounter, for on her

arrival at Berlin, at the age of 21, Frederick, the Great King of

Prussia, who aliccled * high a skill in music as in war, could

scarcely be prevailed upon to hear her, his majesty declaring that he

should as soon expect pleasure from the neighing ol his horse, a*

as from a German singer. One song, however, convinced him of

her ability, which he immediately put to the severest trial by select-

ing the most difficult airs in his collection, and which Miss Scumel-

X.IHS executed at sight, as perfectly as if she had practised each of

these compositions all her life.§ Her earliest singing master was an

old man of the name of Pakadibi, and at fuurteen she sung before

her late Majesty with the greatest success. From 1767 to 1783 she

passed through Germany and Switzerland, she visited Naples at a pe-

riod subsequent to her appearance in England. Although it is related

that Madame Maha's first impressions led her to songs of agility,

yet her intonation was fixed by the incessant practice of plain

notes. Wc know from her own assurance that to confirm the true

foundation of all good surging by the purest enunciation and the

most precise intonation of the scale, was the study of her life, and

the part of her voicing, upon which she most valued herself. The

• Slic performed in public al U:n years old.

VVt hive -run it mnsl clriantU pLijed (in l>> mo:.- than mv hA\
,
unit SLciim i

f;*rbini " Lis lately in Kn^and, |ic[t"[>ruii[n; In a ^inerior sMe. ill public We
can imagine (m uiliil rci-mi a^ain-l tin- viiilin as an iii-frument for females
rvvft the si> kwimine.s allenilini; (he eonim'ntiiTe In an nrcl Ira, Ijui thit

pn-sents no bar tn prisalc nimir beUii; a.wi.dd In female violiuhlj.

i liurnry's state of uiuiic in tftiiiuu)', ulji supra.

+ Byrocv'i state of Music in Gem
% We cannot help regarding the ei

pri-jnUirc. and m.thijiS but :i prejudice. 1 1 see

liarly fitted to their habits, delicacy of taste,
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fate Da. A r no lb told the writer of this article, (hat he had,

by way of experiment, seen Mara dance and assume the most

Violent gesticulations while going1 up and down the scale, yet

such was her power of chest, that the (one was as undisturbed

and free, as if she had stood in the customary quiet position of the

orchestra.

The Italians say, that "of the hundred requisites to make a singer,

he who has a tine voice, has ninety-nine." Madame Mara had

certainly tho ninety-nine in one. Her voice was in compass from G
to £ in allissimo, and all lis notes were alike even and strong j but if

maybe permitted to supply the huudreili, she had that also in a

snpereminent degree in the grandest arid most sublime conception.

At the early age of 24, when she was at Berlin, in the immaturity of

her judgment and her voice, the best critics admitted her to have

exceeded Cuzzom, Faustina, and indeed all those who had preceded

her. Our age has since seen IIilltngto* and Catat.a-u, and we

still believe that in majesty anil truth of expression (that term com*

prehending all the most exalted gifts and requisites of vocal science)

the Mara retains her superiority. From her wc deduce all that has

been learned or perhaps can be learned concerning the great style of

singing. The memory of her performance of Handel's sublime

work, " / know that my Redeemer Bath," is immortalized together

with the air itself. Often as we have since heard if, we have never

witnessed even an approach to the simple majesty of Mara : it is to

this air alone that she owes her highest pre-eminence, and they who

not having heard her would picture to' themselves a just portraiture

of her performance, must image a singer who is .fully equal to the

truest expression of the inspired winds and the scarcely less inspired

music <ii ill is loflic.it ol' ;d! pu--;blc cous positions.

But Mara was the child of sensibility
; every thing that she did

was directed to the heart : her tone, in itself pure, sweet, rich, and

powerful, took all its various colourings from the passion of (lie

words ; and sho was not less true to nature and fueling, in " Ike Sol-

dier tir'd," and in the more exquisite, " Hnjie laid afaltering tale,"

thou in " I kilos' that my Redeemer Uctlh." Her tone wus perhaps

neither so sweet nor so clear as Billington's, nor so rich and powerful

as Catalani's, but it was the most touching language of the soul.

—

It was on the mastery of the feelings of Iter audience that Mara set

her claims to fame. She left surprise to others, and was. wisely
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content with an apparently (bul not really) humbler style • anil she)

thus chose tile part of genuine greatness.

The elocution of Mara must betaken rather as universal than as

national; fur nllhough she passed some time in England when a

child, and retained some knowledge of (lie language, her pronun-

ciation was continually marred by a foreign accent and those

mutilations of our words which are inseparable from the consta'nt

use of foreign hin.';uug:-s during a long residence abroad.* Not-

withstanding this draw-back, the impression she made, even upon

Uneducated persons, alwavsextreniel v alive to the ridiculous effects nf

mis-pronunciation, and upon the unskilled in music, was irresistible.

The (ire, dignity, and tenderness of her vocal appeal could never

be misunderstood ; it spoke the language of all natrons, for it spoke

to the feelings of the human: heart.

Her acquaintance with the science of music was considerable,

and her facility fn reading notes astonishing. The anecdote related

above will prove how completely all music was alike easy to hct

comprehension. Perhaps she is indebted to her fiddle for a faculty

atthat time not very common. We have observed that all player*

on stringed instruments enjoy the poii'er of reading and writing

music beyohd most others : they derive it from' the appireherrsion. of

the corning note' ok distance which must necessarily reside m the

mind,- and direct the linger to its formation. The two branches of

art are thus acquired by the violinist in conjunction, and to her

knowledge of the violin we attribute Madame Maka's early supc-i

liortty in reading difficult passages. Maka'b execution was certainty

very great ; and though it differs materially from the agilily of the

present fashion, itmay be' considered as more true, neat, and legitiJ

mate, inasmuc has it was less quaint and extravagant, and deviated less

from the main purpose of vocal art

—

expulsion-

. Mrs. Eir.UNO-

ton- once made ,this remark to us in conversation, and at the same

time, with a modesty becoming lirr great acquirements, voluntarily-

declared that she considered Maia'i execution to be superior to her.

own, in genuine effect, though not in extent, compass, rapidity,

and complication. Maka's divisions always seemed lo convey a.

meaning, sucU aa we have before desc ri lied under the name ofvocal

* It is renuu-lcd that a. Pole ran easily acquire and pronounce all lan-

guages, but that no foreigner ran pronounm Ihr IVii-li tongue. Rare!}-,'

indeed hsie we heard Ihenatirc of any other country come near our language.
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declamation, in our criticism on Mr. Yaughan: they were vocal,

not instrumental; they had light nnil shade and variety of tone;

they relaxed from or increased upon the time, according to the

sentiment of which they always appeared lo partake; these attri-

butes were iifcjo particularly remarkable, in her open, true, and liquid

shake, which was certainly lull of expression. Neither in ber orna-

ments, learned and graceful as they were, nor in her cadencies, did

she ever lose sight of the appropriate characteristics of the sense and

melody. She was by turns majestic, tender, pathetic, and elegant,

but always the one or the other—not a note was breathed in vain*—

She juslty held every species of ornament:!.! execution to be subordi-

nate to the grand end of uniting the effects of sound and sense in (heir

operations upon the feelings of licr hearers. True to this principle,

if any one commended the agility of a singer, Mara would ask

" Can she sing nix plain notes f"

We place Madame Mah* at the very topmost summit of her

profession, because in majesty and simplicity, in grace, tenderness,

and pathos, in the loftiest attributes of art, in the dements of the great

style, she far transcended all her competitors in the list of fame.—

-

She gave to Handel's compositions their natural grandeur and effect,

which is in our minds the very highest degree of praise that we can

bestow. Handel is heavy, say the musical fashion-mongers of the

day. This objection has been already largely discussed in our for-

mer pages. Milton would be heavy beyond endurance from the

mouth of a reader of talents even above mediocrity. The fact U,

that to wield such arms, demands- the st length of giants. Mara.

possessed this heaven-gifted strength. It was in the performance of

Handel that her 8ncr mind fixed its expression, and called to its aid

nil the powers of her voice, and nil the acqufeitious of her science.

Here she still holds her scat in uubtenefrerl majesty, aud still wears

" without eo-iival

All her dignities."
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MRS. BILLINGTON.

Oirt eeunljryvoman, Mas. Billing™*, the second in this sur-

passing scries, will be found really to occupy the middle place in tbc

declension as we esteem it, from Mara to Catalani, fur if she was

below tbc former in the loftier supremacy of the intellectual faculty,

which gave to Mint's style its peculiar majesty and pathos, she was

certainly above Catalani in the general expression derived from

conception, as well as ia sweetness of tone and finish of execution.

But to pursue our enquiry somewhat more systematically.

Billington's iktosatioit was uncommonly perfect. Wo
shall not be far from the truth, we apprehend, if we attribute some-

what of lier exceedingly correct manner ofhit ting the exact interval to

tile advantage she all her life enjoyed, of combining her own studies

with the accompaniment of her brother, Mu. Wi;icusELL,as well aslo

an accurate ear, good teaching, and uncommon perseverance in

practice. Singers who are taught by an instrument (which is al-

most universally the case) acquire not only in a measure the tone

of the instrument, but the temperament. This is so true, that we
have observed in a multiplicity of instances, that if young singers

contract from a fixed instrument the habit of singing an interval or a

passage in a song out of [une they are never able afterwards to correct

the original mistake of association. To the assistance of Mit.WV? ex-

quisite performance, for upon the violin the errors of temperament

ore modified and made true, we therefore give no small portion of the

brilliancy of tone and perfection of intonation Mrs. B. possessed.

We never remember to have heard her in public, sing in the slightest

degree nut of tunc, but remarking to herself this unusual accuracy,

she said, it was her conviction, that no performer could sufficientty-

coramand the organ by any quantity of practice, to be always cer-

tain of intonation. She added, that a finite nole was common to all

the singers she had ever heard. Our opinions, previously formed,

accorded with Mrs. Billington's mat urejudgment, and an authority

of such weight has made our conviction complete upon this material

point of occasional vocal fillure. It will have been seen by our

analysis of Mr. Braham's powers that we estimate this faculty ia

conjunction with the various considerations of (he passion to be ex-

pressed, the power, and indeed with the entire nature ofthe passage,

vocal and elocutory. Mrs. Billiwgton was not less pre-eminent in
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this respect than Mara herself; taking all lhese circumstances into

English anil Italian depression, however engaged or acquired, are

two distinct tilings. All the ideas of (he former ma; be said to be

derived from the way in which the works of Handel have been

sung by the ablest vocalists. Wo agree entirely with the notion*

expressed by our correspondent, TlKOlHBUS, on Hi h matter, and

we refer our readers to liis first letter on the elements of vocal science,

for the detail of these sentiments.* Mrs. Billing-ton's education

received its finish and line polish in Italy, and even her own nature

bhiI habits may be said with truth to have lowered her expression to

the peculiar passion that inlorms Italian music, and to the manner

that distinguishes that acutely-sensitive people. Her tone wasaffeel-

cd by (he lubricity with which she glided through the tenderest pas-

sages or opera songs, and her grandeur was of the bind in use upon

(he theatre*. M aba, on the contrary, had tinctured all her foreign

studies with the. severer cast of German and English thought,

Mara, though speaking our language with the accent and mispro-

nunciation o( a foreigner, was much more strictly in accordance

with our national predilections and mannerism than our own coun-

trywoman, perhaps, because Eillington might be 6aid to leave,

and Mara to come to us at ibe age of sentiment, when all our im-

pressions nrc transferred from the imagination to the heart. We Jonot

wish lo philosophize too fur, hut we must suggest that the formation

of these beau[ies and peculiarities of vocal science, will be found to

class very much with moral habits, and to depend more upon modes

of reflection and of action, than appears at first sight. To these

masters of the mind, we refer the difference of conception and ex-

pression in the two persons, we arc comparing ; to the strength and

austerity of Maba's intellectual temper, capacity and endowments

wo trace np her majesty and pathos—to the warmer sensibility of

Billington's heart, the different representation of which has

fcecn two often imagined <o be the passion pflove. Mara excelled

her here as transcendantly as in the picturing of higher and holier

sentiments. Mara's was genuine, li^itimate affection made infi-

nitely touching by its depth and truth of feeiig, while Billing-

ton's was rather lo be likened to a light and instant captivalion

tcarcciy concealing in the very moment offascination, its instability

• Page 41. No. 1.
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—it was voluptuous but fall ofar1,irressistib!e, delicious, sensible in-

fatuation. No hearer who liad studied bit Own perceptions and sen-

sations could have listened to Maha's Hope told a flattering Ink,

and Bit.1,1 no ton's Si: ti ptrJo, often 511115 (o the Engiislt words.

Why with sighs my hai't is swelling, without being trcmlilingly

alive In ill is tlistiiielioit. ' We believe lliU eilirct indeed (11 ham been

the radical natural dilfcreiicc of orgnmzEilinn, not less llian of educa-

tion, manners, society and Ha bits, all of which arc employed in

moulding that combination of faculties and acquirements which ori-

ginate and modify what we term the conception of a singer.

The toneofMrs.Bir.LiNr.ton's roicediffered as essentially and in

the same manner and degree, both from Maha's and Catai.ani's
;

so true it is, that the mind transmutes by its influences the natural

instruments which become its agents. She could never invest it

with llie full, solemn, and affecting swell of tile former, nor with the

malchlcss richness of the latter. But perhaps it was sweeter than

either. If wc could commix the finestsounds of a flute and a violin,

it might convey some notion of Billington's mere voice. In com-

pass she exceeded bofli her cam petiton, flaring a clear, equal, and

complete series of twenty-two notes, from A to A inaltissiino.t Her

lower tones were never very powerful. In expression we think it

* The often nunled passages of Milton's Ctimia describes the di:tVu-iue

tbst we would define :

—

Can any mortal mixture of earth's mould
Breath.: surh divine enchanting ravishment ?

How sweetly did they float upon the wingv

Of silence, through the empty-vaulted night,

At cn'y fall smooth i 111; the raven down
Of (lari.!U".i till it smiled I i lunc lift heard

My mother Circe »ith the Sirens three,

Amidst thr ibwery-kirtlcd Naiad™,

Culling their potent herbs, and baleful drugs

Who astliey sung, waud Ute the prisoned soul,

And lap it in Elysium; Srylla wept
And chid her barking waves hue. attention,

And fell Cbarybdis mumiur'd soft applause ;

YelM.eyh, pli-.-lLie; slu.iilierlull'd ill,"

Ami in sorer i»*i»m .v-ftW il of itself

;
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was less varied than eillter. It certainly was deficient in the inspi-

ration nnd [endernomof Maoa, intbc force and lighten i tig-like pone,

t ration of Catalani ; her power was almnst equal to Banti's, but

the voice was more bird-like, and formed for the neatest nnd most

finisheJ style of rapid execution. Mrs. B, never saw the passage

*he could not get through in a perfect and masterly way and in every

manner. She could execute the same division either legato or stac-

cato; and this power, perhaps, constitutes the most marked and

capital distinction between the facility of Mrs. Billiscton and

Madame Catalan-!. There are many singers who can execute by

changing the manner of a passage, and it is not altogether a forbidden

privilege, though it is one against which a student might most reli-

giously to exert his fortitude and forbearance. Bilmngton had

never occasion to use it. We know that she could perform much

more than she thought it consistent with good taste to introduce.

Chromatic volatas, through which she could fly with as ready velo-

cily and far more truth than Catalani, she very seldom indeed (in

despite of the common place applause which they are almost sure 1o

draw down,) could prevail upon herselfto employ. She considered

tlicm of no value whatever in expression, and indeed to have no sort

of recommendation bnt their difficulty, which of course implied

little beyond mere repetition, or in other words, continual practice.

And here we may say with propriety, that Miifi. Bili.incton held

Majia in the highest veneration, and has spoken of licr in conversa-

tion to the writer ofthis article, as surpassing all her competitors and

successors in the qualities we have, in the former pages, described.

The circumstance about her execution, which excited more at-

tention than her agility, was the introduction of ornamental pas-

sages; fur the graces which she appended to her songs were far more

lull, new, nnd extraordinary than English audiences had been ac-

customed In. All her most popular songs were immediately printed

with the ornaments she used, and which were taken down by pro-

fessors, as she gave them. They exhibit in their mere notation a

fancy limited only by sound knowledge; but it is much to be la-

mented that the peculiar accentuation, the retardation, and accelera-

tion of notes, the el i Here rices of time, and all the niceties which

carry the effect to the heart, are not expressed,* and cannot be un-

* Ti Ime Iwis l'M'ii in "iii niu|. intuition in -,i'm\ at (Ik arr.tn.;( wilt .>f a ptan

this intuit', (oivuitls which we ham sought the assistance of very eminent of
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derslood but by those who We paid peculiar attention to her style

ofgracing. In this department she wa» particularly elegant ami
finished—certainly more florid than Mara, though with a lower de-

gree of expression—uilh more meaning and fewer note&tbanC at a<
lani. She may be said (a have given a novel air to ornamental pas-

sages, and greatly to have enlarged that branch of the science.

Her cadences were often exceedingly rich, varied, and elaborate

;

yet so good a masician was she, lhal the hearer was never in any

pain on her account, how distant soever her wanderings.

In point of science, Mrs. Billington was exceeded by no vocal

performer living or dead. She was amongst the finest pianoforte

players ever heard. Her publications prove that she even com-

posed beautifully for that instrument, and her acquaintance with

music was sufficiently extensive to be called universal. She hod

sung in the church and the orchestra, upon the English and Italian

theatres, with nearly equal aacee-s, though her Italian singing must be

ranked as hersupremest excellence. If Mas. Billing-ton fell short

ofthe majesty and pathos of Ma ha generally—yet there were songs

in which she rose to a pitch of feeling that had no other parallel.

Her magnificent scena from Cimarosa's, Sacrifizio D'Abrani,

Drh partale has drawn more tears" than any thing vocal since

the best days of Mara, not excepting Mr. Braham's Deeper and

dmper still. Every other singer who has attempted it, has failed

from the remembrance of Mrs. Billisotor's complete conception

and execution of(hesong. The operain which sheobtzi.iedlhegreat-

est share of applause during her appearance at the King's theatre, was

Winter"* Proserpina, for although there were rn it no very cele-

brated pieces, the music was altogether attractive and captivating.

The duetts and trroi were so well contrived to contrast the sweet-

ness and delicacy of Mrs. B.'s voice and execution with the rich and

round, but limited tones of Grassini, (hat it was upon the whole

one of the greatest possible favorites with the public.

Mas. Billing ton's pronunciation of the English language was

not quite free from impurities, arising principally from the intra-

talents; and although not much advanced, we So not altogether despalrof be-

ing able to combine method with a copious explication of the principles anil

e»a«iplesof (lie science of gracing.

• When Diiliiigton began to low some of her leryhlgh notes, It is (bought

bj those in intimate habits nith her, she began In cullitatc the cleineuM of

expression more Isbosjouslr- How uniformly is this the ease.
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duCtion of vowels before consonants, a habit probably acquired from

fhe custom in Italian. The whole stylo of her elocution may be de-

scribed as sweet and persuasive rather than powerful and command-

ing. It naturally assumed the character of lier mine) and voice.—

" Let not rage" in Arlarerxes, was amongst the most successful of

her efforts. We cannot, unfortunately, particularise any thing of

declamatory superiority from her church or orchestra performances.

They were all totally eclipsed by the greater planet that pre-

ceded lier.

Mrs. Billing Ton's rcjiulntinn ns n singer, we irre inclined to be-

lieve, stands higher upon the continent than in England. The pre-

dilections of bcr countrymen had been already formed, and weredi-

recled also by the greatest influence in the realm during lier time,-

most peculiarly towards Handel's music, by which term we mean

principally to signify his oratorio swigs, for amongst I he m ill ion of

auditors, the airs of his operas were almust totally unknown or for-

gotten. The coin positions snug upon our singes have nothing of

which we may be said tobonst, but the music of Artaxerxe$. la

England she came into immediate contrast and comparison with-

Majia in the style where Mara was certainly unrivalled. In

Italy, on the contrary, the theatre is the origin of taste, and alt

ideas of musical virtu arc formed upon the model ol the open, where'

she certainly excelled all her contemporaries. These reasons, wc
trust, will satisfactorily account for the preference which we have

no doubt obtains, riithonirli no English singer has ever enjoyed the

natural advantages, combined nilii tlio acquisitions in art that have

justly raised our gifted countrywoman's name to its exalted height

in vocal science, and to that degree of veneration which now at-

tends— we lament to close our memoir with words so sad—

her sfotonv.
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Madame catalahI.

We have lived long enough to remember {barely indeed) tliO

reception which Mara met on her appearance iii tbis country.

We recollect more freshly the enthusiasm with which Bilmngtos
was followed, and the wonder Catalan excited, is the latest im-

pression upon oar minds. The rising estimation which attended

these three great singers is one of the strongest proofs we know of

the growing cultivation and ardor for the science of music, for cer-

tainly the sensation created was in a progressively increasing pro-

portion, while probably, the real merits of the objects were in an

inverse ratio. We have already said so much of Catalani in out

description of Mara and Billing™ .1, (hat our direct observations

will necessarily appear shorter than they ought to lie, and yet wo
shiill find il impossible to e-c:i[ie (;uitolii^y. Tin1 re;nler will there-

fore do us the justice to cult to mind that our criticism has been,

from a necessity incident (0 the subject, comparative.

la the first requisite

—

Intonation, Catalani was as deficient as

any pre-eminent singer we ever knew, a ci renins!ance (he more sur-

prising, because we believe failure is more incident to thin voices, than

to organs of such power, as Madame Catalam's. Ilcr/rtwjefiote

was about Eb, wesay about, for in the fluctuation of pitch to which

the concerts of this country are subject, il is impossible to fix a

tone very definitively. Perhaps her general tune was 11Heeled by the

three with which she was accustomed to sing, though it is bard to

distinguish between her fiilure in the execution of passages, aad in

the more siiriple parts of her performance, because she excelled so

far in airs of agility, aad indulged so continually in the introduction

of most elaborate and difficult ornaments, that she may almost be said

tobavehadnocanfoMfe or plain style. Whatever was the cause, she

varied from the pitch frequently, although to common hearers the

defect was lessened by (he prodigious volume and richness of her lone,

and by the rapidity w ith which she skimmed along the liquid surface

of florid notation. Wc are inclined to suspect that this lady was se-

duced from the practice of plain notes too early, a deviation, which

all who are guilty of it, repent too late. It is indeed a mistake that

can never be atoned.

Catalan! was a singer for the Italian ft age ;ilmie, and filled fur

00 other department of vocal science. Her Conception was purely

it b
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theatrical, and when thus considered, her style, as fai asslyle was

concerned, was certainly grand and imposing. There ate Few

iiistnncrs of more vivid intellectual expression, more chastely jet

more L-lli-oli vi'lj euibmlicd ami delivered , lliiin in Mime ol Hie hisjli

efforts of Mas a>me Catalan (. Nor wna Iter range confined lo (lie

great style, though there her forlc lay. In (lie lighter parts, such as

Susanna, iir Mozart's .Vo;:f ill Figarof anA Arhlea, in 11 Fnnalicoprr

la Rluiica, which were alike excellent. The playfulness nidi which

she could invest the character of her ornaments contributed in no

small degree to the effect. She was a florid singer and nothing but

a florid singer, whether grave or airy, in the church, orchestra, or

Upon the stage. But site could give an intellectual design, and set

the stamp of mind upon these beautiful coruscations of her brilliant

fancy, and tinlhiajj lias tended more to convince as of the possibility

of marking distinctly the passion, to illustrate which the ornament

may.be applied, than the manner of gracing which Catalani

could at pleasure adopt. It will not be stepping far out ofour way

should we say, that the construction, boundless as it in, ofornumcnt,

is more limited than the execution, am! that the manner of doing the

passage, of accenting, retarding, giiickcningjcuforeiiig, or softening

the notes renders it pathetic or pleasing at the w ill and frequently

according the physical powers of the singer. Of such a kind done

esteem the capital intellectual variety which Catalan! exercised

over (his department of her art, and while she showered her gracos

iii more extreme and wanton profusion than any other singer we
ever heard, there was ncverlheless-a general characteristic expression

very delightfully defined, over almost all she did. From this general

acknowledgment wc must except the airs with variations, which it

was a; once her honour ami her disgrace to have introduced ink*

practice in l!i
i

gland. We use this phrase of double inlerprefa-

tiun, because her cbicfest display of agility was manifested in thcie

ciTorls .
" U duke concenla " and " A'tl cor piu non mi mtlu " as she

Ming them, are at one and the same lime the most beautiful speci-

mens of simple, pathetic, and lively melodies converted into 1 he

tnost exuberantly florid songs of execution. Such a means of evin-

cing her particular talent, sin ned her ex traordinmy facility, prai^

ticc, and acquirement in the very worst possible way. It was giving

lilc to her execution by the commission of a suicide upon her taste

ami judgment. Madame Catalan! seems in this instance to
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hate regarded tlte voice as an instrument. So poor a notion de-

prives tile voice of its high est attributes, the voice being the finest of

institi incnts, with the additional quality of giving forec, feeling, and

efiecttonllfhe images and passions which language is able to convey.

Hence it liap]Kins that no application of vocal power canto deemed

legitimate, which tins not the expression of same sentiment or pas-

sion for its primary object anil im pulse. The selection of such nirs

as"JVe( car" for such a purpose was therefore doubly erroneous.— tt

degraded the von humana to mere instrumentation, and it perverted

and polluted the most exquisite specimen of genuine feeling to this

vile purpose, when a harpsichord lesson or a fiddle concerto would

haveansweredthe purpose. Yet strange t*teH, it was in these very

songs that Catalani drew more rapturous applause und perhaps

more of the approbation of the entire mass ol the public than from

any other source. Sotriie.is il, our appetite for novelty and the plea*

sure of surprise generally carry by storm and bear down Hie more

fixed and settled habits and defences of rrni science and sound taste.

The most genuine means of nlFccting her auditors however that

Madame Cat alasi possessed, are to be found in the natural volume,

richness mid resiilling grandeur of her tone, and in tiia energy and

force with which she poured forth the overwhelming torrent of her

voice. No band was sufficiently powerful to cover it, no nerves

strong enough lo resist its influence. The first notes ofsuch a recita-

tive as " Viilima trenturala" overwhelmed and astonished the facul-

ties as it were by a blow. The tone was felt through every fibre,

and bad she sung from the miiist of a multitude, there is no one

who would not have exclaimed at once, this must be Catalani.—
Her compass was from G to F. It was scarcely less in extent than

Billi novo ir's, but the qualily of voice was essentially different.

11Islington's was bird-like or flutcy, but Catalani'* was full,

rich, and magnificent beyond any other yotce we ever heard, li

bore no resemblance to any instrument, except we could imagine

the tone of the musical glasses to he magnified in volume lo the

samegradationof power, then perhaps there might exist some simili-

tude. Such was its ductility, it was equal in its bearings and qua-

lities, whether exerted with much or little tbrce ; there were neither

breaks nor differences, it was alike from top to bottom, varying only

in quantity. Over this astonishing natural organ she had illimitable

eontroul. She could vary its production through every degree

b 2
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from Hie smallent perceptible sound to the loudest and most magni-

ficent swell ; shecould increase and diminish the tone either in a long

protracted duration ofsweetness long-drawn out, or she could appor-

tion the same degrees in rapid alternation. Il was indeed a favorite

ornament with her to produce a sort of imitation of the swell and

fallofabcll, not indeed "swinging stow with sullen roar", but

sweeping through tlu> air with the most delightful undulation, thus

essaying the effect of mere lone, for such a trial of skill was com-

bined Willi no mental association that could at all assist the expres-

sion in the indiscriminate way in which she applied it- Shu was

however indebted (as all singers idtut be) to this faculty for some of

the finest effects oi her performance. The rapid and forceful pro-

duction of powerful lone in the Italian recitative of Pucitta we

have quoted above, may certainly be ranked with the grandest of

her efforls. Again in her oratorio singing (by an immeasurable abyss

lower than any other part of her performance) she gave a beautiful

illumination to more than one of the sentences of the recitative in.

Handel's Messiah, beginning " There at re shtpht rdt abiding in the

Jleld," by this power of swelling and of keeping a protracted note

exquisitely soft. It was an effort of art simply, which we Lave

never heard exceeded particularly in (lie close of one ofthem, "And
t/uy uere sore afraid." The truth is, that she could play with Iter

voice al pleasure. In that respect she lesciiiblcd, nay she exceeded

Mr. It 11 aii am. She could do anything. Yet she failed to touch

the heart for want of that governing tint which directs (lie possessor

to the path that leads to the sympathy of others. The faculty is pe-

culiar; it assimilates itself in our mind with what is calledfine taste,

w hich is sometimes teen w here least expected, and sometimes absent

where its presence would be surely anticipated. We have no other

name for it than the one we borrow from the French.

Merc English critics are not competent jndges of the power of

Catai.a ni's elocution. No one indeed who has not resided abroad

or been a constant attendant upon the Italian Theatre, who has not

mixed with (lie natives of that country, and learned to acquaint

himself with (heir peculiarities of expression, can be a judge suffici-

ently skilled in the several requisites, or sufficiently liberalized, to

pronounce upon her excellencies or d elects in thij essential parti-

cular. Elocution in singing rises infinitely beyond simple articula-

tion, as il becomes the vehicle of mental impressions. English and
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Italmn notions of the expression of various passions differ very ma-

terially, and we consider'lhe ideas of this groat actress not only to h:iv*

been purely Kalian, but also moulded by the Kalian theatre alone.

Upon the stage lici personification was however mure grand than

touching. Her main defect in our eyes was the want of tenderness

and pathos. She sometimes over-awed, but the never warmed or melt-

ed the heart. Maba was certainly the sovereign of expression; ItiL-

lington fell short ofthe grandeur and magnificence ofCatalan i,

but her deficiency arose out of the natural difference of voice ; the

shade between Catalani anil Maba was intellectual ; Catalans
natural organ wc apprehend (o have been more calculated for the

expression of passion than that of Mara, but the conception enno-

bling whatever iliiirlilcd upon, ins wauling. The oratorio singing of

Catalan i was the lowest of the three. She literally had no appre-

hension of the true expression of English words, or the sentiments

they represented. " Holy, holy Lord," and " I hum that my Re-

deemer Ifceth" from her lips invoked no warmer adoration, inspired

no livelier faith in an English bosom. Yet Catalani possessed

strong feelings of devotion, aad perhaps entertained the most ex-

treme venera! ion for the Deity, the firmest belief and (he most fervent

.

piety of any singer that ever lived. She never entered a church or

a theatre to perform without solemnly offering up a prayer for her

success. When therefore we reason upon her failing to awaken the

sympathy of her auditors wc can only attribute it to the radical dif-

ference in the manner of expressing the same ideas that obtains be-

tween the natives of foreign countries and of our own. Ma itA was

very early iu life in England, and a large portion of the character of

her mental acquirements is probably to be traced to that age; Ca-

talan! on the contrary had made all her associations before she

came hither. Again, there may be, perhaps, a nearer approxima-

tion in natural constitution between the Germans and the English,

than between t li u more ardent natives of southern climate*, ami the in-

habitants of the " penilus tola didsot orbe Britannos." All therefore

that wc must say specifically of Catal axi's elocution in singing,

is, that she was articulate, forcible, and powerful, occasionally li^hl,

pleasing, and playful, but never awfully grand, or tenderly touch-

ing to the degree that the art may he carried, or that Maba, actu-

ally with less power of voice, did attain. We consider Catalaki
below Billington in the [alter quality, Iu science she was so
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far inferior to both that tke wonder among professors is boir she

could possibly dare so much and succeed so well*.

Many of our observations upon her execution have already en-

tered into our previous pages. It was, however, certainly most ex-

traordinary, while it had in it qualities Mint were peculiar to herself.

Mabame Catalani with more velocity, more force, more brillian-

cy, and more variety (ban either Maea or Billing to h, was below

them both in neatness, precision, and finish. Her facility seemed

rather the effect of a natural aptitude or genius, than of study and

labour. As a proof of this troth, she was far more dexterous in the

iutroiluctioii and execution of ornament than in the performance of

passages of agility set down by the composer. Her singing Han-
del amounted to a complete demonstration of what we assert. It

tvantcd nota certain expression of bet own, but it was for that very

Tcason almost destitute of that of the author. Her divisions were

not given with. the vocal declamation, which we consider his

mechanical passages to be endowed withal, at least we recollect no

instance neither in her performance of his works hot those of any

other composer; if we be allowed to except the bravura, " Graliai

agitmu," which exhibited a wonderful example offorce and rapidity

combined. Her fertility in the invention of graces was richly

abundant, but she took more satisfaction in producing pleasure

through surprise than by any other legitimate method. The fre-

quent introduction of triplets, arpeggios, and a succession of chro-

matic intervals was an effort of this description. At the same time

the profusion was apt to cloy, and seemed to indicate (a propensity

by far too common among artists) the desire to display every spe-

cies oftalent and acquisition as it were at bnce.t

Distant spectators would have conceived that all the wonders Ca-

* We bare lately heard that Catalan! is become so sensible ofthe dangers

the Incurs, in her cadences more especially, by wandering in unknown regions,

that she shows more signs of apprehension in singing than at any former period

of her professional life.

+ That mobile and uncertain body, the public, is a very difficult and dan-

gerous master to please. We are perfectly wilting to admit, that composed as

it is at present in respect to persons of real musical feeling and taste, it is ne-
ctary In niiiki- a -.troiij; imnrL's-inn ii( tilt! outset, which, jf-rtiaps, ran not be

ilmie without iimcli nfuliiit is redundant ;iiul nut in gruni t.isU-. lint "llir

truth always ultimately prevails" in art as well as in morals ; we should be

disposed to recommend a strict adherence to the most classical purity, and a re-

lianro upon occasion to enable a singer to give the rcrjuircd disgtaj in its appro-,

priate place and character.
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tai.ahi effected were wrought with so mucli ease as scarcely to de-

serve Ibc name of effort. But such was by no means the ease. It

was perceptible to closer observers that tbe exertion was so vast as to

excite tbe muscular powers of (lie head, throat, and cbcit into very

violent action. In tbe execution of passages tlie under jaw was in a,

state of continual agitation, in a manner too, generally thought in-

compatible with the production of pure tone from the chest, and in-

consistent with legitimate execution. This extreme motion was also

visible during the shake, which Catalani used sparingly, howe-

ver, and with little effect. Indeed we must again remark that nei-

ther of these great singers understood the value and importance of

this delicate and beautiful ornament but Masa. We call to mind

no other circumstances peculiar to Catalan"! that can enable our

readers to form a better estimate of her powers, or tend to fix a psr-

manent memory of the pleasure and the wonder she raised, than

those we have thus related. We chose to compare these very high

and gifted individuals because it is only by a comparison of great

singers inttr k that criticism can be expected to establish any thing

approaching to a true standard of general or of individual merit

—

There may be at the first glance an inviduous appearance in adopt-

ing such a method, but it vanishes when we recur to the impossibili-

ty of forming any accurate judgment of the merits of the one or the

other, except by a minute admeasurement of their several faculties,

and a subsequent estimate of the relation they bear to each others—

Wc hope we hare, weighed them together justly and truly.

In closing our view of the progress of tenor singing,* during the

period we have embraced in oiir remarks on these highly celebrated

females, wc could but observe a very manifest improvement in the

general understanding and cultivation of that department of vocal

science. Upon concluding our observations on treble singing, on

the contrary, we cannot dissemble our opinion, (hat tbe art is

somewhat retrograded, for if knowledge be advanced the practice

is deteriorated. The style of Mara was tub cheat style,

in its genuine application, and demonstrated by the finest natural

fee-nlties, and the most elaborate and scientific acqnirements. Mas.
BiLL.rNi.ioN lowered the public taste a degree in the scale, by
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the introduction of her power at gracing and execution, in the

plate i>i' 1 1n- grander elements; and Madame Catalahi lias ren-

dered Hide besides the substitution of power and agility, for dignity

if ill more universally agreeable. It is to this last singer that wc

ewe Hie execrably bad tnslc of degrading the nobler functions of

the human voice, to the mere province of art instrument. She first

introduced airs with variations similar to the Pianoforte lessons, in

diametrical contradiction to the just and proper employment of the

most touching of all sounds, and to the utter an nihil at ion of the sense

and feeling imparted to music by words. As was to be expected by

custom, the original idea has descended through interior hands, to

ft still lower deep; and during last season wc have had such bcauli.

ful melodies of pathetic expression, as " Mt/ lodging h on flit cold

ground," warbled with variations, mule by a French flute player.

If we are to be required to listen to the tones of the voice, and the

tones only divested of the best attribute of singing, to the toj: tt

pn-lerra nihil, let lis bear execution displayed in solfeggi or in a

bravura. We have abundance ofSuch already, and if nut, SmNon
Rossitfi can produce them by wholesale ; lint in the name of com-

mon sense and good laslc, let ns refrain from (he mutilation of the

pathetic music, we have long cherished aiming the delightful"recol-

lections which belong to the season, whenotir" bosomi were young,"

and when sentiments the earliest, the iiiosl generous, ami tin: bott

were implanted (here, together with musical nidations, that we

desire never lo weaken or to lose.

Nor let us be considered as too severe in our notions with regard

t ;
> the propagation of such vile iasie. To presemi ilifit cuioni/.ed

airs untouched is.as it were, a part of the religion of music. Every

thing that tends U> loosen our attachment to pure expression, is, as

we esteem it, n violation of the great and fundamental law of vocal

art, which is, to combine Ihe effects of sense and sound. To draw

off our attention and rivet it to mere sound, destroys the better half.

Execution is certainly a source of pleasure, inasmuch as it

nwnkens our surprise, and is agreeable and legitimate when made

subservient to tbegieat purpose of singing. But here its effect stops,

and in true science, is only to be regarded as one of the means, and

certainly not the most forcible means of expression. We entertain

no doubt, from a careful examination of Handel's anil Haydn's

songs of division, that those composers looked upon it as a mere
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vehement manner of declamation.* Handel indeed appears io

hufcused it more frequently than Hay »>- ; but there is n mechanical

structure in lib passages, which seem to fit them for the style of

execution we have attempted to point out as a separata and distinct

species, nor do we recollect an instance where lie employs divisions

that arc not in strict accordance with, or do not setoff I hi? words more

expressively, than plainer nnnbinalions of notes would have done.t

The error, therefore, of which we complain, is radical. It is not

a redundancy of ornament, but an absolute contempt of words as

unmeaning appendages, and the reduction of the voice to mere in-

strumental per for 1 1)anee. We consider the female voice to be the

most affecting of any, and consequently by this modi' of applying

it, the loss is the more excosnivc. We would exhort professors never

to forget thai to theiu and to their example belongs the formation of

the taste of the age in which they fir uriah, and it is incumbent upon

them to consider not only which is the most wonderful application

or the most captivating exhibition of their powers, but the best.

—

There is a sort of moral sense in music as well as in poetry, anil

if there be a duty a ppertai niiii; to professional exert ii,-ns beyond the

acquisition of gain, it lies in the just performance of the obligation

this sense imposes. Nor will such consideration', in choosing a line

of study and practice, eventually derogate from the reputation a

singer obtains, because, although he may for a lime fail lo shine

forth with the glare and glitter that always at first surrounds brilliant

• Src panes- B-H, 09, (No. 1.)

+ There art' curious i? v ii i u j j ( of rliis roniarl; In tic found in Handel's- most

sulil'iim- ixirk-i. Tin- fir-l iuiiji in 111'- Mis-iali, '- nj -.-aiUjj shall U cxallaL"

is out;. " Rcjukc «rciilli/," in tlie same Oratorio, is another. But the most

singular (lot m know, is the .ippt i
t-.itiiui of Mir inu-ic of a soni! originally if! lo

i,i:.,r d lei tin- ful Inn i nj; 1 1 1
1

f - . vi ii'n li, Imi'irr, in- may observe, hare the image

nf ,: thi* wind," in ivuniiioii ivith (nii-uf liii- riiii-st -riiti'iira of «i;rin(uial inu^ iy

that tilt inspired volume contains-.

Nasce al bosco in roiiaeuna

Un fclice uastorcllo,

K con 1'auro di fortuna

Giunge regit c adominar.

Preiio al trouo in regie fasce

Sventurato un altro nasce,

Rfral'irc delta sorte,

Va gll armenti a pascolv. - v
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exec Li (ion, lie will in tlic end secure a much more UigU and lasting

degree of fame from llie feelings and the judgment of all persons of

ser.iiliility and sound taste.

THE OPERAS OF H. R. BISHOP.

THE possible combinations of musical notes are so various, that w
may thirl/ consider them to be inexhaustible ; and when these com-

bijiatiims Li n> employed lo express tlic sentiments and the passions of

the mind, as they do when united with words in compositions for I lie

voice, a new term is superadded. This term, however, may be said

to reduce the power of multiplying and diversifying musical phrases,

because it not only limits their use to the expression of particular

ideas, but also circumscribes the composer to (be compass of the

human voice. When, therefore, we look back upon the ages that

have passed, the numberless musicians who have devoted themselves

to this department, at nil limes the most favourite vehicle of musical

gratification to the world in general, it will not be marvellous if we

fchould find little of what is really new in the compositions of the

present day. Bui in those aits which address themselves to the

imagination as well as to the senses, it will be obvious that there mutt

he a continual progression, according to the delicacy, strength, ex-

tension, and polish of that directing faculty which enlarges the

bounds of our perceptions, and affords us fresh means of enjoy-

ment; and if we examine the productions of any class of artists, in

all ages and countries, we shall find tln"ir worts advancing gradually

with the intellectual aci|uirenicnls of the limes and nation in which

Ihcylive, and we shall sec that genius, though it always precedes,

nevertheless precedes at no such immeasurable distance as is com-

monly represented, the guneral march of those minds fur which Us

powers are exercised. That such is the universal law of nature, may

be gathered from the plain reflection, that the means must be al-

ways fitted to the end—the agent to the object upon which it is de-

signed to act. The members that m tike lip the mighty mass we call

society, like the atoms that form n gigantic ltyiamid, lie closely and

compactly together, and rise above each oilier from the base lo the

summit in harmonious ami uninterrupted succession. We may

imagine the gradations of intellect to ascend in similar degrees, and
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in proportions scarcely less regular. The loftiest and the last grain

of sand is alone and above the rest, but there is a connection inti-

mate and complete from this grain, down to the ioiv nnd broad stra-

tum at the bottom. Without such an arrangement of parts in

society, and in the intellect which regulates the advances of art, the

communicating contact would be broken. There would be at some

point an impassable void, and the progress of civil izaiion would be

stopped. But we perceive the continual diffusion nl'knowledge, and

from thk law of nature, in regard to mind, criticism gathers one of

its most necessary and useful canons—viz. to consider every produc-

tion, with relation to the state of the art at the time such production

appears.

Mr. Bishop, whose works arc to be the subject of our present

discussion, comes late into the arena of public competition; and

it seemed to us, that we could place him fairly by no other method

than by a complete and cautious examination of the compositions

of all the writers of eminence who have gone before him in the de-

partment to which he more particularly belongs, namely, that of the

stage. The quality nnd quantity of this gentleman's productions,

entitle him ton degree of respect (hat will not be found to appertain

to many of his predecessors—and if he has been exceeded by some,

and by some who are still living to enjoy their well-deserved

honours, there is yet no one who at the present day fills so large a

portion of the field of public vision as himself. In the course of

our investigation, we have been forcibly struck with the justice of

the general observations with which we commence our article. Since

the earliest age of the English opera, the ascent to our present posi-

tion risci with so gradual and easy a slope, that after Matthew
Lock, wc confess we arc little able to discover or to indicate, at

any particular moment, any sudden or important rise. Perhaps wc

ought to premise, that wc have not strictly confined our examination

to English composers ; nor would such a course have been sufficient

to our purposes, since the Italian (and in an early stage of opera

writing, the French) musicians were accessible to, and were studied

by our countrymen. The intercourse between the professors of the

several countries of Europe has always been preserved ;* and if

• CopERinio, who was the master of Charles fl"' First, is amongst the first

eiamplcs. He Has an Englishman "ho, after Tilting Italy, returned to his

own country, aud changed his name from Cooper to Coperario.
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lingiand lias been slower in the adoption and (lie circulation of

musical taste nmon^ every class of her subjects limn Italy, it will be

found to bo owing to oilier caures than a want of knowledge or of

genius in her native and her naturalized musicians. We build oar

assertion rather upon individual excellence than upon numerical

amount. But we think our method of examination has been just;

because, if we can shew that the improvements of our foreign pre-

ceptors were in nil cases immediately sought and attained by our

countrymen, and if we enn prove by instances, tbnt we have in some

points preceded them, which we think is the fact in the nervous ex-

pression of Lock and PuncEi.i., we must seek the causes of the

national indisposition to receive the new discoveries, and to enjoy

the new delight, in other sources than want of talent, industry, or

acquisition in the professors of the bclciicc.

Though Dn. Buhney considers Eurydice to liave been the first

•pera ever performed in public, the primary attempts at dramatic

music were probably made at an earlier period. Eurydicc was pro-

duced on the occasion at the marriage of Henry ]V. of France, to

Mary di Medicis, and acted at Florence in 1C0O. Ottavio Rinuc-

i-ini was the author, Jacopo Peni and Giur.io Caccini the

composers. The baud consisted uf a harpsichord, a chitarone or

large guitar, a viol di gambit, and n large lute. These instruments

were played behind the scenes. We may conceive that this was a

Very rude attempt, and the opera music or canto parlante, as it was

flicn called, at this time of day excites no other emotion than curi-

osity. The specimens preserved, bear a nearer resemblance to the

melody of a chnunt than to any thing else, anil they are so far

below this now refined species of composition, that they ate greatly

exalted by the comparison with modern daunts. There is not 1he

(lightest resemblance to air. From this commencement, however,

operas " soon grew to be more frequent, and by degrees, more popu*

lar and more musical. It was not lilt about the middle of the cen-

tury, that the learning anil contrivance of the old com posers gave

way to simplicity, to melody, and line air, and what in one emphatic

term we now call expression. The words then first imparted

a colour to the music, and grace and propriety were studied. I) ft.

* They ware generally performed In the places of Prince*, Bt the cele-
bration of marriages, or on some public occasion of joy and feslirily. Dn:
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lie r >' ty relates, that the "grave recitative began first to be inter-

rupted with that ornamented sort of stanza called Aria," iu the

opera of Giasaae, set by Cavalm in 1619. But it was not till

till about thirty years after, that music received its great improve-

ment in Italy, by the works of CAaisssiin, Luigi, Cesti, and

Str An ella. In tliose of the former, it is the opinion 0 f the same

learned critic, that « there are more traits of fine melody than in

any writer of the I7lh century."

Although we arc now examining the rise arid progress of dramatic

composition, we cannot throw out of our view the general advance-

ment of music, for as in the early stage of the science the style of

the church was ia a manner translated lo the theatre, so the tiicatre

ultimately reciprocated variety and ornament with the different

branches that grew out of the parent trunk. Such would be the

natural consequence of composers addressing their talents and atten-

tion lo different departments. From the beginning of the next cen-

tury a succession of genius continued to arise, ami gave to music,

of every sort, the solidity and the polish that wc now enjoy.*

—

The stage affording the fullest scope for (he employmeat of what-

ever discoveries were made in the language of musical expression,

very naturally became the richest depository of art. It has gone on

up to the present day to attract the greatest share of ability, and to

employ all the powers both of theory and of practice in its service.

Italy took and has kept the lead, although !he progress of society

has at length enabled other countries of Europe to tnake almost

equally rapid advances. Having thus given nn outline, which

though faint, may be sufficient to direct those who wish to examine

into the matter more deeply, whence and where to trace the course

of the great stream of musical instruction, wo shall come lo the more

immediate object of enquiry, rue musical drama of our own
COUNTRY.

And here, as it is not our purpose, to give a history ofthe English

opera, but merely to follow and compare the improvements of suc-

ceeding limes, we shall content ourselves with referring our readers

• Scarlatti, Gasparini, Lotti, Peroolesi, Mahcello, Hint, Poa-
pon* Bottom, and Handel, appeared ts instruct and to delight mankind.
Of Alessandho Scarlatti, who flourished about 170-1, Da. Burney says,

that " his g(n\m was truly creative, and I find part of his property anions, the

stolen goods of all (he best composers of the first forty or fifty yean of the
promt century.' 1
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fat a more minute account to Sib Johh EIawkins' and Die.

Bur key's Histories.

The earliest writer far the singe to whom we turn is Henry
liAYEl, who, in IC37, act the songs in Milton's Comm. The dra-

matic- efforts of this composer (who also assisted in the music ap-

pended to some entertainment at Rutland -house, under the manage-

ment of Sir William Da vex ant, in 1K5G,) are undoubtedly of a

Tery uninteresting character ; but we cannot wholly subscribe to the

judgment of critics who have asserted that his compositions are

entirely devoid of air. They stand indeed at an immeasurable dis-

tance from the polished, beautiful, and diversified melodies of a

later d.iy ; but there are, we are of opinion, in Laivbs'i writings the

rudiments, Hie first links in the chain clearly discernible. We must

not, in common candour, compare (his old musician with any other

than his cotemporaries and his immediate successor ; and in so doing

we cannot cut him off from his natural rights by neglecting to place

him at the foundation. There is indeed a resemblance in some

points even between him and Pone ELL, the greatest of our early

English masters. Remote from our age as is the time in which

IIknuv Lawes composed, il is ilpuirl 'i-snry for us lo say more,

having, in mere justice, assigned him the place which we think ho

merits. We have sufficient proof of the limitations imposed upon

his fancy by the slate of the art and of manners* at the time be

lived. The words in Comus, which he was called upon to set, were

in the grandest sl ide of classical purity. The severity of Miltoh's
taste, the rank of the noble personst who sung his airs, and the pro-

bably slight practical dexterity lliey had attained, would have all

conspired to awe and deter the composer from any attempts at what

would, no doubt, have then been though! (had they been thought of

at all) the CXtravttngances of the art. Neither had he enjoyed any of

the helps which have been since derived from the gradual perfecting

of vocal and instrumental execution. We ought, therefore, to re-

gard these Bjicciineits of the earliest DigliJi dr.imali^ music, in (lie

tight of the unaided experiments of olio who makes the discovery of

a new application of some of the latent powers of a science.

• Mr. Godwin, in (lie life of Chaucer, has very ably contended for and esta-

blished (ho principle we here adopt.

+ Comus was first pcted at Ludlow Caslle, before the Karl of Uringowar-r,

President of Wales, and the principal performers were Lord Brackly and the'

Ladj Alice Kgerton.
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Of Hie works of Matthew Lock, who immediately succeeded

Henry Lawes, one specimen lias not only survived ilic oblivion*

hand of time, but it still maintains an unassailed ascendancy. The
music of Macbeth nut only keeps its place in the representations

of that lir>l t>f liJiiLjliJi tragedies, but is even in llicst- days nf rcline-

ment heard with peculiar sensations of delight, and so intimately

associated with the high poetry of those brings " so wild in their

attire," that it would now he impossible to attempt to separate them.

There is indeed a fresh and breathing spirit of originality about the

airs and chornsses that inclines us entirely lo dissent front Da.
Jjun^Er's judgment with regard lo their being' written upnn the

model of Camdbrt and LobU, to fall in with the predilections of

Charles II. nnd his Court. " His music, (says Dr. II.) fur the

witches in Macbeth, which, when produced in IU74, was as smooth

and airy as any of the time, has now attained by age that wild and

savage cast which is admirably suitable to the diabolical characters

that arc supposed to perform it." What the Doctor attributes to

age we give to genius. Lock's music wc consider to be as inspired

as the poetry itself; and the resemblance it bean to Cambert and

Lt'LLT, no more than the features common (o composers of the same

date, which, (as we have before observed) may in almost all in-

stances be traced. They seem to mark the intellectual intercourse

and the blended studies of the musicians of different countries, but,

with great deference for Dr. Burney's authority, we venture to think

they afford very inadequate proof of direct imitation. Wcdeern this

work, when compared with the Comas of Laweb, to exhibit the

most rapid and striking advancement of any composition of any

subsequent period. According to the reservation made above, we

do attribute something of this to the progress of music in France and

the example ofthat country, imparled by the pursuits and encourage-

ment of the Court of the restored Monarch ; it is certainly this reser-

vation that smooths the slope between Laweb and Lock; but the

music of Macbeth is, strictly speaking-, in the highest degree original,

full of fire, fancy, and legitimate expression.1 It lessclatcs with the

* Mr. Burgh, in his Anccdotrs of Music, (ivhkh hook, by the wav, is altnait

word for word a transcript from Dr. Barney,) asserts as follows :—" Many
prison-. LiiiaRiiii. (lie jmllj tvlcbratal imisic in Macuclli io bp tin: production o'f

Purccll ; it certainly bears a striking resemblance to his peculiar style, and is

beyond comparison superior to any oilier work of Matthew Lock which has
tome down to us. A musical friend of the author of lliis note assured luui that
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rarest work of the Pout's miraculous imagination, and its immortality

shews that Lock was worthy to be the composer ior Shakes-

The immediate successor of Matthew Lock was the boast and

ornament of English music, Hexxy Pimicell, whom Dr. liurney

has rated in his own science with Shakespeare, Milton, Locke,

and Newton, in poetry, metaphysics and philosophy. We, how-

ever, are now coufincd to consider Pcrcell as a writer for the

stage, and in this view we cannot admit that he transcends his pre-

decessor so immeisurenbly. Purcell is eminently national. He
informed his art with the nervous and energetic character of English

thought and English simplicity. There is a purity, strength, and

dignity, about that III' di.l befitting the chaste and steady disposi-

tions of the English people ; the continual, and somewhat monoto-

nous preference he has shewn for the minor key, bears the peculiar

stamp of his ngc. His range is wider in every sense than Lock's ;

but we cannot allow that in other respects PoncBLt. very far ex-

ceeded him. There is in Lock's Macbeth, for so short a piece, lull

ns ranch fire, force, and elegance, as in PtfBCEM/i Tempest, which,

as a whole, appears to us to be the most perfect of his dramatic

works. There are certainly in the Tempest more, many more pas-

sages ol' tniiiiiiabit! adaptation of sound to sense, but be it remem-

bered he flourished neatly half a century later than Lock, and en-

he pnKiwed the original score of the music in Macbeth, in Henry Puree! I's

(,n „ hand « liiln:;." - hneilultr, vol. 1. page -157— N'ote. We dissent entirely

fni.ii tin- oiiinion thus caressed, principally because it was at any time in the

(rawer of I'urccl! or lo> cvcculor., « hi. appear, by thfir publication of l'urcell's

posthumous work-, to have had a ]n c[ii'v i-.tiiiuiinu ol' lii. <a1cnts,a deep respect

lli : . i.l I ,(>(

1

i 1 ' l
;

! ' I I" " ' "f ' I."'!' !, I. Il.ll ili.S int. ' f. r

it must tie very (lill'nuii. i! nnl j>u[m-«,i!>lc, to prove any such document In be

ii: ,v<;"
:"«' sw) of tin: iilll-LC in M.uli :Ki. JO I'liri'i'lf. hand, sheits noliihie,

\:riiii<i jif.-if, than that I'e.rceil copied it, a circumstance at thai lime r-v-

, .
I L

.
i It prohnl !. Trad ii ion, iic think, ci -ru | ili-tt K c;lal)iirlii's the

j l;s t i L"o i)f

appciaiini; lack's name to the musk of Macbeth.

,
* The second ,lc.iiii in- II:.- wild lance" is mi a-t t'.ir mo-t -in^ulai

! y

fine adaptations of ideal expression thai we know of. It shakes the very soul,

ami picpares the liean r for prelrTiialural terrors. There is so striking a re-

semblance between this strain ami Handel's, •• Wh>) du tin- nations soJuriovHrj

rage together," that it is scarcely within the bounds of credibility to believe

that the spark uawwl given to ilaiulcl's (rain of thought liy this movement.
" The dance of fu'ri »" i loarly conlj'nis Hie elements of l'<iirt/['r il.uiccs of

winds and spirits in tic Tempest, in , I, spile of the force, Die richness, anil the

i.iii ii .np. iaiM. d i)y tlii* uiurcciiciiJi J iiicliirl; oi 1'nrccll.
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joyed (lie advantages of a larger acquaintance witb the music of

foreign composers, while he was urged forward by the Stimulus of

greater public sympathy and approbation. His genius was indued

as truly original and enthusiastic as it was exuberantly fertile. To
tlris hour Pdhcei-i, stands without a rival in Hie (Ire and impetuosity

with which tie first animated that ornamented style of aria par/ante,

scarcely differing from, yet hardly amounting to what is now under-

stood by accompanied recitative. Uut by nothing is he more distin-

guished than by transitions so varied and so pregnant with elcvntcd

thought and uncommon expression as to have defied imitation.

Vocal passages are not susceptible «f more huitgiualiun, more gran-

deur, or more strength, (set off loo with nosm.il] portion ofelegancc,)

than is to be found in the song of " te twice fen hundred Deities,*

and the duct, " >«fg a'lye Mtucs,''t both selected irora his operatic

works. Whoever will study Pu it cell'* writings (and they are

among the first solid and proper foundations of an English style,)

will find in them as legitimate a use of the power of fancy, in die illus-

tration of words by harmony and melody, as in any composer

extant. To quit for a moment the straight line of our course of

observations for the sake of the comparison, we may say, that he

wants (he smoothness and the polish, and he falls short in the gene-

rat view of the magnificence of Arse, Handel, and Haydn, but

heis more truly original, more nervous, more truly linglish, than

his more popular successors. His, however, was the age of vi-

gorous composition. Like the earliest poets he has full possession of

nearly all the prhmevnl natural images and resources of vocal expres-

sion. J The late and more captivating composers whom we named,

Lave added the graces of refinement and of superior perfection in the

art, but we question whether Handel himself has cmplm td otic or

two voices inso resistless a manner, w here he is unaided by the inspired

language of the sacred volume. In secular compositions, we know

not, where to look for Handel's superiority in yi^mir of con eption,

boldness of adaptation, or even in simple grandeur. As we thus call

up the mighty dead, Poucell stands before us, the /Eschylus of

• The Indian Qneen.
+ At the knlgl.ting of Don Quixote in (he Massacre of Paris.

1 Dr. Hurray »i, (Hist, oi Musir, vol. 3. page 51 lj « in the accent, pas-
sion, and eipres.simi of jili^ti won's. (lie ioi.il music of Pun-ell is sDmetiines
to my feelings as supi-rinr io Handel's as an (>i initial poem to a translation."-!
Tliis is exactly tlesd inure of the distinction hare endca*oured to make,

i) d
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English music. Still, however, when we look backward, tlic grada-

tion fnim Lock seems to its to be just and easy, considering Ihe helps

Ptincrcr.r. enjoyed in a mure exlcnsive knowledge of foreign compo-

sers and the impulses imparled by ihe growing encouragement of

music and (he iiir; i-;t-.iiif; sviiipulli v anil refinement of Ms auditors.

PunotLi. was born in I65S, and died at the age nfS7, and for near-

ly 30 years after his death, the historian of science we have so often

qnoled, relates, that liis music alone was heard with pleasure. To

owe lo his genius the enlargement of the sphere of Dramatic music

by the more frequent introduction of single songs and duel?, the use

of more impassioned mid nvtrc ^racel'iil passmen, and above all the

application of the various transitions of which the art is susceptible,

both in harmony and melody, by modulation and by changes of time

anil contrast mode-; i>f expression. Such were the additions lo the

principles of Dramatic composition made by Henuy Purcem..*
We ure now arrived at a period when an interregnum of some

duration was interposed between the death of Puhcem. and the

appearance of any popular candidate for the approbation of the

English public. From this event, which took place in 1095 to

1773, when A rub's first opera of Rosamond appeared, we meet with

no other names than those of Wemiov, B ah isteii, Eccbes,

Pbpuecii,+ Galliard, and LawpE, who scarcely arrest attention

for a moment. In this interval a light had broke in upon the musi-

cal world of the most powerful kind, and it is necessary for Us to

step aside from our regular pith in order In give the elucidation,

compositions so different from those which immediately pre-

(i. it*, uitii tl.> ,-;(-,„.; M.::l Ih". -- }V <r™r ten hundred Deities,"

« Saul amt the IViteh ojEmlor," the i Vw -me in Kin? Arthur, and above all,

" Let the ilronljnl ruvin.:s „frternnt will." Him livt uiily hj hit powerful and

CiiLTg'-tii: enitivplioii ^inil i:m ful 'nm o! their genuine l''.uj;lish expression.

—

We luiil ii tvii'h fui t>[i;H>rtiii!it| ul hearing tlirx- Min !; . imij; hy a professor of

lint-! ate nimiiiu'i.', who llmirMied urate: M the lime of I'uirdl than any other

now liiinj:, antl mif I.iii!?tit tn mail its ti> n he-m the ahsolute style of the coul-

povr was handed iWii hj ivrlaiu tradition- U diners little, if at all, from

thai of Ihe great ;insor to whom we owe the obligations this nolo is written to

acknowledge.

+ Pepusch wai a very learned theorist ; hut none of his vocal compositions

h've lim! c\rrjit the heatuifuK'autiita of A!e\is. He adapted the popular

tune* (o the songs in the Beggar's Opera, ami wrote the oierture.
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ceiled (hem sliould seem to require. An.ve na= unquestionably a

man of the finest musical tact, but (lie uxtr;ior<Ihnry novi'lty, in-

vention, and grace, (still however combined ivitli a national basis of

strength and purity) which nign throughout 1 1 is works, were de-

rived from such assistances) as we maj venture to say, no composer

had previously enjoyed.

The learning and contrivance displayed in compositions for the

church hod only just Wgun to yield during the early part of the

17th century, to the study- uf a strain of writing that aimed to capti-

vnte the general affections of mankind. At the close of that period

dramatic music had not only, attained a hi^ti degree of excellence,-

but the entire perfiirnrnnce had risen In a pitch which, if we are to

calculate by its effects, has not since Irajn exceeded. In Venice

alone six hundred and titty-eight operas were produced in less than

a century, and throughout every cily of Italy the musical drama

was cultivated with almost equal ardor. Thu natural consequence

was a proportionate advancement in all that appertained (o such,

exhibitions. The polished Mgta9tasio had given ti> the stage a

classical drama. In singing more especially the progress of the love

of music was to be particularly observed, and as the mere notation

conveys but a very inadequate notion of the spirit and beauty that

belongs l» passages of vocal expression, it follows that composers

would acquire new ideas ofadaptation from a sedulous attention to-

finished singers. Soon after the end of the century the names of the

two Scabi-attis, of CrAiFAMifi, Caldaka, and BoNo.icim,

resounded throughout the Continent, and in 1710 Handei. appeared

in England. From about that dale the Italian opera obtained a,

regular footing in this country. Margarita de lEmsu and

Nicolihi were the precursors of singers yet more eminent than

themselves. In 1720 (he Academy of Music* was formed under the.

immediate patronage of the Kino and the nobility, and Handel,
Bohoncini, and Attilio, began to compose for such singers as

Senesino, Cozzoni, Faustina, and Fauinelli, who were for

some years after regularly heard. Thus at once the full tide of

science, taste, and genius, rushed in upon this country,and aided byj

such exquisite models, it will nut appear wonderful if the composers

for the English theatre who fall next under our examination should.

• See note, page SO, (No. 1.)
(

.
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seem to possess a degree of facility anil polish tliat without the know-

ledge of these supplementary facts might appear Inily astonishing

and prodigious. The cultivation of Ilalian music was not only the

fashion among llie higher classes, but became the business and (lie

passion of many of the must distinguished characters of that nge.

John Frederic Lamfe was a Saxon by birth, and arrived in

England about the year 1720. His first considerable essay was the

opera of Amelia, wrillen by U.\nnY Carey, and was prodneed in

1732 with success. He also wrote the music to the play introduced

into A Midsummer Night's Dream. In [he next year llie Dragonof

Waulkjf, a burlesque imitation of the Italian opera, was brought

out, and seemed to offer not less attraction to the frequenters ol the

English theatre, than the compositions of Hah del and Bomoncini

had afforded the more elevated ranks. There is frequently a prelti-

ness, and rarely in any one of his passages any thing beyond a pret-

tincss. Much of the humour of llie Dragon of Waallei/ is now how
ever lost by our not being acquainted with the particular parts of

the Italian dramas, which were the subjects of imitation, L.vnrF's

music is consigned to oblivion, nor could we perceive in our exami-

nation of it any single trait worth preservation. His works were

Thomas Afgustine A*me was a singular instance of (hat pre-

ih:sUii::!i: taste, which is lu be accounted for only by peculiar

organization, the existence of which among other less splendid

instances has been since confirmed by Crotch, HiUMtir,, and

Mozaut, His first stealthy acquisitions in musical science, made

chiefly during the night, contrary to the direction of the principal

pursuit of bis life and in opposition to the will of his father, arc proofs

of that irresistible propensity by which gen ills, perh;t|is univer-

sally, governs its possessors. His was the pure and mibought love

of the art, generated by the pleasurable perception of sweet sounds,

for although Handel's operas had begun to draw the attention of

the public, Arke was too young either to comprehend or to covet

the chances uf profitable exertion, when he resorted to the means

by which he obtained the first rudiments ofhis future professional

skill. We ought not to deviate from the general purpose of our

essay, but we could not pass over (he opportunity this affords u»of

illustrating the peculiar faculties which probably led to the fixture of

all that was natural as well us ru the appropriation of ull the exotic
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elegance visible in A use's compositions. His first work was to set

Rosamond, Addison's well known open. Tom Thumb and Comus

followed. TIil'sc two last compositions still live, and arc heard

after every intermission with renewed delight. Amongst a list, not

short of thirty pieces, Arlaxerxes appeared. This, if not absolutely

a novel, was a bold attempt ; the experiment has ap|iarcnlly set to

test the question of the support an English audience, consisting of

t lie whole public of the country, would be induced io give to musi-

cal tragedy. Perhaps the highest testimony that Arse's music has

obtained from time, has been the continued reception of this drama,

n^ainsL t Ire universal nntionnl scn-c and feeling of dramatic effect.

Excellent and attraclive indeed must (hose airs lie, (hat can alone to

English sentiments and habits for the recitative mid tha consequent

destruction of all interest in the language, the incidents and the plot.

It is sufficient that scarcely a second attempt of the kind has been

since made.*

There was in Arme's compositions a natural ease and elegance, a

flow of melody which stole upon the senses, nnd a fullness and variety

in the harmony which satisfied without surprising the auditor by any

new affected or extraneous modulation. He had neither the vigour of

Pcrokll, nor the grandeur, simplicity, and magnificence of Has-
del j he apparently aimed at pleasing, arid he has fully succeeded.

The fault of Arlaxerxes, if we may be allowed to complain of so

faultless a performance, is the level uniformity that pervades tho

entire piece. It is sweet, elegant, and appropriate ; bat the songs of

most pretension do Dot strongly affect or carry the hearer away. It

was allotted to Ansa first to give to English singers passages of exe-

cution, which equalled, in point of difficulty and compass, thoM

that had only been heard from Italians of the best schools.+ Even

* Da. William TJotce wrote a musical entertainment called the Chaplet,

which now lies amongst the things forgotten: it It In one act. The dialogue is

ui-ntil I'll ill ri'i'liative, ami there are air-i, (Unit-, ,t«d line I'lmri]-. "vlme nf

I'i'V.i .ire, we helieve, transferred to (lie llnrleUn fit Miila., " Push about the

br,\k Au:.-("is one of these. There is ni^hini; in the wlmU; thin;; to fare it from

oblirion. . f
+ May we not attribute in part the comparatively feeble, though polished

and graceful cast of Artie's writings to the Constant hearing the fulsetti, who
ere almost (hi only esteemed shifts of the age daring which his taste must
haie been formed and his itudiet completed Since the disappearance of

these degraded beings, we think we disrate! (lit gradual return of a more tigor-

co» style of writing.
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in tlie present reign or brilliant execution, it is hardly possible ta

find songs of more crowded notation. " Fly soft ideas" and " TJit

soldier tired" ' arc slill indued amongst (lie standard airs of agility in

concerts, and the entire diameter of Mundane lias been ever since

Aidie's time the universal trial of an English singer's abilities.

With this composer ended tin: accession of nor: principles to the art

of dramatic writing. Whatever of novelty has since been appended

to our Musical Drama nil! nut be found to sink beyond the original

cast which particular composers have given to tlicir air or accompa-

niment. Ame's use of instruments was certainly delicate, but he is

neither so scientific nor powerful as later composers. We perceive

from the score of Artuxerxes, that he employs the oboes principally,

tile (lutes seldom, and the clariaclts in two songs only. Jn the beau-

tiful air " if o'er the cruel tyrant" the violins arc generally in unison

with tlie voice. We dislike this mode of accompaniment upon prin-

eiplej il adds untiling lo I he harmony, and is disagreeable both to

the singer and (lie hearer ; for il the precise accord be by any means

broken, (and irlio can ensure it in tin' various ntce>:-ilics of breath-

ing, speaking, Sec.) the cliect is interrupted and diminished ; deli-

cate and tasteful nre however tiie epithets which characterise

Auxe's instrumentation, as perhaps they best ilc scribe the it(tributes

of his style and manner.

From the lime of Aung wc shall find it difficult Iti pursue any

chronological order. Composers rose in *ivili succession, nnd among

them men not perhaps removed very far from each other in Hie degree

ol talent, though differing considerably in the mode of displaying

the abilities they possessed. Jackson (of Exelor) cannot be

omi(!cd, though he wrote little comparatively for the singe.—His

manner was original and peculiar. His music is smooth and un-

affected, simple and pleasing. Some of (lie songs in " The Lard of

the Manor" still live. "Within this slmde" and " Ileal beauteous

flower" are sweet specimens of the cnntabile. There is, however,

something of sameness pervading his airs, and particularly in the

closes. The passages of his bravuras, as few as they are, arc not so

extensive in point of compass, nor do they aim at the difficulties we

find in those of AtUfE and of after writers. His basses have more

motion, and his modulation is more remote than Shield's; and

npon the whole there has been sufficient stability in his works to

preserve Ibemdown (o the present times.
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William Linlev U a prominent, and in this regard a worthier

name. The music of the Duenna is generally constructed with sim.

plicity, but the melodies rise lo a high pilch of grace and spirit : he

It in some instances we think nearer lo Arse than his cotem porn ties,

bat far below him in invention and scope. " Adieu, thou dreary pile™

is a beautiful bravura in a stylo new to his age, very original, elegant,

and delightful. The divisions of this song havefor more accordance

with the words, fnr more expression than belong) (o songs of such a

kind. This opera still remains, and is used as a (est ofnew vocalists;

particularly the female singers of pretension. We can however but

remarkj that a want of character ami strength pervade the operas of

this period. One or two only survive, and they, we arc induced lo

believe, are indebted for their existence more lo Inble, dialogue, and

the collateral circumstances connected with their authors, than lo

the excellence ofthe music.

Chables Dibuih, amidst a variety of song-writing so prodigi-

ously extensive as to surprise those who have waded through the

astonishing number of his productions, was the author of some very

pretty opera music. The songs, however, which will survive lalcst,

form no part of bis dramatic comp'i-itmjis, though the t'adlork and

the Deserter will, for a very long lime, continue to be occasionally

repeated, both from the interesting texture of the fable, and the

light, airy and lively music. Diodin, as a composer forthe singe,

is neither distinguished by particular eminence nor by any striking

deficiency. He stands, perhaps, upon (he exact line of mediocrity,

above which, while such men as Shield, Linlgv, Jackson-, and

Storage, have risen to a bold height, many, both before and subse-

quent to this period, have fallen below it, and are either entirely lost

or remembered with indifference.

Of William Shield it Is difficult to speak in terms which will at

all adequately describe our sense of his exalted merit. Late as he

appeared, he struck out for himself a style or wriling, pure, chaslf,

and original. His great prominent characteristic, however, is sim-

plicity. No composer has ever woven so few notes into such sweet

and impressive melodies, while tire construction oi the bass and har-

mony is alike natural, easy, and unaffected. We cannot open one of

his operas without being instantly captivated with this quality of

his music. In such delightful Utile entertainments as Mifian and

Rosina, bis airs breathe all the freshness aod purity and beauty of
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rural life, though ihe more ornamented and difficult parts are carried

lor beyond the common style of bravura. Shield appears to have

been singularly fortunate in the great compass and agility of lite

female singers, for whom he wrote his airs of execution. In Marian

there is an oboe song of amazing extent and much complication.

In most of his works where lie introduces biavuras, wc find passages

combining the difficulties of execution, in a manner which, if not

absolutely new, lays considerable claims to novelty, and full of the

same ingenious cast of expression that is discernible throughout all

the parts of his style. Perhaps no writer is so remarkable for songs

containing so much that is strictly national. After Purcell, we

consider Shield to be the finest ami most perfect example of really

English writers. Ballads, in all the different modes of sentiment and

description, abound in his operas. Sea and hunting songs, the rural

ditty, the convivial song and glee, the sweet sentimental ballad are

to frequent, that indeed, with tlie occasional interposition of songs of

execution, they may be said to mike up the customary and conti-

nual alternations from air to air, It will strike Ihe observer as singu-

lar, that later composers for the stage should bare made so little use

ofthe minor key. Shield has applied it in a most beautiful man-

ner. In the course of our study and analysis of his compositions,

wc have been led, from time lo time, to regret Ihe incessant appetite

for novelty in the public, which Calls for such continual change of

food, and that can lure us " from this fair mountain," but loo oftm
" to batten on a moor." Yet nevertheless the taste of our own age

bears us out in the belief that as ranch of Ma. Shield's music will

descend to posterity, carrying with it the intrinsic marks of Engli-b,

genius, as of any other writer since the days ofAhne. As n whole, «c

have liiuiid nothing superior In linsinn. 11 is works arc very numerous,

though in many of his pieces he lias availed himself with felicity of

popular nirs and of selections from Handel, and foreign composers.

Upon a reviuw* of the works of Strpiien Stohacb, works which

enchanted Ihe frequenters of Ihe English Theatre during the earliest

part of our lives, wc arc obliged Id [unfess wc have experienced coti-

nion with others, who speak of his cum positions upon the authority

of original associations, to assign to litem. The adaptation of the

melodies of Italian Composers lo the words of new opera* had been
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more gcnrral before liia turn- (linn i, mi-i peeled, Ij'il Ik: ei, larg.nl (he

privilege, not indeed surreptitiously or covertly, bu( openly and

fairly. This circumstance detracts very much from bis originality,

ivhile "0 (.Id mil think i( isilil.s ^rcifly t ii lut rcpiiuiiif)!] lV>r —
How few of his operas or airs now live compared with those of

Shield? We make Ibis remark in order to show tlmt we do

not undervalue Stouacf.'s genius. These cum posers flourished

nbout the same time, enjoyed the same opportunities of sunk- and

selection. Shield lives, while the best of Storage's works are

gone to oblivion. The world therefore[thinks with us. The Haunted

Toner anil the Siege of Be/grade, are almost the only pieces that

survive by the support of their music, for No song no Supper, the

most popular of the farces for which be com|iosed, is played princi-

pally on account of its merits as a dramatic fable. The Pirates and

Jtltihmatid, which, strictly spc:xT;i appe:ir to us to Contain the most

learned and most agreeable music of all his works, are now nei-

ther heard nor thought of. The latter (the best opera he Com-

posed) slumbers probably from its didicnlly, and fioni (lie number

of its characters. We nrc induced also to think, that the Haunted

Tower and the Siege of Belgrade owe somewhat of their preserva-

tion to the curious fact of their being almost the only operas con-

structed to display the powers of the male singer. Arluxerxes,

though not without excellent tenor songs, is most especially devoted ta

the female who performs Mundane ; and in going through the whole

catalogue of English authors down to Ibis date, there is a surprising

dearth of songs for the tenor. Till Mr. Incledom, Mil. Kelly,'

.and Mn. Brah am appeared, very little cons ideration seems to have

been bestowed upon this department. Even the Duenna is not ex-

uberantly supplied. SronACE, who wrote for Kelly previously to

BitAllAM, has done enough in the pieces mentioned to effect their

repetition, and that is all that can be said. On this account, Mali-

moud might have hereafter come to be preferred above all others,

Wore ii nnt for the incumbrances of the nnmbfrh's; nlher parts that

clog (lie main de;-ign and add fo its d iltic-.iliy of re pi (.'seal at ion. It

contains some very beautiful things in m.my st; irs.

Of Stosiace, a" a whole, it must be said, that he had much of

of science, and a wide range of acquaintance with the compositions

offoreign writers for the stage. That he was as a composer always

natural, sometime! nervous, and generally polished, rarely however
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i king to any high pilch of elegance or origin nl ily. Tlierc is more

incut in his concerted (Inni in Ins single pieces, His glees and la is

diomws .ire smile nf (liem ''ennlifnl and elaburale. " t'k'- limes by

lite li«hl" in the Iron Chtsi , " A! i/tmrJ'nt flats lo;c/y bend-

ing" in Mtihmoud; " Hear, n/i hair n simple story," in the Pirates ;

and " Hope a distant joy disclosing," in No Song tfa Supper; ore

nmong llic best specimens of these, while "
SSjf native land I bade

adieu," nnd the 11 Lullaby" will remain among llic melodies coti-

secii-led by time as memorials of the strength and simplicity of

liis style. SiortAci: stands in our esiiiualion as he is placed in the

order of lime, next to Shield, though iit some disunite below hi™.

8a»iii:Ii Ahnoi.ii, Mrs. 1). w;is an educated and iiidnitiious

musician
;

rapid alike in his designs and execution, I"' imagined and

lie wrote by impulse or fur pay, and ttiere is little trace in any of III*

ta>rks for llic stage, of more than a facility and ease which rarely

raise bint above thecommon level ofamusing and lively composition.

In llic Cattle ofAndiduiia, Inkle and Tarico, and llie Children in the

Wood, are lo be fount] some of the best examples of his dramatic abi-

lity. AltNOLJi divided his lime and attention among too many ob-

jects to be eminently successful in any one department. He was at

one and the same time deeply engaged in writing, publishing, enn-

dticlhig anil leaching. His genius lavked the ausk'tily and devo-

tion as well as (he enthusiasm iii'ces-avj- tu the pcilriliou til id com-

pletion of great undertakings, or llie maturity of any capilal perfor-

mance. As n writer of operas, lie continues the line we have already

established, antlSie stands below Stohace, and very tittle above his

immediate successor.

MlCH AM. Kelly* has both produced and adapted melodies

which huvc engaged some share of popularity, and deserve a

greater. They are always liglit, airy, and agreeable. His Blue

Beard, and part of the music in Piznrro are precisely of this stamp.

What be has borrowed from Italy is commonly well chosen, and if

he has neither manifested deep science, laborious application and

research, nor strong originality, it must be conceded to him, that

"(Jive a line an ill name amUuiig liim," saiili Hi- pi.iverh. " M. K. eom-
iwser of wines mill inipuiler nf iiiu-i, ," Sii Lvlrbralnl in-nipiinn t«r

Kelh 's rlonr. given Mm « In -is lie ;i|i]'iii'(l to Ilia! nil nai; " C6r liis interest

with Tut: J'niver. iii liis ue« trade ut Mini n knit. Ii;i< ^ue far, uiudi ttw

fv to dqiri-fidlo Ah. lie !j
'• suvio-.- io the annie of the singe.
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in ttie midst of a life devoted to another branch of llic profes-

sion of llie stage, he has contrived to appropriate some of his hours

tu industry of very pleasing effect. He, like Storage, whose ge-

neral ideas he may perhaps have followed, took the Italian theatre

for his model, and transplanted some of its grateful abundance,

while he connected and ornamented his borrowed music with

sketches of his own.

The compositions of Atwood," Reeve, and Davy, arc entitled

perhaps to more respect, and as original composers they may stand

higher, but w hat they have done, though not ill done, scarcely gives

their names a sufficient buoyancy to sustain them above the stream

of common music, which is just seen in its course ami forgotten.

John Brajiah, like Michael Kelly was at once the first

tenor singer of the theatre, ami the 1:0111 piiscr of many of the operas

in which In- sung. 1 1, is singular, that Mb. I!u.mia« should in his

double capacity differ perhaps more essentially from himself, than

ean be paralleled in any other example, for while his style of singing

is brilliant, florid, and overlaid with ornaments of every sort, his

compositions, though scarcely to be called simple, are plain, if not

meagre, rarely rising above the commonest style ofa common ballad,

and with the exception oftwo or three songs, remarkable for nothing

beyond a prclliness, nicely adapted to the comprehension and ex-

pressive power of pianoforte playing Missc6, and the vocal exe-

cution of dilletaule performers, who are the "dclictia" of the ladies,

at parties assembled to sip and enjoy the sweets of" Tea andMusic."

There is throughout Bit aham's works an entire destitution of inten-

sity both of feeling and thought. There is little of brilliancy and

less of trite expression, though there is some lightness, some spirit,

and some air. The songs of the. Cabinfl are amongst the best, par-

ticularly l/ie Potacea and the beautiful Maid, two of the earliest and

most respectable specimens ofMu • tJ.'s talents fur composition. Vel,

perhaps, no songs have been more sung or more known, for a very

short litnc than his. Their circulation is attributable to the causes

above staled—to the captivating power which hi; possesses ol (limn-

ing a dazzling brilliancy over every thing he himse|f song, and to

the delicate adaptation ol bis music to common comprehension.

—

• Mr. A. is a man of talent, ami is the author of things which will li»e

4iimi(h lary rlo not lie among the objerh nf pur present coiuidcrarW His
very buautiful song," Tlx intdicr'i dream" is one of them.
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Mb. Braham is a self-deceiver. He is betrayed by his vocal excel-

leni.e intci a belief, that menu passage* aie power fid. sweet, .irnl ex-

pressive. But if he is ever doomed to hear his own ballads sung by
others, he will snon discover (hat all the reputation he enjoys as an

author, he owes to the force and fascination of his abilities as a

singer. Me. Braham has much to answer for on the score of the

propagation of false taste. His works, however, we are quite per-

suaded will not outlive himself.

We shall now no longer detain our readers from the ostensible sub-

ject of our review. They will perhaps think we have done so too

long already, but we entit-nl them l<> rreollent (Iiilt it forms an inte-

gral part of our plan, to bring up (as well as we are able) the arrcar

attention. IV e arc compelled to look upon ourselves, as, in a mea-

sure, the founders of n work of reference in music; and it is essen-

tial to the future Kitti'ess of our undertaking, to leave as little as we

can behind us. In this long retro-peetive dissertation, we have had

oar main object principally in view, and if we have omitted or

dwelt upon persons or perlbrniaui cs lamiliar to the public, it has been

in conformity to the lending design. No one who has not travelled

the same course, can imagine how much we have waded through,

and how little of solid interest we have found. The appetite for

novelty is much more pardonable, anil even more rational than it is

usually esteemed, or than we esteemed it at the commencement of

.

Hunrv 1?. Bisirop is a well educate** man, and we believe he

studied composition principally under Bianchi. He has produced

an enormous quantity of opera music, and in a comparatively very

alinrl lime. T I suae priori (lies i!ed need from the habits, studies, and

acquirements of men and nations, and which, governing in so great

n degree the intellectual faculties of authors, produce the various

differences in their works wc have noted in the commencement of

our article, and during our historical relation of the progress of the

opera, arc strongly illustrated in the whole of his compositions.

The distinction we must make with regard to the powers of Mr.
Bishop's imagination, is not, wc believe, very common in the phe-

nomena of intellectual processes. Minds that have the faculty of

producing vivid, intense, or beautiful piclurtngs, are generally also

capable of multiply ing audi images in an overflowing abundance.

—
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A brilliant, is generally at the same time a fertile fancy. The

object of our present remarks does not possess equal strength

arid fertility. He produces light, sweel, and strong passages, but

they are comparatively short, and in proportion to their brilliancy,

the iustrc is soon impaired. The truth of our observation is shown

in the opening of almost every song be has written; the sym-

phonies are universally elegant and pleasing, they lead beauti-

fully to the song, and raise expectation lo a very high pitch.

—

The first strain is as usual almost constantly a repetition of the

symphony, but we rarely discover the same traits ofcontinuous pro-

duction in the passages that follow. Is it that the words fetter the

genius of the musician, and that thence the composition languishes,

or is it from the effect of exhausted enthusiasm i We observe that in

his melo-driiuiatic music tlic expression is sharp, short, and decisive,

and the effect is very lively and complete. These coinciding circum-

stances afford a curious indication of a glow ing imagination. Mr.
Bishop, we apprehend, sits down to his work under impressions of

peculiar strength, but labour and constraint soon weaken and abate

them. Indeed when we regard the restrictions laid upon the musician

by the words, and the trash in the nay of poetry which is forced upon

the regular composer for a theatre, our wonder is, that lie can writs

itl all. Throughout our entire examination ofMn. Ii.'s voluminous

works, we scarcely recollect the words of half a dozen songs that

could ever have attracted the voluntary notice of an educated man,

or have induced him spontaneously to set them. It is no marvel

then, if such execrable stuff serve rather to tame and cramp,

tham to excite the genius. Another restricting condition is, the

support of a character which extends itself to the music. For

though the licence of the opera diminishes its operation, it has not-

withstanding some influence, which is exerted principally against

the composer.

Under all this load, however, Mil. Bishop's songs rarely, we may
almost say they never, sink to the level insipidity which is the

dull characteristic of by far the greater portion of the writings of

most of his predecessors. His airs are light, pleasing, simple, and

graceful. They frequently, in short strains, rise to a considerable

degree of elegance; but though written in a manner which is -

strictly proper to Mr, Bishop, they can scarcely be said to convey

generally the idea of originality of conception; yet they arc seldom
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positive and direct imitation*. The passages are very few indeed

where any continuous combination of borrowed notes can be traced.

The cast of a whole air now and Uicn, indeed, so powerfully reminds

one of former composers, that it is impossible to divest oneself of the

reigning id en. Thus, one of the songs in Zoma bears so strong a

resemblance to part of a trio in Mahmoup, " Health to your high-

ness," principally the symphony, as to be obviously the offspring of

memory rather than invention. " Fell revenge," in the same piece,

though the nir has no single point of actual imitation, is clearly

originated by some remote recollection of « When the robber his

victim has noted," in Storage's Iron Chest. Notwithstanding

these occasional similitudes, there is uncommon variety and sweet-

ness in the melodies Mr. Bishop has composed. We cannot

doubt but he Ims studied and analysed an immense body of compo-

sition, from which he has extracted much ; and highly indeed is it

to the credit of his talents, that a naturally elegant taste has led him

to assimilate the more graceful an* refined parts of his models. Of
such a nature appears to us to be his principal elective attraction, to

borrow a phrase from chemistry. And here wb must ngain point

out that grace and simplicity arc the distinctions at which the

moderns aim in their construction of melody. Haydn's and

Mozart's works arc ever living instances. Mr. Bishop is also

in the structure of his air commonly very simple, and where

he gives decoration, he bestows, it upon the accompaniment. In

his songs, however, he is rarely elaborate or artificially scientific.

In this respect he follows the taste of his age as well as the legiti-

mate principles of natural expression.

Mr. Bishop's compositions are very singular in one particular;;

the auditor is frequently struck with the belief that the air is fami-

liar to liim, although In: is altogether unable to trace it through any

succession of notes. Such an impression proves that Mr. B.'b

combinations are of an expressive cast, and that he has retained

1111:11' but the most impressive parts of inusitat phrases, while, at the

same lime, it shews his power to multiply, and essentially diversify

melody by the conjunction of short, yet striking combinations.

There often appears to be a too frequent repetition of the same

pussage.—Such an effect wc conceive to be attributable in part to

the associations wc have described; but it more probably arises

from a dc=ire to lis the sentiment in the mind, and an agreeable
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melody (which Ms. B.'s generally are,) upon the fancy of so

mixed an audience as that of an English theatre. Elaborate com-

positions astonish, but they never fatten themselves upon the public

recollection. ' All national airs are simple,—Nut a few of the songj

in every English opera seem to lay claim lo this tide of remem-

brance, and it may be a legitimate means of success to which an

author justly has recourse. Bui it will instantly lie perceived bow

such a necessity limits the composer. To this necessity Mr.

Bishop tins undoubtedly cortlraclcd the range of Lis imagination.

Ma. Bishop's imitations arc confined to no particular age or

school. He was wandered at large over the whole region, and

through all the succession of musical writing, and freely used the

beauties he has found. Thus, in one of the last of his operas,

(Guy Mannering) there is a trio and chorus, the Ckaughond Cram,

which brings before our recollection the wild and niry fancy of

Lock's music in Macbeth; at the same time that we can distinctly

trace some entire, though short, passages of Haydn, to which the

harmony, rather than the melody, first invited our attention. Yet

there is as much genius and originality in this piece as it v ( pera

music we know; it has been received willi unlimited satisfaction

and applause both by men of science and the public. The appro-

bation we now speak of, has extended to more of Mn. Bishop's

writings than those of any other English dramatic composer. His

works have found ready way, and particularly of late, into the

orchestras ofconcerts. During last winter, besides the Chough mid

Croat, Bbtc gentle Gales, a TCry sweet and original quinlett from

the Slate, and two songs, Soni of Freedom, from the same piece, and

by the Simplicity of Venus Doves, a very elegant ballad in the

modern style, from A Midsummer's Night's Dream, have been re-

peatedly performed at the first concerts in the Metropolis, and since

transferred to the provincial meetings. We know of no similar

instance. More of his music, we are persuaded, would be done at

concerts, were it not for the prohibition the words lay upon Ihera.

Mn. Bishop shews his principal strength in chorussee. It is

perhaps a little unfortunate (or the dramatic composer, and certainly

unjust towards him, that English ideas of chorusscs are formed upon
the model ofthc grandest writer in this style that the wo rlit eversaw-
namely upon Handel. His most gigantic efforts of mind and sci-

ence arc those which arc so intimate^' associated with the notion, of
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a chorus, in Ihc memory of all who have bestowed any regard

whatever upon Ihc constructinn ol such pieces, Hint we may venture

to say no other name than Handel ever presents itself in company

with the word chorus, and again no oilier chorusses but tlic richest,

most elaborate, and most magnificent of all lie lias left us. What we

Lear of such things at a theatre, if we except Matthew Lock's

Macbeth, are rarely objects nl'morc regard than the vociferations of

a mob at a procession in the streets. liven at the Italian opera they

arc almost entirely overlooked. To eomparenny theatrical compo-

sition of this sort with those of (he oratorio, and of Handel in parti-

cular, is highly unfair on account of every circumstance that excites

or accompanies such productions. If (hen some of Ma. Bishop'i

chorusses have been little spoken of, or neatly forgotten, it arises

very much from this association, and more from the little interest

villi which chorusses are received, lie is nevertheless pre-eminent

overall his predecessors but Lock, in this respect. The sestetta,

" y.'iu/, prillur s!a//," in the Millrr anil his Men, deserves to be par-

ticularly mentioned ; and the chorus, " Now to the foreil use rtpair,"

has still higher pretensions to excellence. The introductory sym-

plmny is, ns UMiiii wilh the mil hoi, elegant, and lively, « liile

the body of Hie chorus is wrought up with great strength of ex-

pression, the vnrious modulation, harmonics, and richness of the ac-

Com^iNiiiiciil 1iei.<;'it[:niiii; tin: efl'uct el' the Vdc:sl jiassajri's. AN the

parts :ue well managed, and the ivholi: is brilliant and vivacious.

The first chorus in the Maniac is striking for its complication and

force. The fina/c of the first act has also great merit; it is very

spirited, and some beautiful melody is intermixed. In " The tiger

coiichrs," which is forcible throughout, iiad rising incnVclns it pro-

ceeds, Ma. Bishop has borrowed from himself. The idea of the

opening having obviously introduced itself from his celebrated, and

really most excellent bass sung of " Fust into the »nr«." Some of

the best, if riot (he very best of his choral music, is however in the

Virgin of ike Sun. These pieces are constructed more in the man-

ner of Baton's Creation than the chorusses of Handel. We can

speak of no theatrical chorus so highly as the storm scene in this

opera. The first parts' arc very graceful—(he middle full, grand,

and awfully impressive. A great deal both of what we may call

natural and artificial force is cmployrd to produce effect. In the

last chorus

—

Vengeance, Mn. Bishop appears to have been stimu-
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luted by the extensive female voices he had to write for, and he lias

succeeded in point of variety and powerful effect. The specimens

we have quoted, if they were the only things of the kind Sfn.

Bishop had written, would, in our esteem, give him a decided pre-'

eminence in (his department of composition over all his more modem
predecessors.

A barrenness of invention in the composition of part-song',

items to us to be a circumstance common to the writers of Ertglislt

dramatic music. So much of the strength of nn Italian theatre fre-

quently resides in the concerted piece?, that wo scarcely know a

single opera from which instances of beautiful perfection might not bef

extracted. An English opera, oh (he contrary, rarely contains any

thing of this sort worth notice. A few may be drawn from Sto cage,

and one or two from Actwood' and Kelly. Shield is not fertile

any more than his. compeers in this respect. We entertain a sus-

picion, that three things limit the genius of the composer in this

matter— 1st. The support of the dramatic character; 3d. The nature

of the words; and 3d. The want of a matured taste in the mixed

audience! of an English theatre. We observe,- (hat almost all

the part-songs are very plain, and too frequently coarse, vulgar,

or tawdry in their construction. The untaught ear can most

easily apprehend single sounds, and there roust be a consider-

able degree of advancement in science before one is brought to

relish the perfection of harmony, or of intermingled passages,

where the coming in of the several parts create an apparent

confusion as to sense, and leave very few clear idea's on the minil

of the hearer as to the 6cnlimcnt expressed by the words. We'

conceive therefore that this last fact throws a damp upon tile ardor

of the musician, and directs his attention (o the single songs. Cer'

tain it is, that with very few exceptions indeed, considering the

quantity of music we have gone through, we find no glees at all to

be compared with tbose of Webbe and our Inter Horslet, whose

works in this department arc amongst the most honourable specimens

of the genius of our time and country. Ma. Risno p has, however,

cultivated glee-writing with somewhat more success than fbc gene-

rality of his predecessors. We have already quoted, "the ChougK

aid Crow" and" B/oie gentle g«&»,
5

' which may be adduced as power-

ful aod sweet examples. In the duels we did not perceive a single'

specimen deserving high commendation.
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Mr. Bishop's overtures nrc not perhaps upon a pnr Willi his

other writings. They are high-sounding, but certainly not remark-

able for learning or genius. He has a very extensive knowledge of

the power of instruments, and yielding too ready an absent to a

prevailing taste in a mixed audience, he is apt to admit solos for the

display of particular instruments, which weaken (he general effect.

His overtures we believe have rarely extended beyond the orchestra,

of the theatre.

To conclude then, we give Mr. Bishop credit for fancy, study,

and taste ; and if bis works should seem to lack the intensity and'

variety of thought and feeling which constitute what is understood

by ohiginality, there is yet a brightness, a gracefulness, a sua-

vity, and sometimes a strength in his writings, which place him far

above the line of mediocrity. Whoever purchases his operas will

find in most of them agreeable melodies, well adapted to singers

whose aims are directed to the amusement uf lighter hours and of

general audiences—music commonly pleasing and rarely difficult

of execution, and bearing the stamp and impress of the fashion of

the day.
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A Collection of Molttls for the Offertory and other Pieces, principally

adaptedfor the Morning Senice. Theahote composed, selected,and

arranged, with a separate accompaniment /oj1 the Organ or Piano-

forte, and respectfully inscribed to Wn. Troy, Esq. by Vhicbst

NorEi.i.0, Organist Iq the Portuguese Embassy in I.ondon.~Six

Numbers. London.

The earliest efforts of musical science were devoted to the service

of the Catholic Church, and we owe lo tlic learning antl industry of

her servants the bulk of those inventions which first methodized the

knowledge of harmony, and afterwards preserved and continued it.

To so remote a date as 590 of I lie Christian airs, probably almost ail

our renders well know, we are able to (race the exertions of Pope

Gregory, who collected the nidimcnts of church music, and ar-

ranged them in flic order long- continued at liomr-, and adopted by tho

chief part ofthe Western church. " He banished," says the writer we

quote, " the Canto Figurato as too light and dissolute, and substituted

his own chaunt, called Canto Fermo, for its gravity and simplicity."

Since this period, however, every species of teaming and graceful

contrivance have been at various times employed in the mass, and

the Catholic Church has, in every agp, been the fruitful origin ofcom-

positions of the highest merit and beauty, as well ai the bountiful

nurse and protectress of musical professors. Nor is it a matter less

singular as connected with antiquity than remarkable in science,

to find the musical productions of the early limes of the great Pope
Gregory connected and incorporated with the works ofcomposers

in the 19th century.

Hut during the establishment of the Protestant form or worship * in.

England we have derived very little from the followers of the ancient

worship. With Iheexception of Mr.Weber's m-isses, which were the

first to supersede the use of the Gregorian chaunt in Catholic choirs,

* Let us imt tKHVi'vfr he. irtiWitood to sprat irreverently, or without (ho

fullr-i ivciilWtiou of <lif noble and islftrii)ij 5 ri.uii|jo..Hma> („roor (.:,>( lusilnl Ser-

vices which have been written during the interval. In thus stating the tempo-
rary banishment of Catholic music from our shores, we merely relate a fact,

ana no not by any means wish to open a controversy, or even to institute a com-
parison respecting the benefits tbe science has or has not received from the
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the selections of Mb. Latrobe, the two volumes of selections and

three of masses of Mb. Novello, we arc not aware of anj addition

to I lie public stoqk of c,b.oir-rnusic of this descriplion.* Hence

tli« Catholic choirs of the kingdom have confined their music within,

narrower limitations, and general science has ceased lo be enriched.

The publications however we have recited have originated a feeling

and desire fur the enjoyment of such sound and delightful writings;

and the compositions of Caldah a, Hasse, Haypk, Mozart, Pe-

rez, Mob Etaa, Wesley, Russell, and others scarcely less cele-

brated, have been heard in the form of masses, hymns, niotelts, &c,

imt only in the choirs but in concerts, with the sincerest gratification.

The world is already deeply indebted to Mb, Novello for.the judg*

incut* taste, learning, and industry displayed in the elegant compo-

sitions and the masterly arraugement of bis former collections. The
work we have now before us entitles him still further to the marked
acknowledgments of all real lovers of music. We think we may
venture lo add, that he merits the thanks of his own church ; but

perhaps these'ivill experience sonic exceptions, for the clergy are in

general studious to preserve a certain degree of simplicity in their

music, and we have already found that there are even laymen among
the Catholics who regard the introduction of secular compositions,

though adapted in .the finest possible manner lo sacred words, as

liable to objection. These pious persons, whose motives everyone

must ti-spn i, are apprehensive that origiual imptesMorui of a light

1.1 rid hlmuUl be loo fisedly associated with known melodies, ajjd

thus diveit rather than ilev.:te I lit ii'.iml in the <tu!i'.nn moments of

devotion. The argument is not without its weight, but its appli-

cation u here reduced within very narrow bounds by the nature

of the pieces selected for secular writings by ihe ciicurostancea

which hate insulated them from very grijcnd nine(valion in Eng-

land. The persum who attend the King's Theatre ate comparative

ly very few, and they are slill fewer who visit the Opera sufficiently

often to note and remember the melodies lvhich they there hear.

They arc commonly of rank and education, and therefore secured

from the danger of abstraction froin [lie duties of devotion, which

might accompany similar associations among a class more alive to

• Last winter the town flocked to Warwick-street Chapel to hear a mass

eoinjirwd by SinNcm (.i.incit, the tenor sieger at lire epcrs, hut we hare not

understood Hul k is jel published.
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external impressions of such a nature. For these rcaions we think

il consistent to vindicate A|n. Novello's cliolce, though pcrhnps

rather from its benefit in practice than in principle. We consider

that if devout feelings can lie excited or raised bj- fine music, the

melodies Mb. N- bat so beautifully adapted, will in the million of

Instances, be must successfully employed, while limy "ill strike

upon the recollection of very I'm- indeed as appertaining to things

less serious and important. We state Ihe objection and its answer

because we have lieard it made, rather than because we hold it to be

of any material validity, except in its general application as a prin-

ciple. We deem this to be an exception to a rule.

Mr. NoyELLo,in his six books of Motctts,* fulls under our consi-

deration iu scleral capacities. He lias selected, arranged, and

adapted various works of celebrated authors, and he has favored us

with compositions of his own. The world has so fully decided on

his judgment and tasle from his former publications, that we might

safely consider we had truly discharged oar function in assuring the

musical reader that the later productions only continue to add to

the sum of his acquired reputation. But we cannot be satisfied

with so slovenly a mode of performing our duty. We think far loo

highly of (he elegance and ability displayed throughout the whole

to dismiss them with so loose a notice. We are under much obliga-

tion to the author for having made known to us some compositions

which, but for his assistance and direction, we might but loo proba-

bly never have enjoyed the opportunity ofseeing.

* The Motel t la a species of vocal harmony appropria led (a the seirice of

the church. The etyniulogy of the wurii Is not easy to lit- ascertained; Mi:%'A&r.

derives it from modus, lo which it hears not tht lea.,t. ailiuity. tk'TLEn, awotu,
becau-e, say* he, '< the church tangs called moteta, more the heart-.- of the

hearers, striking into them a devmit and reverent regard of them for whose

praise they were mode." On Music, page 5, in nnfis. Moui,i:y seems Li

acquiesce in this etymology, but understands motion in a sense ditlcrcnt

from Bi.-n.EB, as appears by these h\s words :
1; A motet is properlie a sosij

laade fnr the church, either upon some hymne or anthem, or such like ; and
that name 1 take io have been given to that kindn of mu-icke in opposition to

.

tho other, w hie h they called canto fermo, and we do commonlie eat) plain long,

fur as nothing is more oppotit to standing and firmness than motion, bo they

did give tin- unite t that name of moving, because it is iu a maimer quite con-

trarie to the other, which after some sorteand in respect lo the ether, sUndelii

still."—Introd. Part III. page 170.

Du ('a Mii: coot Motetum says, that though this kind or composition is now
confined !e llic chun.li, il w;is originally of 'lie uin-i ijjy anil lively nature : an

opinion not inconsistent with the definition of the word.—Hawkins's Hi -toi-j of

Music, rol. 3. page 79.
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By tar tho largest portion of the volume, it will lie conjectured,

appertains to Hie classes of selection and arrangement. These la-

bours, however, are neither slight in themselves nor in their effects.

We give Mb. Novello full credit for the implied task of searching

out, through an immense body of music, the beauties lie has chosen.

There is not a single specimen that lias not pre-eminent merit, while

the whole collection embraces afar greater variety ofstyle and diver*

siiioaiimi of parts than could be well imagined in so few pages. This

ili versification renders the work particularly applicable and useful

both in the choir and the chamber, for there is hardly a possible

combination of treble, counter-tenor, tenor, and bass, that is not to

be found in the book; and although none of the airs are to be called

light in the CQitomary acceptation of the word, there are yet among

them vary graceful, pleasing, and elegant melodies in one, two,

tJirce, four, and five parti—pieces which cannot fail, whether used

for the purposes of devotiou or of scientific amusement, to elevate

anil gratify the mind.

Where Mb. Novello has adapted secular music to sacred

words, he has surmounted the difficulties with great felicity. Wi n-

TEa's " Mi laid a miulre amnio," " Grand Isi," from Mozart's
" jtnuherfitiltr" Haydn's " Distressful nature fainting sink*," !)<//

jnendi un duke ampksso," from the Clemenzn ili Tito, and some other

(li i

i

l Lf s of a like sort, gn so well that the) 1 .nppcar to have broil com-

posed to the words they now bear. But the chiufest praise we can

bestow upon the motetts is, the direction of the taste to the soundest

com posit inns of the best matters, which in their liriirinal form would

probably have been lost to the greater part of the world. Perez"

and Moreira are almost unknown to the British public, except

through Mil. Novello ; and we may fairly conclude that nothing

but sueh a collection could have brought the single compositions of

the Webbes, "Wesley, Russell, and Evans, or the masses of

Mozart and Haydn, into general acquaintance. They come to

us loo divested ol the less popular and pleasing parts.

In the arrangement, Mr. Novello has evinced a profound

' 1 1) I vi ii 1'tiu 7. bvbir'li ;i S[i;ii''::r<!, iiii'l 'ireiidi* t.'\i in llic Cnnstri atorio

of Santa Maria, cli Lorelo, at Naples, under Antonio Cjllo anil FitAsraco

Maxcini. lie tunic niauv <>(jiths and n.neli ihuirli iiiusir. DR.HriiNiy
s^-nks nf lili.i ai l-r^fa in iii' fli-t.iry nt Mu.ir. vol. 1. uagu :>70. He Mas'

]->vii in 17! !. :r -*l ihVr! ait-r Ivm- ninny ji-ais l)liinl, at llie ngc of 67. flis

JHaChitmo ckiilnrti «as publislicd in England in score about 30 years >inee.

L.-i M.r : : :J L ,
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knowledge of the ort of accompaniment. He lias combined tliu

parts with a fullness, a richness, and an elegance that cannot iw

loo highly esteemed. When Mn. Ci. tiles i i's liarpsiehurd score nf

(Ae Creation appeared, it was universally recnmuiended bjr scientific

men as a model fur accompanists. Ma. N«vei,i,o"s arrant 'merits

arc by no means second to this reputed score. Thoy iifford aJruita-

ble lessons for the mind of the student as well as n copious variety

ofpractice for the hand, rising through several degrees frura simpla

and easy instructions to some of complicated execution.

It is no sliglit honour to the musicians of our own age and country

that Ma. Novell's nice and instructed eye should have delighted

to dwell upon and to select more than a fourth part (including Mn.

N.'a own works) of the sis books from the writings of Englishmen.

The honour too is enhanced when we find ihat they possess natural

Strength cnongh to enable them to stand upon the same field with

such men as Sebastian Bach, Mozart, and Haydn. The com-

positions ofWebbe and IttrssEi.i, have each their proper and pecu-

liar merits. The treble solo by Ross ell, " Miscrtre me Deui," is

exquisite both in its melody and accompaniment; and the " Ave

wnun" and " Gloria et honore," by WebLEY, arc' extremely fine, in

however rather an organ stile. Wbbbb's recitative, duet, and chorus,

"Qui seminnnt," is exceedingly expressive, a ml in the latter part highly

spirited and animating. His quartelt " Tit eiigitti," (hough grand

and affecting, preserves throughout on elegance which is scarcely

exceeded in this respect by any composition in parts hi (he book.

S. Webbe, Jok.'a " Pater nosier" is very singular, and appears

to us to be very original; (he expression is frequently admirably

heightened, and in the last few musical phrases to the words " Regnum

potentia el gloria" the bass is very elfcctively employed. We could

not quite reconcile (lie accentuation to our ears, yd we are wholly

unable to discover wherefore. There is, however, something very

peculiar in the construction of the whole air. Perhaps a portion of

the singularity belongs to the vocal sentences almost nil commencing

in the middle of the bar. " Voluntas tan steal in agio et terra"," are

scarcely good vocal passages, and more striking than pleasing. The

solo by Mb. Evans, one of the gentlemen of (he King's chapel, is of

great merit, considering the limits which nature has placed upon the

composer for the circumscribed compass of a counter-tenor voice;

it abounds in graceful passages, and docs not weary the ear by repe-
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thions ; this is one of the instances that prove how few notes are" ne-

cessary to the structure of fine melody.

From Havdn and Perez Mb. NoveLt-cr has drawn the greatest

quantity of what we may be permitted to call his foreign matter.

Tile subjects he has chosen from tlie former are identified with the

numbeilesss works of the master already known, by the same rich

and flowing melody, the same variety of modulation and fullness of

harmony. In the hands of such a skilful anatomist and demon'

itrator as Mr. N. has proved himself to be, Haydn is safe. None

but his beauties will be presented fur the inspection of the world'.

—

The quartett of which the music is from the Stiibdt maler—" Te ergo

quasumus" equals, in the particular excellencies of Havom, almost

any thing of this kind ftoni bis pen ; it is exceedingly elegant and

pathetic* but often as we have seen these wards set in different ways"

and by many composers, they never reach the heart' so surely ai

through the exquisite duet of Grauv. Indeed the recollection of

this inestimable example of expression, always damps our hopes

when we open a " Te ergo" and may perhaps detract from onr im-

partiality. However so it is. " Tu nd lilirraiidtlm" contains some de-

lightful applications of melody and of harmony also to words! The
transitions are in parts highly striking and' impassioned. " Jesu diui

pneis" is a powerful example ofHatdn's mailncmm, inasmuch
1

as re-

lates to subject and modulation, but slopping short of thai exuberant

fertility, that overflow of lire imagination which sea reely ever to be!

restrained or wearied when most felicitously cm ployed, is one of the

chief characteristics of bis genius.

From Hxrov we pass to Peiiez, whose compositions, almost

as little known to England as those of any ancient author, Ms.

JS'ovei.i.o has shewn to possess much that entitles them to ve-

neration. Indeed he draws more largely from Feu ez than

any other. Our acquaintance with the works of the Spaniard

is so slight, that we know not whether these adaptations are

from his secular or his sacred writings, and we are free to

coufcsn, we are unable to f.irui any judgment upon (lie point from

internal evidence, for they appear to us so naturally fitted iff the

wor.ls, tlfat we arc indifferent as to their real origin. Nothing can

exceed parts of them. We are almost induced to prefer them to

any other portion of the collection. From beginning to end there

is a predominating character ot superiority, The first * Tattbrm
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;'oJ*B sunt " is a sublime composition indeed. Tim opening move-

ment is awfully grand, though full of the pathetic import of the Inst

words of the Saviour upon the cross, '< My God, my God, why hast

thou forsaken me;" while the second, " El indiimlo capile cinisit

spirilum" is far above any commendation we can bestow; and its

lepetition afler tlie " Exclamans Jesus," carries into (he conclusion

the sweet, calm, and touching conception which is the pervading

spirit of the whole. We know not what to prefer to this.—The

first strain of " Mcdid nocte" is also eminently grand and affecting

from its air and harmonics, while the other parts arc equally strong

and exciting. The duct " SentianC omnti" is pathetic; but we

think it somewhat heavier and less interesting tli;m lies oilier pieces.

The most magnificent of all we haye, is the " Regnurn ct ciritatem

circundit." Nothing can go beyond the contrasted simplicity and

grandeur of the opening of the second movement, and the working

of the parts, especially (he bass, which comes in with a dignity and

effect that reminds us of some of Handel's most successful uses of it

in hi* chorusscs. This is truly a noble composition. " Cumjucun*

ditale" is really jocund; it is in a new and lively style, essentially

differing from those things we have noticed. Upon the whole, we
greatly admire this author ; and, if wc think he has failed at all, it

js in the subjects of his fugues, which do not seem to be happily

chosen. But what occurs to our observation as most curious is,

that after the years which have elapsed since lie flourished, and the

quantity of music written, wc do not discover a single mean or

common place passage. On the contrary, the music of PeitEZ

breathes a lofty, original, and a modern air, together with a sweet-

ness and a smoothness equal to the best compositions, either of his

own or later times.

Leal MoftEiitA, who stands nevt iu the order of proportion, is of

OiirownagCjhe being the composer to the patriarchal church at Lisbon.

The selections from him are far below those we have just reviewed,

in melody; this necessarily leaves ndissatisfatipn in the comparison,

.which is unavoidable (o those who shall look carefully into the book.

But MonEIRA is not without the degree of merit that entitles a coiu 7

poser to a niche in Ma. Novei.lq's temple of lastc. His pieces

have more of'the visible force of art than those of Pebez, because

Ibey are less simple. Theircharacteristics are originality and power

rather than grace and soilness, and perhaps the contrast they «-
«!
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biliil lias been one of the inducements to their adoption. We put

them nearly upon a level with llic specimens of Mr. S. Weslet's:

walks in the volume, to which, by places, they bear some slight

analogy, though we think they go a little beyond him. The pas-

snges have, to our cars, something of the same organ effect, some-

thing of the same inslrumcntal rntiicr than vocal structure, wearing

however an air more polished and refined by study and acquaint-

ance with the schools of Italy. Wesley is something harder and

more severe than Mobeiba. Certainly MoitElKA'a manner i>

forcible and masterly. The parts are connected not without a show

of contrivance and erudition, and the imitations are kept up with

spirit and efttvt, particularly in the motett " Sinl Iambi veitri pros-

linti," and if upon the whole he captivates us less than (lie former

masters, it is from his melody being less smooth, flowing, and attrac-

tive. We prefer " Ostendc facicm tuam " to the rest.

The specimens from Mozart arc almost all known on account of

the recent performance of the operas whence they are extracted.

" Possenti Numi," from the Zauherfiotte, set to the words « O Jcsu

polentissimc" as a bass solo, and quartctt is remarkable for its grave

nnd pathetic cantabile air. It would, we think, bare been improved

in its effect, had it been transposed a note or two higher, for a.

singer must have uncommon powers of tone and expression who
could convey the passion at the very bottom of his voice. In this

respect it exhibits a variation from the received notions of modern

eoinposers, wliohavccndeavourcdtotransmutcthc mechanical style of

writing fur basses into a more elegant and graceful flow of melody.

Air is not wanting but it lies so low as to render its effect doubtful if

not absolutely heavy among bass singers in general. With this

brief chronicle ive may dismiss the selections from this authorfor the

nirs of Cos!fan tulle, II Don Giovanni, nnd La Clemenza di Titn, will

probably be amongst those most readily and most generally recog*

nized. We may place in the same class the extracts from the II

Jtatto di Proserpina of Winter. From the German opera of

Fanchon, by IIimhel, there is brie short specimen of melody so de-

lightful as to lead us to wish for more from the same spring. The
seven motetls (hat conclude the volurno are from Haydn's well

known" Passione," and-are ably arranged by Mr. Webbe, Juir.

A ierzcllo from Satiti, (published by the way previously in Lb>

trobc,) with a few oilier things from Matteij Back, Cioiiuast,



tad Beethoven, complete the work, except the com posit ions ofthe

selector himself, which we have reserved for (lie Inst place in our

remarks.

The general characteristics of Ma. Novei.lo'h style appear to us

to be suavity, elegance, and bold anil various modulation. His me-

lodies do not rise into extraordinary felicity or originality, yet they

arc ever flowing and agreeable, mixing much of the sober dignity of

the church style with a lighter manner (hat gives relief, while it assorts

well with the graver foundation and more solid materials ofthe work.

Wc should be induced to hazard an opinion that Haydn is a

favourite with Mr. Novello, and that he often finds himself drawn

by an irresistible impulse to the study and to an indirect imitation of

Haydn's writings. Our notion is formed from that leading and

general assimilation which attracts men ofcommon feelings by a com*

roon sympathy, of which we not only imagine wc perceive consider-

able traits in the compositions ofMr. N. now before us, but that they

prevail in other things we have seen from Ii is hand. It would in'

deed be matter of surprize, ifa composer of the present day had es-

caped the universal fascination. We must do Mr. NovelLO the

justice to say, that we consider him (o be ofthe school of Haydn-,

for we do not find a single passage that leads us to think of Haydn,
otherwise than through the resemblance, which only by a large and

broad acceptation impels us to the principles thai they hold in com-

mon, namely, sweet, flowing and ornate melody, supported and di-

versified by frequent and often curious and unexpected changes in

the harmony. Mr. Noveli.o then is Haydn's scholar not a plagi-

arist or direct imitator.

The first motclt that presents itself, " Aspergesme Domine," has

somewhat of both these distinctions though not in so prominent or so

excellent a manner as some which follow. " O Gloriosa" is written in

a lower, a plainer, and a graver style than is customary with Ma. N.

and has lesstofixit inlhe mind. " Santa Maria" is a sweet and

graceful air abounding in such frequent modulation as to throw over

it-Bomcwhnt of the two decorative character of an umbttious style.

—

"The repetition of the words " Lancia Maria" in the last pnu* is how-

ever highly expressive, and conveys the idea oi imprecation with Im-

passioned yet huly fervour. " Tu dtvkla" (the subject from Porto-

oallo,) has great merit as a counter-tenor song, both frora the ele.

gance of the passages and the pathetic effect of the changes in the
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harmony and the simplicity of its entire structure. « Vidiaquam" is

perhaps the most striking if not the nvi*t effective of the whole. The
strain beginning " //a-c diesfecit Dominus" is elevated and animat-

ing', while \\u-. bold clumses ol'kov hi flit- AUtlu]ah add to 1 lie natural

spirit of the fugue, and render it grand and nervous. The subject

of" In maBus taas" is scarcely interior to any rnativo Mn. N. has

given os, and the continued motion oF all the parts, makes it full

and complete. " Tiinlum ergo" In both major and minor keys are

two sweet pieces of melody, finely combined with rich ami various

harmony, nnd they form the able conclusion of the thirteen pieces

Mn. Novem.o has inserted into his six numbers.

Upon rending over our remarks, it seems to us, that they who have

not seen the book will conceive we have given a too partial descrip-

tion of its merits ; but we can truly assu«e our readers that amidst the

multitude of music flint Kills under our inspection, thurc are very few

works we can so conscientiously recommend for general desert.

They will not forget that a selection implies in itself a probability of

superior excellence, and in this instance tlie selector had a reputa-

tion to loscns well as to confirm. He has in;! been mi mindful of his

former credit tior oftlie reqni'-iff'S for tiU pivscnl unilrrlaki n.;, nnd in

recommending the whole six numbers to the public, we are alike

supported by the suggestions of what we esteem to be generally

sound and gond taste, and by the influence of the particular beauty

which appertains to almost every single specimen in the collection.
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A Selection of popular National Airs, with Symphonies am! Accom-
paniments, by Sir John Stevenson, Mus. Doc. The ff'ords by

Thomas Moore, Esq. London. Power,

This is a truly elegant little book in erery sense; and we know
not when we have been bo gratified by music and words of such ft

kind. We cannot so well describe its scope and intention ns by a

quotation from Ma. Moore's preface, which it is the more neces-

sary lodo, as this number is the first of a scries. " It is Cicero, I

believe, who says " natura ad modus ducimur;" and the abundance

of wild indigenous airs, which almost every country except Eng-

land possesses, sufficiently proves the truth of this assertion. The.

lovers of this simple, bat interesting kind of music, arc here pre-

sented with the first number ofa collection, which 1 trust their con-

tributions will enable us to continue. A pretty air without words,

resembles one ofthose half creatures of Plato, who are described

as wandering in search of the remainder of themselves through the

world. To supply this other half by uniting, with congenial words,

the many fugitive melodies which have hitherto had none, or only

such as are unintelligible to the generalily of their hearers, is the

object nnd ambition of the present work. Neither is it our in ten*,

lion to confine ourselves to what are strictly called national melo-

dies; but, wherever we meet with any wandering and beautiful

air, to which poetry has not yet assigned a worthy home, we shall

venture to claim it as an eitray swan, and enrich our humble Hip-

pocrene with its song.

" It is not, indeed, without strong hopes of success that I present

this first number of our miscellany to the public. As the music is

not my own, and the words are Utile more than unpretending inter-

preters of the sentiment of each air, it will not, perhaps, be thought

presumption in me to say, that I consider it one of the simplest and

prettiest collections of songs to which I have ever set my name."

The author of the poetry has here given us one clue to his fertility

in the production of words which speak so deJiciously to the heart,

and too often so voluptuously to the senses, while they are in the

finest accordance with the melodies. Hitherto the ideas of com-

posers of vocal music hare been elicited by words. In this case (as
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in the general) Mft. Mooke's most felicitous produc(ions Lave been

inspired by music. It had often struck us that the English words
tuJI.i y jin's canzonets, (by Mns. John Hunter we belteTc) breathed

more of the conjoined spirit of music and poetry than it was usual

. to find in mere translations; and we bad in our own minds ac-

counted for their superior expressiveness, by assuming the influence

of the composition. From lire aggregate ninss of beautiful song-

writing by Mr. Moore, wc are further confirmed in our opinion

previously formed, that words written to music were more likely to

embody and unite and as it were to exalt the perceptions derived

from the combined expression, than music written to words. But

why should this he so f We think we can supply the reason-

When a Poet sits down to his work, his imagination is commonly

excited and occupied by come one leading idea; aod the thoughts*

which fill up and beautify the outline, ate struck out as he pro'

cccds : many arise from the mere friction and collision which he

encounters in his search nfier syllables of tire proper quantity, uflcr

words thai will Maud in bis verse, us well as aficr epithets, images, and

rhymes. He warms as lie brings his fancy into fuller exercise, and

perhaps the happiest pictures are those which, in (lie outset, were

the farthest from his conceptions. lie is therefore indebted to the

process itself, in a great measure, for the power which produces his

success. If then a new agent be brought to his aid—if he be first

roused and melted by the touching notes of impassioned melody, he

is stimulated by a fresh impulse, and by one too that has been ad-

milted since the world began to be potent above all others over those

•Sections moved by and employed in the labours of tbo muse.

What passion cannot music raise and quell!

When Jubal struck the chorded shell,

His listening brethren closed around,

And worul'ring on their faces fell,

To worship the celestial sound

!

Less than a God they thought there could not dwell,

Within the hollow of that shell,

77(0/ tpolt so saeellj/ and to adi."

Ma. Moohf. certainly rises from listening to the sound of music

"Julfqftlie God." No Poet has hitherto blended classical imagery

with a tenderness that never fails to melt the soul away, so uni-

formly, so felicitously; and although he is responsible for wore
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woral injury than can be passed over or forgiven, we hope and trail

(list the hours are coming fast upon him which will ch.istcn nnd

redeem (would they could obliterate'!) his former errors. The poetry

of this collection is much of such a cast. Its delights arc printU

pally those of reflection, and even the anticipations and descrip-

tions are laid in with colours drawn from the past. The coming on

of age begins to be' visible in the calmer fires of the modern

Anacraon, and the y\fut ti* airaits liira. But we admire the mote

" That farewell ofdaylight more precious,

More glowing and deep as 'tis nearer the set."

Perhaps there is nothing particularly new—perhaps there is a great

dad of what is absolutely old in these verses, but nevertheless they

are so full of elegance and feeling that they are irresistible. As an

example of this peculiar effect of sensibility, we may quote the

Indian air, "All that's bright mustfade" one of themost captivating

things we ever met with. Nothing can be more hacknied than the

thoughts
;
nothing more common place than the expression; but in

the measure and the melody taken together there is something so

exquisitely touching, that dull indeed must be his soul and rigidly

severe his cast of thought, who can bar the passage to his heart

against their combined insinuations.

—

u Those evening bells" is of the

same family. Indeed there is scarcely a line in the whole book that

docs not carry along with it the trembling light of n tenderness too

melting to leave our critical austerity its perfect and proper tone of

self-possession. To confess the truth, we at all times are apt to

perceive that Ihe sounds of a pianoforte (a necessary symbol of our

art and mystery,) and the dulcet notes of well formed voices, (the

demonstrators of our dissections) are marvellous softners ofjudicial

asperity. Rejoice therefore, O all ye sons ofsong

!

So much for the verbiage of the collection, and the verbiage, be

it remembered, is the twin-brother, youngest bom, of the melodies.

Those selected arc certainly very sweet, pathetic, and pleasing ; we

think the Portuguese the best except the Indian air "All thaCs

bright mutt fade," which is the better still. They are all foil of

graceful simplicity, and while their performance will alleviate the

study ofa graver, and wc may be permitted to say a sounder style of

composition, they will neither injure the taste, nor corrupt, though

tliay will scarcely fail to soften the heart.

• "Poor Anaereoa, thou growlrt Old."
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The concluding Russian air, harmonized * upon the same plan

with Dr. Crotch's sublime " Methinh I hear the full cdtilial chair,"

aims ntlifihlcreBbcts, and succeeds in producing them. The melo-

dy steals upon the eat and upon (he fancy with sweetness beyond de-

scription, while (lie hymn sustained by the under parts is in the finest

Btylo of such compositions, particularly the passage added by Sir

John Stevehson. We should, from its internal evidence, rather

have given the melody to Sicily than to Hyperborean Russia

—

another proof that the language of music, as an interpreter of the

feelings, is universal.+ We must, however, see more of such airs to

enable us to estimate and class (he general and specific character-

istics of national music.

Sib Joan Stevebson has adapted the symphonies and the

accompaniment with taste and judgment. The English ear is

now so accustomed to hear the voice supported by arpeggios in

modern ballads, that such blandishments arc became almost indis-

pensable. These accompaniments are of that description. But

(hey rarely, il ever, interfere with the main purpose—the display

of national melody, and in general serve to set off and heighten its

natural beauty by contrast. This is certainly the case in the accom-

jimiiment to 'the Portuguese air, " Flow on thou shining rinsr."

To" TltebelbofSt.Pclcrsburgh" is appended an upper part, which

carries (he words, while the accompaniment takes the original

—

tli lis giving life, sense, and being (o an air which would hardly by
any other contrivance have borne words—certainly not sncU words.

If «e are disposed (o object to any part of the publication, it is

to tho reduplication of the airs in the form of duets. Nona of the

• There appear to lie some conflicting interests in the property of tnu
melody. Mr. W. KrtYFKTT lias published « glee, as his own composition,
which (logins note for note with tin: Hu'-iau air. and liitle notes thrown into

tli." actniiipiiiiimeiit hear Hie samp similitude. The coincidence between the
.first strain of "Hark to 1'hiluinela singing" " Hark the vesper, hymn it

±< • il'ii--.;' is l»» arcni lii Ii.ivl' hmi the ith-i i' Ml'ivt „{ simikmty of thought.

+ Since theabove was written, we were present it a public concert where this

harinoirixcd air was !uii», amidst the t'mot specimens of Manuel, Mo/.art,
Ciw UIOSA, l'*rn, and other ('«T]ipn.ir-rs of irrcul fi-lctarity. The audience,
which happened In be c\reediii-l) select anil critical, were more affected by
this simple strain, than by any oilier part of the performance. It was done by
lha same singers H he, had sustained the other pieces. One hearer, not less

eminent in science than warm in fcelhie. ai he wiped the U ars fnwri his eyes
at the conclusion, whispered to the writer—" this, after all, is the niuiic of the
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three arc improved, and two are manifestly injured by it. Our
principal favourite, 1 All that's bright" is a thought single—pure

—

simple—the natural, solitary, and pensive offspring of one mind. It

conies after the solace of society ; after (lie hours of pleasure and tltc

moments of affection ; not during (heir enjoyment. It is the re-

membrance of joys that are passed. lis effect is only sure when

sung by a voice plaintive, sweet, melancholy. Hence it is obvi-

ously an unfit subject for a part-song. Against the monologue

"/Void on thou shining river" being set as a duet, there are, per-

haps, even stronger reasons.

Upon the whole, however, we commend this little volume to " my
lady's chamber," as a high source of elegant entertainment. It is

literally elegant in every sense, for we recollect no instance ofa music

book more ornamentally embellished or nwre clearly engraved.

Whether it would have been as acceptable with or without (he

plates, we leave to be settled between " Reason, Folly, anil Beauty.*'



Jgnest, Opera senltmenlcile in due nil!, mutlca del Signer Ferd.

Puer. Paris.

There arc few English readers who have not wept over Mm.
Opie'i heart-rending (ale of The Father and Daughter, from which

the table of It": Opera t>( signets is derived.* The novel embraces a

long portion oftime ; it. conducts its personages with, inimitable force

and pathos through a cuntinuous story, and describes with a discri-

mination and tenderness not lo be surpassed, the consuming wrelch-

edne-s and tlu> bright Uiou^li weary close of lives embittered to the

lowest degrees ofsuffering, by the consequences ofone fake step. The

anguish, rramw, and penitence of the victim of seduction, and ber

father's insanity, arc pictured with un accuracy so apparently faith-

ful, that one could scarcely believe the representation to have been

the mere image of the fancy. Such a story was perhaps the very

last that we should have expected lo find converted into an Italian

Opera; and it is, we believe, the first which litis been taken from mi

English (ale drawn from the cventsof common life. Wilhlhcsim-

plicity of Italian taste, the dramatist has, however, selected a very few

incidents and situations so deeply interesting and so poignantly af-

fecting, that we have rarely seen a drama wherein the feelings wen 1

so intensely cngnged. It is, however, due to the genius ofour coun-

try-woman to point out, that these parts arc entirely the ofispring ot

ber invention. The foreign translator has copied not on I) the inci-

dent*, but the very nords-of (he tale, and he lias selected them wilN

excellent judgment. He his changed the scene to nnoiher counlry,

clcvaled the father's rank, and has altered the ralaslrophe, Ibet

jxodui nig a b|K"l'i< • "f i!i.iic a analogous in our mailt rn « nil menial

comedy, where distressful incideuls are introduced to brighten the

interest and produce effect by contrast. Il occupies in the w-

stancc before us, a middle place between the serious and the conic

Opera—a demi earadere, which, without rising to the fullness and

majesty of legitimate tragedy, is certainly not less allicring : perhaps

we may say, that the sensations produced are more vivid and in-

»Mn». Oprr.'s tale hat l een made the basis of two drama., (he one srrio-

rrnsLLC. iii piwir, by ['ilijjpu C.i-jri
;
and (lie ii.u-u't, t!i< jm;.-iH bifoir ur-, l;y

Luijji ttuuuaioglis.
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lense in proportion as the sentiments and situations are more natural

anil less removed from probability. We have met with nothing Hint

goes more to Hie heart than this little piece, whether we regard the

story or the music, for (he composer has caught Hie genuine spirit

of the original author, and has carried into his work not a little of

the purity and simplicity of classical Italian models. The change

in the catastrophe, from the dentlnof the father ami daughter, and

the remorse of the seducer, to re-toralion of the first to reason, and

the marriage of the latter, appears necessary to fit the slory for dra-

matic representation, though it diminishes the pathos and the finer

moral effects.

The piece opens with a short prelude representing a stormy night,

when a chorus discovers that Agticsc has left the house of her se-

ducer, EriKtlo, with her child. He returns from his fruitless search

for them, with her veil and hat found upon a ban!;, which leads

him to conjecture her sell-destruction. The structure of this chorus

and recitative, is in the voice parts strong, though simph', with the

occasional introduction of short pieces of beautiful and touching

melody. The accompaniments are of a kind to denote the fury of

the elements, at the same time (hat they mingle advantageously with

the passionate expressions of those who arc snpposcd lobe searching

for the lost Agncsc. The construction of the entire scene is scientific

and at the same time full of feeling.

The next scene opens with a cavntina at Agnrse, w ho is discovered,

in a wood. This beautiful air describes the cessation of her anxiety

at the falling away of the voices of her pursuers. She perceives the

dawn of light, and by a natural transition passes to the calm which

has succeeded to her griefs. The recollection of having heard the

voice of Ern&to brings back the image of the author of her misery

and destitution, and calls forth a pathetic address to her child, now as

it were made fatherless. The whole of this air is most affecting, ,

though more ornate than should at first appear consistent with the

emotions described t it is nevertheless highly impassioned) and the

very ornamented parts arc among those which best convey the sen-

timent if finely given. There are few songs belter adapted to set

off a singer of genuine expression than Tutta i silenzio.''

The scene which fqllows, whplhcr fur dramatic effect or musical

excellence, is by far the most perfect in the opera. The rattling of

chains interrupts the indentation of Agneic over bcr infant, and a
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maniac appears- An accompanied recitative paints her own terrors,

which are, however, set off anil brightened by a masterly touch of

tender Apprehension for her offspring, " per te sol figlta io tremo."

The maniac proves to be her father who has escaped from his

keeper. He imagines his daughter to be dead, aad (hat he is in

search of her place of sepulchre. His disjointed exclamations at

length lead Agnese to recognize his person, and the condition to

which her misconduct has reduced him. He metis at her tears, and

her countenance assures liira of ilcsiined tranquillity.

We know of no duct composed with more force and sweetness

than this. The parts arc interwoven and connected with the skill

of one who is a master of the human heart. The succession of- the

passions and emotions is varied and wrought up till the whole soul

of the hearer is carried away. The opening of the duet " Quel

scpo/cro," is no less exquisite as a melody for its grace, than for

its effect as a passage of expression, while the succeeding exclama-

tion? are combined with consummate skill ; I he passion is powerfully

aided by the accompaniment throughout, and (hcmodulaion is easy

and unaffected.

A recitative follows, in which Agnes? introduces the words father

and child, Uberlo is ihos again excited to fury, and he demands

the infant, in order to put it to death, when his keepers arrive, and

force him away.

The powerful excitement is here relieved by s change, to what

may be called the comic partofthe opera. Pasquai,e (the Sey-

mour of Mas. Oime's tale) now appears, and congratulates himself

upon the delights of being a parent, which he extends even to the

anticipation of the pleasures to be derived from the marriage of his

daughter and the nursing of her children. His agreeable reverie is

broken by the importunate solicitations of this daughter, and her

representations of the opinions others entertain of him, for having

denied assistance to Agnese. This part of the scene is well main-

tained in a trio " Si dim che sieic an orso." The composer's forte,

however, lies obviously in the pathetic. The comic parts we esteem

to contain little above common music.

The duet which succeeds, is the introduction of Agnese to Pus-

qraile. The part of the supplicant is finely supported, and contains

some passages of singularly good expression, particularly that to the

words " Sow radio di natura, metio unJulmne." The whole allows
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considerable scope for the exercise of pathetic singing, which is tut

ill contrasted wilh the comic interruptions of Patquak. " Ci vuol

altro jiglia tnta" disturbs the rising emotion, and is. scarcely in as

good taste as the rest. It is one of the examples, where the main

passion of the scene is sacrificed to (he support of character. Thus

in order to display a trait of humour in Pasqualc, the attention

is suddenly called off from 1 lie entreaties of Agneu, to be per-

mitted to attend her father. The blended passages reduce t lie value

of both, and make an incongruous mixture, which neither Hie ear,

the understanding, dot the heart can well endure. Were it not

that the interest for Agnac predominates, and that her part seize*

the attention so strongly and so continually, the effect would be

purely comic.

The reformed lover nest comes before us. And here it is that the

departure from the original first becomes visible. The seducer is

depictured as completely penitent, and desiring nothing but a re-

turn to virtue and the affection of Agaese. The song which deve-

lopes his sentiments has some agreeable passages ; it is singular itt

this respect, that the divisions are more like the common ornaments

appended by the singer, than those written by composers, and they

arc now not very novel.

After this explanatory song, Uberto is again brought before us in

the abode of insanity. The cavalma which follows is amongst the

must touching things in the operu. Unpens iviih lis favourite idea,

the search for the tomb of Agncse, He calls upon her name, and

requires her presence ; then bursts into rage against those who say

she is fled, and concludes by one of the most exquisitely pathetic

pieces of melody we remember, to the words " I ajiglia mia spin fra

yuejfe firocr/a." Agnese enters, and reproaches herself lot tlrenil<-

conduct which is the cause of the horrors that surround her. Uberip

repeats the passage above cited, while his friends utter their lamen-

tations around him. To this succeeds ane of the finest traits in the

novel, and in the piece itself. The first dawn of returning reason

appears by his singing the commencing si rain of an air which his,

daughter used to sing in their days of happiness. Agiiac repeals it,

and Vbtrto desires an alteration of the concluding passage, in order

to introduce ber name. He appears to recognize her for a moment,

but again fails into bis hallucination, and repeats "Lnflglia tnia

ipiro." The rest of the scene is made up of partial glimpses of
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recollection, the filial aspirations ofAgiicsc for tier ftithcr** recovery,

and the observations of the chorus. The situations and the music of

this scene are alike Gael; imagined. The introduction of beautiful

morcL-au* of simple melody, concentrating the most palhetic points

of the story, excite the feelings far more powerfully than could the

most elaborate productions of artful science.

The crisis of UbeHo's disease is now near at hand. He is asleep,

and a light and elegant chorus is introduced to make these circum-

stances intelligible, and to relieve the principal action. For the air

of the Physician Don Girolamo, which comes nest, there is little

place and less comment.

The prayer of Agnese for her dither's restoration, is a bcnutiful

composition. It is even more than the air given to Ernesto remark-

able for passages, which arc, in point of fact, the ornaments that

singers have been accustomed to introduce. These arc substituted

fur the plainer notes, we suppose, as absolute limitations to the

fancy of the performer. Siskob Pa En* has, in truth, set down the

.
* Fehdi^ANHO Paeh wis born at Parma, in July, 1774. After hat trig

Studied in the academy of t[i:i( dry, lie demted himself to composition under

Ghiretti, a Neapolitan, anil a fellow member with the celebrated StLA, at

the conservatory of La Pieta. At ten years old ho was called to Venice,

whole he gate his first njN'rn, (Cinv) nhich had ureal success. Hi: then

visit to Padua, Milan. Florence, Naples, Hi l!oln«ii;i. kc. The Duke of

i'iirnai, lib (yidiather, yif him ii pension, am! permitted liim to 511 to Vienna,

that he might there compose sercral works.

At the death of Nai;m.is*, (in 180fi,) he wasimiteu la become master of

the chapel at Drcsdon. The death of liic of I'jrma permitted hi 111 to

accept this eiigaguiiinit, which tin' eWtor offered him for life. M. P-ilr

nit to Dresden, .mil cn:ii|ii^cil there si-veial operas. "Inch have been crouncd

V Uli (he most brilliant sncce-s.

After the battle of Jena, Napoleon ordered M. P.ii:n and his wife, ami-
crs'lent singer, to attend liim. Tin s followed him to Posen and to Warsaw,

i, court ol Saxi.Mii-, In |u ii ! mil 11 I'lrn »a ;; .1 n

nl S'iiris, with the [file ut Director and Composer of Hie prelate Music of his

Majesty the Emperor.

,M. Pa 1:11 is member of Hie Academy of the Fine A els at Xjples, and of th.ife.

of liolngua and of Venice When in Ms 37th year, be had already con>]josi d

thirty operas, besides overtures, aricttes. cantatas, sonatas, and other light

compositions.

Tin' operas which tie i[ave In Italy, and which attained (he f;rcale-t ri pi'l.i-

(imi, ate Circe; l.:i l.ncanda lie Viii'.alinriili : Ora fa (nltn ; Liodlcea
;
(in.

na; Agnese; I'lridigo amoroso ; II 1'iinripe di Taranlo
;
Idcmieneo; I Due

^oi ill : la Testa ri-caldata ; la Ori-chia. \c. Tlm,e com] wised at Vienna,

areCimilla; 11 Morto yivo ; il Calroralo ; t'iincor.i d'Amieri ; AcIiUlr. The
works f« the Court consist of canUtas for the lute Empress Theresa, daughter
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graces which arc most appropriate. Wc (li ink 1hc strain is made

fay this means 11 little loo ornate f[>rthesi]icerily of prayer. A duel,

expressive of the delightful calm that comes over the mind of .^g-

nese, and tUe joy of her friend Pasqmle, terminates this light, yet

interesting scene

If the composer has not exhausted the perfection of his art upon

the character of Uberto, he appears at least to have been so highly

wrought up by Hie difficulties attending the task of giving a cor-

responding musical expressiveness to words of such concentrated

feeling, and such changeful import as the character contains, that

he has exalted his real hero above his nominal heroine. The
recitative and air, " Oh come £ buono," which Uberto next sings,

is in our minds the finest specimen of Station Pack's talents

sf any in the opera. This composition has almost .as much force

as the mad songs of even our own Puecej.l. It cannot pert

haps be compared with " Let the dreadful engines" for the rough

and strong originality of that early English musician; yet as a

whole, it unites much of the fire of the antient's fancy with the

sweetness and flow of modern art. There is, however, a delicacy of

conception, which though inconsistent with the age and style of

Pciicell, is well adapted to the present time nnd manners. We
know of no song requiring such powers in the singer as this ; nor do

wc think that a more complete test of vocal science can be proposed.

No person of the least sensibility, particularly if a parent, can go

through the recitative without experiencing the must poignant sensa-

tions. The transitions are from hope to apprehension, from tran-

quillity to joy. It expresses the partial recovery of sense Uberto

bas experienced, and his desire, that if it be an illusion, the illusion

may be eternal. The passage, " So/ duo -cda la viia figlia che la

stringa a questo sen.' e allor di guibilti," is as original and full of ten-

derness and sudden illumination as fancy can form. Taken as a

of Quean Caroline, with whom he had the honour to singthem. The follow-

ing are Hip names uf tin' raritjfas
; Ujcme il Ariaitna; In Com crsaiione armo-

mrn- i\ TMoiifmlrlU dii'-ii i-atk.lii-a
; i! S. Sunnkro.

He composed it Dresden tlic fallowing operas : I ]W usriti
; Leonora, and at

Pr»gue,S^ino; the success of nhMi , M usi liave lie™ still more flatti ring to
ftl. 1'akk, :i.< it will at J'r.:;;u it ! .!„/,,- (--imposed Hit chirf dViurci, II

Don CiovjiiTii, Figaro, and I,a Ur-;;i>-nza di Tito.

In 180G, .ii. Pirn compos..! C,;r iln- T!icatn> of tli Court of Fian. ,\ Yuma
PomjKlio sad I Bjcoanti

—

V.o ;:n:wUc L;.io:!TM Jc; Mn^A-ns. iW. 2. page
110.
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whole, U is 5i> replete with beautiful melody, so simple, yet so

varied in expression, and so rich in its diversified modulation, lhut

ive consider it as by iar the finest song in llic piece, and amongst

the highest specimens of modern Italian composition. The nccosn-

ixininifiils arc not less praise-worthy.

From this point the character of the piece begins to undergo a

change from pathos lo joy. The Pokcca by Vespina, intended

merely to convey the beginning of this alternation, is sprightly and

agreeable. The duet between Ernesto and Parnate, combines the

contrition, remorse and penitence of the former, with the peculiar

humour of tlic latter. Il is in the same style as that between Agnese

and Pasquote before noticed. No portion of the opera is destitute of

sweet and expressive passages, but the effect ol thein is here, as in

the former instance, broken and diminished by the contrast.

The lively spirit thus awakened is kept up by a chorus, after

which Ernesto comes to solicit forgiveness at the feet of Agnese.

The reconciliation is the subject ofa duct, which though made up
of agreeable and elegant parts, yet lacks the intensity and finish of

those between the father and daughter. An animated quinlelt con-

cludes the scene.

A cavatinn, one of those beautifully plaintive melodies in the

composition of which Sirs mi Pacn'i forte is chiefly to be found,

bespeaks a tranquil interval in the madness of Uheito. Tile finale

in wliicli his- restoration to reason is completed, and his daugh-

ter given to bis embrace, immediately succeeds. It is made up of

many parts, for of course the whole catastrophe is developed ; the

nllacliment of Ernesto and Agnese, with the introduction of the

child Is interwoven. The means are these; Agnese plays on the

harp liebind the scenes. Vtrrto remembers (lie sound, she is sum-

moned, ami the conclusion it jieifecled in I lie happiness ofrdJ.

The million of our readers, who arc at a distance from the metro-

polis, and who have not enjoyed the high gratification this affecting

dram* afFoids in representation, will thus be enabled to follow the

interest, and to form some general judgment of the way in which the

story is brought within the forces of the stage. But they will bo

little able lo appreciate its high order of merit as a musical work,

for Uic score is but in few hands, though many of the principaT

parts an.' published. Its leading characteristic is intensity offccling,

displayed in ijiiludics breathing elegance, taste, and sensibility.
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The part oF Uberto is written wild extraordinary force, noil with a

(net * tlmt io musical expression is analn^rms. am] not inferior to (lie

finest personification of mcntnl aberration that we have ever seen.

The transitions from one stale of insanity to another nre managed

with infinite effect ; and the short and rlever to be forgdtipu strains

ofsimple melody that return upon ns, anil nre employer! in pour-

(ray the leading ideas and nssociilions of (he madman, art inimita-

ble. " Ld figlh milt Spin, and " Come la tirbh'm 'at vtnl >," are

those tu which wr mure especially allude, as well as others which

we have particularized in the progre-sof our analysis cif the opera.

+

There is one circumstance wc have mentioned which strikes us as

Tory singular in itself and peculiar to the composer—thai is, the

introduction of passages of mere ornament in the place of divisions

or of plain notes, All these ornamental parts are familiar to us as

tlie graces interpolated by singers j but we do not recoiled to have

seen them before so generally se( down by the composer. The no-

tations of divisions me perhaps fairly exhausted, and perhaps also

Siqnor Haeh may not without reason be apprehensive nf leaving

a plain canvas for the artist to paint upon. The change forces

itself U[io:i out observnl ion ni'ire strongly, bi'inti-i: il falls in very

much with notions we nlutlniu in resnrd to the possibility uf {riving

to ornament a settled and regular gradation in expression SiOhod

Pabr lias done this in regard to all the pieces he has adopted into

lib melodies.

» One of the Daily Journal! {the Time) had the following eicellent ob-

serTUion in a criticisim upon the opera when it lirst appeared in this country.
11 Paeb h remarkable tun fur lii- :*irat jnde l.rnt : he understand* pi'rfectly

what Hi' may call I tie ;n<>- li-l ti uj; nl'sn uperi : knoiv- when- til ruljitoy tile

rtdlalnta partanle, or speaking recitative, where an increased interest requires

perly considered, constitute the true attraction of the opera itself Once
allow for the deration of rodtjlive above n-diiiiin- dialogue, an. I ire obtain a.

atural gradation of senti.nent and |> i--ie.ii without that abruptness which at-

tend, lln- iran.itiim fro'ri .pejl.ini; ti> -hjinc. Tin-re is til D a certain eon-

[ruity between the piirts and the whole, without which no production will

bear tin- scrutiny of tavtc. We pariii: ularlv iniprctis tlds remark, because it is

(he clue to the knowledge of the true merits of an entertainmeat which de.

series to be held in general estimation."

t In the dia.ub.x we .hnm,l li,- apt tu complain of the length of the several

airs, *c. but this is a fault incident to the great bulk of opera pieces, which
are necessarily protracted in consequence of the paucity of cbaraclar and
incident! to which the Italian drams is usually limited.
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In it* general bearing Agncse reminds us of PaesirlLo's Xiaa.

Intensity of reeling, expressed with simplicity, elegance, and sweet-

ness, are the grand characleiistics ofhot h. The celebrity this opera

has justly given (o Pair's name in England may prohably lead to

a better knowledge of bis very numerous works. Mb. Bishof hag

already put into circulation another of them in his harpsichord

score of Nurds Pompilius. The selection however of Agnese for

repregulation is a just tribute to Knglisti genius, from whence the

story is derived, and English taste lias paid a liberal tribute to the

talents of the dramatist and the musician, in the applauses which

the most critical audience ol llie metropolis of the country has be*

towed upon Agnese.
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A Statement of Matters rehtine to the King's Theatre, By'E. Waters,

Esq. Lendon.

There is no institution, perhaps, in the whole circle of English

trade or amusement that exhibits so much of failure, loss, dispute, and

disquietude, as the Italian Opera has done since its first introduction

and establishment in this country. The sums which have been la-

vished upon the Theatre are truly astonishing in their amount—the

patronage has been equally extensive—the attention directed to its

management has been not less intense—the public and private

property embarked in it capable as it should seem, of carrying on

the work will) the utmost facility and to the best advantage, and what

is most difficult of all to account for under so much of error as is ap-

parent, first rale talents have been frequently engaged in its direc-

tion. From the variance between the conclusions any one would

be induced to draw a priori from these facts and the actual events,

we should be inclined to suspect that some of the leading principles

upon which the business has been founded and conducted, must be

entirely erroneous. No other rule will account for such universal

failure extending through almost every period of time and every

succession of managers.

The acknowledged difficulty of first planting an Italian opera ii)

this country, was met in 1720, by a public subscription of no less

amount than fifty thousand pounds! yet strange to say, this all va-

nished in seven years ! ! while the Royal Academy, as it was called,

was under the direction of noble persons, who (probably in conse-

quence of the important trust implied) first assumed the manage-

ment. From 1723 till 1738, Handel struggled in vain to support

an opera, out of which he came, owing perhaps principally to an

opposition theatre set on foot by some noble adversaries, with the

loss of almost his entire property. The well known Heidegger

next tried a subscription, but fa i led,from the immoderate demands of

the singers. In 17-10 the New Theatre in the Haymarkct was open-

ed fir Kalian Dramas. In 1752 Dn. Ceoza, who had for some

tirrie conducted the Opera House, ran away deeply in debt, but

taking with him the receipts of a very successful benefit. In 1756,

Vakesqhi, the subsequent manager, did the same. During the
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next year, Gun dim and the Mihgotti tried the experiment, but

gave it up in despnir, urid not without pecuniary injury. From

tbis period ] 702, M tTTKi and her husband Tkomhetti carried,

on tbi' crinccm, when it was a train (akci) up by tlic-ir predecessore

fornshini lime. TwoyenrH alicrwards we find Gornon, Vincent,

anil Cram cord, three musicians, in the management. V incest,

thoujrb possessed ol some considerable property, was entirely ruined,

and (mihjion and ('it a w rn ftii barely I'smpcd biiiihrnptcy. The

Honourable Ma. Hoiiaht next assumed the direction. In 1773,

MlLLlco and Sacchini entered upon Ibis seemingly unconquera-

ble labour, but continued not raon' llian two seasons, wben Mb*.

YATi'.md Mrs. Biiookek, who had succeeded, started tbc idea of

intern ixin^ plays wilb operas, which plan was, however, forbidden

by the lj>rd Cbiimherlain. From litis time to 178i, the opera conli-

nued m ill) various degrees of injury to tin- proprietors, wben it en-

tirely sunk under the accumulated weight of lawsuits, factious ca-

bals, anil distresses ot every tort.

In I78(i, Sin John Galmni (a celebrated dancing master) be-

came the mannirer, and he aftoiwn ds associated himself with Ma.
T ay i. on. Their reign was ended most disastrously by the fire,

Which consumed the entire edifice,* on the 18th ofJune, 1789. la

the beiriniiiiig of 1791 , the present splendid (tnd beautiful si ructurc,

which i- ammigst the first (if not the very first) buildings both for

sound and splendor in Europe, was finished by Novosiei.SKi.t

Claims and disputes precluded lis immediate ripening, in the mean

while Mb. O'Reilly obtained a licence for the Pantheon. SborUjr

• Ii trasliulltby Sir John Vanbnigh.
J

"Ji!. N'imjuiKLSiti was n nun of unromnion ;anius, thonsh almost totally

without education. lie was invited to tliis country by Ma. Wtatt, to assist

ia p infiii" Ihecjiuii^oflliu p.nith; on. From thisoiiMuif: ori-in, s foreigner,

»,d nilli no other assistance than his abilities, he suddenly became known to

I he iiiiti'h public ;e. tin.- ;ire!.itect M thi-. I.v hir tin: lin'.M ol" ilicir theatres.

His health and fortuae sunk beneatli the 'labour, and lie died at an early

age, IciiviiiK a young widow and four chlhhrn in almost unprovided circum-

stances. While Ml;. Taylor remained in (lie maiiapciiietil, a small hoi, ia

ti:i ii].] i
! i. 1 1 this laitv : .

In i!,.- iJ:~. i I
lii Miii-e--or,

pleasure they enjoyed thus denied to the family of departed north anil merit.

">7c hare, no conitiiiiiiu'jtioii either uilh Mi:-. \. Iiet rhildrni, or tier iVinwls.

Vfc untice the fact spontaneously without their knowledge, in the hope that a
'

repiesiititalioi! of what is due to (lie memory of genius., may reach tmsprestat

prffjH-Ktnr, and induce kiia to recall the former decree.
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afttr Mr. Taylor commenced his distressful career with an enter-

tainment of music and dancing. The pantheon was unfortunately

in (lie same year burnt to (lie ground * The Haym rket Theatre,

during this interval, ottered el refuge to (lie Drury- Lime. Gnnpany

while III.- new theatre w;is building, anil it was nut I ill (he SSth at.

January, 1793, that it was opened fur the Italian Opera Since this

period, flie concent has passed into (In; hands first of Ma. Goold,'

and next of Mb. Watebs, the present proprietor, whose dominion

has been vexed by an increasing -cries of cabnl>, disputes, and

those worst of evils, never ending suits in law or equity. Tosay tha

truth, (he Lord Chancellor of England has been rnmpclled ex offi-

cio ti>(ah<' a rerj burdensome share and responsibility in the manage-

ment of the King's Theatre as well as in I he keeping of (he royal

aonsi ienre. Such has bivn tlic ill-fated history of operatic i flairs,

and such is the present state of the concern, the embarrassment*

being now augmented, as it appears from the publication wlnisc litis

is cited at the head of our article, by lite complaints of (he sub-

scribers and the attacks of dissatisfied individuals.

The pamphlet by Mr. Waters, the present proprietor of the

King's Theatre, was published in reply to tile resolutions of certain

meetings of noblemen and gentlemen, proprietors and subscribers to

the Opera, held at the Thatched House Tavern in the first instance,

and subsequently by adjournment at the Opera House. The first

meeting was on IheSOth of May, 18, and according to the Journals

of the dsy, the complaints embodied by Loan ArLEiaQuv, who

Itas colKI to (he chair, were as follows s

" His Lordship stated themanner til which the meeting of the proprietors and
iuhscriben had been called, anil proposal tu read some fact* thai hail come t»

hi. knowledge, after whieli he .ilimilfl pro|m«. ure.uhiiii'ii for trie n-lfyfimi of the

present meeting, lie proceeded to say, that a letter had been written by Mr.

* The regulation) for the pretention of (ire in France are Tory strict. The
iresses, scenery, ic. in *hort, all those combustible* nhieri cuii-titnte. at one*

Ifce property anil the danger of a play-hnme, must, by a decree of the t lit oT
March, 17B9, be kept in a. building coniplHtcly apart from the theatre itself.

The managers are bound ant only lo have a sufficient provision of water, tire-

pumps, &c. but they arc further obliged to have a sufficient guard of public

tut forms a part nf (lie d.iiiv duty of the pliee, aiul (he failure in these pre-

•auGoiis, eren for <w. nin^lt- day, forfeit's the Ikea-e. All (he great theatres of

London had been burned down in succesiion , before any accident of that kind

happened at Paris,

lrcmen alnays on duty at tt

mo danger of lire exists is nc
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Waters, (he present proprietor and manager of the Opera-house, addressed to

the subscribers, requiring them to pay him 'JOL in addition to the 300/. they

paid for a bns for the present season, alleging us a pretence for his mating that

elaim upon them, that the i jtiit>Li.: imi': ri f had Iji.'mi end-eased

—

1ij.i1 iieen niate-

riallv improved, am! il iv.i-. hi object still fm tlicr to merit tlic encouragement

of the suh-aibcis ; lint i'.n fi'iiu his having redeemed that pledge, tin- num-
ber of performers had been considerably lessened tilts season. The salaries of

the musicians had been greatly reduced ; in consequence of which, several of
(!n] most eminent performers li.nl ijuUtcd the ori-ricstra. TIktc Has at present

no composer attached to the orchestra—no coni|ioscr of music was at pre-

sent engaged. With regard to the Italian singers, they were reduced

to four of the male singers, and there was not one single. Italian fenwla

singer belonging to the company. From (his it was obi-inns there could be
no performance, of serious Operas. In fact, they could not be given at all;

and this was in a manner a saving to tin; proprietor, the expense of a serious

opera being considerably more than that of a comic one. Mr. Waters, tbs

manager, might have engaged Madame Camporcse, but lie had neglected so to

do. In various c > r ] > 1

--

1 nsp-i'I- he bail aclcd in j way which neilh'T kept pace

with his own assurance nor the liberality of the subscribers. Willi respect to

the ballet, it was too contemptible for an unlicensed theatre—it wis a disgrace

to a theatre royal. The direr ti^emcrit Lis been laid aside, and that omission

produced a (cry tedious suspension of all performance for above half an hour,

the company bring ficijiicntlv compelled to wail for a nun:!, longer period with-

out any thing to amuse them, till the manager thought lir to draw up the cur-

tain. Dancers, whom Mr. Waters had engaged for the ballet, were inferior

performers taken from the minor theatres or Paris, instead of the Theatre-

Itoyal, from whence they ought to have been selected. File of the principal

dancers of Paris had been an n 11 uneed by Mr. Waters to tin subscribers, as

daring been previous!;- engaged bj him : but they had not vet made their ap-

pearance, nor w as it likely they would ; nor had any others been engaged in

their -lead. The ballet-m.i>ti'r of the principal Pari-i.ni theatre had been de-

sirous of an engagement « i rh Mr. Waters, 011 liberal terms, (his season ; but

that prudent manager had declined, fer no other reason than because be wished
(o save expense. The figure dancers were equally indilferent w ith (he rest of

Hie establishment. The hid lets were not got up with That liberality that ought to

di.tlnguish them, considering the splendour, in point of expense, with which
(hey wcte suppor(c;i by the British public. Hi- Lordship then proceeded to

tiara the names of the performers who had been announced by Mr. Waters as

having been engaged by him. ft was not unworthy of remark, (hat Mr. Wa-
i:T when pre-eiifmg in (In' pie]! rie tor- the stivti/tli t,f Ins company, had ad-

ded, that he intended still further to increase it It was upon the ground of

such increase that he had stated the advance as inevitable, in order to remune-

rate him for his exertions. The Noble Lord then said, that in 1811 he had
the honour tn helnni to a roinmitiee (o e\auiiue (lie accounts of the King's

Theatre, and having had access to (he boohs of Mr. Taylor, he had furnished

himself with seme mile' of their contents. It appeared that Madame Catalaui

had a salary nf2,1(iO/. ami thai the other performers in that particular depart,

nienl had salaries equally liberal, in pioporlion to tin ir rc-peeliie t.ilcne.

The sum paid at that time for the singers was :i.u '3:<t. The sum total for the

salaries of the dancers, w ho were nil of first-rate, (alent.s, increased the actual

expenditure of the concern to Uj,78W. a sum nearly twice the amount of what

was paid li) Mr. Water -. His Lordship said he would no! trouble the meet-

ing by entering into a detail of the eapenses to which Mr. Waters had put hiia-
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SeIf; it was sufficient (o o'isorvc, that the scale by which he paid thr performers

was very i 1 1 T. ? rl ii r In lli.il of Mr. Taylor, (in' lorn i't manager. It. w:m somewhat

unfortunate that Mr. Waters was uot present. His Lordship saitl be liad ap-

priscd Mr. Waters of the meeting, and bail expected that hi' Mould hare at-

tended it, for the purpose of cuterini; into those e\ plan a I ions of his conduct

which he could not but anticipate would In: required. Mr. Waters bad aril,

lento him, requesting an interview. This he had declined. His Lordship

enumerated a few of the salaries of tho prc-cnt principal y rfnm-Ts : the ag-

gregate amount fur tin; -infers was S.lliO.'. ami (or ihc <l.inrt-rs iitiliini;

together 8,300/. about half what Mr. Tailor paid, when he received from the

subscribers only 3001. for, ill 1311, the amount 'if Mr. Tailor's disbursements

was lfi,S75i. It was upon the faith of Mr. Waters tlial the subscribers had
consented to pay him a sum beyond whal had been glren at any former period ;

to far from hating kept his word by inn ea'ini; Ids ctabhslimeul, he hail

placed it upon a comparatively lower scale. Uis Lordship, for these reasons,

was of opinion, a resolution shou Id be entered into, expressive of the opinion of

the inbscribers at the line ofconduct pursued by Mr. Waters."

Loed Lowther defended Ma. Waters, but as that gentle*

man has answered fur himself, we simil quote his own words, having

first slated, (hat the meeting resolved, amongst other things, "that

the Opera ettahfitkment is vnwortkj/ the patronage it has received."

la reply to these resolutions, appeared, as we have said, Mtt,

Watbbb's pamphlet, and he thus opens his cast ;—

" la consequence of the discussions which bare occurred at the Thatched-
Houso Tavern, and other places, on Ihc management nf tin- king's Theatre, I
take the liberty of submitting the following details. I adupt this mode un-
willingly; 1 can have nu personal desire of soliciting puijiic attention, and
merely obey, with whales, t of reluctant obedience, tin- adiire uf many distin-

guished pers.m-, who consider II as tile mo.t [lateral mean, of throwing off tin-

uiiscnuceptious which have been lately suffered to encumber the character of

the King's Theatre. My statement is, in all its prominent points, substantiated

by thictimelils ; ill it. fullness ami plainness, 1 am satisfied uf the judgment uf a
rational public.

In the latter end of May, an advertiseme id in the newspapers summnncd a
meeting of the subscribers and owners of properly boxes to investigate the
management. This proceeding I may he permitted lo call at least premature.

The natural anil more mini siep migji! luie lieen lo make (he complaint, if

there na; any tiling re complain of, to the individual nith whom tie: imiiien'iale

remedy lay. Rut no previous notice was i;ii.-n tu llie Kiiig's Theatre ; no
amicable inquiry was coinnieiitvLl. or attempt made to point out the alteration

on which the manager w°u '^i '" a" probability, hzic been glad to avail him-

si ipieurcs of litis were ubi inns to nu', a- (key must be In any man in my situa-

tion. All the obscure hostility to which lite manager of a great theatre is

necessarily cxpnsrd, « j> sure to start up, under what is e;roi.lv conceived, the

protection of im-ii of rank ; ami all tie: fair object, of II, e impiiry were as sure
' lo be impeded by its abruptness. I addressed the following letter to each of
the subscribers to the requisition ;

—
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M f

Kb?) Theatre, 20th itfny, 1818.

Tlaiing Men jour name to a requisition for a meeting rciatixe (o the King's
Theatre, f lukc the liberty of addressing this letter to you, to assure your Lord-
jhip,that if (here lie any thing to correct in the establishment, (here is no mail
more desirous than myself nf knowing the defect and adopting the remedy.
But no personal application has been made to me, and I ran scarcely be ex-
pected to ruYc cured the iiKinirrhirtict' with which 1 have hitherto hern uiiat.

qnainted. The rumours that may have reached me, are not of an order to be
formally noticed, but I feel satisfied that whatever stronger exceptions may
taTe been taken, require only to be examined into to be cleared away, (f
jour Lordship will condescend to appoint any time to come to the Theatre, t
will feel it my duty to attend to any surest!mis which vour Lordship may find
it rapedieut to make.

I hare the honour to be.

Your Lordihip's

Obedient and humble Serrant,

r
K. WATERS.

Earl of Ji/laiiayt
Earl of Aboyne,

Earl Plymouth,
1'Airl iit'Sriif/iarougli,

Earl t'erulam,

Earl H'kitaorth,

Earl Seflon,

SirThomat LiMc.

The Committee did not condescend to notice this letti-r; the rareting was
forthwith held oil the 30th of May, and the resolutions proposed which hart

since been published. The consequences which I had foreseen, immediately

resulted. Anonymous letters, containing every species of (illeurr, were poured

into the King's Theatre ; others were Sent re fhe solicitors, bankers, insurance

offices, and the performers, eiptvs^v i-itemled to oVstr";' the pecituiai v credit

of the establishment. Those letters were, in ccucnil, met with the reeling due

(o such attempt; : but their iiiiaivisuiii 0,1 thr Imcigtiera composing the pecn-

liar company of the Ring's Theatre, was such n~ niie.!it he i atmally expected,

from their uTiao-jMaintimre with !!);> spirit nf the transaction. This result was,

of course, nut among the contemplations of the uobie ce-.-.iraitler ; but let any

man of husinesi concede the leiation and actual injury ofa run thus carelessly

created upon his house."

Subjoined are copies of tlio anonymous letters. It appears also

ffOm Mb. Watbub's pamphlet, that nl a subsequent meeting Mb.
Kelly, the Sjage manager, anil other persons employed in the

theatre, were examined. Mh. Kelly declared, llial upon'the whole

" lie never knem so good a company as the present," and lie entered,

into some detail of the difficulties that had attended Mb. Watebi's

efforts in the engagement of performers. But that gentleman has in

his pam|)hlel given such curious specimens of such correspondence,

thai ivc think the whole highly wotlli prceervnliuii.
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(Literal Translation.)

Mademoiselle M to Monsieur Guillct.

Sfltflle. M presents her compliments (o Mons. Guillet, and ill

answer stiles, thill the sura* un-litiimeii tftutvii llm-i jrs.l. rthy [i]OL-'Li:i; fur

the remainder of the season i:, too Utile in mwer her puriiose.

( Literal translation.)

Mademoiselle G to Mr. Waters.

Mademoiselle G desires to have for three nu.arti' absence which
he "ill employ In the Ballet at London, 1,000/. a dujr benefit, two' guineas a
day, her travelling expenses and her support.

t

(Literal translation.)

Mademoiselle M e to Mr. Waters.
Sir,

I have had the honour to write to you. to inquire whether ilie 'u'.-a^menl
Tim had I hi- Mildness tu propose to tin- fur tin- yfar 1S17, .mild be renli/.ed fur

181S, with tint condition of ! ,000 -ion;* and a night, or 1,'>00 without a night,

the voyage to be paid by you.

I have, the honour,-

ATita, 181?.

f Literal translation.

)

MadetnoiseUe A. T. to Mr. Waters.
Sir,

After the communication which has been made to me by Mr. P. theJJJritish
MCrctary of legation at

, of a letter which you have written to him,
relative to the terms on which J should be willinir it, r-n-.^e ;u the Kan^'w
Theatre, at London, I lose no time in forwarding to yon my demand for one
whole season:

1. 1,500/. salary.

9. My lodging paid.

3. My eipeoses of travelling repaid,-

4. A free benefit with a new Bullet.

5. That I shall provide myself with ornaments only.
Upon these terms I am ready to sign an engagement, and to conform to the

Customs of your Theatre.

1 have the honour, &c.
Turin, 1817.

Mons. D—— to Mr. Waters.-

( Literal translation.)

Hating quitted Prtcrsburg, after being two years at Vienna, T hate arrived
lu Saples, where I am at this time with my wife, as first dancer, and where'

* The offer made to Mademoiselle M by M. GniSef, was for
three months, and SOt more fhau her^nKagement in 181/1 for a whole season.

+ According to the pretensions tlnWady raai.es for (lire* months, they
would be ernul lo 2,870/. m. 3d.fini* aSason.
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ws^iavc the honour todanorin the presence ofher Royal Highness the Princwi
of Wales, who lias comlesci mh-d to give mr hopes of letters for l-ondoii, when
my contrail 31 Xaiilos is tini-lmc!, viz, die mil of t!ir carnival ; fov I bate
not for a longer period, having a design oT rUiliufl l'uigland. I should

then In' ahlo in nn-in- lln'i'.- in 111" r.mr-e ot'nevt March, ami in i einain during

A pi il, M.n . .lime, ami .Inly.— I'.ngjijing me a. ballet master and first dancer,

and my wife as first dancer and pantomime, we arc Hilling to dunce six times

jut month.
1st. ^i\ hundred guineas wcured forever)- month, at a banter's, as usual.

'July. A lii'ni'lit free of all c\|>mi-es, with j new ballet.

3dly. An apartment in the theatre, and a lahlt* of three courses t! I

Write per return uf post, ami have the goodness to address me three Copies
of jour answer, Ihu lirsl In Napbs, wrinul to Vienna in Austria, at M. Le
Comtc, Imperial Palace, the third at Paris at M. Lefevru's, musician at tie
opera, Rue Helvctius, No. 53.

I have the honour to be,

With respect,

Your lory humble wnant,
J. D .

(Literal translation.)

Mons. V to Mr. Water*.

Sin,

I had some (line since the honor of cotniiiunicatiu^tn you the termson which
1 was willing to engage as fu-st dancer to j our theatre.

My demand now, would be, 1st. jo have a sabre of [.Mini, 2dly.a benefit in

Hir prime of tin- M-ii;on eiitireli frff of ia,.vii-i' ; Jillv. lo hf ri-imlinrst-d the

expense of my voyage. I think, Si,-, this i. hardly too much, considering that

crefy thing is al l.imil.ni much ili'jn ; tlmn ever it was before.

The rest I leave to your justice ; 1 know not how to haggle and bargain, It

would be beneath you ami myself. In waiting fur jour au^ver,

1 have the honour to be,

Sir, Sec.

Paris, 1817. T :

—

It may not be un into res ling now fo observe the absurd and ititdmUs
charges which singers can make.

( Literal translation.)

Sign. B, a to Mr. Waters.

Venice, 1817.

I itckunwleilgc your Ihu favours, date:! 'ifltli. '?Kth October, wherein you
acknowledge mine. I observe, that in th first, ecu promise to continue your
Kicrc-puiiilciici' with me fmm l.iiiulmi, nliicli place vnu were nn the point of

netting out from, and where you would be amicus to hear respecting the

singers, whom I proposal to vim. tnil u hum I am unable, this year, to engag*.

Prima Datum Stria, Sig\ B. P. dr.nam s /,-.„ Ih.miim.ljire hundred pounds

*terling,a free benefit, travelling en peusi's paiil, a I able, ami peimission to make
h or debut in a man'' cliararti.T Li an opera which she will (alii- nith her.

Prima Dumm S< ri,<, Si-z'. A
,
dc.m.iu.li sterling, tu oners, a

frix/lieuolrt, traveling eipuric s paid.

Prima Domm Buffu, S: s\ T 13 , astt 1.000*. iteriiflf,

fret benefit, travelling c,\peuscs paid.
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(IMcral translation.)

Madame C to Mr. Waters.

Naplet,

Your tatter of the 131h July last has come to my hands onlj Uiis morning,

and I hasten to answer it. I bale two things to observe, lint, as to the term*

of engagement ; mill no\t, tin: lime given »:• Lr:t\n-<- ! lomimmee it. I

enrol nmoli In In- unable to aequii in either uf [!in». I knew I hat. every

lii l sisiser, .mh. as ( at.ilani, Gra^im. &c. has had no less than 2,500f. and
assuredly I will not take less nor will I ask more. As to the time, it is im-

IjouUi:!- 1 1, li I [ should 1"- pet: 1 1 it led to quit my en:; lenneiil lime before Ihe end
of March; I cannot conceive how ynii couhUielir.o il pi'-ilsle fur iv In be

with yon so early as you mention, well knowing that every Prima Donna is

(noised in tlie year. If my propcals should m< rl vmr liens, [ might, por-

. haps, be able in reach London by the bonnming of March, hy procuring a
month lobe 'truck off from m) eusymcmciil here. It remains with you to

deckle'; ] merely entreat an early answer fur ray gniorninenl. 1 harp many
engage merits under consideration, on v Itirh I shall nol deckle before Ibe end

of December ; anil 1 hop;: by thill time you will preclude the necessity of my
HL.ii.in^ any nllier fiic^cmcnt.

With the greatest esteem, Src

I C,

ililaa.

Signora C P offers to serve for two seasons certain at the

Opera House, in LmhSwi. under Hie fnllunii^ contrail ; iti serious opera to

be Soprano, or
] >r in i~i ; linll'j in criniic npera : li'-r oponses to be paid from

Italy to London, and apartments to be pi-midf d fur her five uf iwpuii-e in that

city; to bare a salary of too llmu-.nnl liio hundred pounds per season, with

;i clear linn-fit during the season ; a sum of money In be paid her, previous to

iier ipikting i hi. ciumlry in advance, lo pay her e\[ien-cs to Knuland : to hate

the naming of the opera in « Inch she is to uniiie her lir.-l appearance. The,

dresses for the stage to be found her.

Tin 1

]) lib lie []u>, ldii;; been in l!ie |ii:iclu
,

e uf cuiideinniiu; [lie enor-

muiis sum; demanded by artists of this description, lor the reward

of their labours. What will (hat public be disposed to think of

pretensions such as these—of fourteen covers and three courses!!!

Wo are by no means prone to undcr-ralc the time and labour and

Inlent which must be presumed in a pre-eminent dancer or singer,

We always recollcpt that Uic payment is Ibr the studious, umelan-

ing employment of a life. But even under this view of the acqui-

sitions of art, we highly applaud Mr. Waters* publication of these

monstrous demands, and we (rust they will open the eyes of the na-

tion, and tend to (he abridgment of such exorbitant impositions

—

impositions lo which, we may say, no other country can or does

submit.

Ma. Waters concludes his lempcrale and roaniy appeal with

the t',dl,,iuriir pumtrriipli :
—

':
1 hsrc now staled, without reserrc the circumstances on which the pub-

Oigitized by Google
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li-.
1 arc In

i
ml if. Til document- prore (bat l.h: 'inputs aeiioiineoil 111 111"

opera circular weir, nrulr. mid dial « hen. !m i, fc« histimcrH, tlray were nint

llj dilficiilties be com! ray power to obviate. I i mini alia tidy applied remedy

in nij power. The noble ra littce have clmed their mcrfiuirs with an im-

plex! I ill
, -ni hi in of nalfSiinu mr.e the niamiKer's |irac lines. 'I'd tin' principle

[ uii! ii.at.i- nil (ilij.-crii.il. llniiu!i iu;:;-ii i.;i u-!ir !> rn.irl.- to llie mode. 1 mil uoi

ai-tjU! lending it aHeast alahorious office I have not sought it, for it ha? fallea

on ins from the necessity of stipi-riiitendiin; uiy property
;

and, to those who
may conceive it a luoratise ollirv. i ivouid nbi-rrvc thai the Kind's Theatre

been for a considerable la i cx - publicly for -ale, ami tint if tbc re:: -die. lib.' price

deter purchasers, ! ;ini ready to lei it as it stands for atty terra of years, flat I

am so fir frtnn any riwiiili.itins; jealousy of tile su JSCS I ions winch I mijjll! recrii -

final (lie LniMiiirilec and ipiod I.iml- of tbc subscribers, that a year -incr. the

momoiil I was in any decree free in tbe conduit of tbc house. I imcl- a proposal

In twelve nnljle Lord. In form theni-clies inlo a coin mil lee fur I in' ioiiei.il :lv .

rilljriHPlit of I he performances
;

lint lo lie j unlived in what may lie t 'l.iied the

il rail eery ol uianaio'incut. bnl to be conFiiltcdin the clioice ot operas, o"' e'liini;

p-rfoi-iiier-, ami [lie eiaicral subjects of taste. TM-i did not seem uercSMiry to tin-

noble lords, and. an i; tl.c ret, to the noble ibairinan nf Ibe rae.'liie;- ji 111.-

Thatched- House, lo whom J wrote, and who iterliiicd tbc proposal. Hut the

mode in w liieh the present comiuim-c air lo exert lin-ir vigilance In-, paipablv at

the hazard of slroiiR objection. Any man at the head of a ercal theatrical es-

tablishment can tell liiosn noble Ion:-, thai, to person, uaaci[ii dated with their

judmdual honour, the permanence of [heir- committee will be looked on as ail

whatever mriiirnily without : thai ii, e..i:i.iiitiee will be relied on, however
TOuly,ftireniuodyiiigsn^ i i i

the completeness of tile Opera company, by nil, uilintealionally cncouraeill

-

fnreifroeii lo make demand-, willi which il would li.i iiiip'i..ib:c lo ( pi,.

Anil, after all this, the rn-nmiltee U to pronounce upon (lie rump inv be lore it

lias been tried; ami in Xmi-mber deride, In asu;'! of piuphrtio. comic am.iiioi,,

on tt si-ou thai hoirins in January.

I dislike referriiii; tn my own rierl ions, lint tile bills of tbe pe.;.,r,n ,i!io'-s ni.l

shew the numcriial superiority of lae o;i-r.is and luliet- since lira llieatre bal

been under its p;e-ont -llp'.rhltrndriicr ; on their merit, t;t" "pi a ion of tu>

pi ihlir lias been acknowledged iii lira mo,t iraeipiivocal manner; and at this

inoiiieiit the receipts eveeeil by live limit' I pou-ui- tiio..c ap : a the ^anie p iriod

of lira las; -rason. which was considered uuu.nadv popalar."'

Thus far M«. Waieiii liatl itn-l lii- ii.il.ie nil vorsarfi-s, and the-.'

seem to have parted on terms, if nn( gf actual hostility, (for much of

tbc fervour and animation of the assailrtnts hail eviijeiratc:!.) in i

state of vigilant uxpectatioii. But a new cliaaipion appeared in Hie

fielil, in Uie person of a writer nmli.'r Hie siiriiature of V'lNDEK, w!m,

indeciJ, seems deeply versed it) Hie various pecuniary coin|)liealioa*

which had whilome disturbed and disgraced, though not absolutely

destroyed the establishment. The book we mention was scarcely in

circulation, before it was witkdrawn from tlic shops^—on the ground,
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vte presume, ofiU contents being considered libellous, as perhaps our

readers may conceive a book to be, which commences willi the rela-

tion of one man having suborned another to set fire lo tlic Opera

House, and subsequently to have poisoned him, in order lo get rill

of iill fear of discovery.

The pamphlet is written with sufficient marks of acrimony, yet

wiih bo obvious a knowlnlgc of circumstances as to render the matter

curious Bad important. It describe in terrific terms the effects of

ji-Miniiiiry ;ici'U!ii:H.xi;il ill"
-,

-suits, am! pi. ifl ijjati! es ]icriditiue of

all sorts while the management was in other hands, and ascribes them

as tiie second causes of embarrassments, of which the first seems to

bare been, according to the statements given, a total want of funds

at the comtheacctnent. Such accounts may necessarily involve a

great deal both of what is false as well as what is true, and they

are, if not the mere offspring of hatred, at least sufficiently tainted

wiih animosity to render litem dubious in their whole extent ; and

as Ihey bear little upon the present controversy (which we take to

tie whether the opera is supported with (he character the subscribers

and the public have a right to demand) we forbear to insert any ex-

tracts from them. There arc some comparative statements which-

ate, however, i mined lately in point, and we shall copy largely from

them, because (hey display a direct account of the style in which

the house was formerly maintained by the managers and formerly

supported by the public, and in the main we have litfle doubt of

the accuracy of the facts. They also supply a calculation with re-

spect to the present reccipls.

" Tlie Op-rn "as at thi* interval (about 170-1) not only carried on with

libera lily, but spirit, in the. same year we find engaged

—

Banli, j?UOOand one or two benefits.

MorichcW, 1 100 do.

Tlif? prrfiniMCr-i dni-ini* (Ills jirriiul rar :

Visanoiu £1000 and benefit I Viotti (leader) £300
Roselli 800 do. Salomon (do.) 300
Morelli ' 800 do. Frederic! at the harp-

Itorcdino GOO do. I sit'hord - - - 3S0
r.i.i.ulii{eeinpo?!T)r;"i) |

Daunnfe (poet) 250

Cramer (leader) 300
|
Dnu;oiiiielli (ilble.bass)2i0 and fentit

Negri Bigi, and some oilier*.—We forget (heir saUrieS.

DANCERS.

Meinls.llU'i^rg £Umi>k benefit 1 Messds. l.aboric fSOIl

Millard 1000 do. j Del Caro BOO
Rose Didclot 1000 do. | . Pariiot 600 and benefit

L i ] Hod L-
:
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M«in. Diderot - - ^1000 ""Messrs. U'l^villt (I jllef mmt'T).fC00
Laborio - 800

j
Mjiiiiuri |.=<-iio paiM-r] :;t.<>

Gen tili - - S«T Sulini (tailor) <>0(> or "j'j

" Danl»ryal(liallet(nii!.ter)fiOO
I

Cabjnal (mechanist) 1.50

• Noterre {do.) 600 I
Jewel! (treasurer) 300

The hind was :'iO£ per nielit we In -lien', the lighfiiie, was done liv Mv. C—

p

at2.r> Guineas per night and the ends retained, n-.nil Machine iimfi funded

them a« an appropriate perquisite Tor.: I'rima Donna : the mercer's- and draper's

bills were considerable, no sending at tin' I L n i.
- In Monmouth St. to purchase a

tail-on" lady's court dress to eipiip cap-a-pie Signnr Tratiirniani.

We remember Dun Juan or Don Ciovaniii as a I i.illet mo.t splendidly brought

out st £1000, and damned the fust niijht ; the p\peuje of ballets at that

time was from that to £000 anil coon onus were produced.

In lh.it I > >ri .luail. mi appropriate r-'[>.l>l was liilil frnin the Oraisse Coffer--

bouw. Mr. li-y, stiLUf the Guards, had 2U or <is guineas per night for the

stage band with real instrument-', and dive uas not the ghost of a bottle of

wipe. Fowls in wai, or jellies of dyed wm.il, were not placed before an hun-
gij performer to make him mimic the i,oiti niaml, a practice, we believe, no! yet

introduced at the minor theatres. The subscribers were nut excluded from the

stage for fear they should sec its nakedness anil deception, or hear complaints,

neither wis the manager at those times ashamed to furnish the lisl and salaries

(if hisjirrfijrmer., or lo publish the list 01" hu\ ocr.ii;>i- rs :>nd sniisiriher.', uHl
I hi: plan, which was a perquisite u> the master of the regulations, old Mr. Win.
Lee. The door-keepers had ihe perquisites of the area! coats, and with the

box-keepers 3 s. or 'is. fid. per night. The poet or prompter had also the per.

qaisite of the Opera hooks, estimated at 500/. per annum. The soldiers (super-

numeraries) were twice the number employed, and with Ihe dressers, scene

shifters, fee when the subscription was 157/. 10s. and 1S91. had mice the pay
as when it became 3O0L
We remember the old style of Semtramidc. A(c;:sv I, a (V.i Kara, of fphi-

g'oia in Aulide, Paul et Virgin ie. Lit Vittorin, f..t llcreere des Alpes, and
arm the Scots ballets by Didelot.

A> we have stated in 1731, the programme presented In [In- trustees amount,
cd to 13or 13.000/. including the salaries of lianli nod iMorichclli, 1,100/.

each, the siilisrriptiou was then 15?/. 10s. on a less number of avowed subscrip-

tion 'boss (JV eleven, exvlieiie of Ihe Unman letter ami centre [lit, ,l„ttMful

bostt. Id 1817 and ISIS, wo find a. report, that on account of the unprece-

dented strength, talent, and eipense of the company, 300/. per hot is an incom-

l
i

r I r< r f Imgly sen-

sible of that as managers. If in 1794. a pro::ramme of l£.orjO/. with such ta-

il;:'!, could given for a snhsciption of ! bo guineas, when we believe there is

about one-fourlli more subscription bo\es, imlep'-sifh-ut of limes that have been
made and .did in the interval, what iff shnalll prcsnin- it M oe. He will put

aside ; what we an: surprised to tind it, k will stat,-. ThCOi. Wc hail from col.

loetive reports giren it H000(. but this from the manner's admission, and we
belierehe said 7000/. only.

The other 10,000/. at that time, coierej band, figurants, chortts, Sc. On

• This h certainly trroneom.
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enquiry 11 is found, (li.it I he irmiJUU'il gripe o/'ernnomy, or rather rale oppres-

sion, has rcduerd all of (his description to the avenge of one-batf, the hoi'

nuulc a house perquisite. The lighting in 1704, at we have .tated, was 261. 5s.

per night, *•*•••*•••»••
We think, about ITHSor ITftri. (In* <h-\ nuriti" ronirael " as nuspended. A
person «iis soul In the "II rniTehanl and diileriiil «a\ e handlers, to Lmy candles

hv tJm doicn, and it was eliei'led in a lucre ^'iiernui mannrrat ]»(. per night,

or 720^ per season, instead of 1575/. In .Mr. Gould's statement, he makes it

LSOs and ISIto, J'2:tiJ/.ut I \l. per audit, it would il have been StfW. little

more than l»o-tliirds cl' vl'.Mi'.. j« lie.-talid I'm- fid ninlit-. and h i- bum ii never

exceeded ihl. per nielli. Ntiw ( lie ernniiiuit'al i;as i- in (rod need, we donlit if It

.an exceed UK. am! I kit this cvprmlituie, which in 1701 (the year of 150 gui-

ueas, subscription, »as IS75(. In the, year 1810, of 3(Xlt. subscription, or as

lie lire told, in some cases-, :tw uniiie..- subscript™, we calculate dries not ei-

cecd GUI).', per aimuin. The ^t,l!^^ •eidii r. (supernumerary) we believe from

Is. !Jd. ure reduced to Is. per ni^lit ; the efniiumy of wardielie, dresses, sce-

nery, &c. are all upon (he same plan of reduction; under these cirru instances

we £ive a liberal ralrnhlinn, at alhiniu:; these expenses, which iit 17W4 wai
10 or 12,00W. uow to be covered at 7,»6u/. as we have stated iti tin- prospectus

amounts together to li.OlHJi. in this cold iron r;-t- r,/' economy, when the poor

performers' and dependant-' e liti.ui -ecm-. n ilueed almo-l IjeSoiv what it would
have been with (lie surplus ofwinc ami einniii. only, (hal fell from (he stlinp-

tm.Ha (able in (lie spirited days of llie f.wiiinlini liauti."

All these minor reductions (supposing tltr-m lobe true) appear la

ns to make no part of (lie case against lite manager. Whether the

profits <)f the opera bnoks, tin- siip.-tnuaiciario, tlic great coats, or

the jellies, tall into hi-, pockets or iulo those of underlings, is ot tin

importance to llie public. It is a mete matter of compact between

hint ami his uerv.n.ts. If the s!aj;c be ill served, or tlic pcrformcM

ill dressed, i( becomes tl.e public to expii-s* their disapprobation Ot

the time and at once, but vtc must contend un the patt of the

manager (with whom let it be u nil ctHood ire huve neither directly

or indirectly, connect ion, acquaintance, or intercourse) that with

the details, r.f his gains llie* public have, nothing to do any more than

willi his losses. They ought simply to have regard lo the excellence

and propriety of the performances. The cost is no otherwise a con-

sideration with the audience than as it concerns tl)cni to understand,

by comparison with llie oilier great theatres of Europe, that the price

at which tliey are entertained dues not exceed the fair and estab-

lished ratio s iii:1i iiiiiiinciiifiils bear towards cacli oilier, according to

the habits and expenses of the. several nations ; and tliis necessity is

imposed upon them merely by the circntaslaiices which fotbid

competition.
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We proceed wilh our extracts:

—

" Against this total expenditure, 15,000/. wi' calculate 11k- rt'iX'i|it as under :

Sub. Boxes. Fl op. Muxes.

"it Circle 90 are 411, it £-im each £l<i,Qil]

b BB, at £300 each 25,H00

are 43, at £i\Q each 0.030

74 4?4G,S70

S J

- - - , icptice made bytheOper*
Itouse, or liy (he dealers lo-tween the Op-ru llmi-i- asul t la- -

I'uFilir : uc under-

stand thi'V have been all let liv tti' 1 Manama's aeconul, anil that tin: reeeiats

evreed tli'e [oi-iuit seu.e.11 liv j-'aOOO.

Four circles or boxes, producing ... £4B,87Q
S'ix or eight boxes upon the gallery circle used tn produce, including Mr.

H—y's lattice box, at least .... £l,20O

We never knew tbe door money strained under £10.000 or PlS.OOO. air.

Gould, in Cat al aid's time, admits it m have been tl7,ti:«>, when upwards of

500 tickets were in circulation at all tin: bookseller*, dofealiii:; the door re-

ceipts, at 10s. Qd. per ni^ht. Presuming the whole sold aier.i !>-.! SO nights

out of the 60, the defeat ro the door receipts amounts to /_ ! :t, 1
'J."t per annum.

Those who have observed how they arc distributed about the town, as a bonus
to the book-selling and music trade, and have experienced the difficulty 10

general of Obtaining them afte r four in the afternoon On an opera night, will

Linear ill (In- eitnectuev, of I Ids estimate in the itefeat of the receipts. As
those 500 are now reduced to 300, or under, we rami, it suppose the annual door
receipts augmented le-s than one bailor L

!

fi5fi'2. ID- This, added to £10,000,
the lowest known receipt, i- flfi.aS'I: but we will lower that (o £lo,000 U
which, ne are e minent, i-. much under aivr.iL'e Ir'un the war
of 300 tickets, *- x]>iriuijr I WIS, to the present year.

V i the out—lauding ticket-, a hii h uc have -tjn:ilTy a right

ki hriu^ into calculation as tin: private bows. We will suppose

150 only, and suppose let 50 Oatof (JO nights, at Ks. 0d.
.

-
. 8,187 5

Presumed rcut upon live benefits ... joq o
Two masquerades. We have known a guinea masquerade

clear 1500/. Wewill put (he two at the proiitsofone - 1,500 0
Colfee-rooin presumed to let for - . 500 O
Profit of Opera hooks, former! j the PnelV piTqul-lte - 500 0
Great coat money, sait! lo be new a-suuied It} llie hoes*--

formerly the door-k taster's perquisite, ,£'300

Brought down - - - 48,070 O

Drawn from the public pecket for [he Opera . J_ 70,'i57 5

[f the stage expons"? ran he proved beyond 15,000/. here are ample re.

ceipts to keep a proportionate distance (o our tin assumption, on which wo
conceived it but fair to parade the whole receipt drawn from the public purse

against the real dramatic expenditure."

Tlius fur we have heard the manager and his opponents. Wtf

may now enter into the case upon its own merits.
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We look then upon (lie opera as a business-concern, which though

it derives its support from the public; and U amenable lo the public,

is under no other engagement with its patron than appertains to any

oilier trader or body of traders. Tlie precedents which have to a

certain degree established the usage of meetings of proprietors- and

subscribers to decide en masse upon facts affecting the interests of an

individual so entirely as to form an inquest thai shall determine his

Iliin or prosperity by acclamation, is in our estimation, if notnn ille-

gal at least a most arbitrary method of procedure. It seems altoge-

ther out of the paleol'lhe rights or individuals lo meet and assume Ilia

power to examine the accounts of the manager) lo question his ser«

Yarn's, and acquaint themselves with his losses or his gains. The
Tuition* consequences attendant on the exercise of Midi an assumed

privilege, and above all, the authority thus eel up, are of a kind to

revolt the feelings of Englishmen. Resolutions voted by parties thus

constituting themselves into an inquisition, partake, as we esteem it,

of the nature of a eombinat ion, against llie proprietor. Notliingcan

lie more hostile to his properly, nothing more injurious to his feel-

ings, nothing more inconsilient with lite general tenor oi British

ideas of justice than such a course. But while we lay this down as

a principle, we cannot but allow that Mn. Waters has admitted and

even invited fliis jurisdiction by n former address, and he has been

now summoned by the judge, before whom he himself on a pre-

vious occasion, requested to plead. We therefore deny the right

set up rather as a general principle than in the particular inslance.

It ought not, however^ to be permitted to stand as a precedent un-

coil troverted ,

Having said thus much, the question narrows itself into two

points— firs I, has the theatre been so conducted as to entitle it to a

fair station of equality with the former years of management taken

on an nver.ige, in has it declined ? am! secondly, if it has declined,

are there any cireninslances of extenuation on the part of the

manager ?

In examining the first postulate, we go back to the season pre-

ceding, and we lind in the records of the courts (where indeed it is

lamentable lo perceive so much relating to this mailer) upon a trial

between Mr. Waters and Ma. Ayrton, his late assistant, much

evidence thai relates lo the then stale of the management. Ma.

Avbton, it seems, was engaged by Mr. Waters to accompany
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him abroad for (he purpose of making engagements, and afterward*

to aid him in the direction of the music, wlilcli lank he perlu'ined

willi ability. It was given in evidence that no season, except the

first of MadAhe Catalan!, had been so successful. In the pro-

ceedings of this period then, we have at once a standard of the

talent necessary to be employed and of the public approbation.

In 1817 the following were (he singers actually engaged ;

—

Cahi>orese, Fodoii, Pasta, Hughes, and Mom—Female.

Cbevelli, Nai.di, Ambrogetti, AnqbisAm, Begrez, Adri-

ano—Male.

Ma. Bbaiiah'b name was originally announced, hut he did not

appear. In point of fact CzKVBLhl and Auoroqetti, C^h-

pouese and Fooon, were the singers of attraction. The strength

of the company, however, was augmented to a number that admilleoj

of the performance of operas which could not have been brouglnj

forward before. The operas played during the season were—

Penelope

Griselda

Nozze di Figaro

La Molina ra

II Don Giovanni

Cosi fan tuite

La CleraenwdiTito.

Bnt upon the trial it was clearly proved that the production of

Jl Don Gitmatmi was the circumstance that bestowed the great

splendor, and rendered the season so productive. This admission,

supported by HI iquest ionable evidence, reduces tlie question to very

narrow limits. Such in this respect was the season of 1817, the

most attractive except the first year of Catalani's appearance.

Let us next bring into view the engagements of the succeeding

year when it was resolved that "thcopera establishment was unwor-

thy the patronage it has received."

The female performers were in 1818—FonOB, Cottar, Monr,

Hcciies, nud I.eosi.

The male—Crevelli, Ambrogetti, Naldi, Amgrisani, and

BBasse.
In the course ofthe season Garcia, a tenor, was added to the list.
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The operas brought out were—
Griselda

Nozze di Figaro

La Mollnara

II Don Giovanni

II Barbierc di Siviglia

La Clcmenza di Tito

Elilabctta

II Mntrimonio Segreio.

Jlcrc then with the exception of tlic nxclinpigc of Co it a i fur Cam-

porese we have identically the same performers. In tlic male list

we hart identically the same names with Ihc addilinn of Garcia, a

ginger allowed to be of great reputation. Among the operas there is

tlie standard favorite, with the novelties of (he Bttrbiere di Sivigiia,

and the E/izabrlta of Rossini, Hie composer who nt present attracts

the most extended share of the public regard aliroad. The qucs-

tion'of pre-eminence in the vocal lisls resolves itself into (he compa-

lativediflerencc between Campohese and Cobbi, with (he make-

weight of Garcia, thrown into the scale of tlie latter. With re-

spect to the production ofoperas we have the important circumstance

of the lustre of Don Gin-mini continuing to thed its influence over

tin' second reason, w lien as Mb. Ki:i.i.v very pertinently observed

in his evidence, speaking of tbe opera, " such has been the taste for

these two years that had we Winteh, Rossini, and all the com-

posers on the continent they would have been useless. We have

a I
nil) s had tii comply with Ihc pievnilirti; taste of the day."

The loss of Campoebse* was certainly to be regretted. She was,

• Mid4MBCamj-obesu Is the wife of Siswon Gidstintaki, a gentleman
of f.nnily auil ifsnTlaliiliiy. Sin- was [niu. ii.-;il r h:nnl:iT -iiicer at tint Com t

nf I^.[.:']Mrii'. and nrv r ;n>j!i';i'..t! as an aiiit-. I ill she n::,dv Ikt ilehul at the

Haymarki't in Cimahosa's I'imi uh. She uasatttrst extremely einbar-

ras ['il. Iml tiitj .wce.siie prrfor inline cii-|n lit it a i>:irt nf her feais, am) in

lier m-xt character, itie (Vow/mum th Xoh/k !>i 1m.:ako, she had to entirely

ruin [II i-iTll I In- 111 thai ti'-r re;ji!lii(i<ni a-- ;n. intii -• m.c. <eilijil''l( 1) established.

the theatre.

05

As- a singer, she possessed a lini- 1. 0 leiee. and cultivated a

pure, rhastr. ami expressive st) Ic. In ,i»nrjr, anil Jh.iiMl Anna in II Don
Giovanni more especially, she cave proofs of mot I roiisunmiatc talents. The
iiiipurljnl ditliTfin'o in jl»> 11 intcn.i ni - nl liir hn> w:s»ihis 11

1 lainly lay be-

tween I his lady anil Jli-s Couni. The hjlter, the d;uis;!iliT of Mil. Copm, of

Edinburgh, was bronchi early to London where she was taught by Mb. liitA-

uiM, and she has niliKquentty made a long tour in company with Madame
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perhaps, the- most genuine Italian singer llic opera lias known for

some time, and admitting all Hint can be said in favor of the natives

of oilier countries, they must (as a general rule) always fail in lie

pron uncial ion of t lie llalian tongue, ami what is more important, in

conveying the ^cniiijiL- llaliiin x pii'->iu:is of seiu niu'h!-, emu! inn;,

and passions.

In the two leading points of Hie selection of oporos and the en-

gagements of vocal performers, it should, however, seem Hint the

last season is very- much upon a par iiith the eminently foitunatc one

which preceded.

We shall next come to the arrangement of the orchestra, and in

order to show clearly the slate of the band, we subjoin lists furnished

to us at the time, and without any view to the present article, by the

leader himself.

List ofthe Band at the King's Theatre.

1817. Leader—Mr. Wcichscll 1818.
VIOLINS. VIOLIHt.

Messrs. Griesbacb. Messrs. Griesbacb.

Condell Condell
Simonett Simonett
Ireland Ireland

Gltdhill Glcdhill
Calkin Liftoff

LittniF Brown
Gallia Cardiai
Mori. Earie, (not engaged).
SECONDS. SECONDS.

Messrs. Reeve Messrs. Reeve
Collard Collaril

Cobham Chubran

Catalans, during which she must hare heard most d( the pr incipal singers io

Europe. Ilur intonation is perfectly correet, and the quality other toic*

beautiful. The upper notes hail mil. ;it!ained the nntiuilv and perfection which
lime anil practice will, without doubt, bestow upon them. Between these

perforiner-, ho»!'n:r, 11 as (tic drpie-siim (as f.ir i. rejrinU en^i^in^iS .) in-!

nc think .Si n. \Vateh< has fairly r villained away n

i

licIi ol the lilame which

rested on himself. Still, tioneier. then' was a manifest do prenation, which if

he failed to remedy, remains upon hi^ iiiaiiii^eiiienl as jii error ; Sm. Gaiicj \

« j- .1^ ivi' luve said, an ilcm In i he side of
I lie proprietor. Winterer a Tes-

lien ehalent In' {miie-hl ivas j ch-ar addition, (iiiti i was i line rnnsieian,

but a singer somewhat worn out, and hii Toice wis quite inadequate to sustain.

To rou r ill!; defen lie forrt'd it, and hel ore In 1

li.nl ijime !lnoiii;li one lef it

became harsh and disagreeable, and had lost all means of pleasing except

through florid ornament, Rossini's nrosic wai for these reisoni well adapted
to his style.
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(;. Ashfj

Brwks.

Bnyce
Taylor

Fleteher.

Messrs. Griesbacli

Sharp.

Messrs. WUraan

Messrs- Pel rides.

n A SHOOK I.

Tu!ly.
TRUMPET!.

Messrs. Hyde
Schmidt.

trombone.
Mr. Marioiti.

DRUMS.

Mr. Jenkinsoii.

1818,
Messrs. Filolti

Klosc, jnn.

Fletcher WmF

Baker
Cooper
Davis.

TENORS.
Messrs. Mountain

Ware
Klosc, sen.

Kearns.

Messrs. Lindlcy
Crouch

Piel.

DOUBLE MASSES.

Messrs. Dragonclti

Anlossi

Taylor
louve
Fletcher.

OBOES.
Messrs. Griesbacrt

Cornish.
CLARIONETS.

Messrs. Wilman
Mahon.

Messrs. Petrides.

DAIIOONI.
Messrs. Holmes

Tully.

TRUMPET*.
Messrs. Schmidt

Lib*.
FLtJTRf.

Messrs, Ireland

Brandy.
thohbohe.

Mr. Mariotli.

DRUMS.
Mr. Platts.

The differences here arc so slight, that it it next to impossible any-

considerable variation in the support given by the band to the

niusic should have existed, escept it is to be found in the supreme

conductor of the whole ; and here truth obliges us to stale, that the
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ionic neatness ami precision that wns oliM-rv.ib 1 .- in (he firmer sn;

kon was certainly wanting. We nittibule this in a minoiie to the

facility of Mr. Weischki.i.'h drspintimi, but more In the Mm-ntc

of Mr. Avbtov. That gentlnn«n"s din-ction IracI ljr,i!i from

novelty ami ability imparled miu-li vigour tn (lie management «( the

[ircceiline; icason; nevertheless tlic comparative merits of the Opera

musical cslablifihmenl. under till the adjunct circumstances we have

brought together, could not be so lowered by tile removal of Mr. A.

(ami Ids remuval appears to ii« cnnfk-sedL- In lie n great error,) ns to

render the one the most fortunate season upon record, nnd the ncXt,

" unworthy the patronage it had rcceiied." We have confined our

attention lo the depigment of the music. The ballet lies be-

yond our province. The first of our propositions is thus dis-

posed of, and with it, perhaps, the necessity of further argument

on these heads. It remains for us therefore to say a few words in

the general.

tie the public not only to a fine establishment, but to the very

finest in Europe. It is perfectly clear that a far belter performance

might be given for the sum, or that Hip price of admission might bo

greatly reduced, because the enorraoXrf expenditure entailed upon the

concern by former pecuniary mismanagement, and by the present

eternal liligatious in the courts of law and equity, consume an un-

commonly large proportion of the funds. Sucti a state of things

is equally hard upon the proprietor and the public; he is fettered,

and they are injured in several ways. He is muciiiiblc to obliga-

tions which he could not foresee, while either their amnsemcnts are'

cm-tailed, or they are madeto pay for debts not contracted for their

benefit, nnd for soils in which they are no parties. Competition i:

forbidden,and thus Ihequestioit is reduced to the rainofan individual,

or to a continual contribution from the public. This is the grand

outline; the minor causes of vexation are endless. We shall con-

clude our -article by a few fads, in support of the opinions we have

advanced.

In 1817, the French great opera or the academy uf music, as it ii'

called, entertained
-

ten male and eight femalo singers, with fifty

chorus singers, eleven principal male and fifteen female dancers,

with iiftjrtight figurants. The orchestra was composed of twenty-

four TioHnsj-tcn violoncellos, and forty other different instruments,
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making with their chefs tin chant, maitrc de ballet, mechanists, 8ic,

about two hundred and fifty persons.

Premiers, M. M. Lavs, Denvivif, NoURRlT, Lavigne.—
Mrs dames Arsaud, Braneha, Aldeiit Hixm.

Jlemplacemcns, M. M. Boubl Levasbeur, EijOI.—Mesdahe*

GnANIER, PaULI*.

Doubles, H.M. ALE YANDRE, HENHARDjI'SEVOSr. MkSBAHES
Grassabi, Alan, Fabaiiol Fjsth.

The Theatre Iio>/al Italica, at Paris, under the direction of

Madame Catalani, in the sainc year, maintained Hie following

establishment:

—

Dircctrice, Madame Catalan!;

Dtrccteur de In mltsiijUf, M. Pa eh.

Artistes, Garcia, Porto, Kaulli, Cuiodj, Anciiisaki,

CotoLi, Kurri, Luppi.

Mesdamcs DiokomBj Morandi, Bartolozzi, Vest rib, Ga-
•IA, ClIAMEL, LlHTIt

Vingt six choristesi i

The orchestra consisted of Crasser, chef, thirteen violins, foul"

tenuis, four violoncellos, live double Ijiisnj?, I wo of each of llic w iml

instruments, making lou'i'llier I li ill y-ci:;h[ iiislnimfnliil performers.

Of 111'' strcni;lli <il llii—- coiiip: i n

j

1

, lin're :m : [Hiliiiu menus ul' 1'irni-

ing a tolerable judgment. Madame Catalan i stands alone. Her

powers" arc known ami acknowledged, but licr powers were not to be

* Our readers, perhaps, may be amused wilt) (lie opinion of the Unman
critics upon this celebrata! IliiK. and «c arc nol a little proud of fouling that

(In-; in nearly resemlili' our mm, winch lie lisnc ainn in inir detailed memoir
at pane 181. We ]ilr:ilp- ourselves that we il'nl not sectou number of the All-

gcnicine MiiMkalisi'lic Zi ituni;, frum which the fiillowiiig oitiact is given till

«ur sheet WM printed. Home, 1817.

"On the 20th April, Madame Catalan! pave her third ami last concert

here. IS; I lie vcrj li n w ho wire present at tin: eeiniil, ;he was giveu tu uii-

tinrstawl. lli.-. I tin iliin! iinnkl I)'' alinosi miiiticfidn!. it flu: ai!n-i--uni were imt

reduced. She took the hint, and the theatre Argentina vias tolerably tilled.

1 neeil nol p:urEii-id:iri-/.f vhui -lie -an,;, a. ii «• I lie same as in Italy, France,

and Germany—neither how she sang, as that ^has been already described in

times as it has had opportunities of hearing the very superior, it has riot lost

the lore of it, nor the discriminating spirit. It was soon admitted, that Ma-
dame Catalan! was a bewitching singer in her nianncr anil class ; but if she

Hiiuk, and her admirers pridaini kin- is -n ^iivi-My , i.r that Iift maimer or

class is preferable to any other, tiicy are much miitikcu. A voice in compass
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purchased daring the term of her engagement at the Theatre Ilalicn.

Mas. Dickons is at this moment in our own metropu'is, and without

anj disparagement of her talents, would certainly not hare satisfied

the opera resolulioutsls. Madame Vest mi is alio in the recent re-

membrance of the frequenters of the King's Theatre. Garcia and

Angbisani hare been heard only last season, and without milking

any very durable impression. For the rest we Way quote the re-

marks of the Allgemeine Musikalische 2eitung. " Bahu.li is it

comedian full of merit, to whom nothing is wanting but a stronger

organ to be a singer of equal estimation." Speaking of PoitTO, the

critic says " his voice is powerful, but it is rough and inflexible;

nevertheless Porto must be accounted as a singer and comedian, a

very valuable member of the theatre, although the title of a true

artist must be denied him." Of MohanHi and GoniA he gives no

very favourable account. It should seem then that the Italian Opera,

at Paris, is able to stand no sort of comparison with that of London.

Madame Catalani has seceded from the management under a

heavy pecuniary loss, as it is understood.

Such are the two great establishmen Is Of Paris. We are now to

compare, as far as we are able, the different cost to the public. It

appears probable from the documents we have before given, that

an annual sum of near seventy thousand pounds is contributed' to

the support of the King's Theatre. The French Great Opera is d

rather confined yet wonderfully sweet, but (hat in expression, aecommodntloni

and ornament, it stands unrivalled
;
uniting the greatest precision and sweet-

ness, and in the application of both producing the most striking effect, was
granted to her in the fullest extent, but with the same unanimity it was agreed,

her attempt at the great was little, at feeling cnld—her management of the

noble and soul-full exulted, anil in mechanism is without fault, but otherwise

unsatisfactory and often false, lli^n-elim', tin; choii c nf run. pi-i thin, people arc

less nice here than in Germany— tiiey wish to mijny a 1 1 - - singer, and allow licr

ibe choice how to shew herself to the greatest ail rant.ye. Madame Cata-

liiii gave by far the greatest ;,i(istai'!ion in her own variations on Ncl cor

can-connoisseurs were equally charmed, and, in truth, nothing superior can be
heard. A friend who reinembe red Mr. Kpnltr, described Madame Cata-

lani and Spobr very neatly in these words : Spnhr is the greatest singer on
the violin, Catalani the greatest instrument^ performer with her voice. Jt

is wise in Madame Catalani that she travels, and always travels; for much
as her real superiority charms and delights, when heard again and again, it is of

a description »hi<:li beftiinrs familiar; ami although it may be always heard

fcitb pleasure, yet cannot continue to raise that enthusiasm which it at first

created, and which she always expected and is accustomed to receive."
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government concern, ami fhe receipts have never been equal to llio

expenditure. We do tint know l!ic actual amount either of the one"

or the other, but no such sura as I hat which the London Opera

obtains can lie received or expended. We find that the tax of one

decime in a franc of all the receipts at all tlic theatres in Paris,

which they pay as an oblation to the poor, amounted in WIG, (the

highest year of seven) to no more limn 432,63) francs, which makes

the total and entire receipt of the eleven theatres of Paris, eight of

which are open every uiglif, Sundays not excepted, no more than

about eighteen thousand eight hundred pounds. The difference

between this and the sums paid by subscriptions and at the door of

.

our houses, is not less extraordinary than important.

The facts we have enumerated are sufficient to prove that the ex-

penses attendant on the payment of charges properly belonging to

the capital necessary to be employed in the theatre, in I he engage-

ment of the finest possible company, and in the charges incident to

the conduct of the house, ought not, by any mode of fair compula-

tion, to reach any thing like the amount of the annual receipts at

the King's Theatre ; nor do we mean to reduce the cost price to the

Parisian estimate. The necessaries «f life in this country, imposing

a greyer i-xperntiture upon individual-, mil ciilurcc a considerable

advance upon llio several heads of di.biii-se.uwnt, but even nitli this

admission the sum is extravagantly too large. The inference in

favour ofthe public is obvious ; at the same time we can hut icpeat

that the proprietor is rather an object of pity than of censure.?—

There is, it should seem, an abyss still open from the effects of for-

mer pecuniary mismanageincut arid from present legal litigation,

which is neillicr to be fathomed nor tilled. The proprietor may (oil

and the subscribers may assemble, but neither the hbours of the one

nor the resolutions of the other can reconcile contraries or make

cvtreiues rucit. We arc inclined to give the proprietor the fullest

credit for intention and ability, not (.clinical (for to knowledge

of mii.Ii a kind he disclaims ;ili prct.'ii.i.ius), but lor general busi-

inas-ljleut. T..kitic, licimver, the i.iirest vi.r.» of the complex

combination of conflicting rights, iu which ties the solution of

the main difficulty independently ul the details respecting foreign

engagements, it is to fie reared tUai it way not be very easy for any

pcrturial exertions on his pari tit bring tf it, arrangements of tiic opera

to such a scale an will satisfy the equity of the case, in so frr as the
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public is concerned. Perhaps it may be in the power of (lie pro.

prietors of boxes, &c. to render llic service requited by a different

direction of the eoutroul (hey are desirous of excrciMii!?. It strikes

tis, as not impossible, that lligii Personage*, (a sort of armed neu-

trality,) arbitrators on llie part of the public, murht succeed where

even (lie decrees of a court have fallen short of the objects. The

public have their claims as well as Ma. Tavi.qh and Mu.
Watbss, and their claims, like those of the contending suitors, arc

bottomed upon thequidpro quo, upon the value theygive anil receive.

It is essential not only to the amusement of the subscribers and of

tbe public at large, but to the interests, of science in this country,

that the opera establishment should be. of the very first kind. The
introduction of foreign music (for tve may not now confine llic tcrni

to Italian) and with it our knowledge of the advances made by other

countries in composition, but more particularly in practice, both

vocal and iiislrniueiitiil, rests upon the engagements uf" llit King's

Theatre. The Opera House is the grand reservoir where the waters

ofscience are gathered together, and whence the thousand rills which

nourish our English soil, are poured forth. It nut only affords the

example of its own particular excellence, but it excites that lauda-

ble emulation that scuds our native artists to foreign academics for

improvement, and that stimulates the managers of other musical en-

tertainments to a competition beneficial to public taste and general

knowledge For these reasons it is most important, that persons of

judgment should pay a stern regard to the arrangements, and it is

not less consequential, that the price of the entertainment should be so

regulated, that (he public purse is not vcxatiously drained, but that

the advantages may he as extensively enjoyed as is consistently pas-

sible. Sul:Ii a surveillance ia doubly necessary since competition is

shut out. There cannot rest a doubt on the mind of any one that

the real impediments reside in the disputes to which the concern is

and bos been exposed. Let the noble persons then, who have pro-

perty in the house, and who entertain go just a view of the rights of

the public, turn their attention for a moment to this the previous

question, and it may uijt be perliapj less uilluu (licit comprlency to

compel a due respect to (hat public In (he matter of law, than in the

matter of management. Interposition with respect to tbe latter ap-

pears hopeless indeed, unless it can lie accompanied with the redress

ofthe grievances which have sprung, and are still freshly springing

out of the never-dying roots of the former.
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A Selection of Irish Melodies, mith Symphonies and Accompaniments,

by Silt Joan Stefenson, Mas. Doc. and characteristic Words

by Thomas Moore, Esq. Seventh Number. London. Power,

Few collections of songs hnvc risen lo more celebrity or enjoyed

more extensive circulation than the volumes which have preceded

the publication which stands at the bend of this article. Three

circumstances have contributed to bring them into notice—(I. ) light

and agreeable melodies, easy of execution, and almost certain in

their efTcct—(2.) captivating poetry, and (3.) national self love.

The idea of preserving the common ballads of a people wns not

entirely new, but in this instance il has been very happily executed

with a view to give them fresh scope and popularity. Their

ancient and more vulgar garb wis changed to suit the growing in-

tellectual habits of the classes lo which they were now to ascend.

They received also n -.orl of decurali i >' li.ilnlimriil in the accompa-

niments of Sir John Stevenson. Thus the original nirs remained

in the place of the naturally homely viand which furnishes the basis

of a modern fricandeau. It gives perhaps the name to the dish, and

nil the real nourishment it contains, but the flavour and the poig-

nancy which mnst relish upon the palate, are derived from the super-

added ingredients. Piain wholesome food may be at the bottom,

but it becomes a la mode at a lit braise, in the process of cooking,

and without the sauce piquant it would have probably continued to

be thought fit for none but the coarser appetites of the multitude.

Mil- Moo lie is undoubtedly entitled lo the rank and estimation,

ofone of the classics in our language. He is indeed the Anacreon,

of his age ; and if the grape does not prove as fatal to him as lo his

original, his poetry and his practice do not agree. But with this

allowance of authority to his writings, we hold, that in the instance

before us, he has mihu'wIhi! stuopi'il the chastity of a classical taste to

the popularity of his work, or suffered il to melt away before the

glowing bent of liis imagination- The design of perpetuating the

native airs of his country in their pristine purity would have been

more perfectly completed, had he conveyed to posterity the ori-

ginal sentiments with which the music was associated and which

either inspired or were inspired by it. In some instances this

would have been impracticable; but it was due to the genius of
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Ireland to hare punned (he principle as far as it could have been

carried, and such notices as could have been added concerning

the aulbors and the time of their production, should have been

given. By such a method the genuine and original impress of the

individual as well as the national fueling, would have been set upou

the aits, and the generations to come would have been made ac-

quainted with all that they could possibly have -wished to learn

concerning their con struction.

As it is, Mb. Mooiif has undoubtedly sent forth to the world a

publication comprising in itself much of the remains of national me-

lody that is valuable. He has united this melody with " thoughts

that breathe and words that burn," bnt the sentiments are of a dif-

ferent age, are in fact his own, and this objection bears with a good

dual ofstrength upon the political character lie has invested some of

them withal. It k (rue his axioms arc usually given in general

terms, but tlicy sliil have the unsavoury odour of politics about them,

and Mb. Moore will be obnoxious to the charge that he

" To party gave up what was meant for mankind,"

so long as his opinions are neither those of all Ireland, nor even of

the majority of his warm-hrarled countrymen. We could neither,

open nor close the volume before us without (his reflection, for the

first and lost airs arc both tainted by words that force it upon us.

These observations will, however, npply, and may be taken tt»

the account of the entire work, for the seventh number is, we think,

upon the whole, the best which has appeared. In our review ofthe

.

new publication of national airs which .Mr. Moore has so suc-

cessfully begun, we imagined a subdued fire irt his manner, and that

his thoughts were suggested from past rather than by present or

anticipated joys. There is in this number an instance which so

completely yet so beiutifully confirms our supposition, (hat we

ate lenipted [a quote the entire song as containing the sweeleit

verses we remember from the poet's hand, with the exception only

of " Unci written at sea."

In the morning of life, when its cares are unknown,
And its pl,',iMir« in nil lliuir uriv lustre begin,

When we live in a bright beaming world of our own,
And the light that surrounds us is all from within

;

Oh '(is not, believe me, in that happy lime
We can love, as in hours of ir-s liansport wc may;
Of our smiles, of our hopes 'tis llie gay sunny prime,

But affection is warmest when these fade away,
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TO THE EDITOR.

Sin,

The objection raised by your correspondent, Mn. Tavlok,;

p. 14 1, Hint" if the minor sixth and seventh are to he used in nscending

as well descending, in the minor mode, it will ncccssarilv preclude

fhe possibility of forming a perfect cadence," is so fur from being, 03

he conceives it, decisive ami conclusive, that it will be found, on ex-

amination, to have no weight whatever in the question. Docs Mr, J.

need to be informed, that, taking the system just as it is now under-

stood, there are some notes, on which a perfect cadence cannot be

formed, williuut dep:irliri:r limn (lie kr.y ':
1 1" he ilws In: lias siimt-lliing

yel to learn, before fie communicates his intended observations willi

which he has promised to furnish yon. Baoss tail, in hisDictionnaire

de Musique, 3d Edit. Amst. asserts, p. 6G, as an acknowledged fact,

that " no perfect cadence can be made on the mediant, (the third

note above the final or key note) of lh« major modes without going:

out of the key, and that there are many persons, who say the sama

thing as to the mediant of the minor modes." He mentions (his or

a really existing fact, but lie does not state it as any objection to the

idea of a key.

Whether I am or not " thoroughly acquainted with the nature of

harmony," is a question, the discussion of which I shall postpone,

till I am called upon to commence it by one more conversant, than

your correspondent, in enquiries of that sort. It is plain that my.

adversary knows little of the rules nf logic, or that mode of investi-

gation by which alone truth can be with certainty established,

and which, as being such, has been universally adopted and pursued

by the ablest, best educated, and most enlightened men of all times,

that, for the purpose ofjudging correctly, it is absolutely requisite

to lay aside former ideas and prejudices, and to examine step by step

the propositions and conclusions on which any proposed emendation,

or variation, most evidently depends.

It is acknowledged, and has been repeatedly asserted, that " there

are in fact no more than two chords in music, the common chord

and the chord of the seventh" and that "from these two all the rest
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Hiring." The truth of these assertions is Hnquestionable ; and it is

further certain and evident, (hat in point ofrelation, connexion, anil

proportion, (and harmony, in its correct and original sense, menus

nothing but proportion of parts to each other) it is exactly the same

thing, whether one note he above or below another. For instance,

& third below the key is still a third distant from the key, as well iu

the third nbovc it. And, as that is the case, what I have said as to the

Overture in Samson is correct.

My opponent has said, "it is evident no arrangement of figures

can over form n chord of the seventh of the notes G D A E." Now
I ask, as those notes are related to the key note in the prescribed pro-

portions, of which that chord consists, on what reason or ground he

founds that assertion? If, as is apparently the case, it ison his present

idea whatjhe chord of llie seventh is, I reply, this is no answer ; because

I mean to object, ai I have done to that of computation, which t*

confined solely to reckoning forwards. And that proposition, which

has itsell bean questioned, an J consequently requires the assistance uf

evidence to support itself, can never ho produced as the means of

substantiating or sustaining another.

It cannot be a correct assertion, that the accidentals G*F and Bb,

cause no change of the koy. Every introduction of an accidental

sharp, as licing a deviation from the rule of the original key, is un-

questionably a departure from the original key, and a migration into

another. This is so evident to common sense and reason, that it

needs no proof, but, should it be disputed on the present occasion, 1

tua able to produce adequate authorities, which I only now withhold,

at thinking them as jet unnecessary.

Coast. Li's 8lh Sonata of his Opera 4 cannot be in the key of D
minor, as Mr. T. assorts it is, because the note B in (liecom position U
natural, whereas in that key it is required to be flat. The key of A
is universally acknowledged as (he natural minor key, and conse-

quently as the model for all the rest of the minor keys. Sharps pro-

ceed by atlis, anil Bats by 4ths. Therefore, iu the major keys, G is the

first koy, which has a sharp, but it has only one, & that is F. In like

manner as to flats in the minor keys, D in the first, which has a flat,

bat it has only one, and (hnt is B, thus

—

D K-F G— A—Bb C D
and I again assert, as I before said, that it is in A minor, because it

his neither flats nor sharps, the movement ends with (be key note A,
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and the key ofA is (he natural minor key, and consequently can have

neither Hula nor sharps.

What I have hero said I conceive to be sufficient for the present

purpose. Hut if my adversary is not yet satisfied, I will here insert

from authors of the highest respectability, two passages, which,

in the strongest manner possible, tend to support the idea I hurt

mentioned, as to the nature of the minor key. The first comes from

Malcolm's Treatise on Musk, the second, from Orassineau'a Musical

Dictionary. Malcolm was,asevery one knows, whois acquainted with,

his book, a very able musician ami nintlieninfician! and Grnssineaa's

Dictionary was, before ils publication, revised and corrected by Dr.

PepnsclijOncoftlie most profound and eminent theoretical musicians

of hts time. The passage from Malcolm is as follows:—"We have

one thing more to observe as to the seventh, which is natural to every

node. In die greater modes, or sharp keys, it is always the seventh

greater; but flat keys use both the seventh greater and teteath less, in

different circumstances. Tiie seventh less most naturally accom-

panies the third less and sixth less, which constitute a flat key

;

aad always belongs to il necessarily, when we consider the contin-

uous division of the octave and the most agreeable succession of

degrees ; and it is used in every place, except it is sometimes to-

ward* a close, especially when we ascend to the key, for the seventh

greater being within a semitone of the key, makes a smooth and easy

passage into it, nod will sometimes also occasion the sixth greater to

he brought in. Again it is by means of this seventh greater, that

tbe transition from one key to another is chiefly performed ; for

when the melody is to be transferred to a new key, the seventh

greater ofW, whether in a sharp or flat key, is commonly introduced."

—Maleolm,p. 879. Edit. EtSnburg, 1721.

Grass menu's words are these: " T is evident, therefore, that there

are but two different species ofkeys, which a riseacco riling as we join

the greater or lesser third ; these being always accompanied with

the sixth and seventh of the same species. The third greater for

instance, with the sixth and seventh greater, and the third lesser with

thesixth and seventh ofthesame species,that is lesser."—Grassmeau's

Diet. London, 1740. p. 116.

Your's,

KthJen. 1819. J. 5- H.

it n 4
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TO THE EDITOR.

I Again (tike up (he subject of my vards (lie colli

your publication xv ill enable rue lo complete, though (lie. further I

advance, Hit plainer I perceive that the work promises to be of con-

siderable Juration.

Compositions fur the Church were originally designed lo aid the

effects of Divine Service, anil they appear lo have been limited at

nil early period of thru introduction, to (he single circumstance of

producing a greater solemnity nnd elevation in the mind, during

the public exercise of devotion. The progress of liini-, experience,

and cultivation, lias, however, enlarged the bounds of this species of

writing, till it has come to comprehend at least all the objects of mu-
sical imitation that arc thought to move the passions, emotions, and
sentiments of the human heart. Hefore we can determine whether

which appertains to the sncrcdmusical iliama, whidi «e call Oratorio,

nnd whether it properly comes inlii our consideration, as belonging

Iodic Church. The works ofHandel and of H atdn in (his species,

ofthe Ialter most especially, have employed every known application

of the powers of (he art to heighten and diversify the embellishments

of The Crcaliou & The Seasons. Berthoveh, in his Mount of Olivet,

has carried bis imitations lo a slilt lower depth, as is shewn in the

appellation {tin: flap Ihirf rlnirus) now commonly given to one of the

choral parts. But the Oratorio, like every otiier kind of composi-

tion, has gradually been growing of a lighter enst, and we should ra-

ther apply a new term to such works as those we have quoted, than

continue them under the division they now bear. - The Creation and

The Seasons we should be disposed (o call Sacred Operas, for they

I am, .Sir,

Your's,

TisioliiEUS.

Section I.

OF TIIL CIIU11CII.
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certain!/ cannot bo classed with the Messiah of HAKDrr,, nor with

Alkalia, Theohra, Samson, Judas Mitccabams, Esther, nor indeed

with. any of those grand and solemn pieces to which Ha.N'dEL gave

the name of Oratorio.

In treating, [lien, of Hie style of the Chnrch, we must acknowledge

a scale rising IhriMijrh various grndniions, from the simple cliaunt In

the sublimes! heights of comiii.siiioii, if we comprehend, which we

must do, in oar general arrangement, the Oratorio. Vie shall, hoiv.

ever, firs! consider Church Music in its original and most legitimate

acceptation.

By "MusicadiCliiesa# (Church music properly so called)" cays

Dn. BottNEY, " 1 mean jjravc and scientific cum positions for roiVr.c

only, ofwhich the excellence consists more in good harmony, learned

to otl libition, nnd fugues upon ingenious and sober subjects, than in

light nirs or turbulent accompaniments." This definition appears

to us lobe ton limited even for the common services. In Church Ma-

lic there ought inrlced to be a presiding gravity of character, that

circumscribes and chasten* the whole. The true style of the church

banishes every vulgar, loose, or profane idea ; it elevates the blind,

disposes to benevolence, expels all the ruder passions, all low affec-

tions, and all sensual appetites. The ceremonies of religion are ne-

vertheless addressed to our sensibility, and are intended In fix de-

vout and moral impressions through the medium of the sensed.

The feelings they move, and the sentiments they inspire, are ofmany
kinds. They are connected with all the causes of the sublime.

—There are, therefore, required great and various degrees of

light and shade, to humble, to assuage, to inspire, to raise up, ta

elevate the soul to religious fervor, to display toman the Majesty and

Glory of his Creator, and to image to his fancy the power of the Al-

mighty; to sooth him with the tenderness of Divine mercy, and to

inspire him with the holy raptures of thanksgiving for the great

blessings he receives. The effects aimed at through allthechurchcsof

the world by the employment of music, are of the same kind
; they

ditfer only in manner and degree. Passing from the plain Hymn of

the dissenting congregation, through the service of the Cathedral, up

* It should seem by Dr. Borney's adoption of the Italian nanny that he had
an especial regard to 'he music of the Catholic Choirs. We use the term
Church music, conerally for ail performances under the coawcratcd roof and
uYiliiMlcd to the service ei the Deity.
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to the High Mass of the high Catholic choir, we find they all contem-

plate tlie production of the same species of excitement.*

Before we enter upon (lie qualities which most particularly apper-

tain to thin dcpnrlment of art, according to our own division, wc

mull endeavour to impress upon the reader, that the attainments

necessary to vocal excellence are common to all (he branches, but

they differ in degree, according to their applic'iti'in. Thus, for ex-

ample, the chamber may require more finish, the theatre more power,

the orchestra more science. By enumerating the particulars, we do

not except the general gifts or acquirements necessary to constitute

a singer.

It must be apparent that dignity, simplicity, and pathos, are (he

capital perfections in the manner of a church linger. These, bow-

ever, as will be seen hereafter, arc general terms, combining the re-

mits of mechanical processes nod intellectual powers + Correct in-

tonation, pure and fine lone, and articulation both of words and

notes, ought to bo amongst the first and last objects d a church

singer, i With respect to the first, intonation, the usual accompany -

• We cannot fail to remark the curious clas-i ft cation with respect hmnfc, Hat
Ike musical services of the se»eral sects appear to imply. In the chapels

of the three great denominations of Centers, we find, universally, a strong anil

stimulating Species of psalmody, calculated tn work upon the self-love and enthu-

Starm of the lower orders, by the participation it gives them. In the psalms of

the Church of Knjiland, there is only a species of plain mng, in which, as

kaiong dissenters, tdc whole irmgrigation may join, hut there ii little to affect in

airy way. [n truth, this part of the senire wants great amendment. In the

Catliedrai, there is a nearer approach to the splendor of the Roman Catholic

Worship, and a presuppo-il inn of a higher condition of acquirement, in the

Masses of the Catholic Chapel, we. conic al once into (lie loftiest region. Wc
fa '.(ii music a.' well as the l^iii^ou of p-.-atm's' and atttaimiient. All the rc-

tourcis of artar; ciiipli-yetl; ilm- jui iumitiji that state of high cultivation, which

tV'.' cfjiitrj w <::!£ t.'n: Cjtlmlii- fjilli (vi.fifs, ami from n hence it diverged,

h ill i" reality been th<- !=r>t t" rf.i !i and iMntinne.

+ I am aware, that in these essays, I have not adopted the most complete

drJci, but it is because as 1 am givinjj my thought* in this shape rather than in

regular treatise, I have chosen that which appears to me most likely to in-

i the student.

% "The effect of all those supplementary graces which really serve to assist

w-j;:cal expression they must diligently study and judiciously apply, either ta

enforce a single word or give the proper effect to a whole lenience; and though
Ih-.'y must do this without sacrificing distinct articulation to delicacy of tone,

yet (hoy mint endeavour to hit that precise medium in the vocal faculty which
pronounces and sing* at flu- yams time, and which is at once, in point if sound,
irv'.r- ii-vis, si!,!, ir. point nf rpntrh. articuhf- a tu-ri: to whirli only Srsi-saie

pn-tormm general 1

.}* attain."— II ii/joti oh Chunk Af.wtt.
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iug instrument, the organ, instantly betrays by the beating of the

pipes, Ihe slightest deviation from tune. Tbore is no friendly band

to support the linger or cover his defects. Willi regard (o the

second, because his sole dependence is on himself, ljis performance U
assisted by none of the accessories which minister to the theiiireor to

the orchestra, and moreover, because he is cot off from Ihe exercise

•fait those blandishments which servo to call oft' the attention of Ibe

bearer in those situations of more various attraction, his practice of

sustaining, increasing, and diminishing his tone should be more se-

dulously matured Sc kept up. He should study and fix the purest and

the finest tones [hat his voice is or may be made capable of producing,

in conjunction with the several powers of clocutory expression,

Those varieties which bestow Ibeir peculiar characteristics on the

passions, be should have at bis absolute command. It is not by

degrees of loudness and softness only, but also by the quality or kind

of tone that certain passages are well and distinctly marked. Thut

idea has been carried so fur by some, that they suppose the Voice in

singing to imitate the tones of passion in speech, and there is undoubt-

edly some analogy. But not to discuss the precise degree of resem-

blance, every observer knows, that the tones of certain voices are

more expressive of certain passions than others ; and Ihe faculty of

appropriating these tones should be sharpened, md cultivated by

minute observation and prod ice, since in the church this faculty of

voicing bestows more undisputed empire over the heart than any

•ther acquirement. The attainment we speak of is nol, however, to

be understood as direct imitation or mimicry, which is of nil other*

th* most distinctive mark of the want of commanding capacity.

Every student sets out upon his researches with a given quantity of

natural aptitude. His first acquisition* will necessarily be the

frails of imitation. But in proportion as he gathers strength, he

will begin to rely upon himself, and to discard, even without per-

ceiving it, the assistance he draws from others. As his knowledge

of his own powers anil his perceptions of the powers of ihe art are

enlarged, he will grow bolder in varying the application of that

knowledge and those perceptions, till at length (if he be gifted

with any fertility and vigour mure than belongs to mere mediocrity,)

he will impart, to whatever he does, that modification of intensity

and energy which constitutes what wc are accustomed to call

mgmalitj/.
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The elocution of church singing roust be carefully and severely

formed. It admits not of the slightest extravagance. It must bo

calm arid moderate even in the most solemn or forcible passages;

it must temper even the most vehement exclamations of anguish,

complaint, or joyfulness, with a chastity and purity that precisely

hits the sympathy of the auditor. Here lies the judgment. To
rise to fervor without end angering this fine test of execution by tur-

gidity or bombast, is by fur the most difficult part of the manner we
arc now considering. There is scarcclynny guide. The eloqucnoe

of the bar, the senate, the stage, are all ot too violent a nature, and.

that of the pulpit is below the truth ot expression. The sensibility

of a congregation or an audience, is, in point of fuel, the only test.

To arrive at the nio*t competent authority, however, we must en-

deavour to draw our illustration! from real life, from those sentiments

and feelings which arc ordinarily expressed, or which we ourselves

experience, upon occasions which place us in a parity of circum-

stances with the situation we are called upon to depicture. These, a

little heightened in the colouring, will afford us the means of forming

a true judgment.

The ornamental parts of church singing must be circumscribed

by tho same limitations. Uniformity and congruily must be scru-

pulously preserved. Not a note should Ire appended that does not

conform, with the most significant exactitude, to the entire style of

l*!c com position. The singer ought ulnavs to remember, thai he is

addressing himself to bis hearers upon the most important subject

that can occupy the human heart. He should seek only to ad-

vance the duty he is religiously engaged to fulfil. He is no longer

an artist only. He has taken upon himself a loftier character. He
is employed in the most sactcil, the most holy, most awful of all

occupations— in the worship of the Creator and Preserver of all

ran.1kind— in the celebration of events, or the relations of scenes in

which the particular intervention of the Deily is recorded. All the

parts of his execution should be decent, sage, and holy. Besides

this overruling and strongest influence, there is also.another to b«

drawn from th« technical circumstances. Most of (he compositions

of the church arc in parts, which implies a conventional understand-

ing of the united affects of all the voices. The individual effort must

be combined with the general results, and each one should study In

know and to accommodate his powers to the powers of the rest.
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In addition to llio circumstances we have enumerated, there is (in

the choir more especially,) a greater necessity for (lie student's regard

to the mechanical part ofsinging in this style, than in any otheri The
time should be regularly observed, since every relaxation is apt to

disturb that fixity of attention which tlie singer ought to be most
studious to preserve in bis auditory. In this respect there is a sin-

gular natural and arlirlcial constitution as it were, formed. Every
one suffers disturbance from breach of lime, after the uniform motion
has been regulated and imprinted upon his memory, by Hie repeti-

tion of a few bars; and to persons whose ears have been technically

habituated to strict time, it is impossible to describe the uneasiness
which any casual breach occasions. I not only speak of the general
time affiled to an entire movement, but to those occasional liberties

with single passages or notes, which, under the license of tempo
mbalo, singers are apt to allow themselves. As a general rule, stu-

dents should carefully abstain from all such indigencies. It is

perfectly true, that there is a period when the education being as it

were, finished, a performer can determine the [initiations placed upon
bis acquirements ; and when, if ever, he must exercise the right to

increase the effect of his singing by such accommodations. (Jut if we
yield to any such deviation in the early stage of our practice, a habit

of changing passages and of consulting our own ease, lo the great

injury of the composition and our own attainments, is sure to be con-

tracted. We ought to lay it down as a maxim, that the composer

best understands his own intentions ; and if we find that we fail to

convey the sentiments as they are set down, we should either over-

somcthe difficulty or relinquish the attempt, for something more

within the reach of our competency. Such ought to be the ride of

every young singer's practice.

We may now speak ofthe Oratorio, which we have said we consider

to hold a sort of middle place between the solemnity of the music used

at divine service, and lite lighter and more ornamented manner of

the orchestra. The Oratorio, we conceive, exhibits the most perfect

models of the great style, and demands the most extensive and
elevated powers of any species of vocal excellence. In conjunction

with all the dignified expression required by the church, it claims

all the elegancies of the art; and in proportion as the materials arc

more diversified, the taste and the forbearance of the possessor in the

use of them is the more indispensiblc. Handel and Haydn are
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almost t!ie only masters from whom English singers have hitherto

been much accustomed to draw their illustrations ; and we may as-

sert, without fear of contradiction, that the Oratorios of Handel,

The Messiah in particular, contain music more difficult to execute

worthily than any other compositions of any kind, except perhaps

certain very complicated and rapid songs of agility. Soprano,

tenor, counter-tenor, and bass will there find the most useful as well

as the finest exercise for their powers. Haton's music will, in a

measure, sing itself; none but a really superior performer can at-

tempt Handel with the slightest chance of success.

The sacred compositions of t his master are, it is true, wry various,

but there is throughout the whole a majesty that is not to be found

in any other. Perhaps it will be maintained, that his subjects are in

slrictncss more deserving the appellation of fine air than, those of any

other author. Nothing surely can combine grandeur of design

with the highest species of elegance, so perfectly as The Messiah.

But it is striclly sublime
;
and, to be at all effective, must be sup-

ported by the singer with parallel magnificence—the most difficult

of all possible attainments. Haydn's grace and sweetness, on the

contrary, impart a lightness which is nearer the grasp of mind, that

is the common property both of performers and of audiences.*

Handel, in the multitude of his Oratorios, is certainly far more

varied than Haviin, but there is the same presiding distinction'

over all his works. I have anticipated these remarks in my first'

letter, and to that I refer the reader, as explaining with sufficient

fullness the nature of the intellectual faculties required lo give

propriety to the execution of these great and delightful corn-

posit ions,f

There is only one rule to guide us to the just execution of com-

positions of this standard excellence. The style of the composer

must regulate exactly the manner of the singer. We must consider

the elevation at which bis mind has fixed the point of attainment,

and we must steadfastly and faithfully believe, that the purity of his

* In proof of this opinion, we may quote the almost universal imitation of

ll4Yiin, direr. t and indite', vliirh is to In- found in the works of later Com-

posers. Wilereai, tlsn sijle of II ivs.m, teas jo mlrinsietMj, liis ecu, so grand

and nwsUi hi, wi-l yi/nr uhmr ihc v^ur rc.h.h, tiiut no illumes of iuch Jv

l;m;>!.. remain rn record, to our knowledge.
t Seepage 30, (No. 1.)
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conceptions are never to be violated. Almost Itic only additions the

compositions of Handel will admit, are appoggialuras, and the

mode ofinserting these have been transmitted by a sort of tradition,

from Hasrel himself, through his first scholars, and (next to him-

self,) the most admirable judges of his writings, the late Mas.

Bates, Madame Mara, to the last living representatives of his

strong and pure style, Mas. Lacy, Mr. Vauohan, and Ma.

Bartlenak. These singers have handed down to us perfect

models of the true style of singing Handel, and which, there is too

much probability, will perish with them. They have at this

moment no successors ; and the introduction of the compositions of

modern masters, to the gradual exclusion of Handel's Oratorios, is

daily more observable.

Custom has rendered the addition of cadences at the conclusion of

Oratorio songs indispensilile. It is a worn-out observation, that

cadences should accord with the song, although it is the most ac-

curate and concise rule for their formation. To us, however, the

cadence appears to have been a singular invasion (at the outset «f

the custom) of the rights of the composer, and no very slight or pru-

dent assumption on the part of (he singer, for he thus undertakes to

give the Inst and strongest touches, when he attempts to engage the

feelings by passages uncombined with words. It seems to us to

have been the height of presumption to have arrogated the power

by such means, of further exciting the sensibility, and leaving a last

impression at the dose of such a song as " I know that my Redeemer

iketh." But custom has now established the usage, and it is no

longer a matter of choice. The world will have it so. We therefore

submit to the maturcst consideration of vocalists, the single fact

above stated—that the cadence is designed to heighten the effect of

the song, and to leave the last impression upon the mind ol the hearer-

It follows, thai the notes should be so chosen and so executed, as

not only to assort with, bat to transcend all the other parts. The

same custom hath ordained that the cadence shall be concluded by
a shake. For this reason, if there were no other, it is necessary to

inform this ornament with sentiment, which all who have beard

Maui, or who have noted the pathetic use the Italians sometimes

(though it must be confessed very rarely) make of the shake, know

not only to be possible, but to be the true property of tb.ia.orna-

ment. This is a general remark. Of the particular mode of exer-

o o a
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cise ami attainment I may come to speak hereafter, should I be

permitted to complete my intentions of giving to the public an en«

lire series of essays on thb elements op vocal science.

TO THE EDITOR.

I Have always considered music as a language, the principal

object of which is to communicate sentiments to the hearers by-

means of appropriate sounds, arranged according to the law* of

harmony.

To consider it merely as an amusement (as it too commonly is by
the volatile and the ignorant,) intended only to relieve the listlessness

of a vacant hour, is, in my opinion, to degrade it from the rank

which it is so justly entitled to hold among the liberal arts. When
properly understood and justly appreciated, it will be found not

only to gratify and captivate the ear, but to have a nobler object,

to administer (to those, at least, who have improved and refined

their taste by study and reflection), an intellectual plcasnre.

According to this enlarged and liberal view of music, its peculiar

province may be properly defined to be the faculty of addressing

itself, through the medium of the tense of hearing, to the fancy, the

ondei-.ftiiiditij«, and the heart. As, in fine writing, the sound is the

ei ho of i lie scute, so in inusir, particularly that of the higher class,

(he echo nl the very words to which they are set by the composer.

Jf v.c nnnlyze ilie l);st works of the principal composers, both

foreigners and our own countrymen, we thail find that ihey. all

endeavour to construct thorn upon this idea, though with very

unequal success. Among these, it is by all acknowledged, that no

man ever yet possessed this faculty of adapting his music to the oc-

casion, in such an eminent degree as Handel: and in spile of that

capricious changeling, popular taste or fashion, we still find that

the works of this great master always hold the highest place in the

estimation ofcompetent judges.
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To poitrt out from them some ofthose parts which would strikingly

illustrate the truth of these observations, would be an agreeable and

not a difficult task: the only difficulty indeed would be in the

selection—for where all is excellence, winch shall we prefer

!

I will, however, endeavour to draw the attention of your readers,

for a few moment)] to some of his pieces, which have always ap-

peared better to shew, in a remarkable manner, the wonderful and

various powers of his mind. I say various powers, for he knew

both bow to move the tender passions and bow to rouse the soul;

and, like Milton, to elevate its conceptions beyond the boundaries

of this present world. Milton is in poetry, what Handel is in

music. Who, for example, can hear the pastoral symphony in bis

Messiah, without feeling tbe most delightful emotions, which notes

so suited In the occasion, so smooth and pleasing, are adapted to

inspire f The mind is soothed into tranquillity, and transported, as

it were, into Arcadian scenes, the land of pastoral simplicity and

innocence. Or, if we hear (bat charming passage in the same

oratorio, " He thail feed his Jack like a shepherd/' or, the nirin

Samson," How willing my paternal love," (which Hn. Babtleman
sings with so much sensibility and expression,) the sentiments of

parental tenderness soften and subdue the mind, and melt it down

to kindred affection. If, as;ain, we turn to subjects of a melancholy

cast, we shall find him equally great and impressive. Perhaps there

is nothing to be found in the whole compass of music, that appals

the heart with deeper awe, or overwhelms it more with horror and

mourning, than the dead march in Saul. Every note is responsive

to those gloomy and solemn ideas which, while they awaken our

sorrowful recollection of those who are separated from us by the

hand of death, inculcate this most important moral—they remind us,

in warning accents, (which we should want the sensibilities belong-

ing to our nature not to feel), of our own mortality.

If we pursue our remarks still further, and consider some of hi?

passages that are remarkable for loftiness and sublimity of style, and

take for our subject the Hallelujah chorus, we shall then find all

that is grand and magnificent in lauding the glories of tbe Supreme

Being. All creation seems joining in the general chorus, and in

strains of rapturous adoration; chaimting Hallelujahs and Ilosanuas,

to him who gittclh on the everlasting throne. In short, Handel's

mind is so rich and abundant, that it always appears to be full of the
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•ubject, whatever it may be; and it is so comprehensive and bo judi-

cious, that he scarcely ewer fails of adapting his music to the charac-

ter of the sentiment. If the subject be soft ami pathetic, his notes

arc smooth and moving—if sorrowful, deep, sad and mournful; ifit

aspires to magnificence and sublimity, they assume a loftier tone,

and swell with majesty and grandeur.

If ever there existed a musician who could lay just claim to origi-

nality, thai man was Handel. He drew all his stores from nature

and from the force of his own genius, and was indebted to no one ei-

ther for bis style or his thoughts. He could not bend his talents to

think after any body else; conscious of the strength of bis own pow-

ers, lie disdained imitation, and trusted confidently to them alone.

His music therefore is, properly speaking, his own ; and what gives

it unrivalled grace nnil dignity Li this : not only (bat it is constructed

on the purest principles of harmony, but alio supported by a noble

bnse, so peculiar to himself, whilst a rich and agreeable stream of

melody runs throughout, and animates the whole; and that in a de-

gree which is not to be equalled in the works of any other composer,

either ancient or modern.

1 cannot, therefore, hesitate in affirming, that as he stands first and

furtmust of all others in his profession, his works deserve to be held

in the highest admiration, and (o be studied by all the lovers of

music.

But, notwithstanding this, much is it to be regretted that a light

and frivolous bind of music should attract so many admirers at the

present day, whilst Handel, comparatively speaking, is attended

to only by a few ; those few however are men for the most part of

giiitml judgment and refined taste, and competent to decide on the

relative merits of rival composers.

for my part I must confess (and I am far from arrogating to my-

self the praise of a critical knowledge of music) that when I have

heard n fine passage of Handel performed on the organ, by that

great master, Mn, Charles WesLbv, and afterwards hear a piece

of music ofany other composer, though given with all the feeling of

lhat inimitable performer, there still is, to my ear, a thinness of kmc,

a lightness and want of expression, which sink tiie latter almost to in-

significance by a comparison with the former. It may be said,

however, after all, who is entitled to set up his own opinion ai the

standard of uwlc! for what is ngwcnble to one person may not be to
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to another. Taste* are various? so I acknowledge tbey are, but

still we cannot surely admire tlie taste of that man who in poetry

1Voutd pwfcr-SHENSTosE & Gat, toMii.TON and Shakespeaue;

or in painting', would esteem n picture by the hand of Cajilo Ma-
hatti, or Vvca Giohdano, beyond the lcnrning and the genius

indistinguishable in the works of Kapha ei. anil Michael A no eld.

I cannot, Sir, close llicso remarks without adverting again to the

extraordinary ability of Mb. Charles Wmtr, 1 know his just

partiality to Handel, and I know also that few, if any, have ever,

surpassed him in giving upon that noble instrument, tho orgau, the

full and characteristic expression to bis music. Possessed ofa pro-

found knowledge of bis art, accompanied with a graceful and mas-

terly execution, be touches every note with life and spirit, and culls

forth all the Intent beauties of his favourite author. Ho feels with

all the soul of HastjEL,

No performer can lay just claim to excellence unless Ms ratnddi.

icett and inspires his execution. Excellence, though it cannot be

acquired without practice, is not to be*tlaincd by practice alone-

Nature must furnish the ground-work ; she must give sensibility,

and what may notbe improperly termed, a poetic fueling. With-

out this the performer may indeed acquire a considerable degree qf

accuracy, and a surprising power of execution, enough to amuse

and gratify, and even astonish a mixed and common audilory ; but

be will never satisfy the critic's ear, for his music will be wholly de-

ficient in pathos and expression, and consequently will fait to

awaken the passions and touch tho heart.

" Potlatuacilur,nonJU" unjust observation, and is equally appli.

cable to musicians and poefs. It is this sensibility which gives, sack

a charm to Ma. CnAni.Es Wwlby's execution* and bo* ranked

bim so deservedly high among the professors c.f bis art; nor yet is he

eminent only as a performer of other men's works, his own composi-

tions, to many of which I have frequently listened with delight, are

at once remarkable for taste and originality of invention. 1 1 is talents

are of the first order, and bis merits have been fully acknowledged

by the first judges of music, particularly by his Maj-sty and tho

Prince Regent.

Ser Joshua Revnomis was such an ?ntliu*ins(>c admirer of

Michael Angelo, that he laboured unceasingly in bis official

discourses addressed to the Royal Academy, to impress on the minds
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of the students tie superlative excellences of that great man. So

much was he strode with iho importance of holding him up as &

model for the study and imitation of artists, and so anxious was he

to impress them with the high idea of the talents of that extraordi-

nary person, that he declared it to be his ardent wish, that the last

word he should utter in the president's chair, (a kind of dying

bequest) should be Michael Angei.o ! !

!

The professor of music might with truth apply a corresponding

sentiment to Handel, and warmed with the same admiration of

the musician, as that which the late President of the Itoj al Academy

entertained towards the father of the Roman school, he might, with'

equal propriety and equal dignity, express to bis pupils the wish,

that the last word he should address to them, from the professor's

Chair, might be Handel !

I am, Mr. Editor,

Your Constant Reader,

C. T.

TO THE EDITOR.

It is now admitted, that (he delight which almost every individual

receives from music, combined with the leisure which wealth and

civilization afford to most classes, and the taste for intellectual

pleasures growing out of these two causes, have brought the science

into universal practice and request. Its cultivation must therefore

proceed with an accelerated velocity. Professors will become

more numerous; and as the propagation ofait depends mainly upon

them, as it is desirable both for themselves and the amateurs, that

heir intercourse should be preserved by the surest and safest ties, an

essay on the character of the professors of inusis appears tome to be

well worthy a place in such a work as Tub Quarterly Musical

Review. At present, Mr. Editor, the character of the profession

is clouded and obscured by strong facts and by stronger pre-

judices (which it must be confessed have their foundation in these
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facts,) sufficient to -close the door*, and to slinl the hearts of a great

proportion even of liberal persons, against all avoidable intercourse

with men and women, who with so much of accomplishment to re-

commend them, have at the same time among them tio small num-

ber of examples of laxity of principle to exclude them from society,

I am quite ready to grant, that the many suffer for (lie few, and that

there exists a great confusion relative to the several orders of

musicians. It is to endeavour to clear up these points, ai(d tp, p'Qi

pose a remedy, that I put pen to paper.

Id considering this subject, the first reflection I ought to make)

in order to except against invidious imputation, is, that my obsetf

rations are not confined to this or any particular point of time.

They embrace the general experience of the p;ist. 'Pile class that

attaches the most attention (I do not say it is the highest,) is that of

those singers who appear upon the stage. It is perhaps a necessary

consequence, that vocalists of this description will earn a far larger

sum than can be obtained by any other branch of the profession,

Hence great talents will be attracted into the vortex of the theatre,

where experience shows that the million have lost their innrul sense

in the delirious whirl of public applause, and fallen victims to

private solicitation, to seduction, and to dissolute pleasures. 1 shall

not now stop to enquire into the causes which facts prov.> (o exist

in sufficient force to produce so constantly the same results. But I

may be permitted to remark, and it is of importance to do s», that

the musical character thus becomes associated with the theatrical,

and, however unjustly, is taken to be amenable for all (he faults

and vices that do actually belong or that are supposed to belong to

the stage. This, Sir, is a broad distinction, and admits of a vast

declension. The denomination of a player or a public singer is

alike applicable to Mr. Young, Mas. SiDDois,or Miss Stbi'ubks,

and to the stroller from barn to b: rn ; and when we depart from

the Metropolis, we gradually descend from (he pinnacle of greatness

in art to its most occult depths of misery and degradation. But the

association is irremediable j and it is not more unfrequent in the one

degree in which the illustrious exceptions we have quoted by name

are ranked, to find the most depraved instances of departure from

tbc rules of morality, than in the other where licentious profligacy

kas the extenuation of all the temptations that lurk round poverty

sad passion,

v p
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In intimate relation with the English Theatre stands the Italian

Opera. Tlie manner* af foreigners engaged in such pursuits are

notoriously more luxurious and dissolute than consists with those

notions which distinguish tlio great body of the English nation.

There are doubtless very eminent exceptions, but it is the exception

that establishes the rule.

It is needless for me, Mr. Editor, to pan through the several

degrees that divide the musical, as they must do every other pro-

fession. I would ralbertreatthcsubjectgeneraliy (ban particularly,

for reasons which must be obvious. I must however stop to

remark, that even the teachers of music arc of necessity ranked with

those who exercise the art personally and publicly. Now I con*

ceive, that of all classes of musicians, the teachers are the most

respectable, and not the least consequential on account of their

daily admission and the influence of their manners upon the minus

of the children committed to their care. Their circle extends itself

every hour ; nnd I must do these ladies and gentlemen the justice

to proclaim, that their moral character, their manners, and their

general attainments, have kept more than equal pace with the

advances of the science to which they devote themselves. The

introduction of females as assistants in the art of tuition is a striking

improvement, both in the condition of the sex and of society.

Wc may now proceed to our purposed examination more at

large.

In the world, rank, wealth, nnd lalents arc the accessories which

mark men from the herd, and licit her of these distinctions is without its

pride nnd its prejudice. It might present more difficulty than I am
disposed to encounter to decide to which of the three Ihegreater shnrc

belongs. But talent is unquestionably the most susceptible and the

most sensitive. Rank is seldom uncombined with wealth and educo*

lion; all its pride and all its prejudice are therefore tinged, heightened

or softened by circnmslanccs not common to mere opulence, which,

however, is not now often found unaccompanied by education, except

in the very first founders of a fortune. Among persons ofcondition,

there is a general disposition to treat t»lcnt wild respect, and to em-
ploy its powers usefully and honorably. But I may venture to say

thai to whatever familiarity they may occasionally admit professors,

they never for a moment luy asido the opinion that it is a matter of

condescension on their part. They note with that nice tact which is
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the peculiar characteristic of higli polish, every deviaticin from

their bulbs of propriety, and they regard the admission of pro-

fessional people into their circle, merely as it contributes to their -

amusement. Still there is commonly a delicacy of behaviour which

strives to cover this the true principle that brings the parlies together,

and to preclude its ever appearing to disconcert tile individual.

Talent is safe in the company of well-bred people, for the essence of
.

good breeding is neither to say nor do an olli'iisive thing. The wnrscr

part of these sentiments, with regard to professors, have somehow or

other crept downwards through all conditions, and hence it happens -

that the moment we pass from really elevated (or good) society, the

Character of the musician seems to suffer the degradation which so

ill comports with the natural dignity of liberal art, and which the

professor ought not to undergo. However (ahe the facias it stands

The age to which this country is arrived, has brought us to a pilch

far beyond the state oi things when simple usefulness is the primary

ground of the estimation by which an individual or profession is to
:

be valued. The community is no longer in that period ol'ilsgrowth,

when strength, courage, or cunning, when the still of a carpenter, a,

smith, a herdsman, a shepherd, or a firmer, are alone the deside-

rata. We have long begun to respect the ornamental as well as the

more solid parts that compose the commonwealth. And, Sir, I

would bring to recollection the classical maxim, no less important to

society than to artists themselves, that nothing tends to refine the man-

ners and to add to the happiness of a state, both by the pleasures

laey carry along with them and by the vices which they banish

—

nothing I say contributes so much to civilization as the fine arts. It

is now no longer necessary to enquire concerning the utility ofmusi-

cal instruction and enjoyment. The science is come to take a share

and a very large share in our pursuits. And if the professors of

music rank in dignity of mind below oilier faculties, the cause is

less in the necessary devotion of their lime to the acquirement of

the technical and mechanical dexterity requisite to the practice

of their art, than to the dissipation of valuable hours in other

ways.

To return for a moment to the accidents which have placed man-
kind in their several stations and their consequences ; these are not

mote curious in themselves than the idea) value, at which the several
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classos estimate them. The nun of birth prides himself npon bis

ancestry, while the founder of a large fortune (even though he envies

the high-born) holds him up to ridicule and scorn. The man of

tare talents and hiirli science entertains a no less cordial contempt /or

the station and the wealth of the others, which he regards as .

extrinsic to their possessors, and conferring little that is truly to be .

esteemed by a wise man ;
yet it is no less certain that each of these

circumstances has its peculiar usefulness among the compacts of

society. As they respect the musician it imports him highly to take

ajust view of what each claims to demand, for (as it appears to me)

there is nothing that so materially injures the fortune and mars the -

happiness ofprofessional people as tliu riot seeing their own rights and

those of amateurs through a clear medium. This observation is as

common as the most common, with regard to all conditions of men,

but it applies more sensibly to the class I am speaking of than to

almost any other, because, although generally persons of inferior

birth and fortune, they suddenly become the objects of public

applause, and are called at once into the presence of rank and afflu-

ence, and into an intercourse so close and immediate as to implicate

a familiarity most dangerous to their habits, unless they are icrupn-

lously guarded by that irenem! sell -knowledge, which includes also

the knowledge of the relations in which we stand to those w ho sur-

In the computation we make of what is most valuable in life, wo

re all apt to be misled by one peculiar notion ; men are all prone to

consider Unit faculty or circumstance which most contributes to their

own elevation, not merely as most desirable and beneficial, but they

aW loo frequently think it is the only real source of greatness or

distinction. This idea prevails in proportion to the limits which edu-

cation and opportunity have fixed upon the general acquisitions of

the individual. But it is always true according to this degree,

because it is the effect of association, and in so far as the association

is interrupted or continued, the principle extends its hold and its

power- It is not wonderful that the hi^h-hom, accustomed to per-

ceive the rcspccl which waits upon title from their infancy, should

be brought to believe that birth is the fountain of honour. It is

no wonder, if the man of wealth who observes the obeisauce and

the power that are bought by opulence in the various gradations

through, which he ascends to large property, should look upon
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mane; as the means of purchasing whatever it is desirable to obtain

;

neither ought it to surprize us, should we find the musician enamour-

ed of that art, which is not only his mistress in the hours ol solitude

and labour, but u liich introduces him to admiration und to lutiiry.

These arc no more than the constant, the natural, the fore-doomed.

,

effects of habitual impressions.

The education of a Musician, as now conducted, but too commonly

begins in severe labour and privation. In the advanced state of

knowledge, the difficulties of attainment, if smoothed by the plea-

sures incident lo the progress of discovery, are yet so much increased

by the superiority science lias readied, and by the competition of sq

many more persons who are daily struggling for precedency, that

real excellence in any one branch of art, is the result of a vigor-

ous, continued, incessant application alone. Man is not born for

labour only. The mind as well as the body demands and will

have variety and relaxation. Hence, the early character of the

musician is liable to be tinged by oppositcs ; by an overween-

ing opinion of his own accomplishments, and by vulgar and disso-

lute habits acquired during the season of obscurity. It will now
hardly be disputed, that excellence in the tine arts calls into exercise

a larger portion of sensibility then belongs (o excellence in any other

pursuit, considered of itself, and that this sensibility receives nourish-

ment and strength every day from the practice of music. It follow*

that the science not only trains its professors to this superior

power of perception, but also throws them into the companv

of others, who are the objects of similar excitement. If these pre-

mises be true, it will, and it does in point of fact, account for Iba

moral aberrations of those employed in the fine arts, which thongi*

they sometimes terminate in gross sensuality, will be nlmost always

found to begin in sentiments, the oflspring of an excitability that

may fairly be termed morbid.

Having thus endeavoured to lay bare the causes, we may proceed

to propose those remedies which appear to me to be likely

to remove the dangers and prevent the evil. The reflection that

lies at the very deepest root, is, that as in a case of this kind, we can

justly expect to produce no change in the opinions of the actions of

others, but by a correspondent action of our own, to ought we (o

direct our whole attention to the formation' of our desires and affec-

tions, principles and habits. We arc to war with our own passions.
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Tbe rewards which mu-ic promises are perhaps as frequently the

motive to adopting it for a profession, as any real or supposed apti-

tude, and of the hundreds of persons now annually trained to the

science, perhaps there Is a pretty equal portion of those who follow

ftt from mere necessity or from some casual facility or incitement and

of those who take to it by descent as it were. The education of all

these persons is loose and vague. Somcfindtheirway tothe theatres,

raore into private teaching, and but too many into the wretchedness

of subordinates in every department. Few indeed are there who

combine general knowledge with excellence in art. Upon such

knowledge, neve rlhe less, depends all the estimation tliey cun hope to

enjoy in society, beyond the short-lived admiration which the exer-

cise of particular talent immediately exciles; all the estimation

which gives solidity and value to the brilliancy of genius ; all the

moral rank, if 1 may so call it, which dignifies aman in sociely. Nor

is the common neglect ol general attainment at all wonderful under

the circumstances. The labour of practice can scarcely ever be re-

lieved, except by some coarse or dissolute species of dissipation.

The poor musician can find no better associa'es than those of his

own condition, and while his sensibility is sharpened by bis art,

his taste occasionally awakened, and his manners improved by the

good company into which that art casually introduces him, it is most

probable he is only made to feel the more acutely those deficiencies

which he has not the means to repair. The polite and the informed

who are induced to enter into converba Iion with him, discover at

once that his recommendations are confined to his fiddle or his voice,

nnd they quit him under that hopeless conviction; while he himself

is doomed to experience for evermore the mortification of a neglect

the more culling, as he conceives it lobe the effect of the insolence of

wealth, or the hurd-heartcdness of pride. Of his own defects unhap-

pily it isa part of his portion of bitterness to remain ignorant. He
bits no standard of comparison, but those who are his equals in

general circumstances, and his inferiors in the one pursuit to which

be owes his bread and his advancement. He is therefore surrounded

by causes which lead him to erroneous conelusions, both with regard lo

himselfand tooihcrs. Our readers will clearly understand, we trust,

that we now speak of the bulk of musicians. Those happier in*

stances of Mien educated under the intelligent care of parents or

friends, whose previous success in the profession or In life, has enabled
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them to find the easier path to greatness, give n contrast but not a
contradiction to our more universal ik-stription. Were tbey per-

haps to trace buck even a single generation, they would arrive at

tlie original of uiir portraiture.

It shuuld seem then, from what I have advanced, that ail who en.

ler the profession of music, should have an especial regard to two

material facts. First, tliat it is a liberal art which requires the aid

and support of a liberal education ; and secondly, tjiat as Hie pro*

fession is sure to be associated more or less intimately with persons

of high birth, affluent circumstances, and enlarged acquirements, it

is essential to its prosperity that the mind should be trained to elc-.

gant pursuits and attainments, as well as to a just sense of what is

due to character, independently of particular science.

In the present state of things, I hold such an understanding of ths

musician's case, and the prosecution of the studies necessary to com.
plete such a character, to be absolutely impossible in the million of

instances. The acquirements which are now, I may say, indisperrsi*

We to any thing npproaching professional eminence, are far more ex.

tended than those unacquainted with the attainments of great pro.

fessors conceive, and a good deal of the arrogance of persons of mero
condition and mero wealth would shrink into a very painful sensa

»f insignificance, tit the deficiencies they would be forced to admit,

on a comparison with those who are justly entitled lo rank with

superior musical elevation. J consider that a really good plaver on
the pianoforte cannot have passed for many years, less than four hours

daily in serious practice. If to this be added the cultivation of a

voice to anything like perfection, two hours more must be given up

to study. No musician can be considered to have reached any ge.

neral knowledge of art, who is not theoretically acquainted with the

laws of harmony, which at the least will require ons hour more for

n year or two, even to obtain what is requisite to judicious uccompa.
niment. Thus then seven hours of severe mental exertion must be
daily consumed, and few minds are capable of atleiitjori to aziy pur»

pose for a longer period. Nor should I set any very high value

upon a singer's knowledge, who was not versed in the Italian language

and in Italian music. Yet it is not now uncommon to meet a girt

under twenty years of age, who has attained all this, together witli

the power of conversing in French, and with a good deal ofgeneral

literature. These are fact* which fall within the notice of almost
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every person conversant with the educated part of the world.*

1 put it then to the good feelings and the good sense of the eminent

in (he profession, whether something be not wanting that might en-

sure (he advantages I have endeavoured to prove to be indispensable

to the advancement of the professional reputation, as well as to the

removal of those prejudices, which with more or less justice, now

obtain against the introduction of musicians into the intimacy with

Ihe world, to which persons of infinitely lower standing in intellec-

tual refinement are commonly admitted. It appears to me that this

desideratum is a sort of Collegiate Establishment for the edu-

cation of youth designed for the profession of music. If it be ob-

jected that our universities already afford such an opportunity, I

musideny the assert ion. The universities are closed by a multitude of

opposing impediments, one of which is all powerful, vii. expence
j

And were this objection not insuperable, I should contend that they

do not afford the necessary foundations for a good musical educa-

tion. They are deficient in almost every particular.

1 am not prepared, Sir, to go into the detail of what would be re-

quired forsach a foundation. The object of my present essay is to

* In confirmation of our correspondent's opinion, we can quote from our

own knowledge instances of art ists. who line (at a later period of life) reached

a far mote elevated advancement than that denribed in the text. Mnj
1'ahke, a lady who stood deservedly high, both in private mid public esteem,

hud made attainments in scienre, in San^ua^e. am! in liti-rnTurc, which were

ii'^ni'idng, " lien combined with the exercise of her professional duties : and

Halt Biakcbi Laoy was not less gifted. The acqoirements of these two ac-

complished women would have dons honour to any condition of life, and in point

of brilliancy and solidity, are matter of just surprize (o thr.se who knew how
incessantly' their time was occupied hy public calls. Both of them spoke

and wrote their native language wit.li great purity and elegance, besides Italian

and French with the spirit and accuracy of natives. Both were, well versed in

the classical authors of their own country. They were both among the first pi-

anofnite players nf their time, and the finest singeri. We believe the former

added a knowledge of Spanish to lie: oilier acquisitions, and the rooms of the

Utter were embellished with the productions of Iter pencil. They were both

eiidiiwed*jlii c\i-ellcnt hearts and with ei]lan;ril ii;:i-l!ccls. They were botli

i tciicd into the n-ry Inflict circles in the kingdom with (lie respect stich ta-

Ifjiti demanded. The one still lives to adorn a private station, and the other,

«f limient to say, at the call ofroniusal affection, basjmt quitted her countn
,

her children, and tier friend*, lei!, tin r with an ample iiuonn'. for India, Mr.

Lacy's health requiring* change of diinate. She eanie. with tier to the ea-t

ssirli' rreriiniiiendittion- a.- f.'.iv liave enjoyed, in addition In those which must

accompany her every wiiere. Wo hope a warmer air will restore Mr. Lacy to'

the fullest eirrciso of these talents which had just begun to lie known, and

which had placed him at the very summit of profewiouai attainment in Kng-

land.-HijiiTOu.
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prove its necessity, and to assist in attracting the attention of profes-

sional eminence and public patronage towards so important a pro-

vision fortlie happiness of the talent employed in promoting a pur-

suit now almost universal, and a, pleasure that is come to form so

principle a share in (tie amusements of all ages and all classes. Your

first number contained an ample proof in the history of the Fund for

the relief of the widows and children of deceased musicians, of what

zeal is able to effect in so good a cause—and surely those provisions

which should prevent poverty and depression, are equally entitled to

public patronage and private generosity with the charity that

Telteres them. I am one of those who think it woidd be an im-

portant and a fortunate change for society, if we could restore tho

customs of that time, when madrigals were the substitutes for cards

and dice, and when " to be able to sing his part at sight" was con-

sidered as one of the requisites of" the complete gentleman."" I

am not, Sir, a musician, but T have been a deeply-interested witness

of the innocence and purity of mind the practice of the science has

contributed to preserve, as well as of the happiness it has enabled

large families to participate, with their parents, relations, and con-

nections. I hare also observed, that music, supported by other

liberal attainments, has frequently formed the best introduction to

the best company; and I have as uniformly seen, that even in con-

nection with great particular talent, ifunaided by such concomitants,

it has led to dissolute habits, and the ultimate destruction both of

body and soul. Considering your publication as promising a union

ofliterature with music, which can but be favourable to the propa-

gation of those ideas I have ventured to throw out respecting tho

character and conduct of professors, I beg to conclude my essay by

* : Music was so generally well understood, fabout 1650) thai a in.™ who
Lad any mice iir ear was always supposed in lie aljk' 10 i-ing his part, in a

madrigal or song, at sight. Peacbam requires of his gentleman, " to be
able to sing Ins part sure, and :<t Hie iii-l s'nlil

: and. "iilial. to \>hy flic same
on the viol or late,"-Complele Gentleman, UK).' And I'liil-m. allies, in Morley's

excellent Introduction to Practical Music, fol. Loud. 1507, thus complains—
(at the banquet of master Sopholulus)— Supper beiiisj ended, and music,

books, according to custom, being brought to (able, the miftn-'s of ilu 1 house

presented me with a part, earnestly requesting me to >lnj$. ilut "li-n, after

many eicuses, I profe-ted im:Vif;iii'd1y, thabl ronld not every one began to

wonder; yea, some » In.-peiwl to oth-rs, demanding bow I was brought up.

So that, upon shame of mine ignorance, I go now t j seek out mine old friend]

ouster Guorimus. to make myself his scholar."

Q a.
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wishing it may enjoy an extensive circulation among them, and the

aid and encouragement of those, who like myself, enjoy the leisure,

ond cultivate the desire to render both subservient to the purposes of

public virtue and public happiness.

I am, Sir,

Yours, faithfully,

V*TUI.

THE MUSICAL STUDENT.

No. 1.

I Have often lamented that musical lite ratme slum! J be so little cul-

tivated among us. This appears more remarkable, when we con-

sider the great encouragement which is given to music in this coun-

try, an J when every one is aware that we are exceedingly apt In take

offence it our claim to (lie distinction of a musical people is disputed.

On this topic much might be said, but as I now have neither

leisure nor inclination for a formal disquisition, I shall hereafter, from

time to time, statu my opinions concerning it. At present, it may

suffice to observe, that the chief design which I have in view is, to

excite, in my brother professors, a taste for more particular enquiry

into the principles of the art they practice, and to induce them to

make the result of their enquiries public, for their mutual instruc-

tion and advantage.

It is a remark of Dr. Burner, that music has been more ad-

vanced by the labours of unlearned men, than it has been by philo-

sophers and mathematicians ; and, should any one be disinclined to

believe this assertion, he must still admit, that the greatest benefit

may be expected to arise from an interchange of ideas between

those, who with genius and enthusiasm lor their ;i.rt, are in the daily

study and exercise of it.

A frank cxposttionnf the doubts, the difficulties, and even of the dis-

appointments and fail Hit's of such men, will be of incalculable advan-

tage to those who folio* litem; and, in this work, the humble*

t

musician should not be deltmd from bearing a jiail, since, by soma

happy circumstance, be may occasionally contribute as much to

the general improvement, as the must m lightened and distinguished.

lib thu cousidcratiou ubicb eticoutagcs. me to commence a acnes
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ofessays, on radical subjects, (hough to say the tmlb, I have little

or no pretensions to scholarship, and am quite a novice in literary

composition. After this declaration, many perhaps will think iny

undertaking exceedingly rash. ButI wonUl entreat tItem to consider

what I hare just said, and lo remember that the Trumpeter, though

a very insignificant personage, is often instrumental in summoning

the greatest heroes to (lie field.

Besides, (he old observation may be here repeated, that it is im-

possible for any one to aim at the instruction ofothers without im-

proving himself; and, there fore, ray present attempt may make a

writer of me, when my friends least expect it. Pope, I remember,

somewhere mentions the great diliioulty which he experienced, when

he first began his translation of Homer, and Gibbon describes, with,

much complacency, the facility in composition which practice

gave him.

Now I am far from sapposing that I shall ever bo so poetical as

Pope, or so philosophical as Gibbon; nefertheless I trust that habit

will improve me in the art of writing, and that I shall not hereafter

be reduced, as I now often am, lo nibble one end of my pen for &

thought, as much as I wear out the other in expressing it.

It is usual for authors, at the commencement of their works, to

stale the plan on which they intend to proceed; but I must really

confess that I have no plan at all. I do this without any affectation,

of singularity, and, indeed, it does not appear requisite fot me, at

this time, to specify any particular object which I may have in view

—save that of general improvement.

Biography, criticism, and scientific discussion, may all occupy me

in turn ; and in the treatment of them, my readers, if I should have

any, must be pleased to take me in my own way.

I have just acknowledged my unacquaintancc with literary com-

position, consequently it is not to be apprehended that I shall sacri-

fice truth to the rounding erfmy periods. Nay, were I so inclined,

I think that I should be deterred by the example of a reverend gen-

tleman, who having lately introduced the Pope and the Inquisition

for the above-mentioned purpose, received for his pains a rebuke

from the highest and most grave authority.

In the prosecution of my design, it will also be my earnest wish

and endeavour to avoid giving offence or uneasiness to individuals.

I shall, therefore, treat my subjects as generally as possible, but if

Q q 2
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any one should imagine that my remarks apply particularly to him,

notwithstanding my declaration lo (lie contrary, he must be reminded

of tilt' homely French proverb— Qui sc sent galeux se gale.

The Spectator rays—"I have observed, that a reader seldom

peruses a book \iilh pleasure till be knows whetherthe writer of it he

a black or a fair man, of a mild or choleric disposition, married or

a balchclor, with oilier particulars of the like nature, that conduce

much to I lie rijjhr midefbtaiiiliog; ul' (in author." It is not, however,

my intention to say much concerning myself; for, being quite an

everyday sort of person, it would be an idle waste of my reader's

time. It docs not appear that I have ever been very remarkable lor

genius, or that my birth was accompanied by any prodigies. No
bees are said to have settled on my cradle—though, to be sure, that

might have happened from my being- born in London, and in the

winter. Even for music, I did not discover any early predilection.

Once I cried, it is true, till my good lather bought me a fife, and I

afterwards cried because I could not play upon it ; but, as such

things may have been done by other children, I shall lay no stress

ou them. Music now constitutes one of the great delights ofmy lite,

and its advancement In my country, and the entreas'mg reputation

and honor of all those who worthily profess it, are objects always

near lo my !i;-arl.

It is on these accounts that I have ventured to present myself

before the public, in spile of all the disadvantages under which I

labor; but, circumstanced as I am, let no one wonder that I wish

tn h;.' strictly iiicoi.^utn. My friends, therefore, should they recog-

th.;-L' si^'iiilieiiiil nulls a. id iviiiiis which show them to be wiser than

their neighbours
;
and, should I ever be compelled to deny myself,

I entreat them to extend to me that polite indulgence which often

leads them to allow that an acquaintance is" not at home," although

they have just seen the worthy gentleman move away from the

window.

Enough has now brea .-aid to give a general idea ofmy design, in

the execution of which I shall neither be profound nor witty, if I can

help it. The ladies, therefore, aud the critics will have nothing

lo fear.

Those persons who a*r disposed lo assist the musical student in his

iradcrlaking, arc requested to send their communkalious addressed
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Id bim, at tlie publishers, Messrs. Baldwin, Cradock, and Joy,

Paternoster Row, London.

TO THE EDITOR.

Sin,

As in your last number, page §15, you mentioned a volume of.

Masses, which were published by t lie permission of the hitc Mr. Sa-

muel Webbe, perhaps a few remarks on that volume may not be

unacceptable to your readers, previous to which I shall hazard an.

opinion as to how it happens that NU sacred miihic is generally con-

sidered inferior to his secular compositions. The following adver-

tisement, prefixed to the volume itself, shows by inference the

intention of Mr. Webbe in the composition.

ADVERTISEMENT.
" The following compositions being well adapted to tile powers of

a small choir, have been eagerly sought after, bulb for public and

private use.

"On observing that Mr. Wcbbe had no intention of ever printing

tliem himself, we solicited his permission to publish them, which bo

not only granted, but also offered to assist in correcting the plates.

" With the view then of rendering them as useful as possible, Wfi

printed them in the pocket size; and also separately for general ac-

commodation.

"Although the basses are not always figured, the hand ofthe skill-

ful organist will seldom be at a loss for proper harmonies necessary

for the accompaniments, at they will naturally arise from the pro-

gression of the melody, which (as all church music should be,) is as

simple as possible, &c."

In addition to science and a highly cultivated taste, which his secu-

lar compositions sufficiently indicate, Mr. Webbe has shewn, by tire

simplicity of his composition in the work above alluded to, that he

possessed a clear idea of musical effect. He was well aware that

music, in many parts, enriched with extraneous modulations, is not

to be performed but by singers whose powers and abilities are of the

very first rate; that such music is much better calculated for the
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chamber than far the church, and that sach choirs could not be ex-

pected out of London! He therefore so calculated his music as to

produce, even in small choirs, a choral effect. A striking example

of this may be found in the Portuguese Hymn "Adcstefide/a.'
i The

universal joy at the birth of a Saviour manifested in this hymn,

which is used only during the Christmas festivity, is but feebly ex-

pressed by a few select voices, uniting with the most exquisite preci-

sion, to give effect in a large building to the delicate and lender

harmonies and graceful passages with which Mr. Novella has adorn-

ed it. Tim delightful species of harmony is indeed well calculated

for ihe chamber ; but the nobly energetic arrangement of Mr. Webbe,

admitting by its simplicity of an indefinite number of voices, is far

belter adapted to (he expression and diffusion ofthat general exulta-

tion which "dually operates upon every one assembled in the sacred

edifice on so joyous an occasion. I have selected this hymn, because

generally known in the musical world, and for that reason best calcu-

lated to elneidai'* inn! en lore*', by comparison, ray idea of the sound

judgment of (he author, whose work is now under consideration. If

it appears thus conspicuously 'in the arrangement ofa piece not origi-

nally his own, wc may surely give him credit for a due exercise of

it in the compositions in question; for his glees prove his powers

;

and I hence draw the conclusion that, in his Musses, he has rendered

those powers subservient 10 his judgment. The volume of them

alluded to in your Magaiine has the following title page : "A Col-

lection of Modern Church Music, consisting of Masse.', &g. com-

posed by (lie following masters, Webbe, Paxlon, Kicci, and Dr.

Arue. Published by permission ofMr. WebUe, and under his imme-

diate inspection." The first live appear to be by Mr. Webbe
j the

sixth is supposed to bo by Dr. Arne, the seventh is by Iticci, and (be

eighth and ninth by Paxlon. The first and fourth, in the keys ofA
and D major, appear to have been intended for common occa-

sions. The second, which is in the key of Bb major, opens with

a fine largo sosteuutn movement, the third strain of which contains

tome fine though simple modulation. The " Gloria'" commencing at

" El in len A Pot'
1
begins with the eighth tone of the Gregorian

thauts reduced to time, on (he stile of which the whole appears to be

founded. The soli and tulli arc well contrasted. There are soma

line Modulations from " Qui tollis prreala mitndi," to " Trr solus al-

iissinius Jau CArisftj" a>d " cum sandu" to Ihe cud, concludes the
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hymn with a majesty well befitting the words. In the " Credo"

which commences witli " Patrem omiiipotcnttm," the eighth tone is

again introduced, which also seems to influence the style of tin

whole. It contains many well imitated points. The " Gentium noa

factum" U a real canon of the eleventh above. The characteristics

of the " Cruaflxut" are sublimity and expression in an eminent

degree, and the piece if wall sustained throughout, The 11 Sanclus,"

more than any other part of this Mass, shews Mr. Webbc's discri*

rain ation in choral effect. The words have furnished him with *

favorable opportunity which he has not neglected. The " Agmtl

Dei" is a fugata, and a fine movement. Tile " Sicut tint" in the

" Domitic sakum fnc" contains a subject which is regularly answered

the first time, and has some judicious imitations of it and of other

points. The first strain of the " Taatum ergo" is music well suited

to the solemn occasion, and forms a striking contrast with the dignU

fied' Alia Breve movement which follows. 1 have dwelt more parti?

cnlarly on this Mass, because, whilst the modulation is rich though

simple, whilst the soli and tiitti are well contrasted, whilst it abound*

with judicious imitations, it is perhaps more devotional than any pf

the others.

The third Mass, which is in C major, seems, as well as the fifth

and siilh, to have been intended for the more solemn festivals of

the year. The " Gloria" a as magnificent as can be well expected

in a- composition of two parts. The '* Et ilerum Venturas est atm
glorid" is followed by a fine organ symphony, as is also "judfosri

vivos," which gives an impressive effect to the words when performed

on an instrument which has the advantage of a trumpet stop, 'i'lift

" Ciijns rcgni nun fritfinis" is a movement consisting of an imitation

of three points) the effect of the repetition of the words "nan erit

finis" is heightened by the moyemeut concluding with an aversion

of the imperfect cadence from the key note to [Is fifth. The Sane-

tus" is majestically introduced by a symphony, which contains an

organ point, and other symphonies interspersed, add much to the

force of the words. An equal and dignified style is sustained

throughout the remainder of the Mass.

The fifth Mass, which is in F major, differs in one pailioolar fjponi

the preceding four, being divided not like them into strains, but

generally into movements. The Kyrie efeisan contains some fine

^combinations of harmony. The effect of the '» Gloria in fxcekit
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Deo" is greatly enhanced by an interchange of words between the

parts, which ia a peculiar characteristic in the compositions of Mr,

Webbe. The duels, solos, and chorusses, from " Laudamus Is" to

" propter magnam gloriam luam" are well worlhy attention. This

hymn is well concluded by a Fugata. Tlie creed, although set ia

common lime, has much of the cilcct of a chant, relieved only by a

duet and three solos. The IScnedictus U a continued solo, occasion-

ally accompanied by a chorus of " Ilosanna," another instance of

Mr. Webbc's excellence in the management of his words. This Mass

is enriched throughout with an organ bass. The stile of each of

these five Masses La ably supported, and yet they vary so much from

each other, that one would not imagine they were by the same com*

The sixth Man, which, is in F major, is in three parts; alio,

tenor and bass, and is a florid composition. The "Gloria" is open-

ed by a symphony in the style of luc coronation anthem, which in-

troduces the succeeding chorus with surprising cllect. This move-

ment to " propter mug/mm gloriam luam" is composed of chorusses,

florid passages and points finely contrasted. " Domine Deus Ilex

celcstis" opens with a bass solo, which continues to " suscipe depreaf

tionem nosiram" which is well calculated to shew a fine voice, and

has a brilliant organ accompaniment interspersed with symphonies

;

after which, a siipplichevoh: movement is introduced lo the words

" Qui sedes ad dtxtram Pain's," and the hymn is concluded with

alternate solo and chorus, in tiic same bold style in which it begun.

The credo is opened and continued in the same style to " Qui prop-

ter nos homines," which is an alto solo as far as the " crueifixus." It

is directed to be performed con ammirationc, and by its simplicity,

gives ample scope to the powers and judgment of a singer. A tenor

solo occurs from the " El in Spiritum Sanctum" which from the

nature of the passages requires some powers in the singer; but

though florid, they may be easily expressed in buildings much

larger than chapels usually are. The remainder of the Creed, and

indeed of the whole Mass, from the boldness of the passages, from

the contrasts naturally arising from the words, end from the inter-

spersion of solos, duetts, trios, and symphonies amongst the cho-

russes, seems eminently calculated to produce the effect undoubtedly

intended by the author, that of giving additional solemnity to divine

service on tie greater festivals of the year.
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The sBrenfh Mass is by Rioci ; but as Mb. Novello lias added

n counter and tenor parts, nnd as I am not in possession of that

score, I should be unable to do it justice

The eighth anil ninth Masses are by the late Mil. Paxton, and

although their style is somewhat heavy, they are neither of them

-without their beauties. The " T)omine saluim fac" in I hi) first, is a

line, bold, expressive, and devotional movement. Ma, Wesley
seems to have been of the same opinion with all who have heard tho

" Tanlum rrgo" having used it as a theme for variations, which, in

the hnnds of a skilful organist, cannot fail to delight the heater. In

the second " ffosanna" of the last Mass, an cll'cct quite original,

seems to be produced by a responsive arrangement nt'ihe words.—

.

Upon tie whole, it is Impossible tojudge of these Masses from their

simple appearance in notes
;

as, with a few exceptions, a large build-

ing and a number uf voices ::k its t-wfiii:i! to (heir proper efli-ct, as

a small room and select voices are necessary to that of the mors

delicate compositions of modern authors.

Besides these, Mr. Webbe has published some other Masses,

and a number of motetts, which last, although Ihey in general re-

quire finer sioging, and are many of them well calculated lor the

chamber, yet they are so composed ns to produce, in divine service,

the effect which he desired; in proofof which I need only point out

thfi following :
,( Alma redemptoris," in 0 major ; solo md chorus,

" O Snlularis hostia," a duett in F major; " O Sacivm Comn&m"
B duett in G major; " O Jan /Jew tnagne," a duett for sopranos

in Bb major. And in another publication 11 Exnmli Domine preces

wpi lai" with a brilliant organ accompaniment. Many otiier ex-

amples might be quoted to shew that Mr Wenm; has not descend-

ed in his sacred music, but the above 1 hope will auihee.

I am, Sir,

Your molt obedient Servant,

James Taylor,
No. 58, Pattcrgattrttrtit, .Weraich,

Jqnuury tSlh, 1819,



TO THE EDITOR.

There is not, perhaps, any branch of the Musical Scienco

more necessary to a composer than Modulation. It may be said

to be the key which opens to Ibe admiring car all the treasures of

harmony. A knowledge of it imparls a clear insight into the harmo-

nious beauties of great masters, whilst a deficiency in this essential

branch is likely to render abortive the exertions of the greatest

genius, cither in composition ot extempore performance, llameau,

who, ifl mistake nut, was the first to systematize harmony, considers

modulation to be the manner of removing from one key to another,

and in Ibis sense, I believe it is generally understood in the musical

world. . The above, as well as many succeeding authors of great emi-

nence, having so largely treated on this subject, I propose chiefly to

direct the attention of ihe reader to such points as I do not recollect

to have met with in other authors, or which are but slightly com-

mented on.

I shall first consider the order of relation in the minor key. Tba

nearest relations to the key noie, according to Mr. Kollraaun in bis

Essay on Musical Harmony, chap. 10, are first, its 5th minor, second-

ly its 4th minor, thirdly iis 3d major, fourthly its minor 7th major,,

fifthly ils miuor 0th major; and according to Rousseau, as quoted

by Kollmaun, 1, the 5th major; 2, the 3d major; 3, Ihe4tb minor;,

4, the minor Bill mnjor; 5, the miuor 7th major. But the transi-

tions are not the same as in the mnjor key, owing to the minor keys

requiring a mnjor 7th in ascending ; for if we proceed from a minor

key to its5lh, the ear expects a major third ; and if we ascend from a

hey nole to its fourth, the key note seems to require a major third.

The most natural transitions therefore seem to me to be, from a key

note to its third and to its sixth ; for as those ore not the progressions

of a chord of the seventh, no deficiency is felt, and although I pre-

sume to differ from the above writers on this point, it is simply with

regard to transition, for if the dominant of the new key is introduced,

it of course removes all objections.

Although the transition from a minor key to its minor sixth majoi

is very harmouious, yet from the sixth to the key is not equally so,
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which may be thus accounted for. The key being minor, Hip car

dees not demand any particular progression, whereas, in passing

from the sixth (o the key nole, the car Menu to require (lie chord

of the sixth or r[j rather than (lie common chord.

None of these difficulties occur in passing from a minor key to its

third major, or vice vena, for, first, (as it baa been already remarked.)

Uic car expects no particular progression from a minor chord, and

secondly, the key note of die minor key forms no partof the common
chord of its third major.

When a major common chord is nsed, it may be considered and

treated as a keynote, a fifth or a fourth, it being particularly proper

to those intervals *n account of their commanding the cadences.

This role, however, does not apply in natural modulation, Where an.

accidental major chert! is felt as the dominant of (lie new key. A
minorcbord can be bnf a key note or fourth, because (he fifth ofthe

key, as such, always carries a major chord.—(sec page 141 of this

noil.) The minor chord, however, is often used as a leading

chord to a dominant, and (Ik imperfect chord is seldom used in .any

other capacity. The proper use of (lie inversions of these chords il

naturally deduced fpum the above observations. The inversion of

chords answers three purposes. 1st. It prevents that monotonous ef-'

feet which a <con$tant succession offundamental chords would neces-

sarily produce. Hd. It softens certain progressions, which would

sound somewhat hard in their fundamental state, particularly

when the inversion causes the bass to move by gradation. 3d. It

renders a bass .much more melodious.

The resolution of discords seems to me to have been too much li-

mited by fiUmeeu and other writers, as the car appears satisfied, if

the discord is followed by a concord. Suppose the discord to be C
D, the 0 may descend to B, or the 0 ascend 4o E. This latter re-

solution takes place in J tii incan's chord of Uic sub-dominant, which

J wish to extend to ail other discords. Rameau's sub-dominant,

however, is limited to rising a fifth, w hich appears unnecessary. I

will therefore notice some progressions of the chord of the seventh,

which vary from. those usually taught: such as, G7 AG—G7 A'

—

G7 A; s
. As in these three examples the bass has ascended to

resolve the discord, I leave it to the judgment of the composer,

whether the bass note may not be doubled in the octave, that while

one part rises to the resolution of the discoid, the other may take a
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fundamental progression. Thus G7 F—G7 D—G7 D J. Tills

ecoud resolution will of course add to (he number of chords that in-

terrupt (he cadence, fly inversion, IhesC progressions areas follows:

Bj C B , A 6—Bt AJ—BJ A D? Cj—D$ Df-Df Of-
fice. &c. On the same principle C j may be followed by CJ, or

by liT—C O In B;, \c. and I uL.h to In- underwood, lhat a concord

resulting f'riiiD my of these resolutions may be (rented as if no dis-

cord had appeared; thus, B f , C t Uj^, O. But if discord follows

discoid, [he proper progression must be attended to. Having sub-

mi Ilid these <ibnervations uti the (realmint of diicoidi Id Inn gentle-

men well versed in the science of music, their apprub at ion has in-

duced me tn submit ll"'m also to (lie candour of the profession ; not

that ! wish to encourage (lie immoderate rise of discords, but with a

view of introducing such a variety of harmonious combinations as to

supersede the necessity of loo frequent a use of the chord of the

diminished seventh i for though Mr. Kollmoun, in bis rondo on (hat

chord, has shewn its immediate progression to all the twelve major

and minor keys; yet as some of those progressions are harsh, com-

posers 1 1nvif selected the most harmonious of them tar general use,

which begin now to be distinguished, not only by the scientific, but

by (he musical eat ; and as t)ie progressions are generally the some,

a continuation of them would be likely (o descend from elegance (o

insipidity. It follows, therefore, thut as concords are not limited in

their progression, and as they leave the ear in a pleasing uncertainty,

every variety of effect, from the most sublime to the most airy, may

be produced by the use of lliem sparingly interspersed with discords,

particularly by admitting the two-fold resolution of the latter. This

kind of resolution may be applied even to the chord of the dimi-

nished seventh, ns may be seen by the following example in C minor

modulating into Bb minor. B7, C|t Db, Bb, Fbj, F^, Bb. I

need nol give any further examples, as they will naturally follow

from what has been said above.

This appears to me (o the clearest and most intelligible method of

explaining tbe resolution of discords, it being quite unnecessary to

consider them in a double point of view, which Ramcati, by his

subdorainant, and other writers by various theories, have done: and

I believe, that in the most complex organ points, concords will be

found to follow discords, either against the bass or amongst the parts,

in sulIi a manner, as (hat the holding bass is related to the whole.
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Although ill removing from one key to another, the new key may

be announced by one of the inversions of its dominant, yet Lite three-

fold use that may be made of the common chord, as 1 have already

explained, must be o( great utility in uniting the different keys, and

rendering the modulation easy, natural, and flowing. The common

chord is, indeed, thus treated by all good compose™, but I do not re-

collect having met with this ex planaliuii of it. In further illustration

of this, U, with ils common chord major, may be considered as a key

note, or as a fourth to G or fifth to F, after which any progression may
betaken that belongs to those scales. E with a chord of the sixth may
be indifferently used, as a third to C, a sixth to G, or a seventh toF.

As F, the fourth in the key of C, frequently carries a chord of the

sixth, it may in that case be considered as belonging to the scale of

C, or as a third to D minor, or as the descending minor sixth of A
minor, where D, the fundamental note, becomes a fourth. When.

Din ihe key of C carries a chord of the sixth, it may be indifferent-

ly useil as a second of C or the fourth of a minor. In the first case,

it is derived from an incomplete chord of the seventh to G, and in

the second, from the imperfect chord of B. The first inversion of

the above three chords thus explained will enable the reader to pur-

sue theirsecond at his leisure.

It has lieen a received rule, that any two common chords may fol-

low each other, which contain a note common to both ; but this rule

appears 1o be of less use in natural than abrupt modulation : for in

passing from a major chord to ils third, the ear rather expects r. chord

of the sixth or £b than its minor chord : whereas passing from the

major chord to its second above witb a minor one, seems mora

agreeable on account of its being one of the progressions of the inter-

rupted cadence. The common chord on Ihe fourth ofthe key some-

times sncceeds that on the fifth, which is rendered agreeable by the

expectation of the imperfect cadence or one of ils inversions. Now
in these two progressions, the succeeding chords have not a nole

is common to unite them. Again, if Ihe second of two chords

ascending diatonically should be major, when a minor chord was

expected it is tendered agreeable by being fell as the dominant of a

new key. But in abrupt modulation, as from C to F minor, from

C to A b major, from C lo E b major, from C to A major, from C
to £ major, the note in common is of considerable importance, as it

cot only sanctions the transition, but may serve as a direction to the
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position ofthe chords ; for when, (o produce particular effects, such

transit ions .ire used, the note that unites the two chords should gene-

rally he lai<l uppermost, in order to rcnik-r them harmonious. That

from C to F minor, indeed, seeing exempted from this rule, since C
with its major third is its dominant. The first order from C to A b

appears to be C in its first position, Ab in its second, (he second G
in its third position, Ab in its first, I imagine no composer would

Use C in its first and Ab in its third position. The first order front

C to £b major mny be C in its third, £b in its second position, the

second C in its first, Eb in its third position. With respect to the

transitions from C to A major,or from C to E major, it seems tetter

to avoid the third uppermost in the succeeding chord, as that would

characterise it as a dominant. This observation, however, docs not

apply to Ab or Eb, as the notes to which they would be dominants,

Are too remote from the hey ofC
Although there is a note in common to G major and G minor, and

to G minor ami F major, those progressions seem somewhat hard

;

for in the first case the E natural has the effect of a major 6th to G,

which ought to ascend; and in the second the A natural, being the

major sixth of G minor, seems to forbid the adoption of F as a key

note.

There is also a note in common to C minor and A minor, and to C
minor and E minor, but the second of each of those chords seems

Ion remote to be used in succession.

A tine effect and an agreeable surprise to the ear may be pro-

duced, by using in the major key the interrupted cadence, properly

belonging to the minor previous ton perfect cadence, being made as

m the following example in the key of G :

—

F £, G|3, A b, G J,

GS.C
1 shall conclude my present remarks by observing, that though the

rules of harmony constitute "hat is particularly taught in modula-

tion, ye! if the modulator would entertain himself and his hearers, he

musl assiduously cultivate melody which ought to be supported and

smriched, but not obscured by modulation.

J. Tatloe.
SB, Poitfrgate-ilTtel, Norslck,

Murch 8, 1810.
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TO THE EDITOR.

Sir,

I Observe, in the first number of your very excellent work, an

account of the merits of (lie late Mr. IIarhison ds an eminent

singer, wherein he U mentioned as having been " (rained from his

earlieU years among the choristers at tlic Clin jicl Hnyal of England.''

I presume you mean the Chapel Iloyul of .St. James's, ns 1 do not

knuw of any other. With regard In Mr. H. being educred i i

that chilli, I Ijelieve theie is a little mistake, for 1 have rcnion tu

think lie w-is oevrr admitted amongst [hose choristers. I hog io

say I «ns admitted into the Chapel Royal in the year 177", and I

am positively certain in sLKitij; that Mi. IT. w.is nf>t in tliat choir,

either before mc, with me, or after me; indeed, a list of those who-

were educated in the same school fur fifteen years previous to my
admission now lies before mc, and Mr. H-'s name docs not appear

among them.

I believe I am pretty correct in statins; that Mr. II. was principally,

if not entirely, brought up by a Mr. Bunxos, (who frequently sung

in the choru&scs at the oratorios at Drury-lane, at that time under

the joint directions of Messrs. Stanley and Linlev,) conse.

quently could not have been a chorister at the Chapel Hoyal
; for,

had he been one, he must have been educated under the la(e Dh,

Nabes. In saying thus much of Mr. H. I trust I shall not bo

considered as depreciating his superior merits as a public singer t

his super-eminent abilities are too well known to peed any further

Mmmeat.

I beg to add the very great pleasure and satisfaction I have had

in perusing Hie two numbers which have already appeared, nni

trust the future numbers will afford equal pleasure,

I remain, Sir,

Your obsdiont humble Servant,

J. W. H.
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MEMOIR OF PAISIELLO.

The Chevalier Giov. Paisiello, yielding to the entreaties of

different biographical author), lias occupied himself in retracing the

origin and the order of his labours in the exercise of his art, which

he reduces to three principal epochs- He lias in consequence me-

thodically arrayed the following account, which he addresses to

M- Chobow, at Paris.

G. Paisiello, son of Francois and ofGrazazi a Von i ale, was

burn at Tarentum on the 9th of May, 1711. His father was a veteri-

nary surgeon, particularly distinguished in his ar(, and the reputation

lie had acquired, not only in the province ot Lucca hut in the whole

kingdom, procured him the honour of hi'in« employed by the King

of Naples, Charles the Third, during the war of Vclletri.

Ht> father determined as soon ai he had attained bis fifth year,

that he should study till he was thirteen, with the Jesuits, who had

a college at Tarcutnm; and, as it was the custom of these fathers to

have the .service fur tlii; Virgin sun;; in al! ilidr fi-aaN, Ihey remarked

when their young pupil sung the hours of Matins, that he had a fine

contralto voice and an excellent car. Upon this observation, a

Cuevaliek D. Giholamo Cahdocci, of the same city, and who

s ii pcriiitended the music for the Holy Week in tfie church of the

Capuchins, endeavoured to make him sing some pieces from memory.

Young Paisiello acquitted himself in such a manner that it might

have hei'ti imagine! he had stu;Su:J music for a L-npfh of lime. This

was in March, 1754. The Chevalieh CAitDfcci perceiving the

promising genius of Paisiello, advised his father to send him to

Naples, in order that he might study music, and for this purpose

instantly to place him with some good chapel-master, but his parents

would not comcnt to it, for being their ouly sun, they could not re-

solve to part with him.

The reiterated entreaties of the Chevalier lipcan at hist to prevail,

and they promised to give an answer, after having reflected mors

maturely. In short, after some time had elapsed, they determined

on sending him to Naples ; his departure wns fixed for the month of

May following, and in the mean lime he employed alt his time in

learning the first elements of music, under an ecclesiastic, a secular

priest, named Don Carlo Rcsla, of Tarentum, an excellent tenor,
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who played very well on the archlute, an instrument which Pah
hello made use ofdaring the two or three months allotted lo him

for acquiring the first instructions. He afterwards set out fur Naples

with his father, and in Jane, 175-1, he was received into the Conser-

valorio of St. Onofrio, «licrc; lir. had the happim-si; of I'm. tins; the

celebrated Durante, mutter, ft was under him that lie studied, and

at the end of five years he became first master* among the pupils of

the Conservator!©. During the next four years he composed there

some masses, psalms, motclts, oratorios, anil a comic interlude,

which was performed in the same Conscrvalorio. This interlude

procured him the advantage of being employed to compose, in 1763,

an opera for the theatre at Bologna

Here begins the first epoch of his works.

At the theatre of the Marsigii, at Bologna, La Papilla, I Franeeii

brillanii, 11 Manila alia rovescia; at Mudetia, Madama L'Umorista;

at Parma, Le Virtuose ridicole, II Sogno d'Abano; at Venice, It

Ciorlone, Le Pescatrici; at Rome, 11 Marchetc Tulipano; at Naples,

La Fedora di bel genio, L'Imbroglio delle Fajasse, ridota Ciaesc,

(it was for this work that the court of Naples began the custom of

having comic operas performed in the little (licatreofthe court); Lucio

Papirio, IIfurbo mat accorto, VOIimpta, Pc/ce, a cantata for the mar-

riage ofFerdinand the Fourth with Maria Caroline, of Austria ; at Ve-

nice, L'Innoeente forlunato ; at Milan, Shmatto ncl Mogolle; at Na-

ples, VArabo cortese, La tuna habitala, la Content del Numi; at Home,

La Semiramide, II Montezuma; at Naples, Le Dardane, It Tambur-

ro nattuino at Venice, the same work, with changes and augmcn-#'

tatlons; at Milan, VAndromeda. He composed in this city Inelvo

quartetls, for two violins, tenor and harpsichord, for her Royal High-

ness the Archduchess Beatrice of Este, wife of Ferdinand of Austria,

Duke of Milan; at Turin, Amibate in Italia, I Filosofi, Ilf.ioca-

tore; at Naples, La Somigliansa dei Sumi, UAstutie antorose, a

mass for (be dead, for two choirs, for the funeral of the Princr Royal

D. Gcnnaro di Borbone; Gti Srherti damore e di fortitnn; D.
CkUciole delta Mangia, La finta Maga, Vfhlcria di Mere Ctiiara;

at Modem, Alcssandro nelC Indie; at Naples, // Duello Carnica, £).

Anchise Campanone, II Hondo delta Luna; at Venice, La Fresca'

tana, La Discordia Fortunata, 11 Demojoonte. At this time he was

* This U the name liven in the consmateria a to the students who are also

tutors.
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engaged for the theatre in London, but an invitation from the Court

of Russia, caused him to break his engagement ; at Naples, Sonde

imagiiifiri ; at Florence, JI grim ('id, llfaito priitrijir ; at Rome, I,e

Due Corttesse, La Dkfuila di Dario, (it was in this opera that an

air in two movements was composed for the first lime; Menlre tt las-

cioopglia, sung by Ihe tenor Anzani, and which has since snved

as a model (o all cmnposcis ; at Naples, Dal Finla it tens. It was

at the time when this opera appeared, that ike Court of Naples went

for the first lime to the comic theatre. In this same year, that is to

say on the 28th of July, 1776, lie departed for Russia, and entered

the service ofCatherine the Second, with an appointment offour thou-

sand rouble*. As music master to the grand Duchess he had nine

hundred roubles, nnd his country house, which was allowed him

during five or six months in the year, procured him two thousand

roubles. With those and some other advantages, he had an annual

income of nine thousand roubles.

SECOND EPOCH.

M. P.wsin.Lo lived in Russia nine years, during which time he

composed l.a Semn Pttdrontu Jl iiiv.lrhwidh: ii'uyitliito, J! Htirlhrcdi

Sh'iglin, 1 Fifotnfi iiiittgtiiari, I.u Jinli: umiiiih; f llii* u|n'i-j "a* ci im-

posed for Catherine's journey to Moliitow, in Poland, where she had

an interview with Joseph II.) II mondo delta luna, (in one act) La
Nilleti, Lucinda^d Armidoro, Aldik al Bkio, Aihitk in Scira, a can-

tata for Prince Poleinkin, and an interlude for Prince OrlolF.

During his abode in this country, he composed for his pupil, the

Grand Duchess Maria FEDEnown a, wife of the Grand Duke

Paul Pethowitz, nl'iemaids impress, several sonatas and pieces

for the piano, making two volumes. He also arranged a collection

of rules for accompaniment on the piano forte. This small treatise

-was printed in Russia, nnd on this occasion the Empress presented

liim w ith an annual pension of nine hundred roubles. At Warsaw

he composed the oratorio ofLa Passionc, set to Mbtastasio's words

for King Pooiatowski.

THIRD EPOCH.

At Vienna he composed for the Emperor Joseph II. tlic opera of

King Theodore, and twelve concerted symphonies. From thence

be relumed to Naples, On his arrival in this city, Ferdinand IT.
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took Iiim into liis service, in quality of. master of the cIinpcT, with a

salary of twelve hundred ducats lie directly composed hi- "pera

Aiili^qito. At Rome Vamore ingapu-sa, at Naples t.u grolla di 7'ro-

fomo, Ix Gore generate, VOlympiade, II Pino This work was the

first of the serious kind in which in Iinductions and finales were cm-

[ilovcl. Ii ;iU<> contains a scene where ( I
if principal prison execut-

ing a monologue is .surprised by soldiers, who arrive lo ihe sound uf

a

military march, and which agrees with the sons of (be actor, n scene

which has since served as a model lo many composers

At (his lime M. PaisibLlo received from the King of Prussia

(William,) an invitation to Merlin, but which he co-ild not accept,

bring in the service of the King of Naples, (Ferdinand IV. of

Bourbon.)

A short time after he gave at Naples 7 Zingari in/era, and com-

posed fur the funeral of (Jenerai ilor-hr a funeral hviii phony, which,

procured him a recompense from General Bonaparte, lie after-

ward- gave Fm Phuln, (villi Mimr analogous, ballets

—

Ia I'uric Gclw

sie, Calomin Vtka.

lie was invited lo take a new engagement in Russia, but the mo-

lives which had induced him (o refuse the offers of (he Kinj of

Prussia, prevented liiiu frum accepting those (if the court of Russia-

The King of Naples commanded him lo'sct to music Ninn, 1/ la

pa::ii ifamore, lor the Utile theatre of the country of the lleh iderc.

—

This opera was afterwards performed at the Florentine theatre with,

the addition of I he quartett.

Cluinone Lueina was composed fur the churching of the Queen of

Naples, (Caroline ol Austria.) In this cantata, an air intermixed

with chorusses, was used for Che first time, and which has b-en since

imitated by other composers. It ivis followed by La Zcnnhia di

Palmira Being invited lo London, where it was iuiposMhle for him

t.o go, he sent lo the theatre of that city the opera of /ji Loranda,

which was afterwards performed at Naples, under the title of 11

Fanatko in Beiliiia, with the addition of a quintetl. He then com-

posed a grand Te Deum, for the return of the King and Queen of

Naples, from Germany, a cantata f tiajne ed Akeo,) for the Acade-

my act Cavalieri; a cantata ( le Iletotir de Persic,) fur the Academy

da Amis, T.'Elfrida,nm\ L'Ehira.

At Venice, / Guioclti d" Agrigcnto, at .Naples, La Didont, L'lv
gamtofeUce, L'.lndroinaca.

i s 2
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TIic revolution having broken out in 1789, (he government assum-

ed llie republican form. Tile court abandoning Naples and return-

ing into Sicily, tlie government named Paisiello, composer id Ibe

nation. Bui the Bourbon family being re-established, they made it

a crime to have accepted this employment, and till the moment that

he was freed from the reproaches cast on him, his appointments were

suspended. At last, after t wo years had elapsed, lie was restored to his

situation. He wn< afterwards demanded by the first consul of

France, Napoleon Bonaparte, and Ferdinand King of Naples gave

him a dispatch with an order to go to Paris, and place himself at the

disposal of the first consul. Alquicr, the minister of France, resi-

dent at Naphs, pressed him nil (his occasion to declare fi is intentions

respecting the fees and the treatment he desired. M. Paisiello

replied that the honor of serving the first consul sufficed him.

On arrivingal Paris he was provided with a famished apartment,

andoneofthe court carriages; he was assigned a salary of twelve

thousand francs, and ;> present of i-i^lilci-ii Uiniisuml francs for the

expences <i{ h is slay lii'.sidi's those of I) is journey-.

Re was offered at Paris several employments, sueb as those of

Director of the imperial Academy, and of the Conservator io ; he re-

fused them all, and contented himself with that of Director of the

Chapel, which he filled with excellent artists, lie composed for

this chapel sixteen sacred services, consisting of masses, motetts,

prayers, &c. and besides these he composed the opera of Proserpine,

for the Academy of Music, and a grand mass for two choirs, a Td

JJrum and prayers for the coronation of the Emperor.

Finding that the climate of Paris did not agree with his wife bo

quitted this city after roiilinjr. in it Uvu years and a half, and not-

yilhslaiiding his distance from thence he continued lo send every

year, to Napoleon, a sacred composition for the anniversary of his

birth, the t'jttli of August. A year alter his daparture the Emperor

proposed to him lo return to Paris, but the bad state of his health,

prevented him from accepting the invitation.

The Bourbon family being obliged to quit Naples, King Joseph

Napoleon confirmed tu hjin the place of Master of the Chapel, of

composer and director of Ihc music of his chamber and of his cha-

pel, with an appointment of eighteen hundred ducats. He has

composed for this chapel twenty-four services, consisting of masset,

ruotctts, and prayers.
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At the same time Napoleon sent liim the cross of the legion of

honor, which Joseph himself presented (o him, willi a pension of a

thousand francs. He bat since compiled the opera Dei Piltagoiici,

which might serve as a model both to poets and to musicians, and

which procured him the decoration of the order of the two Sicilies,

from tlie King; lie whs also named a member of the Royal Society

of Naples, and president of tlie musical direction of tlic Royal Con-

servatorio. Joseph having gone to Spain, Mural, who succeeded

him, confirmed M. Paisieli.o in all bis employments.

At (lie time of (lie Emperor's marriage with her Imperial mid

Jtoyal Highness the Archduchess of Austria, M. Paisiello

thought U his duty to present his Majesty with a sacred composition,

and in token of his thanks, his Majesty sent him a present of four

thousand francs, which was accompanied with a letter, addressed to

him, from the Grand Marshal of the palace, containing the acknow-

ledgments of his Majesty.

Besides the offices already spoken of M. Paisieli.o is chapel-

master of the cathedral of Naples, for which he has composed several

services affo Palatriita, he is also chapel-master to the municipality.

He has composed for different religious bouses, now destroyed, a

great number of offices, such as three masses for two choirs, two

masses for five voices, three masses for four voices, two Dixit! for

four voices, three motclts for two choirs, six mofetts for four voices,

a Miserere for five voices, alia Polesirino, with an acccompaniment

for a violoncello and tenor, a Chrislus, besides three cantatas for a

single voice, for amateurs, four nolturnos for two voices, six con-

certos for the piano forte, composed expressly for the infanta Prin-

cess of Parma, afterwards Queen of Spain, (wife of Charles IV.)

M. Paisiello is the first who introduced the tenor into the comic

theatres of Naples ; an instrument which was not at all in use. He is

alsothe first who brought into these theatres and the churches the

use of concerted bassoons and clarinets.

It was he who took off the prohibition of applauding in the thea-

tre of San Carlos, singers and composers; the King set the example

by applauding an air sung by Carlo Raima, in the opera of

£. Papirius.

M. Paisieli.o has been named a member of many learned socie-

ties, such as of the Napoleon Academy, of Lucca, the Kalian Aca-

demy, sitting at Livournej and the society of the Children of
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Apollo, at Paris. On the 30(!i of December, 1809, lie was elected

an associate of (lie Institution of France.

Among the numerous works of which we have given the list, tber*

arc many which have had general success, and which have heen and

are slill performed in the principal (healres of Europe The follow-

ing are among the comic operas :

—

La Frescatana, Le Due Contesse,

II Re Teodoro, 11 Baibicre di Shiglia, It turbo mat accotto, II. An-

chise CmpaMme, La Modista raggiratriee, I Zingari in Jiera, Dot

Unto it rrro, L'inganno fehce, L'Arabo corfese, VAmor cantrastato,

It Tumbiimi unllui llii, Ln iw-tt per amure, L'lnnocenle fortunata, It

matrimonii) inaspcttato, La Sena Padrona, I I'ihsofi imaginari, Le
gore grnerose, La Grotta di Trofonh. Among the serious operas

—

La dijfatta di Dario, L'Klfrida, 11 Pirro, La SiOeti, VAntigone,

Lvtinda ed Armidoro, IJOI'/mpiade, It Dentetrio, L'Andromaca, La

1'cdm, Catotte in Utka, I giuochi d'Agrigento. Among the works for

fte church

—

La Paisione, the ma>s for two choirs, the TeDeum, the

tuolctts and funeral symphonies.

Although the cold and tiresome poem at Proserpine very muck
injured the success of the mure in France, where, in the eyes of the

public, the poem decides the success of an opera, ft!. Paisiello thinks

limiting work, translated into Italian, will increase those on which

his reputation has been founded.

To complete the account M. Paisiello has thus rendered ofhimself,

some remarks on the nature of his talents, and on those qualities

fehtcli characterised him are merely necessary. To do this in few

words, lliey a.re fertility of invention, an extraordinary and happy

facility of finding subjects full both of nature and originality, a talent

tinique in developing them by the resources of melody, and embel-

lishing (hem by interesting details, an arrangement always full of

fancy and learning, a taste, grace, and freshness of melody by which

4ie has far surpassed all other composers, and has been a model to

those who have laboured alter him. His composition always very

simple, ;ui 1 dim[<'ii of all affeclalion of learning; is not only ex-

tremely correct, but exceedingly elegant, and his accompaniments

always very clear, arc at the same lime brilliant and full of effect.

Willi regard to expression, although simplicity seems to be its prin-

cipal and ruling character, it is nut less true that he knows perfectly

how to introduce variety, to seize on (he different methods of pro-

ducing effect, and to pass from the comic, from the simple and un-
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fcffected to the pathetic, to the majestic, and even to the terrible,

without losing that grace and elegance, from which it appears im-

possible for him to depart.

Such are the qualities which have obtained M. Paisiello the suf-

frages of all, both those of the public and of amatonrB, as well an

those of the learned and of masters.

No composer could at any time have been more universally ad-

mired, sought, applauded, and sung in all the nations of Europe,

nor have better deserved the distinguished reception hii works have

every where met. No one lias more enjoyed such universal success.

Placed at the same time among the most (li'ligiiUiiliiiilliors and among

the finest classics, he has received Hie homage of his age, and has

assured to himself that of posterity.

PRELIMINARY REMARKS ON BASS SINfilNG.

O UR two first numbers contained a detailed analysis of tenor and

loprano singing, ai exhibited in the highest examples this country

has known during the memory of those of the present limes. We
shall now proceed towards the completion of the series,.by some ac-

count of the progress of bats singing during llio same period. lint

before we attempt to illustrate as heretofore, by character, it appears

to be necessary to prefix some account of the changes which this

department of public sing'ng bas undergone, as well as of the state in

which we now find it.

At the commencement of this «ra, the airs selected for basses in)

the principal concerts of the metropolis were principally from the

works of Handel. After so much has been everywhere written

Upon the style of this mnsler, it may seem superfluous to enter upon

any rcrnaks relative to what ought to bo so thoroughly understood!

but nevertheless a short notice is indupensible.

It is principally to be observed, that Handel wrote for particular

singers, and was therefore compelled to adapt himself to their capa-

cities; we shall have reason to perceive that similar circumstances

operating upon other composers, have produced very singular and

very contrary effects. His bass songs were written in a flowing and
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powerful, but mechanical and heavy style. He endeavoured to Infos*

lightness by divisions rather than by melody, and the whole cast of

these airs arc suited to the ponderous and rough mag nilicence of

genuine bass voices ofgreat compass and strength, in the lower tones

especial!)-
. Handel's bass songs of touching sentiment, of which

Tears sack at tender Fathers shed,' and IIozo willing my paternal lovet

arc examples, though beautiful in point of melody lo modern cars,

seem wanting in the grace and tenderness which alone can enable

bass voices to affect the hearer- They are too sombre. While on

the contrary, such songs as Revenge Timothau crics,$ Honor and

flrmj,+ and Sec the racing flames atUet\ though composed with pro-

digious energy in the declamatory parts, are somewhat coarse in

effect from the dry, mechanical formation of the divisions of which

they are so materially made up. These two species, however, give

us the most forcible examples of the general manner in which our

greatest genius thought it best to compose for this kind of voice. We
beg to be understood now to .speak generally, for there are particu-

lar instances which cannot be classed with cither of these. Three of

the airs in the Messiah stand alone. They mis both the canlabile

and passages of division in a manner as extraordinary as full, rich,

and expressive. But who may abide the day of his raining, is a melody

abounding with very chaste and impassioned eloquence. The recita-

tive and air, For behold darkness shall cover the earth, and The people

that walked, arc written in a Btylc of curious, and we may say felicit-

ous adaptation, which has never been equalled, and will certainly

ever be surpassed. To crown the .nagnilieence, grandeur, and so-

lemnity of Hie part 11.\s nr.i. has assigned lo his b-ns in III is [he most

inspired ofiiii works, r.onu's T/ir. Tiuaipi-t shull n;:rml, a viitg of an

expression so matchless and unearthly, that it conveys the language of

the most awful prophecy which wails upon mortality , in rounds not

less impressive and heart-piercing thin ihe sacred words themselves.

The minor movement is to our apprehension so infinitely simple,

yet so imposing in its structure, that it always seems to us nsil Han-
D£L had reached the utmost intensity of thought and feeling in (lie

composition of the few bars which it contains. It is not ;il all below

the latter part of / ham that my Redeemer titeth, anil we know of no

task requiring more a sublime understanding of the whole combined

• Deboraji. t Simpson. % Alexander's feast. 1 Joshua.
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tfoqncnecof tlierirt that is indispensible to the execution of this song.

From this, perhaps the highest of all Handel's compositions for a

bass, we may migrate to the beautiful and unique chromatic song in

the Dettingcn Te Drum, " Vouthsafe, O Lord, to keep us this day

without sin," as exhibiting a new and more interesting manner of pa-

thetic wiiting. This ami " Il'hm thou tookest upon thee to deliverman"
(in the same piece) are almost the only instances of an approach to

that style of writing tor basses, which now prevail! both in Italy,

Germany, and England. Of the lighter manner ofdivison which we

have spoken ofabove " The Qodof battle quits the bloodyfield," in Her-

cules,* is a sufficient specimen. If we turn to his operas, " Surge in-

fausta" "Nasce al Bosco" and " Del minnncriar del cento," shew us

the genius of these composilions.

Such was the school in which the bass lingers from the time of

Handel to the appearance of the works of IIavon in this country

were principally trained. They naturally became powerful, solemn,

and what was then called scientific, but their execution wou'd be

grave rather than touching, mechanically strict and stately rather

than airy or agile, or refined. Dn. BuaNEY, in his history of the

commemoration of Handel, at Westminster Abbey, anil the Pan-

theon, speaks only of the flexibility and compass of Signor T.asca,

who sung the bass parts. Those now living who heard him there,

Consider that his voice was rough but powerful, and his manner

heavy. The very first bass singer of note we remember was Ma.
Sale, so long one of the gentlemen of the chapel, who hail a sound

voice, but whose manner would now be esteemed neither finished nor

affecting. Mb. Meredith,t of Liverpool, was the next in our rccol*

* There is in this oratorio our of Hjsdel'5 finest bass ;cinr= " Oh Jove ;chei

hndisthi!," which w l.elieve is almost uruttempti'd sina- rf \snzi.'s time. We
MTer heaisuW but ran- iiislann* «!>L're it was tried. This was at a provincial

meeting by a provincial organist, who was so oicrpowed by the prodigious

weight of ac.-onipiiiji'ent, t!ut after a fruition endeavour to sustain a few
bars, he found liiin-i'lf completely overawed, and he sat down and left the snog
unfinished. " O God of truth," In ffeJMotsar, s rang never rang, is amongst
the most magnificent Handel ever wrote, and in a manner dilVcriiig materially

from his rnnimsn writing for basses.

"tThil singer made hot one attempt In Loudon, (at (he Lent oratorios we be*
lieve, for nc-p:'ak upon tradition,) when lie was so oven-nine by his (e.if- that

he literjlly fried instead of simjr, amidst the hisses- of (he audience. He had
rotnillisl, in dim. nine]] merit, and was highly esteemed al Liverpool and other

prorinciol meetings where he assisted. His figure wasmy large and —"•"ftj
ajici his features hard ajid lugged.

T t
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lection. The lone ofhis voice was by far tlie most interesting ofany
bitss singer we ever knew, and his power was very great and imposing.

,

CliAttLEi Bakister was there about tlie same period, the most in

estimation at the theatres, and his voice and his style were alike pow-

erful by nature and feeling, though rough and unpolished. He-

gave Carter's very spirited description of a sea fight, "Standto

your gum my hearts of oak" with a corresponding animation.—

Shield wrote "TheWolf" for him- It was a frequent custom with

Hamster to introduce a very few notes of liis brilliant faUette* into

contrast with his low tones. He did this in the closing passage of

the slow movement of The Wolf, and also in various parts of Capt.

Machr.ath's songs in The llrggiir's Optra.

The slate of bass singing must be thus accounted at a low ebb,

and Dr. Burnet, in his narrative of the commemoration, uses an

expression, which amounls to an admission, that he considered this

branch of vocal science to have sunk from its former level. Speak-

ing of « Nasce al Bosco" he says, " it was composed for Ifoktagha*
ko, one of the most celebrated bass singers in Handel's service,

when that species of voice traj more in fashion, and perhaps more cul-

tivated than at present." These recessions or intermissions of public

opinion with respect to particular parts of science, their enjoyment

or their application, makes up a portion of that interminable variety

which it has pleased Divine Providence to implant in our own dis-

positions, as well as in the nature of all other things, to diversify and

augment the lot ofhuman happiness. About Hie very moment when

the historian thus gives us to know that bass singers had probably

fallen off from former excellence a performer was rising, who was

to renew in a far greater degree the public regard towards this

department, and a composer was about to give birth to a totally new

mode of writing for the voice, which has contributed to place the

hitherto dull and mechanical bass, nearly upon a level with the

powerful, brilliant, and impressive tenor. The first of these was

Mn. Bartleman, of whom it is our design to speak particularly,

and in detail. The last is Joseph Hayds, who has imparted to

his airs for the bass, a character of grace, elegance, suavity, and cap-

• Bwtfh used <o play Sigtmr ArioHclli ia tin? farce of Ihe Km in las, ht

«talsettethrouEliniit ;
aiiil snug "fValer purlnl from theteu,"\n imitation of tlie

poor mutilated beings who were cot then bundled from our Italian Opera.—
Uosuxt who appeared in 1775 vas the last of them.

l'i ] I I -."J by
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ti ration in the part lie aligns to Raphael 'm The Creation, which

renders that voice Hie most prominent and striking, as well as the

most frequent in the Oratorio. We have it on the authority oflhe,

late Signoba Storage, who was at Vienna at the time, we believe,

that this apparent predilection arose out of the casual incident of

their being no tenor of eminence in that city, but a bass of great

finish and excellence, when Hayon composed his immortal work.

—

Whatever may have been the cause, tin; ell'cct is pcculiaily forlnnate

for this description of vocalists, since they will no longer be doomed

to bear the burden of [he orchestra, and to plod on in strains" full of

heaviness," and seentwined by those embellishmeats of fancy, which

taste had so long allotted to companions who were raised through a

preference of com posers now found to he unjust, to the rank ofsupe-

riors by an incalculable elevation. Though Pehgolesi and some

other of the composers for the Italian Church and Opera had mixed

more ofelegance with their works than is lobe found in llirwofHan-
sel, in his Oratorios more especially, the flow of melody and fine

air, which IIavdn introduced, appeared lo create an entirely new

style. Guglielhi* had indeed lightened the manner of his writings

• PiiaitE GuoLlELMl, sonof Jaoiies Gl'oUELHt, master of the chapel of
the Duke or Moiieha, was born at Miasa di Carrara. He studied music
under his father till he was 18, when he wis sent to the conservatory of Lore-
/o,at Nupies. The celebrated Durante then directed this school, fram whance
Piccini, Sacchini, Cimahosa, Maio, Trajetta, Pa.isif.llo, &c. have

Guglielmj did not announce any great disposition far music, but Duuants
ibjccted him to the dry studies of counterpoint and composition. He left the
conservatory at the age of 28, and composed, nearly directly, for the principal

t;i<M(7'^ (if Italy, Llouiic and Serious Operas in lioth at' which hr succeeded
equal ty well. He was sent for to Vicuna, to Madrid, to London, and return-

ed to Naples, heina then in his 50th year. It was at this epoch that his fa-

culties acquired their greatest activity, and that his genius shed its greatest

lostre. He found the theatre at Naples occupied by the great talents of
Paisielld and Ciuarosa, who there disputed the palm. He revenged him-

wnrk to each work of his adversary, and I onttantly conquered him.

Pope Pius VI offered Guclielmi, in 1703, the situation of master of the
rlapel of St. Peter. This retreat gave him (then 05) an opportunity of dii-

liiigiiishnm himself in church anisic.

GoGUELMl's works are reckoned at more than two hundred. The hestare

the operas of l,c Due Gemclle, Ln PastoreUa fiuliite, and among his oratorios,

La Marie d'Olofirne, and Debars. ZlNaARELLl looked upon this last as the
thef dV'Uvre of Genu lmii, Musicians discover in this composer simple and
elegant laelodies, a clear and snpported hanuony, aad wiiole pieces full offancy
and originality.

' lie died on the 19th of November, 1804, in his 77th year.
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for the busses as well ns Hiiiakoia,* Paisikllo, and other Italian!

ofihe Nenpnlilan school the upilsof Dun ante. But IoHatdn bc-

Joiik-s 'he prruHarrefinenii:iit which sufficed wholly- I<> change the man-

ner, from e > cellencies merely mechanical, to strong, impressive, and

delimit' ex | re-salon. What these and other composers have done

in small detached parts, he did as a whole. He combined, conccutra-

ted, fe produced an enlire character, (his Raphael) which we venture

(o say will establish for ever the practice of allotting to bass voices

* Domisic* Cimahima was born at Naples in 1754, and died at Venice

on the Utli of January, 1801, hardly 49 years old. He received his first

lessons in music from Arm LI, and entered the conservatory of Lortl/o, where
bo studied the ]jrii>ripl (-s of the school of DirmSTE. In 1787 he went to

Peter-burgh. In the command of Hie Empress Catherine II. to compose some
opuras. The folwiiu; are tliu-e whirh lie combed in Italy, and which have

been enthusiastically applauded in all (he European theatres.

L'ltitlinnu m Lmidm, 1770, 11 Comiia, I due Ihironi, Gli iidmici genervsi,

IlpiUoreparcgi>w,nR'l; trtuscrsc di itelastwfa, 1785; It Falggname, 178S,

J duo s-.ijijifnli Cuti/i: 17S(j; r<i!i:iliiniru. it Utilkrirm ttinmile. L<- tiame delusr,

1787; L'imprcsai-io in wi-^nth; II credulo, It tnarito desperate, It fanatico

btirtalo, 1788; 11 comitate di Pietra, 1780 ; Giumuna e llcniardone, to Vil-

ImeUit riamotq'ufa, Lc mtu-ziicfemilini, 1700; It matrimanio tegrtfo, \?S3 ;

J trad iimanti, II mniriinimm prr msfini-j; hit PrneUife, L'Otimpiade, Ilia-

crif.-m d llit-amo, 1701, (Hi iniiimlr. aiinki, 1707 ; Gli OraiL
The last comic opera of CiMABosA is Dimprudmtt firtunalo, rcpreseatcd

at Venice in 1800. L'Artemisia was never finished. The first act only was

composed by Cisi,*no-ii ; other composers hate endeavoured to add lo it the

(ivo In st. Iiu't without sueccss. The public caused the curtain to he dropped in

the middle of the second act.

All the operas ofCm Anoii are celebrated for (heir intention, the originali-

ty i.f tin: ideas, Ihe rirhnrss of the an .jiiijj.mimeiit-, and the disposition of the

effects of the scenr, and particularly in the iiuilii shle. The principal part of

his ideas are di prima laterzione (lirst thoughts). One feels in hearing each

piece. tli.it th"v hav been ce<:n;io'.:d, as it were, at a stroke. The enthusiasm

with which It mnfri'iHi'iio 'ezrclo was rcreired, caiuiot l>e conceived. Ju one

word, ttiis «orl. lived the mobility of the Italians.

CiMiuosA presided at the piano at (he theatre of Naples during (he first

tcreti representation', a circumstance never before knnnn. A( Vienna,

the Emperor being present at the first representation, invited the singers

and musicians to a banquet, and on the same evening sent them back to the

fhcalre, where they p rfnnued the piece a second time.

Many trails of modesty are related, which added to the glory of this great

musician. A painter ui-hina; in tinner him, said, that he looked upon him as

superior to Moi! hit. .Mr, Sir! replied he rather rudely, what wenld you say

to a man who tnlil jom th.it you were superior to ltirHAEL:
Amateurs are divided between Mrjj; .hit and Lmniii.i. considered as dra-

irt'itic tnie|>nsers. His' Majesty the Kiujieroi Napoleon one day asl.ed Ghhtuv,

what was the diflerruce between them ? Sire, replied Giivtry, CihAhos*

puts Ihe statute on the theatre and the pedestal in the oreheslra, instead of

V hicli Moxakt puts the statue in the orchestra and lit pedestal on the theatre.
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|iassagcs of graceful melody, nnrl such as will allow of considerable

spontaneous ornament. Anollicrcirciimstance which more forcibly

recommend his improvement a lo our countrymen lias bran, (hit they

came in an English dress. We consider the Oratorio a* almost

indigenous here, ant) ii it be not absolutely so, there is no sort of

composition that has bsen so old or so universal a favorite with tho

British public. Operas and llallnds flourish and decay; even those

for n time the most popular, but the Oratorio has hitherto survived

amidst every variety of science, and every change of fashion and

opinion. i.

Perhaps it is to a catise, similar to that which originally turned

the attention of the German Orpheus to a new itvie of embellish-

ments for Ihe bass, that we may attribute the beautiful composition*

of Db Ca i.i coir, Dn. Crotch, and Ma. Bishop for that voice,

who appear lo have followed tit (he p;ith that Haydn marked out,

though each of our countrymen have preserved his oun line of ori-

ginality, distinct nnd separate. Hatd* himself scarcely excepted,

we know of no author who has produced so jh songs as"slngcloflifc"

and "These at they change" by the former, not to enumerate th»

glorious basses with which his glees abound. These were probably

elicited by the powers of Me. Bartlbman, as well as by the desire

which composers could not fail to have of engaging the popularity

ofso favourite a singer in the performance of their works, and the

obligalion has in a measure been reciprocated, for if the talents of

Ma. Babti.eman bestowed a superior lustre upon songs of so

pure, delightful, original, and expressive a cast, by the agency of

the powerful apprehension with which he entered into the ideas of

the composer, by the energy and polish with which he sung. Then
productions 'of Knglish genius, we very truly assert, have assisted

mainly in diversifying a style, by which it had been always founrj

difficult to retain the public attention and regard, and in Cling in the

.general mind a firmer acquaintance with a new and more captiva-

ting grace of manner, thau he could haTe ever done by his manner

of singing Handel or Pukoell, however excellent it intrinsically

way be.

These may be reckoned among the triumphs of German and

English music, and perhaps so far as national style is concerned,

they arc not among llie least. We cannot venture to compare any

modern, instance of the advance in art with those ofDm. Callcoi i's



m
in the Bongs we have above ciled, and io such glees hi, " Who centis

so dark "and" Peace to Ike souls of l/ic heroes." Mb. Stevens in

" Some of my heroes are torn " has gone along nearly passibus eqtth

with tbe Ouctor, nnd Ma. Honsi.ET has, since that, exceeded

almost every oilier writer in the delicacy of expression, and the Cue

ilovring melody of his glees.' But it is to be observed, that this is a

species ofcomurisllitm, in which, the English have eminently excel-

led, and which has 3bout it, really more of the true unborrowed na-

tionality, than any other. In these pieces the bass appears almost

uniformly in his new character, and in tbe commanding place and

authority now conceded (o him.

But while (he English music has thus attained a rank not before

known, and does indeed owe to these, its later preservers, all the

distinction that remains to national composers in oar concerts,

novelties at present, perhaps the most fash inable, have made their

way to the orchestra. These are the songs and concerted pieces of

the Italian Comic Opera. For the last two or three years scarcely

a miscellaneous bill has been seen ill the metropolis, that has not

drawn nearly a moiety of its contents from this source. At the

moment we are writing, a newspaper lies before us, announcing the

monstrous nnoinnly of Sionoa Ambbogetti singing the song of

"Ami piuandrai" from Moiabt's Comic Opera of Figaro, in (he

course of nn Oratorio at Drurt/'lanc Theatre, while this amnsement

is substituting for the regular drama, during the season of Lent.—
We cannot select a case, which so pointedly marks the growing

taste, for nothing can be more repugnant to the propriety and feeling,

which we should be induced to pre-soppoie, would govern the

(election upon such an occasion.* These songs and doetls aru

grherally for a bass voice, and they have been rendered more popular

by the delightful conjoint execution of Ma. and Mrs Lacy.

We anymore pnpnlar, fur while wc confess the prejudice, we cannot

but admit that there is undoubtedly a consentaneous feeling of en-

joyment, thai never fails to accompany our attention to a fellow

* We may instance " Hi/ CtSaU arbour" a composition, which m (lie cx-

rrrwirr asu'e!! lis scieiHitii
; i!i.iiia»"iin'ni of the parts, ami in Ihe attributes we

hate riled, is certainly nr>l rj.Hlecl hy any wrilrr, aurienl or modern.

+ This reminds v^'that »( a furred perf..n.i.m<v in J Country Church in Suf-

Rk-pvciimorr than "0 \<-m n Se. lit f!n- npwiiua of a nr-w orfi:m. Rirumr,.-,

Uie of the lialli theatre, ployed a violin c.mccito upon the well knoim air of

Corpml Casey. The writer' vva6 present.
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couniryman, in preference to foreigners. We have a sort of vague

impression, that we are loss removed from native habits, that we nnr

more at home, more at ease. Mas. Lac v lias long been esteemed

for her beautiful pronunciation of Italian, anil liw purity ofmanner,

Ma. Lacy lias, however, by study in Italy, so entirely mastered

both the language and the style of singing, that he has appeared to

superior advantage, even by the side of the most approved Italians

who have visited our shores.*

Such have been the varieties which have contribnled to transmute

the originally heavy, and in this sense monotonous tone of bats

tinging, into the polished, affecting, and graceful manner, which at

present enah I es the performer lo introduce almost every species of or-

nament in use, where such ornament was never heard before, and the

legitimate bass voice may now add pathos (o solemnity, lightness to

power, and passages of elegance to the divisions, to which we can as.

sign no other name than mechanical. But in the progress of these

metamorphoses, there has been no small danger of the real and

genuine boss voice disappearing altogether. For inasmuch as the

passages of expression and execution, which composers, consulting

a pleasing, more perhaps than the natural defect, have now allotted to

these parts, requires a facility which at first appears unattainable, sn

lighter voices have been substituted, and almost all the singers who-

have sustained bass parts of late years with reputation, have been

Barytones, or of a compass which gives the high notes with greater

sweetness and ease, and the tow notes more feebly,t a voice in short

between tenor and bass.

• We do not think the Opera has for the last 25 years been at all famous for

its basses. Morelli has about that time in high repute, but he could not ba
•aid to be * good orchestra singer. Rovediko was powerful, hut coarse and
unfinished, and Naldi had almost as tittle to recommend him in concert.

+ InthewortsofPuHcrLLandCEOrr, wefiodthcbasspartvdescendiugtoE
D, and in some anthems even loner notes are, we believe, to be found. Nov
we observe, that even where the low F occurs, the composer generally appends
a little note an octave higher In the staff, thus tacitly admitting the probability

of the singer not being able to sustain the lower tone. One of the antliems lit

which we.aJlude was produced by a very curious series of incident, which Sir

John Hawkins thus relates

The Ring (Charlesthe second) had given orders for building a yacht, which,
as soon as it was finished, he named The Fulius in honour or the Dnchess ot
Portsmouth, who, we may suppose, was in her person rather full and plump.—
The sculptors and painters apply this epithet (o children, rind say, for instance,

of tie boys of Fiauuixao, that tbey are fubby. Soon after the vessel was
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The eliange of tin' pilch in Concerts has also contributed in n

measure to Ibis substitution. There a very few real basses thrtt

Mquirtil,intheno(ura/v lice. VvacELhin" Lcltlie dreadful engines'*

ascends loG. Handiu. constantly carries his buss to F, Hayds

tery rarely indeed, nnd never but upon a passage where force enn

he employed. Shield, for Bannisteh, often uses F and G, the

former in long holding passages, as \n""Js bums the charger"

and Stobace, writing for Sbdgewick, employs an A in one of his

»ongs in I lie Pirala Paeh introduces a G al«o in O come e buono

iJgnese) a song not to be matched, except from PrjBCELL, in the

spirit, pathos, and transitions. In concerts, Mr. Welch, Mr.
Beilauy, and even Mn. Uartt.ema* himself must be classed

under lliisde'cription. Upon the stage, Ma. Sbdgewick* indeed,

for whom Storage principally wrote, had a most wondrrful voice,

whether we regard tone, compass, or power. Mn. Drum ah also

was remarkable for natural endowment. Mb. Tinney who now

assists in the Oratorios, ha* n sound bass voice, but neither of these

latter can be said to have reached any very high degree of public

estimation. The only legitimate buss singer who has appeared

launched the kiuj; made a parly to fail in tliis yacht iWn the river, and round

the Kentish oiiii-t ; mill I" keep up tin- mirth anil "niiil hinnmir nf the company,

Mil. t^oiTi.iM-.
(

'i pvblic siiii^i-r of ifre.it ri-puti;) nas requested to be of tie

numln r. They had n"t a; Ion J- the North Foreland, when a violent ttonn

arose, in nhirti the King ami Hie Duke of York were necessitated, in order Is

preserve the vessel, to hand lliesails. and *ork like cmium n seamen; by good

providence, however, they escaped to laud : but the distress they were in,

made an impression on the mind of Mn. Goatling, which was never effaced.

Struck with a just seine of the deliverance, and the horror of (he scene which

he had but latelv vioiied, upon liis return (o London he selected from tlie

psalms those passages which declare the wonders and terrors of the deep, and

gave them to PobgeU. In compose as an anthem, which he did, adapting it so

peculiarly to the ron.p.i-- nf Mn. Gdstlisc's voice, stliirli "as a deep bass,

that hardly any person hut himself v*as then, or lias since hecn able to sing it,

but the King did not lire to hear it : this anthem, though never printed, is well

known. It is taken Tinm (he H)7tli p-alm ; the lirst iwo verses of the anthem

wo the 23d and Htli of the psalm. " They that £o down to the sea in ship),

and occupy business in great waters. These men see the w orks of the Lord,

anil his uumlers in the deep."—(Mr Jukn Iltittkins' History of Mutk, vol. A

p. 359.)
* We once heard a professional singer now nerupyiii!; (lie very first rank in

tha public fator, ami one whose experience exceeds that of any other living

performer in V'.nehnri", affirm that this ens'! reive, was far superior to ui ht

had ever heard ia any country.
.
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during ibe period, the events of which we nre reciting, and wlio hag

risen to high regard, is Ma. Lac v. No other singer has tin; small-

est tille to a comparison with Mn. Barti.eman : their merits how*

ever, test upon very distinct grounds, and without instituting any

invidious comparison, we (ball conclude oar article by an examine
tion of their several excellencies, after the manner in which we liavo

before analyzed the powers of the greatest Tenor and Soprang

singers of this out age.

MR. BARTLEMAtf.

It will not be disputed, that a singer who could win his way lo the

enjoyment of so great a share of public applause by the side. if Mn.
Hailkiso.v, Mn. Bsaiiau, ami Mn. Vaughan, persons so

richly gifted by nature, and so eminently accomplished in science,

who in despite of the weight which nature lays ifpun a bass singer,

could venture to maintain, during a period of between 90 and 20 years,

bis full portion of reputation iu the same orchestra, with nil I he finest

female singers in Europe by turns, it will not be diipuled y/e think,

that such a performer must possess qualifications of no ordinary ex*

cellence. And such is the fact of Mb. Babtlehan, who began his

career among the choristers in the King's chapel, who became at

once the most esteemed bass singer of his age, and who to ihi* honr

retains the same extensive public favor he has always possessed

whenever his impaired health will suffer him lo appear. He is a>

member of the royal choirs at St. James's and Windsor, he is en»

gaged at Ihe Ancient Conceit, be is one of the proprietors and con*

duetors ofthe Vocal Concerts at the Hnnover-squarc rooms. No man

in this country has Ihe same means of constantly standing define

audiences so polished, and of enjoying the assistance and support of

instrumental accompanists so carefully selected and so severely d ; scl*

plined. Ma. Ua rti.phan tbereforeeildsto iWepreat endowments,

which are his own, advantages which no ntlrer bass sinjp;- enjijvs, and

a, station where he is enabled to command the choice of whatever is

best adapted |o his genius and bis powers. Thus he lias had the

good fortune to be pieced in a glowing light, and in ti situation

where every means that could ripen or improve his natural gilt-, faci-

litate his acquaintance with Ihe high est resources of his art, and set

before him the roost perfect examples, bate been from I) is first en*
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trance into life accessible to bira. Mr. Bartleman's intonation

wns formed by early practice, as bb later proficiency, not less than

the school from whence he comes gives us a right to suppose, upon

legitimate principles. In truth no one can sing more accurately in

tunc, and such is his fixed power of just intonation, that we heard

him aver he considers the accompaniment (o afford him little more

aid than be attains from hearing the pitch during the symphonies.

It is a fact llml singers ofgreat volume of voice rarely hear the iri-

stumenls that are going while they are singing; that is while the

Toire is actually passing through the mouth; and the reason is very

obvious. The communication with the organ of hearing js most

direct and complete from withinsidc the mouth. If we strike a

tuning fork and apply il to a tooth, the sound appears much louder

than we bear it, if Hie end of the fork be applied to any other exter-

nal body. When any one listens attentively be will be observed to

open his mouth.* Bill the fact will be found to be as we have stated

it, and we adduce it only to prove the perfection to which Mr. Bar-

tlehAn must by constant practice have brought the action of the

throat Even the long indisposition witli which he bns been visited,

Las not diminished this grand faculty. His tune was last winter ns

ringing and as correct as in the moments of his most vigorous bodily

health. We consider no small portion of the pleasure bis singing

affords to be attributable to this accomplishment, for it bestows a

brilliancy upon his tone, which, for reasons we shall hereafter give,

we should rather be iuduced to think does not belong to its essential

q utility.

Mr. Bartleman's conception is quick, bold, and apprehensive

;

it illuminates whatever it glances upon ; it lights up bis whole manner

with the energy that has struck so impressively upon the general

imagination, and (in conjunction with bis beautiful intonation) is the

characteristic to which, we should say, he owes his vocal supremacy.

Mb. Bartleman commenced his careerin the church. A fancy

lively to an extreme degree, there received a chastening and a lem.

• Seamen during an action are accustomed to tie a handkerchief over the

mouth to prevent the sound of the Runs from affi-rtiuj; the organs oT hearing

through that channel, and we know a K.-utlcna.,, a bvc-stanrier dunng the

nr^rrf^.i^bi^pi^^ofdii^Lreuillrll^^^'li.'l^.ii^nHliml b) ™, ot

t!,« Kim.ici-5 in tlit luomeiil of attention I" stain! with his mouth opened, ma)

c.'Uio ;!'_':! to close it as he valued hi? seme of hearing.
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pfrnnce, which have been the more Important, inasmuch as bis na-

tural vivacity must have always exposed liim to the strong lempta-

tious, by which the keen sense of dramatic effect, visible in every-

thing he does, proves him to be assailable. His execution of the

xong of Pott/phemc, " () rudilicr than the cherry" which before his

line had always been held to be a rude, heavy, and unmanageable

composition, is truly theatrical, yet equally just. It is really gigan-

tic. " Thus milk the Ij>rd to Cyrus," from Handel, and above all

" Let the dreadful enginet ofeternal nitl," and Thefrost scene in King

Arthur from Purcem,, are as legitimate personifications as orchestra

singing can admit, or as the understanding can desire from vocal art.

To the last movement of Peuooi.esi's exquisitely pathetic air, set to

the words " O Lordhaix mercy upon me," he also imparts the exact

measure ofanimation which the subject requires, and will bear. All

these snugs are in manner opposed to each other, yet Ma. Babtle-

man has hit the several shades with a delicacy and precision, at the

same lime thai he has tasted his whole strength to the point, which

shows him to be of a tem|>er and a genius perfectly adapted to the ex-

ercise of a profession thi inure ilillicnlf because surrounded with

limitations, which the direct and positive imitations of the stage are

able to overleap or to reject. The boundaries thai circumscribe our

expectations of characteristic effect in an orchestra arc indeed very

ill defined, and the tact ofa just tiste in this respect must be conced-

ed to him who hits thegeneral sympathy of persons so removed from

each other in the various gradations of science and sensibility, as

they who compose the mixed audiences of the concert rooms where

Mr. Bahti.eham has assisted both in London nnd the. provinces.

That he has succeeded in this main particular, is, as we esteem it,

by far the highest attribute that belongs to his performance. No
man was evermore alive to his art than this gentleman. His deport-

ment from the moment he takes his place in an orchestra displays

too openly to be mistaken, the genuine love he has for music. He
enters with the liveliest solicitude into all the parts that are going

on, and we remember the time when he could nut forbear to lend all

his might (o the chorusses, though he had in prospect the burden of

a share of the performance fully sufficient to gratify the most un-

bounded love of singing that ever anyone possessed. These, how-

ever, arc trails of air innate passion for the science audits pleasures

which not even the inexpressible drudgery and fatigue that attend*
nu 2
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lis exercise as a profession, while leagued with indisposition, were

severe enough to subdue.

Upon «iir next heads of enquiry, we shall be found to differ very

essentially from Ma. Barti.eman's admirers, amongst whom we
shall nevertheless claim a place. His Tone tins been often held to

bo one of his brightest attributes. Here, however, we must dive a

little into particulars. In our preliminary remarks we have submit-

ted to the reader :i general description of the notions that prevailed

respecting bass singing, before the object of our present analysis

appeared ; we have al-o gone at large into the change which lint

Since happened. We object, therefore, to Mb. Babti.eu a x'a tone

upon (wo principles. Firs!—It is not the tone of a legitimate bass

Voice at all. And Secondly—It Is not brought oat in the true man*

her and indeed the only manner in which pure tonecan be produced

and sustained.

We estimate the excellence of tone according to four properties.

First—lis immediate sensible effect upon the car. This operation we

consider apart from its several associations cither with character or

sentiment. Second—Its pure conjunction with pronunciation.

Jhird—According to the facility with which it Is capable of assum-

ing the expression of particular passions without undergoing- any

radical change En the mod - of itsjttrodacllon. And Fourthly—As it

is capable of being blended and assimilated with other voices in

part-singing. These, in our ideas, Constitute the essential properties

of tone, and are the final causes which ought to be regarded in any

system for its formation. The first comprehends all the modifica-

tions of power, sweetness, brilliancy, in short all the pleasures de-

rived from mere sound ; the second—its combination with words

;

and the third—its effect in moving and exciting the sympathy of

auditors by the highest attributes of vocal art. The fourth is little

jnore than merely technical,

Mr. U.Mir i. tit an'- theory of the forrnation of tone is uniformity

nnd roundness. His endeavours have been addressed to preserve

such uniformity of voicing, and ft must be conceded to him that ho

ha* cultivated the evenness and similarity throughout all his com?

pas* with success. We however deny the justice of (he principle.

Our second objection is to the way in which the lone is formed.

The Italians and the English differ with all olhcr nations, princi?

pally in this branch of the ett of instruction. That the Italian*.
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have a clear, distinct, and predse metliod that is always certain in

its effect, is clear from the single fact that all Italian singers senij

forth their tone alike. That the English have no settled principle u
demonstrated by the converse of the circumstance we have just

cited. No tivo English singers produce the tone ;ilike, nor indeed

hardly any two notes of the scale. Those of the English who come

nearest to pure tone, have all either been taught by Italians or by

the Italian method. The best singing-master England has known

during the period we are speaking of was Rauzzimi, of Bath. He

has now two scholars before the public, who exemplify the excel-

lence and congruily of his mode of tuition ; these are Ma. Braham

and Mb. L \cy. They have both matured their study in Italy, but

we believe they both retain the same sense of their obligations to

Raczzini, and both consider all the experience they have sinet

gained only as confirmatory of his principles. Now we will ven-

ture to pronounce that the similarity of tone produced by both these

singers is complete as to the mechanical process assumed by the

organs employed in its formation anil emission—that it is the purest

tone the human voice can produce, and finally, that it exhibits exact-

ly the difference and only (he difference in pitch which distinguishes

a bass from a tenor voice. Let it be clearly understood that we are

how discussing the formation of pure tones and not the arbitrary mo-

difications which the singer chooses to adopt with a view to the ex-

pression of particular emotions or passions. We go to the principle

—to the foundation, for the very first foundation of good singing 13

the formation of pure (one. By pure tone, we mean that which

comes from the chest. The unmixed wee di petto, free from any

change in the throat, mouth, or head. Mr. Br ahah and Mn.

Lacv's solmiwtion is of this nature; and when we bear them, we feel

by a sort of sympathy whicii directs us to the spot from whence the

lone originally proceeds, that their rule and their execution is the

same. When on the contrary, we have heard Mb. Vatjgiiam and

Mil. BAttTLEMAH, the two finest singers of (he English school, we

can find no such guide. We rather perceive that the voices are not

formed alike nor emitted alike. If Ma. Braiiau gives w:Ly to ex-

travagances (as he is too apt to do) which disturb the uniformity and

Injure the effect, those abberations do not touch the system any more

than the change, which for comic effect Mn. Lacy will give to a

passage. These arc voluntary violations which do not impair tb*

excellency of the general code of instruction.
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The superiority of tone it will be said after all must be estimated

by its effects upon the auditor. By this standard we should be con-

tent to try it. But as we cannot bring it to such n lest in writing,

we must endeavour tci reason a little upon those effects. After the

iramcdiateoperationoftone upon the ear, (and which is generally

Sound in the case of Italian voices to exceed that of English,) we
should consider that the power of combining uniformity of tone with

delicate and polished articulation of words to be most vitally im-

portant.

This point Mr, Babtlemak must instantly give-up. Instead

ofthe proper pronunciation of English vowels, he has upon principle

bent his language to his tone—and to render the latter uniform he con-

verts f into oi, and by a certain method of opening the mouth, which

exhibits (lie reverse ofthe Italian bacra ridenle, he introduces a com-

bination of vowels into the pronunciation of a and o,of which we can

pretend to give no description. Mb. Babtleman is sensible of

this deviation from the orthcapy of his own language, and defends it

upon the gronnd of rendering his lone uniform. The illustration is

still mote unfortunate in bis execution of Italian, for when placed in

this predicament, neither his (one nor his pronunciation can be said

to bear the least likeness to the native Italians. This matter is now so

well understood, that it will not be contended for an instant by any

real judges of Italian singing. Mb. Baa ham, on the contrary, fau

manifested his power (o sustain the first character upon the Italian

ftnge, ami indeed, we consider thnt lib Italian singing far transcends

his English. If more evidence be wanting, Mn. Lacy has reached

flic utmost propriety both in singing and pronunciation—so high

indeed are hi* attainments, in this respect, that we have heard the

best Italian scholars express their surprise at the perfection he ha*

gained in (he pronunciation of (hat language. His English is alike

articulate and pure.

The nexlallribule of tone is the power of conveying by Its devia-

tions various shades of sentiment and passion, and here we again re-

fer to the Italians. Who has ever beard such fine expression as they

Contrive to imparl to llieir passages, whether ofjoy, or grief, of rage,

or tenderness; what Iinliiin was ever known (o transmute his man-

ner of producing tone in the course ofthe diversifications he employs ?

If this proof be disputed by the amour propre of our countrymen we

tnny again tccwIo Mb. Bbahah. What are the effects of his
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"Deeper and deeper still!" can any thing be more pathetic or

more impassioned than this recitative, (even in spite of Tu'g mi-
ni itied extravagances] or more Boolliing llian the succeeding a j r ;

Thus if our instances be justly taken, our principle cannot becrro-

To bring the question before us to a still more complete decision,

we mny enquire, what are the consequences of this difference of prin-

ciple, when voices so trained are employed in concert with others?

It has always appeared to us, lliat Mb. Fi a ht hesj a n*s voice refuses

to blend into conformity of tone in a glee. We hear him as dis.

twctly alone as if he were singing by himself. By some this fault

lias been attributed to his aingiiii,' too loud. But we shall not do so
excellent a singer the injustice to accuse liim of so vulgar an error

Weattribute it solely to the quality of tho lone; and while we give

Mb. Bakti.bhan the fullest credit for the improvement in bass

singing, of which he may truly he considered the author, while ha
has imparted to it a degree of energy, feeling, lightness, and elc.

gance, unknown before bis lime, wo must nevertheless believe that
he has built upon an erroneous basis in regard to tone. The gene-
ral value of his own performance has been materially diminished by
this fatal mistake, and the taste of a whole generation, even should tho

evil extend no further, corrupted by his example.

It will have been anticipated, from what we havesaid concerning
Mk.Barti-bban'stokb, that his et.ocutios cannot have escaped
the pernicious cffecls of this radical error. In respect to the latter

we have indeed rarely, if ever, seen an instance uniting so many ex-
cellencies and so many defects. The delicate apprehension and (lie

energy which he conveys into bis expression of character, or of sen-

timent and passion, chastened as it is by a general tense ofpropriety,
can hardly be too much admired, while this vitiated pronunciation

ofthe vowels, and his short manner of utterance in declamatory pas.
sages, cannot be too severely condemned. Had Mb Bahtle.
man's power of chest been more confined, had ho had less command
over his tone, (such as it is) his mode of quitting words and note*

would frequently have been intolerably short, rugged, and null,

nished, simply from his mode of pronunciation. " a O o I iram
cuome fruom thuau huotoy faaml, (softening ami melling the u into

a new dipthong with rowel) is really no caricature of the system
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upon which lie equalizes his vowels* in order In produce uniformity

of lone. Listen to the effect! of a somewhat broader execution of it

than bis own, in any of those who have mnde him their model, and it

becomes intolerable. Yet such is the rent nature of the principle

which has reigned so long (incontroverted, and to such an extent

does the power to propagate errors which fine talents enjoj some-

times extend, that the defects are even more generally adapted than

the perfections of a great artist ; and the reason is obvious. The

most prominent are the most striking, they catch the ear most readily

and certainly, and sink most surely into the memory.

In point of science there are few singers who go beyond the object

• The following olkit ratiom uptni this matter wore some time since

published in a letter of a prniim-ial journal from a gentleman whose naturally

tine taste has been maimed liiirin^ a Inn; couire of years by familiar friend,

ship with persons of the lunhe-i um-ir.il and erifical attainments. They
(hrow a good deal of light upon the subject. " ^minimis, in his most
able iniestigatjou of the eloiueiilai y sounds of the Lutll-li language, dis-

covered that (tie letters j and a, in their more coinrann use, were not, as had
been supposed, simple vowels, lint rent dipthonas. Fur tin- sake of brevity, I

shall confine my observations in tin: lir.-i hi" the.-, of winch he says: * The
Sound ti* composed of llir faik-n JnnVirJ of vowels, a (<r,.-)'mA c, the

first made by the larsost. Mil the last by the smallest aperture of the mouth.
j\nw if nr "(Lend to (he pine.- iii f.H inin- liiU sound, wo shall inul Hut the-

mouth Li first opened to the -nine decree of aperture, and is m the same posi-

tion as if it were coin" to sound a ("»;.- J. hut bt-JU-cthe Tokrcun get a passage
lliroiiifh Hie lips, the organs me put in the fame position as 11 hen c is former!,

am! a thinl found is produce,!, whieh i> J[{f< rc:it from imih: Now I haia
always Ibmiejit that sumo one of our eminent public >:ii«its, (Harrison was the

first in whom I heard il CiVmnlitiod; by 111 llufiirtunnle misapplication of this

theory, introduced the piv-ei:! uliendic neimier of di^oh in; iliis dipthnne,

which unlike all others, except the if, (<o whieh I skill now advert) effects,

by the union of its elemoiits, souii'ilnn:; i;uilc riiliei. ni I'r if.nt which ii pro,

rimed by their resolution— its different at niJ/e is from the seven prismatic

colours. 1 admit that the sound of /. as explained by SiitniDiN, is incapable

of buns su< I
aincd as a n.u-i™l .one-.!, sii.ee. if \»u dwell unnu the first letter

of the dipthons you obtain [he oflensivn sum d 01
'

tia, ami if on the second, the

Slender sound of e. It may be asked, what then is to be done i I reply,

where the eipre.'sinn requires or will admit
1

|
; r y of utterance, there to pro-

nounce the worth in their ordinary manner : but wIiitk a sustained sound is

necessary, there let the .•inner, as Hie KnglMi singer is compelled frequently to

do, snl'-titule on;- sound for a, Hither. I v. ill end, ,nvi,; revive an iusl„uu: of

both. In singiog " lie:: vain it mart uiu /minis injighl," it is surely better

tn articulate the word f<J:l, how ever ui:i:iii-]ial il mav be, than /u:.-dc, as

Harbison used In do. Or suppose the words Ui be ' Cease % unguals,

with themselves, would articulate thus: Cease thuxi-e anguish, jmoa-e/eonce
more. If they say ' ;Vo, ire would institute io:re oilier simnd fur tin: /,' i

perfectly agree in I he propriety of the answer ; but then, I jsL, why not do the
UBie jn all cases where a sustained sound of lis necessary :"
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of out memoir either in the knowledge thai more particularly apper-

tains to liia own department, in a thorough acquaintance mil li the

business of an orchestra, or in the general scope of his musical read-

ing, particularly of [lie old masters. His singing, however, twars no

marks of erudition. He appears studiously to avoid affectation, and

we should consider his style of ornamenting to err on (he side of

plainness rathertban as too elaborate or recherchi. It may fairly be

said that in this as well as in execution a bass has far less room to

sport in than other toice. The space, however, hns been lately ex-

tended, and the songs of Ha tun and oilier modern composers afford

ampler scope. We are not enamoured cither of Mr. If AniLEiiAN's

mode ofexecuting divisions, which we consider to be too staccato and

mechanical, or of his mode of gracing. Almost every thing that de-

serves the name is modem, and is moreover derived from the Italian

school. Ma. Babtlemam is more of the ancient than the modern,

and most of all English.—a title which in every thing but vocal art

we glory in being able to boast, is the proudest a man can hear.

We hare bestowed upon Mr. Bartlekak more minute observation

than upon any other performer, for we ore happy to admit that he

has hitherto not only been the greatest bass singer of Lis time, but that

be has hitherto stood unrivalled and alone. Notwithstanding his

talents are splendid, his faults are great, and the consequences of

these faults are, if of a magnitude, still more important. While we
do him homage we wish to do him and his art equal justice. We
have performed our obligations with more than common care, and

we intreat that nothing we have said may be interpreted harshly, fot

we doubly lament that where there is so much to praise, to admire,

and to imitate, there should be necessity for any reservation in favor

of the general interests of science.

MH. LACY.

We consider Ms. Lacy to be without question the most legitimate

bass singer, the most accomplished in various styles, and altogether

the most perfect and finished, that has appeared in this country.—

And if he lias not been heard so frequently as to give his reputation

the wide diffusion that his merits entitle him to expect, it is owing to

the following causes, which since they very materially effect the
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public exercise of Hip art, and the rise of concert singers in general,

may have a place here.

Those who do not examine very scrupulously (he constitution of

the public concerts in London, are apt to suppose, l!iat nothing is

bo easy as for talent to open to itself an avenue to the favor of 11

metropolitan audience, and through that medium to the kingdom at

large. Far from it ; llieie is nothing more difficult. Till this season

there werconly two established concerts of repute in London.The con-

cert ofAnlient Music is in the hands of directors, who nut onlv musf be

veil satisfied ofthe claims ofany candidate for a place in their orches-

tra, but they also, with a commendable spirit of justice, look to

the past services of their singers, and it seldom happens that indivi-

duals are displaced, who continue to maintain a fair professional re-

putation. Mb. Babhem ah has, therefore, with the exception of

periods of indisposition, constantly retained the lead as the bass singer

there. Of the vocal concerts at Hanover-square, he is a proprietor.

The oratorios, therefore, are the only places left open to the com-

petition of new performers, and eren here there arc circumstances

which might well forbid a singer's appearance. There arc also, it is

true, the benefit concerts, but it will naturally follow, that the par-

tics are anxious to obtain the assistance of those of most repute.

Thus the rights of prescription throw so many impediments between

n young singer and the public, that many years must pass away be-

fore an opportunity is afforded him of becoming extensively known.

Add to these circumstances, that bass voices arc seldom, we may say

never, calculated to make those Instant and striking impressions (hat

belong to voices capable ofgreat force and display of execution. They

have rarely any thing of such a character assigned to them. It it

no wonder, then, if a singer of this description creeps more slowly

into estimation than those of nny other class. In the instance be-

fore us there are also other drawbacks. Mn. Babtlehan and Ma.

Bei.laXY were from lhcir childhood constantly before a London

audience. Mr. Lacv is still young ; he whs educated at Bath, un-

der Rauzzini. He came out in London before his singing had re-

ceived that suprrior richneisand polish it has now obtained
;
during

the short time he has been before the public, he has been in-

termediately employed at provincial meetings, and lastly he has

passed a considerable period in his studies in Italy. We lament to

add, that at the very moment when his talentsare matured, and when
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'Ills country tins begun lo be gratified by liis powers, and might bo

greatly benefited by liis example, the state of his heallh has ilctcr-

"mined him to try a warmer climate ; and, probably, before this

sheet meels the public eye, he, with Mas. Lacy, by far the most

able of our native female singers and instructors, will be on their

voynge to Calcutta.

Mb . Lacy is endowed by nature with organs of great strength and

delicacy. His voice is rich and fall toned, particularly in the lower

notes. His natural compass is from E to F, or about 16 notes.

His ear is so remarkably accurate, and the muscles of bis throat so

formed by practice, that they are rarely even affected by the indis-

position under which he so continually labours. If he can sing at

all, he sings in tune. In point of intonation, he therefore equals,

if he dues not exceed, every other singer we ever remember to hav«

heard. But what affords a more certain proof of liis quickness in

discriminating sounds, as well as of the facility with which he can

use and apply the powers of his voice, is the faculty of imitation

which we happen to know he can exercise with extraordinay accu-

racy in resi>ect to similitude, and with great variety of purpose both

In singing and speaking. Nor is it a less remarkable prouf of good

taste and sound judgment, as well as versatility and resource, that

his singing is pure and original. In it there is uot the taintest trace

of the manner of any other performer, except that natural resem-

blance, if we may so call it, which appertains to singers who have

been trained upon the principles of one school, and who belong, as

it were, to the same musical family. Thus the same principles of

voicing, and even of gracing, may be perceived to he common to

Mil. Bit a ham and Mb. Lacy, as derived from their master, Rauz-

zini ; but nothing that can be called imitation, can be traced in his

style. Direct imitation, in our mind, always indicates the want of

the natural and wholesome strength that attend poverty of concep-

tion and a barren genius. " The man that follows must always go

behind" is a homely truism, but it is precisely to our point. Ma.

Lacy, on the contrary, acts upon his gwn conceptions ; and as

circumstances have enabled us to acquaint ourselves with his method

of procedure, we can Btate, of our own knowledge, that he first well

considers the intentions of the composer—the scope of the capabilities

of the song, and weighs them in conjunction with his own particular

powers of expression. When he has matured his own notions, he is
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never backward to compare tbera with the judgment ofothers, but is

anxious to correct his aniline and his execution, by the most careful

consideration of such objections as are offered to him, or by the ob-

servation of any changes or refinements introduced to his notice by
others We do not esteem his imagination to be so fervid as that of

Ma. Uahtlcmah, nor his expression, in particular instances, so

strong—but as a whole it is more pure, chaste, and polished, more

enriched by the study and understanding of the different accepta-

tions of different national schools, and consequently more diversified

and universal. In framing these disquisitions upon the professional

acquirements of great singers, tve find ourselves irresistibly drawn

into repetitions and samenesses, and even must thus make an apology;

and in order to preclude the supposition that we blunder into tauto-

logy we must refer to our article in our second number for a coin-

ciding remark to that which we now make. Mb. Lacy has com-

pared ideas of expression, purely English, with those of enlightened

foreigners; and though he sings English likean Englishman, his style,

in respect of conception, is (as we esteem it) purified and elevated

by his more intimate study and acquaintance with the modes of ex-

pression in use among other nations. He is not deficient in what wo

are templed to call the poetry of his art, but his fancy is guarded

and fenced round by chastity of design, not less than by the caution

which a very nice and difficult taste, with respect to execution, al-

ways places upon his aims at effect- His singing of the older mas-

ters, of Handel,Aese, Pbbgolesi,&c (Purcell we never beard

Ilim a Itempt,) is tine, marked and vigorous, but always sober, aud

never turgid or theatrical. Such we conceive to be the true por«

traiturcof Ma. Lace's singing, so fur as it evinces hut apprehen-

sion of the intentions of the poet and tire composer.

In point of tone, we consider that Ma. Lacy exceeds every bass

linger we ever heard. We have already spoken so much at length

upon this head jit our character of Mu. Bartlenav, that little re-

mains. Wc must even be guilty of repetition, even when wesay that

Ma. Lacy's tone is strictly Italian, formed according to the method

of the teachers of that country, and that it never varies from the top

to the bottom of his voice in quality. But this is not the only design,.

We have seen, that in this respect, namely, uniform voicing, Ma.

,

Babtibhak complies with the condition of the general problem

for the formation of tone, Mb, Lai;v, however, conforms in all the
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other particulars we have so largely described above. His tone it

pare, sweet, ricb, and, for a bass, it is very brilliant. It is sus-

ceptible ol every sort of various expression, without departure from

(lie original principle of its production ; it is capable of allowing

ilte singer to blond-.the most perfect articulation of words either with

its largest volucne or its most attenuated reduction; and, finally,

none of these principles arc disturbed by the most rapid execution.

In glcca it forms a sound and delightful foundation. Almost every

individual auditor indulges himself in imagining the possible cflecls

of tone, and this excursive property of the fancy rather than the

judgment, is encouraged and fed by the recollection nf the effects

produced by all sorts of singers. Thus, wilhont reflection, we are

apt to linger for the brightness and ductility of a soprano, or for the

force of a tenor, even while we are listening to the grave round and

full tones of a bass—and it is not without an effort that these illusive

and impossible desires are banished. With an exception for this

ideal extravaganza, which we believe is not peculiar to ourselves,

(for who docs not build castles in the air?) we m;iy safely say, that

Mi, L act's tone Iras a 1nays satisfied as, whether in English or Ita-

lian music—whether in Handel, Abnb, Guglielmi, Havdk,
or Mozart—in the solemn magnificence of " Shalt I in Mamrt's

fertile plant," in the more fervent description of " Note Heaven in

fullest glory shone," through the elegant and fanciful playfulness of

" Vcdde la vedete," or the powerful though mixed expression of

" A'on piu andrai," down to the direct levity of " S'meliiiassi prender

tnoglk," of Rossini, (a thing by no means easy of execution by the

way) or the broader comedy of " He fiato in corps mete." These

several compositions, which are essentially contrasted each to the

other in syle, afford 3 diversity neither less nor lower than the seve*

jai various gradations in Mb. Baktleman's select performances;

and it is no derogation to that eminent singer to say, that Mr.
L acr is in none of these second to that eminrnt singer, even in his

most successful performances.

One of the main though almost inseparable ingredients in the

portion of satisfaction which this gentleman's singing affords, is his

articulate and beautiful pronunciation, more particularly of the Ita-

lian tongue. Here he givi:s legitimate emploj men! to hit discrimina-

tion and to his imitative powers, which must have contributed vast It

to facilitate hi* acquisition of all the niceties of Italian Orthoepy.
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We must fairly avow, that nolhing has done so mtirh towards

liberalizing our honest English predilections, as hearing the

Italian singing of M«.* and Mrs. Lacv. An Englishman has

much to unlearn as well as to learn before he can be completely

gratified by Italian singing. At the Opera his prejudices are not

(infrequently strengthened and confirmed by the theatrical vehe-

mence with which the features of every thing arc enlarged. It is

not, we must repeat, until we have become tolerably familiar with

the points in which the Italian differs from the English expression of

sentiment and passion, that we are so reconciled to new impressions,

as to be able to allow admission to a just sense of the beauties of

Italian execution. The songs and duets of Mr. and Mrs. Lacy
are cerlainly freed from all the redundancies of the Italian stage,

while the sweetness, CongruUy, finish and delicacy of ornament,

peculiar totbe Italian school, are preserved in their pristine excel-

lence. Hence, the parts at first most obnoxious, (the frequent use of

Portamento for instance, to which English ears are least accustomed

and learn tobear the latest) arc softened down, and we are gradually

led to delight in the smooth lubricity, luxuriant elegance, and

Voluptuous tenderness, which court our senses iuto intense and deli-

cious satisfaction. Nothing can be more marked and more distinct

than the elementary parts ofMs. Lacy'* singing English and Ita-

lian, yet each is chastened and refined by the oilier. We have now

and then observed a tendency fo the introduction of vowels between

consonants in his English, after the manner of the Italians ; as "for

I am in a trouble" instead of "for J am in trouble;" luch a lapsus

is, however, very rare indeed, and it Is the only error we ever ob-

served in his enunciation. But what constitutes the highest order of

fliis department, his general cast of expression is truly superior is

greatly various, and even when must forcible, preserves a purity and

Subdued temper, which shews his understanding of his art to be

at once vigorous and sensible, and that he blends the tact of a gen-

tleman with the enthusiasm of the musician. This distinction is ob-

servable through all his deportment in an orchestra.

In science Ma. Lacv is generally informed. He is a superior

player upon (he pianoforte and thoroughly understands accompani-

• So considerable were Ma. Lacy'* attainments thought by the Italians,

that lie u-asoll'L'i-i.'d pngagrmi'iii* at tin- 0[M.u. nf Riunnn- mnl Milan. Since

hit return, he has also declined an cngagenjeul at the King's Theatre.
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men). Wcdo not mean to confine this phrase to the mere applica-

tion of chords, but to extend it to all the expedients for setting off

the composition to the best advantage. He is thoroughly conversant

with the business and detail of an orchestra, and can, we believe,

play on n stringed instrument. He reads music will] the surest

facility, and is perfectly acquainted with the limits which the laws

of harmony impose upon the use of ornament. He is, however,

so unfortunately near sighted, that the best printed music is almost

illegible to him by candle light. This impediment at once embar-
rasses and distresses him, for it occasions a never ceasing dread of

error, from which nothing frees him, but committing every thing he
sings to memory, a labour, which were it to be overcome by indui.

try, is often impracticable from circumstances.

Much of what we had to say of his EiacuTros has been gather-

ed from the preceding notices. His facility is, however, exlraordi-

aary, and we can assure our readers, from private observation, that

this facility ministers to a fancy not less exuberant and fertile than is

bis power of rapidly running through passages. In public, Ma.
Lacv generally confines himself to bnss singing, and except insucb
air as those of Cbbscbmtiki, we have seldom witnessed any exhibi-

tion of that volatility which we know he possesses. We have
hoard him in private sing some of Ms. Qraiiau'i songs ofagility

with as rapid, neat, and articulate execution as that gentleman him.
selt But such excursion is not even yet allowed to boss singers in an
orchestra, although the former boundaries' upon the imagination

have been removed, and the domain is enlarged by modern authori-

ty and practice.

To conclude our article, we can only repeat what we said at its

commencement, Ilia! we regard Mn. LacTj in point of power, finish,

and variety, to be the finest bass linger that has yet appeared. We
estimate his Italian something more highly than his English singing.
But bia numerous excellencies can only be discovered by such a
series of performances, as we enjoy during those provincial meetings
called Musical Festivals.

The principles upon which he has been taught and upon which he
lias studied, any judge of vocal art will perceive before he has given
hnlfa dozen notes, as weli as the rare extent of his natural endowments.
These constitute (he superiority, and principally, we should say the
first, the excellent rudiments of instruction, to which ho has submit-
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Ud himself. We regret exceedingly for this reason Ills departure

from England, nt a moment when bad taste is propagating in all di-

rections; when the prominent defects of Ma. Bra nam's violcnciea

anil extravagancies,and when (he radical errorofMa. Bartlbman's
school have made, and are making himentable havoc with the rising

generation of singers, The beautiful, elegant, and graceful propriety of

Mr. Vadghan goes far to abate the vehement proncness to imita-

tion of the former in every clan above the vulgar, and webnd formed

hopes that Ma. Lact would have assisted to demonstrate the just-

ness of the principles we have endeavoured to describeand establish,

rsul it has happened otherwise, and therefore it remains lo us only

to bid this gentleman farewell, and to wish Jitm, as we do, with a sin-

eerily ofhrarl, nut less warm than our iul miration of his public qua-

lifications demands at our hands, every good that those qualifica-

tions, great ant! various as they are, give him the fullest title to ex-

pect from the new world into which he is about to cast himself. It

Is in sorrow, that we say (o him, and to the admirable and affection-

ate partner of bis life and his. voyage— Fire Vdeque.

THE PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

If wc were desired on the sudden to givctlie most striking and sa-

tisfactory proof, not only of the advancement of high musical science

and practice, but also of the propagation and reception ofthe love of

fine music amongst the public of England, we should, without a

moment's hesitation, adduce the institution arid performance of the

Philharmouic Society; and for the following reasons.—'flic associa-

tion of so many pre-eminent professors upon a common principle of

the most perfect equality, who yield and occupy by turns the high-

est and the lowest siltial ions in the orchestra, allbnls a test, not to be

disputed, of an universal determination to carry perfection to its

utmost pilch j and since competition must excite the highest possible

emulation amongst men of genius so contrasted and measured against

eacli other, it should seem as if all were impelled to lay aside every
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feeling tint could impede the progress or science in the utmost

stretch of attainment. So far as the profession is concerned, this

evidence appears to us conclusive, for active and strong indeed

must that motive lie, which can allay the inevitable irritation excited

bv the struggles of personal qualities for personal precedency.

When the ungifted part of the world affect (o wonder and to laugh at

the morbid jealousies which riot round the circle oftalent, " they talk

of pangs they never felt"—they sport with an evil they never can

feci. Dut to be thrust in a manner down from the pinnacle of esti-

mation to a lower place, to hear the plaudits, which are the sentence

of extrusion, ring in the ear without a sigh, is a trial not to be sus*

tallied by common philosophy, particularly when we remember that

with fame are here connected place, dignity, and esteem, no less

than the means of lite. When, therefore, we perceive professors not

only consenting to such admeasurement, but presenting themselves

voluntarily to the standard, and giving place to each other with a

condescension as graecful as it is honorable, we can but consider

that all meaner passions have been stilled and absorbed in llie love

of the art to which their lives are devoted, rather than stimulated by

the hope of gain or the desire of applause. In the second instance

(the eagerness with which these concerts arc sought and attended,)

we say we read the more general diffusion of (he love of science

;

for when the habits of affluence, when the thirst for light amuse-

ments, prevalent in high life, are lakcn into the computation, asnr-

passing degrceof musical taste is certified by crowded audiences of

such persons desiring to listen in perfect stillness to compositions for

instruments, during an uninterrupted interval of three quarters of an

hour, and the calling for a repetition. Nothing, we think, can speak

more decisively the real love and understanding of music amongst

the orders we describe. And when again the attention is protracted

through six entire evenings the testimony is complete. Such, how-

ever, are the phamornena which attend the institulion We are about

to describe

Concerts sustained by professofs may be found in the musical his-

tory of this country for mure than a century back. Of such a kind

was that hell originally at Haberdasher's Kail, afterwards at the

King's Anns, Corah ill, and which expired in 1774. We allude to

this more particularly, because perhaps, it may have had some influ-

ence in establishing the Philharmonic, as we observe the name of Mtt.
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Dance among the performers (here. Giardini led and Mb. D.
played (be principal second. Mrs. Billington also, being then

only seven years old, played a concerto on the pianoforte, in 1773.

The Academy of Ancient Music, held at the Crown and Anchor,

which sunk and re-appeared several times, tiil at last finished under

(he conduct of Dr. Arnold, in (lie beginning ofthe present century,

was also of the same kind. Hack and Abel's concerts afterwards

taken up with so much liberality by Loud Abingdon, who ex-

pended 16001. in a fruitless attempt to support them, came nearer in

point of excellence. After the loss of this sum his Lordship de-

clined to volunteer any further pecuniary guarantee, and the pro-

fession determined to try their fortune in carrying them on. From

1785 to 1793 the performances continued to flourish, but the opposi-

tion established by Salomon, and the increasing tasle for vocal

music, put an end to the efforts of I lie professors in that year. This

musician was piqued at being left out of the professional concerts,

end bearing that I1ayi>* had been ensued by Loud Abingdon,

and that he was disappointed by the termination of his lordship's

management, Salomon set oft" to bring him over. It is to this cir-

cumstance that the world probably owes those symphonies which

arc the finest mrniumcnts ol instrumental art. Haydn was engaged

not only to cumpcse but to direct the performance of his produc-

tions, and thus he was roused by every motive, and excited by the

highest instances of tnlciil, thai could be engaged in his service. So

it happens that even our bud passions are enlisted on the side of

general utility.

After the dissolution of these concerts, instrumental music gave

way to vocal, which rose by such rapid advances that its former

superior was in imminent danger of losing that degree of encourage-

ment which is indbpcnsiblc lo it nourishment and support. Living

talent languished for waul of patronage, and the works of de-

parted genius were likely lo be soon forgotten, The dormant recol-

lections and appetites were however revived by the spirited exertions

of a few individuals. Messrs. J. Cramer, Corri, mid Dance, met

at the house of the latter, and agreed to invite, at a subsequent meet-

ing, the attention of the profession lo so excellent a. purpose. To

this intent they summoned twelve other gentlemen lo their aid, and

au immediate attempt to institute a concert by the gratuitous exercise

of their talents was not only resolved upon, but a subscription of
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three guineas each was entered into. A plan was digested anil the

jinmbcr increased to thirty, to which it was then limited. An open-

ing, however, was left for subscribers amongst the profession, to

which no bounds were assigned, wfio were to be admitted under the

title of associates, but who were neither to enjoy the privilege of a

vote, or. any other interest in the constitution of the society. After

the original thirty all vacancies were to be filled up from the list of

associates by ballot. These gentlemen were as under, and it will

be seen that the list comprises a great proportion of the finest talents

of the country.

Mess. J. Cramer Mess. Shield Mess.C. Ashlet

Coam Nbats R. Cooke

Dance Griffin Yanibwitz

CLEMENU Potter
'

NoVELLO

Bishop Sin G.Smabt Berceb,

Attwood Moral GnAEFV

Salomon Viotti HonsLEr

Blake Hill
Aybtos W. KnYVETT

F. CftAHER Bartlemak S. We a be.

Subscribers at four guineas each, and rr embers of their families

at two, were also admitted. The Argyle Rooms were engaged.

Wind instruments and some other performera were employed, and

eight concerts (the first of which was in February, 1813,) were leS

by Salomon, F. Cramee, Viotti, Spagnolbtti, Yanibwitz,

and Vaccab.1, in turn. The principal of the conduct of the

musical department will be explained by the following law ;—
" Rule second,—That the chief object of the society is the per-

formance, in the best style possible, of the most approved instru-

mental music; consisting of full pieces, concertauteB for not less than,

three principal instruments, scsUltos, qiiinletlos, quartettes, and trios
j

that no concerto, solo, or duetto, shall ever be performed at any nfthe

society's concerts; that ifthe directors should think it expedient at

any lime to introduce vocal music with full orchestra accompani-

ment?, it must be under the aboye limitations." The directors for

the first season were

—

Messrs. Ayrton, Bishop, Clehenti*
Co

n

hi, Cua her, F. Cramer, and Dance, and sixty-one profes-

sors joined the society, as associates, including almost every name
known in the annals of the science in tbe country. To crown the
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design, the Pbisce REOENTcondescendcd fo honor the infant com-

monwealth with his patronage.

An institution so formed could not fail to command success, and

accordingly we find the highest degree of reputation following its

establishment, and admission eagerly sought. Public estimation has

increased at every succeeding season, with the exception of a very

ihort and ineffectual opposition, which about four years since arose

cut oflomet slight distentions, and which gave occasion to a concert

(called the Professional CopfCEaT,) that was soon abandoned.

Few of the members had withdrawn their names, and therefore the

Philharmonic Society suffered no diminution worth notice.

Xhc two last seasons have witnessed a material deviation from the

original plan in the introduction of single songs, The argument

for this innovation, not to call it an absolute departure from the main

design, was the difficulty of drawing together a sufficient number of

equally great performers to sustain concerted pieces. This season

(for the first time,) the singers are, as we understand, regularly en-

gaged and paid. If therefore concerted pieces are displaced by

songs, it can only be upon some ground of preference w hich perhaps

will hardly be thought to consist with the nature of the establishment.

It may be dangerous to dilute the grand purpose of supporting

instrumental music in its excellence. In any other light the change

appears of little moment.

Tlic direction during the present season is confided to Messrs.

Atiwoob, AvnTOK, IIraham, Clehenti, Gmefix, Neate,

Potteh, Ries, Spacnoletti, and We ic us ell. The members

are forty-five in number, the associates thirty-three, and the honorary

subscribers five hundred and four. In order to complete our view

pf this society, it remains for us only to subjoin a copy of one or two

bills of fare, which we select from the last and present seasons, and

to add the laws by which it is now governed, with a list of the pre-

sent members and associates. It would be. superfluous to offer any

remarks upon a performance in which most of the finest talent of

the country is engaged, upon the principle of surrendering all per-

sonal feelings to the excellence of the music. We trust from what

wc hear of the support u Horded to the endeavours of the united pro-

fessors and of the stale of the funds, that there no longer exists*

doubt of the permanency of a concert, so well calculated to advance

freience, to sustain its dignity, and (he reputation of Ibc profession,
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and which seems to impart the firm anil imperishable character to the

genius of composers for instruments, that thbConcertopAncient

Mas ic has so long assisted in giving to the great masters of vocal art.

Long may they both flourish 1

Eflh Concert, Monday, S7lk April, 1818.

ACT I.

Sinfonia in D. Beethoven.

Aria," Sefursogno," Mil. Lacy Paer.

Trio, Violin, Viola, and Violoncello, Messrs.

Wei cu

s

em,, Mori, and LiWdlsT Mozart.

Qiiarlctlo, " Bcncd ictus," Mns. Lacy, Mb.

Tbbbail, Mb. Elliot, and Mrt. Lacy

Overture, Des Abertceraget CherubinU

ACT II.

Sinfonia (No. 10.) - Haydn,

Scena cd Aria, " Ecco a te," Miss STE-

PHENS ....
Quartette-, two Violins, Tenor, and Violon-

cello, Messrs. Loder, Watts, Chal-

LONEB, and LlNDLBY Haydn.

Overture, La Clanana di Tito Mozart.

Leader, Ma. Mobi—at the Piano-forte, Ms. Bishop.

First Concert, Monday, lit March, 1819.

ACT I.

Sinfonia (No. 12) -

Scena, " Berenice ovi sei," Mas. S*Liion

Quartetto, two Violins, Viola, and Violon-

cello, Mbssbb. Lode n, Watts, Chal-

lohbb, and Lisdley ...
Overture, Anacreon ...

act n.

Sinfonia (MS) never before performed

Aria, " Pnrto," La Clemaaa di Tito -

Quartetto, two Violins, Viola, and Violon-

cello, Mbssbb. Mom, Watts, Moun-

tain, and Lindley -

Haydn.

JomtiU.

Beelhoun.

Cherubim.
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Duetto, » II cor Ti dono," Cost fan tulle - Motart.

Overture, I'idelio - ... Seetkovrtt.

Leader, Mb. Mobi—a( the Piano-forte, Mr. Clemejiii.

sameFoddr and Camporkib, Mb*. Salmon, Miss Good all,

(he Dr.noisEi.LEs de Liiiu, Mb. Br ah am, Mb. T. Cooke, and

Sicson Ciievllli.

LAW8, fto.

OF THE OBJECT OF THE SOCIETY,

t. The primary object of lln I'hiltmriiienlc ><>rl"ly i- the fiicouragcnictil of

the snperior branches of music, by tin 1 establishment nf a concert, ami combin-
ing therein the highest lalenls that can he procured, for the purpose of forming
a full and complete orchestra.

OF THE MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES.

2. Tliis sei-ieiy shall i-mnisl of two classes, Membra am! Assoeialer.

3. The number of members shall not exceed fifty ; in them Ifl veiled the

whole property ami sole government nf the society.

4. The number of associates shall be unlimited : they shall enjoy, !
common with the members, the same privilege, both for themselves and their

OF THE ADMISSION OF MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES.

5. The members shall be chosen from out of the class of associates.

ti. .Nd piTMjo shrill be propose*! as a member »lio has not attained the age
of tivenLy-oHe years.

7. Every candidate, as member or associate, shall be bonS/uie a professor

of music : lie 'hall be piopo-cci in writing by neither mere nor less Hiari three

members, ami bis rcro in menil alien shrill cuiiuiii his names at full length, with
Lis address and qualifications, in the following manner;—

rfm/r/ 18
IVe, whose names are undersigned, of our otrn personal

l-mtihi'^e, numimcml A. It. of at apcrson trnoio

moral chmKlrr ami pnifesrionul iiliili/j/ qualify him In become [a

member, or an associate] of Ibis lodefg.

K. No member or associate shall be chosen until his recommendation
shall have been read at three meet lugs immediately prior to his election,^ the

til two months after lire day (ill nliiih lire (aniliibile -ili.il
I h.iye been |)]ri;niscil.

1. Elections for member and associates shall be determined by a majority

of tivo-thirdi of the vutes of members present..
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10. No election for members and associates shall take place between the

annual general meeting and the first Monday iu -November.

OF THE DIRECTORS.

11. Twelro director snail be elected from amnnRst the membori only at
«hc annual general meeting, will enter on their office; on the third Monday
In July. Three, at least, of the directors m n k chosen, shall be member! who
have not served in Hut ollice during I In- [ir.-iiiliii^ soa-o'i : hut if ni'ire llinu

nine directors art thiiien whti have lillcd that oiilt-c- (lie p rccfitinir scunn, the

election shall be declared in favnnr of Hie nine \i ho have the greatest number
of votes, together with the three ntvt hii;li.',( mi (lit li.t who have not served

in the preceding year.
]'_>. Tiie (lirvcttri shall have the linmaei.etraif nf the concerts', the aeeept.

anti' anil en;;n»ciiirn'. »f (In- pei-for-ners, ami < «
t" ail oilier matters immediately

relating to the concert) of the society.

13. The directors shall have the power of nuking bye-laws, for the regula*

tfon of their own nu'otinjrs, n copy nf which shall be delivered to the secretary
add be forthcoming at any general meeting.

OF THE TREASURER AND OTHER OFFICERS,

14. The treasurer shall be elected from amorist the directors chosen atths
annual general meeting, and shall cuter mi his ollice on the third Monday tu

July.'
J

15. He shall issue all the tickets for the concerts to the subscribers, mem.
bers, and associates, anil receive the money for the same, which he shall

immediately pay into the account at the hankers of the society, standing jointly

16. He shall keep a general cash-book of ill hut rceeipts and payments,
which shall be produced whenever required by a general meeting, or by a
sneering of the directors.

17. llis accounts shall be prrsented at the annual general meeting, having
been preriously examined by the auditors.

IS, A trustee shall lie eli-Heil at the annual aenerr.l uiretinn. fiuiu amongst
the members, in whose name, jointly »rH Is that of the treasurer, all monies be.
longing to the.society shall be invested at the hankers.

, IB. Twoaudltors shall be elected at the annual general meeting from amongst
the Members, who shall examine the treasurer's accounts pmistulv to their

being presented.

20. A secretary shall be elected at the annual general meeting from ainnnjst

the members.

21. The secretary shall attend all general meetings, the meetings of the

directors, and be present at every concert and rehearsal. He shall keep a
f&irly-irrillcu and exact cn^y oi Hie minutes of the proceeilin^of (he

;

lie shall issue all aimimouse. t.i thf directors nr IIiemberH. in iv'luell lie shall ills,

tiiictly notify the object for which any special general meeting is convened.
He shall also circulate all li tt-rs an.iei-,( the subscribers, and perform erery
other duty that appertains to his olfice.

22. A librarian shall be annually elected an the third Monday In June I

he shall hare the charge uf, and be responsible for, all the music, books, musi-
cal instruments, and other moveable properly behni^ini: t- ne society

; lie shall

be present at every concert and rehearsal, to distribute ami rnlUvl the music,
and shall be ready to attend any general or directors' meeting, if called upou.
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It shall be his duty in keep the library iii perfect order, and to superintend the

copyists employed by the society.

OF GENERAL MEETINGS.
23. The rmnmrf general meeting of the society shrill bp lipid on the tfitnl

Monday in June; and tilt! general meetingJar fixing the eoncerts, on the first

.Monday in November.

'i4. .Nine member* ronsliimV i meeting for general purposes; bat no elec-

tion for directors, and other officers of the society, ran take place, except fif-

teen member! arc present. And should Iho animal jynr.al niceling be at-

tendee! by loss than fifteen members, such elections .lull In- postponed to (ho

dayon which such in-iieral mecliiis; sha\l be necessarily held by adjournment,

and of which not less than three d.r, noiice *hall he i:iveti In rath member.

25. Seven members, or throe directors, shall have the power to rail agene-

ral meeting, within ton day-., ami nut eailier than three, afier they shall have

delivered their signed requisition for that purpose to the secretary, to whom the

object of such meeting sliall be specified.

26. General meeting shall haielhe |»«it of adjourning Irom linn- to lime.

27. All questions .hill be ilotci mined by lull.it, if demanded by two mem-

ber., present ; epon all other oe-a-ions iiy a show of hands.

All rue !::! lurii shall be confirmed or rejected al the neit general meeting.

3B. No law sliall be altered or repealed, eicept by tiro general meetings,

convened or held by adjournment for lhat purpose.

At). No person shall propose any future law, nor the amendment ofany ei-

isting law, eicept in writing.

31. Every member, at a general meeting, shall speak standing, and address

himself to the chairman only.

32. In all case? where the votes arc equal, the chairman shall have a second

DISMISSION OF OFFICERS.
33. The society shall have Hie power of dismissing any of its officers, whe-

ther director, treasurer, or others, ai tire senc.nl meetings-, specially called for

that purpose. The notice for (he lir-t of snrh mcHiiig; to be delirered at least

seven days previous to it ;
and (he follow iiist nuking ooL to bo earlier than

soren dn'vs after the first. At both meetings, held for this purpose, fifteen

members shall be present, and vote, or the proceedings shall he void.

OF THE CONCERTS.
"31. At Hit general nnvti'ie ln'1.1 on tin- lirsl lio.nhy in November, (be

nights of the mine.', shall lie fixed, tin; terms of subscription shall be regulated,

and the mode of admitting subscribers for the following season shall be detcr-

35. Each director and the conductor shall have two tickets nightly, and the

leader one. No tickets except these, and those of the Royal Family, shall ba

transferable.

Jfi. instrumental solos, cniiccrlos, duel m., ami craira tin to.-, for less than

three priueip.il ili-tronienfs, are nut admissible in (he conceits of this society.

37. Tln-ic shall In- no (fi-'inetion of rank in the orchestra of this society :

should anv doubts upon this sar.jrot arise, the station of every performer shall

bo fixed by the leader of the night, subject (o the eontroul of the directors.

SUBSCRIPTIONS OF MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATES.

38. Each member and associate shall pay. previously to the commen remen I

•f (he first concert in every season, such sum, or subscription, as shall bo fixed
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Ht the gpileral meeting, held on the first Monday in November, immediately

preceding such concert, or determined at a meeting held by adjournment from

lli.u day. Any mcHilicr or a->tinat<- :".
: H i u ti.

In comply with '.his law (rv , ;>l

under circu instances he reafter-named) incuts his situation in the society.

39. A discretionary power shall be vested in any general meeting held prc-

liouslj- to the first concert, to extend Hit p'Tiad for tin: pavtuc.ut oi" the sub-

scriptions of such members and associates as may be out of England at that

40. Female professors shall be admitted In snliv rilii> tip the concerts on
such terms as shall be annually fued, pimided thev have been proposed ami

ballot ted for in the manner prescribed (or the admission of members anil

APPROPRIATION OF TOE FUNDS OF TTIF. SOCIETY.
41- All monies received shall be appropriated to the advancement and honor

of the musical art, for ivliii li [iiirpo-t alone tin* society is Instituted. After

paying the expense- of each season, ani pjiJauce that may remain shall be car-

ried to the account of the succeeding year.

HONORARY MEMBERS.
Vi. Foreign (it •>' .!>!-.!, of ii real eminirinv, may be i\'ii-i-ti:Alitimiriin/ members

of Ihi. society, liy a. majority of ineiiiliei s, at any funeral ,i,.Tli[iS .
Thej must

lie propo-ed. in writing, by lire members of the society jt. least, and due notice

given of the day of election.

Houorary members shall liavc free admittance to the concerts of the society

for one season; but they shall tease to enjoy this pri'.ilet:'' ftinuld their re-

sidence in England be prolonged beyond that time. It shall, however, be til

the poller of lite society to re-elect honorary members.

43. If any member of this society (who is not out of town, Or confined by
indisposition) shall absent himself from the general meeting, held on the third

Monday in June, for the pnrpn-e of electing officers, and of passing the Trea-
surer's accounts ; or from lhat held on the iiir t Monday in November, for the

purpose of fixing the lipids of the concerts, he shall forfeit the sum of half-a-

guiuea ; and if the aforementioned line lie nut paid, on or before the night of
the first conceit in each set-on, he shall be i-\cli«l-d from this society.

44. The annual list of mi'in'jers and associates shall net lie sent (n press,

until it shall have been revised and signed by the Treasurer and Secretary.

MEMBER.S.

I*. B. TkBM ThtrJtid Mm • (n Dbtcltn ftr Ot fttuitl Year.

Messrs. Ashe Messrs ."Griffin Messrs. C. Potter

Ashley Horsley * Hies
• Attwuod Kramer Sale
• Ayrtoti Ucy Schemer
* Brahiim Latouf Sherrington

iiridgetciver

It. Lindlej' Shield

Sir G. Smart
Calkin P. Meyer Mess. II. Smart

* CIemeu ti C. Meyer Sor

T. Cooke Morale » Spagnolettl

V. Cramer Mori Viotfi

Dr. Crotch Naldi Watts
Messrs. Dance • Neate S. Webbe

Dizi Novella' * Wekhset
Ferny • Potter T. Welsh
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ASSOCIATES.

?ssrs. J. Beale Messrs. Dragouetti

Bellamy Ounn
ijurrowes II. Gatlle

Cahusac Haydon
J. Calkin Hobbcas

Craggs Hunter
Dr. Camaby HulImandeL

taw. J. Clarko II. Home
Ctmlloner Jousse

Urouct Kollwan, juo.
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TREATISES ON SINGING.

Abt. I. Sotfeges a"Ilalie,acec la Basse ehiffree, composh par Leo,

Durante, Scarlatti, Hasse, Porpora, Massoni,Caffaro, David Pe-

res, &c. dedies a Mcsscigxcurs Ics premiers gentihhommes de la

Ckambre du Rot et rccue'dlis par ies Srs. Levisque et Biche

ordinaires de la Musique de sa Majestl. Paris.

2. The Modern Italian Method of Singing, with a variety of pro-

gressive examples, and thirty-six solfeggi. By Signor D. G.

April!. London.

3. The Elements of Sinniii" f/wiiliarly exemplified, In facilitate tlx

acquirement of the Science of Vocal Music in the Italian and

Jin-iiih f.ti/ki, from the commencement of the study vnlil the ut-

most proficiency is acquired; adapted for pupils of ever// age, with

observations to enable a Parent or Superintendant to assist in the

tuition ofthe Scholar during the Master's absence. By Gcsuatdo

Lanza. Interspersed with select examples and exercises of the

most eminent Masters, from the earliest period to the present time.

London, 1813.

4. Introduction to the art of So/faing and Singing, wherein thechief

requisites for a good Singer, vis. Intonation, Time, and Execu-

tion, are clearly illustrated by concise instructions and easy exam-

ples, calculated to facilitate the performance of vocal musk, ac-

cording to the most modern style. Composed and respectfully

dedicated to Mrs. Billington, (with permission) by J. Jousse.

London.

5. A Concise Treatise on Italian Singing, elucidated by rules, obser-

vations, and examples, succeeded by a new Method of Instruction,

comprising scales, exercises, intervals, and solfeggios, peculiarly

arranged and harmonised; dedicated to Thomas Broadwood, Esq,
By G. Ferrari. London.

Vocal art lias employed for a great number of years our unWfia-

ried Miention. We have heard the finest singers of Europe, we have

examined many of the best and many of the worst treatises from

lit
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the earliest to the latest ; tie have conversed wilh a vast number of

masters, and wilh professors of acknowledged ability ; we have

devoted no sm.ill portion of our leisure to practice and lo leaching,

n;i(J [ results from all our enquiries, thai though the science has been

understood and exercised by many public performers in as great

perfection us will probably ever lie allained, there i» jel no code of

instruction e.'lanl, th.il contains scarcely any thing beyond the ele-

ments purrk technical. The subject lias been often treated mcr.bani-

cally, but never plulovphically. Tlie simple difference between any

and all of the books of instruction we have yel seen, consists in a

Jliore ur less full and complete arrangement of Hie degrees of science,

which depend principally, if we may not say entirely, on mechanical

practice nnil formation—on the art of producing certain sounds and

of" executing certain passages. But we know of no bonk which

attempts to arrange anil classify tin: effects produced by the efforts of

miiuWwhich aims at directing tlie intellectual powers employed in

singing to their just mid necessary objects, except in so meagre a

form and by such poor and scanty scraps of common place maxims,

that we are slill left to consider a good treatise on tUe elements of

Tpeal science to be a desideratum among the luvers of music. Ma.
Bnows's essay on the Poetry and Music of the Italian Opera, pub-

lished ab^ut forty years ago, and which was the subject of an article

io our first number," shews how much may bu done, and is an ele-

gant example of a nice djscernnjept and discrimination applied to

(he object of our consideration.

Beyond this little work we areaware of nothing but detached obser.

rations, scattered through (tic several historians of the science, and

through the p.iges of other authors, who have been tempted to inter-

sperse a few casual and brief remarks that fell in their way. But for

Mb. Brown's assistance, the task of proving the utility as well as

the necessity of taking the faculties of (he mind into account, might

have been left to ourselves. Enough, however, has been done to

convince any intelligent person tluit the higher branches of singing

—

the just application ol"[!n: ti'clinieal power—depend entirely upon the

intellectual constitution, {particularly ifwc may class line sensibility

under that head,) and instances arc not wanting to shew that the de-

gree of perfection attained, depends even mote upon mind than na-

tural organ ; for in the cases of Mara and Cat a la.si, ofHarbison

•Page 28. ffo, 1.
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and !J n a u am, not lo mention a liundred others, llic most extraordi-

nary gills of nature in respect to voice, and Uie most perfect system,

of technical education mid practice, iiavc yet left (lie possessors at a

great distance below competitors, whose organic powers were far

inferior( and whose superiority could only be derived frnm the dig-

nity of their conceptions and the delicacy of their tastes—accident*

purely intellectual. Tile well known fact (hat the Miserere of

Alltgri, which, as performed in the Pope's Chnpel, raisi'sthc highest

possible emotion, but fails every where else, would serve as an addi-

tional testimony of the commanding influence of manner as directed

by mind, were more examples necessary.

Much of what we might have had to say upon this matter lias been

anticipated in the letters of Timothecs, inserted in our former and

present numbers, with whom we entirely accord. In England be

has observed we have no school, and therefore it is, that we of this

country stand so much more in need of a philosophical understands

ing of the subject. We fall into repetition by urging the difference

between foreign notions of expression and our own. But nothing

else is wanting to 6hew the indispcnsible necessity of the addition to

treatises, we now urge. Kalian modes of expression can never ac-

cord with pre-ennccived English notions of propriety, and though

we admit that the Italian methods of fixing the voice exceed beyond

all comparison any which we know, (indeed there is no other sys-

tem), yet when we come to the application of what we thus obtain

there is little that is in common between us. The usage of (he grace,

called Portamento,* will afford us nt once a perfect illmiration. We
deny the admission of Portamento into English singing almost

Vholly. The Italians scarcely sing a bur without it. Tills ornament,

as used by Italians, to untaught English ears and English taste, we

are satisfied destroys the effect of the finest composition and the

most polished execution in every other respect. What foreign singer,

Mara excepted, could ever convey to an English audience the sub-

limity, the force, or the pathos of Handel I We may confidently

assert that no one ever did or ever could. Almost all Ms. Kka ham's

errors arc errors proceeding from a want of discrimination between

the usages of the Italian school and the prejudices of English ears.

* We take portamento here in i's signification of tfv. glide, by which wr
rather conform to modern c?3g': than what we conticTt to b« the proper intir.

preution of the ti.-m.
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Siscli examples arc all powerful
; they give us at once to know that

there is a radical and entire difference in the mode of employing the

The books whose titles arc placed at the dead of thil article, conic

til under the denomination lie have assigned lo such treatises; they

are technical or mechanical. They are more or less copious in the

examples, (he principles they inculcate arc however very much

like. The first rules of the science, such as the divisions of time, the

scales, the rudiments of solmiwilion, must be alike ; jet, although

these masters proceed nearly upon one common plan there are a few

points of difference, and some of material importance, which vie shall

notice as we proceed.

The works of Apimm, Jousse, and Lakza, rise from the

Amplest to Hie most completed i ns( a tiers of the several technical

reqiiisiles of vocal art. April Li's book is the most simple, and con*

tains, in a very compact and digged limn, almost all the marrow of

what the others give na. Me. Jo user is more dilated both in his

verbal in struct ions and in his musk-nl rxrtmpk-a, Mit. Lanza writes

like a man who is witling- to exhaust the subject. The first idea,

htiwevrr, thut impresses, itself must is (lie hupiaelicuuiltty of attaining

the very first step without the aid of a master and rtni wee instruc-

tion. This first slcp we look npon to be the formation of pure tone

of llie best possible kind the organs c.f (lie singer will admit. E*>

perii'iicr assures us that a deficiency in this essential, fundamental

particular, constitutes the ruin of nine tenths of the singers that ore

made. We will venture to assert, that the first attempts at singing,

are all effects of imitation, proposed after some model, good or bad;

and wc hold with as little fear of error that a female can only in-

struct a female in the best manner, a man a man. In order to prove

our assertions let us turn to the directions given by these able

niHslers. Wc will suppose for n moment that the pupil knows what

the real intervals of the diatonic scale are, and quitting for an in-

stant the main consideration of tunc, uewill press upon the atten-

tion of the reader the method:, described for producing tone. After

a due portion of advice lo keep Hie voice steady, Afrim desires the

student "to form the voice in as pltmhig a tone" as is in his power.

" To vocalize correctly, that is, to give as open and clear a sound to

the vowels as the nature of the language in which the student sings

v ill admit, to exercise the voice with the monosyllables so n e mi,
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&c. never to force the voice, in order to extend its compass in the

voce di petto upwards, but rather to cultivate the vocedtlesta in what

is called falsetto, in orderto join it well ami imperceptibly to the

voce di petto, for fear of incurring the disagreable habit of singing in

the throat or through the nose." We beg our readers to remark (hat

these terms are general. It U all very true and very sensible, but

nothing of it can be accomplished with certainty or even an ap-

proach to certainly, without the help of a judicious teacher ; and if

a scholar who had sufficient knowledge of ibc diatonic scale to be able

to ling the notes correctly in tune, were to begin upon Aprili's

directions, we will venture to assert, that in nine hundred and nine-

ty-nine instances out ofa thousand, he would either .sing in his nose or

in his throat, or he would adopt some fancied resemblance to a model

in the endeavour to form a pleasing tone. This model would be fol-

lowed in the prominent but not probably in the best parte of hit

performance.

But Mb. Jousse leads us into still greater perplexity and error,

for he tells us (page 10) to sound the syllables in iolfaing nearly

thus 1—DOW, RAY, SEE, FAW , SOL, LAW, SEE. Mr. JOUSSE is ft

foreigner, aud therefore be will pardon us for saying, thnt (tie by [la.

bles be prints, do not, according to English orthoepy, come near (ha

sounds he intends to convey. Forgetting for a moment how loose

his definition is, he labours under a tnispiision altogether, front

which it is most important to rescue those who are ill possession of

bis treatise, and are likely to make it their guide. Tfia pronuncia-

tion he proposes is a method infallible utterly to destroy pure tone

and just enunciation. Indeed Mn. Lanza especially cautions Ilia

scholar against the very sounds Mr. Jousse recommends. Mil. L.

gives boe, ray, me, fa a, sol, L A A, as the true method of vocalizing

—and he is near the truth in every instance but bay, which, we
think, should be rae. Mr. Lanka, however, proposes a better

method than either of these; at page 20, he advises, in the beginning

of instruction, to substitute the single syllable au for all others.

This appears to us to be by far the most just, aud for the following

reasons. The problem of first forming (he voice requires equality

throughout, which b best (may we not say only?) to be accom-

plished by preserving n uniformity of action in all the organs

brought into play. Wc beg to be understood (o speak of the very

first attempts, which are to be continued until the principle of pro*.
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dncing pure and equal tone, united witb a jusl intonation, is fixed

habitually. It is now agreed, that a certain conformation of the

throat, mouth, and lips, externally expressed by the bocca rtdarte or

an elongation of the month approaching to a smile, docs this in the

greatest perfection. The syllable ah secures the conformation de-

sired the most effectually ; and if any doubts remain upon the mind

of the reader, we request liim (o turn to Ma. Lanza's plates, in

which are represented the several formations ofthe mouth. Ofthese

Do* is utterly impracticable, in the way he represents it. Re and mi

arc more justly depictured. Fa presents the nearest approach to

(he true practice ; Sol is impracticable, and LA is loo wide except

for passages of force. But our great objection is, that the same

principle docs not pervade thera all ; and could a pupil be found who
practised from Mr. L.'s examples without viva voce aid, we are

satisfied he would produce ns many different species of tone as there

are figures and syllables. Indeed Mb. Lanza himself argues this

very point in his preface. He says, " with respect to the formation

of tlicmouth, it is certain that even the least variation in the form of

the mouth will give variation in (lie tone issuing from it ; and the

harshness or sweetness, the fullness or narrowness, the brilliancy or

heaviness in the lone, as well as the facility or difficulty of executing,

will be regulated by the method in which the pupil is taught to form

li is mouth j in this, and (he art of taking breath, the pupil will un-

doubtedly meet with the greatest difficulty." The radical, essen-

tial, vital principle of good singing, wc repeat, must be communi-

cated at first or never. I [consists in the production of the purest,

Steadiest, and best tone, and the most accurate tune; and with this,

Do attempt at various pronunciation should be connected, till the

habit is fixed and secured by the use ofa single sound. Many may
he aware of the necessity, but few arc willing to endure the patient

perseverance indispensible to be encountered during this long stage

iuthc journey towards the goal of perfection in vocal art. Before

we quit this part of Ma. Lanza's book, we ought to say, that the

changes of the harmonics, with'which he proposes to accompany the

scale, cannot fail to add steadiness to the singer. In this necessary

and useful assistance and confirmation both the Solfeges d'italic and

Mil. Jousse arc deficient.

» We object to the example giicn in the plate. The moutb of the Egm ii

toa much opened.
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We shall not dissent from (lie utility of association in the attempt

lo convey a knowledge of distances, or the power of reading note*

with fncilily and truth. We venture to surest, hoiicvor, that the

adoption of words which should always be applied (o [lie same

intervals—to lone greater, lone less, and semitone, might give more

certainty in sight-singing as well as in intonation. Tosi, and the

old writers, insist very strongly upon the necessity of very nice

distinctions in the divisions of the intervals, though the moderns are

content with referring to a keyed instrument as a standard of tune>

Tos« says—
" The scholar ought to make him hit the semitones according;

to the true rules. Every one knows not that there is a semitone-

major and minor, because ilio diflereticc cannot be known by ail

organ or harpsichord, it' the keys of the instrument are not split.

A lone, th;it gradually passes to another, is divided into nine

almost imperceptible intervals, which are called commas, live of
which constitute (he semitone major, and four the minor. Some aris

of opinion, that there are no more than seven, and that the greatest

number of the one half constitutes die first, and Hie less Ihe second ;

but this does not satisfy my weak understanding, for the ear would
(ind no difficulty to distinguish the seventh part of a tone ; whereas

it meets with n very great one to distinguish the ninlh. If one were
continually to sing only to those above-men Iioned instruments, Ihis

knowledge might be unnecessary; but since the lime that com-
posers introduced the custom ot crowding the operas with a vast

number of songs, accompanied with bow-instruments, i( becomes so

necessary, that ifa soprano was to sing D sharp, like E flat, a nice

car will find he is out of tune, because this last rites- Whoever is

not satisfied in (his, let him rend tho-e authors who trc.il of it, and
let him consult the best performers on the violin. In the Idle

parts, hnwever, it it not so easy to dislinguish the difference
J

though I am nf opinion, llul every (hing lhat is divisible, i» to be
distinguished."—Galliartfs Trunslnliun Ton on the thud -Song,

fWgC 19.

The moment we quit the mere exercise of llic voice for intonation

and the attainment of singing at sight, to proceed towards higher

branches, it seems to us that a more philosophical method is

wauling. Solfeggi are selected from the old masters, and are

carried to a greal extent, as in the Solfegrs ttllalie.—No specimen

can be more diversified or more excellent. But there being uo>

directions as to the sentiment which the passage was originally

written to convey, expression is never cultivated. It should seem to

us, that passages of various expression should be drawn from the

highest examples, both witli English and Italian words j that they
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should be classed and arranged, and some means hit upon of

marking (he gradations ofpower, and the changes of tone which best

give the true expression. The student would thus be led from the

mechanical formation of tone, to the genuine and legitimate applica-

tion of what he has learned—to the just end of singing—the finest

combination of sense anil sound. If we arc told this is to be (lone

just as well by sungs, we deny (lie position. No entire song can be

adduced which preserves a uniformity of style throughout; and in

the next place wc consider that short examples would most strongly

convey the passion contained in the musical phrase; besides one

species might be cultivated at a time, and the just gradation pre-

served. And here let us remark, that one of the worst evils

attending the present mode ofinstruction is, the indulgence masters

show to the solicitude of pupils and parents to begin singing songSj

mid those principally the fashionable ballads of the hour. Masters

should have the conscience and the courage (o advertise both parents

and pupils, that mediocrity in the art is at this time of day utterly

contemptible, and will render them all ridiculous.* That singing

is not to be acquired but liy long study and diligent practice ; and

that if the rudiments ate abandoned too soon, if the foundations be

not well and irrcmoveably laid, all attempts to build a good super-

structure will prove abortive. Thus the master would avoid the

charge of dishonesty, and the pupil the imputation of folly, idle-

ness, or incapacity. Here, however, we would combat an idea Ms.

Lan?,a (brows out in his preface; he says, that he considers it to

be scarcely possible " to commence the instruction at too early a

period." AVe dissent from him altogether, if be directs bis observa-

tion to singing, ami wc are supported by Ma. Feiihari. We say,

on the contrary, the time of beginning depends entirely on the

physical constitution and aptitude of the pupil. If instruction be

begun before the mind and the car arc capable nf the clearest appre-

hension of musical sounds, or before the client is sufficiently strong

to endure the labour of practice, the time of the scholar is not only

thrown away, but worse effects are to be dreaded, viz. erroneous

habits and loss of health. We have witnessed both of these. We

usually bestowed upon nm-icul I'dm-nil^i. 'I'Li -.'iinifusion, however, sin:aki Iht

iiiuWij anil the ia\ ut [ill- auttmr. Mn. L.v.v.* is dually i:i earned.
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have observed early associations (hat were irremediable even in per-

mits who bud readied, in every other respect, high atlninnient

;

and we have know n children, at the age or thirteen and fourteen,

compelled to relinquish singing, and (o lose the superior advantage

of practice tinting those valuable years, on account of infirmity,

brought on by a too early commencement of a course of voc;il

instruction. The rule in nil cases must be taken from the intellec-

tual and organic powers of the scholar, mid with this proviso Ma.
Lanza is right.

As we advance in the ars tecimiea we find some material diicre-

pancies. Mr. Lanza recommends that the shake should be begun

from the lower note upon (lie syllable ArmM says it must gene-

rally commence with the highest of (he two notes. Jousse gives n»

direction, but his musical examples arc printed with the upper note

first; and Febbari leans to the same side, against Lama. Tho
acquirement ofa perfect shake is as we conceive it amongst the most

difficult attainments in singing, and wc are disposed to think that

both authority and practice are adverse lo Mn. Lanza, although he

assigns reasons, aud apparently good one;, for his opinion. Here (as

indeed we have done before,) we delect Mn. Jodsse in plagiarism

from Tour, (w ho has devoted nn entire and elaborate chnplcr to this

grace,) with so little enre, that lie has contented himself with only

giving a different turn to the first sentences of Tosi's chapter, by
omitting some redundant words and adopting a new punctuation.—

This old master commences on the upper note, and gives eight

different species of shakes. What he says is curious, and as perhaps

it has few examples in modern practice wc shall quote him entire.

" The first is the Shake Major, from fhe violent motion of two
neighbouring sounds at the distance of a 7one,one of which may be
called principal, because it keeps with greater force the place of the
;iote which requires it; the other, notwithstanding it possesses in its

motion (he superior sound, appears no other than an auxiliary.

—

From this Shake all the others arc derived.

The second is [lie Shake Minor, consisting of a sound, and its

iinjrlibtnnin!; Srmilonc Major, mid where the one or ihe other of
these two Shal.cs arc proper, the compositions will easily shew.

—

From the inferior or lower cadences, fhe first, or full Tone Shake is

lor ever excluded. If the dillerence of these two Shakes is not easily

discovered in the singer, whenever it is with a Semitone, one
may attribute the cause lo the want of force of the auxiliary to

make, itself heard distinctly ; besides, this Shake being more diffi-

cult lo be beat than, the other, every body does not know bow lo
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make it, as it should lie, and negligence becomes a habit. If (his

SW,v i. nut distinguished hi instruments, the fault is in the ear.

"The tliinl is I in: Mcz:n-(ril>n, orUicsln.il >lmke, which is likewise

k:n>.i'i froal il- name. One, wild 15 master of the first and second,
with the iirt <jf bi'^tirii^ it :i [iflli- cli>>--r, " ill easily leai n it

;
ending

il ns soon ns heard, and nddhg a Ihile. brilliant. For til iw reason,
this ,S//i.',(-r plen-.-s more in liri.sk' and lively airs than in the Palhetkk.
"Tim liimtli is t!ic rising Sftuke, which is dime by making the

voice ns -I'lid iiti percept ib'y, shaking Iroin comma to comma without
discovering Ihe rise.

" The lili.li is the descending Shake, which is done by making the

voice decline insensibly from comma lu comma, shaking in such
manner, (hat the descent be not distinguished. These two b'hakts,

ever sier'e Imk; [aste h :rs prevailed, are mi mole, in vivrnr, ami ought
rather to be forgot than learned. A nice car equally abhors the an-
cient dry .tuli', am! the modern abuse*.

" The sixth is lire slim S/itikr, whose ijcality is also denoted by its

name. He, who does not study this, in my opinion ought not
therefore (o lose the name of a good singer ; for it being only an
affected waving, that at last unite's with the first and second Shu/te,H

" The seventh is the redoubled >W.r, which is learned by mixing
n few null's helium lire Mnjin or Minor Hmke, which interposition

suffices to make several Shahs of one. This is beautiful, when
those lew notes, so intermixed, are sung with force. If then it be
gently formed on the high notes of an excellent voice, perfect in this

rare quality, and not made use ot loo uflcn, it cannot displease even
envy itself.

" The eighth is the Tritto-Mortknle, or the Shake with a Beat,

vhich is a pleasing ei'jcc in singing, and is (might rather by nature

than by art. This is produced with more velocity than the others,

and is no sooner born but dies. Thai singer lias a great advantage,

Who Irooi time lo time ini\es ir in passages or divisions, (of w hich !

shall lake notice In tire proper chaplcr.) ile, who understands his pro-

fession, rarely fails of rising it after the Appoggialufa ; and lit', who

"Of all'these Shakes, the two first are most necessary, and require

most the npplical inn of Ihe master. 1 know loo well that it is custo-

mary to sing without Skiikts ; but [lie example of those who sludy
bill super\ ially, ought not lo he imitated.

li The -SW.r. to be beautiful, requires Id he prepared, though; on
Borne occasions, time or taste will not permit it. But on final ca-

dences, il L always necessary, now on lliu lout, now on the ^imilune

above, l r Li Uole, aeonrdiu^ to the nature of the eonijiosilion.

" The defecls of the Sliuku are many. Tile long hold iiig-out Skake

triumphed formerly, anil very improperly, us now the divisions do

;

but when lire ar t giV.i lelinetf, it viushrli lo (he I rn.upet., or to llmse

singers that wailc.l lor (lie enipliou of an E Vka! or Brum! from
the populace. That Sh'tkc which is too often, heard, be it ever so

ftuc, cannot please. That which is beat with mi uneven motipn dii-
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gusts; that likelhequivering of a goaf makes ope lough; and that

in the tliroal is tlic worst : That which is produced liy a tone and
its third, is disagreeable; the slow is tircsouic; and that which is

out of tunc is hideous.

"The necessity uf the Shake oblijri-s the master tn keep (he scholar

applied lo it upon all the vowels, and on alt the notes lie possesses;

not only nil minims or long miles, hut likewise on crotchets, where
in process of time he may learn the Close Shake, the Beat, and the

forming them with quickness in (he midst ol the volubility of graces
and divisions.

"After the free use of the Shake, let (he master observe if the scho-
lar has the same facility in disusing it; fur lie would not be the first

that could not leave it iifi'nt pleasure.
" But (he teaching where the Shake is convenient, besides those on

cadences, and where they are improper and forbid, is lesson re-

served for those who have practice, taste, and knowledge."

Tom, however, like our more modem instructor?, leaves us very

much in the dark respecting the expressive power of tbe shake. I)

has often struck us that (he original notion might possibly have

been derived from the juck of the nightingale, anil if so, the shake

was not introduced with any view to expression. But of all orna-

ments we esteem the shako—considered as a simple combination of

two nolet, to have the most meaning. The Italians employ it with

delightful effect in pathetic or amatory passages, where it is slow

and melting; it gives spirit, variety, and force, when rapidly intro-

duced upon passing notes ; aud it not only is almost i rid isponsible

to the conclusion of a song but it is susceptible, fas wc know

from the example of Mara iu particular,) of every passion. Yet

at the moment we are writing, its legitimate powers and appli-

cation are falling into ignorance and disuse. Within the last

few days, we have heard almost every singer of reputation ii

thp metropolis, and we could but note its decay. Among the

females, it still preserves a degree of expression, but, with the

exception of Ma. Vauchan, all the male singers made the grace

hard, too close, and in short, a mere noise. There is in the trite shake,

what we can only designate as a liquidity, of which, even all the best

singers (Ma. Vauchan only excepted) now deprive it. The prox-

imate causes are, after the want of intelligence which assigns to the

shake no value in expression, too much Telocity, too much force.

—

liven in Ma. Brah AM it is positively detestable. Yet he, we are

sure, knows better. We recommend the modem use of this fin*
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ornament to (.lie pnctical consideration of the writers on singing, who
have all left the subject very meagre, lialii, and bare.

ilia fourth section page 32, on the Slur or Dragg (the straseitw of

the Italians) Ma. Joussb has borrowed without acknowledgement

almost entire, rule and example, from Tosi, cut and curtailed, how-

aver, as before.

Concerning, the definition of tbe grace which bears the name of

Portamento, there appears in authors a good deal ofdifference. Not
only Dr. Bubney, but an intelligent musical correspondent in

Germany, whom he quotes, uses id is term as expressive of general

purity«of tone—ofa voice free from any natal or guttural imperfec-

tion. Speaking of Mademoiselle Schhelling (afterwards the

Mara) he fays "She sings fromG to Gin altissimo with Hie great-

est case and force, and both her portamento tffiweand volubility are,

in my opinion, unrivalled." This passage clearly applies to tbe

general deportment of the voice. Again, the Doctor himself in a de-

scription ofoneof the Bagljoni ofBologna^ says : " ha portamento

b admirably free from the nose, mouth, and throat." But he also uses

Ibis term in other senses not very distinctly marked.J Mb. Jovssb

applies it to " the anticipation." We have heard a living singer of

very high authority, apply it to designate the glide from one note to

another, either ascending or descending, (something similar to the

effect produced by sliding the finger along the string of a violin)

and which Italians perform in an exquisite manner. From these dif-

ferences it appears to us, that (he legitimate application of the term

is not yet settled among musicians with precision.

In his chapter on divisions, Mr. Jousse has a again recourse to

to Tosi, whose very words he uses. " Divisions are to be perfectly

in tune, marked, equal, distant, and quick." We cannot overleap

this chapter, as Mi, Jousjs calls it, without reprobating in the most

marked way, so flagrant an attempt as it exhibits, to appropriate

the writings of an old master, and to pass them off for bis own. Tobi

begins his chapter on divisions thus :
" Though divisions have not

the poster sulucienl to touch the soul, but the most they can do, is to

* Present state of Music in Germany, page 109, Vol. 9,

+ Ihiil Vol. 1 page 343.

I Ul-.-hv in hi. itnisiral ili'lion.iry defines it, " a trim applied !)j the

1 nl inn- in a habit ul *iisliiini:i^ or ci»m!ut.-liii_i» (he w'.cn. \ iiui;<-r who K ci-v,

yet firm and steady iu the execution of his pMJ4ges, is said to hare a good
portamento,"



raise our admiration of the singer for the happy flexibility of bis

voice ;" (Galliara"s translation, page 51). The last paragraph in Ma.
Jo01SB's short chapter(page SG) begins, "As divisions. h:t vi? nut power

sufficient totourb the soul, and can only raise our admiration of the

singer for the happy flexibility of his voice"—after a few more

words, he again recurs to his old friend, and copies with some slight

involutions, bis concluding sentence. Indeed, nearly all the verbal

directions, which Mr. J. gives in his third pari, (page 30) are stolen

without acknowledgment, from the same store. ]t would have been

more generous, as well as wise, to have enforced his opinions by the

authority of Tosi, whose name lie mentions casually only, at page
57. Nor are his plagiarisms confined to those we have noticed.

Ma. Jotjsse gives examples of cadences as well as of other

graces, but there appears in them a want of invention and va-

riety, the qualities which constitute Ibe principal value of such

things. Inpointof fact, there is no possibility of dicfatingncadcnce

to a singer, unless the sentiment of the song be known. Hence w*
consider, that until graces and ornaments are classified, and the pe-

culiarities of tone, and the degrees of force distinctly characterised,

which fit them for the expresssion of different passions, little will

have been done towards a right code of instruction in this important

particular.

We now turn from Mr. Jocsse to Mh. Ferrari, whose work,
though a small one, is practical as far as it goes. This, however,

is but a very very little way indeed. How terse his instruclions are,

lei the following instances, which comprise nearly half his book,

"Should the student's voice have a propensity to be guttural or
nasal, he must endeavor to singwith his mould forcibly open; and ifhe
feels a difficulty in uniting llii' cheat arid head voice,' he must, hy nrt,

strengthen the extremity of that which happens to be weakest. The
chest voice of children, from ten to fourteen years of age, seldom
extends beyond an octave."
" W hen the student prepares to sing, he should prefer a standing

feostnre, open his mou'h and teeth easily and frracefully, draw his
breath slonly, attack Ihe note readily, begin 11 iri^ pinio, increasing
its loudness, until he reacltes its middle, and decreasing it as gra-
dually, until he arrives at its end, which is technically called, in
Italy, flar la voce, par i stunt.

" Immcdiaiely before the commencement of singing, Ihe breath
roust be drawn in. Breathing after a long note is easier than after a
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short one; but, to avoid dividing llic word, it is better to breathe

iter a phrase, a cadence, or during a pause.
" Should the scholar feci his voice weak, or prone to flatness, he

must draw his Vi-atli slowly and throw it out suddenly, thai he may
attack the notes with strength, ltut if his voice should have a ten-

dency to sharpness, both the respiration and its emission ought to he

gentle."

Our readers we think, will smile at Mr. Fi- un aim's concise essay

upon the three important particulars, '• Expression, Style, and Taslc,"

which he treats with such learned brevity, that wc cannot forbear to

transcribe the whole.

"Taste and (icnius arc inborn qualities; therefore an attempt to

give rules for their acquirement would be presumption. liut na it is

generally allowed, that the former may be improved, I will enume-
rate a few evidences of it in vocal discrimination.

" Indubitable proofs of expression, style, and taste in singing ore

displayed

—

"I. When more strength is given to ascending than to descending

progressions:— II. When the voice is reinforced mi [he Appogia-
turaa, on the Syncopes, on the accented syllables, and on words that

express slrnii-r feeling ;— 1 1 (- When accidental sharps are sung
with greater emphasis than acridnital flats.

"Those scholars who patiently peruse ihe preempts, and diligent-

ly practise the exercises in this little study, will, 1 trust, become
familiar with that slil.' and taste, wliieh may enable them to attain

perfection, with llic assistance of an able master.

Attentive ami retentive auditors of distinguished singers should

be careful to imitate their beauties, and shun their defects. The ap-
plause of the public is too often a dangerous criterion to judge by,
as it is frequently the luinlcs'. uhm art is einlcivuriu^ to' raise nature,

when it wants no help. Partiality likewise often bestows it OR
quackery, and prejudice withholds it from desert."

This is getting over the metaphysical dillicullies which have

hitherto been thought to surround these subjects, and dispatching the

business with a vengeance. Indeed we should almost doubt, whether

"lLOHSATissiMoSir..ToiisiASoBnoAnwoon,to whom the work

is dedicated, and in whose "country mansion it look its rise," could

possibly have said less upon these topics, before he was enlightened

by "the labours" of his " devoted arid obliged servant and friend,

Giacomo Gottefjieiio Ferrari DI RoVBItEBO."

The largest and that which consequently ought to be the most

useful division of these works, are the solfeggi, or the rye reives for the

voice. The plan upon which a system ofsuch exercises should pro-

ceed, is very clear and simple. The examples sbould be so eon-

slructed or selected, as to rise from the plainest and easiest rudiments
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to those oftbe greatest complication and difficulty, at (he same time al«

ways keeping in view the practical application of all tbal isthus learn-

ed, to (lie grand purpose of expression, or to the subservient power of

execution. It ought also to form nn integral portion of the design, 1

that the several parts ofvocal art should be classed and scientifically

arranged, in such a way that they may minister to one another as the

pupil advances. We do not, however, find that these maxims arc

strictly fulfilled, particularly in the point we have before alluded to;

viz. in an endeavour to preserve a constant association between exe-

cution and expression. We search in vain for intelligible signs

that may convey the expression to which the passage is or may be

best adapted. It appears therefore to us, that illustrations from

classical authorities, to show in what manner certain passages havo

been most felicitously applied, are still wanting. These illustrations

should be classified from the simplest to the most impassioned speci-

mens, and a sufficient number of species of each genus given, fo lead

the student gradually to the finest, most sudden, and most marked

transitions. Instances of the same or very similar Tiofation being

used to express very different sentiments, might be adduced with

the distinct difference in the mode of execution which produces tire

difference of expression. Thus we think a philosophical and a

technical view of the subject might be exhibited at once, and such

a work we have hopes we shall yet live to sec, as we know such an one

has been long begun and partially continued. If possible a series of

signs to mark the vocal execution of the several notes should be su-

peradded. We know the difficulty that attends the additions we

propose, for we have endeavoured and shall still endeavour to sur-

mount it. Our own experiments have served to convince us that

much may be done.

Mn. Jousse appears to have departed essentially from his more

enlarged notions, in the musical exercises he blends with his own

anil his adopted veibal instructions. The greater part of his lessons

are constructed principally with an intent to fix a knowledge nf time

in the mind, anil the compositions (whether original or selected) are

by no means happy. They arc alike destitute of melody and ele- 1

gance, and appear rather Instrumental than vocal. They are ob-

viously confined in compass to suit the mediocrity ot the million.

—

This, however, is an error, for nothing is more certain than that the

QKercises must be adapted to the voice. A bass must have passages
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within the range and compass of the bass voice, a tenor within (hat

of the tenor, the soprano thai uf tlie soprano, ft is also necessary

to a- really good- booh), (bat eaam pies- should' be appended to point

oul to energy and emulation, what lias been and therefore what is ex-

pected to be done by great singers. These examples cannot, it is

tiue, be; commonly useful, except in as.moch as they open and aug-

ment the understanding- of the powers of the art, and serve to in-

crease the laudable ambition, and the industry which are indispen-

sable even to a tolerable progress according to the present attain-

ments of the musical world. Mn. Jodssb's solfeggi are in all these

respects so very jejune and limited that be enn be said only to have

touched not treated (be several parts of vocal science. Perhaps ho

meant to publish concise and popular instructions. If so we must

observe that such a work in the advanced state of music, presents no

estimate of the attainments necessary to our own satisfaction or to

the gratification of others ; it is only calculated to lull indolvnce and

flatter the disposition to ease self love is always prone to indulge.

Mn. FenitARi'" solfeggi, though in same instances and- in a

trifling degree more extended than those of Mn, Joussb, are still

scarcely less defective. They are after the fashion of Ma. Lanza's,

but Ihey neither rise lo much execution nor do (bey abound in

melody or grace. The essential difference is perhaps, that they con-

duce to exercise the upper parts of the voice more than cither of

those we have mentioned.

Mn. Lanza has aimed at far more than either Mn. Jousse or

Mn. Ebb-ram, yet we think he tails most in this department of his

work. His solfeggi have in a measure . the same faults as those ire

have previously noticed. Those in the first book, are very unlike

any compositions for voices that we are acquainted with, and are

therefore of the leu,utility. Noa.,8 an* 9<are superior to the rest

because moieouitobih. The want of exercises tliat lead the scholar

to msloiut is indeed one of the greatest general defects. The second

book commences in a better stylet and Ma. Lanza appears to en-

deavour to allure and captivate attention by his melodies, which are

very pleasing, particularly those in the minor keys, lie lias also ex-

tended the compass, though the passages seldom reach G. His.as-

cent is, however, properly gradual, and he begins to prepare the-

pupil for more execution. We cannot consider his examples to

consist much, eitbec with ancient or modern prnctice. The- Polacca,
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. No. 19, Book 2, is among the best, and is very good. Ms. Lakza
Las also done what none of his brethren attempt, namely, he in-

structs the student where to take breath—a most important and ne-

cessary addition. It seems to us that in many places hp repeals his

caution too frequently ; for although nothing is so distressing to a

singer as u want of breath, the breaches unavoidable in drawing

breath are scarcely a less perceptible injury to the smoothness and

excellence of that highest linish which singing receives from a

beautiful and perfect manner oftaking and leaving notes, than those

which arise from exhaustion. Wc arc, however, quite ready to ad-

mit that much must depend upon the power as well as the habits of

the individual. But defect of habit will create defect of power,

and we would venture to suggest, thai the pupil should be directed

to draw in the air copiously, to husband, and to give it out

slowly, hi preference to a dependence on continually catching the

breath at short intervals, however practicable it may be to do so.

—

Mil. Lanza has nevertheless done very wisely in introducing a cau-

tious regard of this, main particular in his exercises.

Signon Apbjli has attended to the practical part ofsinging more

thnu to the theoretical. He first gives lessons for the intervals both

quick and slow, and the divisions most frequently met with. His

first solfeggi are in a cantabile style, and well adapted to form the

voice. They are intermixed with lesson* that are quicker, but they

still preserve the same character. They rise by degrees to higher

execution, and are throughout elegant and graceful. They are of

greater compass than any of the preceding, and contain much more

execution, und that of a kind most likely to be beneficial to ft

singer.

The selectors of the Solfeges d'ltalie have worked upon a far more

extended, complete, and comprehensive outline, than cither of the

authors wc have been analysing. The design of these able men

comports very much with the notions we have thrown out. They
have taken from the best masters—from Hasse, Porpoba, Scab-

LAVTI, &C. those passages which have been the admiration of a

iormer age, and the light of the present in its progress. It is true

that the execution they contain doei not accord with modem agility.

But we arc fully persuaded that such compositions lay the best

foundations, and prepare most aptly bath mind and organ for the

great style of singing, by the contemplation of the productions of
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men, from whom we derive all that lias always been admitted to be*

long to Ibe soundest and most correct taste. We arc not quite certain

whcibcrlherule in Logic, " ooine plus conlinet suitm minus" "every

greater includes its less" is admissible in singing. If it be, the diffi-

culties which those lesions exhibit will train the student to any of

modern invention. But we should rather be inclined to remodel I be

vtlink upon the principle laid down, unci In npprnd such of the

novelties of modern date, as are not at direct variance with good

Inkle. Such an idea wc may hold out tu future writers, while we can

but recommend the Sulfeges d'ltalie, as infinitely tin: must copious

and complete publication of solfeggi that b;is fallen under our ob-

servation, The work we believe is now scarce.

One wore remark shall cluse our notice of this part of the treatises

before us. Lania, 1'Bn.RAin, and the Sulfeges d'ltalie, comprise

duetts. Wc should caution pupils to abstain frqm the use of these

until their practice is fixed and certain, for nothing so surely leads

tu bail habits as the union of infirm singers in practice; while on the

contrary, if one lie steady and immoveable, nothing will so soon cor-

rect the errors of the other. But never let the young singer forgtt

the danger of contagion.

Wc do not know that any further opinion upon the merits of

these works will be expected of us, or can be given by us. Yet we

are unw illing In lay down the pen until we have at least endeavour-

ed to convey a more distinct understanding of the merits of the

several treatises separately.* The Solfrges tF Italic appear to us to

* The method of ronreylng the knowledge of notation, time, Sec. differ only

wmm !• T-niTs In- (o tin- iwiti-r •.! I I lilt
impress clear and ucmran' idwi* of i'mif br-foio tin- mind was distracted by a

s-eteud and nunc ililimtlt uliji'd of ..ilrnt ii.,i i . Jlu. Lab^a has adopted (page

J.'i.) a. fanciful iHu-trjtimi .>]' [In- I'muparatii v jllii.lralHio nf mitts, hut h liirh

shews very ilearly " the Tabic," as'ii is called,' "of all the musical figures and
their rests.'- 'J'o>' idea is rmi lent, hut the ;.:nm he uses are indistinct and un-

]'.!ii!oMi|i|iii.'ai. " Value," tliouidi Lorauionh ;ij>/i<-<l. iln.-i r.ni cjpress "equal

in- .in - to ronvrv. - Tin' ipuvW i^-.nv-" i- n Inul jihusc to supply the place

pf "the notes" used iu music or the musical dura r. Icm, and it surours either

of li j'tf or alfWt;>tiou. Au error, mn»l cniiuiiriu atnuri" aullwirs is, I lie intuitive

tvlici till! » hut i- p-rfiictlj iFilH'ILi-ii'!.- Ii> tl ll: i.rit. r i> equally so lo his readei'.

Ajjaiii, these arc not "atl tlie mmkalfgures," for figures in their true meaning
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be ou Ike whole by far (lie most classical. Mb. Lanza's book con-

tains Ibe roost ol what is technical, but hU matter w collected and

amassed with such a studious and minute attention to particulars

and detail, that it throws over the work an air of pedantry and

charlatanism, which however, upon inspection, will not be found

really to belong to it. The fault of the whole is, that it is too techni-

cal, and therefore somewhat dry and tedious ; but there is in it a

vast deal of valuable matter. Aemu is on thecontroryshart, con-

eise, and simple. Every tiling in his treatise is really good and use-

ful, and its brevity is ils only fault. Ma. Jousse aims at much

more than any of his brother writers, and his plan is more philoso-

phical than (heirs. His observations are many of them very sensi-

ble, and are defective, principally because lie has not dilated bis ma-

terials to the scope of which they arc capable. He deals too much

in hints, but in these hints it is to he discerned that he apprehends

the client of his subject, and is not insensible to the necessity of phi-

losophical explanation. If, however, be has exceeded his competi-

tors in this portion of the work—his rules do not contain much

novelty, and if they are not all to be found in older writers, the

work is disfigured by some important errors, and is to all intent*

and purposes a made-up book. His plagiarisms from IV.si ai::

amongst the most notorious instances of literary plunder we ever re-

collect to have met with ; and these lead us to suspect that more of

ihc same sort might be hunted out were it worth the liibour, though

in truth he has.borrowed largely enough in all conscience from poor

Tosi. The remarks are not (he less valuable for bting stolen, as

the receiver is in such cases benefited to the full amount, without

participating the guilt of (he offender. Altogether original ami

compiled, there is a great deal more remark in a small compass than

in any of the others.

Last comes Mb.Fe9Ra«i, whoso treatise (translated, like an opera

book, for the use of John Bull,) lies like a feather upon a moun*

tain, ou the top of the ponderous tomes of Messrs. Levebque and

Beche, and of Ma. Lanza. It is indeed a bagatelle, and not we

think very wprtby cither of the science or the sense of the pre-

of nritWt'tica! "01-, are aho liii'd in notation (<> -i:; lifv the liariiiooici anjili-

cable to bassnotcs. Should Mn. Lanza print .mollis edilian we would dir.vc

his attention to this and similar t-samples of a want ol clear definition srid ex-
pression that are to be found in lus treatise.
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seiU age. From the most careful esnmination we cenld give to them

aJl, nrc rise with a confirmed conviction that we have yet seen no

treatise on staging that beam a near approach to periection. We re-

pent that there is a universal want of a philosophical understanding

of die subject. Every thing ia technical. How far so limited a

view has contributed lo tlic present raised and impure stale of the

art in lliis country, we shall not venture to hazard a conjecture. But

certain it is tiiat (he practice corresponds with (he theory. Vocal

science is daily becoming more and mure a matter not only of me-

chanical dexterity but of mere agility. Execution is superseding

expression. Novelty and surprise are thrusting out by the shoulders

all the finer sentiments connected with singing, which is no longer

addressed to the understanding and to (he sensibility.

"Oh ! cxclainn old Tost, how great a master is the heart! Con-
fess f, my beloved singers, and gralefutty own that you would not

hove arrived at (lie highest rank of the proli»Mon it' joa had not been

its scholars; own, that in a few lessons from it, you learned the most

beautiful expressions, the moi>t refined lo.ste, Hie most noble action,

and (he most exquisite graces: own, (though it be liardly credible)

that the heart corrects the delects of nature, since it soflcnsa voice

that's harsh, betters im indifferent one, and perfects a good one:
own, when the heart sings you cannot dissemble, nor 1ms truth a

greater power of persuading -. and, lastly, iloyuu convince (he world,

(what is not in my power lu do) Hint from the heart alone you have

Icarn'd that Jc ne scut juny, that pleasing charm, that so subtily

passes from vein to vein, and makes its way lo the very soul."

We agree with this sensitive old Italian, and we lament the

changes we perceive, upon principle. Music, and vocal music

especially, is eminently calculated to minister to virtue or to vice.

—

If it be combined with high and noble sentiment and delicate or

sportive playfulness, it confirms, it enlivens, and refines, but if bent

to lower purposes it relaxes and enervates human character. We
will venture to affirm that we are most easily prepared for the

most exalted and the most ejrquisite sensations, by the combined

effects of finely accompanied singing. To persons at all susceptible

of the benafy of sounds, no poetry is so impassioned, no elo-

quence so impressive. We witness therefore, with sorrow, and we

shall continue firmly to oppose innovations that tend to weaken the

heart and lo degrade the intellect, while they stop the flight of

science, slrip her of her wings, and fasten ber lo the ground.
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MR. HORSLEY'S NEW COMPOSITIONS.

The Tempest, a recitatke and air. London. Chappell and Co.

May Day—around for three voices. Ibid
1

.

The Harper's Lamentation. Ibid:

Woman—a ballad. London. Clementi and Go.

There it a calm Jbr those that teeep-. London. Clinppell and Co.

Young Damon—a ballad. London. Clementi and' Co.

The Winter Nosegay. Ibid:

Three Sonatas for the Piano Forte, composed for the Hon. Miss

Ponsonby. London. Chappell and Co;

Mb.Horslev is one of the very very few modern composers ofsingle

pieces, whose writings have elevated him to tlx; rank of an English

classic in music, and foi that reason alone we should think it due to-

him, to pay immediate attention- to any thing lie deems worthy of

publication. We had it indeed in contemplation, to cast our eyes

over the whole of his works, when the compositions enumerated

above readied u*. We hare arranged them nearly according to

what we conceive to be the order of their raeriti.

The last ofthe old Cantatas that remain to us among the selections

which public singers are wont to make, arc Purcell's Mad Best

and Dr. Peposch's Alexis. But even our own times have given

ui an improved species, and Dn. Callcott's " Angel of life
,"

Mn.ArTWOOD's"SoWier*j Dream," and Ma. lion

t

lev's "Gesifc .

Lyre," are three specimens ofas classical purity,as original in design,

as polished and beautiful in their execution, though not preserving tho

pristine division of the cantata, as any antiquity can boast, We are

not acquainted with songs of more grace and fine expression, song*

in which the merits of melody and accompaniment (in the first and

last more especially) are so intimately blended, yet so nicely

balanced. If the English of later birth havea vocal style oftheir own

stall, it is to these songs we must turn for it, since if (hi-y do not exhi-

bit the intrinsic marks of original thought and expression, exactly

adapted to national predilections and national fueling, precisely ac-

cordant with the notions of delicacy, purity, elegance, and strength

combined, which we hare the pleasure and pride to believe belongs

to the English character and forms the basis of the English taste in

the fine aits, we know not where to look for either genus or species.
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In constructing (lie recitative and air of The Tempest, Mr.
Hosts lev appears to have been vrell content to trend in the same

pnlli, a path io which (lie peculiar qualities of M it. JBah.ti.bm an as

a singer, we have elsewhere observed, probably first opened the vista

anil smoothed the ascent. Dh. Duake's words arc of solemn

import, and the recitative begins in a style of powerful adjuration.

Nevertheless we cannot feel quite satisfied with the first few musical

phrases. We cannot bring our ears to admit that the close of the

symphony with the flat 7th highest, and the commencement of the

recitative upon the octave compensates by effect for its singula-

rity. It appears also to ns, that the mind is not sufficiently excited

to enteral once into the deep chilling feeling of awe, which (he mo-

dulation of the few sentences, ending " n gui/tj/ wur/d," arc calculated

to convey. The passage seems original mid intensely felt, and

though expressed without complication, it fails In arrest (he auditor

in the same degree that it lias raised the composer. We fancy we
can trace in his mind the results of long and ardent thought thus

embodied.—But the train is not sufficiently laid in the bosom of the
'

auditor, to enable him to catch fire at the instant communication of

the spark. The recitative proceeds, however, with minbutinj? power,

till it rises into a very sublime illustration of elementary contention,

in the passage, " If'here heaves thy deep incessant ro«r" which, in

contrast with the accompaniment, exhibits the united power of

the orchestra and of melody in description, nearly to as great

advantage as any thing we remember. It affects alike from its sim-

plicity and its grandeur.

Ma. HonsLBT we think has been unfortunate in the choice of his

vords, for the similarity of the subject necessarily involn'salompn-

tison with Mr. Bishop's " Fast into the wares " nad with parls of

both Da. Cai.loot't's songs, "Angel of life" and " These ns they

ehnnge" This comparison will pritiei >;a!:y ru-sis 1 [lie imagination

in the grand movement descriptive of (he tempest, and notwithstand-

ing we can trace no positive imitation, yet t!;ere are passages both

of the accompaniment and the air, which powerfully recall strains of

these songs. Thus the motion of (lie bass in (he passages " O'er the

darkly hearing icazes" when they are repealed, is (he expedient

adopted by Mn.BisiiOF to exemplify the approach of the storm, and

the descending chromatic notes on the words " Q'irt/ie vast surge,''

remind us of "On the whirlxind's wing" iu Dn. C.\ i.lcott's
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" These as they change." The enlire middle movement is, however,

very forcible, though it scarcely comes upon us with (lit? irresistible

command common to the productions of this writer. The compost-

tion certainly suffers for want ofa sight of the score, and perhaps we

doubt, whether force is precisely that attribute of Mil. Hounr.Lv's

genius which gives him so powerful an ascendancy. Our hesitation

upon this point, in confirmed by the extreme delicacy nnd beauty of

(he closing largh ell o. To this we may give unqualified praise. We
have rarely seen so pathetic, so sweet, so affecting an adaptation of

melody to words.

Upon the whole we look upon this recitative and air as an addition

ofimportance to the limited stores of hass singers, and thuiigh we can-

not give it equal rank with either of Du. Cali.cdt r's .lstonistmi^ly

felicitous songs, we assign it the m-st tie^rce, f ogi'ther with Mn. It (sh-

op'* "Fast into thenar*!." It is chaste in all its parts, with some

instances ofForce fill, nnl' many of delicate mill ^r.u.rl'iil a imposition,

and moreover, we should cull it genuine English classical music

There are in Mr. Horsley's w ritings, a purity and strength, a seve-

rity of taste, that we may well call themoralscnse in music. These

are all preserved in this song. But lake warning adventurous Basses

!

it requires to be sung.

It is long Bincc any composition so natural, so flowing, so blithe as

" May Dajf" bas caught our attention, anil what is more strange it

carries an air of freshness and novelty, though built upon the com-

mon and trite imagery of village bells. The structure of the air is

very simple and accords with the subject. The composer has

limited bis modulation to the narrowest possible boundaries consist-

ent with the variety indispensable to a molivo of any length
; but

the whole U vastly well managed ; and the air itself, which some

will complain of as wanting variety, is set off by an accompaniment,

Very changeful in its alterations, between the treble and bass.

—

though of an opposite character to Attgabiihy's " Saxet Em-

ttatxr" it partakes of the chaste and expressive elegance with which

that composition abounds—an elegance that beltings almost exclu-

sively to an earlier age of composition, while it is not inferior to

Per/fda Cturi,'' in simplicity of design and execution, liy desig-

nating it natural, flowing, and blithe, we assign to it all the charac-

teristics of the free, cheerful, and innocent manners, tile celebration

cf Slay DaJ combines in a fancy, filled with the delightful images
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of rural life, nor can we add a truer or more appropriate description

til an to l»J that MB. Horsley's round breathes of Hie country,

and of the country on May day.

Of the "Harper's Lamentation" we cannot speak so highly ; tho

words are not in our estimation such as could elicit affecting music,

being little better than forced representations of unnatural thoughts.

The air is, however, chaste, smooth, and polished, yet it never rises

into fine expression; nor indeed, above the characteristic mediocrity

of such compositions for the day, but it maintains the same general

level sfylc.

Of the other ballads " Woman" is lively and agreeable, and what

is now somewhat rare in thing* of this sportive kind, it is neither

indecently voluptuous, nor does it aim at insidiously undermin-

ingthe heart. Unlike the generality of the amatory productions of

the most popular ballad-writers of the present day, the poet (Mr.

Hollo way,) gives to female fascination an intellectual place and

dignity. " Young Damon" and "There isacafm for those uho weep,"

are pretty plaintive trifles. In the latter the solemnity and effect are

we think disturbed and diminished by the belt accompaniment. A
single deep sound, repeated at more distant intervals, though a

backnied expedient, would to our ears have been better. " The jcih-

ternosegny" is of the same class of bagatelles. In (he third line

Cowfkr has given a false emphasis, " Art lias in a measure, Sec."

which the musician perpetuates.

Upon the whole, we may say, the two first of these productions

• ill add to Mr. Horslev's reputation, and from the latter, he

knows too well the transient duration of agreeable trifles, to hope

any more than the communication of transient amusement.

In ttie last article of the series, the sonatas, Mb. Horiley, has

stooped his hand to a lighter task than usual, and he has produced a

very polUhed example of lessons adapted to an early stage ofinstruc-

tion. These sonatas are neither of lliem difficult, but they are, we

conceive, intended to lead the pupil, when somewhat advanced, to

graceful expression. In the molivo of the first there is not much

melody, but the theme is well kept in the two first variations, and the

minor is very beautiful. The romance is plaintive and exceedingly

sweet. Parts ofthe minuetto reminded us of the elegance of Ha'ydk.

The second sonata diners from the first in being very spirited.—

Though the last movement is scarcely so good as the two former,
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Ifaerc is in Ibc whole the pervading gracefulness, which we should

describe as (he most peculiar characteristic of this composer. The

subject of the third is very pretty, but the effect of the (irst movement

is weakened by too frequent repetitions of the solos in the upper

parts and replications in the bass. Its vigor is, however, recovered

entirely towards Ihc end. The air of the andantino is very pleasing

and sweetly varied, and the last movement is fully equal to the rest.

These lessons afford rtn elegant and complete step in the scries of in-

struction, and may be recommended because they are well calcu-

lated to mix some grains of execution with a larger and more valua-

ble portion of expression. Thej are more particularly fitted to this

purpose by the greater care than is customary with authors, which

Ma. H. has bestowed upon marking the several progressions from

P. P. to F. F. as well upon the signs, which describe the grada-

tions—the light and shadow iu the performance of the piece.

3 o 2
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The Thorough Bass Primer, containing explanations and examples of

. the rudiments of harmony; teith fifty ex&ciset. By J. Burrow ca.

London. Ciiappell ant! Co.

Areana Musiac., or a zariely of euriotts and entertaining musical

jotiWo.'iv, Kitli tht.ii- wli/lii'its, in tin- matt tt'i fttl and important parts

of tltt: srienre, ctikitlatt il In fiu-'ditiiti: tin: study of music to young

,
pupils, and rase much time and trouble In the master. By J. Jousse,

„ professor, of munie, and author of several theoretical works.—

London, Ciiappell and Co.

Bj* the hnlp nf Mb. LnctPit and olbei professors, *' llie Irreien-

llou, burner." which have liitlnrtu excluded from eyes propliani: the

green land of Inmonv seem 81 Ifnxih to be in a fair way towards.

mill*-, of i< i: r.car llie p.ih*, disappeared, giving a fresh and verdant

rnontrj- in I lie weary eye, of puny lish'-rnien, for mighty whales

l'i;,l fi.qmnl llmse hiiimV., a new light brute in upon a country

if (jiniir tin l:ir north, :i 1 1 I 1 1
. t- f i » suddenly ru.o up a generation

lin.ll.M-nl In lire o,.-.ill M.I. ..CC of harmony. At least such etc

I lie |in..iliiim. jus rewards n1n.li we unlicipnte, fume lias in tloce.

Ami tf llii- niir grimier prophecy should fill to ils entire cxlciil,

lit may, wiili ali.nlu!'- rriCainly piciliel, that simpler methods

nl tuition than Nome l.itlieil.. in use wdl far. In.id- il.e progress

ofall who are really and Ir.dy inclined to Kudy the theory of

inii^if, willi a dili'iminjlion to anoHipli-.li Ihe masliry of ll.c

siii>jL-cl, ivliili: Ihesc sum! faeile methods "ill engender a far greater:

proportion of pretenders, who will learn " lo talk about wbai they do
not understand," in good set phrase.

The author of TiiiiTiionoucii Bass Paimeu communicates in a

very o"i, ,-i
,
iiiti-!!igibh', and easy maimer, a good deal of valuable

ii.ii nin alii in to those iiliom lie addresses, vist. pupils who are Ijesri n-

nin^ :o sitidy harmony'.—The only tliiu^ we a ie disposed to rpiaricl

with exceedingly in the whole book, is Lite title, which lias a (cadency
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to give it a more childish and a far inferior place than that which it

deserves, while on the contrary, Mb, Joosse has appended to his

exposition a name, as much beyond the nature of its contents, (ex-

cept he uses it in irony,) though li is book also devclopes in an attrac-

tive and a comprehensive form, many of those things which were

considered among the musical mysteries.

The first requisites of an elementary treatise are, that it should be

perspicuous in style and examples, that it should rise gradually

through the scale of its problems, and above all, that redundant or

iinnecessary explanations should be avoided. Mr. Bckuowes

has never lost sight of these requisites, lie places his foundation

indeed upon another little publication of his own—" The pianoforte

primer" a book less called for than that under review, and to which

we have even a stronger objection, (yet one somewhat in common be-

.twecn both) that it is too dear. With these reservations and some

few others, very slight ones indeed, which ive shall point out more

in detail, and which our readers may perhapj conjecture, are made

because persona of our dignity and function, like £r/(/e John in the

seat of judgment, are not " to sit here for nothing," this unpre-

tending work appears to us to be. exceedingly plain and moreover ex-

ceedingly useful and excellent.

In the first place vre demur to Mr. Bbubowei'i definition of a

knowledge of harmony or thorough bass, (page 8,) which limiU

such knowledge to an acquaintance with the sounds implied by the

figures, placed over or under the bass. This is not to understand

harmony, but merely to know how to play from figured basses. Our

objection tt» the term attendant harmonies of the key, (page 14.) is

till stronger. Mr. B. might have more safely adhered to his former

descriptive terms of "fundamental and derived basses"—which ap-

pear to us to be the most philosophical division of the intervals of

the scale.

We iiave never been quite satisfied with the directions gireo by

some Theorists, (Cohfb for instance) to find the fundamental bass

of* chord. It appear* to us, that a double train of reasoning u

employed, where a single idea might suffice. Thus, Mr. Burrowes

sayi, (page 9i,) f* A bass note, marked % is to be considered as the

fifth of another note, consequently, the fundamental bass is a tilth

below." Whynotsay "Of the chord of the 4tb is the funda-

mental bass I"
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If llje word Roofs were placed against the third Hoe of the exam-

ple, (page 25,) it would make the intention more clear.

We submit it to the reconsideration of Ma. Buhrowfs, whether

he has not misapplied the term " interrupted resolution" in page S4.

It seems to us, that the resolution is complete, and that in point of

fact the passage is and should be called an interrupted cadence.

Again we differ in opinion concerning the mode of thinning the

chord of *, (page 39 and 40.) We should prefer to omit the octave

ofthe inverted Base and not the octave of the Root, for in the ex-

ample the octave of the note which should resolve the discord, is

found in the Bass. Now, it is Letter, in the central, for the discord to

he resolved in the part in which it appears, and the example it)

question becomes by the omission a chord of the 6, and not of the t.

Push 4,"i— ui- dislike (lie doubling of (lie discord, on account of

the increased harshness it produces.

Puge ti'-'- When (he fourth of the key carries a chord ofthe \, if

(lie J descends, it is not a sub-dominant, but is to be considered as

carrying an inverted chord of the 7th, the second of the key being

ils root. It is a sub-dominant only when the 6 is resolved by as-

cending. Pages 67, 98—we think it would have been better if the

author had kept all his accidental chords together, under the head of

suspensions.

]< will be seen that we have bestowed a diligent attention upon the

perusal of this little work, and at every page we were more riretted

by its generally clear and accurate method of combining the know-
ledge it contains. We can safely recommend it as the most easily in-

telligible, and, as n whole, the best essay of the kind we have ever

Me. .Jotjsse's Arcana Muskm contains much theoretical juggling

adapted to the understanding of younger pupils. He docs less and
more than Mb. BuuaowEs. Neither his order nox his explana-

tions are mi lucid and luminous as those of that gentleman, although

in some instances he has exceeded Mr. B. in the extent to which he

goes. What Mr. B. communicates, he communicates radically and
perfectly, leaving nothing behind him. Mr. J. on the contrary has

gone further, and left a great deal (almost every thing) unexplained.

But the solution of this difference appears to us to arise from the wish
that each of these writers partake, as well as out of the growing ue-
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cessity, to open the eyes of all wlio arc not absolutely indifferent to

the progress of musical education. Ma. Bunnowes has levelled

tin out worts cautiously and successfully. Ms. Jousse lias boldly

attacked some of (he stronger positions and endeavoured to beat

down at once some of the new defences and he does this without re.

garding the means of a more regular approach.

Ma. Jousse's mode of explanation by problem* is new to us, and

appears calculated to answer the purpose of filing' in the mind certain

parts of theoretical science, without any connecting link with the

reasoning upon which thejr depend, and by which they are com.

bined with each other. We would (seriously; undertake to make a

machine to compose either a melody to a bass, or a bass to a melody,

upon the principles Mb. Jousse lays down.

We Lave said that the book wants order and explanation, and we

shall proceed to the proofs. Problem 6, page 12, convey* a very

erroneous notion of transposition. The definition is imperfect,

inasmuch as it fails to express any process beyond the mere

addition of the flats and sharps at the signature. The problem is

also placed before instead of after that relating to intervals, which

appears to ns to be an inversion of tlie natural order.

Problem 8 is very ill expressed. The problem is not, in point of

fact," to find in a piece of musicevcry i tilervat," but to facilitate the

knowledge of the distance between any two notes.

The word " accidents" is introduced without any definition of

its meaning, which eannot fail to be unintelligible to those for

whom il is designed. In the same page Mr. J. says, "the lead-

ing note is essential" ; what can one uninstructed in harmony under,

stand from this sentence ?"

Plate 15. A definition of " cnharmonically" is wanted, before

the circles, which, in themselves however, are a clever and sinjjila

contrivance, taken from Kollhan.

Page 30. A definition of "Tetrachord" is wanting to lliepassaj-n,

Page39. Mr. Jodsse says, " a succession of chords constitute

harmony." If this be intended (o delnc harmony it is erroneous I

since a single chord constitutes harmony.

To these we could add many other examples, which prove, either

that Mr. Jousse has put together his materials in haste, or that he

designs to prove no more than what we have before ventured to con-

jecture, vis. thnt certain effects, which indicate an apparent
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quainlartce wilh liie principles of harmony, may be produced, with-

out any real or solid knowledge of tliosc principles. ]f this be the

sum of liis intent, we think he has accomplished his purpose in a

good degree; but beyond tins, his work promises little or nothing,

from the obscurity which necessarily attends any attempt to com-

municate by short notices what can only be attained by study of

tome duration. For in learning the theory of music, the lime is

not consumed by the abstrosc ualurc of what is necessary to be un-

derstood, but by the quantity ofrules which (like those of the gram-

mar of a language) must be committed to the memory. He who

ball reduce these rules to the shortest compass with accuracy and

perspicuity, wilt be the ablest instructor in theory, and in this sen-

tence lies all the mystery.* Ma. Butt Hours has done more towards

• The simplest iostruclioas tatplaying Thorough Bass that erer fell under

our observation, were those delivered by the lain Dr. Hkckwith of Norwich,

a very able theoretical and praeii.al musician, and a scholar of the Hayes's

of Oxford. We do not say that they will apply to all cases, but they are

la plain and so generally excellent, that we cannot forbear sobmitting them to

tie choice of students.

Thorough ltass w it limit Gjiurci,

I. The wvi.n iiili'iuls of iv.iy Ley jiu divided into fundamental and de-
riied Basses.

II. Fundamental basses in every key are the keynote, the 4th of the key,

and Sth of the key.

III. Derived l!a--c- :ne tlir ltd-; atnnrrarh fundamental.

IV. The 2d of the key is also derived from the 5th of the key.

V. TocrLTj fundamental bass common chord must be struck. N. B. »

sum moil chord i> llic 3d, 5th and Hlh reckoning from the bass note upwards.

VI. Every diriied Lj;s iniM h.ive (In rimed of i(- res-pe-cUvc fundamental.

Itulr- fur figured sintm.

'With a * 9 play a 3d and fith.

»7 3d and Sth.

5 3d iiinl «lh.

*4 sth and fflh.

:j .'itiu-nl Hdi.

*2 4th and 6th.

Distends ar<- r,.,nl>;'-l inln i-uiii-nn'^ lii dr'ri:m!ins one interval.

Double iigurr.s an- eitli'T addiliims or exceptions.

With * play an 8.

J
—- B.

1 SandS.

E 4 and 5.

Means a continuation or repetition of the preceding chord.
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this than any oilier writer that has fallen under our observation.

Ifjn. Joossb has not done this, because he appears to have devoted

his nltenfion, not to explainingthe reasoning upon which many of his

problems depend, but to show how the effects may be produced with

scarcely any reasoning at all. Ju few words, therefore, the one will

always be radically and essentially useful, and the other frequently

amusing, while it may occasionally serve lo confirm knowledge ac-

quired from purer sources, and perhaps, in some instances, (such as

the circles, modulation, and others,) clear the understanding with

respect to parts of science generally made difficult of comprehension

by the obscure way in which they are discussed and explained.

A stroke through a figure means greater, that is, the figure must he remoxed

A sharp, fiat, or natural under or over an\ nule or iigure. shews that the 3d
of such bass not!! must be made sharp, flat, or natural, the bass uote itself

not being affected.

Double figures in succession require no addition.

To these rules Da. Beckwith added plain instructions for modulation,

tr.m-pL^iliii:!. srwl sicconijiauiuicnt.
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Sir Ptogresthe Sonatinas for the Plana Forle. Composed by T.

JJouxlt. London. Power.

This is a useful production, anil exceedingly well calculated to

load on pupils after Ihevhave overcome the very first dillicu I lies that

attend the Piorio Forte, It is no slight matter to render tlie early

parts of tlie task pleasant, at the same time to contrive to -introduce

sufficient exercise for the eye and hand to keep alive attention, and

the belief thai Hie growing powers of the young artist are not wasted

unworthily, together with a due gratification for the ear. Graceful

meloily, variety of passages demanding changes of position and re-

quiring continual effort to surmount, are therefore capital requisites.

These, Ma. Howell has uniformly preserved. The sonatinas

arc not destitute of elegance, and an uncommon porlion of variety

prevails throughout. Tlie bass is perpetually changing, and we
rarely, if ever, remember to have seen any production of the sort

that contained more passages for practice so continually and so

judiciously interrupted and broken by fresh calls upon the industry

ofthe pupil. Beside these particular effects, which we deem to take

the foremost place, the sonatinas are composed in different styles,

speaking generally. Upon the whole, we prefer the first and second

movements of the third lesson. But the entire set deserves recom-

mendation.

Mn. IIowelt. has appended instructions for fingering, to some of

which we object, as disturbing general rules without <any adequate

purpose being gained. In the half bar, commencing the second

division of the dndanlino, (Son. 1.) vre should have preferred to have

taken the first two notes with the thumb and first finger, instead ofthe

li:st and third, because the hand is taken off, which ought to be

avoided wherever possible.

In the tenth bar from the close of the Allegretto, (Son. 8.) the

third finger would have been better than the thumb, as it keeps the

hand in a more easy position.

- The same fingering, as that we object to, is also used in the first

movement of Sonata 5.
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In the Gist movement of Son. 4, ninth bat from the end, Hie sola

passage of the bass ia Angered eo a* to throw the band into an tinne-

oessarily awkward position. As the passage begins after a rest, there-

is no restraint from what precedes. The noles are d, c, b, a, g, f,

and those which follow the f require the fourth. Mr. IIowbli.

lingers S,+, 1,3. Surely lj+, I, S, would have bean better.

The Composer lias indicated, with great frequency and care, tire

manner of depression

—

a citcuuistance which cannot be too minutely

attended to. We close our commendatory notice with what at

this time of day, when at taste for expensive printing, is becoming

universal, ought to be esteemed highly praiseworthy both in the

author and publisher. The Sonatinas are excellently and cheaply

printed—for we have 21 pages ofmuiic, independent ofthe title, and

which serves for a wrapper, (or/our shillings.

Sacred Songs, by Thomas Moore, Esq. and Sir John Stevenson,

Mas. Doc. Loudon. Power.

The success which has attended the first conjoint publications of

these gentlemen, appears to have led them to new enterpriies,

similar in principle, though different in kind. The Irish Melodies

may be supposed to have opened the way to the National Airs, the

beautiful little book we have before noticed, and these again to a

Number of Sacred Songs. The idea of the present work is the

same with this slight vurialiun—the melodies arc partly selected

from the works of classical authors

—

Martisi, Beethoven,

Haydn, and Avisos, and partly supplied by Sis John Steven-

son and Ma. Moons—the words entirely by the latter.

Thenumber before us is published with the superior excellence visi-

ble in every thing that issues from Mn. Power's 'house. Jl is far

more difficult to describe the poetry. The subjects are sacred, but

the manner of treating them partakes not in the slightest particular

of that sublime simplicity, that solemn severity, that chastity of

thought and expression, which not only among devout persons, but

among men of sound taste, are always felt to be the symbols of (he

deep awe that inspires our prayers to the creator and preserver of all
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mankind, onr celebrations of his glories, and thanksgivings for bis

mercies. From the first to the last wo were sensible to the want of

these essentials. The lines are smooth and polished, but there is a

luxurious, not to call it a voluptuous tone and spirit, breathing

throughout bath language and imagery, which does not accord with

the intent. The passage from the Psalms placed at the head of tho

first paraphrase, is calculated to force this observation upon us

;

and we take, as an instance, the concluding stanza of this song

and its original i

" Thou hast made summer and winter" Psalm 74. 17.

** When youthful spring around us breathes,

Thy spirit warm* her fragrant sigh,

And every flower the summer wreathes

li burn beneath thai kindling eve."

We know not whether the million of our renders will ngree with

us. Those who have been relaxed by much acquaintance with the

enervating stanzas of modern estimation, will certainly see nothing

to ullenil Ihejr sense of propriety. Our rompbiint is, that we can

Jiud none of flint "divines! melancholy" through which the soul

is brought by contemplation to worship. Here arc none of the attri-

butes of that Goddess "sage and holy" whom the mightiest master

of sgcrcU song invoked in such mood.

Volar, pcmiie [inn, deiout and purr,
,

Sober, sleilfavl, anil demure,

Alt in a robe ofdarkest grain,

And sable stole of cypress lawn,

Over thy decant shoulders drawn.

Come, but keep thy wonted stat.-,

With crcn step, and musing gait

;

And looks commercing with the skies,

Tiiy rapt soul silting in thine eyes :

There, held in hnly passion still,

Forget thyself to marble, till

"With a tad leaden downward east

Thou Six them an the earth as fast.—II Pemeroso.

'

Let not this, the finest personification we have of the temper that

disposes to the most intense and true devotion, be mistaken for a

gloomy disposition. Let any one read the exquisite poem, fiuia
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winch oar extract is made, commune with himself, find question Lis

own heart.

To bring our sentiments and Mr. Moore's sacred songs to a still

fairer test, we shall take leave to quote one of lliem, changing a
single word :

—

" As down in the iuiiliis idivali uf Hie ocean,

.Sweet flowers are springing no mortal can see,

So, deep in my *nul (he still prayer of devotion,

Unheard liy the world, riics silent to (Lee;

My Ldte! silent to thee;

1'urc, Harm, 7.5 U nl in (In.?.

—

So, deep in my soul the still prayer of deletion,

Unheard by the world, rises silent to thee

!

"As still, to the star of its worship, tho' elooded,

The iil'i'illd [mini- failiifitlly o'er l!;e dim i£j,

So, dark as I roam, in this wintry world shrouded,

The hope of my spirit turns trembling to thee
;

My Love! trembling (o thee
;

True, fond, trembling to thee.

So, dark as I roam, in this wintry world shrouded,

The hope of my spirit turns trembling to thee !"

"We now ask whether this be not sweet amatory versification.' and

ofour fair readers: whether they would not feel the glow that kindle*,

in young and meeting liearts at receiving such a billet for a lover f

If, as in one similar experiment we have made, the answer be in tin;

affirmative, our case is established; since for the word we have

introduced

—

"Love"—should be read the awful name of "GOD."
Ma. Moo be (perhaps willi intent to redeem his past errors,) has,

wc think, wandered from bis hitherto careless way 'mongst swede

and flowers; and unless this is his reason, we cannot see why,

without supposing a motive by for too unworthy to drive him to

sport with things sacred. The airs he lias selected would have gone

as well to other suhjects mare within the range of his intellectual

hahils; and, amongst the mistakes into which he has been allured,

is the metre which some of the melodies demand, and which give a

skipping and a flippant turn to the most serious circumstances.

Thus the melancholy incident, rendered Into verse at page 31, U



deprived of its affecting power, and the images, some of (Lew pap.

iicularly beaulifiil—such as

" And now like a star bqoud evening's cold dew,

Looks radiantly down cm the tears of this world

wear an air any thing but sacred. These arc our genera! im*

pressions, after going through the whole. There are parts exempt ;

and in justice to Mr*. Moobe me quote the following classical

"The bircl, let loose in Eastern skies,

IVlicn tiaitiTiing fondly Inuni',

Ne'er stoops to earth her wing, nor fiiei

Where idle warblers roam.

But high she shoots through air and light,

Above all low d- 1 .1 y.

Where nothing earthly bounds her flight,

Nor shadow dims her way.

So grant me, GOD, from every car*, i

And stain of passion free,

Aloft, thro' Virtue's purer sir,

To hold my course to Thee

'

No sin to cloud—no lure to stay

My Soul, as home she springs;

—

Till nin^inie on lier joy nil w,iy,

Thy Freedom on her wiligs

!

By (lie terms we have used, we trust we have conveyed no idea erf

any moral imputation. Our objection is purely (o the verbiage,

which we think is rather the language of amatory than devotional*

composition. It wants the strength and simplicity which arc the

main characteristics of this species of writing.

Of the music wemny speak in less qualified terms. The selection

is made with the same elegant taste tiiat has distinguished the Irish

Meludicsand the National Airs. There is nothing weak or twin-

* Fine sensibility and > brilliant imagi nation are always in danger of

.

failing into this error— so true it is, thai love and devotion art' real!; allied,

and haic their root in the same class of perceptions. In Exydh'i Cmloot
tl.ii \i.ft pervades the entire performance, and it is most particularly piedi.mi-

nant in (tie air Of slurs the frareit," ]iart of Adam and Eve's morning

hymn. No one ever sung the first sentence " Oj slur' the ftarat, O how
s:zl\'I lln/ smile at diaimng morn," w ithout anticipating that the address Has

to Eve instead of the sun.
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-testing in the whole book. The first air (attributei to Mm. Shebi-

-dan by Home,) is almost as simple as the liundrcili psnlm, and ia

pious and beautiful.—The symphonies, particularly the closing one,

are exceedingly appropriate.—The airs from Haydn far exceed

llie ulhers, and we are inclined to give Sin John Stevex-son's

ithc second place. We like " Weep not for those" perhaps the

least. We cannot imagine ihe author's reasons for sotting tlie poem

we have quoted above, " The bird let loose in Eastern sides," as a trio.

Surely such a mode of adaptation is at variance with the sentiment I

We have to object to a great roany of the notes appended as

ornaments, which are generally very common place, and not seldom

vulgar. Well-taught singers do not need and will not employ

them ; and those who are un-tnught or (a more general evil,) ill—

taught, will make bad worse. " The turf shall be my fragrant

shrine," is one of Ihose most disgraced by Ihese " graceless graces."

With this fenvoy then, we dismiss the book. It is finely printed.

The poetry, though not appropriately pure in its language, is easy

and polished : the airs are well (elected, and they will rather exalt

than injure the taste. We cannot compare them with the finer

selections of Ma. Novello ; nor do we consider that the authors

intend to address them to the precise class of musicians, to whose

gratification that gentleman has directed his higher efforts in

scientific arrangement. For the " Sajjird Sosos," though grave,

art still " Leviora studio."

A Divertimentofor the Pianoforte aith anaceompanimenlfor IhefuU

ad libitum,from thefavorite air in Rossini's Operaof11 Barbitre di

Shiglia, by T. Latour, Piani.de lo his Royal Highness the Prince

Regent. London. Chappcll and Co.

This Divertimento consists of a short introduction to Rossini's

two
.
airs and a concluding polacca, but there is so little original

natter in it, that it is not very creditable to Mr. Latour's inventive

powers, to dish up popular airs in so meagre away. Of ail the

species of writing, variations arc the easiest, and require the least

genius. This composition ought in truth to be so called, for the

airandand variations not only make up the greatest part of tiro
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lesson, but Hie themes are frequently introduced, and they are re-

peated more than once in different pads of tbe scale succeHsivelv.

—

Thus the whole wears too much the appearance of what is called

in familiar language, a catch-penny publication. So long as the ap-

petite fornovelty continues, such practices will endure; biitwe should

regret to see them receive countenance and encouragement from what

may be quoted as the example of any name to highly authorized at

that of the « Pianiitc to hit Royal Highaest the Prince Regent."

In the divertimento before us, tbe echoes of the flute, in the intro-

duction, are pretty, and tbe Polacca, at the end, gives it a spirited

termination, but we are inclined to think it will not add much to

(lie reputation of Ma. Latouh as a composer.

A Sixth Air, with earialioni for Ihe Piano Forte. By J. T.

Barrowes. London. Chappel and Co.

We may, with advantage, 'contrast the subject of our present

article with the wie which precedes it, for here we have a simple

and not. inelegant (heme of great sweetness, with variations very

pleasing, in many styles, and in general good taste, embracing

tome difficulties of execution, yet lending the student agreeably

forward by the melody arid vivacity of the composition. In the

fifth variation the hands are in many places brought so close, as to

render tbe performance somewhat awkward. With tbe exception

ofone example in Cramer's exercises, we do not remember to have

met with any thing constructed in a simitar way. The different

hiirmonics introduced into the seventh give the ear a well-timed

relief from the tedium of continual rapid execution, and may tcrve

to iliciv llie sludcul in harmony, of what variety even so few notes

as those of the melody are susceptible, from the powers of this

inexhaustible science. The eighth is a delightful slow movement,

calculated to call forth the expression of Ihe player, and it has also

some good modulation. The ninth gives animation to Ihe con-

clusion.

The lesion requires some execution, though it is not of that

scrambling kind which wanders no one knows whither, uo one can
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(ell why. The theme is Beldam, if ever, entirely lost; anil tbe

variations, without exception, are well-fancied and elegant. Ano-

ther capital recommendation 1b, that it is of sojust a length that the

hearer will feel on appetite /'or more after the player has ceased.

The Stile of Loves, a Ballad, by Thomas Moore, Esq. London.

Power.

This song demands oat recognition for more reasons than the ge-

nerality of single pieces. The celebrity of the author, and the ex-

quisite taste displayed in the title and vignette arc both likely to al-

lure towards it that share of attention which not only the song itself

does not deserve, but which ought, if possible, to be averted from it.

The general decorous and becoming sense of propriety that dis-

tinguishes our age bad banished from the stage, from the usages of

polished life, and from the whole range of our intellectual amuse-

ments, every expression and every allusion that might wound tho

ear or tbe feelings of modesty, not to call it delicacy, when Mb.
Moo uij, under an assumed name, ushered into tbe world a volume

of amatory poems, that bad nut been equalled in licentiousness since

the (lays of the infamous Rociiest/er, whose work, if they did not

equal in coarseness of expression, they far exceeded in lascivious

insinuation. The least offensive of these songs were first set to

music, and sung at loose times by those loose characters of society,

who, destitute themselves of female connections, pursue the de-

testable object of " discharging the female mind from the tyranny of

custom," as Ma. Godwin- has it, without regard to moral affec-

tions, without regard to the misery, which thoughts, as wild and as

destructive as fire itself, bring upon their devoted victim, without

remorse for the horrible circumstances of wretchedness to individuals

and to families, which, in examples out of number, may be traced up

to the fatal relaxation thus first produced. The early attempts were

insinuated so artfully, yet, to appearance, so artlessly, that bolder

trials were admitted without difficulty, without opposition, and al.

most without raising a blush in the cheek of the child, or exciting

tlie natural apprehensions of the parent. We shall forbear to
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nwaken (lii; curiosity of those whn may yet happily remain igno-

latit of (hi; title of these pernicious monuments of talent ill applh-d

—but it in those moman It when Mn. Moore feels the bea\ea-

ward disposition to admit that

The warmest righ, that pleasure heaves

Ij cold, and faint to those that swell

The heart, when pure repentince grieves

O'er hours of pleasure, lOTei loo well I

—

Sacred Songs.

(we quote himself] he looks into the poems he had sufficient hesita-

tion to publish under a feigned name, be may there discover these

against which not oar objections alone, bat the cannon of the whole

world of husbands, parents, and brothers, have been long since

pointed.

The paltry song before us, borders very nearly upon the just de«

cription we hare endeavoured to render of llic worst ofMn. Moore's

performances. It comes upon us too somewhat unexpectedly, for

years and their infirmities and the reflections they bring upon nil of

us, and more especially which they early bring upon men of plea-

sure, who sometimes are blessed with reason as well as imagination,

had, as we bad hoped, wrought a beneficial change in the author of

the sacred son gs, and the words to the national airs. Having proved

that he can feel rightly, Ma. Moore is the less entitled to the

mercy of criticism, over wWe ordinances, according to llic Inns of

the Stagyrilc, wc hold the morel sense and the moral duly to be pre-

dominant. Out reading instructs to this conclusion, but our feel-

ings, and moreover our " generous loyally to the sex," impels us by

oonvictions as strong and as sure as the commands of the Deity, and

the impulses of nature revealed to us inwardly and irresistibly. We
arc no narrow-minded bigots, who would slintand limit the gaiety,

much less the fondness of tho heart, or diminish the fullest mea-

sure of the blessing attachment bestows. On the contrary, we

bold affection to be the gupremcst counterbalance to the evils of ex-

istence. But the universal corruption against which we plant out

artillery, is the bane of such affection, and would substilule a hot

promiscuous changeful intemperance, as short and restless in enjoy-

ment, and as soon past fruition, as it is base and baseless. We di-

rect our attack against thai nameless passion, in short, which neither

i> aor ever can be " goalie love," because it has never been passed
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through one of those " certain strainers" that refine it down III) it be
comes tLe charm of womankind.
a Tke Sale of Loves" presents us with a succession of the coarsest

allusions, scarcely or not at all veiling the grossncssnndthc obscenity

by any of the artifices of wit or versification
;
yet there are traces

even in this paltry composition, of better thoughts. Mn. Moorb
seems to apprcliate at last t lie value of a heart. Had he known it

earlier, perhaps ho would not have indulged so fatally Tor the gene-

ration that is as well those which arc to be, the propensity he has so

long cherished to make it valueless, by teaching that there can be

any gratification beyond the feverish inquietude of change, allotted

her who says, while bartering fur

"A light little lore that will last a day—
To-morrow I'll sport a new one."

Ma, Mooue may perhaps live to feel that every addition of this

sort which he makes to the catalogue uf his compositions, ought to be

expiated by au antidote, and he may live to know, also, (hat such

hope is vain. At present he stands like thegrc.Keslof our nctors as

drawn by the grealest of our painters between tragedy and comedy,

in tbe attitude of one not insensible to the claims which virtue has

upon genius, though bis half-averted counten since' betrays a linger-

ing regret towards tiie troop of glittering vices which have so long

successfully solicited and detained him from a nobler service, and a

richer perdurable reward. The author of the worst book that ever

saw the light, existed long enongh to desire to atone his error by a

publication of one of a contrary tendency and title—but alas tbe one

still remains to plunge millions into perdition, while the other is only

known to have been at all, amongst the carious preservers of literary

anecdote.

Essais tar differentes caraclerts pour le piano forte par F. Kalk-

irenrtcr. Books 1 and 2. London. Chappell and Co.

It has often occurred to os, that CapHctk is the best name ever

invented for pianoforte musicof such a description asthat which stands

at the head ofourpage, for we can imagine no other principle upon

which such things are constructed, than the wandering disposition
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and unlimited power, a'player of Mr. Kalkbrekk er's extraordi-

nary execution indulges in doing whatever comes uppermost, when
lie ails down to tlie instrument or to compose. It is quite impossible

to imagine, that passages, which find their way into the pages of

pianoforte lessons of this kind, have any other origin than chance.

Here we bovc "rami iur differtntu caracterts" but we arc ullcrly

ul n loss to conjecture, to what the egsab refer. To the understand-

ing these essays convey nothing—to our ears, an insupportably

tedious series of unmeaning notes, passing through interminable mo-

dulations, and strung together for no earthly purpose, but to perplex

the player and the auditor. There is nevertheless in many of the

parts, a sameness that is tiresome beyond belief, particularly in the

opening or the first, and in the latter pages of the second book.

—

Ma. Kalkbbekner'b time is too constantly engaged to allow us

to suppose, that he has not some higher purpose in view when he

writes for publication, than generally supplies the motives of ordi-

nary composers. But what beneficial end to (lie student there can

be, in sending into the world such etude redundancies as the lessons

before us, we cannot pretend even to guess. If we might compare

them as exertions of the intellectual faculties with effects purely

physical, we should say, they exhibit preternatural power to much

about the same usefulness, rts n man in convulsions who exert,*: his

strength upon the substances wliicli happen lo be within his Tench.

—

It begins to be tithe for eminent masters to put an end to these extra

-

vagnnzns, and to return lo something less removed from truth of ex-

pression, to surprise less, to please anJ satisfy more. If the present

rage for execution continues a few f^m longer, we may venture to

prophecy, 'thai the good sense of the generality will make a resolu-

tion fatal to the prevalence of musical attainments. The lime and

rxpence bestowed upon acquirements so inadequate, will deter pa-

rents from submitting their children to an employment so profitless

and barren of real pleasure. In the progress of the art, mediocrity

is now come to bo despicable—but there will be found a few only

who will be mad enough to aspire (o " thai bad eminence" which

run procure for them the short-lived admiration which waits upon

mere astonishment, while Ihe heart is cold. What do you think of

it, asked an enquirer of a Gentleman who had listened with the.

deepest attention to a celebrated phiyer ; 1 think, said he, it nik lit

tt done quicker by steam.
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Wo may strengthen our opinion by the authority of a sensible old

writer.

—

Avison, in bis treatise on musicnl expression, snys—
" But, if we may judge from, the general lurn ofour modern music

(1 speak not of (tic English only), this due regard, as well to s natural

succession of inelodtrs, as to their harmonious accompaniments,

seems generally neglected or forgotten. Hence that deluge of un-

bounded exlraoagaiizi, wliicli the unskillful coll invention, and which,

arc merely calculated to shew an execution, without either propriety

la these, vague and unmeaning pieces, we often find tlic unmean-

ing composer, either struggling with the difficulties of an extraneous

moil u la t ion, or tiring the most consummate patience with a tedious

repetition of some jejune thought, imagining he can never du

enough, till he run through every key that can be crowded into one

into one movement ; till, at length, all his force being exhausted, ha

drops into a dull close; where his languid pir-ce seems rather to ex-

pire and yield its last, than conclude with a spirited and well-timed

cadence."

Ait Introduction and Polonaisefor the Piano Forte, ly II. J. Berlini.

London. Chappeil and Co.

This is one of those numerous ephemera, for the publication of

which wc can assign no just reason. With the exception of about

a dozen bats, near the beginning of the introduction, (here is nothing

cither to captivate the ear or solicit the judgment. The modulation

even in the adagio, which begins the piece, is far from pleasing,

while the polacca wearies with sameness, and want of invention.

The best attribute of the lesson is, that it is short.

Im Belle Ecossoise, divertimento for the Piano Forte., composed by

James Calkin. London. Chappeil and Co.

The theme, as ils title imports, has reference to or is rather an

imitation of the peculiarity which characterizes Scotch music.

And it U a light and pretty lesson. We should be liable to embroil
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ourselves with a nation whose qualities entitle them to the highest

moral and intellectual respect, (for amongst these qualities stand*

conspicuous tlie national amour prapre,) were we to assert that all

Scotch music wants what is understood (at least among modern

musicians,) by the word grace ; and when we say that this term im-

plies a certain smoothness, elegance, and polished snavitr, which

affec's the henrt while it pleasts the ear, we should give the best

general definition in our power, at the same time that we should

make intelligible to our readers, the precise deficiency of Scotch

melodic— tor beyond melodies we know of nothing Scotch. These

are wild, sprightly, animating, and sometimes pathetic, but the pas-

stoo forjerks {derive! I probably from their dance tunes,) deforms al-

most every air, and constitutes that peculiarity which deprives their

compositions of grace. Even in (he theme and variations before in,

there is something too much of this, but as n whole it is a lively and

agreeable specimen of what may be done with such things. It em-

brace no difficulties, and will be found airy and amusing.

Preludes in a progressive style for the Piano Forte, Composed far

the me of Young Ladiet, by T. Latour. London. ChappeJl

mill Co.

Twnhj-sic PivluJes or shot I Introductions in the principal Major and

Minor Keys for the Piano Forte. Composed by J. B. Cramer.

Londoa. Chnppet and Co. and Clemen li and Co.

Wc have often enquired why a Piano Forte player should be in-

iU:!;^d or -.liouM inttsiijje liiukelf willi the liberty of running over

the instrument before his regular performance commences! And it

has been replied, that the prelude breaks the abruptness of an imrue-

medinte beginning, preserves a mote attentive audience to the prin-

cipal piece, iir,<i altujr'iUior acts like the symphony of a song. But

tliis appears to us to be only a part, and not the most important

[vi 1 1 [; ! iir' il. •.!•;;!. v.-l-m'i is (o oring t tie hand and fingers into play,

as well as to exhibit what we may call extraneous powers of execu-

tion. Were a singer to go up and down the scale, or to flit through

a dozen volattw, it would be thought mighty ridiculous, and yet tlie
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same motive must be common (o bold, namely, a desire to bring (lie

organs into exorcise before tbe real onset. In point of fact, such

preparation is most necessary to the singer, though the union of

sense with the sound of l!ie human voice forbids it. Cuslom is aH

powerful, and pianists must prelude. Custom cannot, however,

give fancy anJ science to those who happen not to possess them, and

it follows that although these preludes are by courtesy supposed to

be extemporaneous flights of the' imagination, it not unfrequenlly

happens, that they who can execute cannot compose. To obviate

this otherwise insurmountable difficulty, authors have been ready to

lend their aid, and memory may now supply the place of a-deeper

knowledge of the art.

Mr. Latohh some lime since, and Ma. Crakbr very recently,

have published preludes, in the keys most generally used. T.hcy

differ in material points, and will, far that reason, both be found

usefal.

Mh.Latour has divided hi? short outlines into the proportions of

time, and they have all the regularity and ryfhm of distinct melo-

dies- They generally confine the player within very narrow limi-

tations as to compass, and the whole are defined and measured.

They are, however, adapted to all the early stages of study, some of

them being so plain, simple, and easy, that a child of a very few

months standing would be able to execute them, and this property

also makes them easier to get by role. They are commonly very

short, not consisting of more than from flvo to twenty bars, and in

general there it more of modulation than in those of Mn. Cbamf.h.

It will be immediately seen, Ibal the desire Mn. Latoor has enter-

tained of reodering his preludes pleasing to the car and easy to com-

mit to memory, has led him into an error fatal to their main design,

namely, that of such things appearing to be an extemporaneous ex-

ercise, in which the fingers fly rapidly over the strings, and try them

from the top to the bottom of the instrument, calling up, as it were

the inspiration and fire tiuit is to illuminate the future. A prelude

is either this, or it is in nothing separable from lire regular perform-

ance that succeeds.

Mr. Cramer has entertained the poelieal notion we have fallen

into, and has at once discharged his compositions from the restraints

of bars, and bis hands and his thoughts wander free over the wbote

extent of the instrument. He takes in abuoat every kind of passage,
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those of regular ascent and descent, arpeggios, triplets, and

quadruplets, al tern riling from hand to hand and from measure to

measure, leaving the expression entirely to the feeling find command

of [he player. Though short, they are full of (ire and fancy, and, in

every sense, as well adapted to the purpose, as might be expected

lrom a man ofthesuperemincntgenius and experience of Mr.Cramer.

We have thus considered them according to their own design, bat

as exercises both tiiese brief systems have their proper merits ; Mr.

Latour's far beginners, and Ma. Cramer's for the moreadvanccd.

Besides these advantages, such things arc calculated to lead the

mind to extemporaneous playing—of all musical attainments the

one that most employs the faculties, and brings most delight to the

possessor. By the practical application of these short sketches, the

mind must be gradually drawn toward an independent disregard

of technical memory, and the player can best team to wish and to

work his way to a larger field of liberty and excursion, accompanied

by the highly pleasurable notion, that whatever is thus atchieved is

his own. The strong rnipuIsiMoiv.irds the knowltdjie oi the science of

harmony, which has been lately imparled to musical instruction, will

have such a tendency, and it is perhaps its chiefest good, as it con-

cerns individual gratification, for while there arc thonsands who arc

too indolent, loo timid, or toodiilidcnl 1o commit their thoughts to

paper, the same individuals, particularly those of the lineal sens ibil i-

ty.will be enabled to partake unspeakable delight front the power they

wiil thus enjoy—a power employed without labour, yet at every in-

stant the fancy receives fresh additions of that gradual excitement,

which engenders an intellectual temperament, perhaps of all others,

the most favorable to human happiness, in the exertion of talents or

accomplishment.
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The Pert pardoned, by Dr. John Clarke, of Cambiidge.~UD.Aaa.

We part, for ever part, to night! recitative and air, by J- Maria

nold Harris.—Loadon. Power.

The Feast of Rotei, by Henry R. Bishop.—London. Power.

Her Hands teere clasped, recitative and air, by Thomas Attwood.

London. Power.

Mr. Moohe'i poem of Lalla Rookh has furnished the words for

these four songs, which on that account we class together. They

also hear resemblance to each other, as being divided into recitative

and air. We have placed them as we estimate them, proceeding

from the worst to the best

To Dr. Clarke's recitative and air we can give very little com-

mendation. There is scarcely a passage after the opening sympho-

ny of the rccilative, that is not common-place, and even bordering

on vulgarity. The division of (he woid " heaven" into a dissyllabic,

which in music it will rarely, if ever, bear, and the notation assigned

to the word "harbinger," are of this description. The air too part ikes

of a. coarse spirit of levity, and is, moreover, note for note like a

song published about a dozen years ago by an amateur, beginning

" Nay take it, Patty." It is a little redeemed from this general

character in the minor, but as a whole, it was not worth printing.

In Mr. Harris's song, there is is more simplicity, nature, and

feeling, and it makes no other pretensions. We may point out that

the greater portion of the rccilative is air, regularly measured by the

accompaniment, and why it takes another name, we arc are al a loss

lo divine. This song is more creditable to the talents of the author

than "iAe Peri pardoned."

Mr. Bishop's recitative begins with one ofhis usual beautiful and

attractive symphonies, and these are continued throughout. There

is in it a good deal of Italian sweetness and elegance. The air re-

minds us powerfully of some of the Irish melodies, though we cannot

summon lo our recollection which. The feast ofroses is about equal

to the middle strain of Mn. Bishop's compositions, neither rising

to the best nor sinking to (he worst of them. It is not deficient in

task, and it is in the fashion ofthe day. - - .
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Mr. Aitwood'b song is in the soundest style, and it the most

original of the four. The interrupted cadence at the close of the

recitative lend* very pathetically to (he following larghctto, which

it conducted from D minor to F, with considerable effect. This

movement is sweet and plaintive. The entire composition has more

originality than belongs to the generality of modern songs, although

perhaps it cannot be said to be very felicitously conceived, or to flow

in e, very rich vein. The whole air is aided materially by the

changeful modulation of the accompaniment, which is masterly

throughout.

Grecian Air, vith. Variations fir the Piano Foric,- 5j/ Samuel

Webbe,jun.—London

.

The theme upon which this lesson is founded was presented, as

appears by the tide, by Viscountess Ashbrook, to the pupils at

Messes. Logirr's, Webie, nnil K A r.K nil tuser's academy, as

an exercise in harmony, and their bass is appended. There is inter-

nal as well as prima facie evidence, that we owe Mr. We rbe's com-

position to this circumstance, for it is, we think, manifest that/the

author had a design not only to produce variations, but variations

of such a nature as should declare his own ability as a harmonist,

and provide an exercise for his scholars of a kind to task at one

and the same time their manual dexterity and their knowledge as

The air itself is exceedingly plain—so plain indeed as to be bald,

nml it wants those features which, by a strong impression upon the

ftney or the feelings, nre generally held to be best fitted for the

subject of such a composition. It will be no wonder then if it is less

prominent than we are accustomed to find the air, for though Ha.

Webbe has endeavoured to preserve to H its place and dignity,

there is nnfortunately so little intrinsic force, that it necessarily falls

into secondary importance. If we were to regard the subject there-

fore, in any other tight than it has probably been taken, we should

be compelled to eonsider the choice an injudicious one.

- But modulation and harmony seem to have been the leading ob-

jects in Mb. Webbb's contemplatron, by making those which are
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button frequently (be adjuncts in a lesson, the principals. He hoe

thrown an originality and strength over his projection which is

fur from common. The last part of the third page is extremely

rich in this respect, and the lesson continues throughout in Ike

game style. The chromatic passages for both hands are introduced

into the fourth with great facility. The variation upon the fifth

page is fraught with less meaning than the rest, and contains pac-

kages rather hard, even to modern cars. The sixth contains matter

k rich as difficult. In the last variation wc do not think the enhar-

monic change more singular than Mr. Webbe's modulating fron

the key of E, with four sharps, to that of E, with three flats {the

original key), which it effected in the manner following.—He ren-

ders his E minor, passes (o G major, after which he retakes the key

of E, with three flats, by a chromatic ascent.

There are two points therefore of consideration with Mb. Webbs,

and for the approbation of his auditors ;— 1st. the power of har-

monizing in which has been shewn by his scholars, and (2nd) the

manifestation of hisown acquirements in science. These are indepen-

dent of a desire, perhaps, which he has to inculcate the necessity of

acquainting pupils with the practical nature of enharmonic clianges

and the use of the extreme keys. In respect to the first, though

the air is harmonized in a way /o shew that it was not the work of

practised musicians, there is yet enough of art visible, in the gra-

tuitous introduction of the accidental D Hat, to prove that they have

attained more than is merely technical or the result of an artificial

process of fixing terms in the memory alone. With regard to the

second point, Mr. YVebbe has, as we have said, made an original,

ticb, and difficult series of variations, during which he has given

such proof of scientific combination, that it can belong only to ad-

vanced knowledge to relish and enjoy and give the credit due to

liiin for his elaborate composition.

3 r 2
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A SLIGHT SKETCH OF THE PRESENT STATE OF
MUSIC IN LONDON.

A Description of the ilntc of Music in the Metropolis would

seem lobe, at certain intervals, a necessary appendage to a work

of this nature, because tlie progress of science and of practice

would be Indicated by such an exposition. All however that we

dare promise our readers to attempt from time to time, is an

occasional essay inwards the elucidation of this desirable purpose,

for a full and adequate description is beyond our grasp. We can

aspire to no extensive plan ; yet the acknowledged imperfection to

vbicl' our limits till id us, shall nut deter us frum oflirin^ sueh a ipecu-

lation «» uur acquaintance »iili the state of public music >t> London

enables us to draw up for the amusement of llinsu whom distance

may remove from [Ik- grand theatre uf the eoiulati'iu .ind contention

of talent, the centre from whence inipruvi-mcnl muM lie projected.

Tlie prominent feature of the limes appears to us In be, that the

perform a i ice of instrumental nnnic has made very rapid strides iu

tlie favor of the public. Vocal cscelh-nce is declining.

The age which immediately preceded the appearance uf 11 a von

and Mozart was the age of vocalists. The endeavours of the

great masters of that day were principally addressed to the display

of their powers in the composition of operas, and to set off the:

abilities of singers like Faiunelli, Senbsiko, Cuzzom, Faub-.

ti»a, and others, ulio ftirmcd all the attraction ami all the conver-

sation of the woild in which they moved- The at tent ion of composers

wns concentrated i" the production of vocal elfi'CU; and e*previmi

bad not yet given place to agility in singing. Sentiment still

retained its mastery over execution. Scarcely had the life of

II a Nnr t. terminated, when the latent powers of instruments became

better known; and as encouragement was nfiVrcd, men a.ose, who

enlarged (by extraordinary practice) those powers, while, in some

instances, improved mechanism" was called in to aid the growing

advancement. But the circumstance which has most material! y

contributed to effect the exaltation of the band was the scries of

* U itn<>si the substitution of the piano forte fnr the hnrfi'i chord, ami rh*

Tlrious additions to lurp-. horns, Eutiri, lriini[!rH, jiiiI ifiiH-cilf, hy |)cdalf,

Levi, and oid-ir iiiaci-jom enn I ri varices. We nicnli'ni I'lr;? u: ii.itiuirr£, with,

out intending to do more than cluejdate the, fact.
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beautiful accompaniments by Hato* and Mozart. If llrrry hnve

been fiiutx; successfully followed by others, (hey were, nevertheless

the aiiihors of Ihe sudden and rapid progression of instrumental

performers, to whom they gave power and ahmul pre-eminence,

true it is, that a single genius is able to change, if not to fix, the

taste of whole generations in the fine art*.

England early caught the spirit from the muster magician him-

self ; and we need do little more than refer our readers to our notice

of the Philharmonic Concert, in the present Number, to shew

the rapidity with which the electric fire of talent was caught and

communicated throughout the whole large circle of instrumental

ability. A splendid portion of the science of the country was alike

eager to patronize and partake the spirit, and to emulate the acqui-

sitions in knowledge and the refilii-menls enjoyed in other lauds,

where music has been understood to be cultivated in the highest

perfection. The orchestras of the Ant ion t Concert, and of the

Opera were enriched by the access of this " noble rage," and the

«od has been to carry instrumental music, whether employed by

itself or in nccompanymenl, to a degree of polish which we think

we may venture to assert, it has never attained at any former period

in the history of the science. We shall not fall into the error of

quoting particular names, however due to individuals distinction

maybe, lest we should subject ourselves to invidious imputations,

but we refer those who wish for such information to the list of the

Philharmonic Society and of the Opera band, as includrfig a cento

of ability, unequalled in the annals of music in England. Nor do

these lists comprise by any means the whole. There is yet a vast

floating mass of musicians of real talent, among those who pass al-

most " nnnoticed and unknown." Let us again especially point out

to observation that it b the vast and sudden rise in the knowledge of

instruments that is the surprising characteristic. A progression, and

a progression proportionate to the daily extending encouragement,

and the daily additions of fresh energy and intellect to the study was

to be expected. But be it remarked, the start was suddenly taken,

and the rising body has attained an accelerated velocity, analogous

to that Which attends the phenomena of substances moving by the

natural laws of gravity in a contrary direction. The improvement

has been diffused among all if not equally. Tbc wind instruments

Iwvc however received the most. It is not unfrcquent to witness
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the repetition of instrumental pieces by an enenrc, at it has been

long tbe custom la cull for vocal * second time.*

The cause* which have conduced (o the ehangei m vocal art are

more obscure ; we can trace them scarcely beyond tbe single circumr

stance cif (he example of one or two popular singers. Whether it be

given to the celebrity of individuals to raze out the memory of former

and long prevailing taste, anil to propagate such an over-weening ad-

miration of the wonders they and they alone could perform, we shall

not pietcnd lo decide; but certain it is that since (lie appearance of

Catalan: and Ma. Bhaiiam the practice of the ar( has suffered a

complete revolution. Expression 1ms gradually continued to yield

a litlie and u little to execution. The pure commanding eloquence

ofearlier composers lias melted away before the voluptuous not to .

call them too meretricious graces of more modern writers, and decla-

mation, sentiment, nnd pathos arc superseded by passages of agility

and florid ornament. The music, which we may be permitted lo

rail the miltic of (lie mind Mid of the soul, still indeed continues lo

In; heard, though it k all but banished by the great body of (he

public, whw begin to feel a tedium and a heaviness, ahtaectr intense

are suhstiltiled for volnpluou! feelings, w lienever music aims to call

p thi! bliss which is inloUecUiaJ, instead of desiring to produce that

soft Jrratn of extney which follows tbe excitement of the tenderest

paakntt. The compositions that afiect are now almost entirely

amatory. The intervals wbicb they leave open are filled with tbe

light and sportive gaile da caur of Italian comedy.

At th'a time the metropolis enjoys three sneh concerts as no.

oilier country could or can boast—in Tug Concert of Ascie_\t

Music, The Philharmonic Society, and The Vocal Com-

cfiiirs. In all these tlie richest lore of science, and the purest

specimens of classical authority are preserved; in the former

mora especially, while the range of the two latter is more ei-

lendeil as lo novelty and the compositions of modern writers

as well as performers, who conic bt-i'oie the public with indispu-

table titles 10 regard and estimation, and who are admitted to

* We may here not unaptly remark (lie chaiip? which has taken place hi

the mode of brstawing appisoar in thi- conr^ri-roomii and theatres of Landon.

When a >ong or pi.;n> is highly approved, the applause by clapping of bms',> i>

Iri.^fonlinuci], in r/iaLti, ami is reuewi/fl. utiidi i< p.mv otroiiictl (0 be fqi.[-

ulint to the former cry of encore, while in th* theatre tbe efforts cf a suc-

cessful porfornicr an>«ro*Qtd by loag anil oautyu^isbouMf.
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an honorable competition fur public approbation. To these con-

certs, however, only a very high arid select class of auditors,

and the very highest of performers find admission-. It is singu-

lar thai with such encouragement there is in neither nnj- male

singer of rising talent to be found. Mr. Vavghas occupies the

place orthe tenor at the ancient ami the rocal concerts in a manner

so consistent with the classical purity of these institutions, and so

eminently superior to every other singer of his day, that we look in

vain for his successor, should lie be removed by any unforeseen

occurrence. M*. Biiaham lias scarcely appeared in public at all

during the winter, from choice it must be presumed, for to his

powers the public will never be deaf. Mn. Wm. Kntvbtt is the

elegant nnd finished counter-tenor. The basses nre Ma. Bab-TLB*

nan and Mr. Bellamy. The continued indisposition of the

former has for the last seven mouths precluded the public from the

gratification his performance always afforded ; the latter, we under-

stand, in consequence of his engagements in leaching, wishes to

retire, as much as possible, from public singing; and we see as liltie

promise of any one to succeed these gentlemen. In truth, we know
of no other bass singer of ability at present. This department is at

the lowest possible ebb, and a man of any merit would now proba-

bly find very hearty acceptance. Tho growing passion for conic

Italian pieces has introduced Signors Nai.di, Angrisani:, andAtf-

BROQETn occasional ly to the orchestras of the concerts, and even

of the oratorios. But their claims arc exceedingly limited.

—

Naldi, to his known defects of faulty intonation, nasality, and a

constant lagging behind the time, now begins to add the charac-

istics of coming age. He is almost posit. Ahorisami, with a very

tine voice, is coarse and unfinished ; and Ambhogetti has not a

single faculty to entitle him to a place in an orchestra. The iem

notes he has are very soon worn out, and his singing becomes

intolerable, except as an exhibition of comic skill, which we CM-
tider not to be among the attributes of concert singing. As a

tenor, Signor Begum, has a beautiful voice, is an excellent

musician, and performs in concert very sweetly and in a chaste

good style.

Thefemalesingers are more numerous, and upon the whole (though

declining into the substitution of agility for expression,) far better.

Mai. Dickons, Mus. Salmon, Miss Coitni,5iGNOBABELLOccHr,
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Miss StF.PiiFUs, Miss Hughes, Mhi Travis, Miss Cqodai.l,

Mus Mom, Miei Symc-nds, Miss Fbith, hold out in their several

gradations tlic enjoyment of much present gratification both in the

conceit and in the theatre, and much future hope. We shall not

anticipate by a partial and incomplete portraiture of their several

qualities, the description which is, or hereafter will be due to then*,

at our hands. But we cannot cease to lament Hie total disappear-

ance of the grent style of Mrs. Bates and of Mar a, all traditional

remains of which have departed our shores with M as. Lacy.

Besidesthe threegrand depositories ofhigh science we have named,

refinement has extended so far east of Temple Bar as the City of

London Tavern, where a series of Concerts, under the able direction

of Sin George; Smart, lias been reccnlly established with success.

These wilt carry the propagation of fine, taste into new regions.

There is in the establishment of these meetings a principle we are

heartily glad to see recognized—namely, that refinement ought lo ac-

company wealth wherever it is found. Without such n principle,

gold is dross, and its possessors are deprived ofthe b-.-st enjoyments

atH iience can purchase. We do not lite to see the solid acquirements

of the city transferred to be the mockery of the court, it is good

that the liberal should mingle with and polish in their course the ruder

aits- By such means society will best find its equilibrium, and ele-

gance will be confined to no one order. To the various institutions

for intellectual cultivation in the city, this seemed wanting, and we

shall rejoice at its firm establishment.

i
We come next to the Oratorios, as more genuinely musical than

the amusements ofthe Opera or the Theatre, and these, we lament to

sav, arc not only declining, but are departing rapidly from their cha-

racter in every sense. They arc in truth now little more than secular

performances (if we imy be allowed the term) and the benefit they

confer on music is to bo found in tkc more universal propagation of

some portion of good taste, above that of the Gardens and the-

Theatres, and in the ready admission they afford to new candidates

fnr public favor. This year the managers have agreed (so low had

the ebb of patronage fallen) to open the theatres of Covent Garden

and Drury lane on alternate nights, Mr. Ashley conducting at the

one, and Sin. G.Shart at the other. They have produced a long;

list of new names. Mils Witham, Miss Stamford, Miss George, Mr.

Kenward, (a tenor,) Mr. Thome, Mr. Vardlcj-, (basses,) at the
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former; at the latter, Miss Cubitt, Mr. Nelson, and Mr. J. Mill,

basses, &c
The selections on these occasions prove by instances the justice of

the observations we hare made on the revolutions in I he public lasle j

and we cannot suppress (lie astonishment ive leel at the encores ami

plaudits which never fail to be lavished on such a linger as Sir.-

uaa Ambboobtti, in such an orchestra as those of the oratorios,

and from such persons as compose tho mixed audiences of Coveut

Garden and Drury Lane. But so it is. The declension from Mk.

V augh a k to Ms. Fv he is a very heavy one indeed, while all tho

basses are young performers, new to the public. We cannot think

sufficiently highly of their talents to particularize them further. The
selections are so infinitely various as to defy description;

Holy Lord is followed by Delia Trambu—tjwg j/e to the Lord by

The Soldier tired—

H

amiei/s most sublime and sacred chorusscs by

Storage's lightest airs—a motelt of Horsley's by Sla tnorelti or

Quel occhietto eoccolello, from the Comic hi] inn Opera, the former

given in Signor Ambbocetti's most comical manner, and the lat-

ter with all the grimace of which such a duct is capable. So much

for variety. We do not dispraise these things in themselves—on the

contrary, we think the introduction of the fine music from Italian

Operas, particularly the concerted pieces, are amongst the happiest

additions to modern concert bills. But something is due to con-

sistency, and neither theostenaible reason for opening the Theatres for

tho purpose of Oratorios during Lent, nor the manner of the per-

formance of such things, is to be defended upon any other ground

than the arbitrary tasle of the public, which " will have it so," and

which has been gradually turned towards lighter entertainment, in

the way we have described.

The opera will hardly, in the score of its merits, escape this sea-

son without animadversions still more severe than those of the meet-

ing of subscribers and others, at the Thatched-house !asl year. The

want of novelty, and the wretchedly low condition info which every

part of the performance (the band excepted) appears to have sunk,

certainly renders the performance unworthy, totally unworthy the

enormous expence lavished upon its support. Signora Hello-

cm and Signors Placci and Romero arc the only additions to

tho vocal strength. Siunora Bellociii, (who, since her arrival,

has bad an additional i appended to her name, in order to make it
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compHmentarily expressive of the two she before possessed,) Iins a

sound good style, but ber voice b neither remarkable Tor lone or

compass. The men are bolli below criticism. II Don Oumaml,

Figaro, II Harbiere di tixAglia, [Italians in Algioi, La Modistm

Iu.£s;irfilricc, andCamffla, have been played during the season. The

first preserves a portion of its attraction, on account of the fine per-

sonification of the hero by Ambbogetti, and on account of the

splendid accompaniment. But in every other respect it is scarcely

above mediocrity. Figaro is even better represented nt Covent

Garden, vocally better, scenically infinitely better, and indeed

belter as a drama. Mas. Dickons and Miss Stephens are

superier to any singers the Open ran boast, though wc give all due

allowance to MissConrti and Signora BslLOCHt. All the other

parts nrc very pnuriy tup pork-! I. fur Am i:!;nc:r.TTi is nearly as equal

Id sustain tin; sinful?, as Mst. Jus v.s, thr- Caini Aluun ixa, of Covent

Garden, who declines to sing at all. When we look back to this

opera, as represented a few years since, there is no enduring the

comparison. The operas o( Rossini can be said lo have risen to no

very elevated ile^tee of estiiruliun. At'hi'e Camilla has sunk at once.

How far tli" management is defensible, the public will proba-

bly decide. They owe it to lliemsclvs to do so. The acquaint-

Once vi: have with the foreign operas, leads as to no very lofly

estimate of the powers of existing singers- or composers—but

of this we are quite satisfied—that the public enjoys no gratifi..

cation at present from the King's Theatre, equivalent to the enormous

sums levied for its support. The short-lived vigour that for an in-

stant animated the Opera House, departed with Ma. Avato.t.

Since il lias been the fashion to tiatislale tin: mnsit: of Moxailt and

of Rossini to flic English Theatre, Covent Garden, wc repeat, has

outshone, traniui t:(i •.t'-y outs-hunc in ireueral arrangements, liic

ll.'ilhn Theatre in (In- Hay mar I, el, indeed in every thing that re-

lates to the stage, except the band. The perforniutice of Figaro

exhibits the most direct and irresistible proofs.

Upoii the Eiigiish liuafdi there are, however, no superior talenfs

except those of Mas. Dickons and Miss Stephens, who appears to

os to bo yielding gradually lo the bad taste and the depraved style

of the theatre. Willi the finest ualural powers of any female who

Las for many years come before Llie public, it will be lamentable if

her career should terminate in Let declension from real scienre tu
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stage effect, of »hich we see some danger. The men are very far

below mediocrity- M«. Biiahah is not engaged, and liis copyislj

Mr. Sinclair, who borrowed many of bis defects and added them

to Ii is own, is gone lo llalj, as it is reported, to seek the improvement

of which lie sliimls so modi in need. They have no successors who

canlay claim to rank or precedence. Ma. Duauserr is the tenor

at Covent Garden, and Drury Lane possesses nothing (hat has any

title to be c illod a singer.

The band of Covent Garden has undergone considerable change,

Ma. Cotton Reeve having been placed at the bead ofthe orches-

tra in the place of Ma. Wabg, with whom many of the players

departed. Regularity has been much promoted, and the jitoul*

Icocc of the general performance certainly not diminished.

Up to this period of the season (April) we »re not aware ofthe in*

traduction of any other new performer ofsn per ior ability. The mu«
sical world has been supremely gratified by Mn. John ChamEn's

and Mn. Kalkbben neb's return to public playing, but perhaps

there was never less of novelty.

Attention is strongly turned upon education, nnd particularly the-

oretical instruction, towards the aid of which more elementary trea-

tises of merit have appeared during the last few months, than for

many years. Of these we have noticed two ift our present review.

Mn. Rei.fe has offered to the pnblic a new and (as far as wo
have been able to examine it) meritorious plan lor abridging the

labour of analyzing, and (he difficulty of reading a score. To this

subject we may probably return hereafter. There is another plan

by Mr. Wohgan ; and in a word, the whole rising generation of

musical students are now lo be erudite theorists as well as agile per-

performcrs. We possibly owe (his stir and bustle, which cannot but

be beneficial in the end to science, in the stimulus imparted and the

competition awakened by Ha. I.omen and his system-

Of what are called (he Private Concerts of (he Metropolis, we can-
not refrain from sayings few words. They partake of(hc magnitude
rather than the grandeur to which every thing is now brought, and
by this circumstance, their value as parlies met for mnsical gratifica-

tion, is almost annihilated. Among the well-dressed crowds who
assemble, there are doubtless many who feel the tedium and (he
heartlessncss which pervade these bodies of moving rather than
moved auditors. But wherever and so long as numbers constitute
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the permanent pleasure and permanent necessity of n parly, music

will cease to be matter of t lie smallest Interest, and concerts upon

such a scale are to be classed as intellectual objects or as objects of

taste, with card parties, routs, and other assemblies, which serve (o

excite and agitate the overwrought and languid systems of Ibose, to

whom si) much has boen given that little is left to enjoy. In such

plan's, music is scarcely heard and never felt, but that its delights

are daily propagating to an extent far beyond former precedent,

(here is abundant proof, and the danger now is, that its very excel-

lence should l>e its bane, since the time and expense required for its

cultivation to the point of perfection, which the diffusion of taste and

knowledge renders imiispensible, arc likely to deter multitudes of

parents from making il a pari of (be education of their children.

—

Good sense will, however, measure the occasion, and we trust, that

no one will sutler an ambition, painful even when possessed of (he

eminence it covets and alike unreasonable for and unattainable to the

Million, to deprive them of a gratification which moderately desired

and courted, will never fall to repay those who seek its satisfactions

with a pleasure that will be permanent, because it must be always

Jirogrcsstvo.
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TO THE EDITOR.

Sib,

I Transmit yon a continuation of my " Elements o( Vocal Science,"

Your's faithfully,

Tihotiieos.

Section II.

OF THE CONCERT.

TnE Orchestra differs from the Church principally as it enlarge!

the boundi of a singer's.range. Without being wholly released from

that constraint which the solemn duties of the former impose upon

him, he enjoys a greater liberty of excursion. There is a certain

degree of dignity common to both. But the orchestra bestows an

elegant freedom which, to borrow a similitude from the customs of

social life, is In manners analogous to the felicitous indulgence of the

imagination—to the sparkling and the play of fancy that call forth

all the powers and illumine the more familiar conversation of persons

of the highest birth and theloftiest condition, without lowering the tone

of self-consideration they are accustomed to observe. So in the man-

ner oforchestra-singing a diversity is admitted & indeed courted, which

allows the almost unbounded exercise of every species of voral ability.

—This division of the subject leaves us not much therefore to discuss

separately ; we have indeed scarcely more to do than to point out,

that it is here the singer is empowered to manifest his judgement in

the selection and execution of whatever is best suited to his powers,

and to discuss the principles by which that judgment ought to be

regulated.

The selections from the concert bills of this country now exhibit an

astonishing variety. We say astonishing, because there is scarcely

any perceptible allowance for the limitations placed upon talent by

the insuperable decrees of nature. A performer of the first rank is

expected to be able to sing in the Latin, French, Italian, and English

languages, with equal facilify and purify, and we may add, with
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equal excellence—in tlie manner of (he church and of the orchestra,

and of the theatre—in the great and the ornamented styles, and

moreover in songs of the deepest pathos and of the liveliest comic

effect—airs sacred and airs amatory.* In my essay on style and

manner, I have shewn that (he faculties, both natural and acquired,

which are employed in efforts so opposite, are scarcely likely to be pos-

sessed or obtained by the same individual.+ It becomes therefore a

question well worthy the consideration of singers, -whether they «ill

afford (he greatest share of gratification by Hie display of (heir talents

in one grand style of intrinsic superiority, or whether they give more

pleasure by a variety which cannot fail to reduce the real value of

their entire performance, according to a sound and rigid yet just es-

timation of its worth. To take (he philosophical view of'(he proposi-

tion in which I think the mailer might to be regarded, it appears to

rot to bear a strict analogy in effect to (he division of labour in any

other pursuit, with a due allowance for (he direction of natural apti-

tude. If therefore we can admit, as we may and must, that any one

stylo has in itself sufficient to exercise and to occupy fully, all the.

faculties, it should appear that Hie most judicious plan of proceeding

is(o cultivate one particular style exclusively, and consequently to .

adhere (o that style universally. Such at least ought to be (he course

of a siitgur who aspires to be eminently great. It may perhaps be

desired, 1st. That I should bring some proof of the belief I (bus

express, in regard to the scope which any single style affords, and

Silly. It may be objected, that certain entire characters in oratorios

(which must be comprehended in the business ofaa orchestra as well as

in treating of (lie church) include more than one style. To (he first I

reply generally, that (he great singers of our times, Mara, Bil-

liiigton and Catalam, Harrison, Braham and Vaughak,

BabTLEMAN and Lacy, have confined themselves to very few songs

in orchestra 'performances, which might probably be deemed a

* We bare indeed heard one female singer mi [lie same night and witli

really equal excell' iire. ji. HVirm Jlandi-I's IVhnl Iho' Itraa," "Fareaellge
limr'i'l wing'" Bishop's " Mug and December," and a part in (luglieliiii's

duet of " Vt&te fttBttferr," an-l u:ir[ti.
i
ikmlrl's - !!„{,/ !!«(,/ j,vr:l;'~" Hush

ycprtttyvarblm'; <
', n ." ,i.nl

11 0 dvirr rimmrfo," with variations. Itispertiaps

a proof of the. versatility »f female [lowers, lhat suth changeful occuuatioa it

rarely nllotltd to men.

t Page 117, Vol. 1.
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sufficient answer, so long as the public appetite has been agreeably

supplied. But there are such multitudes of airs in every style, Hint

no singer can be at a loss for songs of the most opposite expression,

although of the same grand character. Of these many (ire or such

standard excellence, that it is impossible for a singer in this country

not to know them. They are comparatively few, and medrawn prin-

cipally from the works of Purcell, Handel, & Iiaydw, and front

the more recent compositions of Cat.lcott, Homitr, Attwood',

Bishop, and others, who liatecach of them now in beingsnngs which

must be heard in concerts from time to time. But whenever it seems

desirable either injustice to modern genius, or with a view to public

gratification, to interweave other pieces with these the most splendid

and the most solid instances of classical ability, there are abundant

materials, though the spring of English production has not lately

been so luxuriant as we could have wished to see it. In the works of

the masters wc have enumerated, there are examples out ofnumber of

compositions of infinite beauty, which arc, we may say, absolutely

unknown. My assertions will scarcely be admitted to .stand against

the testimony which lias been given by the eminent persons I have

named, because it will be thought that their erudition would have

reached, and their taste would have brought to tight some "of thespe*'

cimens (o which I have adverted, could such hare stood a compa-

rison with the songs so highly admired. But be it recollected, that

I grant the very finest examples to be those which arc already the

public favorites ; and it will, 1 expect, be conceded, that there is a

feelingcommon to all professors to aim at doing the utmost at otice,

out of which proceeds the desire always to execute those songs which

display the greatest variety of power and the richest endowment.

No one is likely, therefore, to lay down a song of acknowledged supe-'

riority, so long as it continues to enjoy the unwearied attention and

estimation of the audience. A striking proof of this is to be drawn
from I'urt cell's two songs of .Mad Bess and "from Rosy Baxters ," it

would be difficult to determine towards which the preference ought

to be accorded ; yet the one has been sung by every female of note,

while the other has scarcely been heard at nil. The fact is, that up
to a certain point of time, the long-nourished predilections of Hie

public will give the law to taste of the artist, unless he be of a genius

bold mid powerful enough to turn the current of opinion towards

new objects—and this shews us why the taste of Mama has been so

3 h 2
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lung followed, and why CiTii.ANi lias originated a new school of

ideal vocal excellence. It shews us why the sound musical learning

and fine expression of Harrison, Vauohak, anil Baktleh an still

preserve a portion of respect, while another division of the public

is attracted to Mn. Braham's declamatory and florid style, and to

lib (a heavy declension!) "Bewildered Maid'," his Echo Song, and his

" Is there a heart that never loved," as well as to the comic pieces of

Sir.Noas Nai.ui and Ahsrogetti. Prescription and novelty are

in these instances identified with habit and desire of change, and

IiabiL and desire of change are the principles between which human

nature continually fluctuates.

In discussing the second objection, we must clear the way a little

in respect to the understanding of the great style. It is not because a

song is of rapid execution, because it requires ornament, or because

it contains passages of difficulty, that it is lo be classed with any

other than the great style. This great style, in our ideas, has

regard to the character of the expression,* and if this be addressed

to the loftier sentiments of the mind, no matter what the kind

of notation may be, it classes itself under this head. Thus I hold

that "J know that nty Redeemer Ueeth" from the Messiah; " Total

eclipse ;" " Why does the Cod of Israel sleep," from Samson; " In

steeelest liarmony," from Saul; "Heart the seat of soft delight," {tarn

Aois and Galalca, and PwrceWs Mad Bess, come within the classifi-

cation of the great style, and if any song happens to fall below that

character, it should be rejected altogether, though I believe very few

instances are lo be quoted from the works of Handel. I shall endea-

vour to illustrate these notions more particularly in a future paper.

From my previous essays, an w ell as my present, it will be gathered,

that even a commanding genius must yield at the outset lo the sense

and taste of the age in which he lives ; but it is above all things im-

portant, that his first studies and earliest ideas be drawn from classi-

cal authorities. With this concession we may, however, go on lo

connect the leading rules which ought to direct the choice of a singer,

and it appears lo me, that these are the principles upon which the

imparl merit of pleasure to our auditors depends, besides those, which

enpecinlly appertain to individual faculties and acquirements.

It bis been thought by Da. Bunmtv that a composition wins

• See page Vol. 1.
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most upon the senses which dwells upon the some sentiment, or which

at proper intervals returns again to the original musical Iheme : (|iqt

is to say, that Hie sentiment ought to be of one kind, and that the

raind ought not to be distracted at all from the particular fueling it

is wished to excite. If I am nut inclined lo yield entirely to this

hypothesis, it must be admitted to be true in a decree, since, by fre-

quently withdrawing the mind in different objects, all intensity of feel-

ing must be prevented. It is, therefore, of the first import mice, where

the design is lo interest the heart, that the passion of (lie song be of

one kind, or if not so strictly limited, that the relations be not remote,

but slide imperceptibly into one another. Violent transitions, al-

though very customary, are always liable to break that train of the

ideas which is most favourable to the primary object of Hie art.

—

It is for this reason that the Italian poetry is said to excel that of

any other nation in its capability for musical adaptation. One idea

generally makes up the entire subject, and its simplicity becomes its

recommendation .t It is, however, to be remarked, that almost all

Julian songs consist of two divisions. The one generally slow, pa-

thetic, and tender j the other of livelier or stronger emotion. I havn

often endeavoured to decide, not so much upon the absolute propriety

as upon the effect of such a division, and it appears to me, that the

transition disturbs the mind and diminishes the intensity of feeling.

—

The singer then has to choose between contrast and continuity. If ho

would affect deeply and please generally, lie must study both. Let

Mm above all things be careful nerer lo fail. Complete success is

only to be secured by a rigid adherence to this maxim. He must labour

incessantly, but never never let bim attempt, no not even a single note

or passage, that may be beyond his grasp. One who regulates him-

self by this golden rule, may ascend slowly, but he will continue to

ascend.

These principles being deduced from the manner in which passions

or emotions are raised in the mind, are equally applicable, whatever

+ 1 began the study of ttip f taliati language at an adranrcd period of lifr,

tuniiderahty after the termination of a classical education, during which I had

read the Greek poets and tragedians, and after along and intimate acquaintance

""with our own dramatic writers. I think (he pleasure I enjoyed from the exquisite

simplicity of Mftastisio was amongst the highest intellectual gratifications I

can remember to hare received. It infinitely more than repaid the drudgery nf

oi orcoming the rudiments of the langutge.
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be the choice of the singer, whatever be his rank, or whatever be the

nature of the affection he aspires to move.

It behoves us next to consider the manner which belong! to the

orchestra. The concert occupies a middle place between the church

and the theatre. The manner is more expressive and more passionate-

ly wrought up than thai of the chamber, though scarcely so finely

polisbfd. To the orchestra indeed belongs all the dramatic effect

that can wait upon the execution of music and poetry, aided by tbe

mere supposition of a definite character, without the helps of dress and

»eenery,by the absolute power of the sentiment. Thus in Acis and

Gatntea the characters are determined, and in single songs such as

Mad Bess or Alexis, while in tbe generality of such pieces, Holy
JToll/ Lord—Hope told a flattering tale—Gentle Lyre—or Fast into the

waves for instance, the mind is affected by (he combin a lion of sound

and sense alone. An orchestra-song will admit of all the force, elo-

cution, and expression, which can be conveyed into it under tbe re-

gulation of a tas'e sufficiently tempered to stop short of bombast and

extravagance. To this rule there is no limit but the general sympathy

of an audience.* And it is worthy of remark that from the various

complications of individual temperament to be found in'a mixed so-

ciety, there always results n common medium that serves as a scale to

balance and weigh with the nicest exactness exertions of this kind by

their effects. The knowledge of this sympathy is acquired by expe-

riment alone. In our private practice we are apt to be deceived by

the warmth we gather duringcxciuition. This warmth becomes asso-

ciated with ttic means of excitement, and is carried into public by

Uic increased excitability thus prod uced,t and tbe exact point of

* There it nothing jo fren.wntly fatal as our association" in this respect.—

jUtnrs of the loftiest niilk lute " fallen tioui their high estate," from the adop-

tion of a single character. Such was the uilvci of Mh?. A BiNrro.-J- [lerfurm-

ance of Scrub in The lieata Stratagem^ and the finest actresses now seeni to

understand tills principle, hy the rejection of breeches characters.

+ This has aluajs struck me to In' I In: ink' elucidation of the long disputed

iiuostion. whether actors do or do not f«l ? and it completely sol res the difficul-

ties which have beeu cast upon tin- controversy, hy (he fact nf actors in situa-

tions of the Ltinoit (Mllids, Iwi-iiijj turned aside ilieir attention for one moment,

and in a moment afterwards icsuand it. It is related that G amuck wagered
nith .1 geiil!ci:L,ill ilu would Liiij Inm III tiars. ' i' J

: r_- «i;[|ll, ni:m iv jikitvil ;:[

j fide si-cue. and in (lie i.-ry ill jjih offfie seono.C; aan u:« oSjm'i liis^ him lo mi-<-,i,

took occasion (o approach and n Iii-|CT liitn, -
I NiM jon -n." Tliis anccdnlcand

ollicrs of alike ILi'.trf. hive t\ i n ^dduoed to piovr', *
{', mini K Could no!

hate felt the pathos piciuren In,tit words and manner, since his attention was
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excellence is subsequently learned from experience. The danger, .

however, of choosing between a too cold or a too fervid expression,

depends entirely on the constitution of (he singer, and it is rosy

to ascertain whether he belongs to lliir diffident or the sanguine part

of raaukind. In the one case it is obvious, that it will be required

to stimulate, arid in the other to repress the natural habit. There is,

however, one poinl which at this lime it seems particularly necessary

to insist upon. Nothing is so disgusting as coarseness or familiarity.

Either of these annihilate all rcspeit, and in nothing is a certain dig-

nity ofthought, a certain elevation of manner, nnd it certain restraint

so iiuiispCiisiUy demanded as in \iu: li-jlilri pieces-, which call forth

the play of a lively imagination, like those taken from (he Italian

Comic Opera, now so highly in vogue. " .Von pia midrai," " Sia

Morclli" or " Quel ochieHo" every instant involve a danger of sink-

ing the performer Into vulgarity and contempt, unless lie guards him-

self rigidly, and mixes his levity with a proportion of elevation and

ofelegancc. There is a line to be drawn even in the ehoiceofsucli

things, for a concert may be degraded, though by the obscuration

which a foreign language necessarily throws over the subject, the

otherwise acute sense of propriety common to the English nation,

may be blinded. I think this line has of late been far overpassed.

An audience, if not equally affected by the dc| orhnent of an or-

chestra singer, as by the demeanour of an actor, is nevertheless very

apt to be prepossessed or disgusted by his personal appearance

—

and the reasons are not difficultto discover. We have no experience of

what others feel, but through (he medium of the imagination. There

is a sympathy in our nature which inclines us to figure to ourselves;

what passes in the mind of another by his exterior. In some in-

stances this sympathy arises merely from the view of rcrlain emo-

lions in another person. When these emotions are in coincidence

fixed Upon the man at the side, ami from thence a general deduction has been
made, that actors do not feel. But the truth is, that all persons employed in

the tine arts, who are habitually acrus tinned to work themselves up to an imagi-

nary pitch of passion, come by exercise to possess a far greater excitability and
mobility than others, and they tan, «ith a facility iriciwiprehemible to those not
so exercised, take up and lay aside tin: r--li:i_-s \\V.zh an; statute!)* indispensa-

ble lo thi representation of pasiion. There i
,: no sue): mechanical movement of

the organic powers niiliont '\;<: <*x< riiou a! -v.i. i.i-! akv one a-'susne the sem-
blance of passion, and he will uniformly find it preceded by imutningsfhe pas-

sion ami by sensations that arc more or lei- perfect in r/ror-otl-eV to ihestrenjtli

of the fancy. .
•
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with those oflhe spectator, (hey appear to him to be perfectly just,

ond this Agreement is always a source of pleasure. But the propor-

tion which the emotion seems to bear to the affection which is the

cause of it, is the principal test by which the mind decides upon the

decency of the consequent action.* It has been even asserted, that

we are not affected by any performance which aims at being pathetic,

unless the performer himself appears to execute bis work with diffi-

culty, and in somesort with distress. Demeanour is then important toa

singer, inasmuch as his hearers are liable to form a good or bad opinion

upon view, which must continue to prevail throughout the whole of

bis performance. From the causes above recited, it will be obvious,

that any awkward gesture, a lounging posture, or an overstrained

stiffness, or grimace of any kind, will fix disagreeable impressions in

tire spectator. It is also desirable to avoid a cold or constrained, a

violent or a flippant conduct. Persons who feel strongly, aie al-

ways prone to discover the transitions of the passions in the counte-

rmnce: within certain bounds this will be beneficial, because it will

aid the general elite t upon the audience. The singer should al-

ways practice in situations that wilt enable him to correct any

ridiculous grimace. He should most studiously avoid every sort

of affectation, follow the impulses of nature, and even these, if too

strong, he must carefully repress. He must be ever on the watch

when practising, and if he thinks he is guilty of any absurdity, he

ought to endeavour to retain the particular action, until he has

been able to louk at himself in a glass ;+ during Ibis interval, Ihe feel-

ing will have sufficiently subsided for him coolly to determine how far

the position is ludicrous or disgusting. Ifthese remarks should seem

lu give an importance to the subject, which it does not demand, I

would ash the reader, whether he ever remembers to have been pre-

sent 'at a performance where the demeanour of a singer was not the

subject of remark ? Let it also be recollected, (hat (his circumstance

makes not only the first impression upon the imagination, but the

sense of vision is either aiding or diminishing the efi'ccls of our grali-

Gailion [hrougli our sense of bearing, during the whole song.

Jl is allotted to no man, whatever be his rank in science, to display

• Dr. Adam Smith's Theory of Mont Sentiments.

+ To (his intwit Ton, in hi, In-aiw? on tiic Kloricl Song, recommends

»iw;ns lei prjdk-v twftnc * «>iiss ano iho tiial they be accustomed to display

tlirir powers to [*r»n« of rauk aud line taste.
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at one view all li is treasured knowledge, or all the graces of study

and practice. A well founded and extensive reputation is never at-

tained by one trial, but is the result of frequent efforts and a long ac-

quaintance with the public. It is not till ufter minute criticism, and

a comparison with others, that the palm of superiority is bestowed.

The remark is very trite, that public singers arc commonly anxious

to do all they can at once, and this solicitude to possess themselves of

the favour of their audience by a coup dc main, hurries them into ex-

travagances, which never fail tu detract from the merit of their per-

formance. Forbearance is as necessary and ii as great a virtue in

singing as in life. To abstain from the exhibition of ill-assorted even

if well-executed ornament, is in a great measure, the criterion of

a sound taste. I have been frequently as much captivated by the

purity of taste and (bp maturity uf judgment manifested by what a

singer has not, as by what he has done. The course a great singer

pursues, is to consider well the style of the composer—the sentiments

of the poetry—(he tendency and scope oftlie wholesong—hisown pow-

ers—how far he is at liberty to deviate from the notation, arid then to

determine how many and of what character are the graces which it.

will bear. A reserve too should be made for a future occasion, or for.

an immediate repetition. Barren indeed must be his invention, and

small his store of collected ornament, who cannot contrive a second,

ond yet equally excellent set of graces. These are sure to captivate

on audience, because they have not only the charm of novelty and of

surprize, but in the circumstance uf immediate repetition, these emo"

lions are heightened and our admiration is increased by (he compa-

rison which the mind is enabled immediately to institute, and by an

enlarged idea of the intellectual capacity or genius of the performer.

"Scraper vellem quod arnputem," says Cicero.—I would apply (hat

principle (o the fancy of a singer, but I would wish him to lake the

pruning knife into bis own hands, and to treasure up (he shoots and

buds be cxtracls, for they may always be grafted to advantage upon

fresh stocks.

In taking leave of this section, we wonld remind our professional

readers, that they cannot be too attentive to the minutia: of their art.

In singing, (he operation upon our senses is direct and immediate.

Nothing is left to the imagination to supply. The effect hi or is not

produced. la the sister arts, by (he use of general terms, such as

grace, beauty, loveliness, &c. the poet gives to every one a power of

3 I
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completing llic detail, as it best pleases liim. The painter enjoys the

lame advantage in a sketch. In singing every thing is distinct and

defined—and here perhaps it may not be thought irrelevant to point

out tbat singing possesses a sort of middle power between these arts.

The impression which the work of a painter makes, is done at onre.

The poet, on the contrary, can keep expectation alive to the catas-

trophe, which may increase the pleasure of the reader, by an unex-

pected turn. The singer seems to hold, rs it were, a middle place

;

for he keeps alive attention to the end of his performance, and obtains

a continued regard, although he has not, like the poet, the means of

surprise. Again the singer, like the actor, is limited to the means of

displaying his powers which the composition afford. The poet and

the painter have in this respect the whole range of genius—the singer

must derive much if not most of his power of displaying bis talent

from the subject. Let it not be forgotten, that nn attention to trifles

frequently constitutes the difference between a moderate and a capital

singer. It is this attention that completes the polish. And it can

never be too often repeated—that mediocrity is scarcely above con-

tempt, while it is perfection, or the nearest approach to perfection,

tbat is sought, is honoured, and is rewarded.
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TO THE EDITOR.
Sib,

If a short reply to I. S. H. is not likely to weary the patience of your

readers, I will once more (rouble you with a few remarks on the minor

key. I consider a cadence to be the concluding chords »f a section or

period. Certainly no perfect cadence can be made upon any note

but the key note, without a change of key; but my explanation

amounted to this, that no cadence can be formed on the key note it-

self, unless the dominant, with or without the 7th, carry a major

chord. Admitting, however, that the key is changed by the intro-

tluction of the major chord of the dominant in the minor mode, I

should wish to ask, what is the key existing when the dominant it

struck?

I was not at all aware that in explaining the practice of the

musical world, logic was by any means requisite : I had, 1 should <

certainly not have attempted it. 1 freely yield to your correspondent

in philosophical acquirements. I cannot but deplore this deficiency;

for though 1 am ready to admit that a third is a third still, as in the

major key a third ascending is major, and descending minor, my
logical disabilities will not allow me to understand how the propor~

tion is the same. If he had in his computation of the chord of the

7th reckoned the intervals either all ascending or all descending, I

could readily have comprehended him; but to form a chord of the

7th of the notes G D A E, as he attempts to do in his remarks ou the

Overture to Samson, I confess I am quite at a loss.

1 must still persist in the assertion, that the notes G*, F, and Bb,
cause no-change of key, as the G* in the bass, which has F in the

treble in the first strain, leads to A as a dominant. In the same man-

ner, C* in the bass, with Bb in the treble, towards the end of the

movement, leads lo D. The F in the treble, against B in the bass,

introduces the chord of C as the 4th of G, the F being immediately

relinquished. The F and Bb, however, were not noticed by your

correspondent originally.

J . S. II. does not seem to be aware, that, at the time Corelli wrote,

the minor key was denoted by one jttd lets than its relative major.

Thus, the keys of A and D minor bad neither sharp nor flat, G
minor had oue Bat, C minor two, and so on. His Sonata viii. Opera

3 l 2
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4, ih evidently in D minor. The modulation of the first movement is

as follows: It begins in D minor, and tlic first modulation is to A

minor; the second posting through D minor is lo P' major, the rela-

tive-major of tlie original key : it then returns to D minor ; andafter

•lightly touching on G minor, it concludes with the Phrygian

cadence on the dominant A with a major third, and the Sonata con-

cludes in D minor. I presume it is not necessary to go through the

rest ofthe modulation.

I feel much indebted to your correspondent for his quotation from

Malcolm, which mostenplicitely confirms what I asserted, page 141,

of your second number. The short quotation from Grassineau ii,

With me, by no means conclusive.

A* what I have here remarked is of course perfectly clear to the

musical world, and as I have learnt from my professional friends that

ny further dissertation would be liktily lo be uninteresting, I beg

this may be conskjeMd as a conclusion to all I have to say on the

subject. But irfneverthelcss, I. S. H. enn furnish the musical

world with a minor scale ascending, haimonwcd so that a perfect

cadence may be formed without the major 6th and 7th, and without

departing from the minor key, I am sure it will be received by them as

S valuable addition to the science.

Your most obedient Servant,

J.. TATLoa.

J(a. 58, Potter-are Street, Norukh,

SWA Mas, 1819.
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TO THE EDITOR.

Sis,

THE observations* made at tnecIoM if (lie Skelch of llie Stale of

Music iu the Metropolis, given in your Inst number, have turned my
thoughts towards the subject of Musical Education, its principles,

and its consequences. Musical Education is now not only interesting

t.n account of the gradual nragre^iuti tlic art itself is making, but far

more from the universal stretch of high attainment attendant upon tiie

general march of mind.

I am afraid it must be admitted, that we do not arrive at the

knowledge of the most momentous truth connected with our exist*

ence, viz.—that the precise end of our search after the means of hap.

piness should be considered before we study those means, u.itil

years, disappointments] and a just estimate of our own fallible judg-

ments have deprived us of most of the powers of using our dearly-

acquired intelligence. About the time you were probably writing

your sketch, f was present at a private concert, at a nobleman's in

London, where a young lady played and sung well enough (o rouse

the envy of those w ho were her successors at the piano iorte, yet suf-

ficiently ill to excite the profound contempt of certain professors

present, who, nevertheless, did not fail to whine out Chn-arming,

Bra-treo, whenever Miss wandered particularly from the pitch, or

patched in a common place ornament. At the conclusion, an old

Colonel (whose daughter was next in turn,) exclaims to Mama,
"how delightfully your daughter sung!" and turning (o a public

singer who stood near, immediately whispered, "that girl's singing

has cost a d d deal more than it will ever be worth.'
1

There was

as much truth in the last as there was insincerity in the first remark.

Yet, Sir, this same man had lavished at much expence to quite nslittle

purpose upon his own child ; but both these young ladies had been

trained for display. I have introduced this anecdote, which I assure

you is literally true in all its parts, in order to shew the most frequent

termination of ill-applied years of industry, and of a sum that

would have lifted a worthy family to comparative opulence—for
« Example strikes, when precept often fails."

* Pagw 407, «8.-V»l. I.
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Or the thousands who engage in the acquirement of music, very

few indeed are the individuals who have any just apprehension of

what it is intended for them to effect. They receive lessons, and

they practice without any definite purpose.—Some mothers wish

their daughters fo play ; some go further, and wish their daughters to

txcdl ; and some compute the cost of excellence and the difficulty of

attaining it. Of these daughters multitudes do play, very few indeed

do excel), and perhaps one in a million prudently abandons a hope*

less endeavour. Whatever of error or disappointment is thus pro-

duced, is however, in my mind, solely attributable to a want of con-

sideration at the outset—to the total absence of all reflection—of all

comparison between the means and the end.

To those to whom the various cares and accidents of life inhibit

thought, I would point out a few of the attendant facts. They lie

indeed upon the surface, or scarcely below it, but yet i think they

may be useful.

The acquirement of music (I speak is regard only to private

persons,) appears to me to have in contemplation three several ob-

jects. I proceed from the least to the greatest :

—

1st. The charm which attends the exhibition of talent to a large cir-

cle, and (as connected with it) the effect such display may have upon

the future fortunes of the musician.

9d. The gratification of more immediate connections.

.1J. The resource and delight which it affords in itself, compre-

hending diversity of pursuit, enlargement of mind, and pleasureable

sensation.

The cultivation of music may now be said to be universal, and the

access of all classes lo public places, "here the finest performers in all

departments of the science are to be heard, is not less extended. It

follows, that knowledge is propagated much more widely than for-

merly; and even where real science is wanting to the mass, indi-

viduals direct the mass. Heuce no amateur singer or player can

cseapc a comparison with the highest professional eminence, for if

estimated at all, they arc measured against the professional standard.

Out of this it happens, that they who purpose to make any thing

approaching to a public exhibition of talent, (mid private concerts

even in the provinces, differ very slightly in the numbers of the

audience from public performances,) must use nearly the same dili-

gence and consume nearly the same time as professors. Indeed we are
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borne out in the belief I entertain, that such amnteurs roust employ
tar more of both, since professors enjoy advantages in the associa-
tion with professional ability, by which they uie hour by hour
whetted, encouraged, and improved, and which facilitate acquisition
incalculably. They practice with the roost skilful music!,,,, ,„,,
hear the finest music of every specie.

; the, join in the conversation,,
and mix largely in the remark, or scientific men; and above all

they are stimulated by every motive that the love of fame or the*
necessity as well as the desire of gain can inspire. I„ the „e„,
while the ambitious amateur drudges patiently on in private perseve-
rance, with the occasional brief lesson of the master, or the still less
frequent benefit that is derived from the casnal chance of hearing a
good public concert, a chance rare indeed beyond the circle of the
metropolis. Sir, I will digress so far from ray main design as to
say, that wherever amateurs do attain any tolerable degree of excel-
lence, the praise ofthe coroparisnn ought to be on their side, and very
strongly too-they who know any thing of the mode in which such
acquisition, are made, can but be sensible, that a professional pnpil
urged on by more excitement, and enj.ysmore opportunity of various
instruction in one week, than amateurs are ordinarily able to obtain

Those parent., who look forward to this highest hope, ruu.t it i.
obvious, be content to devote the hour, oftheir children to applied
nothing ,hort of the intensity of professional „„dy, „„,,^ ,f
can and do purpose such a concentration ofattention and such an em.
ploymcntoftrme, they must compnteuponancapenoe ofsomehundreds
of pounds. No practice short of four hours daily, continued doric
seven start, will give a pi.„„f0,te „y ^ ^ t

beard, as the art m now cultivated and understood. We leave it to
the arithmetic and experience of parent, to compute the cost, ifth.v
wish to arrive at a nice, result than the one we have given above.
Somewhat less of lime i. necessary .to the attainment of ,i„ei„, but
rarer natural qualities mnut bo presupposed. Not one child in lea
thousand can aller a long process be made into a sieger worth
hearing. °

And then, Sir, what is obtained ?-, consciousness of snperioril,
Which but too frequently injure, the heart, spoil, the tempo, „d
unfits the possessor for the milder, more quiet, and more important
duties of life, and which, by ,h, exhibition of thest^S"
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Applied to human nature, the applause of tbe many and the multitu-

dinous flattery of individuals, and by (he strongest corrosives—tbe

casual bursts of envy and malice, the shafts that disappointed rivalry

or conscious inferiority never fail to launch against all who are ele-

vated by ability! continually vex those who aspire to such eminence.

Not that I undcr-rate or would teach others to under-prize tlie noblest

incentives' to labour, and the noblest rewards of acquirement. But

1 would signally mark the dignity and the purity of mind that ought

always to be thrown in to ballast the vessel in which genius embarks.

Most unhappy indeed will the gifted find their lot, who lack the

menial preparation, which a just notion of the nature of tbe homage

genius extorts from the world, alone confers. If the pride of talent

be nol tempered with a philosophical understanding, its moments of

rapture may be extatic, but its hours of mortification must and will

be infinitely more numerous and not less poignant—for, genius is

excess.

If the attainments of the second of the objects I have described be

the limitation placed upon the desires, much will depend upon the point

ofjudgment and acquaintance with music which the parlies have

reached. The more complete the acquired tnsto, the less counsel will

be needed ; for those who have surmounted the difficulties, will best

appreciate the value of acquisition' and the cost. It is to the unin-

formsd only that advice can be usefully directed, because the facility

which is one of the tests of fine performance, is always liable to lead to

the supposition, that what is executed with so much case, cannot be

hardlolearn. The reverse is the true inference and tbefuct. Itis,how*

ever, most important here to bring under view the present advanced

stale of musical knowledge, and tbe danger of contempt to which

mediocrity is always exposed. If real superiority be rare, there is

an almost universal glider that passes fur solidity, which is suffi-

ciently imposing to daunt timidity and sufficiently advanced to ren-

der a large portion both of lime and cxpeiicc, necessary to arrive

even .at such a slage. Where, therefore, the design is not to carry

the art to a high degree of polish, I cau only recommend a careful

choice of one particular species of musical study ; an instrument of

etisy attainment—(he Spanish guitar or Ihe harp-lute for instance, or

a sedulous devotion to one branch. It is very difficult to separate

the several kinds of cxcellcace required from a performer upon such

an instrument as the piano forte ; but I am still of opinion ,-lhat by

L i 1
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adhering to one of those, a degree of neatness and precision sufficient

to satisfy ears not hypercritical, may with no immoderate sacrifice

be gained.

I come at last to that sterling good to be derived from musical edu-

cation, which, as it is above all price, is the concomitant of a genuine

tore of the art alone. This cliiefcst attribute belong* not to music

only, but ought to be the first consideration in every part of a well-

regulated plan for the formation of youthful habits. The most

valuable end of education is that dependence upon ourselves, and

that independence of others, which a' consciousness of our power to

occupy time worthily, bestows. Occupation of this sort is more, far

more necessary to females than to men. Business, either public ot

private, engages the hours of the latter. But in proportion as the

time of the former is disengaged, are they likely to fall victims to

frivolity or ennui, or to a still worse fate. It is not that the female

mind is more prone to idleness or weakness than that of their lordlier

companion—but it necessarily happens, that whenever a female has

no capital—no prevailing object, or rather objects of steady pursuit,

the hours cannot pass otherwise than heavily. A very short time will

suffice to fulfil the essential duties of the task commonly allotted to

young females, in a sphere of life any thing above that condition

where the employment of their time gains their livelihood. They

cannot get on without variety of intellectual objects; reading and

work will both fatigue and wear out. Manners are changed. For-

merly, woman was rather the slave or the mistress, than the compa*

nion of man. Tent stitch and tapestry were preventive contrivances

to kill fancy and murder time. But now pleasures are chiefly

domestic, they are enjoyed only by participation ; and the framing

such a round of amusement as shall keep as well as win the hus-

band, and mould him to that home which is not only to preserve

affection and to attract a circle, but which is also to cradle and

nurture their offspring, and to model a society fitted to form them,

for virtuous and amiable citizens, good sons and daughters, good

husbands and wives, and, in their turn, good fathers and mothers."

* Since my eajay lr-is written I have met with the following nervous passages

in a sermon, prearhnl mure lliun thirty years ago, before thE Trustees of the

Qi.-mfy Sfhiwls in XihVicIi. by the. Rev. Dr. Parr :

—

" The super inrst re n^i i i boih of bony ant) mind which (he Creator has bestoned

upon man, is a manifest indication of the superior part he is to sustain, upon the

feat theatre of the world.
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To the formation of such a home ns society is conttituled, much
various knowledge rind various accomplishment is necessary in (lie

Urn re not only the higher iniproreinents in science, and the momentous eos-

rw.s of novTurn cut ar ,:
. ^-neraliv entrust -d to nv'ii, but the more arduous er.i-

ployment., even o.' private life are properly awignwl to them, because they h:e

which ought to
E
be alleviated. Their scanty acquaintance with tin.- business oC

'

the world leaves them an easy prey to (ho seductions of the betrayer, and their

uiiresi sting feebleness lays tiirni open to the scourjie of the oppressor. Yet by

a lamentable imperfection, which pr'-iadrs almost all public in^ti lotions, U::i

provision has been ramie lor t L i ii iup. i^ie'-, < 1
. t i uenctolenc.?, if it be cor.-

listcnt, would wish, and less, even than policy, if it be sound, earl warrant.

The fact is notorious, whatever may have been the cause; whether it be, that

projectors, with a selfishness and jealousy sometimes imputed to law-givers, a;e

tror.d 11 o'*\ |..i-.( D .t„ll, I I t -,.n,i.il,ii»t *l„i:b i«n..lu' «(• «»
tinuallysct in morion, than !" re 11-. -tion. which goes in quast of object* howe-
ver distant, and which snivels with i-.pi.il aitsiiidon, all the relations of all tin

parts in a wide and complicated "hole.

In countries t»(al'.v harbarou-, n.umvi, for (hi: roost part, appear in a do-

plorable and de;;rad. d condition. They litiier ure permitted to languish to

svl'lnn aud ingloilons iiiaoliihy. or 1h'-v ai' doomed to toil in [he inO't paint, i.

rin ploymenu, without dist'uu (ion, and without reward. It falls not within the

iimittofthts ilismuric to in res fi gale I he ge in- ral causes of this treatment, or t

enumerate the particular exece! Ion to it. Of the causes it is sufficient to say,

that the most frerpu n! :,n.i mo-i ouicacioe, . of them are lob.- found in the"dan-
orts hV*

notions of duty, in (he mm tiled stain nf their property, in their love of ?.?.< • -

Eire indolence, piodm ed I"- cm sin- labour, in tln-ir oti aiaaant admiration of

military valour, and thoir iWncious contempt of domestic drudgery. As to tli

esC'-ptiuns. every em ions ami iienei '>!ciu enquirer is happy (o meet with them

in those elevated sentiments, and that, the rule superstition', which are reenrde*.

or llio ancient inhabitant; of Cermanv : in [i-r l.udastic. but eoiierous spirit el"

gallantry, that burst through the gloom which envelopes the ages of chivalry,

of .North America.' It iiiai not. lion ever, be improper rr leitmpoi'talit for US li>

remark, that thee exceptions relate, for the most part, not to the general con-

dition of the sen, but to those w ho note distinguished by personal beauty o;

which was confined to a few, than in those duties of private life, which ewrl

die the is. solicit the care, and supply the Hants of all the different orders,

belonging to I he coin m unity. Noiv to pel |ietuate what was temporary, to oxter,d

what was confined, and in risible, upon principles of an enlarged aud profound

policy, what, in times less itu.picions, was the result of accident, of whim, of

national prejudice, or tea 1

.! it ion al opinion : of blind passion in the savage chief-.

tn!n,or or tun i nitunu- alTcclIou \ - the heroic barbarian, is the noble privilege of

tho.c, whom. I'lovidonce has pl.i. ' d in a bettor slate of manners ; aud let n.c

add too that it is the iuui sponsible duty of ourselves and others, whom the
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female. " II is the imagination that keeps tbc heart warm," sak\

one who Vivlt knew mankind. Now} Sir, I will not say lint

Deity has enlightened by the doctrines of a more sublime religion. We h>
inline mil inquisitivenes; in inn. >yl:i = the cititisins i)f past ajes : we exercise our

'jgAciiy in crnlorlti;; the- ouries from which ilvy sp.aiun; : ami «> gratify our

philanthropy in ob-errin- ii; alleviations, w hich the great governor of the uni-

verse has scattered orer Ilia molt Lmpi i reel and most wretched state of mankind.
It vrell become! us then, to employ tlia same care, hi considering, by whaf
means III'' advantages ni" :l [lino improved condition may be jceuri il, extended,

and multiplied. ,

Now, when unions have Irrixcd at i higher pitch of refinement
;
when, tho

harshness of man, in his sara^e st.it-;, is quite corrected ; and when experience
has shewn Hie necessity hi employ!:!!; every specie, :l;hI every decree of labour
':i the improvement <>[" ;:rt>, « ,] lii^:-i !o il

—

lli:i:' a more and more tx-
a'.tnj rani, aiiinnj s-joi.il crfjl nee;, m an can ..due the inqioi tneire of sori-ty it-

self. They are no longer considered as being, what tlic great C!od of hcayen
u id earth nev-r intended they should L,e, an ivrl. si incumbrance, or a glitter-

ing but cmply onia'meir. They are i'u.in.i to ];. capable, b;>fh oi contributing

fore protected, their tine seudbilili.-, l;m;:r th object iir a regard that is

founded on principle a- ucll as on auction, and Iheir i.deuis art "tailed fort It

into public notice, lie-net; the excellence, which some .if them have displayed,
in the elegant accomplish, netits of ji.iicuin^, and music, and poetry: in the
nice discriminations of bin^raphr : in the broader research;- ni hUtory : in moral
compositions, v. heir the M;lijea is not obscured by the arts of a quaint and spu-
rious pliilo.-ophy. I3.1t illuinimii.ed by the -r..rei of an uu:i!lec[ -d and natural elo-
quence; where, throe ^i; t!ii- labyrinths in which to he found ihe uio.l hidden
ami complex principles nft])oue,hf ami union, we are conducted by the delicate
anil faithful clue of manners ; and wii-re, iictead of being icirrassed by subtle-
ties which beguile anil weary the under-landing, wean; led, by a sort ofnpgical
attraction, tluou^h a lnu

;;
and vailed tiain of sentiments, which charm and im-

prove the heart. Hence the cmploymrni a-si Kued t„ others in many dilTereut
hrastrh.': of manual in.!,our; and iitnce. in, tie- [.reii.ioa-, which in these later
times have been made, for the repose of their rieriminu' .see, fur their comfort
in the pangs of child-birth, and for their recal to those paths of virtue, from
winch, in the giddy moments of youth, and amidst the treacherous snares of se-
duction, they lud unhappily waudei.-d.

I am not a-surnin^ the lau'iago of ulli-rted singularity or parodoiical theory,
when i say, that in the nresi-nt condition of siriety, females, from accident ra-
ther than system., have, ,,;,„„ (he a,We, the advantage over us, in point of edu-
ea!.on. Wo read eiVieally the ancient u rit-i-.s ;ve rliii-ently investigate sa-

youuj; men hare not always f. 0 oVe.:,.' ami/..'.' a temi-m v , as might be wished,
to qualify them for aetivt lite, or to promotr: tho-r: emls. to which all (lie exer-
rise we assign tu the uiide.st.iuding in the sciences, and all the polish we can
fiive it b om liter.nine, should lie ultimately subs, nient. But •' women," says
an acute and penetrating writer, whose opinion [ have eagerly applied to our
cause witeresover it was possible, "are tau-ht wbai their oareuts nail guardia-ii
judge it necessary, or useful for them to have, and they are taught no more
!;.«} pirt ol th. i;> . .hieai'um trnuh m some useful purpose, to form their minds
to reserve, to modesty, to chastity, to irronomy, to render them both likely to
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music is so important as to be indispensable to such a plan. Rut

J will go so far as to avoir, that I think music, justly pursued,

it likely to assist most materially in fixing the attention, refining

the taste, varying the powers, and warming the sensibility of females.

1 f, as has been affirmed with an approach to truth, none can sing with

reiHy fine expression till they have felt the passion of love, it may be

inferred, tlial there is a subtilizing, a refining power inherent in music,

which cannot fail to be ultimately connected with the affections con-

cerned in the support of domestic happiness. I firmly believe that

it is so. I firmly believe that music purifies and elevates and en-

dears wherever it is cultivated, not for the superiority which is the

prize of public exhibition, but as the alternative amusement and solace

of private life, and as yon have observed, " it will never fail to re-

pay those who seek lis satis file I ions, with a pleasure that will be per-

tunncnt, because, it must be always progressive." And allow me here

to remark, that 1 think the merit of your publication quite as much
derived from the philosophical observation as from the particular

science it contains.

If then I differ, Sir, from any or from all of the systems of musical

instruction now in use, it is rather because they point to no end than

that (hey want the means. Musit;;il education partakes (oo much of

the nature of a panacea—a universal medicine for the cure of all dis-

eases. 1 have endeavoured to show (ci what degrees amateurs aspire,

and to mark the bounds of each. I have dilated the subject, to set

(ifl can) parents thinking—fur the substance of all 1 have written

may be condensed into a very narrow compass, although (he conse-

quences have a very momentous influence upon after life. The pith

and marrow of it all is, that those who direct education, should well

Consider the object they have in view—should ask themselves what

they would have, were it granted them absolutely to determine the

acquisitions of the pupil—.should follow as well as lead natural apti-

tude, and should preclude disappointment, by a just understanding of

probability and possibility, and last not least, of utility,

I am, Sir, once.more, your's faithfully, Vetcs.

IjjCDtne mistress >>f a famili-, and I" hi'lnvc prtipiTly when they become sucli.'

];< every pari »f tier lifu i wnm;i:i fr"!.-. ~«mr iuisanta^i; or i-inwciiimry hum
eccry part of her ciluralimi. To this .niisiiiit d anr! mii mating ile-crijitUm ftiw

exceptions are to be found ; unless, in the lower ranks of life, where useful

knowledge is rarely caught, at:c! in the rery holiest, where tritli.ij: accomplish-

ment*, 5nysan ingenious essayist, "arc to often ptrmilt^d to usurp t&e whole

attention of L\oir earlisr years."
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TO THE EDITOR.
Sib,

THE observations of Vetus, in your lust Number,* concerning the.

intercourse between professional musicians and amateurs, me burne

out by my own experience, which, lor tlie last thirty years, lias been

unceasing. I think I may add to his remarks, that there is a reign-

ing jealousy between tliem, which is too commonly fatal alike to

their good understanding and to the cause of music, wheresoever the

talents ofamateurs and professors are conjointly employed. And let

me acknowledge, that while ibis feeling is in some degree mutual, I

am afraid it must also be admitted that there is mutual cause, though

the. profession suffer the most severely, because their interests and

their feelings are all concentered in music. Amateurs, on the con-

trary, are very rarely susceptible of any stronger excitement, or

exposed to any greater injury than the disappointment they same-

times experience in the disallowance of (he pretensions they advance

as occasional performers. Hence the profession are most commonly

more irritable and more irritated, and are liable to carry their provo-

cation, their complaints, and their vengeance, fo greater lengths than,

amateurs, w ho, however, are seldom slow to use the power which

influence gives them over the fortunes of the offending professor.

Perhaps both may be benefited by an exposition of the grounds of

their, disagreement, and by an attempt to define the line of duty that

divides them. It is in this hope that I eutcr upon the discussion.

Amateurs universally believe, (and perhaps with truth) that what*

soever encourages and propagates a love of music is beneficial to the

professor, and under this view of the subject, they consider them*

selves fully entitled to the best services the professor can render to

their plans for the performance of private concerts. Wherever such

meetings are established by amateurs, and tlicy are now very

general, the professor is nominally a king, while the amateur really

is " viceroy overhim." The professor's notions of place, precedency,

taste, and science, arc all made to stoop to a subserviency to the

display which the amateur is anxious to make of his own powers.

;
If the latter be even conscious of inferiority, there is in his mind an

» t>gc 584, Vol. t.
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universal salvo to his reputation again."! nil failures in a singlu

sentence—"music is not llie sole business, but the casual amusement

of my life;" and armed in lliis paiitipl.v, he takes his station in the

very front rank of the hat tie. He moreover neither suspects nor

intends any infringement upon the rights or the feelings of the pro-

frssor; lie considers that music must be ever delightful; and not

having very nicely examined, or thought it nt all riecetsary to lay

down very exactly the reason and Ibe rule of bit conduct, he pro-

ceeds upon the principle without discovering it, that the concert is

established for his own gratification, and the professor bonnd to

administer to it with all the energy he is master of. The amateur

never reflects for a moment that the playing or the singing which

enchants him, and to which he comes fresh in the hopes ol praise ami

enjoyment, have been the toilsome occupalion of the musician during

all (he long hours and days of the week; that the ears ami the

judgment of the professor are both polished and indurated by the

iarac process; anil that generally speaking, he is wearied and di$-

listed at the want of change or at the deficiencies of his amateur
'

companions But n'importt, it ii all vastly charming. These m;ty

appear to some, Sir, very exlrnvagant pretensions or very thought-

less negligences, if fairly described, as indeed I think they arc; but

injustice to the amateurs, to whose class I myself belong, I mud
urge, in our defence, that our errors proceed, not front a want of

respect to the feelings or to the judgment of ike profession, but from

not seeing the fact or even understanding the necessity of such dis-

tinctions. We are content, because we know we are the friends of

the professor ; we have a consciousness ofintending to advance his

interests ; we believe that we do so ; nnd we believe also (taking it

upon his general assurance) that he is as much amused with the per-

formance of music, in which he has his part, as we are; at least ne

entertain not the most remote notion that music can be tiresome or

painful. Moreover we are too apt to regard our state as a republic;

which, according to the constitution of nature herself, degenerates

into a monarchy or an oligarchy, as the influence of mind and

tortune predominates, from which the professor is generally excluded.'

We err il must be confessed ; but our error has this extenuation— it

is not of intention.

Such are the sins of omission and of commission by amateurs

gainst the professor, who is not, however, without his share of mis-
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demeanour. He enters info (lie musical co-partnership villi a pro-

found contempt for tile acquirements of Ills coadjutors, (unless

they happen lo be his own scholars), anil with a determination to

riuploy them to liis own purposes. If lie administers lo vanity, be

peels lo mould the amateur into a staunch adherent to all his

interests, and into a powerful agent in all his cabiils: he previously

determines lo use the acquaintance or the friendship to which he

aUains, In pec.-i pur-c and jictson into the service of his concerts,

uud in recuuiiuc.i.latum in pup. Is; 1:1 short, roni|i! U'i -ly lo turn the

aniateiir to acconnt, and bitterly indited diies lie feel and resent the

slightest supposid deviation from any particular in which his inte-

rest ot his | itiso rial im porta nee is invoked. It is with these view*

that he submits to the drudgery of assisting in concerts which be

most co'nmor.iy despises, which, in liis fu.ni. Ik- regards at so many
deductions from the profit he might make by public performances,

aud as drawbacks upon his own reputation as an artist or a con*

duclor. In few words, he lost lies the amateur as far as music Is

concerned, and he loathes him the more, because of ihe necessity he

labours under to contribute to an importance of which be generally

imagines himself to be (he true and only support. These, .Sir, are no

very agreeable portraits ; but the general likeness will be recognized,

and if they are not relished, it will be because they do not flatter.

Perhaps the originals will not be found so often in Ihe metropolis as

ill the provinces, tn the latter, they are to be seen in every concert-

rcom; and if in London, the features are softened by that grand

polisher, the world, they nevertheless arc visible even there, where

the envy of professors is however mom turned against each other,

sad where connection is considered by them as tbe barrier against

competition, and indeed as the very pabulum vita.

1 have made these deep incisions because I have thought it im port-

ant to lay bare to the naked eye the morbid parts and the ulcerous

places. Oar next and more grateful task will be to endeavour tn

pluck out the cancerous and spreading fibres, to search for a method

of healing the wounds, and of preventing the danger of future dis-

ease. First then—it is obvious that the amateur looks to the profes-

sor for bis science and his amusement, while the tatter has a more

momentous obligation to the amateur in the means of maintenance,

which can be ooly afforded through the diffusion of a love of his art.

The amateur might get on without tbe professor ; be might, as some
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do even in this musical age, contrive to be happy without " the con-

cord of sweet sounds," but tlic professor is absolutely and entirely

dependant on the amateur for the bread he rats. I put the question

in this shape, because any generous mind will thus perceive that a

delicacy, far more than is required between those who meet upon

equal terms, is due to the acutely sensitive feelings of the professor,

niul that every little aggression is liable to a misinterpretation the

most foreign from the sentiments which belong to those who culti-

vate tbe fine arts and partake that liberal spirit they are supposed to

engender and to nourish. The deduction is easily made. "When-

ever amateurs invite a junction with the professor, n real ascendancy

ought to be accorded to the maturer judgment of the latter, and the

precedency due to technical superiority granted him, provided be

be satisfied with using the privilege fairly and jwlgcmalieally.

—

The difficulty imposed by this rule, however, will be much aug-

mented by the intellectual difference which Vetos has so ably

marked. Amateurs are frequently deep rcasoncrs, not only upon the

science but upon its effects, while professors arc almost necessarily

confined to practical exercise and practical attainments. The ama-

teur is convinced of the justice of his opinions by a wider range of

general arguments then the professor can entertain, or perhaps under-

stand ; and these very arguments appear to him wire-drawn and

useless, because they arc unsupported by the excellencies which he

properly enough values. The amateur goes on imagining and re-

fining without being able probably to express or embody his ideal

perfection ; and it may happen that his attempt to convey what may
be not injudiciously fancied, may yet be so poor and faint as to be

positively ridiculous when compared with the finished execution of

those highest examples to which the professor never fails imme-

diately to refer as the standard of excellence. Both are obstinate,

for neither are or can be convinced, and hence arises a mutual dis-

trust, nut to call it contempt, ofench olh.-r's judgments. The dis-

tinction I take is exactly that which must arise between the views of

persons, who on the one side are enlarged by a general, excursive

and analogical mode of reasoning upon the art, and those whoon the

other, come into the controversy with minds bent nnd contracted

to mere technical! lies. But the truth is, that each is eminently cal-

culated to aid the other, and if both would carry this recollection

into their <1iicmiion> it would obi i;itc ij II frar of di .,i;:rccrornt. The
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professor should lento lo generalize of the amateur; he should be pro-

prepared and happy to profit by tlie more extended and grander ob-

jects of hit friend's ampler vision, and the amateur should yield to the

technical knowledge and perfection of the professor ; for it is as un-

likely that he, confined as he is to (he practice of his instrument or

the theory of the science from hour to hour, and laboriously employ-

ed in earning the means of life—it is as unlikely, I say, that he should

have the power to cultivate these faculties which are conversant with

the iniellectual devclopement of the resources of ait, as it is for the

amateur, whose mind is constantly on the stretch after various know-

ledge, to reach the perfection of hand attendant upnn (he daily exer-

cise of the professor. They will find in these particulars that

mutual concession is not lessjust (lian necessary, not less graceful than

grateful, and the remembrance of these essentials of tbeir separate

condition will smooth their intercourse and advance the science thejr

both love.

This generous consideration is almost all (hat an amateur lias fo

yield. 1 hare already anid that to offend or to wound or to de-

grade the profession cannot be in the contemplation ofa liberal mind.

The surrender ofimaginary interests and ofthose bad passions which

goad the professor to a continual desire to derogate from the acquire-

ments of amateurs, " to damn with faint praise," to involve them in

cabals against his rivals, and to claim their unlimited support in all

bis undertakings, is a victory, which as it costs more, offers a nobler

reward for so much self-government. One half, and as it appears to

rae the greater, may be at once attained by a just estimate of what is

required in the struggle. The bnsis upon which all moral control is

cr ought to be founded, is an understanding of the maxim experience

-warrants, that our happiness is injured by our own evil passions, not

by those of others, which are liurtless the moment they cease to act

upon the weak or morbid affections of our own nature. This though

a principle purely selfish, is yet one of the true, and most sure in itt

operation upon the general conduct of human life. If the professor

examines into the grounds of his intercourse with amateurs, he will

find that the little he has to bestow is seldom unrewarded in the per-

sonal kindnesses and pecuniary recompense he receive*. If ho

weighs their general accomplish men Is against his own, he will not

so seldom perceive (hat he is lower in the scale of attainment, and

therefore (putting wealth and condition out of the balance) learn a
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lesson of humility. Above all, he will reflect upon the insufficiency

of any claim he cao have to involve tlic personal estimation ar feel-

ine.s of his patrons in lii.5 contentions fur pupils or precedency with

others of his own class, and if he revolves these several causes of

bickering in his mind, his heart must, be wrong if he dues nol over-

come the desire wilh which accidental hopes or resentments may
occasionally assail him.

Upon one point amateurs and the profession differ materially,

namely, whether amateur concerts, upon a scale to embrace a tole-

rable perfection in the performance and a considerable number of

auditors, be or be not injurious to the latter. The amateur says, that

by such meetings, tlielove of music is propagated far more exten-

sively than it would otherwise be, and this, the grand object or the

professor, by which instruction is more demanded, directly advanced.

The professor replies, (hat professional concerts would contribute

more completely to this end, by ensuring a better performance, at tlm

same time that he would be advantaged by the profits derived fiom

them. This is the sum of his objections. I think the view of the

professor who argnrs thus, is narrow and crroneons. For, Sir, in

the first place we must remember, that we must take the disposi-

tions of men as they ate; thai we cannot divesl human nature of that

love of active engagement without which nil objects become se*

condary in the interests tlicy ins;-, ire. Wi: sol' example; of ill is nil in™

impulse in every thing; indeed, the superior ardour with which a

man enters into pursuits that are Ids own, is now too completely un-

derstood to nee I illustration : nor will it be sufficient to satisfy this

Dppetitc in the many, to admit the amateur to a ripicno stand, or

even to the side of the leader. Sotiielhiny; more, something of direc-

tion is commonly required by minds of uny force, and it is besides a

most important recollection, that amateur singers rarely" indeed

chance to take part in concerts where money is received, in conse-

quence, of the criticism they fire necessarily liable to be submitted to ;

lor although they do not actually share the emoluments, they are cer-

tainly amenable to the approbation or the censure, the hisses or the

plaudits of the audience, and even to the strictures of the press, be-

cause they voluntarily stand forward to amuse persons who pay for

entertainment. If it should bo objected that an instrumentalist sub-

mits to the same chance, it is granted, but with an exception which

cll'ectally provide* for his security, inasmuch as his fault* or excel-
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Icuccs are lost in llic number and, complicated effects of the ban J.

Thus then wc perceive, that a large proportion of amateurs must be

ever excluded from any personalshare in public concerts; and with

these, all their connections are sundered from tliat lively interest

which persons related by family, friendship, or even acqua in lanee, are

actuated and impelled. These circumstances have all an influence in

rendering amateur concerts objects of far more solicitude to a large

circle, than professional performances ever can be continuously

made; and when the necessity of practice, the constant meetings for

rehearsal, the purchase of music, the attendance at public concerts,

aud the lessons taken for improvement, the time consumed in the ar-

rangement, and Ihe propagation of a deeper interest in the science,

through the emulation circulated among! those invited to lie present

be taken into account, no efforts the profession can possibly use, are

equivalent to the establishment of a single amateur meeting. Profes-

sional performances would awaken no emulation, were not Ihe ama-

teur to display his accomplishments, and the performances of ama-

teurs certainly excite amateurs in a fir stronger manner. But there

is another particular still more necessary for professors not to forget.

Their object is only to be promoted by the diffusion of a love ofthe

art among the many. Now the many cannot afford theexpences in-

cident to such a series of concerts as is sufficient for this purpose. It

is not the mere cost of tickets that is superadded. It is the dress, car-

riages, &c. that are implied in large public performances. A private

room seldom subjects a family to so much of either. And indeed,

ifthe parents and only three children of one bouse arc tube constantly

present (and the interest is precisely in proportion to the continuity

and the frequency of attendance) the expence of tickets becomes a

momentous consideration to all but the most affluent, who are not

now a days (particularly in the provinces) the many to whom Ihe

teacher of music is to look for his support.

Against the professor's reasoning J should moreover contend, that

upon the whole, public co it cerls do not answer his purpose. In

the metropolis it has been found difficult, not to say impracticable, to

maintain even two or three. The Professional failed, and the Vocal
Were for one season I believe discontinued, fn thecountry, where pro-

fessors arc few, it is next to impossible to support 4 professional

concert And when the time consumed insclection, preparation, and
performance, the anxiety attending the failures always incident to a

3 t 2
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band patclied up ofsuch materials as even the most populous pieces

in tlic country afford, are taken into account, wlien occasional low U
set against occasional gain, I feci persuaded, that ns a general maiiin

it may fairly be advanced, that concerts by subscription or other-

wise,* are no source of gain to the professor In the money pari of

ths transaction, I should also esteem it an item of some eouiequencr,

tint assistance at amateur performnncei generally entitles the profes-

sor to a well-attended benefit, which he is not to expect after a series

of concert!.

But, Sir, I would point my utmost reprobation against any ama-

teur concert where money in any shape is taken for the admission of

an audience—whether it be done under the semblance of asuhscrip-

tion for buildings, purchase of instruments or music, defraying of ex-

penses, or any other cover. Such a proceeding- is neither more nor

less than to earn money by music. It converts the amateur at once

into the professor, and gives him a profit upon the exercise of his ta-

lents, to the injury of the professor, whose sole dirpcndincc for bread

is placed upon music. No professor ought to submit to assist at

such a place of amusement without full pay. No audience admitted

by subscription or otherwise by money, ought to witho Id their pub-

lic expression of pleasure or displeasure. The sole difference between

a public and a private concert is, the receipt of money, and if a mer-

cenary principle be ciiiiceuled by any covert contrivance, it only rc»

Seels the greater discredit upon those who are mean enough to em-

ploy it. And here let me not be understood as wishing to exclude

those whose circumstances do not permit Ihem to incur expeoces fur

the practice ofmusic. By no means. 1 should rather be disposed to

encourage the energy and gund feeling flint can prompt persons, to

circumstanced, to give their lime lo the exercise of a liberal art. It

is a moral good. The instances arc few, and they are not reached

by my remarks. Music can be practised and enjoyed without large

audiences, fur whose accommodation expences arc principally in-

curred. An amateur concert upon a large scale implies liberal no-

tions and liberal means in the conductors ; ami it is to spare ama-

teurs from the Imputation of doing injury to a meritorious set of men

dependent on their own exertions for the maintenance of themselves

* Ibegtohfiimditstoml tncicludemiistralfi-sm.il?, .i; tliej .ire called, f;o..i

m; jcnera] iUjumniion, .n nil is bemrit concert;'.
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mid oftheir children, that I (hits strongly plead against the despica-

ble meanness of diverting the money, which if spent upon music,

ought to go into the pockets of professors, from its just and regular

application. The strongest apology amateurs can hove for usurping

the duties of professors is the hope of being able to originate a

greater portion of love for music, and to leave a sum disposable to the

purpose of acquirement, which would otherwise be expended in the

purchase of casual entertainment. They hare either this shield

I have thus, Sir, weighed the claims and pretensions, the passions,

and the errors and (lie interests of both parties, and I trust I Have

held the balance with a steady hand. At present amateurs and pro-

fessors seldom work well together, so seldom indeed, that it is almost a

maxim among the experienced, that professors ought not to hare any

share in the management or performance at amateur meetings. I

would fain remove the impression by an exposition of the just means

which at present exist for its formation. We cannot guard against

the idle jealousies, the mistaken conceits, the false impressions

—

against the wickedness or the folly of the world ; but, Sir, if we see

and know .the foundations of error and are determined lo correct

every tendency to bod feelings in ourselves, we may set at nought

the machinations of others. These foundations I have endeavoured

to expose, and I have attempted to propose the means of correction.

My task is done. I am, Sir,

Yours, &c.

AnAmatecb.
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TO THE EDITOR.
Sin,

THE French have been hitherto held in no great consideration as

musician*, though they have produced theorist*, who have done

more for the science tlian is always allowed ihem. But their insti-

tutions, mill the direction the public mind in Paris has received

towauls music, will soon determine the national aptitude and genius

fur the study.—They have now established a school which products

so many performers, that it has been apprehended professors will

shortly scarce find bread. The name of Gbetrv is of some cele-

brity in France, aad has reached this country.—Besides his musical

compositions, lie lias added, to the treasury of his art, a sketch of

his life, interspersed with a great deal of criticism. His propinquity

to our own limes, and his rank as a modern composer amongst our

neighbours, have induced me to send you an epilome of the Biogra-

pliy I allude to. I have added some particulars from other sources,

ihat may, I hope, render the whole acceptable to your readers.

I am, tec. L. M. B.
Jane 4, 1810.

Andre Elisor Modeste Gretuv, member of the Legion of

Honor and of the Institute, was born at Liege, on the 11th of Fe-

bruary, 1T4j. His father gave early indications of musical genius,

for at the age of twelve he obtained the situation of first violin at Si.

Martin, at Liege. Young Giietry appears to have been sensible

of musical rythm at. a very early period. His first musical impres-

sion was of a vttry singular nature, and bad nearly cost him his life.

Hi! was alari", and ilia ebullition of water in an iron pot fixing his

attention, helium to dance io lliesound ; he then wished to sec lion

(his periodical rolling operated in the vessel, and in pursuing his

search, overturned it into a blazing fire ; the explosion was so great

tliat he remained in a stale of suffocation, and his body was dreadfully

burned. This accident always occasioned him a weak sight.

When he was six years old, his father,who was then first violin player

in the Church of St, Denis, wished to place him as a chorister there.

II is voice was good and of great extent, but the master of the lioys

exercised such cruelties upa:i tieta^and G aciav was so ovwpo#ered
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by had nsagp and li is natural timidity, that lie acquitted himwlfia

the choir so ill, as to oblige his master In request hi* fit tier to take liitn

away. Such was his sensibility, that having once (owing to the stop-

ping of the clock) arrived too late for matins, which were sung be-

tween five and six in the morning; he was punished for the first

time. It affected him deeply, and the disgrace destroyed liis

rest. He therefore rose frequently as early as three in the morning,

and without consulting the hour or the weather, set off across snow

nnd frost, and seated himself nt the door of the church, holding liis

little lantern on his knees, at which he warmed his fingers. He there

slept tranquilly, for be knew that the door could not be opened wilh-

ont disturbing him.

He left off going to the music-school and to the service of the

church, but was permitted to retain his situation. His father put

him under a master, named Leclerc, who was kind & skillful, and

Guetbt profiled by his lessons. About this lime a company of

Italians arrived at Liege; they performed the operas of Pergoi.esi,

BcnAVET.Lo, &c. The cider Grethy requested (lie Manager,

named Resta,'to give his son an admission to the orchestra,]which he

granted. He attended during a year at all the performances, and

often at the rehearsals, and it was there he acquired his love for music.

His father, who watched his progress, perceived it was time for him to

re-appcarat St. Denis. He requested the music-master to permit hiro

to sing a motett on the following Sunday. The master represented

to him that it would be dangerous to expose (he child a second time,

and much more so as the canons would certainly send htm away en-

tirely if he did not succeed better. I consent to it, said the-. Gitlior, if

he does not sing better than all the musicians in your college. This

tone of assurance caused the proposal to be accepted, without in-

spiring the master, however, with much confidence. The day of

trial at length arrived.—Geetry conducted his son to church. He
said to him on the road—you see, my son, this snuff-box ; it is Hie

best I have, and I will give it you if yon sing well.

He arrived—every one looked at him with pity or contempt.

The music master said to him—here you are, then ! but you are not

changed. Nothing more was wanting to bring back all his timidity ;

he had, however, an assistance, known only to himself. F or a year

past he had felt a devotion for the Virgin, almost amounting to

idolatry. He had just been imploring her aid, and the protection of
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heaven seemed more tute than the prediction of the music-master.

This persuasion saved him.—The rnotelt which he sung was an

Italian air, translated into Latin, on these words to the Virgin

—

" Non semper super prata aula jloreicit Tosa
'

' He had hardly rang

four ban, when the orchestra played almost pianissimo, for fear of

not hearing him. Heat this moment cast his eyes on his father, who

answered him by a smile. The children of the choir drew back

from respect; almost all the canons came from their scale; and

they did not heat the little bell which announced the ascension of

the host.

As soon as the motett was finished, every one congratulated bis

father. They spoke so loud, that the office would have been inter-

rupted had not the music master imposed silence. He at this

moment perceived his mother in the church; she was drying her

tears, and he could not retain his own. This little triumph made a

noise—the canons mentioned it at the performance of the evening.

The following Sunday he sung again, by order of the chapter. He
had a targe audience ; and what most fluttered him was, to sec there

the whole company of Italians, each ofwhom looked on him as their

pupil. He sung, by request, the same piece, lie had the skill to

add to it some ornaments more in the Italian style ; his succes.1 was

complete. Sic.von Rebta gave all the choristers admissions to his

theatre; and every day this little troop learned to praise God at

the opera,
j

Gretby now made so much use of his voice, which soon began to

decline, and bis eiertions were so great to conceal its failure, that it

occasioned a spilling of blood, which remained during life. If he had

given up all kinds of composition, he might probably have obtained

a complete cure, but nothing could stop him ; not even the fear of

paying with bis life the pleasure of indulging his taste for study.

—

He scon abandoned singing for composition, and he began to do this

without either principles or rules. He then took lessons on the

harpsichord of M. Reneki*, a celebrated organist, and for two

years studied harmony under the same master. His father after-

wards placed him under a master named Mokeau, who, instead of

allowing him to indulge his taste for com position, desired him to

harmonize a bass which he gave him ; this a little disconcerted tbe

young musician, whose head wat su filled with ideas that he

Could not refrain from writing; be composed six symphonies,
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which were performed in the town with success. These specimens

of his gen Liu induced his friends to urge his remoraHo Koine, lh.it

be might lliere study under the first masters. II is parents opposed

it on account of his delicate health ; but young Gretuy was de-

termined, and he declared he would rather lieg his way on foot than

be prevented. He composed a mass, in the hope of its procuring

for him the means of his journey, and the chapter granlud him a

reward. It was agreed that he should travel on loot with a man

named Rbuaci.b, who journeyed from Liege to Home, and acted as

a guide to young people, and this served as a pretext for concealing

iiu dealings in contraband aiticles. Ghethv endured his fatigues

with great fortilnde, and after some few adventures arrived safely in

Italy, The first musical sounds he heard in this country were from

a female peasant, singing at her work, and wiiich gave him great

delight. On bis arrival at Rome he was admitted into the college)

and he constantly attended the musical offices in the churches. The

chapel masters most in fashion were Casai.i, Ldstdini, and

Joakini, fortlie violoncello. His manner of life in Italy was very

imprudent for a man coming from the North in delicate health. Ha
was seized with a tertian fever, which lasted him two months.

This greatly afflicted him, as this lime, lost out of the five years

allowed by the college for his stay, seemed irreparable.

He became acquainted with an organist, whom, without sufficient

reflection, he took as a master. He learned many bad habits of this

man, and was obliged to make great exertions to forget them. He
acquired a bad method of fingering, and never entirely lost it. He
quilted this master, and placed himself under Casali. The litteof

pupil of SiG.von ""did not raise G ret-by much in his eyes, and

he made hira begin, for the' third lime, the elements ofcomposition.

The course of study lie pursued under Casali (the only master he

avows) was a source of great delight to him, and his ideas now
began to devclope themselves. Gketby had a great desire to see

Pigcihi, and one of his friends offered to take him to his house.

He was introduced to Piccini as a young man of some promise.

Piccmi paid him little attention, though Gobtry contemplated

bis features with a sentiment of respect that might have flattered

hira, if be could have perceived what was passing in the mind of

this young visitor. Piccini recommenced his work* which he had

quitted for an instant to receive his guests. Ghetiiy presumed to
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ask liimwbat lie was comp»siiig— lie replied, an rrraforin. They

remained with him an hour. Gbetiiy's friend then made a sign In

bim, and they departed without being perceived. Upon liis return

borne, Gbetrt wished to do all lie hud seen nt PtccinYt. The

little table at the side of the instrument, n quire of ruled paper, a

printed oratorio, to rend the words, Id place tin? Iiaude on the instru-

ment, to draw long bars of partition, then to write quickly without

erasure, lo pass rapidly from one part tn another, nil this to GnETnr
appeared delightful, and his delirium lasted for ivro or three hours i

be never felt more happy, for be imagined himself Piccixi. When
his air was finished, he placed it on the instrument and played it ;

but, O misery: it was detestable ; he bur't into Ir.ir-. and the nent

day sigbing resumed his fugue*. He continued with Cis.u.i fur

two years, and at last perceived his matter did nut And much to

correct, dixit recommended hun tn compose -nine mo!eM«, in sit

or eight part*, which «n- ihc ne plm ultra of composition. He
composed a ma^iiijimt in oidit, and after this cs^ni (.' *t«ii (old

bim lessons were no longer nccissirv, and entreated huti In study

by himself; Crptuy therefore quilled Mm, ritaiio";; C'cit fiirnit-

uliip for his master, and assisted him by sometimes playing at

the churches.—This occasioned a report that GnKTnv/ intended to

become a diapel master nt Rome, but he never had such an idea.

It was necessary, in order to nitnin these situations, (o submit to an

examination of the chapel masters, or tu he received as composer to

the academy of [lie Philharmonics, at Unburn. Some of his com-

panions having hinted thai it won Li !>! nihlmiSi in liiin to pretend lo

such a distinction, he was iiuli::;in:it ai huhig t }i' j ! ^. 1i ;. iucapaldc of

Ming a situation which his master had considered him worthy of,

and he determined some years after to present himself to the acmlemy

«f the Philharmonics, who admitted him among the niimher of their

members, at an age when it is rare even to il:ire aspire to it.

—

Ghe-
Tny was now left to his own conlroul ; and lo clear his head or the

chaos with which it was filled, he was to attend no longer lo fugues

and imitations, and to forget counterpoint, csccpl as far as related to

its forms nnd principles. He was particularly attached to the

music of Pbbgolesi, and like him took declamation as the type of

musical expression. He worker! so incessantly, and so unsatisfac-

torily (o himself, from having to many Ideas, that he in vain sought

to express them with simplicity and truth, and he was again-scUed
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with fever and spitting of blood. During Ills illness lie thought

of music as of an ungrateful mistress, whom no efforts could induce

to relent. As soon as lie was able to walk, he went to live with a

Itermi l in the environs of Home.

From the effect of some Italian scenes and symphonies of his com*

position which were performed in Home, he however saw that he

was considered a promising musician. At the following carnival lie

was engaged by the managers of the then I re of Albert!, to set to music

two interludes called La Vaidangtuses. The young musicians of

the country exclaimed against a chorister of the college of Liege

being preferred to themselves. A thousand reports were spread, but

they were favourable ; fur at Home, as elsewhere, they encourage

strangers, in order to humble the natives.

He began Lo employ himself in working upon his interludes, when

the managerscame to him, li» say thai the piece they had been rehears-

ing fur (lie Inst foif.i'.ighl did not answer their expectation ; ihat the

composer had retired to correct his music, and thntGuEtnY must

take his place. There were but eight days allowed him, and lie

laboured night and day; they rehearsed in the morning what he hod
composed the evening before, ami hail two general rehearsals. Gul-
th.y conducted at the harpsichord the three first representations.

When be wasjust ready to commence the overture, he heard a baut*

bois out of tune. He called the player, who approached him to

tune, and whispered to him, I have seen in your place Bdbanblli
and JoiiEi.i.i, but I assure you that at the moment pf a first perform-

ance, they have not perceived if an instrument was not perfectly cor-

rect. Goon, Signob Maestro, our opera will succeed ; and his

prediction whs verified. What most particularly flattered him among
the numerous and brilliant testimonies he received, was to under-

bland that Piccisi had publicly approved his work, saying, "Above
all, because lie has not followed the common route." Gubtrt com;
posed more interiudes and symphonies, and continued his studies,

when, happily for France, M. Menus, attached lo the embassy from,

that court to Home, shewed him a part of Itase and Colm, which

gave him a great desire to be known at Paris. He therefore left

Home, but on his way to Paris he stopped at Gcneya, in order to

earn money enough to enable him to accomplish his wishes.

The folbwing anecdotes will suffice to prove IbatGnEmT was

a man of humour. lie met at Turin with a German Baron,
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who proposed they should travel together. At toon as (hey

were out of the town GneTitr addressed him, with "Ah, Sir,

how enchanted I ant with—"Sir," rudely interrupted the Baron,

"I never speak in a carriage." " Very well," said Gretby. At
ni^lit, 1 1 : i v i 1

1 ir alighted st (In- inn, he ordered a great fire, put on his

robe de chambrc, and coming to him with open arms, said "Ah ray

dear friend, how glnd I am that"—(jrrtht intermpled him in his

turn, and said drily, " Sir, I never speak in an Inn." The Baron

laughed heartily, and they then enlcied info conversation. The fol-

lowing day they passed Mount Ccnia.' In ascending the mountain,

some men assisted them. Gbbtby ashed them the mrnningof a rod

cross ho perceived upona precipice. " Pence," replied they ; "do not

speak." "How now," said GnE-rur to himself; " am I every where

to meet witli-Germnn Barons." II k conductors afterwards told hira,

tint the sound, or only the echo of (he sound of a voice might occa-

sion the fall of the snows congealed and suspended over (heir heads.

At Geneva he was introduced to the ln-st fainHies, mid ;is his rcpn-

tatiou had preceded him, he soon obtained pupils. Here, fortbo

first time, he witnessed the performance of French operas, which

gave him grc:il pleasure when he beenma accustni.ied to hearing the

French language sung, which at first appeared disagreeable. He had

a great desire to try his talents on the French language; this was a

necessary attempt before ho entered the capital. He sought every

where for a poem, but without success. He therefore determined to

write to Voltaire, by whom he was received civilly, and who pro-

mised him a poem at some future time. In the mean time he re-set

the opera ofIsaMkand Gertrude, which had just been performed at

Paris; tlie pucm had pleased, but the music had appeared feeble.

This first attempt on the French opera was attended with very en-

couraging success. On his arrival at Geneva, one of the musicians

in the orchostra, who was also a dancing mnater, called on him, to

say that the young folks of the town would, according to the custom

at Paris, call for Ghetiiv after the piece. "I have never," he replied,

"seen this in Italy." "You will see it," said he,"&yonwiIlbethe first

author who has ever received this honour in our republic." Ghetbt-

in vain endeavoured to defend himself ; the dancing master would in-

sist upon instructing him in (he att of making a graceful bow.

—

As 60on as the a\ era was concluded, he really was called for, and

was obliged to appear to thank the public. The dancing master, in
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the orchestra, exclaimed " Ce n'est pas cola—point tin tout—maisal-

leidone." II is companions naked hitn what nileil him? Je an is fu-

rieux; j'ai tli cxprrs chox liii ce matin pour lui apprendrc ii se pre-

senter noblcment, vnyci si lVm pent Ctre plus gauclie et pins bftc."

The spirit of this is not to be translated. He- now felt it w;u time to

f-o to Paris. For two years after his arrival lie had to corn*

' bat those jealousies which every where opposed bin i-fiWls. His first

attempt at Paris was to procure a poem, mid after many promises

broken and hopes destroyed, a young poet engaged to write one.

Let Marriages Samniles was its tide; but the poet wrote slowly, ami

G retry was compelled to take it scene by scene. He put up with

the difficulty, ao great was bis desire of composing- and making him-

selfkhown. He met witb some friends, w!io, upon hearing what he

had done of this opera, gave him great in (-mi ragemen*, and intro-

duced him at the house uf the Swedish envoy. It was determined

(hat the piece should be performed at the opera, and it was altered in

order to adapt it for that stage. The Prince de Coude having

heard it highly spoken of, gave orders for its performance at bis

house. Grbtry copied it nearly all himself, as he could not afford

to employ others. When the day arrived which was to decide hit

fate, he attended a rehearsal of the chorussos. He perceived a

freezing coldness reigning among the musicians, from which nothing &

could rouse-them ; and his ineffectual efforts to animate them were

only answered by peals of laughter. This quite disconcerted him :

and his mortification was still more increased, when in the evening

he perceived the whole court of France assembled to decide upon his

merits. From the beginning ofthe overture to the end of llie opera

nothing produced the slightest effect ; the ennui was universal.

There was but one singer who, in the midst of this soporific perform-

ance, displayed any animation. If his part bad been more consider-

able, or rather, if he had sung the whole opera, it would have suc-

ceeded, since be alone performed with the energy of talent. This

distinguished artist, who was not sufficiently base to oppose the suc-

cess of rising genius, was Geliote. Of course after this failure the

piece was not tried at the opera. The men of letters who interested

themselves for him, seeing him on the point of leaving Paris, en-

gaged Marmostei, to write him a poem. The title waste Huron,

founded on a story of Volt airs'*. This work Was finished, words

and music, in six weeks. It was performed by the Italian come-
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dians, and irmf with complete success. While the piece was per-

forming in all its novelty, he received Voltairh's promised opera,

called Le Huron tTOtranle. It was sent to Gretbt with an in-

junction to present it to the Italian comedians as the work ofa young

provincial pud. The subject was moral, comic, and agreeable, but

tliey would nut engage to receive it, unless the author made some alie-

nations. They were probably alarmed by one of the principal parts

being written in Italian, and the other in French. This mixture of

the two languages, though by no means rare in the comedies called

Italian, was a novelty in Ihe comic opera, and Ihcy would not hazard

it, particularly as 1hey had no Italian singer. They nevertheless per-

ceived a degree of talent in it which might be useful (olhera, and they

desired Guktht to make the anonymous author come to Paris. He
promised to use his utmost endeavours. This proposal amused Vol-

IAJHK, iinii In; easily consoled himself for the refusal of the come-

dians. GbktrV now continued lo compose with success, and Luetic,

Ihe opera which followed Le Huron, met with a still more animated

reception.

The following it a carious example of the caprice of that singular

character, Rousseau. Ata performance of his opera of La Faussc

Mitgie,GnE?nY was introduced to J. J.Rousseau, at the request of

v (he latter. Koubskau made many enquiries after his wife, and paid

him many C"ui|)limeiifs,;iuil promised him liis ffifinlship. They re-

mained in company (he whole evening, and left the theatre together.

In passing the Rue Franchise, G betby olfcrcd to assist him over

tome stones which hud been left loose in the street, and took his arm;

b.«t Rousseau withdrew it roughly, saying, " leave me to use my
own strength." Gncrnv was annihilated by these words, same

carriages separated tlicm, and tlu?y never spoke after.

'l'lii.' following is a ciimpU-lr li-I nt'i lie operas of M. Gar.ritv :—
Lc VeniitmmtiTicr,at Rome, in 1763 1 Isaldiett Gerirnie, alGencvay

In 1(07 : all the others have been performed at Paris, at the-

Cornell ic [lalienne, or nt the Opera. At the Gomcdie Italienrie, Le

Huron, in two »cls

—

MarmonieCs words, in 1769 ; Luetic, in one

*ct—words by the same, 1 769 ; Le Tableau PnrhiU, in one act

—

words by Anseaame, 17G9; Sileaht, in one act—words by Marmoakl,

1770; Lei Aeax Avert*, in two acts—words by Faihaire, 1770;

VemRii d C BprtHtc, in three nets—words by Faxart, 1771
; Zemlrt

twrf Asor, 'u[ four acta—Mannunkl's words, 1771 ; A'Jwm dc la.

L'b I'Zod I;- C>
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tnnhon, in three acts—words by (he same, 1772 ; Le Ma^niflifue, in

three acts—wonts by Sedaine, 1773; Isi Rotirre de Sa/eney, at first

in four acta, and afterwards in three, words by Petty, in (77-1 • J.q

Fansse Magic, in two acts

—

MarmontrFs words, 1775] Les Mar-'

riuges Samnilcs, in three acts—words by Durustty, 1776; Matroco,

in' four acts—words by Jjmjcon, 1778; I.c jup-umit de Midas, ii\

three acts—words by Itele, 1778; VAmmft jfdoux, in three acts—

.

words by the same, 1778 ; Les Ercnemens iinprmm, in three acts-

words by the same, 1779; Aueatsbt et Nicolrtic, in three bcIb—

voids by Sedaine, in 1780; L'Epreuze Villageohe, in two acts —
words by Desforges, in 1784; Richard Ceeur de Lion, in threeacts—

words by Sedaine, 1785; Les Meprises pur mssrmhlance, in three

acts—words by Patra, 1786; I,e. Prinonnier Anglais, in six acts—

•

iroidsby Desfimtaines,iu 1786 ; he Comle iTAlbert, and its continua-

tion, in three acts—words by Sedaine, 1787 ; Lc Rival Confident, in

tiro acts—words by Forgeat, 1788; JJaoul Barbe Steue, in three

acts—words by Sedaine, 1789 ; Pierre le Grand, in three acts-

words by Bouilty, in 1730; GuiUaume. Tell, in three acts—words by

Sedaine, 1791; Callias, in one act—words by Hoffman, 1794; Lis.

belh, in three acts—words by Favieres, 1797
;
EUsca, in three acts-

words by Favieres, 1799.

At the Academy of Music; Ceplmle el. Proeris, in three acts—

words by Marmoniel, 1775 ; Andrnmaqae, in three acts—words by

Pttra, 1780 ; Colinetle a la cour, in five acts, 1782 ; L'EmOarras des

Richesses, in three acts, 1782; La Caraxane, in three acts—word!

attributed to Morel in 1783; Panurge, in three acts—words at-

tiibuted to the same, 1785; Ampkytrion, in three nets—words by

Sedaine, 1786 Aspasic, in three acts—words attributed to Morel, in

1787 ; Denis le lyran maitre d'ecole a Corinth—words by Syhdn
Marechal, 1794 ; Anacreon, in three acta—words by Guy, 1797.

All these works have placed M. Gbethy in the first rank of

eomposers in the style of comic operas. When critics have re.

preached him with faults in harmony, he has replied to them—

I

know that I iomctimes make them, but' I wish to make them. In

fact, M. GnKTRY has always sacrificed to truth of expression, nnrt

it is the truth that he has always sought. In 1790 he published at

Paris a volume in 8vo. entitled Mcmoires, or Essc.is snr In Musique,

of which govern men I published a new edition, in three volumes, Svo,

in 1793.—The first volume contains t lie musical life of the autW.
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and observations on his operas, which are very usefnl to young com-

posers: the (wo others turn upon morals, onJ metaphysics, and

the greatest part of the discoveries arc those of a man of genius,,

miked to (hose of a philosopher. M. Ghethy has derated some-,

thing to policy in his work entitled De La Verite: it treats of what

ire were, what we are, and what we shall be ; three volumes octavo,

I SOI. In 1802 he published a method for learning to prelude, in a

short time, with all the resources of harmony. By this method, in

less than three months, one of the nieces of a Parisian Biographer,

fifteen years old, knowing but little how to read music, having but

little knowledge of fingering, has conceived and practised the system

of harmony in a way to astonish even composers.

M. db Livnv executed, in white marble, at his own expeuce, the

statue of Gbbthy, which is placed at the entrance ofthe theatre of

the comic opera. " It is not without extreme pleasure," said M.Gre-
Tnr in his essays, " that during my stay at Rome I learned, from

many old musicians, that my height and my physiognomy reminded,

llicm of Percolesi."

TO THE EDITOR.

I presume to address you on a subject which hss often engaged my
thoughts, and, should you think what I have to oflW worthy a place

in ,the Quarterly Musical Review, it may pussibly have the ef-

fect of drawing the attention of your readers to an incongruity,

which has hitherto been very little if at all legardcd ; and I may have

the satisfaction to learn, whether it be really of so objectionable a na-

ture as it appears to be. 1 allude to the custom, which has obtained

with all our English musicians, from the earlLst lime to the present,

day, of very frequently employing in their duets, glees, and choral

music, the impassioned strains of individual emotion, such as abso-

lutely cense to have cither propriety or sense when uttered by a plura-

lity ofvoices. Were I to bring forward all the instances that may

be found of this impropriety, (for such I must cstt-cm it,) 1 should

claim a much larger portion of your valuable work than you would

be willing to allow, or than the research coidd justify, A few exam-
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pies it may be useful to produce t I must, however, .confess that

when I see before me the mighty host of authorities I oppose, I can

scarcely imagine my objections to be so solid as they seem. I will

produce my first example from Ford, a very favorite composer in

the early part of the 17th century. The words " Since first I saw

thy face, Sec." which contain a lover's pathetic expostulation with

his. fickle mistress, are set {or four voices. Iu an older and very

highly esteemed glee of Wilbye, five persons, including two so-

prauos,set off with the assertion that " Flora gave me fairest Flowers."

And, in a favorite one of Ireland, two women and two men are

made to say, or rather to sing

—

11 Return, return, my lovely Maid."

In Wbbbb'i glee of " You gave me your heart t'other day," the

effect is really ludicrous, when each party in succession asserts—

"I've not lost it."" But, as I have said, none, even of our greater

masters, seem to have given this subject any attention. In the

works ofPl-hcell inconsistencies of this sort abound. The following

verses ate set as a duet :—
" Were I to choose the greatest bliss

" That e'er in love was known,
" 'T would be the highest ofmy wish

" T'enjoy your heart alone."

fn the single song too of "See how the fading glories of the year,"
1,

after the lover has described all nature as yielding to the superior

charms of his Mistress, a chorus follows with these words ;

—

" But my pains rage

" The more near Paradise

;

" Penthea is to me
" A burning glass of ice."

Indeed in nearly half the duets in the Orpheus Britnnnicus, there

will be found instances of similar inattention. Travers too offends

in the same way in his two popular ducts of " Haste my Nannettc,"

and " I like a Bee." And Jackson, though he qbb jnstly observed
" that music and poetry must unite to raise passion and express senti-

ment," is not more free than others from the inconsistency of which I

presume to complain. Of the twenty-four duets, contained in his

» It reminds me of the " Problem i and Paradoxes," which the author of
toe " Miseries" has imagined, on the supposition of its requiring tone Taybri
to make a Man. One of them if? not foreign to our subject : « Only tingle

SWSJf eould be suug/ur xantafmarc than seventeen llofCTI to make a duct."
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(wo sets of canzonets, there are only two f" Deluding joys of gaud'/

art," and" Tke breete of hze stilt tweUt the sail") nod I doubt whe-

ther these can be in strictness excepted, in which the wards are not

pioperly a monologue. The same may be said of the poetry of bis

elegies, though (he music is invariably composed for three voices.

Handel as a composer of oratorio* and operas, which requireof

necessity regular Dramatis Persona, could have no temptation to

this practice. He, however, in hi* chamber dnets as (hey aie colled,

those well-known compositions with Kalian words, has been ascaic-

lees as the rest. But, perhaps, these arc properly nothing more than

a set of Solfeggi, intended for the exercise of the voice, in which (to

we the words ofJackson) " the words are to be considered as a more

variousfa, la, la, la, imposing, by their sense, (or rather want of tl) no

restraint upon the fancy and choice of the composer." It will be re-

ceived perhaps as a confirmation of this opinion, that one eluborale

movement is wholly employed on the words " Oime Tjicbtf.."

The late Mr. Twining, of Colchester was a man of very profound

learning, and of great severltyofjndgment, as is abundantly proved

in his translation of Aristotle's Poetic and (lie notes thereto sub-

joined. Yet I will not conceal that I have now bclore me two MS.

Glees of his composition, set forfour voices, the word* of which uie

as follow:—

I.

Say, gentle nymphs tliat tread these mountains,

While sweetly you sit playing,

Saw you my Daphne straying

Along these crytal fountains.

If so yon chance to meet her,

Kiss her, and kindly greet her;

Tlien tliene Mice! jiarlatiil.s lake lirr,

An 4 say, from me, I never will forsake her.

II.

Hard is the fate of him who loves,

Yet dares not tell his trembling pain,

lSul to Hie sympathetic grove.-.,

But to the lonely listening plain.

Oil ! when she blesses next your shade,

Oil! when her footsteps next are seen,
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In Sow'iy tractsalong the mead,

In fresher mazes o'er trie green,

Ye gentle spirits of the vale,

To whom the lean of love are dear,

Prom dying lilies waft a gale,

And sigh my sorrow in her ear.

Not do I recollect, among our more modern composers of glees,

•my oiid but Da. Cuotch, (and his compositions in tbis way are so

few, thai lie can hardly be instanced as an exception,) who has

seemed at all aware of the necessity of any such restriction as that

for which I contend. I have, however, (lie more confidence in the

justness of my opinion, from a conversation I once held, now many

years since, with the celebrated Baomg arte*. The subject of

our discoarse was Calcoit's popular glee of " Blow, Warder,

blow, Sfc." And as I can no way so well explain myself as by a sort

of analysis, I will make this glee tlie subject of a detailed criticism,

lo which I arn the more disposed, from the full recollection I still

have of Ma. Bauhgaktgn's observations on the subject.

It will hardly be disputed that a musician, before he sets words to

music, should well consider their meaning, and particularly whether

they are of that dramatic character which supposes several inter-

locutors. I will write out the words of the glee in question, and

assign, to the persons I assume, such portions of the whole as I think

belong to each of them respectively. I am aware, that verses of this

sort will not always endure a very strict investigation into their

meaning, and I fear that something of the kind will be found in those

that follow."- But before 1 begin my copyt I will say something of

the persons of the drama. They seem to be

—

1. The chorus, to which I attach the same sort of privilege*;

and office as belong to that of the ancient drama.

2. The Warder of the Castle,

3. The Lord orthe Castle, and

4. The Red-cross Knight.

Wilh respect to the chorus, a little further explanation may be

necessary. The persons Composing it may be supposed occasionally

to divide, and each party forming a semi-chorus, or even indivi-

duals of it, (though with somewhat less propriety,) hold discourse

together, and in this way be of much the same use as the first an A

second gentleman in the plays of Shasbipsab. But, it may be

8 x S
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objected, that in permitting a number of person) (o (peak, or lather

to ling together, I am allowing tlie very thing against which ft it

my object to contend. That every speech is originally the concep-

lion of a n individual cannot be disputed ; but when the sentiment,

command, or whatever it may be, contains nothing to confine it

necessarily to the person of any particular speaker, the delivery of it

may, and indeed must, if vocal music in parts is to exist, be

allowed to a plurality of individuals, called tbe chorus. 1 will now

endeavour to assign the persons of the glee.

1st. Semi-chorus.

Blow, Warder, blow thy sounding horn,

And thy banner nave on high,

Tot the Christians have fought in the Holy Laud,

And have won the victory.

2d. Semi-chorus.

Loud the Warder blew his horn,

And the banner waved on high.

hi. Sex

Let the mass be sung,

And the bells be rung,

And the feast eat merrily.

3d. Semi-chorus.

The Warder looked from his tower on high,

As fur as he could see:

Warder.

I see a bold Knight, and by his red-croas,

lie comet from the East country.

3d Semi-chorus.

Then loud (he Warder blew his horn,

And called till he was hoarse :

Warder.

I see a bold Knight,

And on his shield bright

He bedrctli ft naming cross.
'
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Sd Semi-chorus.

Then down the Lord ortheCtisllesamc,

The red-cross Knight lo meet

;

And when the rud -cross Knight he espied,

Right loving he did him greet.

Lord ofthe Caslk-

Tliou'rt welcome here, dear red-cross Knight,

For thy fame's Well known tome;

And the mass shall be sung,

And the bells shall be rung.

And we'll feast tight merrily.

Knight.

Oh I am come from the Holy Land,

Where Saints did live and die;

Behold the device I bear an my shield,

The red-cross Knight am I

;

And we have fought in the Holy Land,

And have won the victory.

Lord and Chorus.

Then welcome here, dear red-cross Knight

;

Come lay thy armour by ;

And for the good tidings (hou dost bring

We'll feast us merrily.

And all in the ciislle shall rejoice

That we've won the victory.

And ihc mass shall be sung,

And the bells shall be rung,

And the feast eat merrily.

I must allow, that to make the glee finish properly In chorus, I

have been obliged to alter a few words in the last eight lines.

If we now compare the words, as set by Callcott, with the above

dittribution ot ttte parts, it will be seen in how veiy few instances

they correspond. In the glee an individual begins, " Blow, War-

der, blow thy sounding horn )™ for which a second person assigns a

very inadequate reason : " for the Christians have fought y" till at

length, joined by s third, they all declare in chorus the place and the
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mult; "in the Holy Land, and have won the victory." It is

evident that the composer could have nothing here la view but to

make what he tuonght the best disposition of bis tnmicol passages,

without any regard whatever to the meaning of the words. There

seems indeed almost a studied inattention to any thing of the sort.

The mere narrative parts, which are surely the more proper for the

chorus, such as " Ihr Warder blew his horn," that " fie lookedfrom the

(03-fT on high," that "Me Lord of the Castle iestenoTtd to meet the

Knight" are given as solos, while every ipeech of the Warder and

the Lord of the Castle (the Knight is very properly permitted lo tell

bis own story) is sung in chorus.

If then it be found, that there is no composer of eminence, who
has confined himself with in the limits contended for, will it not be

justly concluded that either from Hie paucity of poetical production,

or from some other cause, the object at which I aim is impossible to

be attained, and that to attempt it is to pursue a shadow, at tlie

hazard of losing the substance I With such a mass of authority

against me, I should be presumptuous indeed were I to dogmatize on

the subject. I must, however, be permitted to say for myself, that I

never listen lo music in which there is this departure from dramatic

propriety, without feeling my satisfaction greatly diminished. It is

for this reason that I have never been able to reconcile myself to

harmonized airs. The pleasure which a beautiful combination of air

and harmony is calcnlnt<;d to afford is lost on me, when I perceive

that sense is wholly sacrificed to sound. Of this I lately experienced

a striking proof from the harmonized 11 Rose of the Valley." From
the effect produced by a union of melody and harmony, so elegantly

conceived and soexquisilcly performed, it was impossible (o withhold

admiration; and while I knew nothing of the words, my satis fac-

tion was complete. But when 1 found that Miss Travis, and

Messrs. Knvvett, Vauchan, and Bulla my, jointly agreed in

the same determination and in the same assertion : " By the Base of

tl,e Valley 1 picture my heart," J could not be insensible to the ab-

surdity, My concern, however, in this instance was not extremely

pungent, since the words theinseWefl are too nearly allied to the

" true no meaning," to excite any very lively interest in their be-

half—their best posiible recommendation as Hie subject of a her-

tnouixeduir.

I am well aware that upon the principle for which I contend, It
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would have been impossible to employ in glees, whose very essruce

seems lo consist .in thcit being choral, a very large proportion of the

poetry whicb has been selected for that purpose. From the success,

however, which has attended the observance of the role, in those

instances where it has been complied with, I cannot but think that

were the subject once generally attended to, such poetry might be

found or provided as would allow full scope to the genius of (be

composer, without compelling hiin, in opposition lo every dictale of

common sense, <o declare in chorus the priTate and person ill emo-

tions of individual feeling. It is not an inconsistency of the same

kind, when that which from its general nature might be given to the

chorus collectively, is confined to one of the number, though perhaps

if it were only for the take of distinction, this should be for the most

part avoided.

I cannot, Sir, deny myself the pleasure of giving you a short ac-

count of a most beautiful and impressive glee from the poetry of

Walter Scott, in which this preservation of character has been

attended to. It is the production of a lady whose power in music is

well known ; a power which, whether exemplified by her perform-

ance or in composition, is clearly and largely derived from that

prinripium et fans, which, according lo Horace, is the true and

legitimate source of all excellence.

The words of Scott are as follow, which I shall give lo the persons

ofthe poem, according to the arrangement observed in the glee:

—

Chorus.

0 listen, listen, ladies gay,

No haughty feat ofarms * DM toll

;

Soft is the note and sad the lay,

That mourn the lovely Rosabelle.

One of the Chorus.

Moor, moor the bar°c, ye gallant crew,

And gentltf lady deign to stay,

Rest thee in Castle Ravensheuch,

Nor tempt the stormy firth today.

* The liberty hu been taken of dunging / into res.
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Til not because Lord Ltndeiay'sheir,

To night at Rodin leads the ball

;

But that my lady mother there, :
-

Sits lonely in her castle ball.

One of the Chorus.

Last night the.gifted seer did view,
,

A wet shroud swathed round lady gfty, . .
_

Then stay thee Fair in Ravcnsheuch,

Why cross the gloomy firth to day ?

1'osabeUe.

"Us not because the ring Ihey ride,

And Lindesny at the ring rides well,

But that my sire the nine will chide,

If 'tis not filled by Rosabclle.

O'er Rnslin all the dreary night,

A wondrous blaze was seen to •rlenirii

Twus broader than the wnlch-firc light,

And redder than the bright moon-beam ;

Rtaml biilttcmen! and turret high,

Blazed every rose-carved buttress fair,

So i! ill they blaze when Tate is nigh

The lordly line of high St. Clair.

There are twenty of Roslin's barons bold;

• Lie burled " ilhiih tint proud chapelle,

Each one the holy vault doth hold,

But the sea holds lovely Rosalielle.

Am! each St. Clair was buriiil (here,

With catidlr, with book, anil with knell,

But (i.e.son caws rung, and the wild winds sung

The dirgcof lovely Rosabellc.

Is it possible to attend to thu above jmlicioii* selection of verses

from Scott's beautiful poem, and to tbc assignment of the parts,

without anticipating the horror one should feel at finding it set ;B

the common way, without any attention to persons or character;—

L"-l^t:zod
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Callcott lias, I believe, set the same, or nearly the same selection,

bat with what success I am ignorant, as I am not acquainted with,

the glee. It may be fairly presumed, that in melody and harmony

he must be at least equal ; but I wilt venture to nsiert, that if" lie has

been regardless of the distinclion of character, his com posit ion, -as a

whole, will, by every unprejudiced person, be thought inferior, and

if indeed the legitimate end of the combined arts of poetry and music

be the same as of poetry itself,—to give delight,— will be really so.

Having already made large demands on your patience and paper,

J shall not enter into so full an account as I had purposed of

those compositions which derive so great beauty from not violating

the propriety for which I have been contending. They will be found

chiefly amongst those where the poetry employed is purely descrip-

tive, or, if of a moral or sentimental cast, is general in its application.

An instance of the former is found in Webbe'i exquisite gtees of

" Swiftly from the mountain's brow" and " When minds breathe soft."

Steybus, in" Ye spatted snakes," has preserved this congruity ; and

many examples, where the effects of sound are considerably aided

by the poetry, might be adduced.

I cannot conclude without mentioning one glee of singular excel-

lence, and which certainly derives much of its power to charm from

its strict observance of dramatic propriety. I allude to Dh.Crotcel's

beautiful raotett of " Methinks I hear the full celestial choir." When-

ever I have heard this exquisite performance, I have imagined in

Bartlemak the rapt Penseraso at Milton, listening with delight

to the holy sounds which arrest his car, and ia this illusion I have

found my own pleasure greatly enhanced.

If it were not for the convenience which sometimes attends the use

of a signature, I should gladly spare myself the trouble of seeking

one. A " neutral name," so offensive to Ma. Shandy, is my ambi-

tion; but I am unable to satisfy it—unless, happily, that which

follows should be thought to deserve that character.

PHILOPREPON.

3 o
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our records of (lie permanent sources ofumuscment,

from whence flow the coiilinual knowledge of all Hint is established

as well as what is hourly ingrafting in the theory or practice of mu-
sical science, by the history of the AimENT Comcebt, which, from

sll the circumstances Uiat entitle such an institution to precedency

and respect—from the Royal Patronage it enjoys—from the rank of

the Directors, the splendor of the names on the subscription lilt, and

from its eminence as a performance, must so long as it remains, secure

the first place and the highest regard, whenever it comes to be men-

tioned at all. We stepped a little out of the order of time in our

notice of the PiulhiHIBonic, and we did so, because we wished to

exhibit at as early a stage of our publication as we could, the variety

and scope of professional eminence in England, the devotion of pro-

fessors to the objects of their art, and the determination they manifest

to stimulate genius, and carry effort in every department to the nearest

possible approximation to perfection. We now come to'Pna Vocal
Concerts, which we introduce by this slight preface, that we may

shew our course has not been adopted with any view to imply a pre-

ference or any imaginary superiority. It would be an invidious ta?k

indeed to endeavour to graduate, to divide, and idiot the quantum

meruit of establish inen Is, which in their several attributes lay just

claim to nil the praise, support, and remuneration that it is in the

power of the highest ranks of Enslisb society to bestow.

The destruction of Hie the Opera House by fire, was the origin

of the Vocal ConcBiiTs. That calamity happened in the year 1791,

and Hie Pantheon, in Oxford -street, was opened for the reception

and performance of the company from the King a theatre. The Nile

Mb. Habbison (whose memory as a singer will last so long as the

remembrance of the most chaste, polished, and beautiful execution

slmll continue to be honoured among musicians,) and Mn. Kntvett,

now organist of tbcKing's chapel, issued proposals for a series of sub-

scription concerts, and the list filled in a very few days.* The con-

• The success of these concerts is In lie estimated in conjunction with the

institutions which were on foot at the time of their first commencement, and
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certs were held at Willis's Rooms, King street, St. Jamas, and were

commenced in February. So justly were their merits appreciated, ond

fashionable did lliey become, that a second scries, not less full/ attend'

eU,tiiut placeduring the same season. These performan ces, however,

exhibit but the imperfect state of their after-existence. They were

then ulmosl in strict accordance with their title, namely, entirely vo-

cal, for neither overture nor concerto was played, and the whole in-

strumental bind was limited to two violins, a tenor, and a violoncello,

with a pianoforte for the accompaniment of songs and glee*. Ma.

and Mrs. Harrison, nnd Mr. Uaktleman were the solo singers,

nnd the test of the entertainment, consisted of glees *ni occasionally

a few catches sung by the most celebrated English vocalists of the

day. In (be list beside these above mentioned, we find the namesor

of Mil. KavvEtT & Sons, Messrs. Sale, HindLe, Gobs, Res-

noldsoh, It. Cooke, Dan by, Webbe, and others M«. Khtsbtt

presided at the piano fuilc. The subscription was three guineas fol

eight concerts. This species of entertainme ut continued in fashion

for two succeeding years, with little alteration from the original

plan. Several additions had indeed been made to the band, and

some other solo singers engaged during the two last seasons.

—

But die subscription fell off, and the concert terminated. It

probably wanted that strength and stability that are only to be im-

parted by a vigorous application of such novelties as the change

of the appetite of the public requires, and such as are only discovera-

ble by the long, practiced eye of experience, and the ardour of in-

vention. They who have concern in the management of public

'

amusements should never lose sight of the fact, that it is their part to

augment, to stimulate, and to supply the continual succession of hon-

wlth those which ha™ since started into lire anil gone to almost Immediate de-

cay. Such a compartMm will prove the value and solidity of the materials

which compose the vocal concerts, fu 17OT the professional concerts
began. There was in the same year an cntirtwnmrnt of music and dancing ad-
ii'itin'il at the I l,i ii river rrqiuiv rooms, « here Sai.'imok also established bis con-

vert, at which Hath and Maila wetc engaged to compose and sing, fn

1B01 Salomon opened a subscription Tor three and Tor two concerts, in 1808
siv performance* on a grand scale were given jt Willis's rooms, under the title

or Moskj. Bbahai!, Naldi, and Mrs. Billinotos's concerts. These con.

certs nere continued during the two neat seasons ; and Madame Catalani
likewise hail six in Hanover Square, in IS09. J„ 1811 Messrs. Ksyvxtt,
(who had separated in 1603 from the original firm,) tried a similar plan, at

Willh's hobs, in couj unction -with Mb. Vauoham. In 1*03 they however
re-united, 3 e 3
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get and thirst and satiety, which are so observable in the public con-

stitution, and generally speaking, it is their fault if incnase of appe-

tite doth not grow by what it feeds on.

A long interval of silence ensued. Till the year 1801 the vocal

concerts were never revived. During this period we perceive by a

reference to the history ofthr Antient Concert, that the fondness

for this species of musical excellence had been widely diffused. The
numbers of the subscribers to lhat establishment were extended to

nearly double the amount of 1795, and indeed the progress of musical

science had been much accelerated in the intervening yean.

The Vocal Concerts will derive honour and reflect honour, from

being considered as n scion from the Concert of Antient Music,

which, in truth, as they are now established, we regard them to bei

The Antient Concert bad enjoyed the largest and the loftiest

popularity, if such a term be applicable to patronage so distinguished,

but its plan may be thought somewhat exclusive. The subscription

could be scarcely deemed open to the whole public, or even to the

whole world of affluence. The rule also which circumscribed the

nature of the music to be performed, could not fail to give birth to 3

desire for some concert of similar excellence, which might be accfV

silile to living and rising cum posers, and- which might afford due ami

necessary encouragement to contemporary genius. These views ofthe

subject were probably among thesugpfstions which led those who plan-

ned the renewal of the vocal concerts lo believe, that they would meet

a large and generous support from (he public, be at once a profitable

speculation to themselves, a beneficial source of cnterprize and en-

gagement to the profession generally, and form a most useful, agree-

able, and elegant resort for the amateurs of music. The reason ofthe

case ami the demonstration we derive from the after arrangements of

TheVocai, Concert* combine to induce us to attribute such gene-
.

roils and enlarged views of the subject to those who originated these

fashionable amusements, while the liberal patronnge the child of their

creation has met, and the commendation it universally inherits from

persons of condition, affluence, and taste, are authority the most

grateful bulb for themselves anil fur their historian.

In the year 1301 the concerts were recommenced, under the direc-

tion of Mn. HAnmiON, Mr. W. Kntvktt, Mr. Baktlehan, and

Mn. Greatorex, with a considerable band, led by Mr. F. Cha-

kci. and with a numerous chorus. The principal singers were,
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Mrs. Harrison, Mm. BianCHi, Miss Tennant, and Miss

Parke; Mr. Harbibok, Mb. W. Knyvett, Mb. C Knyvett,

and Mb. Bartlbhan. The following year (1802) Ms*. Harri-

son quilted public life, after having been the first singer at tbcie

Conceits from their earliest institution, a* well as first English singer

at (be concert of ant tent music for several years. Her voice was full

and melodious, her ear correct, and her style of singing cbasle arrd

impressive. She retired into private life with her powers undimi-

nished, and her character unspotted. In the following year Mas.

Bii.i.ington became the principal female singer, the attraction of

her name was such, that the subscription, although raised to four

guineas and a half for nine evenings, closed some days before the

concerts commenced, and the establishment continued to flourish

and to increase in celebrity for many seasons. A few years after,

Mr. W eichiel accepted (he post of (be leader, on the resignation

of M«. F. Cramkh, and he continued to occupy that station until

the close of the last season, when Mr. Cramer resumed bit situation

in the orchestra. In 1814- the concert was removed to the magni-

ficent moms in Hanover-square, considered to be the finest for sound

in London. In the year 1810 Mrs. Biixington retired from the

exercise of her profession, and was succeeded by Madahe Cata-

lan), who continued her service* to these concerts till she left the

kingdom, when the subscription was again raised to five guineas.

—On the death of Mr. Harrison, in 1819, the concerts came

under the management of Messrs. BartLEb an, C. and W. Kny-
tett, and U&eatorbx, who strengthened their orchestra by en-

gaging Mr. Br ah ah, Ma. and Mrs. Vavchan, Mb. Bellamy,

and other able professors. The year following, Signor Tramez*

zahi was added to their vocal strength. Mr. Brahau retired.

Miss Parke and Mrs Bianchi Lacy were favourite performer*

for several years. Mrs. Ashe, Mas. Mountain, and Miss Mel-

ville were also occasionally engaged. In the last yv.-jt Madams
Fodor and Sigsora Conni assisted.

These engagements will afford adequate proof of the liberal design

and spiritetl conduct ofthe proprietors who have been always anxious

to combine sound learning with modem improvement, and to give

the fairest scope to what just taste rather considers to he the fashion-

able than (he lasting additions to science and execution, thus she* -

iug a due deference to public opinion, and offering fair room to every
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sort of talent. The principal vocal performers have been Mm. Sal-

mon, Miu Tbayis, and Mils Stephens ; Messhb. Vaughak, W.
Knvvbtt, Haweh, and Bellamy, with tbc occasional assistance of

Mapahe Bellochi, Signoks ISegrf.z ami Ambrogetti, of I lie

King's Theatre. It is much to be regretted Ibat Mr. Bast leu an
Las been unavoidably absent the whole season, owing to severe indis-

position. Great hopes are entertained that he will be able to resume

his situation in the orchestra next year. This institution has a

wider range for exertion than any other. Here the sublime cbo-

ruises of Handel, Hayon, Db, Crotch, aod other great mailers,

mny be heard in the highest perfection, together with the modem
symphonies of Haysm, Mozart, Beethoven, &c. &c. and a se-

lection of glees by the best composers of the English school, given

with the utmost purity, accuracy, andappropriate expression. The

number of subscribers (though not equal to some former seasons) ap-

pears from the printed list for the present year to be 507, including

five members of the royal 100111;, and many personages of high rank

and fashion.

in order to convey the most complete notion we can of the nature

of the institution, and of it* range, power, arid excellence as a band,

(ofthe precision, delicacy, force, and beauty of the performance, no

idea can be obtained but by hearing it) we shall subjoin a list of the

principal performers, vocal and instrumental; remarking simply

thai the orchestra contains in the whole nearly one hundred persons.

We shall mill also two of the selections—the first and last of the sea-

son. And here we mast observe, that we think these concerts are a

little too much the echo of the antiekt sir sic. We know the ex-

treme difficulty uf making various, yet equally good selections

—

hc

are fully apprized of the necessity not to call it the preference of

singers for repetition. Bui a comparison ofthe books of the two

concerts impel us to conceive, thai the general interests of the science

would be advanced by a wider deviation.1 More excellent tbe

* The reluctance in pulilic singers to diversify the snug*, duett, and glees,

it or ought to be a source .if ™iii|i!.un( [finiin;hinjl all tin: concert ronius of [lie

mstropolia. Jt b re:ii!y astunishini; to ntvrrve how small a latitude great per-

formers seeai to rovet. Siohob AjOaoocrn has given u Nob phi jindrai"

"CapeliiniCaprlhni," ".*<-; murr/4, ami In, directions to the orchestra, one or

other at etery ninivrl ami eirry 01 jterlo iu which In- has a^hlcil. " C .'

pirclic," La u Aiki," ami •' Q\iil j ehrcUo," with Madame BtLLOtiii, or

toint othtr female, ire jlinira: ihe sum of his duel-. Wcinitauce these fiii£tri, lie-
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selections cannol be, more various they might, and ne submit to the

proprietors tint these aie botli enential qualities. We perceive,

that in the last eight concerts, aboot one huudnl and fifty tliflVient

pieces have been Riven—the works of about fifty different composers.

We adduce this account to prove that extraordinary efforts are used.

But nevertheless it is a question which we think the proprietors

would do well to examine, viz. whether their list a

(

subscribers would

not be swelled by a more constant departure from the select ions of the

ant IE n't concert. To singers and plnycrs,S(i perficlly conversant

in their art, variety implies little additional labour. Of conductors so

skilful and so erudite, research must be the daily habit. But to

the public and to science the advantage would be incalculable, since

the more complete the participation of knowledge, the more just will

be the conclusions of taste, and at present it is admitted, the English

are disposed to national. The proprietors nod the public however

will both perceive that we incline rather to pamper appetite, in our

ardent ieal to serve and promote the cause ofscience, than administer

to any feeling of want or privation.

TOCAL PERFORMERS.

Madame GEOKGI BELI.OCHI,
And Mrs. SALMON,

Miss TRAVIS,
(By permission of the Royal and Noble Directors of thu An*

tient Music.)

Miss WILLIAMS,
And Miss STEPHENS

j

Mrs. Sueplbt, Miss S. Tbavis, Miss C. Tit ay-is, Mrs. Wylde,
Miss Hemtiiobne, Mrs. Br Ens, Mi[sELLioTT,&c. ftc.&c

Mr. VAUGHAN,

Muse they might Juts been expected to furnish SDmathhu new. Our English
vocalists go on from year to year «ith the same round. Doe! not this method
ofproceeding, account for the heaviness and the Barneses* of which even ama-
teurs, after some years, are always heard to complain ? It happened to our-
selves to hoar this season, three eminent hup singers gi«e » Nan piu andrai"
at three successive concerts, on three successive evenings; and at two »e
heard " Quel orthictto in the same week. They wore all encored. " Quel
ntrktello" became any thing hut agreeable. Eiperience, therefore, prompts
us to reply (o this question so important i« managers—I'nibutitm tt{.
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Signer BEGREZ, and Signor AMEJROGETTI,
Mesiis. C. and W. KNYVETT,

Mr. BELLAMY,
Mr.HAWES.

MrUH. IIahsiond, Horncastle, Harris, Walker, Ob»ei.i.,

Watts, Watsom, Griffiths, Taylor, Tett, Milbornu,

Fisueb, Tett, jun. Miciiaelhore, T. Elliott, Wil-

son, Clause, Dibble, Kekdhick, Novello,

Parsons, &c.

And Mr. BARTLEMAN.

INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMERS.
Leader ofthe Band, Mr. F. Cramer,

Principal Second, Mr. W. Griesbach.
VIOLINS. Mr. Roycc

Mr. Wagslaff Mr. R.Ashley Mr. Addison Mess. Pctridcs

Mr. Mori Mr. Calkin Mr. Fletcher BASSOONS.

Mr. Ireland Mr. Goodban VLUTEB. Mr. Holmes

Mr. Mali oil r ioi. osen.los. Mr. Ashe Mr. Tully

Mr. Rawlings Mr. Lindley Mr. Birch

Mr. Taylor Mr. C. Ashley Mr. Hyde
Mr. T.Leffler Mr. C. Lindley Mr. Griesbach Mr. Hyde, jun.

Mr. Collard Mr. R. Lindley, Mr. Sharp

Mr. Nicks jun. Mr. Mariotli

Mr. Simonct Mr. Wilman DOUBLE I)HOMS.

Mr. Jolly Mr. Dragonelti Mr. Mnhon Mr. Jenbinson

Grand Piano Foite . .

.

..... Mr. C. Kntvett.

Organ and Conductor Mr. Greatokex.

FRIDAY, the M ofMARCH, 1819.

act I.

Tub Sixtu Grand Concerto, and Musette , Haadrl.

Selection from "The Reouibm." Maori.

Dn«,Mrs.SALMONA;MissTRAvis,&Chonis, "Time has not." Jackson.

Song, Madame Bellooiii, " i)i piacer mi balzs ileor" . . Rossini.

Scstclt and Chorus, " This is the day." Dr. Crofi.

firing, Mis. Salmon, "My lodging," &c.«ilh Variations.

Andante & Variations for the Piano Forte, Mr. Cramer,

with Orchestral A ccompanimonfa , Cramer.
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I)iictto,MailameBEi.t.ociii&SiS.BEcaEz,"FicrU Lnconlm." Posiini.

Selection from the Orulotio of " The Ciieatiun." Haydn.

Overture, March, and Chorus (Idomaieo.) .... Moziirl.

Can tii la, Mr. Valt.h am, "Alexis ^'Violoncello obligate Dr. Pepitnh.

Glee, (MS.) « Ifo'er the cruel tyrant Love." . . Anie and GraUwex.

Seena, Signor Beguez, " Ohiuic comincin alii lasso." ....

Quartette and Chorus, " The Inst words of the I&deemer." Haydn.

Song, Mrs. Salmon, " Una voce poco fa." Botsini.

Grand Chorus, " Hallelujah." (Messiah.) Handel.

FRIDAY, the 30lk ofAPRIL, 1813.

act 1.

Overture end Chorus, " O come let us sing." . (Anthem) . . Handel.

Tercetlo, Mrs. Salmon, Mr. Vadobas.MkI Mr. Bellamy,
" Che vi par." Sarti.

Song, Miss Travis, " O Sleep I" accompanied on the organ

by Mr.GttEAToaES , Ilandd.

Ganzonctla, Miss Stephen*, " Vino vecchio," and Chorus Naumim.

Aria, Signor AaHnociETTi, " Capellini, Capclloni." . , Ftoriivanti.

Concerto, Harp, Miss £. Fontaine N.C.Bochsa.

Echo Glee, " Daughter sweet of Voice and Air." H'ebbe.-

Song, Mrs. Salmon, " Grating agimus ;" Clarinet obligate,

Mr. WlLLHAN Guglietmi.

Grand Chorus, " Great is Jehovah Marcello and Greatore.t.

act 2.

Grand Overtu re ( Zatibcrflmte. ) Mozart.

Song, Mr. Vaugiian, " In lift's gay scenes." Dr. CMtcott.

Glee, For Four Voices, " My laddie is gone far away." ft'. Kntrzctt.

Song, Mrs. Salmon, " Gnntdauii un poco." M'irtini.

Kecit.acc. Mr. W. Knyvett, "Jehovah,
j

crown'd." f . . (Either.) . . Handel.

Chorue, " He comes, he comes." 3

Conlnta, Miss Stephens, " From rosy bowers." Parcel/.

Unctln, Mrs. S.i miiiv ami Ni«m>r A M hihk; i:t i t,

" Crudel, pcrchi." Mozart.

Song, Mr. Bellamy, " Hvjoicc, O Judoli." > (Judas Maccab&as.)

Grand Chorus," Hallelujah I Amen."
r

, S Hnndel.

3 g
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MR. GREATOREX.

HAVING made an impartial record of the Concerts of AsTtFirT

Music and The Vocal Concerts, over the performance of which

(he gentleman whose name stands at the tup of this page has long

presided, a memoir of his musical life should seem to arise out of

their history. But far above this inducement stands Hie private'

worth and general celebrity of Mn. GnEAToitEX. Wc are always

most happy to acknowledge these conjoin! claimsiii public characters.

Id no one are they inure t'jiii|>!i'lfly iinile I. \V( ]>n>li"ss only In

give a musical Biography, and ii) so doing, we fulfil our original con-

tract, by making musicians known to ctich other, their course of study,'

Branding and acq uiremen Is.

Mn. Thomas Giii; vtoima is a native of Derbyshire, and, we

believe was born in Hit; samo parish as the late Mr. Harrison,

with whom he was in habits of the strictest friendship and regard

from very early life, till the hour of M a. H.'s early death. He

came to London in the year 1772, and became a pupil of Dr.

Cookf,,* organist and master of the boys of Westminster Abbey,

Under whose excellent tuition the: following eminent professors (as

well as many others) were educated ; vii. Sir WilliAll Parsons,

Mr. CnoRDir,L,Mtt. Kmyyett, M il IS i nn.v.i a n , M il M. Rock,

Mtt. SeoKFonTii, &c. &c I" the years 1774, 1775, and 1776,

Mb. Gubatorbx attended the oratorios, which the Tnte Lord
Sandwich gave during Christmas, at Hinchingbrook, and there he

derived llie «ie;ite.Ht iulv antnjre, not only from !>tMriit<r IIasui:l's

music executed with a precision and effect till then unknown, but

also from the acquaintance and friendship of Mn. Bates, who

conducted those performances.—The science of Mn. Bates is well

known, and his i:\rilioiis (n tiring forward the commemoration of

Handel, at Westminster Abbey, will form a lasting monument of

his devotion (o the works of that pride of English musicians.

» Wc Kara wc find heen led into an error with respect to Mn. Babtm-
sias's matter and place of education.—Page 3'1'j, Vol t. Mr. II. was, wo
.in finti; iiilWin.-il, ,i [ii';>il of Dr. Loukl's.
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Pcrlifips no raan can be said lo have promoted the cause of music

»o essentially as this gentleman, certainly no amateur. His skill as

a conductor, nurtured and confirmed by the longest and most

universal experience, was consummated in the performances n( the

Abbey. The opportunity Mr. Greatorex thus enjoyed of an

intimate understanding of Mr. Bates's theory and practice, could

not fail to he bcnetici.il tn the highest possible degree hi turning the

taste and directing the enquiries and intelligence of the young

musician. Ma. G. has given the strongest proofs that the friend-

ship of Mb. Bates was not extended to him in vain. At the esta-

blishment of the Antient Concert in 1776, Ma. Gbeatouex assisted

in the choriisscs, and continued a performer there til! he was advised

to try a northern air for the re-establishmerit of his health, and he

accepted the situation of organist of the cathedral of Carlisle, in

1780. Here, though the emoluments were smalt, the writer of this

sketch has heard him say, he passed some of the happiest days of

his life. He spent two evenings of each week in a select society, in

which were included Dn. Pr.nci-

, lute Bishop of Dromore, (then

Dean of Carlisle), Dn. Charles La w, late Bishop of Elphin, and

Mr. Archdeacon Pa lev. The continual admission of Mr.
Uiieatorex to bear a part in the conversations of such msn, is a

powerful testimony of his rank in intellect.

In 1784 Mr. Greatore* resigned his situation at Carlisle, nnd

went to Italy, where be studied vocal music, and received instructions

in singing from Signor Santahbi.li, (the roost celebrated singing

roaster of his time,) at Home, for the space of two years.* He also

• This fact of Ma. GaEATOnts'shavine studied in Italy eires powerful cor.

roboralion to the belief He have long entertained, llml English school of

singing may 1»! t'-(.d)lisliid. in which itnr, be uiiil'.l .ill tin- eu'ellence am! su-

pericriti in (he formation of tone which the iLalians undoubtedly possess, with

ihc coii'tiluent. <>]" genuine Uriglkh ri|ireisiii:i. In nuny nf cur etiays we have
remarked upon III.: national (lilfLTfiiecs in this grand L'liscriii.d sn.i v,\- h:ne en-
deavoured to shew their effects. It is morally impossible thai these differences

should ever be melted away, or that the cspres-iioti of Engli-limen and Italians

should I": rniirlilii'd as tn amalgamate the mutual natimu: pri'ililL-u r in.Li= into

one style. The supposition that such a mixture is practicable has ruined most
ofour native singers. We haw- heard some public »nrl sume priiale fiupils of
>In. t J ar.xta iiEi's. [i ml il appears tn us that In- has adopted (lie principle for

which lie cmi'.'jiid wifli as near .111 appifiacb li> success ;is ,iri_y nliu r i'.n;;lMi

master. Still we think more might be done with respect to the amelioration

of tone; as we haie remarked in our memoir of Miss Tit am, the scholar "f
Mr. (J. now before the public. We however Can but admit that the uniformity
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n:iilc,i Cfiniihvalile s'.iy at Naples, Floienec, ami Venire ; and

ti-iti-i', uii liii jiii:ni, liulu^m, I'na, Legliuin, Padua, Verona,

Viceuia, Mantua, Paiinn, .Milan, a..<l Gcimu; entering Swilxcrla.id

l>v Mimril S(. Golliaf J, a;<il duun the Ithune lo Cologne

;

frum »!iiiu t lit itlurmd to England through tlic Nulherlundb and
JIiiIIihJ, al ll.t end of (h« yrur 1?SS. tie now ci I aWished himself

in I.niii'ijfi, diid very ituii had hn liu.e fully occupied as a tcacucl

u 1

"••/..ni;.

Jn the year 1793, on liie resignation of Mb. Bates as conductor

of T he Anlient Concert, (Le noble directors did Mr. Grbatorek
tile honour, without any application on bis pari, to appoint him to

that distinguished situation, which lie ha? now held for 27 years. In

1301 Ma. Gkeatobes, in conjunction with Ma. Harrison, Mb.
W. Ksvvett, and Ma. Bamtlbman, revived the Vocal Concert,

which lias continued to the present lime, ami he has very lately suc-

ceeded to the situation of his rcsj«cfcd master, Dr. Cooke, as

organist and master of the boys at Westminster Abbey, which is

perhaps amongst the most grateful compliments he could receive.

Mn. Greatorex's pursuits are not altogether confuted to music:

de is no mean mathematician, much attached to astronomy, and pos-

sesses several valuable and superior lelesco|x.'s : he is also a fellow of

the Royal and Linneon Societies.

. Ma. Greaiorex's compositions have yr-t been made known only

lb the subscribers of the Antiehi and Vocal Concerts, where

alone they have been beard. None of his works have, to our know-

ledge, been printed : they consist of harmonized airs and of addi-

tional instrumental parts to select portions of Handel. Cropt,

Mahceu.o, &c. &c. They are of a nature to do credit to his

learning and taste, and to shew his intimate acquaintance with the

jiowers and effects of it baud.

The praise of a conductor's services must lie in the fulfilment of a

variety of duties; of these, the must irksome and insurmountable are

so often hidden from the public view, that perhaps the highest com-

mendation into be found, not less in the rank and permanency of the

and longruity observable In nil Mr. G.'s pupils, demonstrate that he inculcates

piim'iiile- iu'i-oi.linj; I" cciUiiu ami lixni rislfs; auil m: sEioulil be titremely

dfsirous to asrert.iin tin: erli-i-ts of bis «ysti:iu vf iii.trudinn upon a female of ex-

citability and vii-id conception, with larRc compass and agility of voice. Such
an cxarcplo would biiuj llic matter to pioof.
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establishme lit over which he presides, than in the apparent quiet and

tranquillity witli which his office proceeds; fur while the former are

the most satisfactory testimonies of bis judgment, genius, learning,

taste, and ability, the latter are not less certain indications of order,

prudence, equanimity, and fiimm'ss. Of all lulu it is the hardest to

content those gifted persons whose talents are brought into competi-

tion fur applause. To live in general twin (erupted friendship, and to

exercise the due and necessary corttroul which appertains to the office

of tt conductor, lias been found difficult indeed by the managers of

most public amusements. Yet the conductor Mb. G u eAtnnin has

has been generally such as to secure to him the lasting esteem or those

who have served under his standard, as well as the highest estima-

tion of those distinguished personages, under whose able direction lis

has acted, and whose delegated authority he may be said to repre-

sent. To such testimonies growing and continued during the long

period of twenty-seven years, nothing can be added.
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MISS TRAVIS.

It formed a part of our earliest design, and il is amongst the part*

of our plan, one from which we hope to derive the greatest share of

self-satisfaction, "to encourage (he hesitating and bIow advances of

modest merit." In the whole catalogue of professional singers, we

know of no one whose talents, demeanour, and genera! character,

ought so soon to ill vile our recollection of this principle, ns the young

lady whose name stands at the bead of this article. They indeed

conform most accurately to our preconceived notion. Nor let it be

imagined, that ineriL i-; wauling, where I lie progn^s to fame and Uni»

venal acquaintance with the public is stow. Where the field it so

limited (for oast though it be, it is still limited) and the competition

so extended, the ad.vance must necessarily be slow, and the circura-

stances attending this young lady's miurcal education, while they

have conferred great advantages in one sense, have in another been

perhaps the the means of confining her range.

Hiss Tbavis is a native of Shaw, a village near Oldham, in Lan-

cashire, which gave birth ta the celebrated Miss Harrof, afterwards

Mas. Bates. She is an articled apprentice to the Directors oflhe

Autient Concert, who provide her with an Italian and a Singiag mas-

ter, pay all her espenees, make her a handsome present at the close

oflhe season, and permit her to form engagements entirely for her

own emolument. Her only musical instructor has been Mr. Guba-

The peculiar and proper distinction of Miss Travis's perform-

ance, is, that it is genuine English singing, of the best, if indeed we
may noleny, the only existing English school. She is in point or

style among the females, what Mr. Vaugiian is among (he men
singers of the day. Her singing is pure and unadulterated—without

the slightest mixture of constraint, force, or affectation. It is sweet,

sensible, natural, and in toilud English taste.

Miss Tn a vis's Intonation is so perfect, that it very rarely fails,

nor do we discover that she lias any faasie note. Her ear, naturally

correel, has been polished by perpetually assisting in the finest accom-

panying orchestras of London—those of the Antient and Vocal
Concerts—Orchestras, which have attained from uniformity of

principle and continuity of practice, a precision, tbey who have
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never heard them, would scarcely believe lo fall within the reach of

art. This band is in force, transition, nntl combination, like one in-

strument touched by the same master, and surely in accuracy, deli-

racy, in the united effects of vocal and instrumental beauty, it isime-

qu;tllcil. In I his brief notice of this perfection we ran hardly be said

to digress from the subject of our memoir, for Miss Travis's per-

formance is almost identified with these concerts, she has so rarely

suns in any other orchestra in the metropolis.

Miss Travis indicates rather the decent nnd becoming rigour of

feminine modesty in the picturing!) of her imagination as evinced in

the intellectual dominion over the art, than any degree of heated, cn-

tliusioilic, or theatrical conception. It is very customary to speak

of singers as chaste. What is called chastity in singles depends en-

tirely upon the exercise of this faculty, liir it has empire alike over

elocution and ornament, in short over every thing thnt htlps to con-

stitute expression. Her singing is in these respects plain, sensible,

and that of a gentlewoman ; she neither takes by storm nor by sur-

prise, but she gradually wins upon the understanding, while the ear,

though it never nils the other senses with exlacy, drinks in full satis-

faction. There is never any thing to condemn, however distant from

brilliancy and power, and there is always to be commended a purity

and sobriety, a graceful and dignified reserve, which is at all times

grateful to the national estimate ofcharacter and manners. The ex-

cesses iato which extraordinary genius is id ways betrayed will often

astonish, often enrapture, and almost as often endanger its supre-

macy by violence or disgust, but (here is a softness and sweetness,

a charm truly persuasive, and one that always pleases. Of (his talis-

man, Miss Travis is the mistress.

The Tone of Miss Tit avis'* voice is naturally full, rich, and

sweet, with a slight exception perhaps against two or three of the

notes just .above the common paint of junction between the chest and

the head-voice, which are a little more thin and feeble than the rest

ofherBcale. Her method of forming the voice has little or none of

Italian art ; the mouth is scarcely elongated, and upon some passages

is even rounded
;
yet we do not bear that the lone is n fleeted in its

passage either by (lie throat, mouth, or nose. It is however genuine

English tone, aad we confess we arc inclined to believe, the Italian

method would have conferred a snperior brilliancy as well as

bestowed a mote penetrating »ad pervading property. la ail Uiat
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relates lo Hie formation of the organ to (he production of the brat

tone, we must yield to the Italians. The difference in the directing

agents— in the ruere modification slight as it scents, is we feel assured,

of the utmost moment, ami we (Iiink this young Lilly alTonis an ample

proof. The distinction from all the attention we have been able lo

concentrate towards the point, lies in producing the finished tone

uniformly from one spot, more from the head as it seems to us, or

perhaps we may lay, it receives its last modification and identity there.

We never heard an Italian singer to our recollection in the slightest

degree guttural, we have very rarely indeed heard an English singer,

whose voice could in all its parts be said to be absolutely free from

the throat. There is a thickness even in Miss Travis's tone (though

we do not accuse her of singing in the throat) which we are per-

suaded arises from the tone not coming from quite so high a site in

the passage, as the Italians would haw taught her to bring it. We
know Ihese are niceties such as very few observe, and still fewer

regard. But it is upon extreme attention and extreme punctilious-

ness, that the pult.li anil lustre of superior perfection in art, entirely

Miss Travis has attained a pure, just, and polished articulation

and pronunciation of the language in which she principally sings

—

her own tongue. She is exceedingly clear and distinct, her words

are audibly and intelligibly divided. Speech, though a common fa-

cully, exists in purity more rarely than is imagined,* and as we are

borne out by the fact, in saying thai the combination of good tone wilh

clear speaking forms the basis of all the pleasure the million derive

from vocal music, a polisheil enunciation is of the highest impm lance.

Miss TnA vis enjoys this distinction. There is, however, (he higher

use of imagination, conveying into the elocution of the singer nil the

lire, fee.lipij;. and pillm-., which liNnl tit the grandest elircts of (he art.

In these respects, Miss Travis is liiciti d in- that chastity of design,

that calmness ami delicacy of temperament, which we have touched

1 Piettumi, or defects of piwiuiieijifion, suiting from mal-fiiimjlion fit

the organs of suce.'li an. I hum very i.oini;'. euu-.--., niuihia' very vjiinui

efli-rts. -ii- 1 e.tmnii [ini.iounc,: an S, e'ii.;r; l.sijjsur under the same difficulty

"ill I lo R. I.. ) n I

coinprjtiiclv ivitli tin; nnmiirr- of man ki ml, «:io i .til -|jejk itliinli, fewer

•ho eaii arljeulate finely. P[iv.,ini"^i.t~ have, eiiuinerjti:;! »e knnn n it hi. 11

any sped**—most of which are however to he otcFcodic by assiduous care

iuhI 1n.1clic.1i Idiiuur,
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upon, when discussing the power of her conception, and which for-

bids those dramatic bursts that rarely appertain to any bill the fingers

of the Theatre. In these respects Miss Travis's is the singing of

the chamber, a little and a very little heightened. She may, we think,

wiili'iut hazarding the chance- of impediment, ri-li somewhat, and

as confidence comes on with age, it may be naturally expected,

that she will be encouraged to venture farther and to dare more. This

young lady's tiisle. has been too severely formed Id allow her now to

incur any danger by indulging her sensibility, and giving more play

to a more powerful species of dec lama (ion and expression. She has

nothing to apprehend from too much force- Into coarseness, vul-

garity, extravagance, or affectation, after her established discipline,

both vocal and intellectual, she can never fall.

The character of the master is a warrant for the science of the

scholar. MissTaAVissccuissoat home in (hebasinets ofan orchestra,

as neither to be embarrassed nor disturbed by the quantity or the na-

ture of the accompaniment. At her age, her mimical reading cannot

probably have been very extensive, and it has most likely lain

principally among (he sound masters nf the Old School. We are

confirmed in (his opinion by her exrixtion, which is indicative of

that period of musical learning. Her articulation of passages and

divisions is sufficiently neat, but it has less of modern volubility and

variety, while it has more of the anticnt strength and expression, En

divisions more especially. The charac(er of her cadences and orna-

ments, is dclica(e and sensible, rather than excursive or astonishing.

—

Her shake is particularly excellent.

We may complete our portrait by saying, that as a whole, Miss

Travis is a correct, sweet, and polished English singer. Simple

in her manner, pure in her tone, accurate in intonation, chaste in her

3eclamation, and with so much of science, that her auditor is never

distressed by any apprehension of her failure or extravagance. As a

singer of glees, she is perhaps the very best of her time, for her tone,

from its richness and volume, blends and assimilates with male voices

better than that of any female now before the public; and she is

moreover practiced in the finest school for this department of vocal

art. Her singing, whenever we have heard it, leaves us impressed

with this sentiment, that although possibly we might have at some

moments imagined and wished for more, there was nothing we could

have wished executed otherwise.

3 a
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A ilea, entertaining, and instructive Game of Musical Cliaracters ; iy

tehich a ready and correct knowledge of lime, the names ofthe notes in

the Bass and Treble clefs, the intervals andformationof Ike signatures

in the Major and Minor kej/s, with the use and meaning of the other

marks and charades, commonly used in the Science of Music, may be

obtained. ByT.Goudbun. London. Goulding D'Aimatrte, Potter

and Co.

Moat persons who have given any attention to tlie important pro-

gress ofeducation , arc aware, Hint very many contrivances, and some

of Ihcra very ingenious, have been put forth with a view to forward

the task of tuition by converting the period and the common means

of amusement among children, into intervals and instrument! of in-,

struct ion. Teaching in sp,>nT, if it hud not its absolute rise in the

fertile intellect and benevolent heart of the excellent Lady Fens,

the relict of Sir John Fbnn, of Norfolk, who devoted a very

principal portion of her long lift; to the protecting care of the rising

generation, was at least mainly indebted to her efforts anil her ingc-

nuity li>i" I be diffusing ut mi 'liberies* i levin's w liidi spread the know*

ledgo and the desire of making this (as it was for some lime es.

teemed) capital addition <o the artof Inching, extensively useful.

1, 1 n v b\:\ x fir si riiiplm ed and applied ttie ntlraelion (if engravings,

as an assistance in the acquisition of the first rudiments of 'letters,

and slie afterwards carried her principle into fuller effect through the

agency of various plays and games, which inculcated knowledge by

rendering the remembrance of the elements of science the means of

entering into tlie amusement. The example has not been lost. A
multitude ofsimilar inventions have been promulgated, and we bare

But however ably and bene volenfTy calculated these designs were,

they have scarcely done as much as might have been expected,

flic plans themselves are cither forgotten, fallen into disuse, or sup-

planted by a fresh growth, which, having had their day, are also

lost. This fact makes somewhat against any scheme of the sort, be-

cause it is not only fair lo conjecture, but it is the fact, that expe-

rience rarely rejects what is csheniially good. This rule may, bow-

ever, be received cum grano, with some allowance. In the imlance
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o(teaching in sport we apprehend too ranch was expected, and what
whs originally intended as an auxiliary, was substituted as a princi-

pal. This was not an error in the plan, but in its application. We
are perfectly satisfied, that however much the world owes to im-
provement in the methods of conveying knowledge, the generality of
the modern modes of making abridgements have gone very little way
indeed towards promoting sound learning in any branch of litera-

ture or science. We shall not even yield to the universal demonstra-
tion of better principles of instruction, which the prodigious and
universal advancement of Knowledge exhibits, an advancement we
are so far from denying, that it Is to us jits) mailer of admiration and
astonishment. But we think that all the acquirements wo daily wit-
ness are the results of a more just appreciation of the value of intel-

lectual pursuits and pleasures, and consequently of a more vehement
and steady desire to enjoy them; this grand impreskion leads to
more constant study and to a far higher intensity of attention, which
we must consider to be the prime promoter of acquisition. Where-
ever any really shorter road to science has been discovered, we
are persuaded the discovery is owing to a beller and more complete

,
understanding of the use and application ottlie faculties and forces of
the intellect—of a knowledge how to fit the tools to the materials upon
which they are to be employed. The philosophy of the mind is fax
better understood than it was even thirty years ago, and whatever
faclstave been noted, have been carefully transferred and judicous-
ly applied to the art of instruction. Much of a routine, much of &
jargon that was useless has been cut off. But labour is still all in all,

Littfc will be gained without it, and even that little will not be long
retained. The axiom is as old as Horace, and is confirmed by the
entire experience of all the centuries which have since run through,
the hour glassof lime.

Nil sine magno,
Vita laborc dedit mortalibus,

is a maxim as true as it is trite, aud indeed a maxim is rarely trite that
is not true.

The mind is however so variously endowed and constructed, that
it is only from a number of examples that we can be enabled to arrive
at any tolerably just and general conclusion. Jt appears to us that
the progress of intellect can rarely be forced, and never with impuni-
ty or lasting success. Evennatural prematurity seemsto be compen.
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anted by early decay. In spile of Ihc authority of the great moral

dogmatist, it is now, we believe, universally grunted, that the differ-

encc wo daily witness in men, is mote organic than artificial

—

that is tu say, that minds arc oi greatly different capacity) and

that the power of institution is exceedingly limited in effect* Men
are what nature and education, not what education alone makes

them. But we Lire at the same time (irmly ofopinion, that the faculty

of fixing and prolonging the attention to a subject, (which it baa been

seen, we consider to be Ihc capital instrument of acquiring instruc-

tion) is to be moat materially strengthened by judicious treatment of

children in their earliest attempts to acquire. Ami it is under this

view that we acknowledge the utility of (caching in sport. It will

accustom the mind to the contemp hition tit' the same object fur a

longer duration of time without weariness, it will renew excitement,

and will help to impress and fix the fact intended to be conveyed. As

an auxiliary then we should gladly receive the aid it proffers, but we

must especially except against the idea that it can supersede a regu-

lar course of study. It may indeed mnkc that course the shorter,

but whoever shall attempi to substitute any other process for regu-

larity in tent: li iii!,', n ill in the end, find himself grievously mistaken,

and his pupil still more grievously injured. It has, however, its

uses and its moral uses.

The game before us hai its origin clearly in "The Royal Gahb.
of Goose," which has beguiled some of our youthful hours, and was

amongst the earliest causes of our hopes, anxieties, and disappoint-

ments. Mb. Goo tin an has adopted (he principle and a good many

of ihc expedients of this noble invention with success, for the incul-

cation of the first dry elements of musical instruction. He regards

the use of this game pretty much in the light that wc represent it.

—

We shall therefore give his introduction in his own words.

" Ilmust be admitted by every person who has had the least experi-

ence in the practical part ofmusic, thai constant attention and observa-
tiim are indispensably necessary to obtain a ready and correct idea

of the characters and signs commonly use. 1 in the -deuce; and that

to the neglect ofsuch necessary attention is to be attributed the princi-

pal cause why learners are so retarded in their progress and improve-

ment. For as cscculiun upon an instrument can only be acquired by
regular and well directed practice, its attainment, from natural causes

and the interference of our studies and pursuits, is generally slow,

and must always be progressive—and as, from the impatience of
learner* and the great desire of parents, iu general, tu bear their
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children play or sing when they begin to learn, the practical part is

frequently more the object of the teacher anil his pupil's alteuiiou

than it ought to be, according lo the progress ivhidti the Litter makes
in his knowledge of the theory or principles of the science, so il

consequently often happens, notwithstanding a toleralily correct idea
of the time and names of the notes. Sec. may have been acquired at
the commencement of tlieir instruction, thai a very imperfect know*
ledge of them is afterwards retained, if the repetition, for any length
of time,isdiscontinued—and thus a defective and incorrect habit of
reading music is contracted, which every possible attention on the
part of the teacher cannot always prevent, and the difficulties and
obstructions which so continually present themselves in the way of
tbeir progress, may in a great measure, be considered to originate and
depend.
" With a view therefore of enabling all dune who are desirous of

improving themselves, to remove, with facility, the obstructions BO
much complained of, arid which have so long been a source ofregret
and vexation to all true lovers of flic science, the present plan was
conceived and invented. Ami as lire ditiidilfii's of iidnpf itii; a spe-
cies of entertainment for such a purpriMr, suited In the cnpacflies and
dispositions of all classes, have been anticipated, no pains or exer-
tions have consequently been sp.tred in the arrangement and forma-
tion of the game, to combine amusement with instruction, in the use
and application of it ; and by the assistance which if is intended to
enable learners, imperceptibly, as it were, to itSurd to each other to
create a spirit of emulation amongst them, without injuring their
morals: and whether the object, so desirable and necessary tor the
good of the science, is thus to be attained by it, time only, and the
opinion of a liberal and generous public, must determine."

Like Ibe " Royal" amusement above cited, the game of musical

characters is played upon a plate, which figures, in 150 compart-

ments indicated by progressive numbers, all the indispensably nr-

ccssary characters and elements of musical learning enumerated in

the title. A tee-tot urn, marked with as many numbers anides, deter-

mines that upon which the players (who spin in turn) are to place

their counter. They are then to explain the meaning ofthe charac-

ters which their counter covers, and certain fines and emoluments
are awarded according -io their success and to their accurate ac-

quaintance with the definitions required. A hook which contains

all the references and explanations accompanies the tee-tolum,

counters, and plate.

In looking over the whole, we tee nothing wanting to render this

game equal to the objects it professes, and it appears to us eminently

calculated io assist schools and families in fixing knowledge pre-

viously acquired. Wcthcreforerecoinmendii,andifUbcnotfotind
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Dterul, ire should be disposed lo attribute its failure rather io an

injudicious employment of its pnwers than to any defect of its con-

struction. Indeed we have tried ils efficacy with success Upon a>

very little girl, whose attention H was exceedingly difficult to fix.

A few sugar plums anil the delight of victory did wonders. If any

thing stops its introduction it will be the price. Twelve shillings and

six-pence seems to us to be enormously too dear. The inventor will

find his advantage, we are persuaded, in making tt more easily ae-

ecstible to numbers.

Palestine—a sacred Oratorio; the voire parts in score, the instrumental

adaptedfar the pianoforte. By Wm. Crotch, Mus. Doc. Professor

or Music in the University of Oxford. Messrs. Birchall and Chap-

pcll. London.

The invention of the oratorio is claimed both for England ami

Italy. The author of the Biograpbia Dramatics states in the follow-

ing quotation the pretentions of his own country :
—" If we may be-

lieve an honest monk, one William Stbfhanidei, or Pitz Ste-

phen, in his Descriptio Nobitisshnas Cititalis Londinm, who writes

thus; London, instead of common interludes belonging to the the-

atre, has plnyfc of a mure holy subject I representations of those mira-

cles which the confessors wrought, or of the sufferings wherein the

glorious constancy of the martyrs appeared. This author was a

monk of Canterbury, who wrote in the reign of Henry II. and died in

that of Richard I. in 1 191 ; and as he does not mention these repre-

sentations as novelties lo the people, for he is describing all the com-

mon diversions in use at that time, we can hardly fix tbcm lower than

ll}e conquest; and this, we believe, Is an earlier date than any other

nation of Europe can produce, for their theatrical representations."

Du. Dun.NET says, the first rappresenlaliorK, or exhibition truly dra-

matic, that was performed in Italy, according to Apostolo Zeno, was

» spiritual comedy, nl Padua, li!43, 1844. Another representation of

tkc Mysteries of tlte Passion of Christ, &c. according lo MfbAtobi,

was performed at Kriuli, 1998. In 1264, was instituted at Rome the

Cumptigvia del Gonfalone, the statutes of which were printed in that

city, 1534, and of which the principal employment was lo act or re-

Oigilized by 1
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present the siiflerings of our Lord in passion week, an institution

which was |ong continueJ there.

According to Yillani.Vasari, Liohacci, aud Cbesobmbeni,

L represeitttdlone sacra tealrak had its beginning in Tuscany.

JLe chant Royal whs invented in France about 1380 ;' it consisted of

vtrses to the virgins and saints, sung in chorus by troops or compa-

nies of pilgrims returning from the holy sepulchre.

There were mysteries represented in Germany in 1399; and in the

same century, 1378, the ecclesiastics and scholars of Saint Pant's

school exhibited similar interludes in England.

But though every nation in Kiirope seems, in the first attempts at

dramatic exhibitions, to have had recourse to religious subject?, anil

an oratorio, or sacred drama, is but a mystery or morality in music, yet

those that were written before the seventeenth century seem never tn

have been entirely sung; hut chiefly declaimed, with incidental airs

and cho Hisses.

It was, however, by small degrees that entire musical mysteries

had admission into the church, or were improved into the oratorios.

All the Italian writerson thesubject agree, that these sacred musi-

cal dramas had their beginning in tbe time of San Filippo Near,

who was born in 1515, and founded the congregation of the PriesCi

of the oratory, at Koine, in 1540. During the service and afler the

sermon, it was usual for this saint, among other pious exercises, in or-

der to draw the youth to church, and keep them from secular

amusements, to have hymns, psalms, and other spiritual laadi, 'it

songs, sung either in chorus or by a single favourite voice, divided

into two parts, the one performed before the sermon, and the other

after it.
1

But though this devout practice was begun in so simple a manner,

with only spiritual cantatas, or songs, on moral subjects ; in order to

render the service still more attractive, some sacred story or event

from scripture was written in verse, and set by the best poets or musi-

cians of the times. These being composed in dialogue, and rendered

interesting to the congregation, such curiosity was excited by the

performance of the first part, that there was no danger during the

sermon that any of the hearers would retire before they had heard

the second.

The subjects of these pieces were sometimes the good Samaritan,

sometimes Job and hit Friauh, the Prodigal Son, TobU vith the Angel,
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Ms Father and his Wife,&c. all these by tbe excellence of (lie compo-

sition, the band of instruments, and the performance brought tbis

oratory into such repute, that the congregation became daily more

mnd more numerous, and liencethisspccics of sacred musical drama,

wherem performed, ID process of time, obtained tbc general appella-

tion of oratorio.

Such appears to have been tbe derivation of oratorios, and ire refer

those who wish for mure copious information, to the Histories of Sia

John Hawkins, and Da. Burnby.*

• The romantic story ofSmunii (whom Dr. Bchhet affirms to bare

beeiiPoHCEU.'* model) is of such interest tfial we may be pardoned for quoting

It here, as we find i( unusually connected with this department:

—

" AleJSSNdbo Stbahelt,*, of Naples, was not only an eircllent composer,

but also eminent as a performer™ (lie Yijl in ; anil in addition to these ciualifl-

cniinns, possessed a tint' tniee, anil an eyo/ii-ire taste in singing. His coraposi-

lions, which are all local, an- $ierha|« superior to any that were produced in

the sereiileentii century, ttitli Hit: single, exception of the works of Carissimi

:

and
i
pilimps, had he. enjnieil i'i|u:il longevity, he might have rivalled even tliat

wonderful musician. Stradella, probably ai .1 >ery early period ofhis life, leav-

ing arquirL't! great reputation hy his talents, was employed hy a noble Venetian

to teach a young lady, ofn noble Roman family, named llorlenna, to sing.

—

Hortensia, on whom nature had bcstoiied a beautiful |iersou, and an exquisite

Toii'f, notwithstanding her illustrious birth, hut ins lj'-i r. seiluced from her

friends, had submitted to lire will, this Venetian in a criminal manner.
" Her delight in music, anil admiration of the talents of her instructor, soon

gin birth to a passion of a different kind ; and, like Jleloisa, she found thai

though at first

" Guiltless she gsa'd, and lislen'd while he sung,

" While sclcnee llou'il seraphic from his tongue ;

" From lips like lib the precepts too much move,
" Tiny music taught—bul wore, alas ! to love !"

" By frequent access, Hortensia and her master liecame mutually enamoured
of each olher. Before their attachment was discotered, they agreed to quit

Venice together, and tly to iVaph-s. After Irat-olliiie, in Hie mint secret manner,

they arrived at Rome In their way to that oily. The Venetian seducer, en-

raged at their escape, determined to satiate his reienge iu lining them assassi-

nated, in whatever pari of I he vmrltl lliey could In: iounil ; .'Mid fur this purpose,

engaged two desperate ruffians, hy a tai^i' sum of ready money, and a promise

of a slill greater reward, it lien the work should lie :ui piished. The aisas.

sins proceeded directly li> Naples, I lie place of >lr.ii!ella*i nativity, supposing

that he would naturally return thither for an asylum, iu preference to any other

part of Italy. After maur fruitless 1 e-i ai i hes in that city, they were at length

informed, that Stradella and the lady resided at Rome, « here she was regarded

as his wife.
" Of this (hey ronreyed intelligence to thrir employer, assuring him of their

determination to go through v. it li tin- Jnisinrss ilie> had undertaken, provided

he would procure them letters .if recommend jtinn to the Venetian ambassador

at Home, to grant them an asylum as soon j- the deed shnnlil lie ]ierpefrated.

—

After waiting at Naples for the necessary letters and instructions, they proceed-

igitizod by
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For ilie introduction of oratorios on a permanent fooling in tliij

Hut hearing that In- "'us soon I" conduit an oratorio if hit own composi-

tion, in the church of St. J dim Laf i-i which he was not only to play, Gut

to siui; tilt principal [virl ; ami us this [it-r-furin.us i- was In he#ii it I tire ift leek

in the evening, they deterniincil to avail themselves nf the darkness of (he

Htisht, ivhfii In- ;i[,r] hi- misde-s -hmihl r;-h;ril I nr.

" Ou their arrival -it the chore d. I If orator i<t was hoi;un, anil the excellence

of the mu : ic ami its perloriii.iiiee . [uiin'l '.o ilie rapture that was expressed by
thi- win ill- congregation, mailt' im impr -si.in. ami softfue I ( ht> r-T :!::/ hearts i-vra

of ltir-sc I nil siwi»>"i, to Mich :i device, a- to i.u-liii.' tin-in to reiru!. ami to

Spare tin; life nf a man, whose g, nins ;ni!i abilities ni-n- [in- (icligllt of all Italy,

litre no have an instance of tin- luituciiMit' )w:cer e-f :nu:kni music, superior

tu any dial I'oulti he will aiith'-ntii alctt nf tin: wicienl ; anil which may fairly

lead as to conclude, that tin- fabulous stories ai Orpheus, Araphion, Sec. were
liuteiaggerationsof matters of fact, well known id those days, but which hare
not deseendod to posterity

.

"Both these assassim ln.-Ln^ equally allcrlr'i' by (he performance, anil alike in-

clined lo mercy, accosted him in the si reel, n \mi In- quitted the olim-eh. After

oomplimenthii! him on las oratorio, slew confess it the business on which they
hail been sent by tlm Venetian nnbloman, whine mistress he had taken away:
adding, that charmed liy his music, liny had ulijiulime d their purpose, .-mil de-

termined to relinquish the rest of the reward that, had been promised them;
ami to tell tlli'ir eiiuibn or. that Slrnilell.i ami bij mistress hail quilted ItoniC,tho

oi-jht liefore their arrival in (liat city.

" After this prnvidi litial escape, tin: lovers -ft out licit very night fur Turin,
is- a place most remote frum their implacable in-my aad his emissaries. And
1 lie assassins, returning lo Venice, told the enraged Votieliaii, that Ihey had
Imced the fu^iliies In 'I'miii. -slu-re tin- la us hHng mil only more severe, bat

the diilirulty ofescaping so mill h greater, tli;iu in any oilier part of lla!y,ou ac-

count of (he garrison, they should derline any foi l her concur-] in the business.

This intelligence did mii, however, im I. II'- tin- e\a-]K lateil nobleman to relin-

quish his purpose, tint ralher -liinulaled hilfl to new nf ill] its. lie Iherefore

engaged (wo other a-sa-sins in hi- -Tritv, ptnein ina. for I hem letters of reeom-

niendatiuti from the Abbe d'Ksti-ade, at ilut time the French ambassador at

Venire, addressed to the Matquisde Villais. ami:as.ai!ii]- limn h'ranee to Turin.

The Abbe d'Estrade requesting, at the desire of the Venetian -ambassador,

protection for two merchants, who intended to reside some time in that city,

w Inch being delivered hv she,e nrw a--a-sii,s. she} pai.l their ciisirt regulai I V In

on the ramparts of it ily, lie was attacked by two ruffians, who each gave him

a -lab in (lie breast wish a dag ji-r. and ianiii diatclj tscajied to the house of tho

French ambassador, as to a sanctuary.
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country, at well as for tlic noblest specimens of musical writing* in

" The assault batingten witnessed lij- numbers of people, who were walk-

ing in the same place, occasioned such an uproar in the city, that the new*
loon reached the Duchess, who instantly ordered the gates to be shut, and

the assassins to be demanded of the French ambassador I but he, insisting on

tlie privileges granted to men of his functioft by the Ian of nations, refused to

give them up.
" This transaction, however, made a great noise all over Italy; and M. de

VilUrs, wrote immediately to the Abbe d'Estrade, to know the reason of the

attack upon Stradella, by the two men whom he had recommended j and was

informed by the Abbe, that he had been surprised into a recommendation of

those assassins, by one of the most powerful of the Venetian nobility.

" In the mean while Stradtlla'i wounds, though citremely dangerous, prored

not to be mortal ; and the Marquis de Villars having been informed by the sur-

geons that he would recover, in order to prevent any further dispute about the

privileges ofthe corps diplomatique, suffered Ihe avsassins to escape. But, so in.

nucihlc was the implacability of the enraged Venetian, that never relinquishing

bis purpose, he continued to maintain spies at Turin, to watch the motions of

Stradella. A year having elapsed uftei the cure .,f hi- wounds, he fancied him-

self secure from any further attempts upon his life. The Duchess Regent, in-

teresting herself in the happiness «f two pet-on-, who had suffered -o much, anil

who seemed burn for each other, had the ceremony of (heir marriage pcrfornird

in her own palace. After ivhich, Stradella h.-in- iniired to (lenoa, to i ompr.se

an opera for thai cilv, went thither with his w ifo, determining t<> if turn to Turin

during the carnival ; but the Venetian, being informed of this change of resi-

dence, sent assassins afler them, who rushed into their chamber early one

morning, and 'stabbed them both to the heart. The murderers basing secured

a bark which lav in the port, In in-taniU rriivaliii:; to it. esi-jjie.il from justice,

and were never 'afterwards heard of."

• rsornej\ iii-iori of yu-y. \n>

The hallowing ii a 1..', -Mil, i;u

Either, comnosed ...... mo
. publicly performed in tmndnn . . .

Deborah, Athaiia- Osford

173-1

173J

Aiis arid Galatea (at Cannons, IT'il )

Alcnauder*H Fi ast

17SS
1735
1730Ode lo-sr. Ccalla's Day

I\ne! id Kgrpt . , , ,

.

.
171H

L'Allegro ud >l rVn^srovo . ,
nag

Meseiah"!!! . 1741

Samson 1T«
1713

lleiruk. 1T14

Choice of Hercules, and Ur ration a! Oraior.o 1^-14

Joseph, and Jodas Maccaha-gs 1748
" ' ..mid Joshua 1747

17-ig

17M>

Jiphtlia,ai;dTirjic«ndTiuih 1751
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this or any style, ire are indebted to Handel. His first was Either,

and bis second (a terenata as it is properly called, though it mingles

with the history of the oratorio) was Acts and Galatea, which it seemi

enjoyrd the additional interests of scenery and dress, for the 'first

advertisement gives out that " there will be no action on the stage,

but the scene will represent ia a picturesque manner a rural prospect

with rocks, groves, fountains, and grottoes, among which will be dis-

posed a chorus of nymphs and shepherds, the habits and every other

decoration suited to the subject." In 1717 oratorios came to be per-

formed on Wednesdays and Fridays during Lent, a custom which is

dill in use.

Since the death ofHandel the composition of oratorios has grown

less frequent, and since the date of the lust upon the list subjoined,*

we know of no one, the work of an English musician, except the

Palestine of Dr. Crotch, and one other which ha* been written

Within the last twelvemonth.

Fa STIC Ios fHOH Handel,
* Israel, iu Babylon—compiled by Toms 170S

t un- of Saul—words by fin. Buumn 1700
' 'ence—selected by Da. Aunold and Toils

djusted by Dtt. Arnold
;t by Mi. Smith 1788

David's Lamentation oier Saul and Jonathan . 1740
ParcdtK Lost 1760
Eebecca 1701
Nasal 1704

De Tesch.

Judith , 173?
Dfi. Greene.

Song of Deborah 1732
Jephtha 1737
Force of Truth , I74rj

Dn. Ahne.
Alfred 17*5—170!
Judith 1764-1700

Zimri .-. 1700
De. Woman.

Hannah 1704
Gmumi.

Ruth 1778
Dh. Arnold.

Cure of Saul—new set 1787
Atiiiudurk— uritu-n liv Smm;t 1708
Resurrection 1709
Prodigal Sod 177s
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It is now therefore tang since an English composer has devoid

his lime and talents to the com [ins i[ion of an entire oratorio. The

one we have selected for examination has been some years before ihc

public—so lung indeed as to be almost forgotten, if it can ever be

s lid It) have been known ; anil Willi this exception, "nut that of /.Vi/.i/i

and Ihe Priests of Boat, the production of Mb. Penny, a my
ingenious musician, the Leader of the Bund at the Norwich Theatre,

we are not aware of ;inj oratorio huviii': been produced in England

since Dr. An hold's, The works of Dn. A. have sunk into total

oblivion, unless indeed we may call one or two adaptations of

Handki.'* opera songs such. Dn. Ciiotcli'i Palestine has not

been sufficiently called for to lie at all before the British public, and

Ma. Penny's, (brought out last year,) though it was admitted by

those who heard il to be a comjinsiiiim of liik-nf, has not yet emi-

grated, beyond thetbniti of the concert-room, where it was first given.

upon (tic structure of the oratorios during Lent, we should infer (hat

this species of coin posi lion, as a whole, has ceased to be attractive.

According to the cumme re Li I maxim, we attribute the reduced supply

lo the reduced demand, and in I ruth, according to received notions and

the present slate of manners in society, a whole oratorio does appear a

heavy monotonous performance. At first sight it may stem difficult

to account for the weight which always seems to oppress an audience

even at the MbssiAM, or at the C«E*Tros—the most magnificent

and sublime, and the most eh-^ant, relined, and impassioned of all

Mich things. Our tedium, however, proceeds from the uninterrupted

attention the inind must give to one action, us well as to the want of

diversity and to the intensity of (he feelings attendant upon the

nature of the affection! moved. It is not the mere succession of air

and chorus, duett arid trio and quarter*, (he multiplication of parts,

the variety of keys or the alternations of full chorusses and their

accompaniments, that ;i lorn- u[>er nlr. upon the sen^n I unit of the hearer.

TJie.se, though combined in cvkii greater variety, will preserve an

uniformity of effect, lruiu the continuity of the subject and the con-

centration of attention, while a selection affords that agreeable inter-

ruption nud vacuity which uihiws time to breathe, gives room for

expansion and uxcutHoii ot llmn^lit, and invigorates by relaxation..

It may possibly be said that these are the symptoms of intellectual

faculties b,-s» br.ac.ed, less powerful, or they may be brought as testi-
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monies of increasing elasticity and activity. It is no matter—th*
(net is the same; oratorios are voted to be dull and heavy, arid selec-

tions have almost entirely superseded them, while to the eye and eai

'of musical erudition they (-in never liril to L'.vliihit the strongest con-

centration of tlic powers of genius and learning. It wns, perhaps, a
Strong perception of this state of public opinion that induced On.
CnoTCir to give us only a harpsichord score of his Palestis*.
Whatever be the mute, we lament the effect, because sucft'an adap-

tation is an injustice to the composer. We are deprived ofthe power
ofseeinga great portion of the beauty as well as the genius of the

work, by not being permitted to take in the allotment of the several

parts. We are obliged to guess at the distribution, nnd it is even
possible, that in our blunders, we may do the composer a "renter in-

justice stilt. But authors must not lose, if they cannot live by pub-
lication, and therefore we cannot wonder at the Doctor's declining tu

hazard the experiment of printing a score. As it is, the high price

set upon the book, is a proof of the limited sale he was led to expect.

In the selection Un. Crotch has made of a pure and classical spe-

cimen »f poetry to work upon, he lias deprived his piece ••( ihc »pu it

which character inspires. The pnet tpeaIn llnoughoirl, and though

the thoughts are full of energy and the langimgp of strength, the

fore* of passion, as exprcs-iii through pervmal fcelrn?, we per-

ceive to be nevertheless wanting. The oratorio is thus disoled of its

primary and essential dramatic distinction. In the lint place, (be

understanding can assign no reason for rile arbitrary rJivix'uus of the
poem into recitative, aix, and chorus; neither is there any belter au-
thority for the employment of the several species of voice, of (lie

treble, tenor, and bass, than the necessity of variation and the will of
the composer. By these circumstances the interest cannot fail to be
weakened ; for although we are quite ready to concede that there is

the very highest authority for the absence of dialogue lo be quoted
in the instance of The Memah, we must dissent from the appli-

cation. The words of that performance are of the most awful subli-

mity. Sentences so impassioned cannot be found elsewhere. Son-
fences affording such scope for musical description and developement
cannot, we may safely pronounce, be paralleled. The mind invo-

luntarily invests the singer with a character from the opening to the

end, and the imagined speakers arc either the Omnipotent Beimi-,

to whom man offers up his adorations, or those he receives as the
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organs of prophecy or (he human agents of liis salvation. Thus The

Messiah admit! no second composition to a comparison. We are

also ready lu grant that diameter is much lost sight of in the pro-

gress ofan oratorio. There is, however, a spirit appertaining to the

entire dramatic effect, which cannot be supplied by any other con-

trivance. "Total eclipse," "Found an alarm," and "Deeper and

deeper still," can never be made to convey the same or any thing like

the same sent i merits, or even the same affections, through any other

character than that of the sufferer or the actor. The visions of Hie

Poet, though bold, nervous, and beautiful, yet want the excitement

nnd thy charm that accompany character and image to the fancy

the associationsconnected with the individual.

The first movement of the overture ia of a mournful cast, and is

well calculated to find ita way to the heart from the general sim-

plicity of its harmony and melody. Although the fugue is a line

sul:jecl, and although the passages are generally derived from i(,

it does not come up to our notions of a strict fugue. The con-

cluding part of it, commencing on the chord of C major, we think

particularly tine. Of the andante movement we have not words to

express our high estimation, particularly the twelfth bar, but must

leave it to those whose feelings arc as acute as our own. We speak

here of the theme. The variations are composed with great taste

and science, and shew the author's perfect command of style.

Palestine opens with a chorus, much in the manner of that at

the corrunencerjieijt of Handbl's Judas Maccabrzus. The senti-

ment is similar in both, the one being the lamentation of "the chil-

dren of Judah" for the loss of " friend, father, and hero," and the

qiher a call to Sion, " reft of her sons forgotten and forlorn," to

mourn the silence and the solitude of the desart, which has succeeded

to Ills " pomp," of" the martial myriads," that once " mustered in

her gates." We find no imitation so absolute as to lead us to the

supposition that On. Ciioti.ii hud the plaintive and beautiful sim-

plicity of Handel's chorus in his mind, even at the time he wrote

bis own—but there is the same general idea pervading every part of

this flue composition—the same breathing peusiveness—the same

wailing repetition of mournful passages—the same sweetness in the

melody, and an almost equal richness in the bass. The answers are

taken up with the same effect. There is more modulation, which

though probably intended to express the utmost severity of c.tclama-
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fory grief, we cannot think incmKS the general fore; we especially

pi I ml e (ollie rapid transitions in page t), though they are, as it seems

to us, purposely combined to introduce with more contrast the sim-

ple and solemn and beautiful return to (1j. principal point of melody

at the termination.

A long bass rec ifalive succeeds—Dn. Crotch has made the bass

his principal. To this probably the eminent ability of Ma. Bak-
tlemaN has been the inducement, for we perceive throughout, an

adaptation to the peculiar properties ofhis voice and manner. The

europass upwards is very extensive, and the airs most commonly

bespeak the energy and declamatory power of that great singi-r,

while other parts seem expressly written lo give due display to his

sustained singing. There are biith line and vigoruus pistes in

(his recitative. One or two arc in the manner ofsome of Puhcklj.'i

best and most expressive adaptations. The notation upon the word*

" Sate/7 the tide of song" and " Cold, cold oblivion," are both after

this model. The song which follows, " Ye guardian Sainti," is

araongst the most original modern airs for a bass that we remember,

it is at once declamatory and sustained, uniting classical solidity,

force, and de'icacy. The arpeggio accompaniment heightens the

latter in the middle of the song, which rises in grandeur and effect to

the end.

A fine joyful imitative chorus, on a beautiful subject, succeeds, in

which some close restrictions are introduced, and rich accompani-

The tenor song which succeeds " But now thy Sons," is in a mixed

style between declamation and pathos, but containing much more of

the former than the latter. The minor key gives a certain character

of sadness as well as the modulation, while the time, as well as the

kind of speaking passages chosen to illustrate (he words, cast (he pre-

ponderating weight into the other scale. The accordance between

sentiment and sound is thus very exactly, though not we think very

felicitously or powerfully given.

The chorus which follows reminds us of the plan of that in the

Cbeatiok, " Despairing, cursing, rage," which is constructed with

so near a resemblance both in its full parts and in the interruption of

the single voice, that it may well be supposed to have served as a

Wodel for Dr. Crotch. These are facts that shew the reading of

the learned composer, and we bring them only as such, for there is
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not a trace of planar ism. The chorus before us is good and espres-

tive, anil contains some Hue combinations of harmony.

Tie treble voice is next introduced in nn air which opens with an

invocation of very sublime import

—

O thou, Iheir Guide, their Father, and (heir Lord,

Lov'd for thy mercies, for thy power adored t

And perhaps we shall be thought loo fond of finding resemblances

when we say the whole song appears to be written upon the model of

that most beautiful air in Samson, " Then long eternity shall reign,"

which opens and concludes in (he same way. The slow part, though

simple and fine, does not come upon our cars wtth the impression of

novelty, yet we ennnot call to mind the passage to which it bean

a similitude. In the quick movement we object to the frequent repe-

tition of the same musical phrase, which raises a feeling- of a want of

variety in the composition and of invention in the aullior. Neither ia

the melody, which ocnirs .sa oil on
,
mflii'ii'ndy pleasing lo bear so con-

tinual a recurrence. This air is entirely declamatory.

The chorus which follows is calculated 1.) produce, by the whole

tenor of its plan and execution, the most inspiring, majestic, and

sublime effects. The military movement with its accompaniment,

expresses the hurry, agitation, and content inn of battle, to which the

trumpet lends its continual summons and support, This part is

wrought up with a degree of file and energy of soul, mid sustained

so powerfully by the deep science and command of the composer,

that it is in no part of the oratorio exceeded, if equalled. The stay-

ing of (he sun and moon is finely expressed by the protracted bass ;.

and consternation, human anil supernatural, is described by all the

aids o!" replications of the parts, by n host of accompanimenj, and by

various modulation. The largo which succeeds this grand display

of energy and art, is worthy to close so great a master-piece. Both
voices and instruments are used with astonishing effect, and though

we have never bad the good fortune to hear tliis composition per-

formed, no doubt remains in our minds of its carrying the sublime in

Wc can add nothing In our description hut the words, ubicb are sn

well represented by the music, by the shuddering convulsive accom-

paniment, in quick divisions of the time, contrasting with the em-
phatic, marked, and distinct articulation of the vocal parts.

—
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Let Sinai tell, fur slie beheld his might,

Anil God's own dorknets veil'd her mystic height:

He cherub borne, upon I lie whirlwind rode,

And the red mountain tike a furnace gtow'd 1

But who shall ilare recite

His pnii-e, ha power, eiernal, infinite.

These words chosen for the next recitative we should, n prioW,have

imagined would have been the subject of far mure i laboriite compo-

sition. It is perhaps difficult 1u determine whether a «r« i and

powerful eloculion, devclupeii in a few pliiin notes, may nol express

such a thought with more force than a more artificial combination.

The sole contrivance of the composer, if such it may be called, here

is, to rise from the humility of the minot key to the brilliancy ol the

major, us he passes from the insufficiency of ihe poet to (he majesty

of the subject, and without allowing a more than usual ilignili of ex-

pression to the performer, and a latitude amounting to nu absolute

conversion of the passage, \te cannot picture lo ourselves the means

of worthily expressing " eternal, infinite," ai they are now set The
first strain of the air which follow* is Handel's " Tern? such as tender

fathers shed" with a very slight alteration. But upon the whole it it

beautiful, solemn, and pious. A rather declamatory treble recita-

tive and song follow, which are not distinguished by any particular

beauties or defects.

Dft. Crotch has made his next tenor song upon a ground bass, a

favorite exercise of Steadrlla and nur own PuHCELt.. We may
hazard a conjecture that this expedient was adopted to give a spell-

like muttering to accord with the words in the perpetually re-

curring repetition of lite few bass notes The melntlv, however smooth

and sweet, is, to our apprehension, neither very strong nor veiy ex-

pressive. It has, at the opening, a cm ridcrable degree of Sow and

sweetness, but upon the whole U wears nilher a sombre and heavy than

a striking effect, while there is not variation cnougl lo convey a suf-

ficient impression of the ingenuity which the compnsiliun really im-

plies, Tlfcc accidental notes intro
.
I need into the air upon the words,

" Thai burst the slumbers of the dead," are harsh ami ungrateful

to our ears without producing a legitimate effect. The expression

of such words demands n grandeur of conception which is, we think,

wanting.

" Hence all his might," it an imitative chorus, with a very brilliant

3 s
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accompaniment—the close seems very original, and produces a very

fine cfleef.

Tile next song, " In frantic ecn-cerse," and (he semi-chorus which

breaks in, is the most imaginative and pleasing melody (hat (he

oratorio bits yet brought before us, while (be interspersed simi-cborus

is finely conceived and richly dighl with extraneous modulation, to

give all the effect that harmony can confer. The whole of this,

though second (o the former chorus in grandeur of design and splen-

dour of execution, is jet little inferior to it in the attainment of the

objects to which its aim is dirccled.

The duct, " Such the fainl echo" is light, airy, and amongst the

most agreeable parts—though here we should again object to the

monotonous effect of too frequent repetitions.

The bass air, " For thee his iv'ry load," brings us bock to the re-

membrance of Handel. The accompaniments ol the drat parts are

in a firm classical style of wriling, and the melody is rich and good.

This continues till (he words, " Or ere to Grerre," where the force

of the composer sinks to the level mechunical imagery of (he

poetry. We know not whether to call the recitative, which comes

in at the conclusion of the song, an interruption or a continuation.

It seems designed however to introduce, with belter ell'ect, the con-

clusion of the scene, " Then the Iiarp mzvkc," which is very bold,

spirited, and bright. The whole of the musical phrase which pre-

cedes the chorus is, however, common place. One of the most pro-

minent defects is the employment of its thread-bare close.

We have again a very forceful imitative chorus, with a brilliant anil

active accompaniment. In the 23th bar (page 78) the bass (cods a

fine solemn subject, which is answered by the different parts. The
rest of (he imitative passages art) dignified and well supported.

This chorus closes (he first part of the oratorio with great spirit and

propriety.

The Second Part opens with a bold and imposing symphony,

wherein the orchestra is employed to express the imapery, in which

the sentiment of the song (for a tenor) is involved. The words are—

•

" Did Israel shrink when raging deep and loud,

Beat o'er her soul the billows of the proud."

It is a unison accompaniment nearly throughout, of a rolling, " bil-

lowy" cast, while tile passages of the song, on (he contrary, arc

single notes, and (he melody is finely declamatory. If it fails at nil
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in effect, It must be from tlic fiequent repetition of thesame passage

—

a circumstance which, as it is common (o many of the airs in

Palestine, throws a doubt upon the author's power lo invent va-

rious melody. This is a song in which the expedient of employing

the instruments lo imitate, as it were, a natural image—the boiling

motion ofwaves— is successfully introduced.

A treble air, partaking more of modern elegance pciliaps than

any other in the oratorio, is next in succession. Ttere are some

passages of pathos, Uioilgh they are not wrought to any considerable

depth. The arpeggio accompaniment confers a grace and variety,

and upon the whole it is sweet, light, and beautiful ; but this also

is rendered too long by repetition.

The chorus, " Nor coin the hope" is of a brilliant cast, with fre-

quent and judicious variation in the accompaniment. There is great

spirit throughout, particularly in the succession of scientific passage!

towards' the end.

A quartctt succeeds, which is delightfully serene and abounding

with elegant imitations. There is a dignified suavity worthy the

subject—the adoration of the Magi—which breathes over the entire

composition. The accompaniment is exceedingly happy and effec-

tive, A plainer chorus fullows, though speaking and joyous : here

loo the instruments arc very skilfully employed. " He comes" a

chorus beginning nearly in the same style, but gradually increasing

in grandeur and scientific combination, lends finely to a second
,

qunrtett and chorus interspersed, which e highly beautiful and de-

votional. A recitative for the bass, full of imagination, and rich in

the symphonies and the accompaniments, which are intended to

express the awful convulsions of nature attending the crucifixion,

conies next, A pathetic air, "Are these hh limbs, with ruthless

scourges torn ?" is placed in strong contrast, to carry on the descrip-

tion and affords a fine scope for elocution, tone, polish, and the

expressive powers of a singer. A cliorus completes the scene, and

is at once full of scientific combination and contrivance, impas-

sionate and picturesque. The continuation of the bass, who keeps

up the portraiture of otir Saviour's last agony, while the chorus

imprecates the sun to stay his course and " noon-day darkness " to

" hide the dreadful sacrifice," with the broken and convulsive notes,

of the bassc6 more particularly, bring into play all the resources of

ait. A treble air, in a minor key, exceedingly plain in its structure,

3 2
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prolongs the Kntiment) though we cannot thhik this air, affecthrg

as we must allow it to be, by any means the highest specimen of

ability I In' oratorio contains ; it does m<t strike us even us original.

It ii singular (hat Da. Crotch, throughout the oratorio, has given

to his tenor songs a declamatory part only ;
" Fengenncr thy Jieri/

uii'g their rare pursued" is n song of tins cast, and certainly of great

strength. A very curious accompanied recitative (lien follows, in

which the Doctor has employed his srienre most efficiently. The

Banff is ii ratitare of pathos and declamation, flic instruments taking

a capital part, and perhaps hearing more than equal sway with the

mcloily. A quartet t ami chorus, " Then on your tops," very sweetly

soothes and beautifully assuages the stronger feelings excited by the

preceding scenes.

" :Vu more your tliirstj/ rocks" is a treble nir somewhat in the style

of II a v on There are passages which remind us of the structure (if

" With verdarr clad" in the Creation. Upon the whole this appears

to bi: a speaking iind graceful air. A bass air of astoribbing foice is

then brought into contrast. The words are

—

" But who is he, the vast, the awful form,

Girl with the whirlwind, sandalled with itia storm,

A western cloud around his limbs is spread,

II is crown a rainbow, and a sun his head?

To highest heaven he litis his kingly hand,

And treads at once the ocean and the land ;

And bark! Fits voice amid the thunders roar,

His dreadful voice, that time kIihII be no more."

It is scarcely possible for poetry to personify n scries of images

more terribly, more awfully sublime than th,ese lines, and the com-

poser has apparently felt the inspiration. The passages of the melo-

dy are, as il may be imagined, of the highest strain of musical elo-

quence, while the orchestra is fully engaged in the picturing of

the clouds and mists and darkness which involve the scene. The
Cist four lines, though called an air, are rather, we conceive, accom-

panied recitative. Those which conclude the description, are

thrown into air, and the adaptation is made.intelligible by the voice

part taking a melody, of which the intervals are either distant or chro-

matic, while the instruments, apparently only the bass and the violins,

arcaclivc, though their motion is contrasted. We can conceiye,

that the sudden silence of the band leaving tke roice onfy to esprcss
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tile prophetic amrtitsciiiiion, "Time shall he nn mare," and n^uin

bursting in, willi renewed force, upon the wonts " IIis dreadful voice"

must be highly magnificent and imposing. We should, however,

again complain of repetition, this passage coming over no less than

six limes, and nearly in direct succes-ion. Asestclt, a chorus, a hal-

lelujah, and amen conclude the oralorio, wilh taste, science, and ef-

fect, such as we should expect from the author of 10 rich, to elaborate,

anil eh ina«terly a con>|H»ilion.

Our minute analysis has left us little to say in tbe general, and if

we have produced no particular instances of rare and scientific com-

binations or passages, it is because we ure impressed wilh the learn-

ing, diiinitj, and elegance of I lie whule in so eminent a degree, that we

would rather recommend the perusal of the entire oratorio to the

amateur and tothe profession n I student, than diminish its lustre, by

subtracting any of its power by separating its parts. Da. ('hotcii

manifests throughout very extensive reading, very erudite research,

nilh that happy asuimttalimi flint distils and concent rales and appro-

priates the essence of all that passes under his eye, or enters into hit

m«mory We should be exceedingly at a loss to decide upon Ihenb*

solute nature of the style he has thus compounded, but perhaps we
may make our idea nn 'crstood by literary antilogy. When we first

xead Ma Southey's poem, at" Roderick the fast of the Golhs" it

seemed to ustbal his style was made up by pieces ofa portion of the

peculiarities of the finest writers who preceded him, rather (ban of

any direct original choice ol expression, levelled and compacted by
the habit of authorship. There was in it something of all, but most

of Mm,ton, and of the sacred writings; but as our first impression

wore off", by succe-sivc readings of (bis the most admirable poem of

modern times, wc saw the concentration ol* acquirement, and the

wholesome vigour of intellect, which bad thus digested its rich and

strong food. Wc saw at once conjoined the reading, 1 lie judgment,

and the imaginative faculties of the poet. Thus, on our first inspec-

tions of the score of Palestine, we thought we could perceive

whore the mind of Dr. Crotch bad taken its form and pressure,

and in whose schools it had been exercised and trained. Wc saw (he

native vigor of its growth, and the superadded strength attained by
study. Handel, we should say, predominates, bill there is so much
of multifarious reading, so mueb. of deep resource, so much univer-

sal acquaintance, nut only with theory but with practice, not only
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with antient rules and the contrivance of the time-honoured ranters

of invention, but with the modern additions of elegance and grace,

that it is far more difficult to discover where the erudite composer

Las not caught something of what is excellent and peculiar, than to

perceive and recognise the many eminent names, to whose industry

and gonitis he has lent profitable attention. Some of his passages we

confess we have thought obsolcile, liut, perhaps, so powerful is asso-

ciation, these may have become the very objects of the Doctor's pecu-

liar veneration, from frequent contemplation of them, sanctified as

we admit them to be, by the usage of the greatest masters. The

whole oratorio manifests deep knowledge, fine taste, and extraor-

dinary command and resource. We should, however, describe Dr.
C.iotcu's strength [o lie principally in force, vigour, and combina-

tion, in the management ofpacls, and in the production of grand and

complicated effects. He is rather a musician than a dramatist. He

fills the ear and astonishes the mind, more than he moves the affec-

tions, more than he dissolves by pathos, much more than he capti-

vates with elegance. He furnishes materials rather for elocution than

sentiment. But we may close our essay with the words, and rest

very safely upon the opinion recently given us by one of the fill est

living contemporary composers of this country. " It is now many

years," says this gentleman, in a letter to tho Reviewer, "since I

heard Palestine, and I have scarcely met with a note of it since,

but iny impression is this :—It is a great performance, and places the

author at the head of the present British composers." We assure

the Doctor that this is praise from a pure and elevated fountain—be

is
i:

li::u!t:lm ii ii::<:k'.o vit v."
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liemarhson the present state of Musical Instruction, with extracts from

various learned authorities, in which the great med of a new order of

musical designation, calculated to accelerate, the progress of Students,

is staled, with the definition of aseries of Diagrams, by means of'tehiek

this important object is accomplished, and Uie whole Science exhibited

in a perspicuous and simultaneous view. By 3. Relfe, Musician in

Ordinary la his Majesty. London. Gouldingand Co.

A Muschedula, or Music Scroll, exhibiting on epitome of the shale

Scimae of Music. By J. Relfe. London. Colliding and Co.

We have bad more than one occasion (o remark tile rapid (urn of

alienlion towards the inculcation, of the theory of music, and the

prominent circumstance is, that the very latest English theorists gene-

rally concur to represent the elements of the science as short, simple,

and compact, and, indeed, as reducible to a very few principles and

a very small compass. The author of the contrivance we have be-

fore us goes still further, and purposes to simplify, in a very material

degree, the characters or figures which composers employ in design

nating harmonies, and to substitute a few signs, which shall nt once

convey lo the eye and understanding of the performer or student, not

only the construction ot the chords, but a complete analysis of the

composition, note by note. By his plan Mb. Relfe considers, that

" A very extensive proportion of musical theory may be so simul-
taneously brought under the eye of the practical student, as not only
to lead to the united study of the art with l\\e science, but to fi\ an
indelible impression on the mind, of their mutual dependency anil

connection, without imposing any burden on the memory."

In preparing bis new view of the science, it is only fair to Ma.
Rki.fb lo state, that he advances no pretensions to interfere with

the regular and laborious course of study, which lie feels lo be indis-

pensiblc to fit a student for the profession. His aims are to instruct

and to profit the amateur principally. He Says

—

" The Professional Student, who starts for the prize, must
sabmit to the laws of ibe course ; be must receive these scholastic

guides, with their unwieldy hulk and technical array, as the com-
panions of his study ; he must reduce their systems to order, analyze

and arrange their innterhils, decide their controversial points, and,
having ascertained truth in its most simple form, follow ils guidance
through Uie journey. With these systematical preceptors be roust
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nssociaie Hie living remains of departed genius ; Ilia chastness- of Co-
nri.1,1, the sublimity of H anoei., and the boilnd less fancy of the ini-

milalilc Haydn, mnst touch his heart, anJ guide his pen, (ill, com-
bining the sparks they emit n idi his oh ei native talent, lie reflects

somewhat of their i ma air nuci i;n kindles n flame in the breast of ofhere

from the latent fire which burns in his own.
" In reference to the Musical Asiateuh, it must be observed,

that although the highest degree of practical excellency lias been ac-

tfuired by many who regard (his attainment only as an accomplish-
ment, yet, as every art is properly but a superstructure raised on the

basis of ils correspondent science, lie ivlin cultivates it independent of
such support, evidently buildi without a foundation : the edifice may
for a time be lofty and beautiful, but being merely superficial, its

duration must at least be uncertain.
" Ad mil tins; that :i penetrating research into the deeper and more

abstruse dilliciiltics of the science is the exclusive, duly of tin: profes-

sional student, jet a perfect grammatical acquaintance with the ele-

mentary parts of 1 lie system, is as indispensably necessary fur him
who would excel as a proficient in the art.

" When we consider that tin? larger number of musical students

consists of those, who enn only give /Art science its due proportion of
alien lion, in common with others equally necessary in the circle of

female accomplishments ; and that most of our pupils devote but a
short season oflficycar to the general purposes of menial applica-

tion i it is obvious that a system of instruction on any branch of edu-
calion, to be rendered elfcclual, must combine ilie reeouinicinlalion

J

of brevity, perspicuity, aud n Close connection of its component
parts, blending with these every other advantage (hat general expe-
rience has stamped with approbation in aiding both the perceptive

ami retentive faculties of the mind."

We congratulate the musical world on the extensive promulgation

of sentiments such as these, for they are not Ilie opinions of Mn.

Rei.fe alone, among eminent professors. The age which is just

gone by, was either deficient in vigour of intellect, in lucid arrange-

ment, or in the power of clearly conveying instruction—or Ihe pro fee-

son of a former day enjoyed not the just and candid spirit of philo-

sophy that delights to diffuse the knowledge ofdiscoveries to all who

can be benefited by a participation of them. A veil was certainly

thrown over the science. Music had its mysteries for the initiated

alone. But we are disposed to assign the cause rather to error than

to intention. Yet it must bcgrunlcd, that much lint long been done

towards a clear perception of the laws of harmony, Hameau and

D'Ar.Eu bert effected a great clearance, and others since their date

have improved the advantage. But in all that concerns intellect,

there generally appears to be a point of lime when eflbil is concen-

trated; and when at length a subject is stripped of all its nou csseti-
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tials, rind ils real powers shewn distinctly and by themselves, 'J'
1

.?

danger which atlends this vehement desire of abridgement is, boiv-

evcr, considerable ; mid we have commonly seen that it is carried

too for. At present, perhaps, musical science stands in more peril

tlinn may be suspected.

Mrt. Relfe gives the following general description of his con-

trivance

H A conviction of the advantages likely to result to the musical stu-

dent from the accomplishment of siicti a plan, has led (he author to

the composition of a complete course of diagrams, illustrative of (be
whole science. These diagrams are displayed in a coloured and var-

nished state on lilt.' (ransveise sides of a narrow enlace, and so con-
structed as (o admit of a revolving action, liy means of which, the

opposite sides can, when necessary, be brought into iuiniediale c.ou-

ncclion with each other ;
they are likewise rendered capable of ad-

vancing or receding at pleasure, and of being so compacted, as to
form an ornamental fmut to the piano.
" When (lie mind is in the habit of contemplating various studies,

each of which requires a degree of absiract attention, it is but seldom
that a recollection of the knowledge we have obtained on any parti-

cular one, can be commanded at Ihe instant we have occasion for it;

but by these means (lie student may not only survey the whole of (ho

science at nearly one glance, 1ml be enabled to lake up a clear am!
distinct apprehension nf any single brancli at. I lie moiunut. Admit-
tiii<r ihiit the memory may be considerably assisted in (he acquirement

of a science, by having its several patls exhibited in a way of mutual
dependency on each oilier, these diagrams are so arranged, as to make
the results nf one figure limn tin: basis of (be next, and eacli consti-

tute a single link of one continued chain."

The diagrams, though the greater part of them exhibit no novelty,

((hey ought not to be expected to do so,) are reduced in compass,

and exceedingly clear and intelligible. Nos. i.'i, 1C, and 17 con-

tain the system which Ma. Rei.FR proposes to subs(i(uU for that at

present in use. In few words, it is as follows :—

He considers every triad to be either major, minor, or contracted..

The first of them is the root, major third and perfect fifth.

—

The

second, the root, minor third and perfect fifth.—T/te third, the roo(,

minor third and imperfect fifth. He considers ail chorda having the.

seventh as compound harmonies; and all thirds having the seventh

and ninth as double compound harmonies. He extends this system,

to pedal harmonies or organ points.

Every possible conformation of notes is referable to one of these,

simple leims, and the mode of figuring which Mr. Reli t: proposes

is at once to signify to the eye and understanding the root, inversion,
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nature of ihe chord, in short, nil tlint appertains to the most com-

plete analysis of liic harmony; and the mode lie proposes is cer-

tainly ingenious. To describe it would be to transfer the merit of

Mr. R.'b ides to our pages. An example or two therefore will

suffice. He indicates the chord of the root by a triangle, and the

chord ofthe dominant and seventh, which he calls a compound har-

mony, by a horizontal line and a point. He shews the inversion by

a figure over these marks which he terms the radknl index
;
thus, sup-

pose the bass to be B, bearing a J, he would indicate that G is Ihe

root—that it is the chord of Ihe dominant with the 7tli, by these

symbols^.; if a ninth were added, he would add a second point)

signifying a double Compouod harmony.

Rut thfi objections lo ihe adoption of the method Ma. Kei.fe

so ingeniously proposes ne are alraid «ill be found imuparahle

.

His system is certainly very clear and simple, as a system for the

interpretation, the parting as »c slioul I call it, of ihe language of

harmony. We however come lo it with a prenous knowledge of

the subject, and how far we have been aided by sin h prcnous Lmm-
ledge, ne have found it musl difficult to decide in uur pri'gresi.

But to our objections; in the first place, it seems to be impracticable

to employ the system in the present slate of the art, without coupling

it willi an understanding of [lie method of tigming thorough bass at

present in use, which is of course only to add Mb. Relpe's system

to one already competent to its purpose ; or could an acquaintance

with Mr. Il.s method be accomplished independently, it would be

ncci'v-nry lo annihilate all the music which is at present in bring,

since the knunh'dge of his improved de^ignat ion "Ould confer no

power of play ins fioni scores sth they are now printed. These ob-

jections we hold to be fatal !o Ihe scheme. Some others might how-

ever be urged to the symbols be employs and to the figuring. Simpler

charadei\ might have been invented, au.l in soue it" instances those

lie proposes are even more complicated than the mode now ill use.

The utility of what Mn. Rei.fe has done appeau lo us to lie in

ihe compact form to which he has reduced his examples and his

theory, and in Ihe clear idea his method of analysis conveys. Many
of the preliminaries to .plain counterpoint accessary to be understood

are undoubtedly rendered very easy by a sort of visual demonstra-

tion, by the contiguity and dependence of the diagrams, lint heiu

lie stops. Amongst other modern elementary writers he has proved
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that n theory of some of (lie pails of (fie science of harmony may be

given in a very brief form, and (hat much of the mystery supposed

to attach to this study is imposition. But let not (hose who wish

to become sound theorists or able performers be misled by (he appear-

ance of simplicity in these few and early rudiments. All (he real

usefulness of any system is to bo tried by practice alone. Now we

are perfectly satisfied that no pupil will find his n ay to the practical

application of any acquirements in theory, but by a course, and a

long course of excreta's, proceeding from Die foundation lo the sum-

mit. These will demand strict attention and much time and labour-

much patience and more memory. The art of merely playing from

figures is soon learned.* But. to analyse a score, to comprehend

the various designs of composers and their multifarious contrivances,

and to be able to employ them at all creditably, is only to be accom-

plished by years of study, reflection, and exercise. He who should

have atcliieved all (hat Mn. IIelfe has taught, would have still the

hardest task behind. For (here arc all the varieties of modulation
;

there arc such tilings as florid counterpoint, canon, fugue, and

imitation—canon by inversion, augmentation, double augmentation,

and doable diminution—melodies rccte ct retro, per arsin ct thesin,

and alia rovescio—fugue, authentic and plagnl modes, and double

fugue, strict and free. All these arc subjects for the contemplation,

for the remembrance, and for (he genius of him who would be thought

to possess a real knowledge of the science of harmony and of composi-

tion. It is (he worst species of deception to broach any other doctrine.

Let it not be supposed our observation at all points at Mr. Relpe's

publication. He has exempted himself from any such imputation by

Ids judicious introductory remarks.

• See the Note on Page 380, Vol. 1.
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The Triumphs of Orinnn, a collection ofMadrigal)farfiu andsix voices,

written and computed in honor of Queen Elizabeth, by the most emi-

nent composers of that age,- published and dedicated to the Earl of

Nottingham, by Thoxas Morlev, 1601.

Nam first published in score, and inscribed (In/ permission) •nith Ihe

utmost raped to Htigh t Earl of Fortescue, by Wm. ffinis, gen-

til-mail of his Mtijnly's chapels roi/ul, almoner, viinr choral, and

master of the choristers of St. Paul's cathedral. London : prhilcd

fur the Editor.

No period of our history is more interesting to tlie musician

than the reign ol Elbabeth. At that tine flourished Tali.ii,

Bybd, Wilbye, Beset, oik! a number of ulhcr celebrated men,

who raised our English school of composition, to a stale in which it

might tic willi the promlesl of Jtnl v ; a distinction, we fear, which

it has never since enjoyed.

Several circumstances concurred to produce this favorable situa-

tion of things. The clergy, almost all nf whom had been educated

in the principles of the liumish church, had utronply imbibed a

taste for an art of which that church may truly he called the

" nursing mother." Bui, more than this, the full beams of royal

favor and patronage shone upon our native cmn posers, and, as a

necessary ioii:cqn.ciici', Iliev received, from (he great and powerful,

the lineal of all stimulants to exertion—applause and encourage,

mcnl. It is not here our business to trace the decline of our

school down to the present day, when every English wriler is left to

si niggle for himself, as he is able. But we think it due lo our coun-

trymen to observe, that those who reproach I hem wilh a want of

genius, should show that there is no want of opportunity and motive,

tor its exertion ; and we would, willi imleigned respect, hint to those

persons of exalted rank among us,' who, by general content, are con-

sidered oe the great depositnrirs of public favor, that, if they still

ruiiliiiue on all occasions to prefer foreign wrilcu and performers to
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those of their own country, it ia not justice to assert, because il has tkI

been proved, that Hie latter are altogether unworthy of Uieii counte-

nance and support. It should ever be remembered, that no man's

nerves are more finely strung than his are, who is called upon to dis-

tinguish himself by (ho exorcist' of his imagination. Hi- i*, indeed,

the creature and sport of cloud and sunshine. The melancholy

history of artists of all ages and descriptions fells us lliisj thercforr,

to expect that British composers should again rise to the eminence

which they enjoyed at the period now under our consideration,

without those inducements to arduous exertion which rank and

wealth alone can oiler, is to look for an effect without an ade-

quate cause— it is truly lu expect to reap that which we bav*

not town.

Secular music was not much cultivated in England, during the

Iml years of MliwbcUi's reign ;
Lint ;i (asfe for Mittlrijraki appears to

have been gradually imbibed from Italy, and to have been consider-

ably improved and rendered general by the exertions of N. Yoshe,

who, in 1588, published the first volume of his " Musica Transnlpi-

na, Madrigals of four, five, and six parts, chosen out of divers

different authors; with the first and second part of La Virginella,

made by Master Byhd upon two stanzas in Ahiobto, brought to

speak English with the rest."*

Soon after this work appeared, many of our great masters distin-

guished themselves in rapid succession. Morley, (the pupil of

BvinJ in 1593, printed his " Canzonets,or little short sortga of tore*

voices." These, in 1591, wore followed by " Madrigals to four voices;"

in 1595, by « Ballets or Falas to five voices ;" by " Madrigals to

five voices;" and in 1597, by " Canzonets, or little short airs to five

and sis voices." About the same time, Wilbye, Beset,Weelkes,

Suirbye, and many others, gave compositions to the world, which

ever have been, and must remain, objects of great interest to the in-

dustrious student.

This, indeed, was the golden age of English Madrigals, wliich

seem to have formed the amusement of all ranks of our musical

amateurs, and to bare constituted almost the whole sum of those

* fin. BonHEY, speaking of Yosot, sap, " he was an Italian mercliaot,
who, hiii-in* oi>in>rtuiiiiU>s uf nlitaiiiinjj from'his correspondents the newest and
the best . n;n|iotition5 from Ihr Continent, hid llicm frequently performed at fall

house for tlit entertainment of his musical friends.
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thai any thing like graceful and expressive melody could have been

written to such pitiable nonsense as the following, which we select

flam the first madrigal in the collection.

Hence stats, too dim of light,

You dazzle but the sight

;

You teach lo grope by night.

See here the shepherd's star,

Excelling you so far.

Then Phabus wip'd Ms ei/rs,

And Zephyrs clear'il the skies,

In sweel accented cries.

Then sang ific nymphs and shepherds of Diana,

Long live fair Oriana I

Oar nursery songs have more meaning than this doggrel, anil it is

difficult to conceive how so many musicians could be induced to

waste their time upon it, in the age of Spencer and Siiakfspeaue.

But, considering these melodies as belonging to (he Poli/odic or-

der,• we think they are, with very few exceptions, Inferior to many

other compositions of the snm» period. We here allude lo the mo-

lolls of Talus and Bthd 5 and even to other madrigals, composed

by several of the authors who were contributors to the work now un-

der consideration—such are Wilbtk, Ben et, Moht.ev, Wee I. ites,

Sec. &c. To us the difference seems so great, that we can only ac-

count for it by supposing that (be publication, whatever might be its

original design, was got up in a hurry which left those admirable

writers no opportunity of developing the powers they exhibited on

other occasions.

But it is the rudeness and awkward harmonical contrivance of

these Madrig.ils which moslly surprise us. To judge them by canons

of crilicisni which were not established for more than a century after

their authors were in the grave, would *>e exceedingly unfair; but

they certainly contain progressions and combinations which sense

and reason, we imagine, should in all ages condemn, and which roust

• Melody implies not only the progression of one single part, hut also the
general result ol this Tarioin parts in harmony, which produce tbe effect of

melody, by the proper distribution of their sounds. Vntur. stems to hare been
the first who distingushed between the Mamdic style, in which (he milady is

confined to our' single pari, nod the 1'iih/Mlic style, in which the theme and its

depe™!*iit subjects are distributed inimi B Ihe diin-n-nt p.irti of the coiiipoiUiou.

-r-CallcoICi Grttmnuir, 3d Edition, pngt 85—note.
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wondered that By rd, then decidedly al [he Lead of his profession,

was not among tliein.

Various conjectures have been made concerning the circum-

stances which gave rise to this publication, for au atcount of which

we may refer our readers to the histories of l)n. Burm,v and Sin

Joum Hawkins, or (o the preface by Ma. Hawf.s, who diflers in

opinion from hoth.

We cannot, however, pass by an observation made by Sin John
Hawkins. " There is some piece of secret history (says he) which

we have yet to learn, thai would enable us to account for giving the

Queen tliis romantic name. (Orinnti.) Probably the mas fondofit.

Camdbn relates that a Spanish Ambassador had libelled her by the

name of Amadis Oriam, and for his insolence was put under a

guard." Now, that Elizabeth should be " fond" of a name, under

which she had been lampooned, appears a tiling so very extraordi-

nary, that we cannot admit the probability of it, even on the worthy

Knight's authority.

Every student, in the school of English composition, has heard of

" The triumphs of Oriana"—and this title has come upon him with a

mysterious sort of influence, which is sometimes found to accompany

the names of things which are but little understood. We were

certainly among the number of those who imagined that these com-

positions possessed extraordinary merit; but Mr. Hawes, by ena-

bling us to view them in score, has undeceived us, and we do not

remember ever to have examined so larpe a work with so little in it to

interest and delight. M u. Hawks, with true editorial affection for the

objects of his choice, seem* angry with Or. Borne y for speaking of

them in a slighting manner ; wc therefore, as our opinion coincides

very much with the- Doctor's, must proceed to support it somewhat

at large. It was Quick, we believe, who said that fine music con-

sisted in good melody, good harmony, and gocrf modulation,—to this ha

shauld have added correct rythm, without which melody can have no

existence, and harmony is but. a mass of agreeable, but unrnwiniiig;

sounds. Now we think that if the madrigals contained in " The

triumphs of Oriana" be examined by the above tests, they will

fall very short of tie high characters which the worthy Editor

would persuaile us Ihey possess. Melody, according to the modern

acceptation of (he term, was not cultivated at the period when these

composition! firisl appeared ; and indeed it is impossible to imagine
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By the unconnected harmonica in fiic following example, unci (ho

disposition of the purls, t lie effect of consecutive fifths is prodami
between the trebles and alto.

The madrigal concludes with n subject now very familiar to us;

but a pleasing effect is given lo it by the disposition of the parts

which move upon a pedal bass that ascends by degrees.

II is not our intention Co occupy the lime of our readers with parti-

cular remarks on every Madrigal contained in this collection, we

shall therefore pass Matster Necicohe, only observing, that his

burden " Long live fair Orima," bears a marked resemblance, in its

subject and Construction, to Este's which precedes it. Munjiy's it

disfigured by the false relations li e have already noticed ; but one of

the best passages in die whole work ii found in bis madrigal from

the 5th bar to page 17th, to the 8th bar of the following page. No.

4, by Ellis Gibbons, i? only interest in si us the production of tlie

brother of one of our greatest English composers.

Ht net was the author or No. 5, which is one of the best composi-

tions in Ihe collection.

It exhibits, however, some remarkable instances of a want of con-

• Pnpe 3, bars 1st and 2il A similar effect is heard in the 4th and 5th bar,

between tlw second treble, alto and tenor.
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nesion bcftrecn the harmonies of Ibe scale, which produce the cQbct

of consecutive fifths and eighths.

• Page Slit, bars 4th and 5th.

a u s
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This want of connexion between ihe liarmonies of the scale, forms

a singular feature in the music of [lie period now under considera-

who uro accustomed to modern progressions.

Beset was .1 man. of extraordinary talent. Jn the present madri-

gal wc find n degree of nerve and vigor, which places it considerably

above most of the others in the collection ; though wo cannot pro-

nounce it equal to " Ye restless Thoughts," by the same author, which

isone of the finest productions of our old school.

We must not pass over No. 7, by Makson', without observing (hut

it contains sranu passages deserving of notice lur their modern air;

among which is the following:

—

Carlton's madrigal (No. S,) is only remarkable for the bad ar-

rangement of the part*, mill the following combination of the mini*

and major third, which certainly sets all reason at defiance.



One of llic most (loitinir and pleasing of all (licsc madrigals is >"o.

10, by Riciiakd Nicolso.i, though ive Gnd in it Hie same monstrous

combination of llic miimi and nmjur third just mentioned.

This is clearly not an oversight, but the effect of design ; for the

tenor G is necessarily sharp, as third to the dominant, while tbc

• Page 6-lfh, bar lOlft,
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treble G is natural to prepare Hie dissonance in the following

harmony.

We should not mention No. 13, by William Cobbole, were

it not to express our surprise llml Dr. Burnet should pronounce

it tin: mosl agreeable lii;k] ri^-al in this collection."

To our apprehension, it is far inferior to Bkkst'b or to Nicoe-

son's, just before named, nnd we select the following passage, be-

cause it presents a disposition of the extreme parts, which should

ever be avoided by all those who aspire lo the character of good

harmonists.

tr tr !T

Mojiley next claims our particular atlention, both as original

editor of the work, and a* a writer deservedly admired. There is,

however, nothing remarkable in his madrigal No. 14, though it

partakes much of his easy mid flowing manner. We must ex-

tepl the following |>nssai;o, similar indeed to that just quoted,

lest any of our young leaders should be ted to imitate it by the

• Page SStb, bars 10th and 11th.

Dialog L"



authority of the aulbor of t

our language.

: of llie best musical (realises i

iperiorily ol. .„,
occasion. His madrigal, No. 16, which we think by far the best ir.

the collection, presents a fine specimen of voc.il harmony.
The arrangement of the parts is clear and easy throughout, and

the effect is nowhere diminished hy harsh progressions, false relations
nor unlicensed combinalions. How much it is to be regretted, that
moreis not known of this great master, who, if he yield to Obi.Inbo
Gibbons in sweetness, certainly eicels him in force and powerful
relief.

Wnuart madrigal, No. 18, does not please us so much as some
others written by him, hare done. But it is curious, on account of
the author's attempts at musical imitation. We would speak ofJohn
Milton with all the respect due to so great a name, but we find
nothing particularly entitled to notice in No. 19. It js astonishing
however, that the father of so great a poet should set to music such
nonsense as is here exhibited.

Ei-lts Gibbous appears again at No. SO, and certainly la more
advantage than he did at No. *. Whether he was the first to intra-

• PaS« Sett, bit 8th.
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ducc the following point we will not say, but it has been considered

common properly by composers of ull descriptions from his time to

our own.

Wc have already cscccJcd our limits, and must hasten to conclude

our re maris.

Sin HawEs observes that " Edivaud Joxes seems to have been

n voluminous composer," but his labours <K> nol nppear to have

miiiie liijn ri good contrnpiinl ir-1, :is Lhf fulluwing extracts will shew :

* Page IB?, b»ra Utb and 12th.
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Tlic No. 26, by Giovanni Choci, flows in a pteaisng manner,

and is disfigured bj no false relations. In one or two instances

tliere are some awkward arrangements of the parts of which wo
liave not room to give examples. Bateson is justly placed among

the best of our madrigal writers, but we think hia compositions, in

this work, unusually dry and uninteresting.

There is however, an cscellcnt passage in No. 29, which we shall

t'ltracl, liocnuM! il (-im tains an i-\;iiiljiIi> uf [he V, a disenrd oFduuljIe

suspension, not very common in the days of Bateson.

• Page 1 88th, ban 1 3th and 14th.—Betides their 5thi the author hid made
cousccutire octaies, in the extreme parts, which have been corrected by the

3 x
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Mb. Hawes should have transposed No. 27, for as it now standi,

it exceeds the compass of voices in general.

Pilkington's madrigal will not detain us long, for it is decidedly

the worst in the book. We are told, by the editor, that it was sent

too late for insertion in the first publication ; but we suspect that it

was rejected by Mo a ley, and snuggled iulo a subsequent edition.

It ia scarcely worth while to give any extracts from such an inferior

production, but Hie following taken from the very commencement,

must convince our readers, that the opinion wc have expressed con.

cerning it, is not loo severe.

The came wretched effect is produced, by the false relation, in (he

10th bar of the same page, and it perpetually recurs throughout tb*

whole composition.

Little it to be said on the modulation of these mailtignis—it is al-

most uniformly monotonous and unconnected.

This, in a considerable degree, may lie attributed to the unsettled

notions prevailing at the lime these com posit ions appeared, with re-

gard to the scale, which seems hardly to have been positively ad-

justed, at the end of tile seventeenth century. On this account we

doubt, whether all the accidentals which Mb. II awes has added,

were intended by the authors themselves; although we entirely con-

cur with him in the justness and propriety of their application.

Wc have, pcrhnps, devoted more of our time and notice to this

work than our readers might have wished ; but it is curious, in as

much as it contains some of the earliest efforts made in this country to

improve the style and character of our secular compositions, and that
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too by men, some of whom stand high in oar musical history. We
certainly rise from a careful review of these madrigals, mill feelings

of considerable disappointment; and we must honestly confess that

we have been unable to discover " that remarkable combination of

science and skill, with beauty mid delicacy, which so strongly cha-

racterize them."' Here aud there are to be found short traits of

melody, and also some combinations of harmony which deserve

attention. But these bear but a small proportion to the work itself.

They arc as a fen fresh flowers stuck into a hortut siccus—or as

spots of verdure on a sandy plain,

Tlio most pleasing part of our task yet remains, and that is, to

give to Ma. II a web some portion of the great credit which is due to

liim as editor. He has presented to the public a scarce and curious

book, in a very elegant form, and with a degree of correctness which

is seldom equalled, and which cannot be exceeded. Wcare delighted

to find tliat he intends publishing the madrigals of On lando Gib-

bons, in score, and we trust that his success in that undertaking

may be such as to induce him io persevere in his design of represent*

ing many more classical works of our old English musicians.

* Advertisement by the Sditw.



Jtotagattfy Now, the Boat Trio, composed by Sir J. A. Stevenson,

Mus. Doc. London. Power.

An agreeable lilllc piece, constructed in a very simple bul not in-

elegant sjle. This is one of (he trifles that speak tlie genius which

adonis every Hung il touches. Plainness and elegance alike fit

this Irio for tlie chamber, while its compass reduce it within the

powers of all who have the slightest pretensions to sing. We were

not titt lately aware of the scarcity of things of this kind adapted

for two sopranos ami ;i bass. The boat trio, though light, may lie so

given ns always to interest, and we think it will be found an accept-

able addition to the courat (it fumitlc in pailiculnr.

We shall lain.' this o[>pot (inii< v ul" strongly recommending Mn.

Attwood's Glee of 7'/re Curfese," Mr. Willis's " Merrily goes

the bark," and Ma. Walmisly's " Jofry of the dale," an three iupe-

rior compositions in this species of writing. "They arc all three very

lighj, elegant, and expressive.

Thr Child's introduction la Thorough Bau, in Conversations of a Fort'

night, brttcttn a Mother and her Daughter, of ten years old. Lon-

don. Baldwin, Cradock, und Joy, 1819.

If ilit j nmk lie m «e picsume it to be, the production of a female

mid an mnatnir, tin* la.ly enjoys ,.c think the ju-t distinction of

luviii; j-iveri to (lie niuticit v»«ld ihe most perspicuous, intelligi-

ble, und popular treatise upon the uacknint sul.j.. I of tWough
Ii,k« »i have yet st.'K. It is thr oiUpring of a mind acute

nnd accurate, and directed by flial genuine good sense which loads its

possessor lo seizeand preserve the valuable parts of n subject, and to

give them the exact form wllicJi is most consistent with the author's

and reader's purpose
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TWi book not only teaches the rudiments it professes to explain;

but what will be fur more valuable In the great bulk of those inio

whose hands it may full, it leaches hoia to teach. There is no doubt

thai every one who has written upon this subject lias understood

what he endeavoured to convey, but it is also quit* as certain to our

conviction, that no one has hitherto succeeded in making the de-

ments so perfectly plain as ihe author of the book before us. TUU
sensible person dues completely, in twelve lessons, conduct the

pupil through a great portion of T he art of accompaniment, and at

the same time the theory of what is thus taught, is laid down in such

n manner that it is impassible not only to misunderstand, but also

to fail in communicating the knowledge the work contains to a child

capable of half an boor's attention. This book has done more to

persuade us of the efficacy of early instruction in Theory than all we

have yet seen or read upon the subject ; and so strong is the impres-

sion it makes upon us, that we are almost induced to abandon the

idea that theory may be best prosecuted at a more advanced period ;

at all events it reduces the matter to this—whenever (he progress of a

child in the art of playing is advanced to that point when it may b«

considered as desirable to inculcate the elements of thorough base,

bete is a treatise to nicely adapted to the capacity of children, that

any parent may safely and with the gratification which ii most de-

lightful to those who love to watch the expansion of their children's

faculties, undertake the (ask ofgiving the instruction required. And
that no doubt may remain as to (he means by which the author has

attained the simplicity we describe, we have in (he preface a short

account of the process by which it has been effected. We shall

ouole the passages :

—

" It will immediately be obvious to all who read the following

pages, that in them my sole object has been to make my language m
plain, as simple, and as intelligible as possible. I have carefully

avoided nil technical phrasenUiL: v : anil I have even, in many in-

stances, indulged in tautology and i clm [Kiululions which must prove
Tedious and di- a:; livable U> many. Km it must be remembered that

I have not written this (o please the class of well-informed renders.—
My only wish is I" inform I liose who arc supposed to be entirely ig-

norant of the subject; and if 1 succeed in my endeavours in smooth-
ing its intricacies (u out- juvenile student, or in facilitating loan
affectionate mother the delightful disk of improving (lie mind's of her
young offspring, 1 shall tlwl sincerer pleasure than I could experi-
ence in extorting praise I'mm I lie sternest critic.

•* I am sensible that this little tra«t is not only singular m being
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addressed to children, but I hat it also differs from alt other publica-

tion* on the subject uf thorough bass which I have happened to meet
wiili, as it prol esses to slimv, from the very beginning, that the

science of music uwes its chief difficulty (o the variety, and some-
times uiitiitelligihility, of the terms in which it is expressed ; and it

is in the Instance of chords—many different appellation* are given to

one 11 nil (he same combination, ofnotes, which very combination, on
being analysed (or as it might be termed dissected,) would appaar a

natural aud familiar harmony. Indeed so convinced am I of the sim-

plicity lo which it is possible to reduce tlie theory of (bis science,

that I venture to assert, if its professors would agree amongst them-
selves to be content to appropriate one single name to each indivi-

dual thing of which they treat, its principles would not only be more
general'y understood, hut 'its practice, by which I mean chiefly (he

art of composition, uuulil be very esscnl iully improved.
" My object lias hern to exemplify in generals the principles on

which the rules of thorough bass are formed, without reference to any
particular instrument for their application; so that a child with a
pencil and ruler can put the theory of all the rules I have laid down
In immediate proof. Their subsequent practice is, however, abso-

lutely necessary, not only for the purpose of giving a readiness

and facility in playing chords, but likewise, that the ear may be
early educated lo harmony, and both the taste and judgment
thereby improved : for (his purpose, i strongly recommend Court's
work, as (be best practical exercise fur the manual part of thorough

" in some few instances I have referred ( the pinno forte, as to on
instrument in genera! use, and have represented my little tyro as oc-
casionally filling up some exemplifications of the rules under imme-
diate consideration. Blank copies of these examples I recommend
should be given to (hose who are to be taught according lo this plan,

to be filled up by the learners themselves, in the same way that it is

adviseable to make every child give its own answers to the little cale-

chims which conclude each con versa (ion. A little attention (o these

remarks, and above all, not permitting a child lo proceed to any new
lesson till it is quite perfect in the last, arc all that is required in the

teacher, and is, 1 flatter myself, not too much (o ask Irum liberal and
candid judgea. With these conditions t entertain little doubtof
these conversations being found generally useful."

Little more remains for us to say, for in truth the book leaves small

room for any other species of remark than general commendation.

The mode of ill usl ration is very happy, for not only are the precepts

conveyed, but the probable objections and questions of the inquisi-

tive people answered, in a way completely to instruct tlie parent in

the art of removing tin: unforeseen diltieull ies, which always attend

enquiries (U:ti iVillnw tlie attempt to tench elever chiliien. Instances

arc frequent in the second conversation. For example :—The in-
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structot is explaining the terms " root-note, or fundamental bast.
1*

The conversation is thus kept up i

—

" Mary. And does "root-note" and "fundamental bass" mean
the same thing I

" Mother. Yes—a root-note to a chord is its fundamental bass •

this root-note is sometiini-s transferred from the bass to the treble.
" Mary. Then how can it be called the fundamental bats ?

Sometimes it is played both in the bass and in Ihe treble; but it is

always to be found tomevthere in every chord, and is the ground
work of the whole ; iust the same as in your prelly books of " Little
Henry" and " Little Fanny," it is always the same little child at
the bottom, though its dress and accompaniments change very often

^
" Mary. ^And sometimes they alter so, one would scarcely know

" Mother. Well: the first "dress" of the root-note is its common
chord, &c. See."

Again the different positions are illustraled in convcrsalion 3, by
the following familiar expedient :

—

" Mother. You must understand next, that every chord may be
played in as many different positions as il has notes. Bring me that
box of wafers, and choose forme out of it three of different colours.
" Mara. There is a black, and a white, and a grren.
" Mother. Now pnt them one over the other, and tell roe which

colour you choose for the top.
" Mary. I hare put the green uppermost, and the black next

smd ihewhitetbe lowest.

" .Woiner. Then we will call that the first position. Now pull
the white trom under (lie other two, and put it to the top; that will
make another position.

" Mary. So it does: and, I suppose, I am now to take the black
out, and^put il to the top to make the third position. Am I right,

" Mother. "Quite right, Mary. Now ynu understand from the
changes in the position of these wafers how the changes in the
position of chords are made."

The terrific and mysterious definition, that " all melodies have the

per/eel concords of the key they ore is for their fundamental basses," is

thus got over i—
" All melodies have the perfect concords of the key they are in

for their fundamental basses.""
" Mary. 1 don't quite understand that, mamma. In the first

place, what &n perfect concords?
" Mother. Concords which comprehend all (be consonances
" Mary. Oh, mamma!

fcard words, as you call it.

* Dr, Pepuach.

you are laughing at my love for

+ Dr.Bmby.
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" Mother. Well, then, in plain English, you will find in your
dictionary that " concord" ami " consonant both mean the same
thing, viz.. "accord of sounds, agreeablateu so thatperfect concords

ore merely such chords u :ire formed by notes at those certain dis-

tances, or intervals, from each other, which form the most perfectly

concordant, or united sound.
" Mary, Such, forins(ancc,as the thirds and fifths, I suppose?
" Mother. Yes. And these consonant, or agreeable intervals, arc

fire in number ; namely, tMrds,fifikt, eighths, fourths, and sixth).

" Mary. Why tlmse only llic figures used in the common
chord and its inversions.

" Mother. Precisely; and (hat is the simple and whole explana-
tion of those tremendous words " perfect concord" and " consonant
intervals."
" Mary. Oh dear! who would have thought it, mamma ? It is

like Thomas being frightened yesterday nt what proved to be only
little William dressed out in grandpapa's ivig mui i;re^lcoot.

"Mother. Now, then, you perfectly understand why the com-
mon chord is called the fundamental concord ?

" Mary. Yes ; for if all (he concords arc found in it and its in.

rcrsions, all chords made of (hose concords must belong to it : is not

that it, mamma?
" Mother. At least all concords must be. derived from it, as I (old

you on Friday. Now you perceive that the third, fourth, fifth, sixth,

and eighth of every nolo arc its perfect concord*; so that the rule

" lliat all melodies have the perfect concords of the key they are in

for their fundamental basses" means, that the fundamental bass noles

must be either the third, fourth, fifth, sixth, or eighth of the key.

note of thai key in which the composer finds himself at the

time being."

We shall conclude this pirf of our examination by one more quo-

tation, which puts the ingenuity of the writer in (he strongest light,
'

at the same time that it proves her to be a female:—
" Mother. What we call tuning instruments, the French call let

aecurder; you know nrroirftr means literally, to make of one accord ;

so docs our word concord: so that concords may be said to be
,; chords in perli'Lil tunc ," ;imi discords, those that arc not so in them-
selves, though, when judiciously used, thry serve to relieve (he
smnitls ot' (h: i-iinmiA, which, without that variety, would become
insipid ; and thus discords are used to improve harmony, instead of

the reverse. Yon know when I worked at my frame the other day,
you said you wondered why I put in any stitches of black silk when
the pink was so miicli prettier ; but when I had finished my pattern,

you were convinced thut llic contrast made the pink itselt appear to

most advantage.
" Mary. O yes, mamma; and yon showed me how you shaded

off the colours from pink to black, and from black bock again
to pink.
" Mother. In the same way, Mary, in melodies where discords
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are introduced, they are always "shaded off," or as it is called,

retokrd back again into concords. If that was not done, I he car

would be dissatisfied, and we should nut feel as if the tunc, or

melody, was finished."

Every mother will feel the value of such modes of explaining a

iliy and iillicrwisn usiiiitcresiint; study to i.bik! .

The plan has moreover two other distinguishing iccnmrneiul'ili ms.

Each conversation or lesson has in it sufficient to awaken and lo (ill

the mind of the pupil, yet it contains so just a division of the sub-

ject
-

, that whatsoever is necessary to a complete understanding

of the particular branch treated or, is given. The capacity of the

recipient is, as it were, measured, and the due proportion of stimulus

and support exhibited. To this may be added the second object of

our praise, the very comprehensive recapitulations nl the end uf each

day's lesson; they impress and confirm what has been before incul-

cated in such a way, that the information is not likely to be dropped

in the effort, or afterwards forgotten.

There are a few and a very few changes in the verbiage, which we

would suggest.

Page 10. " Harmony is the union of many notes, forming alto-

gether one sound ;" we would suggest a blended sound as a prefera-

ble expression; and again, on the same page,

"Mother. What is melody i"

"Mart/. A succession of harmonies."

This is an error, for a succession ofsingle notes constitutes melody.

Page 27. " Then if the next bass note was E, lo where Bb was

also to be played, in the treble wc would write a figure of 5, and the

fiat sign over it ill Ihebrus" Did not the example shew the contrary,

the misconstruction of this sentence would lead to a material error,

for the flat would be placed over (he 5lh, and induce the substitution

ofa IlalSd with a 5th, for the fiat 5th.

In page 4a there appears lo he an error of the press in describing

the resolution ofthe sevjnth ; Oth line from the bottom, FCGis put

for E C G.

Page 48. In the example (he author abandons her own rule of

making the discordant note the side note.

Pageio. The definition of a semi-tone is incorrect, unless it be

supposed to have reference to the divisions of a piano forte. Wc
should not have made this remark, had not tbc author in her preface

3 r
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declared lier intention " to exemplify in generals, without reference

to any particular instrument."

Il is to be observe J, that the work before us is limited by its author

lo a part only of the scieure of harmony ; towards the conclusion] she

promises a continuance of lier plan. If complete success in the de-

sign and execution of what she has done be any encouragement to the

prosecution of her useful labours, we think she has that encourage-

nienl in its fullest sense. She has clearly proved, that the art of

playing thorough bass, and a competent understanding of the theory

of the elements she explains, may be communicated in IS lessons.

Nor (lo we subtract at all from the merit of her performance, when

we make the same exception lo this at we have done to a former

method of abridgement. As far as a perfect understanding is con-

cerned, the IS conversations arc all sufficient. But we only agree

with the author herself, in recommending written as well as practical

Caereires to be so often repeated, that there can be no doubt of the

substance being irremrivcably fixed upon the memory. And this too

should be done gradalim, step by step, between the lessons. For it is

not, we repeat, the merely comprehending a series of rides that

renders the acquisition of thorough bass a work of time. It is the

exercise indispensable to the retention of those rules and the acquire-

ment ofpractical facility in their application, that consume the hours

and dnys and years of'tne young musician. We, however, close

our article as we began it, by staling our conviction that we bnve yet

seen no work so likely to lighten and to shorten these labours, as " The

Child's Introduction to Thorough Bast." Whoever may be the au-

thor, it is no less creditable to her general ability than to her parti-

cular science; for the book communicates a Ictton of infinite prac-

tical value in the philosophy of leaching.
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Gradusad Pamassiim, ortheArt ofplaying on the Piano Forte ; exem-

plified in a Series of Exercises in the strict a»d free Styles.—

Composed by Muzio Clementi. Lumlon. Clementi, Bangor,

Collard, Davis, and Collard. Two volumes.

T.ATiir is not yet generally understood by our fumbles. We per-

ceive indeed that it now begins lo appear frequently in tlie prospec-

tinea and upon the cards uF most of tlie " seminaries" and " esta-

blishments" and "houses," (Tor there are now no such things to

be heard of as schools) in and about (lie neighbourhood of London,

and even in those of the provinces ; but we suspect that though

a very capital name in the literary firm, it is put forth tu catch

and attract rather than to profit the beholder. There is in the

metropolis a certain haberdasher of great celebrity, whose name is

Flint, and to his shop all sorts and conditions of ladies who are

desirous of purchasing genuine threads, tapes, and laces, as well as

cheap bargains, are accustomed to repair. Conscious of the pow«
of a name, a number of small traders, having nothing but the hope

of gain before their eyes, are wont to put their own address in little,

with a very small <•" in a flourish, and a prodigious FLINT -
- ™

the central and prominent jiart ; and thus these pettifoggers, having

nothing like the giant haberdasher "distinguishable in member,

joint, or limb," but bis name above their shops, lay wait to delude

unwary purchasers. We have some reason to believe that the word

Latin is sometimes employed in like manner; and we take great

credit to ourselves for this exposition of two circumstances mani-

festly of the last importance to the fair sex, at the same time that

we caution all who may have been educated at any one of the said

establishments, seminaries, or houses, against being led, by the title

Mr. Clementi has chosen, into an unhappy sitppusition, or still

more fatal inadvertent declaration, Hint Gnu/us ad Parnassitm means

the art of playing upon the piano forte, a thing not altogether impos-

sible or wholly unlikely. Gradus ad Parnatsum, dear young ladies-

means no more than a step or steps to Parnassus, in whichever senso

you choose to lake it.—Ma. Clementi, we think, must hare under-

stood it in I he latter, for he has hewn out a prodigious ascent.

' The work before us, as the title imports, consists ofexercises. Ifwe

3 i 2
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say flint we shrink from the presumption ofexamining and of passing

niij' critical opinion upon such a production, wt speak the truth.

Mi. Ci.ehesti is one of a very small class. There are few such

players and few of sircli experience now in Europe, We must take

it for granted that he here Iny6 before the musical irorld the resultf,

the ascertained results of his own eitcnded practice and his own
exalted per feet ion—an authority which scarcely any man will ven-

ture to question. He is the living example of the effects, while upon

the face of his book there are the strongest proofs of science, ability,

and labour. These then are the steps by which he has ascended to

the top of Parnassus, and we might safely dismiss his volumes by

saying, that thither those who have the persevering industry to fol-

low his track thus demonstrated may also proceed, were we not

disposed to attempt something like an analysis of his performanoc.

This is innde nwssary, because ho lias left us almost in the dark,

adhering, we think, too closely to the maxim lie has selected for a

motto from our great moralist—

" Exert/ art it best tnuglit example."

Mn. Cr.EMEHTt interprets this axiuin too strictly, il licit he abridges

the student of all, or nearly all exposition of his intention, mid leaves

liim to pilule out the particular object ot each cercisc. Mr. C.

lias taken a great deal of knowledge in the pupil tor granted— tur

they must be musicians, arid tolerably ripe ones too, who con begin

upon his lessons and pursue them. Our objection is, that every

thing, by Mich ;i inuile i>t' proceed in;:, ib rendered enfireh technical.

The philosophy of the system is unexplained. Now we ate quite

Burctb.it a scries of introductory observations from such a man as

the author of such a series of instructions, must be of nearly equal

value with the instructions themselves. Musicians have been too.

sparing in this particular. Piano forte playing is certainly very

much habit, very much technical; but all the dclieatr, occult,,

elevated character is tics of the art, those which address themselves

to the finer faculties and sensations, arc intellectual. Expression

is bum of sensibility and nursed by the understanding. It is feeling

and intellect which constitute (lie difference and form Hie distinction

between mere rapid execution and line performance in its true sense

and meaning. Upon these grounds we object to such bare and

meagre titles as, "to render Die fingers independent" and " suite de

trots pieces" &c. where so much mole might have been effected by
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a luminous explanation of sucli a composer's intentions. Mr. Ct.e-

wbnti ouglit not, we think, to Lave forgotten, when he put together

all llie members oF llic body, to have infused tlic soul that alou©

could make them capable and give them motion and strength, and

vigour. Bui to our analysis.

VOLUME 1.

txmhu.
. " To render the fingers independent." This purpose is effected

by some of the fingers being employed to hold down certain

notes while others continue to strike the same note in succes-

sion. Two, three, or four ate thus engaged, two stationary

and two moving; in some of the passages the hand is consi-

derably extended.

2 Is designed to keep tlie hand together and give freedom to the

fingers.

3 Affords a continuation of the same principle, differently exem-

plified. This is a lesson more varied ; the frequent modula-

tion, while it increases the difficulty, assists in conveying a

.

knowledge of fingering in the several keys.

4 Is intended to inculcate the art of playing double notes ; the air

is agreeable, and it implies more of graceful expression than

the former exercises. Tbe slight portion of difficulty which

attaches to it, arises out of the frequent modulation.

5. Chromatic passages not very full of meaning. The scholar will

here find himself called upon to exercise a patient persever-

ance, trusting to time to discover the usefulness of the practice

and the judgment of the master.

fi .Appears to be intended (o include the results uf all the former

exercises and to join them with some novelty. In tbe begin-

ning there is a great deal of replication ; both hands are busy,

but the Ifft principally so.

7. A lesson very much devoted to arpeggios, in which there are

replications both by treble and bass; tbe arpeggios are con-

nected with frequent modulation.

8. There, is more to gratify the ear in this than in the former exer-

cises. The novelty principally consists in the introduction of

simultaneous octaves for the li ft hand, ascending and descend-

ing; the whole is exceedingly pleasing.

9. A lesson of greater extent, upon successive passages, ascending
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and descending, and by arpeggios, with alternate replications

for both hands.

)0. A perpetual canon, by inversion and in strict intervals. This is

a very learned performance—and, fur such a species of compo-

sition, embraces great variety. Few piano forte playersofthe

present age would care to grapple vith the contrivance neces-

sary to the production of sucb a composition.

II. We know not why these pieces arc entitled "Suite de troia

pieces," except it is from the naked fact that they follow each

other. The appropriate symbols of No. II seem to be inter-

rupting reals in the time, dolled notes and turns.

19. "Suitcde quatre pieces,"' the. first of which is an arpeggio exer-

cise upon the third and sixth, ascending nod descending—the
;

Tight hand principally employed.

13. A strict fugue. The subject, however, so far deviates from rale,

that it rise* one note above the authentic mode, though regu-

larly answered. It is a learned and difficult exercise.

14. A beautiful adagb movement, rich in delicacy and sentiment

—

it is completely intellectual; we would willingly sacrifice all

tile passages of execution (hat ever were written fur such an
" one. Mr. Ci.ementi has prefixed " Tulit alter hottores"* a

part of the well-known verses of Vi aoiL, to shew that a piece

of secret history belongs lo this composition, which should

thus appear lo have been borrostd by some other author with-

out acknowledgment. Our own recollection does not lead us

to the discovery, or we should think it a duty lo expose the

modern liulhyllus.

15. Exhibits n concentration of difficulties somewhat more intense

than we have yet had, and it appears to us that the passages

• Fur Ihe information of such of our young Trailer' ns may not understand

(lie jllit-ntjit, ifi! subjoin tin; lullun in:; n initiation. \ hgil "Kite a Latin dis-

tich, in which he compared hi-; upturn in .fujiiter, and jilurcd it in the night on

the gales of the palace of AoguMui. Inquiries were made for (he author by

order of Augustus ami when Virgil hud the diffidence not to declare himself,

i;iil!iylUii,:ii-,.iin:..inlible uoH, fl.dnicd Hi,? t(i.isi, I, is own, and was liberally

rewarded. This displeased Vi^il ; lie again wrote the verses near the palace,

and under them a Latin line, eipreising, " i urotc these verses, another

carried uw.iy tlio honours,'' uirh tin- bi'^nuini; nf another lint foer times re-

peated. Augustus wished the lines- In In; finished ; liaihyllns seemed unable,

and Virgil lit last, by completing tin- stanza, proved himself the author of the

distich, and the ujuiprr became the ridicule of Home.
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contain less meaning than Usual/ The principal point upon

which the lesson dwells, seems to be the inculcation of tho

practice of double chromatic intervals.

"To equalize (lie power of the fingers." We consider this, to-

gether willi numbers IT, 19, ami 23, to be amongst the exer-

cises must bnietinnt to (he priiriiceofllio.ee who an- not for

advanced in the art. The tnsk Mr. Clemusti proposes is.

fulfilled by quadrupled of equal lime. This lesson is for the

right hand, and passes through a variety of keys, both with

flats and sharps. We are templed to say that these lessors

should have come curlier in the series, since pupils arc apt to

regard the succession which the master adopts, as the most

valuable to be pursued ; and these seem calculated to assist

younger players than those who could command the former

exercises.

17. The same kind ofpassages for the left hand, at the beginning of

the lesson. Towards the conclusion both are employed, but

with contrary motion.

IS. A fugue, neither easy nor difficult, bul judiciously introduced to

accustom the eye, the band, and the understanding to this

learned species ofcomposition.

19. The purpose of this exercise is to give strength and play to th«

3d and 4th fingers.

20 Ought, we think, to hare come earlier. It illustrates tie change

- of finger duringa repetition of the same note.

31. The lowest and highest note of the octave, struck in rapid suc-

cession alternately, by each band, and by both together.

22. The shake for the left hand, while the motion of the fingers of the

right is double in the upper, and single in the lower divisions

of the notes. A good and difficult series for practice.

23 Gives a contrary example with respect to the light hand; one

note above to two below.

24. Arpeggios for the right hand.

25. i A fugue and a canon, 2 in 1, on the octave below. They are

26. J both good examples.

'27. A lesson in the manner of No. I, bat more complicated, double

- notes being employed instead of tingle, and it is far more

chromatic.
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VOLUME a. '

It U somewhat singular, and looks a little like haste or forgd ful-

ness, thai (lie composer has placed, as a preface to his second volume,

b page of preliminary observations on fingering, which contains hs-

ceiuliriir and <lt?sci , inliiifj bruits, diittutiiu and chromatic, witli lin^-li;

and double notes. Its proper situation; as it strikes us, wouK! have

been at the beginning of the work.

No. 88. Triplets, together with uh exercise in passing and changing

the fingers.

29. A very difficult lesson—chromatic passages for both hands, in

alternate replication. The lesson is crowded with chords.

SO. Arpeggios in triplets, for the right hand, very rapid, and with

much modulation.

St. A curious exercise of lingering quadruplets of distant intervals.

'Jii. An exercise tot the shake, with accompanying notes for the other

lingers of the same hand.

33. A canon of consulerablcdifficulty.

3i Quadruplets—an exercise apparently designed to unite equaliza-

tion of the power with change of the fingers upon the same

35. " The peai!iarily of the followingfingering is recommended as a

-.i rt/ H't'fiil puiL-Iki:."

30. A succession of intervals, from the octave to the second, for both

37. The lurn followed by nppeggiosascendingand descending, with

full harmonics for the left hand.

38. The application of some of the foregoing exercises, in a sonata

both of meaning and elegance.

39. " Scena patetica
"—full of beautifully expressive passages, and

exhibiting a line view of the powers of the- instrument to move

the soul, when under the hands of a competent performer.

40. A fugue, in which the subject embraces the whole octave.

41. A vivacious finale to the " suite tie cinque pieces," which con (ains

most of the scattered members of execution which have pre-

43.) " Suite de trail pieces," a combination of strong, energetic, and

43. > impassioned phrases, full of imagination, and of irangina-

4*.5 tion loo connected with passion. The latter parts arc very

crowded for the left hand, and the whole is very difficult.
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45. A fugue, upnri a long subject ; the in I roil netion is a syncopnicd

morcmciiL of considerable expression, mid in a style accordant

wilh the fugue.

4G. The bass introduces those divisions of lime which are produced

by dolled notes, while the execution of the right hand is rapid

47. Tbc right hand lias two parts constantly going, while the left is

employed npon wide intervals.

48. A series of difficulties in time and execution for the right band,

which has again two parts constantly going, in very different

divisions of time.

49. This, like sumc of the former lessons, cmbrnces and unites many

of the disjecta membra of instruction strewn throughout the

work.

50. Mr. Ccementi prefaces this, like No. 35, by a recommenda-

tion of tlie peculiarity of the fingering.

Such is our briefanalysis of tliis elaborate -.vnrk, which contains an

infinite variety of most useful combinations; we might, perhaps, be

justified in saying, almost every possible kind of musical phrase, but

we hesitate tu plum the depth of such research as we here witness,

or to challenge an imagination of such fertility.. There is, however,

one remark which we will venture to put .forth, in the hope of ex-

citing such a mind to an addition that appears to os still wanting to

books of i nsl ru el inn. This addition is a work upon expression.

The Graecs is, for the most part, purely technical. It shews what

difficulties arc to be encountered, but il considers passages of execu-

tion more than style, which yet wants a universal exposition—il con-

sists too much of a particular exemplification of parts for this pur-

pose^! which, indeed, il does not affect to aim, except it be in its gene-

ral title), ihcrc is loo numb for the linger*, and too li"!e for the mind.

VVhen wc bear such a composition as the Scrim Putelicn, we become

immediately sensible to Ihe powers of the art, while at the same time

wc the more lament that no certain and absolute method of convey-

ing the composer's exact intentions, with respect to the intellectual

process, has yet been com rived. The passages of a piano forte

sonata are born entirely of tin: fancy, and we have no clue to the

images or sentiments, except in the corresponding emotions tbey

raise in ourselves. Bui different modes of execution call Ibrlh and

embody such a variety of beauty, that il were always to be wished out
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acquaintance with the precise idea, with the spirit Ihn* gave biitfc to

lite notes, were made intelligible. In No. 42, for instance, we read

clearly ii snnvirr,^ i.nira of |'aisionate fed ins; from (In- l>c-^Liin in-r-

espressi'd in musical passages—but, in order to give it the true

lighl, we want the word* to which the air is set—we want to sec the

pictures which (as Haydn it related always to have done) tbc com-

poser in fancy drew, in order to enable us lo understand, to enjoy,

and even lo perform the notes with the just meaning. For the great

difference between composers is the empire that feeling hnsovermere

fancy. Certain combinations of notes are full of invention—full of

conceit. These we should call inventive passages; those which

command our feelings and raise any emotion beyond surprise, we
should Icrm expressive. Even in the most technical parts of the

book Mr. Gleu bnti has enriched us willi the passages, which par-

take as much of the latter as of the former quality. We of course

allude lo those which arc given merely as exercises for the fingers

;

for the Fugues, Sonatas, and, above nil, the Scena Pittttica, are eini-

minenlly learned and beautiful- We know not what he has behind,

Iiut we wish earnestly lo invite him to complete the work by an

addition of the nature we propose.

We will therefore indulge our hope, by treating Ihe volumes before

us as tt'F first and iiitinduidiry porliutis—and we will close our ob-

servations by recapitulating, (bat they piesr-.it to the eye of the

(.Indent an altera wlmh is strep and lumped and laborious; mni-y

c' them ap|j.er to promise him little, but ihe glory of understanding

. ,„(:. . .1,:*. il„- ilile ti:l>- ( |l. •> :!.r <l,rlr f- tl. -

opimni limu-iri v-ill Inil only while they arc acquiring nnd until

ll ey .vc arcjuirid. Ti.i- hugciin^, a« a sysleui, is iimple and e»ty

in principle. The din, .oils and passages are common to both Ihe

old and In modern masters, and amongst them are such as mutt faci-

litate the jiowcr of readhn; music.— Lint let us observe Ihalihis power

is to be prodigiously assisted by an acquaintance with Ihe laws of

harmony, and which, were it for this object alone, is become almost

indispensable, from the superabundant quantity of modulation it is

the fashion to introduce and the chorda with which lessons are now

crowded. The hardest difficulty lobe surmounted in the reading and

fingering lies in this particular ; and every note must be read, for

there is no guide or help, in ihe ear and memory. Mr, Clementi

Luuwi the value ol systematic fingering, and to [his he has devoted
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Jj is (ali-iils. Ill Ilia book is to be found every tiling necessary to

technical execution. The pupil who Ins otlenlivcly studied Tub
Gradus muy defy difficulties and Inugh embarrassment lo scorn.

Here is the form—the body and the members perfect, wo uo.v await

Hie coming of the spirit (hat is tu inform all this beauty and strength

with life, animation, and sentitnent.

Select Alrtfront the celebrated Operas compotediy Nwt ,- arranged

for the Piano Farle, with an Jceonipanhnenl for the Flute, ad. lib.

By J. P. Hurrowes. ^oudon. Clcmenti and Co. and Goulding

and Co.

Wo have Inoked through M'S'cra! of these selections, which con-

sist chiefly of the most popular airs in Figaro, La Clementa di Tito,

Cotifim Tutli, &c. &c They are calculated to afford amusement

and instruction. Mr. Bobrowes has chosen those which are

lightest, most elegant, and best known ; and though he has added

nothing of his own, contenting himself with transfusing the spirit of

Mozart into the lessons, now giving the air and now the accompa-

niment to the flute or piano forte, as it hit bis taste or beat suited the

genius of the instrument. It is desirable lo place before students (ho

works of the best masters. These arc adapted for young performers,

and will improve the taste while they afford useful practice. The
possibility of employing these lessons as an accompaniment to the

song, in some instances within ourimmediate, observation, has had iho

effect of acting as a stimulus, and has created a very earnest solici-

tude to acquire the lesson. We therefore can recommend them as

agreeable and useful elementary practice, which will lessen the dis-

tance between the singer and the young player, wherever such an,

union is desired.



Tulio, au la Cham au Rtnard , Rondo pour k Piano Forte, compose

pour Madcmoiielle Amity, par F. Kulkbrenner. London. Chap-

pell aud Co. Clcmenti and Co.

Storms and battles, with all their dread accompaniments, have

Jong been considered as legitimate subjects for musical imitation;

unit here, said we in an under tone—here we have a fox chase!

Aha! we continued to whisper, M«. Kalkbbbnhbh has no doubt

read liow SomiA Wbstehn was wont to thrum her father to sleep

nflcr a hard run with Old Sir Simon the King and Bobbing Joan,

or he tins heard that the lady of the most celebrated fox-hunter in

shire reads her husband to repose, and he means to supersede

these coarse or common somniferous expedients, to image the past

scenes of the day and conduct the sportsman to the realms of Mor-

pheus amid tin.' [>i r>lon l'' -tl rmillertiuiis of the chase. This appeared

to us an exceedingly lucky thought—but though abundantly praise-

worthy, it struck us to be a little out of Mr. Kalkob en nek's

regular beat, lo apply a sporting phrase. Thus we found ourselves

setting olf, full cry, in conjectural criticism.

But, upon practical investigation, we found n lively and not inex-

pressive sonata. If however there be nny intentional imitation, we

must find it in the allowed expedient (as old at least as Michael
Kelly's "Tsee Ihem galloping," in Blue Beard,) of representing

the pact' of horses by triplets—of cheering the hounds by the high

nolcs in pages 2, 8, 9, & 10, (succeeded by the way by passages from

the Guaracca dance). Page 4 is an appropriate hunting air, bearing

rrsemblaucc to the sounds of the horn. The chromatic passages iu

page b, we presume are intended to picture the terrors of some poor

wretch who, like the Frenchman, was ready to exclaim, on finding

his steed prepare for a leap, " / Irate all lo my wife"—or the more

perfect miseries of those who hiy bruised and battered at the bottom

of a ditch, or of some hardier n ight, who crawls forth and again

joins the chasi

—

" Nor heeds the brown dishonours of his face."

To these succeed pi^np:* of reiterated notes, lo convey the notion

of the cry of the pack, like "i/O'i/o-yo-i/o-ya," and ttic composer
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may perhaps have borrowed an idea from the nfl en -quoted passage*

of Shakesteaiie, for lie introd uces d iffi-rent notes to express the

game image. An adagio follows, which probably is meant to carry

the, delays of a siring country, a miry bottom, or the bounds at fault.

But off no go again, pin allegro, into a merry gallop, interspersed

with cheering (he dogs to the end. Whether the fox is lost, killed,

or run to earth, heaven alone knows, for the composer, no doubt,

considers it wisest to permit every gentleman lo steer his own count

home, and conclude the html ac cording to bis proper taste.

Mil. Kalkbbexxkil bring a foreigner, and not even acquainted,

as it should seem, with t lie orthography of the word (Tally-ho) he

lakes for bis title, we have thus endeavoured to supply those parts of

the story which he lias left untold, and have translated the said title

and the music for " the use ol countr y gentlemen," whose grateful ac-

knowledgments we. expect for our labours,; but they have also, be it

not forgotten, la thank the composer for a lively and pleasing sonata,

which, when imagination is ensiled by a few bottles of port, may bo

successfully ei:iplr.)\vd by an rspcrienced performer especially, to

protract their joys, whether luey slumber with their eyes sh ut or open.

We anticipate, moreover, a large accession lo our subscribers from

the wives, daughters, nieces, cousins, and goierncssqi ofallclnsir*

of fox-hunters whatsoever, in simple gratitude for the power we have

bestowed upon them of prolonging the unwearying delight, without

the trouble of telling or the patience of hearing long stories of cele-.

bratcd fox-chases. These ladies have probably observed, as well as

ourselves, Ibnt the temper of true, sportsmen is admirably preserve!

by being engaged, rillier actively or passively, in such recollections.

For the future then tliey have nothing to do but cry IlajiitoKAiiK-

buck neb ! and open [upon] the piano forte.

* My hounds arc bred out of tlie Spartan kind,

Witfi tars tint swrqi iway the morning de» :

Crook-knee'd and dc-lap'ri like ThcSMiliaii balli—
Slow in pursuit, but makh'din mouth Six belli

Each under cadi.



Piano Forte Sonata far the left hand (oMigato). By Fred. Kalkhren-

ner. London. Clementi and Co. Chappcll and Co.

There are fen masters ao capable of demonstrating Ibe extent of

execution as the author of this sonata. Whenever, therefore, be ap-

appears in the character of a monitor or a teacher, he is peculiarly

entitled to attention. The power of performing passages is one thing

—the expressive, application of (hern is another. Mb. Kalkbren-
keb's style is peculiar, but his command of the instrument is prodi-

gious. We regard this sonata rather as a leston for the excicise of

tbe led hand, than as a composition that emulates any higher species

of excellence—and it is in this light we consider it to rani very high.

Tbe sonata opens with an air taken by the left hand, while tbe right

performs the accompaniment. Such a disposition of the parts is

not of course common, and it seems to be a defect, that tbe accom-

paniment is too attractive to allow to the principal its (rue share of

notice. It has melody enough to call off the mind from tbe buss,

which has the real subject. The left hand throughout performs

passages usually given to tbe right. In the beginning of the second

page, the upper part bns a my sweet piece of melody, which is filled

up and enriched by the bass, arid is agreeably repeated in the treble,

tbe left hand crossing to play it. Both this and (be third pages

contain a great portion of air, with much employment for the bass,

various in construction, and passing rapidly through a succession of

keys that render -the execution a good deal difficult. The power of

the bass passages is however greatly subdued by tbe accompaniment,

particularly in page 4, One of its but parts we consider to be the

cadence at the bottom of page ft, after which the original subject is

again taken up. The second movement of the rondo is very pleas-

ing, where I lie left Inncl by cro-sii'^ a^ain resumes t lie air.

The whole of this sonata fulfils its intention and affords fine prac-

tice for the left bond, which cannot fail to be strengthened and

improved by its use. The lesson has moreover a recommendation

frequently not common to the compositions of the writers for the

pinnu forte of the present day. It is more agreeable, more intelli-

gible, has fewer over heitet unit ditch passages, and contains more
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.phrases of meaning, a term however wliich we employ in a lower

sense. Horace's rule—

Nun satis est pulchra esse poeraafa, dulcia sunlo

Et quocunque voient animum audlforu agunto,"

Should be burne in mind by all who propose lo instruct others.

—

Pupils derive vastly more from lessons which allure and which in-

terest, than from those which fatigue them. Hence we are always

apl to consider the suavity, delicacy, and expression. of a composi-

tion, particularly if designed fur students, to be by far the must

important ingredients. At present, extreme and (in our minds) ex-

travagant modulation is the rage. But, after all, the world seeks

novelty, and novelty alone, though it appears to us that every possi-

ble combination has long since been exhausted. In the piece before

us there is modulation enough in all conscience (it is written in four

flats), but apun the whole it is more captivating than the generality

ofsuch things, and we can recommend it as abounding in much that

is pleasing and more of what will be found essentially useful.

Far from me my Delia goo,- Canzonet, wilh an Accompaniment for

the Piano Forte or Harp ,-

What shall Ida? a Song, with an Accompaniment for the Piano Forte

O bright in every Grace of Youth; a Ballad. By Wm, Horsley,

Mus. Bac. Oxon. London. Cletnenli & Co.

The severity and the delicacy of Mb. Hohsley's judgment are

so established, that we look to him as one of the preservers of good

music among the moderns, and as an arbiter clegaatiarum in taste.

These three songs have been given to us with those we noticed in

our last this season. They ore trifles—they wear a modern air, but

* 'Tis not enough, ye writers, that ye charm
V> ,tL cam> and elegance; a play should warm
With soft coucerntueut ; should pmsesi the soul,

And as it wilts, (be listening crowd coot roll.
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re not, henwn be praised! 0x8611; in (be very newest fashion. The

first is simple, smooll), and sweet. The second has more of preten-

sion; but withal a very dangerous Coadjutor in the words u TFhal

shall I da *" made more striking by repetition, and bordering so nearly

upon llio ludicrous, that we should tremble for (he fate of the son™

in the hands of a person of ordinary conceptions. The last, we may
indulge out selves in believing, h,n caci«-lil a CP! lain in«t t>( expres-

sion from Ibe origin of ilie words, which are a translation it seems

from the Irish, ami the air wears Ibe garb of nationality. If Mn.
HontLET can write in this style, he can produce us Trisb melodies,

should any poet from the emerald isle n™! his; askance. Of the

three we arc at a loss wliieh (o prefer—but they are all chaste nml

pleasing.
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ERRATA.

Page 20, line IB, for Menenenea read Menennus.
43, line IS, for sound rcutl round.

171, line i of the note, for performing read performed.

172, lino 12, read we may be, ud for hundreth rtad hundredth.

210, Hne 6, after HglraeM add, originally taken from Paiiiello'i Zingari

23S, Mh line from the bottom, for foreei read focus.

250, lino 15, for Baclij read BUUIXI.
-— , line 17, di!olhecomnia.aftcrBartoloiii,inclfarGABi.ireurfGoi;iA:

573, Iinesl8an.d23, for m readme
, line 29, for we read I.

line 36, for we reed I.

234. line 5, for public read private.

313, line 3, for are read is.

:il7, line 33, for overpowed read overpowered.

line II, for unentwined read unenlivened.

321, line 30, for (cry reed many.

323, line 20, for defect rend effect.

32S, lino 8, for wo beard read we hare heard.

, line 8, for hearing read catching.

, line 15, for Tenlure rend tontinoe.

333, line 23, for if of a read of a.

a:t", line 32, for that i-miiient Einp'r read him.

3-13, line 27, for principal read principle.

357, line 11, for scholar read master.

372, line 10, for Hat 7th highcit read 7lh highest.

373, line- 31, for alterations read alternations.

374, line 14, for latter read former.

370, line 37, for proie rend shew.

3S5, line 25, for for read from.

Tl,.- litres iiMlicaliiiE pages 518,510, 520, are printed 1 IS, lift. 1'KJ.

Page 518. The wnti nee at (he ttiird line from the bottom should run rltini

—

Tin- nnforeicen difficulties: which «lw»js attend enquiries (hat follow UtuaUcuipt lo

teacli di ver children.
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